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CHAPTER I 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

Purpose 
 
The goal of this project was to prepare an illustrated report describing the architectural development of 
the four coastal Connecticut counties of Fairfield, New Haven, Middlesex, and New London from 1900 to 
1970, and the historic events that influenced that development.1 This historic context identifies trends, 
events, and personalities associated with seven key themes related to the development of coastal 
Connecticut and its architecture, identified by the Connecticut State Historic Preservation Office (CT 
SHPO) for research and analysis, along with their associated property types. Individual themes are 
divided by time periods that correspond to important events and dates that “bookend” or define key 
turning points within the study period. The historic context also includes a brief historical overview of the 
four-county region that examines corresponding trends and events on state and national levels. The intent 
of this investigation is not to provide an exhaustive historical narrative but rather to explore the links 
among historical events, trends, and patterns and their associated built resources; to supplement previous 
work; and to provide avenues for further exploration. 
 
The theme topics discussed in this historic context include: 
 
Theme Study 1: Industrialization and Manufacturing 
 
Theme Study 2: Immigration and Migration, Changing Demographics, and Population Growth 
 
Theme Study 3: Education Reform 
 
Theme Study 4: Military and Defense Construction 
 
Theme Study 5: Transportation 
 
Theme Study 6: Suburbanization 
 
Theme Study 7: Summer Colonies and Leisure 
 
Appendices include (a) List and brief biographical sketches of architects and other design professionals 
practicing in coastal Connecticut during the 1900–70 period and (b) Summary discussion of disaster 
response and the built environment, examining the evolution of official responses to major flooding 
events in the four coastal counties during the 1900–70 period.   

                                                      
1 Although Connecticut is divided into eight counties, county governments were abolished in 1960. Today, local government 
consists of cities and towns. Nonetheless, county names remain in use for geographical purposes. 
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How to Use the Historic Context 
 
A historic context is a framework for evaluating historic properties. It is used to group information on 
related properties based on a theme, geographic area, and chronological period. The Architecture of 
Coastal Connecticut, 1900-70: Historic Context and Property Types is meant to assist in the assessment 
of built resources constructed from 1900 to 1970 in Connecticut’s coastal counties.  
 
The National Park Service (NPS) provides technical guidance on the development of historic contexts. 
This guidance, which was used in the preparation of this document, can be found in National Register 
Bulletin: Guidelines for Local Surveys: A Basis for Preservation Planning (National Park Service [NPS] 
1985) and How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation (NPS 2002). 
 
A historic context includes three components: time period, geographic area, and theme (NPS 2002). The 
following components were defined: 

 
Period: 1900–70 
 
Geographic Area: Fairfield, Middlesex, New Haven, and New London counties, 
Connecticut 
 
Themes: Coastal Development and Architecture within the seven subthemes of 
Industrialization and Manufacturing; Immigration and Migration, Changing 
Demographics, and Population Growth; Education Reform; Military and Defense 
Construction; Transportation; Suburbanization; and Summer Colonies and Leisure 
 

The period covers much of the twentieth century, a period of increasing focus for the CT SHPO and the 
preservation community. The historic context will aid the CT SHPO and preservation professionals in the 
identification and evaluation of properties that may be historic. Historic properties are resources that are 
eligible for inclusion, or included in, the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). The NRHP is the 
nation’s inventory of buildings, structures, sites, objects, and districts that are important in American 
history. The identification of historic properties occurs on an ongoing basis. The effort to identify historic 
properties assists the CT SHPO with its stewardship responsibilities. In addition, the identification and 
evaluation of historic properties enables the SHPO and local and state government to allocate resources 
for the management of those properties and guide planning efforts. In addition, it serves a proactive role 
in disaster preparedness by identifying property types within select themes. Finally, the identification of 
resources that may be historic helps state and local governments fulfill their obligations under the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended.   
 
To be considered for inclusion in the NRHP, a resource must have significance applying the National 
Register Criteria for Evaluation (36 CFR 60.4[a-d]). The significance of a property can be judged and 
explained only when it is evaluated within its historic context. Historic Context for Selected Twentieth 
Century Architecture in the Four Coastal Counties of Connecticut (1900 to 1970) will aid in future 
evaluation efforts.  
 
The themes explored in this document relate to coastal development in Connecticut during the twentieth 
century. Associated property types represent several aspects of history. Developed in consultation with 
the CT SHPO, the themes align with CT SHPO research initiatives and areas of focus.  
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Property Types 
 
A property type is a group of individual properties that share character-defining features or physical 
characteristics. Property types provide the tangible link between history and real property. Several 
property types were identified during the course of this investigation. They include the following, divided 
by theme: 
 

 Property types associated with industrialization and manufacturing include:  
o Factories and industrial parks 
o Corporate campuses 

 Property types associated with immigration include:  
o Arrival neighborhoods, domestic dwellings, and storefronts 
o Community buildings such as social halls and fraternal organizations 
o Religious resources and parochial schools 

 Property types associated with education include:  
o Elementary, junior high/middle, and high schools 
o Vocational schools 
o Junior and community colleges 

 Property types associated with the military and defense industry include: 
o New factory construction 
o World War I defense housing 
o World War I military construction 
o World War II specialized factory construction and retooled factories 
o World War II defense housing 
o World War II military construction 
o Cold War industrial and defense housing 

 Property types associated with transportation include: 
o Railroads and trolleys 
o Roadways, parkways, and highways 
o Airfields and airports 
o Ferry terminals 

 Property types associated with suburbanization include: 
o Neighborhoods 
o Domestic Architecture 

 Property types associated with leisure and summer colonies include: 
o Domestic buildings (i.e., resort hotels, boardinghouses, and summer cottages) 
o Recreational facilities and community buildings 

 
 
Areas of Additional Investigation 
 
This historic context is not intended to be comprehensive. Rather, it should be seen as a springboard for 
future investigations. Additional research questions may arise, and new areas of study may result from 
this review of Connecticut’s twentieth century resources. It is anticipated that other subthemes, property 
types, and architects will be identified as additional data become available to practitioners in the field.  
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Methodology 
 
The methodology for the historic context for the four coastal Connecticut counties consisted of (1) agency 
coordination and consultation; (2) archival research; and (3) data synthesis and analysis. 
 
Archival Research 
 
From April to October 2016, R. Christopher Goodwin & Associates, Inc. (RCG&A) architectural 
historians and historians conducted archival research at repositories in Connecticut and elsewhere, as well 
as online research, on the seven theme topics of this historic context and the general history of 
Connecticut and Fairfield, Middlesex, New Haven, and New London counties. Primary source materials 
consulted included population and manufacturing census schedules from the 1900–70 period; 
architectural drawings, plans, and treatises; corporate and company records; town and city annual reports; 
town and city board of education reports; State Board of Education annual reports and inspection reports; 
published federal and state regulations and guidelines; oral history transcripts; historic photographs and 
postcards; advertisements and promotional brochures; historic maps and atlases; town property and 
subdivision records; railroad valuation records; and real estate plats and records.  
 
Secondary sources included NRHP and National Historic Landmark (NHL) nominations, Multiple 
Property Documentation (MPD) forms, the Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS), and Historic 
American Engineering Record (HAER) documentation for resources located within the four-county study 
area. Also consulted were CT SHPO architectural survey forms and town/city survey reports; published 
and unpublished histories and studies of counties, towns, and cities in the study area; published and 
unpublished books, articles, manuscripts, and online resources covering the various theme topics; 
newspapers and magazines; architectural and engineering journals; relevant theses and dissertations; 
historical maps and atlases; and city directories. Architectural firms associated with the property types 
identified in this document are presented and summary biographies of select architects are provided. Mid-
Twentieth-Century Modern Residences in Connecticut, 1930–1979. National Register Multiple Property 
Documentation Form (Adams et al. 2010) and Connecticut Architecture: Stories of 100 Places (Wigren 
2018) were consulted. These sources provide additional, more in-depth information on mid-twentieth 
century architects. 
 
Archival research was conducted at repositories in Connecticut, New York, Maryland, and Washington, 
D.C. Research facilities in Connecticut included the Connecticut State Library and Archives, Connecticut 
Historical Society and Library, Thomas Dodd Library at the University of Connecticut at Storrs; Archives 
of the Archdiocese of Hartford, Hartford; Fairfield Museum and History Center, Fairfield; New Haven 
Museum and Historical Society, New Haven; Bridgeport History Center and Library, Bridgeport; Mystic 
Seaport Museum and Library, Mystic; New England Museum of Aviation, Windsor Locks; Branford 
Trolley Museum, East Haven/Branford; American Clock and Watch Museum, Bristol; Windham Textile 
History Museum, Willimantic; and public libraries, historical societies, and museums in towns and cities 
in all four counties. In addition, research was conducted at select planning and zoning offices and 
departments of education in the study area. Research also was conducted at the New York City Public 
Library; the Library of Congress, American Institute of Architects archives, and the National Archives I 
in Washington, D.C.; and the National Archives II in College Park, Maryland.  
 
Data Synthesis and Analysis 
 
Technical guidance documents developed by the NPS and the CT SHPO were consulted in the 
preparation of this historic context. An analysis of archival research provided the framework for this 
historic context; it informed the identification of relevant themes, subthemes, and property types 
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presented in the following chapters. The historic context also identified some of the Connecticut 
architects practicing during the period, and representative examples of their work as reflected in the 
property types. An examination of construction trends, policies, and guidelines was key to the 
identification of architects who practiced in the region and to understanding evolving design and stylistic 
trends during the period.  
 
 
Project Sponsors and Funding Sources 
 
In 2015, the CT SHPO, an office of the Connecticut Department of Economic and Cultural Development 
(DECD), contracted with RCG&A to carry out a series of cultural resource management tasks as part of 
the SHPO’s Hurricane Sandy disaster relief and recovery program. (Public Law 113-2 authorized funds to 
support Superstorm Sandy recovery by assisting the CT SHPO with the Section 106 process and through 
technical assistance to coastal communities affected by the storm.) Development of this report was 
supported by a grant from the Emergency Supplemental Historic Preservation Fund (ESHPF), 
administered by the National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior.  
 
The CT SHPO oversees Connecticut’s historic preservation program, including the Statewide Historic 
Resource Inventory (SHRI) and the State and National Register of Historic Places programs in addition to 
providing technical assistance to communities and individual property owners. The anticipation is that 
this historic context will assist with identification, evaluation, and planning efforts for historic properties 
in Connecticut’s four coastal counties. The context will in addition support resiliency plans and future 
disaster responses for historic resources in the study area.  
 
Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed herein are the views of the 
authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Department of the Interior.  
 
 
Report Organization 
 
This illustrated report represents the results of an integrated program of archival research, data analysis, 
and report preparation. This technical report is organized into the following chapters: 
 
Chapter 1, Introduction: Details project objectives and methodology. 
 
Chapter 2, Overview of Development: Summarizes development of the four coastal counties from 1900 to 
1970.  
 
Chapter 3, Industrialization and Manufacturing: Explores the factors contributing to industrialization and 
the rise and/or decline of key manufacturing sectors with an emphasis on the periods of 1900–14, 1915–
40, and 1941–70. 
 
Chapter 4, Immigration and Migration, Changing Demographics, and Population Growth: Identifies the 
impact of demographic changes on the four coastal counties, summarizing the types of changes and key 
trends that occurred. 
 
Chapter 5, Education Reform: Explores education reform in the four coastal counties and the impacts 
population increases, the postwar economy, and suburbanization had on education during the key time 
frames of 1900–20, 1921–29, 1930–40, 1941–45, and 1946–70.  
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Chapter 6, Military and Defense Construction: Examines military and defense construction thematically 
within each conflict period. Manufacturing facilities, defense housing, and special construction are each 
discussed. 
 
Chapter 7, Transportation: Discusses how various modes of transportation facilitated access to 
Connecticut’s coast and employment hubs.  
 
Chapter 8, Suburbanization: Highlights major trends in suburbanization, the reasons for suburbanization 
in the four coastal counties, and the characteristics of suburbs found in Connecticut during the periods 
1900–20, 1921–40, and 1941–70. 
 
Chapter 9, Seasonal Development: Summarizes the trends that led to the construction of summer resorts 
and the development of coastal residential neighborhoods. 
 
Conclusions are presented in Chapter 10. 
 
Each chapter concludes with a discussion of property types associated with the appropriate theme. 
 
Two appendices accompany the report: 
 

 Appendix A—Architects Practicing in Coastal Connecticut from 1900 to 1970 
 Appendix B—Summary History of Disaster Response 
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CHAPTER II 
 

OVERVIEW OF DEVELOPMENT  
IN CONNECTICUT’S  

COASTAL COUNTIES, 1900–70 
 
 
 
 
Summary: This chapter provides a historical overview of the development of Connecticut’s four coastal 
counties—Fairfield, New Haven, Middlesex, and New London—from 1900 to 1970. It explores major 
economic, political, and social changes in urban, suburban, and rural areas within the context of 
sequential periods of significance. Familiar eras in American history frame this narrative: the 
Progressive Era and the Second Industrial Revolution (1900–20); the “Roaring Twenties” (1921–29); 
the Great Depression and the New Deal (1930–40); World War II (1941–45); and the Postwar and Cold 
War eras (1946–70). This overview introduces themes and events essential to historical development in 
the four-county area, which are described further in subsequent chapters. 
 
 
The Progressive Era and the Second Industrial Revolution (1900–20) 
 
The first two decades of the twentieth century in America were defined by rapid industrialization and 
progressive social and political reform. Connecticut’s coastal counties followed and exemplified these 
national trends. Advancing manufacturing technologies, evolving transportation networks, and an ever-
increasing labor supply drove and reinforced industrial growth in Bridgeport, New Haven, Waterbury, 
and New London, as well as smaller cities and towns in the region. Indeed, Connecticut urbanized at an 
astounding rate during this 20-year period. In 1900, 60 percent of the state’s total population resided in 
urban areas, a figure that increased to almost 70 percent by 1920. The trend was similar in the coastal 
counties, though Middlesex County remained primarily rural; in 1920, 82 percent and 75 percent of New 
Haven and Fairfield’s respective populations lived in urban areas (U.S. Bureau of the Census [USBC] 
1920:152).  
 
Some of the most significant historical trends of the early twentieth century in Connecticut originated in 
the latter half of the nineteenth century. Urban prosperity accelerated during and after the Civil War, 
while the state’s agricultural sector and its rural population declined in relative terms. Industries 
flourished as they adopted new manufacturing processes and technologies, including electricity. The 
state’s expanding railroad systems augmented existing steam-powered shipping networks along New 
England’s coasts and rivers. As travel within the state became easier and more accessible, coastal 
Connecticut’s cities, towns and rural regions became increasingly interdependent and interconnected, 
both economically and socially. Mirroring the trend nationally, Connecticut witnessed a tremendous 
influx of immigrants in the last half of the nineteenth century. From 1850 to 1870, many European 
immigrants settled in Connecticut’s coastal counties after debarking in New York City. By 1870, 21 
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percent of the state’s population was foreign-born (USBC 1870:17). In the four coastal counties, 18.5 
percent of the population was foreign-born by that year. New Haven County had the largest per capita 
volume of foreign-born residents in the four counties, at 21 percent of its population. Most of those 
immigrants had been born in Germany, Ireland, England, and Wales (USBC 1870:305, 348). Attracted by 
manufacturing jobs, a majority of the newcomers made their homes in cities and towns (USBC 1870:93–
95). Urban areas saw new commercial, industrial, residential, and civic buildings as well as improvements 
in urban infrastructure. Rural areas were not untouched by technological advances; commercial farming 
effectively supplanted the colonial subsistence model. Intensive agriculture replaced the extensive model, 
as farmers needed fewer acres to produce larger quantities of products. However, the locus of power was 
shifting rapidly to the state’s cities. Industrialization and urbanization showed no signs of abating as the 
twentieth century opened.  
 
If the themes that defined Connecticut’s coastal development in the twentieth century emerged during the 
late nineteenth century, they became manifest during the Progressive Era and the later years of the Second 
Industrial Revolution. Immigration, transportation, war, education, social and political reform, 
suburbanization, and recreation all played important roles in shaping Connecticut’s coastal counties from 
1900 to 1920. But the most significant agent of change during this period was the growth of industry in 
the state’s coastal region. After a mid-nineteenth century lull in mechanical innovation after the Industrial 
Revolution, the Second Industrial Revolution, commonly considered to have begun in 1870, saw renewed 
industrial and technological advancement across the United States. Electrical technologies, new 
manufacturing techniques, and new transportation networks especially influenced industrial expansion in 
Connecticut at the turn of the century. In the two decades leading up to World War I, specialized 
commercial manufacturing drove Connecticut’s economy. Bridgeport, New Haven, Stamford, and 
Waterbury manufactured small arms and ammunition, clocks, locks, carriages, and brass goods, among 
other products, while Danbury and Meriden produced hats and silverware, respectively. Many of these 
enterprises were so successful that they dominated the national market for their products (Roth 1981:31–
37).  
 
Prior to World War I, the success of Connecticut’s industries led to rapid factory expansion and the 
growth of new industries, especially from 1906 to 1910. In the first six years of the 1900s, 1,342 factory 
buildings were erected in Connecticut by 923 different concerns, an annual average of 172 structures per 
year (Connecticut Bureau of Labor Statistics [CBLS] 1906). In 1906 alone, 329 factory buildings were 
constructed, and from 1906 to 1910, Connecticut added 1,453 manufactories. During those four years, 
Bridgeport added 1,831,770 square feet of factory floor space, and New Haven and Waterbury added 
1,306,541 and 1,452,675 square feet, respectively (CBLS 1906; 1908; 1910). Massive increases in 
production capacity accompanied the modernization of Connecticut’s coastal transportation networks. As 
railroad and streetcar networks expanded to facilitate the movement of goods and labor, so did the market 
for the state’s industrial products. 
 
Connecticut’s rail network was fragmented and disconnected before the 1890s. The New York, New 
Haven and Hartford Railroad (New Haven Railroad) aggressively improved and expanded that network 
over the next 20 years by acquiring competing railroads and by constructing routes, railroad bridges and 
viaducts, rail yards, and passenger stations. These improvements increased the speed and efficiency of 
freight and passenger traffic at the expense of the state’s longtime maritime industry. By 1910, the New 
Haven Railroad, with its near-monopoly on rail transportation in southern New England, was a major 
factor in the growth of industry and population in coastal Connecticut’s urban centers. Along with the 
electric streetcar, which appeared in most of coastal Connecticut’s cities in the 1890s, the railroad 
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encouraged the development of suburban areas around Bridgeport, New Haven, and New York City (Roth 
1981).  
 
Progressive-era transportation networks also included electrified trolley lines and improved roads and 
bridges, all of which had a role in the growth and development of local economies. These networks were 
fundamental to dramatic demographic shifts during this period. From 1900 to 1910, as the United States 
experienced the largest wave of immigration in its history, hundreds of thousands of new Americans came 
to make their homes in Connecticut. By 1910, 29.5 percent of the state’s population was foreign-born, 
with most immigrants having come from southern and Eastern Europe, as well as the northern European 
nations of Ireland, England, and Sweden (USBC 1910:254–55). Approximately 28 percent of the coastal 
counties’ total population was foreign-born. New Haven County’s foreign-born population was 31 
percent. In the cities of Bridgeport, New Haven, and Waterbury, the principal nations from which 
immigrants originated were Italy, Ireland, Germany, Austria, and Russia (USBC 1910:256).2 By 1910, 90 
percent of Connecticut’s population lived in urban areas. In Fairfield County and New Haven County, 
that percentage was even higher, reaching 95.9 percent and 95.5 percent in 1910, respectively (USBC 
1910:254). Many urban residents, however, sought relief by moving to new suburban neighborhoods or 
by seeking respite in vacation colonies along the coast that had been made available thanks to improved 
transportation.  
 
 
The “Roaring Twenties” (1921–29) 
 
The Twenties were years of economic prosperity and social change across the nation and in Connecticut. 
After the war, coastal industries regained their footing in commercial markets, meeting the needs of a 
vibrant economy and a geographically expansive consumer base. In 1920, federal legislation 
fundamentally changed American society when the Nineteenth Amendment granted women the right to 
vote, which had a range of social implications. A year earlier, the Eighteenth Amendment had prohibited 
the production, transport, and sale of alcohol across the United States. Prohibition spawned an active 
counter-current in the four-county area. Furthermore, the 1920s witnessed substantive demographic and 
geographic changes. African Americans migrating from the South settled in coastal Connecticut’s 
industrial towns, while the popularity of automobile travel revolutionized suburban living and recreation.  
 
In the years immediately after World War I, the termination of defense contracts hurt Connecticut’s 
manufacturing sector. Defense industry hubs such as Bridgeport saw a rise in unemployment as large 
weapons manufacturers cut payrolls. New Haven’s Winchester Repeating Arms Company, the largest 
employer in the state with more than 20,200 employees in November 1918 (CBLS 1918:17), laid off 
approximately half its workforce two months later, in January 1919, according to one report (Fitzgerald 
1919:21). Gun makers Remington Arms in Bridgeport and Marlin Rockwell Corporation of New Haven 
laid off 7,000 and 5,000 employees in the same month, respectively (Fitzgerald 1919:21).  
 
A construction boom followed the war as cities and outlying suburbs expanded to accommodate growing 
populations. The building materials industries grew steadily, and soon other commercial enterprises saw 
success. The economy regained its footing, and by 1920, Connecticut’s manufacturing sector “roared.”  
 

                                                      
2 The 1910 census identified those immigrants from both Austria and Hungry; immigrants who may have originated from the 
larger Austro-Hungarian Empire were not specified (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1910:256). 
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Women’s suffrage came after decades of nationwide activism—and shortly after the end of WWI, a 
conflict in which women industrial workers played an essential role in the victory of the United States and 
the Triple Entente. In many regards, the elevated political status of women was mirrored socially. More 
women worked in the 1920s, and their occupations shifted away from traditional jobs in teaching, 
stenography, nursing, and factory work to service-oriented and professional occupations. Many women in 
the state were employed as waitresses, telephone and telegraph clerks, bookkeepers, and drugstore 
attendees, while others found work in dentistry, design, and laboratory work (CBLS 1928:51–52, 62–66). 
In Norwich, annual secured employment for women soared by more than 200 percent from 1919 to 1921 
(CBLS 1919; 1921:31–32). The trend was notable especially among married women, many of whom 
entered “business life” without economic necessity—a “recognized and approved” custom in the 1920s, 
according to the Connecticut Bureau of Labor Statistics (1928:40). At home, women balanced the roles of 
worker, wife, and caretaker. Both women’s magazines and popular building journals featured designs for 
smaller, more compact houses that required few, if any, servants. The labor-saving potential of new 
technologies was advertised to a growing market of female consumers; vacuum cleaners, washing 
machines, electric irons, canned goods, and ready-made clothing were widely promoted during this era. 
Companies in coastal Connecticut manufactured a number of these products, including Knowles-Lombard 
in Guilford, which canned fruits and vegetables; Manning-Bowman, which produced electric household 
devices like percolators and toasters; and General Electric in Bridgeport, which sold wiring systems for 
home use along with electrical appliances (Factory Inspection Department 1927:13, 85–87). 
 
Family life and modes of recreation changed significantly in the 1920s. Educational reform increased 
school enrollment, and a school-oriented youth culture became intertwined with urban living. Reform 
laws that prohibited night-shift work for women, and that established maximum labor-hours, played a role 
in these developments. With the growing popularity of commercial recreation, varieties of facilities were 
built for such purposes. Additionally, radio and cinema gained in popularity in the 1920s, and theaters and 
broadcast stations were built along the coast. Meanwhile, liberalizing views of leisure and sexuality were 
displayed in music, art, women’s fashion, popular culture, and the consumption of alcohol. 
 
The Eighteenth Amendment, ratified in January 1919, prohibited the transport, production, and sale of 
alcoholic beverages in the United States. Born of the national temperance movement, prohibition did not 
have majority support in Connecticut. In fact, Connecticut was one of two states that never ratified the 
Eighteenth Amendment. Despite local and regional opposition, prohibition had a notable effect on the 
four-county area and even left its mark on the built environment. Bootlegging operations emerged along 
the coast during the 1920s, and some residents engaged in rumrunning through the Long Island Sound. In 
one case, an Old Saybrook hotel, the “Ye Castle Inn,” hosted illegal gambling for wealthy Connecticut 
socialites. A rumrunning operation brought liquor directly to the owners’ doorstep, and the bottles were 
hidden behind false walls in the hotel (Maynard and Levy 2010:105). Although some “speakeasies” 
operated along the coast, prohibition had a negative economic effect on coastal resort towns as many 
popular venues that had served liquor closed. 
 
In the 1920s, many urban residents in coastal Connecticut moved to newly emerging suburban 
neighborhoods. Automobiles and the state’s improved road system expanded the range of suburban 
development beyond what had been accessible by rail or streetcar. Soon, cars were a common feature of 
daily life. New roads and highways carried commuters between the growing suburbs of the 1920s and 
their associated towns or cities in Connecticut, as well as New York City. Population records from the 
period reflected the rise of the suburbs: In the 1920s industrial cities such as New Haven and Bridgeport 
grew at a nominal rate of 0.1 percent and 2.2 percent, respectively. Meanwhile, the populations of 
emerging suburban jurisdictions like Stamford and Norwalk grew by almost 30 percent from 1920 to 
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1930 (USBC 1920:174). Even more striking was the 60 percent-plus population growth in Greenwich, 
Darien, and Fairfield during the period (USBC 1920:176). Fairfield County saw most of the state’s 
suburban growth during the 1920s, owing to its proximity to Bridgeport, New Haven, and the booming 
New York City metropolis. The Roaring Twenties ended abruptly on October 24, 1929 (“Black 
Thursday”), as the stock market crash of 1929 marked the end of a nearly decade-long era of unparalleled 
prosperity across the American economy.  
 
 
The Great Depression and the New Deal (1930–40) 
 
In the 1930s, the United States experienced the most severe economic depression in the nation’s history. 
In response, the federal government created the social and economic programs that constituted a “New 
Deal” for American workers and businesses. In coastal Connecticut, the stock market crash and the 
subsequent collapse of local banks and industry left tens of thousands out of work. With the arrival of 
New Deal programs such as the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) and the Civil Works Administration 
(CWA), young men gained employment in public works projects across the state. The Public Works 
Administration (PWA) and the Works Progress Administration (WPA) also undertook significant 
construction campaigns. Under these programs, municipal facilities, schools, and recreational spaces were 
built in the state’s coastal counties. If the New Deal programs of the 1930s reshaped the way 
Connecticut’s population lived and worked, the Great New England Hurricane of 1938 closed the era with 
the challenge of further redevelopment. 
 
From 1929 to 1933, thousands of banks around the country failed, bringing financial ruin to individual 
customers and corporations alike. Strict banking laws kept many local banks afloat in Connecticut, but the 
first closures occurred in New Haven in 1930, with more following in 1931. By 1932, at least 11 banks in 
the state had closed, with a dozen others facing serious difficulties (Van Dusen 1961:297). Twenty-nine 
additional banks received loans from the new Federal Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC) in 1932. 
But the most significant effect of the Depression was the sharp rise in unemployment. In 1930, more than 
50,800 laborers, 7.5 percent of Connecticut’s population, were out of work. By 1932, those numbers had 
nearly tripled, with an estimated 150,000 unemployed across the state. Many of the jobless were in the 
state’s industrial cities. In Bridgeport, an estimated 16,000 workers were unemployed; in New Haven, 
12,500 were unemployed; and, in Waterbury, 11,000 were without work. Some towns in the eastern part 
of the state that relied heavily on the textile industry saw unemployment of 40 percent, or even 50 
percent, in the early years of the Depression (Van Dusen 1961:298).  
 
After Franklin D. Roosevelt assumed office as President in 1933, the federal government instituted a 
series of social and economic programs meant to rehabilitate the national economy. The Civilian 
Conservation Corps (CCC), an “investment in American’s unemployed young men,” generated jobs 
across the nation and in Connecticut’s coastal counties. The CCC employed roughly 15,000 Connecticut 
men in a variety of public improvement projects. The CCC built roads and bridges, undertook 
reforestation projects, and made improvements to state parks. The Civil Works Administration (CWA) 
undertook similar work but on a larger scale (Ranelli 1999).  
 
The PWA, and later the WPA, were responsible for a wave of construction, public improvement, and 
infrastructure projects during the New Deal era in the four-county area. The National Industrial Recovery 
Act of June 1933 created the PWA, which undertook large-scale public-works projects through private 
companies that employed local workers. The PWA constructed municipal, educational, and recreational 
facilities; built town halls in Fairfield, Norwalk, New Haven, Stratford, and Old Saybrook; constructed 
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schools in Guilford, Ansonia, Norwalk, and Stonington; and erected sports stadiums, fire stations, and 
hospitals in the coastal counties. Many of these facilities featured murals, sculptures, and wood carvings 
by artists employed through New Deal’s Federal Art Project (FAP) or the Public Works of Art Project 
(PWAP). The PWA also contributed funding for important infrastructure projects like the Merritt 
Parkway, an automobile highway extending from the New York state line in Greenwich to the Housatonic 
River in Stratford. By 1939, the PWA had spent more than $27.8 million in Connecticut on 260-plus 
projects (PWA 1939:284).  
 
Federal works projects employed tens of thousands of Connecticut residents during the New Deal era, and 
state and local reforms also had a significant impact in coastal communities. Despite this targeted reform, 
labor conditions remained poor and wages continued to be low across coastal industries during the 
Depression. Organized labor routinely staged strikes in the coastal counties, with some of the largest 
occurring in 1935 and 1936. One sit-in strike curtailed naval submarine construction at Electric Boat 
Company in Groton in 1937 and resulted in more than 100 arrests (Chicago Tribune 1937:6). Although 
actions by organized labor met with some success, most improvements in worker conditions and wages 
occurred on a company-by-company basis.  
 
The Great New England Hurricane struck the four-county region on September 21, 1938, causing 
catastrophic damage to shoreline communities. Cornfield Point (Clinton), Crescent Beach (Madison), 
Mystic, Noank (Groton), Ocean Beach (New London), Old Saybrook, and Westbrook saw extensive 
residential damage from ocean swell, rain, and high winds. The storm destroyed boats, piers, and railroad 
tracks up and down the coast, halting regional transportation. Agriculture suffered significant damage, 
and urban centers incurred significant losses. Guilford, Greenwich, Norwich, New London, New Haven, 
West Haven, and Stamford all suffered significant property damage. The state tallied more than $100 
million in damages—almost $2 billion in 2018 dollars3—and mourned the 85 lives lost in the storm 
(Friedman n.d.; Van Dusen 1961:311). Relief came from local volunteers and New Deal organizations, 
which rebuilt infrastructure, shorelines, and homes in the coastal counties. 
 
After 1938, Connecticut continued to recover from the depths of the Depression with the aid of New Deal 
programs. More coastal residents were able to find work in local industry, and commercial production 
was on the rise, even though many sectors remained stagnant. As local economies improved, private 
interests pushed back against the federal involvement that characterized the New Deal Era. Big business 
gained strength in an increasingly conservative political environment. Soon, Connecticut’s industrial 
economy would receive a dramatic boost in the form of wartime production. 
 
 
World War II (1941–45) 
 
During the Great Depression, Americans voted overwhelmingly for the change FDR promised. In Europe 
and Asia, economic collapse also led to radical political change, but it brought the rise of fascism to 
Germany and Italy, and the analogous militarization of Japan, which inspired global conflict by the end of 
the decade. Most Americans were unenthusiastic about entering into another war, and many were 
vehemently isolationist despite the imminent threat to allied nations abroad. Nevertheless, President 
Roosevelt and the War Department initiated national defense programs for American readiness as the 
situation in Europe grew dire. Industry was an essential component of defense mobilization, yet the 
private sector initially was reluctant to participate in war production. In January 1940, the President called 

                                                      
3 2018 is the latest date for which inflation is available. 
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on American manufacturers to produce 50,000 military aircraft per year and $1 billion worth of 
armaments (The American Presidency Project 1940). Although some industries invested in defense 
production, the manufacturing sector remained relatively disengaged. Its direction changed dramatically 
in December 1941, after the Japanese attacked the American fleet at Pearl Harbor and military and 
industrial mobilization began in earnest.  
 
In coastal Connecticut, mobilization of industry for war followed the broader national timeline. Although 
some factories converted to war production as early as 1938, most converted after the attack on Pearl 
Harbor. Early conversion occurred in established munitions, aviation, and marine technology industries, 
many of which already were tooled for military production. Leading up to the American declaration of 
war, Electric Boat built submarines in Groton, Vought-Sikorsky assembled aircraft and aircraft engines in 
Stratford, and Winchester Repeating Arms manufactured military rifles in New Haven. Commercial 
industries were slower to mobilize, since many feared being edged out of peacetime markets by 
competitors once the domestic economy regained its strength.  
 
The federal government enacted a series of programs to entice private industry into ordnance production. 
One newly established governmental organization, the Defense Plant Corporation (DPC), built 
specialized facilities for the production of war materiel and then leased them to private corporations for 
$1 per month. DPC facilities produced a variety of ordnance and critical materials in Bridgeport, 
Stratford, New Haven, Niantic, and Naugatuck. Until Allied victory in 1945, DPC facilities and converted 
commercial manufacturers alike produced a range of essential war goods and critical materials in the 
coastal counties. General Electric in Bridgeport produced “Bazooka” rocket launchers; Marlin Rockwell 
in New Haven manufactured machine guns; Bridgeport Brass produced cartridge casings; Luders Marine 
Construction built naval vessels in Stamford; United States Rubber in Naugatuck processed hard rubbers 
for a variety of war applications; and other factories produced goods ranging from medical dressings to 
military shoe buckles. Prior to and during the war, manufacturing operations, especially those requiring 
large production space, located on urban edges and in suburbs. The new wartime factories and their 
workers were spread throughout the four-county area, though many remained in traditionally industrial 
urban areas (Strickland 1975:3; Thompson and Mayo 1991:183). 
 
Labor migration to Connecticut’s coastal counties created a recurring housing shortage that threatened 
industrial productivity vital to the war effort: If some newcomers were unable to find homes, surges in 
rent also forced low-income families out of their residences. Because the ensuing housing shortage 
already was hindering production at the outbreak of war, the federal government took action to remedy 
the problem. In 1940, it authorized the United States Housing Authority (USHA) to build the first defense 
housing projects related to the war effort. The USHA had built low-income housing projects in the 
northeastern United States since 1937, and it built public and defense housing during the early war years 
in coastal Connecticut. From 1940 to 1945 the Federal Works Agency (FWA), the Federal Public 
Housing Authority (FPHA), and a variety of sub-agencies constructed homes for war workers in urban 
and suburban areas in the four counties. Despite the federal homebuilding enterprises, the housing crisis 
persisted through the war. 
 
Federal wartime programs primarily were limited to mobilizing and regulating industry, and to housing. 
But state and local initiatives during the war supplemented federal support measures in Connecticut in 
other aspects of defense. The General Assembly’s legislative work targeted labor deficiencies and 
regional planning by appropriating funds for the recruiting of farm workers, who were in short supply; 
establishing an interracial commission to combat job discrimination; and organizing a postwar planning 
board. Additionally, the legislature granted increased authority for the State Defense Council, later 
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renamed the Connecticut War Council, for the conflict’s duration. This governmental body was 
responsible for most of the state’s defense and preparedness initiatives. The War Council organized 
Connecticut men and women to serve as air-raid wardens in all of the state’s towns and cities in the case 
of invasion or bombing (Connecticut State Defense Council 1942:40–43). It also recruited 12,000 men as 
auxiliary firemen and 5,200 men as auxiliary police (Van Dusen 1961:372). Other War Council initiatives 
established a statewide communications network, funded and promoted industrial education programs, 
and organized industrial preparedness programs specializing in defending manufacturing facilities. 
 
Although the home front defined regional activity and development during the war, the 210,000-plus 
enlisted servicemen from Connecticut played a significant role in America’s victory abroad (Van Dusen 
1961:374). World War II ended after Japan’s surrender in September 1945, and servicemen returned in 
droves to coastal Connecticut counties that effectively had been pulled from the Great Depression and 
that were bustling with activity. Over the next thirty-four years, Connecticut would undergo some of the 
most dramatic developmental changes in its history. 
 
 
The Postwar and Cold War Era (1946–70)  
 
During the postwar and Cold War era, Connecticut’s coastal counties experienced radical change in all 
spheres of development. Many changes were born from the state’s wartime experience, while others 
stemmed from economic diversification, the construction of the nation’s interstate highway system, and 
the rapid growth of the American middle class after the war. In the immediate postwar era, servicemen 
were reintegrated into American society and its economy with the aid of federal and local assistance 
programs that dealt with issues such as labor, education, and housing. The state’s economy transitioned 
from one based predominantly on industry and manufacturing to services. At the same time, cities 
perceived as overcrowded lost population to the suburbs. Businesses relocated to the suburbs to be closer 
to where their employees lived.  
 
By March 1946, 152,000 discharged Connecticut servicemen returned home to begin their postwar lives. 
Local and federal assistance programs helped returning soldiers reenter American society and the 
peacetime economy. Organizations helped servicemen to recover their prewar jobs or find new work; 
state offices in 37 Connecticut towns offered a range of veteran’s services. The federal G.I. Bill offered 
veterans educational benefits at government expense, and Connecticut’s colleges, universities, and 
vocational schools accepted 91,500 servicemen in the postwar period (Van Dusen 1961:380). However, 
the returning veteran population only exacerbated the still-unresolved wartime housing shortage, and 
federal and local governments scrambled to make space for resettlement. The Federal Housing Authority 
(FHA) assisted with thousands of mortgage loans for new homes and insured loans for property 
improvements.  
 
The return to peacetime production witnessed the demise of many traditional Connecticut industries. 
Changing consumer tastes, corporate consolidation, increased government regulations, and new 
production techniques all worked to the detriment of the brass, clock, and hat industries in the state’s 
coastal counties. Different regions of the state adopted a variety of approaches to industrial and economic 
diversification. Stamford, historically a manufacturing town, courted chemical and pharmaceutical 
industries. A city government brochure from 1950 boasted of Stamford’s modern industrial advantages, 
claiming that as “Stamford looks to the future, the future looks to Stamford.” For that city, the chosen 
postwar future included “research and industry” in “electronics, mechanics, optics, pharmacy and 
chemistry” (Stamford Junior Chamber of Commerce 1951:21–22). Other industrial initiatives in the 
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coastal counties featured the production of machinery, metals, transportation equipment, and food 
products. Industrial growth continued through the 1950s and 1960s, and the average factory campus grew 
in size during this period. From 1960 to 1970, coastal communities experienced a 133 percent increase in 
commercial land use and gained an average of 740 acres of commercial property each year (Tedone 
1982:67). 
 
As a result of the Cold War, a sizable and active defense industry remained in Connecticut into the 1970s. 
The federal government funded the development of new and specialized defense technologies by private 
corporations in the aftermath of the war. But the arrival of the Korean Conflict led a significant portion of 
Connecticut’s manufacturing sector back into weapons and ordnance production from 1950 to 1953. After 
the 1953 armistice halting hostilities on the Korean peninsula, military-industrial labor returned to 
research and development, although the newly established Department of Defense (DOD) funded the 
private manufacture of certain essential military weapons and vehicles in the coastal counties. 
Government-funded research projects led to new and highly specialized production facilities that 
produced long-range weapons and vehicles for the global Cold War. During this period, Electric Boat in 
Groton built conventional and nuclear submarines, aircraft, and cruise missiles; Pratt & Whitney opened a 
facility in Middletown to research the potential manufacture of nuclear aviation technologies; Sikorsky 
Aircraft Corporation built helicopters in Stratford; and Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation fabricated 
nuclear fuel components for the U.S. government in Montville. 
 
New defense facilities and commercial manufacturing plants often made their homes in suburban regions 
of coastal Connecticut. Industry chose the suburbs because they afforded space for manufacturing 
facilities and because much of the educated and professional labor pool had migrated away from the cities 
by the 1960s. The loss of people and industry by urban centers such as Bridgeport, Waterbury, and New 
Haven redefined urban economies and their demographic composition. Partly because of discriminatory 
racial policies in the suburbs and partly because of economics, African Americans for the most part 
remained in urban centers, where they were joined by new immigrant populations from the Caribbean. As 
populations changed and commercial and retail investment left urban areas, many Connecticut cities 
declined in the 1950s through the 1970s. Minority residents faced job discrimination and had limited 
access to educational and economic opportunities. Meanwhile, Connecticut’s mostly white middle and 
professional classes enjoyed easy commutes to work along the Connecticut Turnpike and other interstate 
highways built in the 1950s and 1960s and the commuter railways. 
 
State planning studies in the 1940s had recommended the building of a modern regional and interstate 
highway system in Connecticut. The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 and subsequent legislation 
established a federal role in the funding and design of interstate highways, including in Connecticut. The 
Connecticut Turnpike opened for public use in 1958 as part of Interstate 95, built to connect Connecticut 
with New York and Boston and the rest of the East Coast. As Connecticut’s coastal counties became part 
of the national highway system, interstate commerce expanded, further stimulating suburban growth and 
encouraging regional travel. Soon more highways were completed through the coastal counties, with 
Interstates 91 and 84 opening in the 1960s. The development of a new transportation network mostly 
oriented to the automobile ultimately led to the demise of the New Haven Railroad, which declared 
bankruptcy in 1961. (Commuter rail provided another means for people in coastal suburbs to access 
employment hubs in major cities such as New York.) The interstate highway system had a twofold impact 
on the region’s built environment and geography: New highway structures imposed on, and influenced, 
local development patterns. In addition, highway construction often resulted in the destruction of existing 
structures and even neighborhoods in urban centers such as New Haven, Bridgeport, Waterbury, and New 
London. 
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The postwar baby boom, federal loan guarantees and veterans benefits, the interstate highway system, and 
the overall prosperity of the 1950s and 1960s gave Connecticut a more suburban character in the decades 
after WWII. Suburban jurisdictions passed zoning ordinances to regulate the type and density of 
residential development, confining commercial and manufacturing activity to prescribed areas. Generally, 
these ordinances limited residential development to single-family houses with minimum lot sizes and few 
provisions for multi-family or low-income housing. This, along with discriminatory real estate practices 
that continued in the 1960s, resulted in many suburbs being nearly all white. Faced with a surging 
population of mostly young families, suburban governments in the coastal counties struggled with many 
of the same problems faced by cities at the beginning of the twentieth century: building schools, parks, 
and government facilities, modernizing deficient water and sewer systems, providing police and fire 
protection, and building and maintaining local roads. This especially was the case in the southwestern 
portion of the state, where white-collar suburban communities developed as part of the New York 
metropolitan area.  
 
Throughout the coastal region, corporations and industry relocated to suburban Fairfield County and other 
areas where they found an educated and skilled workforce. Suburbanization even reached the former 
beach resorts and summer colonies along the coast that historically had been characterized solely by 
seasonal homes; many former vacation homes were weatherized for full-time residency. From the late 
1960s on, development pressures and rising real estate prices also brought about the demolition of many 
simple and modest older homes in the coastal counties, in favor of more expensive residences and 
apartment complexes. One important result was the concentration of minority communities, especially 
African American populations, in the coastal cities that had lost or were losing their economic engines, 
not to mention tax bases sufficient to fund urban redevelopment and modernization. In contrast, the 
network of suburban communities across the coastal region became primary to Connecticut’s economy, 
and to its popular identity, in the late twentieth century. 
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CHAPTER III 
 

INDUSTRIALIZATION AND 

MANUFACTURING IN CONNECTICUT’S 

COASTAL COUNTIES, 1900–70  
 

 

 

Summary: This chapter examines the industrialization of Connecticut’s four coastal counties during the 
twentieth century. Key themes include the region’s prominence in the manufacturing economy of 
Connecticut and the nation; concentrations of industries and market segments in particular cities and 
towns; and the evolution of the state’s industrial sector as it moved from heavy manufacturing to more 
research-oriented industrial development. Architectural responses to these changes are examined, as are 
evolving construction techniques developed in response to demands for increased production. The focus 
of this chapter is on manufacturing and industrial development in the twentieth century with reference to 
the following time periods: The Expanding Industrial Economy of Coastal Connecticut (1900–14); World 
War I, Postwar Prosperity, and the Great Depression (1915–40); and World War II, Postwar Challenges, 
and the Move to Diversification (1941–70). Chapters IV (immigration) and VI (the defense industry) 
discuss in detail industrialization’s intersection with those themes.  
 
 
The Expanding Industrial Economy of Coastal Connecticut (1900–14) 
 
Connecticut’s landscape and economy experienced a series of quantum changes during the Industrial 
Revolution. First, as manufacturers no longer had to rely on water power, steam-powered industry surged 
in Bridgeport, Norwalk, and Stamford, among other cities. Substantial immigration to and the 
urbanization of many Connecticut cities around the turn of the century reflected industrial growth and 
spurred the need for housing. In this regard, industrialization and urbanization were co-dependent: 
Factories and manufacturers needed workers to meet increasing demands for consumer goods, and 
employees relocated to the urban centers that were employment hubs. Bridgeport, for example, grew from 
7,500 people in 1850 to 100,000 in 1880, and then to 150,000 in 1930. Fairfield and Stratford each grew 
from 4,000 residents in 1900 to 20,000 in 1930 (Cunningham 1992:21).  
 
Factory and industrial design also changed dramatically in the early twentieth century as businesses 
sought to maximize the production of mass goods. Improvements in safety and working conditions and 
the need for natural light emerged as key considerations in factory design. To meet the challenges, 
architects and engineers employed new manufacturing technologies. New building techniques and 
materials led to larger and taller buildings that were structurally sound and filled with natural light. Steel-
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frame and reinforced concrete construction accomplished these goals. In addition, reinforced concrete was 
promoted as a cost-effective way to construct fireproof buildings.  
 
In 1900, Connecticut held a prominent position in American industry; like its regional counterparts 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, the state had reaped the benefits of the nineteenth century Industrial 
Revolution. By the turn of the century, Connecticut was well positioned to adapt to the economic 
challenges that would define the twentieth century. Its diversified industrial sector was at the forefront of 
durable goods and consumer product manufacturing, and the state’s manufacturers contributed to the 
regional and national economies. The advances in industry and manufacturing of the nineteenth century 
and Connecticut’s highly trained workforce prepared the state for growth and industrial diversification in 
the early twentieth century. 
 
In addition to the early industrialization of the state’s core manufacturers, Connecticut benefited from a 
sophisticated transportation network and from its proximity to New York, the country’s economic, 
financial, and industrial capital. The state’s rail network efficiently moved products throughout the region 
and beyond. The New Haven-based New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad (New Haven Railroad) 
held a near-monopoly on freight and passenger rail transportation, providing even remote towns easy 
access to raw materials and finished products (Lynch 2003:21–25).4 Connecticut’s coastal counties and 
cities, in particular Bridgeport, New Haven, New London, and Stamford, benefited disproportionately 
from the state’s dense transportation system. The railroad, joined with corresponding maritime and port 
facilities, had almost total control over the movement of goods and products throughout the state and the 
region. Goods produced by the state’s manufacturers had ready access to the country’s largest market, and 
via New York, access to national and international markets.  
 
Thanks to a dramatic increase in the number of immigrants, population centers along Long Island Sound 
boomed, providing a steady supply of workers for the state’s manufacturers.5 The resulting changes in 
residential patterns illustrate the symbiotic relationship between manufacturing and urbanization. Major 
industries came to rely on large numbers of workers in urbanized areas just as immigrants relocated to 
these urban centers to engage in jobs. As industry and the cities grew, coastal Connecticut developed the 
urbanized manufacturing hubs that fueled the state’s economy in the twentieth century.  
 
Industrial and Manufacturing Trends in Coastal Connecticut 
 
Connecticut’s diversified and efficient nineteenth century manufacturing base established the state as an 
industry leader in a number of segments. Its manufacturing sector was diverse, but its foundries and 
machine shops, brass and bronze makers, clock manufacturers, and firearms and ammunition industries 
were particularly prominent. The metal industry in all its manifestations held a national position of 
primacy.   
 
The foundry industry represented the most important sub-sector across a variety of metrics. Of businesses 
with more than 1,000 employees, foundries and machine shops reported the largest number of employees 
in 1909, with 13,102 workers. The second-largest concentration of factories employing more than 1,000 
workers was in brass and bronze products, which employed 10,300 wage earners. The firearms and 
ammunition industry employed 6,224 employees in facilities of more than 1,000 (U.S. Census Bureau 
[USCB] 1910:633). Furthermore, and regardless of size, foundries and machine shops employed the 

                                                      
4 The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad, as well as other advancements in transportation, is discussed in detail in 
Chapter VII. 
5 Immigration and its impact on the state are discussed in greater detail in Chapter IV. 
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greatest number of workers, with 37,786 employees. Again, that sector was followed by brass and bronze 
manufacturers, with 16,817 employees. In fact, there were more foundries and machine shops in the state 
than any other type of industry. There were 403 foundry and machine shops in 1909, followed by 80 brass 
and bronze manufacturers. There also were 52 cotton goods manufacturers; the cotton goods industry 
employed 14,360 employees. Also in 1900, the state was home to 47 silk and silk goods manufacturers, 
and 10 firearms and ammunition manufacturers (USCB 1910:623). While the foundry and machine 
products industry writ large was critical to the state’s economy, in terms of the value of its products the 
brass and bronze industry was the leading individual industrial sector in Connecticut (USCB 1910:623, 
624). 
 
Although foundries and the production of machine products could be found in almost all coastal 
Connecticut cities, other singular industries took root in specific cities. The production of brass and 
bronze products, for which Connecticut “ranked first among the states in the combined value of brass and 
bronze products, reporting 44.6 per cent of the total for the United States” in 1909, was centered in the 
Naugatuck Valley, and particularly Waterbury (USCB 1910:623). The firearms and ammunition industry, 
as well as corset manufacturers, were located in New Haven and Bridgeport. The silverware and plated 
ware industry was centered in Meriden, while the hat industry was concentrated in Danbury. In 
Bridgeport, five corset factories employed 3,889 workers in 1909. In contrast, foundry and machine 
products manufacturers employed 5,657 workers in 48 establishments (USCB 1910:643). In New Haven, 
55 foundry and machine shop facilities employed 5,770 people in 1909. That city’s next-largest employer 
was the bread and baking industry, which employed 502 workers in 65 businesses (USCB 1910:645). 
Even in Waterbury, where the brass and bronze industry employed 10,031 workers in 15 businesses, 
foundry and metal products manufacturers were second largest, with 2,167 workers in 23 businesses 
(USCB 1910:646).  
 
From 1899 to 1904, the number of industrial and manufacturing establishments increased by 2.8 percent. 
From 1904 to 1909, the number increased 22.3 percent (USCB 1920:168). By 1909, almost 19 percent of 
the total population, more than 210,000 Connecticut workers, worked in the state’s 4,251 manufacturing 
establishments (USCB 1910:621; Elliott 1913:8.). According to the U.S. Census Bureau, “The value 
added by manufacture was thus $233,013,000, which figure…best represents the net wealth created by 
manufacturing operations during the year” (USCB 1910:621). Of the state’s wage earners engaged in 
manufacturing, approximately 53,000 were women and 157,000 were men. Although women represented 
a smaller percentage of the overall workforce, in some fields female employees outnumbered their male 
counterparts: 
 

Nearly one-third of the total number of female wage earners were employed in the textile 
industries. In the cotton-goods industry nearly two-fifths of the wage earners were 
women 16 years of age and over; in the hosiery and knit-goods industry, about two-
thirds; in the silk industry, nearly one-half; and the woolen and worsted industry, over 
one-fourth. The manufacture of corsets shows the largest proportion of this class of 
female wage earners, namely, 82.1 per cent (USCB 1910:625). 

 
The corset industry played an especially influential role in Bridgeport. One prominent manufacturer of 
women’s undergarments was the company that became Warner Brothers Corset Manufacturers, 
established in 1874 by brothers Dr. Lucien Warner and Ira De Ver Warner to promote and manufacture 
their “health corset.” In response to injuries caused by earlier corset designs, the Warners had developed a 
corset that included shoulder straps, more flexible boning, and lateral supports fabricated of Coraline. In 
1890, the company built a warehouse in Bridgeport. The products proved highly successful, and the 
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company prospered through the early twentieth century. Changing fashions, the Great Depression, and 
accusations of impropriety leveled at company leaders resulted in economic losses by the 1930s (“Warner 
Brothers Corset Company” n.d.). In the mid-twentieth century, the company again grew and, following a 
series of mergers and acquisitions, became a national leader in the fashion industry. It acquired familiar 
name brands such as Speedo, C.F. Hathaway, and White Stag. In 1968, the company changed its name to 
Warnaco, Inc. (Company-Histories.com n.d.).  
 
In 1914, Connecticut had 4,104 industrial and manufacturing companies, with 254,499 workers (USCB 
1920:168). Although women continued to be underrepresented in the workforce, their numbers increased 
slightly from 57,393 in 1909 to 62,783 in 1914 (USCB 1920:170). Again, the corset industry 
disproportionately hired female workers—81 percent of its labor force was female. Other women-
dominated industries included manufacturers of women’s clothing, knit goods, and suspenders and 
garters, where 73 percent, 67 percent, and 54 percent of workers, respectively, were women (USCB 
1920:170).  
 
In 1914, brass and bronze manufacturers maintained the highest number of employees at 16,781. The 
production of cotton goods was second, employing 15,093 workers, and foundries and machine shops 
were third with 13,345 workers, virtually unchanged from 1909. However, the seemingly stagnant 
number of employees in the foundry and machine shop sector is attributable to changes in how the 
industry was defined. By 1914, the hardware industry, which previously had been included with foundries 
and machine shops, was separated by the U.S. Census Bureau. An additional 19,004 workers were 
employed in the hardware industry in 1914. Together the two industries employed 29,349 workers, a 
number that exceeded the total employed in the brass and bronze industry, making those combined 
industries the state’s largest manufacturing sector as measured by the number of workers (USCB 
1920:170). 
 
More manufacturing workers, enumerated at 30,042, worked in in Bridgeport than in any other city in the 
state. Workers in New Haven-based industries totaled 24,993, while Waterbury had 20,189 manufacturing 
workers (USCB 1920:171). Foundry and machines shops were the most prevalent businesses in 
Bridgeport: The city was home to fifty-seven such businesses employing 5,351 workers in 1914, a 
substantial increase in the number of businesses (n=48) and workers (n=4,904) over five years (USCB 
1920:191). In fact, Bridgeport had more foundry and machine shop businesses than any other type of 
business. Although other industries, including publishing and printing, as well as rubber products, had 
more facilities, the foundry and machine products industry subsector continued to dominate employment 
in Bridgeport.  
 
The situation differed slightly in New Haven, which was home to 51 foundry and machine shop 
businesses that employed 4,171 workers in 1914. The next largest industry in terms of employees was the 
tobacco industry, with 747 workers. The printing and publishing sector had the greatest number of 
enterprises, however, with 74 businesses (USCB 1920:192). Not even Waterbury, where the brass and 
bronze industry had ruled supreme in the nineteenth century, could stop the growing influence of the 
foundry and machine shop subsector. Sixteen brass and bronze establishments employed 10,010 workers 
in Waterbury in 1914. With 1,857 employees spread among 23 business, the foundry and machine shop 
industry employed the second-largest number of workers (USCB 1920:193). Among the industries 
highlighted in Bridgeport, New Haven, and Waterbury, the value of products of the foundry and machine 
shop subsector totaled $10,288,000 in Bridgeport and $7,027,000 in New Haven. At $10,010,000, only 
Waterbury’s brass and bronze industry contributed more value to its city’s economy (USCB 1920:191, 
192, 193).    
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Industrial Concentration in Coastal Connecticut 
 
Although Hartford and smaller towns such as Willimantic and Torrington also had manufacturing, 
Connecticut’s industrial sector was almost exclusively located in its four coastal counties, and the 
region’s cities grew dramatically as immigrants took jobs in the region’s factories. By 1910, fifteen cities 
in Connecticut had populations of more than 10,000; two cities, Bridgeport and New Haven, exceeded 
100,000. With the exception of Hartford, New Britain, Willimantic, and Torrington, all municipalities 
with populations over 10,000 were in coastal Connecticut; they included Waterbury, Meriden, Stamford, 
Norwich, Danbury, New London, Ansonia, Naugatuck, and Middletown (USCB 1910:628). Ten years 
later the number of manufacturers in the four coastal counties reached 1,601 in New Haven, 1,046 in 
Fairfield, 356 in New London, and 251 in Middlesex counties (USCB 1920:169).6 Regional population 
growth enabled select cities to solidify their manufacturing and industrial dominance in key sectors. 
Access to transportation and to New York City also contributed to urbanization, and the state’s diverse 
industrial and manufacturing products attracted a variety of specialty companies across industry sectors.  
 
Industrial Development of Connecticut’s Urban Areas 
 
Bridgeport, New Haven, Waterbury, and New London had significant concentrations of businesses that 
employed large segments of the population. In contrast, the smaller cities of Meriden, Danbury, Ansonia, 
and Stamford cultivated cottage industries during this period. Bridgeport was perhaps the best example of 
a coastal Connecticut city with dual concentrations of heavy and specialized manufacturing. By the early 
1900s, it was the state’s largest manufacturing center, producing a wide variety of products ranging from 
small arms, corsets, organs, typewriters, metals and machinery to electrical products for home and 
industrial uses (USCB 1910:629). From 1904 to 1909, Bridgeport witnessed a 47 percent increase in the 
value of its products and a 32 percent increase in the number of wage earners. The increased value of its 
products reflected increases in the output of automobiles, corsets, electrical machinery, foundry and 
machine-shop products, and gold and silver reducing and refining.  
 
Like other municipalities in Connecticut, New Haven could attribute much of its industrial growth to 
improvements in the transportation network. The arrival of the railroad in 1839 sparked a period of 
industrialization that continued through the twentieth century. By 1900, New Haven’s industrial and 
manufacturing sector ranked second in the state, measured in the value of products and in the number of 
wage earners (USCB 1910:629). The city’s increasingly diversified industrial economy produced firearms 
and ammunition, automobiles, rubber goods, corsets, and foundry and machine products, including 
hardware, and other goods (USCB 1910:629).  
 
Unlike other major cities in coastal Connecticut, Waterbury depended largely on a single industry. The 
brass and bronze industry thoroughly dominated Waterbury’s industrial sector. In 1909, brass and bronze 
manufacturers “reported products amounting to $31,462,000, or 62 percent of the total for the city.” 
Furthermore, “in 1909, of the value of all brass and bronze products, 21 percent were reported for this 
city” (USCB 1910:629). Despite the outsize contribution of brass and bronze to Waterbury’s economy, 
the city also was home to manufacturers of clocks and watches, foundry and machine shop products, 
needles and pins, and gas and electric fixtures (USCB 1910:629).  
 
New London also was anomalous during the first decade of the twentieth century. As other cities in 
coastal Connecticut experienced dramatic increases in the numbers of wage earners, New London grew at 
a slower rate. Indeed, the city witnessed an overall decrease in the number of wage earners (USCB 
1910:629). At that time, much of the city’s manufacturing and industrial base consisted of textile makers. 
  

                                                      
6 County-level data were not collected in the 1910 federal census, making comparisons between 1910 and 1920 difficult.  
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Industrial Development in Connecticut’s Smaller Towns 
 
Although Connecticut’s industrial and manufacturing sector was diverse and produced a wide range of 
products, certain cities and towns emerged as industrial hubs for products that were manufactured almost 
exclusively in those locations. This was most prevalent in the silver and hat industries.   
 
The Meriden-Wallingford area had a long history of producing silverware, plated ware, and 
Britanniaware dating from the 1830s and 1840s. By the early twentieth century, Connecticut’s silver 
industry, which was concentrated in the Meriden-Wallingford area, emerged as a national manufacturer of 
related goods: 

 
In 1909, the combined products of this industry for the state formed over one-third of the 
total value for the country. The manufacture of plated ware comprises the principal part 
of this industry. In 1904 and 1909, over two-thirds of the total value of plated ware in the 
United States was reported from Connecticut” (USCB 1910:624).  
 

According to the 1909 census of manufacturers, Connecticut also ranked second in the manufacture of 
cutlery and edge tools.  
 
Likewise, the production of men’s hats was centered in Danbury and Bethel, where the hatting trade 
employed the majority of workers. Production of hats in these two towns made Connecticut second in 
importance in the nation’s hatting industry in 1904, 1909, and 1914. The state produced 24 percent of the 
total value nationally of men’s hats in 1904, 22 percent in 1909, and 25.9 percent in 1914 (USCB 
1917:178).  
 
Factory Design and Industrial Design 
 
Manufacturing facilities historically consisted of multiple buildings that housed different aspects of 
production. Production flow, evolving changes in power generation, and modes of transportation all 
affected factory layout. Eventually, standardization in factory complex design overcame distinctive 
manufacturing compounds, and the loft-type building became the typical factory form. This building type 
could be used by a variety of manufacturers across industries. Generally constructed of reinforced 
concrete, these buildings typically were limited to four stories to avoid the inclusion of elevators.  
 
In the early twentieth century, trade publications began to illustrate standardized design options for 
industrial buildings. Standardization led to the erection of buildings with rectangular footprints to 
accommodate series of identically sized bays. The placement of service elements, such as stairs and utility 
towers, was dictated by standardized components. These elements then could be accessible to the various 
parts of the factory. Changing construction techniques affected the exterior design as well as the interior 
plan, as architects and engineers extolled the economic and safety advantages of reinforced concrete. 
With reinforced concrete, industrial buildings could be designed with larger and more regular exterior 
bays. Meanwhile, column placement on the interior created vast open workspaces.    
 
Technical journals and trade publications promoted the benefits of reinforced concrete. Such construction 
offered fireproofing, facilitated maximum ventilation and lighting through the installation of large, multi-
light steel-sash windows, and provided ease in cleaning. Because concrete was promoted as a fireproof 
material, its use reduced insurance costs. As the representative of O.K. Tool Holder Company in Shelton 
stated, 
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 The building that we erected in 1916 was an addition to a reinforced concrete building 

which we built twelve years ago. We adopted this style of construction in order to get a 
fireproof building, and by constructing a building of this kind we were able to eliminate 
entirely the carrying of any insurance whatsoever on our building and stock (Concrete 
1919:15).  

 
Manufacturers acknowledged the stabilizing qualities of concrete, and in particular of reinforced concrete. 
Sidney Blumenthal and Company, Inc. in Shelton and New Departure Manufacturing Company in Bristol 
(Hartford County) both noted the stability and lack of vibrations in concrete construction (Concrete 
1919:16). 
 
As enumerated in the Concrete Engineer’s Handbook, the benefits of flat-slab construction over beam-
and-girder construction included: 
 

1. The ceiling, being flat or practically so, offers no obstruction to the passage of light; and, as the 
windows may extend to the underside of the floor, good daylight illumination may be obtained 
when desired for the maximum width of the building. 
 

2. The failure, or partial failure, of concrete structures under fire has been first to develop at the 
corners of the columns, beams, and girders where spalling of the concrete is apt to take place. A 
flat-slab floor supported upon round concrete columns offers practically no sharp angles for 
spalling to begin, and experience shows that such construction will suffer little damage where a 
beam-and-girder building would be seriously injured. 
 

3. The automatic sprinkler system is after all the final safeguard where inflammable materials are 
stored in the building, and a much more efficient installation can be made with the flat ceiling, 
than with an unfinished ceiling of the beam-and-girder type. 
 

4. A considerable saving in story height and in total height of a multi-storied building (or an 
increase in clear story height with the same height of building) may be secured by the use of flat-
slab construction as compared with the common form of beam-and-girder design. 
 

5. The danger of sudden collapse from excessive overload-particularly in the case of the so-called 
four-way type of floor, due to the interlacing of a great number of small steel rods running in four 
directions, is much less than in beam-and-girder type of construction. 
 

6. The slab formwork is much simplified and no added complication is introduced by the round 
columns or ornamental column head, since it is now common practice to use metal forms which 
are fairly well standardized and may be rented from a number of firms making a specialty of this 
work. 
 

7. For average condition, the flat-slab type of construction is more economical than the beam-and-
girder type for live loads of 100 lb. per sq. ft. and over, and the economy increases with the load 
(Hool and Johnson 1918:457–58) (fig. 3.1).  
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Fig. 3-1. Flat-Slab Construction vs. Beam-and-Girder Construction (Source: Hool and Johnson 1918). 

 
Flat-slab construction was particularly well suited for warehouses, factories, cold storage buildings and 
bins, garages and auto service facilities, wharves, and railroad terminals (Hool and Johnson 1918:459). A 
number of systems were developed for designing and reinforcing concrete-slab flooring, including the 
two-way, the four-way, the circumferential, and the three-way. Numerous patents had been issued 
governing installation and use of the various systems, including the “mushroom” system that was used in 
construction of the National Register-listed Pratt, Read & Company building in Deep River. Patented by 
C.A.P. Turner, the mushroom system was a four-way system in which “column bars were bent down into 
the slab around the column head to form a radial reinforcement;” in others, “special elbow rods were 
inserted in the column head for the same purpose…(a) series of ring rods, spaced by radials forming a 
spider, were also used as a reinforcement at the column head as support to the slab steel” (Hool and 
Johnson 1918:466) (fig. 3.2). By 1918, building engineers in several large cities, including Pittsburgh and 
Chicago, had developed formulas for calculating load, concrete, and reinforcing for flat-slab construction 
(Hool and Johnson 1918:498–503). 
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Fig. 3-2. C.A.P. Turner’s Mushroom Slab Construction and Cast-iron Capital (Source: Gasparini 2002).  

 
Absent specific municipal-level guidance, architects and engineers were directed to consult manuals 
developed by the American Concrete Institute for the design of reinforced concrete buildings (Hool and 
Johnson 1918:487).  
 
New forms of power also affected factory and industrial design. By the early 1900s, manufacturing in 
Bridgeport, New Haven, and other cities in coastal Connecticut experienced a near-wholesale transition 
from self-generated steam power to the purchase of private utility-supplied electricity. Among the 
important participants in effecting this change was United Illuminating Company, which had formed in 
1899 through the merger of the Bridgeport Electric Light Company and the New Haven Electric 
Company (Clouette and Roth 1985:8.1). The advantages of electricity over conventional steam power 
were numerous: It was cleaner, safer, more convenient, and less expensive. Factory owners no longer had 
to bear the capital costs of producing power as the utilities absorbed those costs. The switch to electricity 
fundamentally altered factory design. Ultimately, electrification made line-shafting obsolete; that 
nineteenth century method delivered power through the use of a rotating shaft that distributed the power 
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to machinery through belts and pulleys. In contrast, electric machines could be powered by individual 
motors, reducing many prior constraints on factory design and layout (Clouette and Roth 1985:8.2) (fig. 
3.3). 
 
Factory Construction in Connecticut 
 
Factories constructed in Connecticut’s coastal counties during the period reflected rapidly evolving trends 
in industrial construction. Early twentieth century factories in Connecticut had been modeled after 
mechanized textile mills. Typically, those factories occupied multi-story masonry buildings; brick 
construction was most common. Buildings constructed during the early decades of the twentieth century 
incorporated popular architectural stylistic references. Additionally, buildings constructed during the first 
two decades generally incorporated interior framing systems using wood construction. Both post-and-
beam construction and reinforced concrete were used during this transitional period.   
 
The National Register-listed Loth Company building in Norwalk, completed in 1903, illustrates the 
reliance on familiar construction forms and techniques; it incorporates neo-Romanesque elements, 
including a prominent four-story clock tower with pyramidal roof, brick corbelling at the cornice, and 
brick piers (Gilchrist 1983:7-1). Window and door openings are arched, with windows of monumental 
scale to maximize light in the building’s interior. A courtyard also helped illuminate the building’s 
interior. A brick smokestack is adjacent to the building’s southwest corner. On the interior, the building 
features a reception area, a display room, and offices. The open manufacturing floor has wood floors and 
brick walls. Timber columns support the timber joist-and-girder construction (Gilchrist 1983:7-3). The 
building’s ability to adapt to different users illustrates the practicality of its factory design. Silk-ribbon 
and felt hats were manufactured in the building from 1903 to 1945. After the American Hat Company 
sold the building in 1945, it became home to the Yankee Metal Products Corporation, a manufacturer of 
automobile safety parts (Gilchrest 1983:8-1).  
 
Completed in 1909 at cost of approximately $150,000 ($4,154,416, adjusted for inflation), the two 
loading buildings constructed for the Winchester Repeating Arms Company represent early examples of 
the use of reinforced concrete in Connecticut (Friedman n.d.; Atlas Portland Cement Company 1912:87) 
(figs. 3.4–3.5). The buildings were especially noteworthy “because of the heavy loads actually carried and 
the fact that flat-slab or girderless floors, sometimes called the mushroom system, were adopted instead of 
the ordinary plan of short-span slabs supported by beams and girders (Atlas Portland Cement Company 
1912:87). When completed, the buildings measured 300 feet long by 60 feet wide; they were two stories 
tall, and could support two additional stories (Atlas Portland Cement Company 1912:87) (figs. 3.6–3.7). 
Those two buildings were constructed of Portland cement. Tongue-and-groove wood flooring was used. 
These buildings were designed by New Haven architect Leoni Robinson, who designed 26 buildings for 
Winchester Repeating Arms from 1909 to 1916. They were built by Aberthaw Construction Company of 
Boston (Atlas Portland Cement Company 1912:87; Loether 1987:7-35–7-36). According to the Atlas 
Portland Cement Company, which published guidance on the use of reinforced concrete, the use of the 
mushroom system and the lack of beams “goes far to make this for many purposes an ideal form of 
factory construction” (Atlas Portland Cement Company 1912:87). As described in Reinforced Concrete in 
Factory Construction, 
 

The columns are spaced 20 feet by 24 feet on centers. All floor slabs, which were 
designed according to the MacMillan method, are 10 inches thick and reinforced by 
bands or sets of 3/4-inch round rods running in four directions radically from the column 
heads (Atlas Portland Cement Company 1912:87). 
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Fig. 3-3. Line shaft, Lowell National Historical Park, Lowell, Massachusetts (Source: Diverting Journeys 

n.d.).  
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Fig. 3-4. Loading Building, Winchester Repeating Arms Company, Elevation (Source: Atlas Portland 

Cement Company 1912). 

 
Fig. 3-5. Loading Building, Winchester Repeating Arms Company, Plan Showing Floor Reinforcement 

(Source: Atlas Portland Cement Co. 1912). 
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Fig. 3-6. Loading Building, Winchester Repeating Arms Company, Detail (Source: Atlas Portland Cement 

Company 1912). 
 

 
Fig. 3-7. Loading Building, Winchester Repeating Arms Company, Interior (Source: Atlas Portland Cement 

Company 1912). 
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The Kraus Corset Factory in Bridgeport represents two periods of construction: an original 1879 brick 
building and a ca. 1910 brick addition. Like its earlier principal construction, the addition employed wood 
post-and-beam framing with steel-plate connectors (Clouette and Roth 1986:7-1). In a nod toward 
standardization, the ca. 1910 building did not use joists. This building also incorporated large openings 
housing ten-over-ten-light, double-hung wood-sash windows to facilitate maximum natural lighting in the 
building’s interior (Clouette and Roth 1986:7-1; 8-2).  
 
The American Thermos Bottle Company’s plant at Laurel Hill was built in 1912–13. Its construction was 
influenced strongly by the design of textile mills in Norwich. It exemplifies the continuing popularity of 
mill construction even as reinforced concrete became increasingly popular. The linear layout of the 
factory, with its multiple floors and long, uninterrupted bays, was indicative of the influence of overhead 
line-shafting of textile mill design. Likewise, its brick construction, low-pitched gable roof, internal 
timber supports, and stair towers were evocative of earlier mill designs (Plummer 1989:8.4).  
 
In Deep River, Pratt, Read & Company was a manufacturer of player piano actions. Its 1914 factory 
added a manufacturing facility to its earlier mid-nineteenth century building. The later, reinforced-
concrete four-story, multi-bay building featured window openings extending the width of the bays and 
featuring multi-light, steel-sash units, some incorporating awning windows (Ransom 1984:7-4). The 
building represented an early use of glass curtain-wall construction (Ransom 1984:8-2). Its open plan was 
divided into bays with reinforced concrete “mushroom” columns (Ransom 1984:7-5). Exterior 
ornamentation was absent.  
 
 
World War I, Postwar Prosperity, and the Great Depression (1915–40)7 
 
As in much of the country, industries and manufacturers in New England began to mobilize even before 
the United Sates formally entered World War I in 1917. Immediately thereafter, mobilization efforts 
increased dramatically to meet the demand for war-related production. World War I (1914–18) and its 
immediate aftermath marked a turning point in the industrial history of coastal Connecticut. While the 
region’s manufacturing sector had grown steadily and even dramatically during the previous two decades, 
the scale of production required of its factories and labor force to meet the demands of global warfare was 
unprecedented. Because select industries already were well established in Connecticut, the state benefited 
from the increased demand for and production of war-related materials. This was especially true for the 
armaments industry. Three of the nation’s largest and best-known rifle and arms manufacturers—Colt, 
Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge, and Winchester Repeating Arms—were located in the state.  
 
Although Remington Arms-United Metallic was most prominent among coastal Connecticut’s producers 
of war materiel and military products during World War I, the sheer variety of products that 
Connecticut’s factories could produce, the state’s well-developed transportation system, and its proximity 
to New York City made coastal Connecticut’s factories national leaders in war productivity. From 1914 to 
1916, 294 manufacturers built 627 factory buildings in Connecticut (Connecticut Bureau of Labor 
Statistics 1916:9). Despite factory construction outside of war industries having been prohibited by the 
federal government in 1916, the number of building projects, including repairs, modifications, and new 
construction, in the manufacturing sector (which was engaged exclusively in the war effort) increased to 
738 from 1916 to 1918 (Connecticut Bureau of Labor Statistics 1918:9).  

                                                      
7 Manufacturing and industrial output almost exclusively went to the war effort. Data on non-war production are extremely 
limited. To avoid redundancies, production and construction related to World War I are discussed in Chapter VI. 
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After World War I, the regional economy readjusted to the cessation of hostilities. Despite layoffs and 
downsizing, Connecticut’s industries maintained their economic influence and continued to contribute to 
the regional and national economies in niche markets and industrial subsectors. This cycle of dramatic 
production increases followed by readjustment and realignment was repeated during and after World War 
II. 
 
Industrial Output in the Interwar Period 
 
From 1904 to 1919, the number of manufacturing establishments in Connecticut increased from 3,477 to 
4,872, even though the number of establishments decreased slightly from 4,251 in 1909 to 4,104 in 1914 
(USCB 1920:168). The leading industries in 1919, as defined by numbers of wage earners, included 
brass, bronze, and copper products (29,580 employees); foundry and machine shop products (26,322 
employees), firearms and ammunition (17,050 employees); hardware (18,614 employees); and cotton 
goods (15,647 employees) (USCB 1920:170). An additional 34,719 workers were employed in 
establishments that manufactured a broad spectrum of clothing and related products (Table 3.1). Most 
manufacturing and industrial activity occurred in the coastal counties; during this period, New Haven 
County was home to the largest numbers of businesses (Table 3.2). It is notable that data on industry in 
the 1920 census enumerated numbers of wage earners and businesses in towns and cities with populations 
of 10,000 or more and 50,000 or more. With the exception of Hartford and New Britain, all of the latter 
were in the coastal counties. 
 
 

Table 3.1. Wage Earners Employed in Textile and Related Industries, 1919 
Industry Total Wage Earner 

Clothing, women’s 2,058 

Corsets 5,616 

Dyeing and finishing textiles, exclusive of that done in textile mills 1,918 

Knit goods 2,649 

Silk goods 11,254 

Suspenders, garters, and elastic woven goods 3,426 

Woolen goods 5,351 

Worsted goods 2,447 

Total 34,719 

 (Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1920:175–76). 
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Table 3.2. Number of Manufacturing Establishments in 1919 by County 
County Number of Manufacturing Establishments 

Fairfield 1,046 

Hartford 1,002 

Litchfield 277 

Middlesex 251 

New Haven 1,601 

New London 356 

Tolland 128 

Windham 211 

(Source: U.S. Census Bureau 1920:169). 

 
 
In terms of wage earners by industrial section, the seven brass and bronze factories constituted the largest 
concentration of businesses employing more than 1,000 employees. The hardware industry was a clear 
second: Six of its facilities employed more than 1,000 workers each in 1919.  
 
Outside the four coastal counties, the hardware industry contributed mightily to population growth in 
New Britain and Hartford, which saw increases in employment from 43,916 in 1910 to 59,316 in 1920 in 
New Britain, and from 98,915 in 1910 to 138,036 in 1920 in Hartford (Connecticut Secretary of the State 
n.d.). The hardware industry so dominated the manufacturing sector in New Britain that 6,522 people 
were engaged in the production of hand tools alone (USCB 1920:204). One of the city’s most important 
hardware manufacturers was Stanley Tools, which was an economic bulwark there and enjoyed a national 
position of primacy in tool manufacture. Frederick Stanley founded the Stanley Works in New Britain in 
1843. The company expanded in the nineteenth century, producing hammers, screwdrivers, and levels. In 
1920, Stanley Works merged with the Stanley Rule & Level Company, which had been founded by 
Henry Stanley, a cousin of Frederick, in 1857. The combined company introduced such twentieth century 
innovations as the first steel tape rule, utility knives, and the PowerLock Tape Rule. The company 
constructed the largest hand tool plant in the world in New Britain in 1963 (Stanley Tools n.d.). In 2010, 
Stanley Tools became a brand of the combined Stanley Black & Decker (Stanley Black & Decker n.d.). 
 
Similarly, several Connecticut food manufacturers established in the early 1920s gained a national 
presence. The candy company that became Peter Paul was established in Naugatuck in 1895 by Peter 
Halajian, an Armenian immigrant. He and his daughters initially sold homemade candies door to door. 
Halajian later changed his name to the English equivalent “Paul.” From 1895 to 1912, Peter Paul 
established three candy stores in Connecticut. After World War I, the company expanded with private 
capital and became incorporated as the Peter Paul Manufacturing Company. The Mounds candy bar was 
introduced in 1921, bringing the company national fame. Peter Paul Manufacturing Company opened a 
new plant in Naugatuck in 1922. It continued to grow in the twentieth century, despite the economic 
challenges of the Great Depression and material shortages during World War II. In 1948, the Almond Joy 
candy bar was introduced. In the late twentieth century, the company experienced several changes in 
ownership. In 1978, it was acquired by Cadbury Schweppes; ten years later, Hershey Company purchased 
the U.S. operations of Cadbury Schweppes (Pugliese 2010).  
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As in previous decades, coastal Connecticut’s manufacturing and industrial sector remained diversified in 
the state’s key cities. New Haven had the largest number of establishments (n=769) in manufacturing in 
1919, followed by Hartford (n=504) and Bridgeport (n=443) (USCB 1920:176). Although employment in 
Bridgeport’s industrial sector declined following World War I, the 1920s were still prosperous times for 
the city. With electrical products, consumer goods, and automotive components in the lead, the city’s 
economy continued to be strong, outpacing other Connecticut cities in industrial production (Clouette et 
al.1985:8.3). In Bridgeport, the leading manufacturing sector in terms of value of products was the 
production of foundry and machine products. That sector contributed $12,142,262, or 12.1 percent of the 
total in value of the state’s products. Corset manufacturing, the production of bread and bakery goods, 
and brass and bronze products manufacture contributed less in terms of the value of products, at 
$11,565,285, $3,029,433, and $9,566,020, respectively. Because of limited number of manufacturers, the 
contributions of the city’s highly concentrated firearms and ammunition industry were not enumerated 
(USCB 1920:182).  
 
In 1920 hardware manufacturing was the leading industry in value of products in New Haven, at 
$16,459,000. Brass, bronze, and copper production led the value of products in Waterbury, at 
$86,483,986, hence the “brass capital of the world” moniker. Bridgeport, with 42,862 wage earners and 
New Haven, with 30,874 wage earners, had the largest numbers of workers engaged in manufacturing 
(USCB 1920:171). At that time, Bridgeport had the largest number of businesses (13) with more than 
1,000 workers (USCB 1920:176, 182). 
 
Other coastal cities enjoyed industrial expansion in the 1920s. Smaller cities with populations of 10,000 
to 50,000, including Ansonia, Naugatuck, Norwalk, Norwich, and Danbury, had 5,000 to 6,000 residents 
employed in industrial occupations. In Stamford, 9,120 people worked in industry, while Meriden had 
10,338 industrial workers in 1920 (USCB 1920: 208). The metal industry and the production of metal 
products remained strong in Connecticut during the 1920s, despite industry readjustments as a result of 
demobilization after World War I.  
 
In 1929, 3,120 manufacturing establishments in Connecticut employed 251,861 wage earners. The eve of 
the Great Depression in 1929 represented the pinnacle of employment in the manufacturing sector. 
Demobilization after World War I (USCB 1930:89) caused dislocations in some industries and 
concomitant declines in numbers of wage earners. However, adjustments to a peacetime economy created 
a rebound effect that resulted in significant job growth until the economy collapsed. One exception was 
the number of women in the workplace, which declined after the war subsequent to its high of 85,663 in 
1919. By 1929, that number had fallen to 74,452 (USCB 1930:90). 
 
The Role of Connecticut Industry and Manufacturing in New England: Thirty Years of Change 
 
New England states dominated the country’s industrial and manufacturing sector in the first three decades 
of the twentieth century. Income from manufacturers in the New England states consistently exceeded 11 
percent of the gross national product, while containing only 6 percent to 7 percent of the country’s 
population from 1900 to 1930 (Artman and Gerish 1930:167). Even as manufacturing shifted to the 
Midwest and South, New England’s industries maintained their economic importance in select subsectors. 
For example, the textile industry, an umbrella term for the manufacture of cotton, worsted, woolen, silk, 
and knit goods, remained influential in New England through 1930. While the industry was important in 
Connecticut, Massachusetts was the regional leader in the production of textile goods, just as it led in 
nearly all manufacturing subsectors. 
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Connecticut’s contributions in the area of metal manufacturing far surpassed those of other New England 
states, however. Hardware production, foundry and machine shop products, electrical machinery tools and 
supplies, and brass and bronze alloys represented the state’s four top industries in 1925. These industries 
were followed by silk manufactures, cotton goods, and plated ware; bread and other bakery products, 
paper and wood pulp, and tools completed the ranking (Artman and Gerish 1930:178). The hardware 
industry contributed almost $60 million in value added to the economy.  
 
Connecticut surpassed Massachusetts, its closest competitor, in the production of brass, bronze, and 
copper products by a large margin (fig. 3.8). In hardware production, Connecticut was the region’s 
leading manufacturer. (The production of these items in the remaining New England states was 
insignificant by comparison.) The value added by Connecticut’s brass, bronze, and other nonferrous 
alloys was $152,390,000 in 1927; the contribution of Massachusetts’ businesses was $12,688,000 
(Artman and Gerish 1930:190). Connecticut’s hardware industry contributed $68,013,000 in value added 
in 1927, compared with $3,080,000 in Massachusetts (Artman and Gerish 1930:191).   
 
The role of the metal industry in New England’s economy cannot be overstated. The industry was the 
region’s most important sector in term of value added, and it represented one-third of all manufacturing 
activity. Industries associated with metals constituted the largest number of businesses, and their wages 
closely approached all textile production (Artman and Gerish 1930:197). The metal industry’s regional 
income totaled $900 million to $1 billion ($13 billion and $15 billion in 2018 dollars) per year in value 
added (or the amount by which the value of a product is increased at each step of the manufacturing 
process). In 1925, the metal industries sector represented 31.9 percent of the income of all New England 
manufacturing. Even though the textile industry employed more workers, the metal industry offered 
higher wages (Artman and Gerish 1930:197).  
 
As industry readjusted to the post-World War I economy and then to the early years of the Great 
Depression, select Connecticut manufacturers continued to dominate the regional industrial base, even as 
those industries lost jobs. From 1914 to 1933, the state lost industrial jobs at a net average rate of 
approximately 2,000 jobs annually in twenty major industries (State of Connecticut 1937:37). Job losses 
occurred in firearms and ammunition, cutlery, hardware, screw-machine products, plated ware, cotton 
goods, and corsets, even as typewriters, women’s clothing, hats, and woolen and worsted products 
increased employment (State of Connecticut 1937:37).  
 
The Great Depression in Coastal Connecticut 
 
The stock market crash of 1929 and the Great Depression of the 1930s affected highly industrialized 
Connecticut and the rest of the country. The national unemployment rate averaged 13.3 percent from 
1929 to 1939; 11.5 million workers, approximately 30 percent of the workforce, were out of work in 1932 
alone (Tassava 2008). In 1930, 50,869 laborers, approximately 8 percent of Connecticut’s population, 
were out of work. By spring 1932, the state’s unemployed totaled 150,000. As a result, cities such as 
Bridgeport fell deeply in debt. Declines in demand for automobiles, electrical appliances, household 
electronics, motors, and other manufactured goods all affected the state’s manufacturers. No doubt the 
most significant effect of the Depression was the monumental rise in unemployment in almost all 
segments of the state’s economy. Industrial centers in the coastal counties contained a disproportionate 
share of the state’s unemployed. In Bridgeport, 16,000 workers were unemployed; in New Haven, 12,500 
were unemployed; and in Waterbury, 11,000 residents were without work. Some towns in
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Fig. 3-8. Rank of New England States, 1925 (Source: Artman and Gerish 1930). 
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the eastern part of the state that relied heavily on the textile industry saw unemployment rise to as high as 
50 percent in the early years of the Depression (Van Dusen 1961:298). 
 
Because of timing, census data published in 1930 do not adequately reflect the severity of economic 
collapse on the state’s manufacturing and industrial sector. The 1930 census data depicted Connecticut’s 
manufacturing sector as diversified, and the metal industry as primary in the state’s industrial economy. 
At that time, New Haven County was the most populous coastal county, with 463,449 residents; it was 
the location of 1,042 manufacturing and industrial firms. Fairfield County was second with 386,702 
residents; it was home to 766 industrial businesses. Middlesex County was the least populous and had the 
fewest number of manufacturing businesses, 51,388 and 181, respectively (USCB 1930:89). For cities 
with populations in excess of 10,000, New Haven had the largest number of manufacturing companies 
(n=497), followed by Bridgeport (n=339) and Waterbury (n=181) (USCB 1930:90).  
 
In 1929, the firearms and ammunition industry and the clock and watch-making industry employed 
approximately 3,000 and 5,000 workers, respectively. However, these industries could not come close to 
the scale of the metal products industry and its sister manufacturers in terms of the numbers of businesses 
and wage earners. The garment industry, including manufacturers of men’s and women’s clothing, cotton 
goods, and knit goods, employed approximately 30,000 wage earners. Nonferrous metals, previously 
categorized as brass, bronze, and copper manufacturers, employed approximately 22,000 wage earners. 
By contrast, the combined foundry, hardware, and machine tools manufacturers employed more than 
42,000 workers (USCB 1930:93–95). 
 
By 1930, the census began to identify “Industrial Areas” and industrial counties, defined as “each county 
in which 10,000 wage earners or more were employed in manufacturing and printing and publishing 
industries” (USCB 1930:95). Two Industrial Areas, Bridgeport-New Haven-Waterbury and Hartford, and 
four industrial counties, Fairfield, Litchfield, New Haven, and New London, were identified in 
Connecticut. Within the Bridgeport-New Haven-Waterbury Industrial Area, the largest employers were 
engaged in the production of nonferrous metal products; electrical machinery, apparatus, and supplies; 
and foundry and machine shop products, with 19,675; 10,222; and 8,306 average wage earners, 
respectively. The metal industry, including foundry and related production and manufacturers of 
nonferrous metal products dominated the economy of New Haven County. While manufacturers of bread 
products and other bakery goods were more numerous (n=135), their total number of employees, 823, 
was relatively low. Again, the largest employers were engaged in the production of metal products. The 
textile industry continued to dominate the economy of New London County, with major employers 
engaged in the manufacturing of clothing, cotton goods, or silk and rayon products (USCB 1930:95–98).  
 
At the town and city level, hardware manufacturers employed the greatest numbers of workers among 
eight businesses in New Haven; clothing manufacturers were second in employment across 18 businesses. 
The production of foundry and machine shop products and steam fittings and steam and hot water 
apparatus fittings employed the greatest numbers of wage earners in Bridgeport; manufacturers of 
nonferrous metal products were by far the largest employers in Waterbury’s industrial sector (USCB 
1930:100–01). 
 
As economic conditions worsened in the state, workers began striking for better work conditions and 
higher wages. Many of the strikes organized by labor unions in 1933 and 1934 were unsuccessful. 
However, Governor Wilbur Cross supported some labor-rights legislation, and he empowered his Labor 
Commissioner, Joseph Tone, to pursue anti-sweatshop initiatives (Bucki 2013–14). 
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The 1940 census enumerated traditional Connecticut industries as well as new industries like airplane 
manufacturers. The number of manufacturing establishments and of employees engaged in manufacturing 
declined from 1929 to 1939. In 1929, 283,914 workers were employed in 3,079 manufacturing 
businesses. In 1939, 266,312 workers were engaged by 2,936 manufacturing firms. That decade also saw 
decreases in salaries and wages and in the value added by manufacture (USCB 1940:145).   
 
More manufacturing enterprises were in the Bridgeport-New Haven-Waterbury Industrial Area (n=1,782) 
in Fairfield and New Haven counties than in the Hartford Industrial Area, as well as in any county in the 
state or city with a population greater than 10,000. Manufacturers in that industrial census area employed 
157,811 workers (USCB 1940:156). Bridgeport had the largest number of workers in manufacturing, 
followed by New Haven and Waterbury (USCB 1940:145). From 1929 to 1939, the number of women 
employed in the manufacturing sector increased from 74,135 to 90,138 (USCB 1940:146).  
 
Factory Design and Industrial Design 
 
Factory construction increased markedly during World War I to meet the demands for wartime 
mobilization and conversion. Construction techniques used for the war effort helped reshape the built 
environment for industry and continued in use well after the war ended. By the end of World War I, the 
transition to reinforced concrete and curtain-wall construction was almost complete. Large factories could 
be constructed more quickly, and often more cheaply, than buildings employing heavy-timber 
construction (Koch 1920:6).  
 
By the late 1920s, industry was moving to the suburbs, a trend that increased dramatically after World 
War II. This was particularly true for heavy industry, which benefited “most by the advantages of 
relatively cheap land and room for expansion in less crowded localities” (Adams et al. 1929:126). In 
addition, industries increasingly were influenced to locate in the suburbs to be near relocating workforces. 
In some cases, industrial relocation to the outskirts of cities or suburbs spurred residential growth (Adams 
et al. 1929:62). Such an increase in industries relocating to the suburbs was anticipated as “a matter of 
necessity” (Adams et al. 1929:127).  
 
During this period, companies attempted to standardize the construction of reinforced concrete industrial 
buildings and worked to establish a mass-production process (Slaton 2001:166). These buildings 
frequently lacked familiar stylistic references; rather, they showcased their functionalist design (Slaton 
2001:171). The elimination of building projections, such as cornices, water tables, and belt courses, was 
advantageous because such details would “be replaced in factory or warehouse design by a sensitive 
juxtaposition of openings to masses. With few exceptions, factory designers advocated a visual effect that 
followed from the simplest handling of concrete as possible” (Slaton 2001:174). Furthermore, architects 
and architectural critics from the period eschewed mimicking stone through the use of concrete, arguing 
that concrete should reflect “absolute truthfulness to materials” (Slaton 2001:175). Some critics even 
contended that the use of ornament in a factory building constructed of concrete was an affectation 
(Slaton 2001:176). Nevertheless, the scale and mass that could be obtained using reinforced concrete 
enabled architects and engineers to design buildings that conveyed a sense of power and strength (Bradley 
1999:244).   
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Factory Construction in Connecticut 
 
Buildings constructed by the Scovill Brass Works in 1917 in support of the World War I mobilization 
reflected “the last word in mill building technology” (Kearns et al. 1994:30). The Scovill complex 
represented a cross-section of the evolution of industrial architecture from the nineteenth through early 
twentieth centuries (Kearns et al. 1994:1). Buildings 71, 71A, and 112, for example, were monumental 
four-story concrete buildings. Large bays accommodated multi-light, metal-sash windows with brick 
spandrels. Simple cornices defined the roofs. The regular rhythm of solids to voids was a character-
defining feature (figs. 3.9–3.10). The buildings employed the tenets of contemporary architectural theory 
for factory design constructed of concrete. 
 
In 1929, the Pond’s Extract Company, the predecessor of Chesebrough-Ponds, Inc., constructed at Art 
Deco-style factory in Clinton. Chesebrough-Ponds resulted from the merger of Pond’s Extract Company 
and Chesebrough Manufacturing Company in 1955. Both companies produced health and beauty products 
in the nineteenth century. Theron Pond experimented with witch hazel and eventually began 
manufacturing a witch hazel-based product under the name of Pond’s Extract. Robert Chesebrough began 
selling Vaseline Petroleum Jelly, a product derived from petroleum residue. After their merger, the 
combined company had manufacturing and administrative facilities throughout coastal Connecticut, 
including the plant in Clinton, administrative and financial offices in Trumbull, and corporate 
headquarters in Greenwich (Fisher 2011; Reed 2005). The Clinton plant was constructed of poured 
concrete reinforced with steel. Art Deco styling on the building included slightly projecting entry bays, 
prominent pilasters, multi-light ribbon windows with brick spandrels below, and a stepped parapet. Later 
modifications to the building incorporated an International Style addition in 1935 and a 1958 addition 
(Clinton, CT n.d.) (fig. 3.11). 
 
After the merger, the new company began an aggressive acquisitions campaign, acquiring traditional 
manufacturers of health and beauty products such as Seeck & Kade, manufacturers of Pertussin Cough 
Syrup; the fragrance division of the Vick Chemical Company, Prince Matchabelli, Inc.; as well as 
manufacturers of eye cosmetics and Cutex products. In 1969, the company branched into food products 
when it acquired Ragu Packing Company, a manufacturer of spaghetti sauce. The company’s products 
were sold worldwide. Chesebrough-Pond was acquired by Unilever in 1987 (Bennett 2017; Harvard 
Business School n.d.).  
 
Factory construction came to a near-halt during the Depression, as companies across the state confronted 
the widespread economic collapse. Although some businesses constructed additions to existing buildings, 
like a ca. 1930 glass-wall and steel-frame addition that Casco built at its Bridgeport Organ plant, such 
projects were anomalous during the period (Clouette et al. 1985:8.4). When factory construction resumed 
in earnest, it did so in the immediate periods before, and then after, the outbreak of World War II. Those 
construction efforts almost exclusively went toward the war effort; production for civilian markets did not 
resume until after the war.   
 
The Construction of Worker Housing 
 
The construction of worker housing by companies has precedents in New England. Textile manufacturers 
built single- and multi-family housing for workers in the nineteenth century. When housing was needed 
for the influx of workers moving to urban areas to work in factories supporting World War I mobilization 
efforts, a tradition of providing company housing was already in place. Remington Arms 
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Fig. 3-9. Building 112, Scovill Brass Works, Waterbury (Source: Kearns et al. 1994). 
 

 
Fig. 3-10. Buildings 71 and 71A, Scovill Brass Works, Waterbury (Source: Kearns et al. 1994).  
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Fig. 3-11. Chesebrough-Pond Building, Clinton (Source: Clinton, CT n.d.). 
 

and other companies, such as Scovill Brass Works in Waterbury and Gilbert & Bennett Manufacturing 
Company in Fairfield County, built housing during World War I or shortly thereafter.8 Indeed, Remington 
Arms did not build the neighborhoods for philanthropic or gratuitous purposes, but rather out of common 
sense (Nolen 1916:67).  
 
The Remington Arms Company built two neighborhoods in Bridgeport—Remington City and Remington 
Village—from 1916 to 1920 for employees of its Russian Rifle plant. Between the two neighborhoods, 
242 buildings were constructed. The dwellings consisted of single-family, duplex, and multi-family units. 
Built of wood-frame and brick, the buildings exhibited Colonial Revival-style ornamentation. The 
designers adopted a number of footprints to provide visual interest. The duplexes in Remington Village 
occupied rectangular footprints and terminated in hip or gable roofs; three bays of paired windows were 
common on the façades; and a number of porch types were used. Remington City featured single- and 
multi-family units. The quadraplexes were completed in Flemish bond and terminated in flat roofs 
articulated by wood cornices or brick parapets. Dutch Colonial Revival- and Federal-style ornamentation 
were present. Both neighborhoods were designed by Hiss and Weekes and Alfred Bossom (Bedford and 
Lucas 1989a; Bedford and Lucas 1989b) (fig. 3.12).  
 
The Gilbert and Bennett Manufacturing Company of Georgetown in western Fairfield County also 
constructed worker housing after World War I to attract additional workers. Built from 1920 to 1925, this 
neighborhood consisted of Colonial Revival-style duplexes (Cunningham 1986:8-3). Architectural 
interest was created through a variety of different roof forms and porches; ornamentation consisted of 
dentilated cornices and imbricated shingles (Cunningham 1986:8-6) (fig. 3.13). 
 

                                                      
8 For the purposes of this discussion, housing constructed by the federal government and local municipalities in support of World 
War I is excluded from this discussion. Chapter VI: Military and Defense Construction provides additional information on federal 
programs for war housing. This chapter also excludes housing constructed by private developers under federal housing programs 
rather than large manufacturing companies. 
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Fig. 3-12. Remington Arms Company Housing, Bridgeport (Source: Nolen 1916).  

 
 
 

 
Fig. 3-13. Gilbert and Bennett Company Housing, Fairfield County (Source: Cunningham 1986).  
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World War II, Postwar Challenges, and the Move to Diversification (1941–70)  
 
World War II increased the industrial footprint of Connecticut. After the war, manufacturers adapted their 
product lines for the peacetime economy. From 1969 to 1974, 5,000 jobs were created in Connecticut’s 
cities. Meanwhile, 60,000 positions were created for a new suburban workforce, underscoring a major 
shift in industrial and manufacturing employment. The development of office parks and the relocation of 
corporate headquarters to suburban locales accelerated, and an increasing number of workers moved from 
urban centers (Cunningham 1992:28).  
 
The Wartime Economy 
 
World War II mobilization pulled the United States out of the Depression as businesses increased 
production to support the war effort. The economic results of war mobilization were staggering: “During 
the war 17 million new civilian jobs were created, industrial productivity increased by 96 percent, and 
corporate profits after taxes doubled…..War needs directly consumed over one-third of the output of 
industry…” (Goodwin 1992). The country attained full employment during World War II, and 
mobilization efforts facilitated the entry of women and minorities into the workforce (Goodwin 1992). 
Although manufacturers’ output was dramatic, industry initially was reluctant to participate during the 
early period of mobilization. Private businesses did not have the financial means to expand existing 
plants, a necessary precursor to meeting wartime production demands. In addition, many American 
manufacturers were unwilling to switch from the production of consumer products to the fabrication of 
war materiel (Tassava 2008). The federal government, through the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, 
provided financial assistance to industry for factory expansion and established agencies to assist private 
industry with the conversion to war production.  
 
Mobilization also resulted in changes in employment demographics. Previously unemployed workers 
found work, as did those who were not of age when the Depression started. Meanwhile, women and 
African Americans entered the workforce in record numbers (Tassava 2008). Wartime mobilization also 
led to migration from rural areas to urban manufacturing hubs. 
 
Connecticut’s Postwar Industrial and Manufacturing Output 9 
 
Immediately after World War II, the Connecticut economy adjusted to postwar downsizing. Even as the 
demand for workers declined and employers reduced the number of new employees, wages increased. 
The production of metal products remained an important component of the state’s industrial output. 
However, as the twentieth century progressed, manufacturing and industrial jobs declined; many were 
replaced by positions in research and technology. Nevertheless, the manufacturing and industrial sectors 
remained crucial components of the state’s economy.  
 
In early 1949 workers in the manufacturing sector earned an average of $57.04 weekly ($596 in 2017 
dollars), an all-time high (Connecticut Labor Department January 1949:5; Friedman n.d.). Wages 
increased, even as demand for employees decreased (Connecticut Labor Department January 1949:5). 
Construction workers were even more highly paid at $70.47 ($737 in 2017 dollars) per week (Connecticut 
Labor Department January 1949:5; Friedman n.d.). The manufacturing sector employed 392,400 
Connecticut residents in December 1948; employment in non-manufacturing jobs, including construction, 
transportation, finance, and government was near parity at 386,800 workers. Within the sector the 

                                                      
9 After the 1940 census, the federal government stopped providing a census of manufacturing. 
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machinery, fabricated metals, and textiles subsectors employed the largest number of workers: 68,900, 
55,100, and 40,500, respectively (Connecticut Labor Department January 1949:10). Transportation 
equipment manufacture paid the highest relative wages, with an average weekly salary of $63.34. The 
stone, clay, and glass subsector paid the least—$36.64 weekly (Connecticut Labor Department January 
1949:11). Although manufacturing employment had declined from December 1947 to December 1948, 
gains occurred simultaneously in the printing sector (Connecticut Labor Department January 1949:11). 
By late 1950, hiring was up, and the number of workers in the manufacturing sector had risen 14 percent 
over the previous year (Connecticut Labor Department December 1950:7).  
 
Connecticut’s contribution to national production of metal products continued through the late 1940s. In 
1947, the production of iron and steel and of nonferrous metals employed 17 percent and 11 percent of 
manufacturing sector workers, respectively. In comparison, the national averages were 13 percent and 3 
percent; in Rhode Island, which employed the second-largest number of workers in the metal industry in 
the larger New England-New York region, the rates of employment were 8 percent and 8 percent (New 
England-New York Inter-agency Committee 1955:II–23–24). 
 
In late 1950, the manufacturing sector was hiring in the metalworking industries and in the machinery and 
transportation equipment subsectors (Connecticut Labor Department December 1950:6–7). On average, 
workers in metal manufacturing such as primary and prefabricated metals, ordnance, and instruments and 
clocks earned higher wages, with an average of $67.75 per week; non-metallic manufacturing including 
textiles, apparel, and printing and publishing earned an average of $57.78 per week (Connecticut Labor 
Department December 1950:6). Indeed, employees in the manufacturing sector attained record wages of 
$64.44 per week ($667 in 2017 dollars) in November 1950 (Connecticut Labor Department December 
1950:7; Friedman n.d.). At the beginning of that decade, the manufacturing sector employed 400,240 
people, while 292,000 were employed in non-manufacturing jobs (Connecticut Labor Department 
December 1950:7). While the textile, hat, brass, and hat industries lost jobs, jobs in aircraft and electrical 
manufacturing increased. 
 
Clock and watch manufacturers contributed to the state’s relatively high wage scales. The Waterbury 
Clock Company, which would became the Timex Company, was established in Waterbury in 1856; it 
initially specialized in the production of affordable clocks. Before becoming Timex in the 1950s, the 
company operated under different names, including the Ingersoll Watch Company. The brand “Timex” 
was launched in 1950 (Timex Group n.d.); its innovations included pocket watches in the first half of the 
twentieth century, followed by wristwatches. By the end of the twentieth century, the company was 
manufacturing digital sports watches (Timex n.d.). Its corporate headquarters are in Middlebury. 
 
Connecticut’s economic outlook for the 1950s was robust. More people were employed in December 
1950 than at any time in the state’s history, even surpassing employment during World War II 
(Connecticut Labor Department December 1950:10). Whereas more workers were employed in 
manufacturing during World War II, the non-manufacturing sector was not at full employment because of 
the war. Demand for employees in defense and civilian sectors was strong: “Many major Connecticut 
industries produce [the] same things in war as in peace-machinery, airplanes, ordnance, bearings…. In an 
increasing number of firms, civilian production goes on side by side with defense work” (Connecticut 
Labor Department December 1950:10). Unemployment levels were relatively low, and women accounted 
for more than half the job seekers. Across-the-board shortages of skilled workers and heavy laborers were 
pronounced because of a shortage of qualified men (Connecticut Labor Department December 1950:10).  
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The state also had the highest per capita income in the region. Although Connecticut’s per capita income 
had exceeded the national average since 1919, the rate of increase continued to grow more rapidly than 
the national average as the twentieth century progressed. By way of perspective, the average national per 
capita income was $620 in 1919; in Connecticut, it was $733. By 1952, the national per capita income 
average was $1,639, while in Connecticut it was $2,080, the highest in the region. Massachusetts, at 
$1,749 weekly, was second nationally (New England-New York Inter-agency Committee 1955:II–15; 
Friedman n.d.).10  
 
By the 1950s, Connecticut was transitioning from an economy concentrated in manufacturing to one 
increasingly populated by professionals and technical workers. But manufacturing retained a critical role 
in the state’s economy:  
 

By far the most important economic activity in Connecticut is manufacturing, which 
absorbs about one-half of the state’s employment. With the exception of the relatively 
large plants of the Pratt and Whitney Division of United Aircraft located there, the state’s 
industrial economy is based on small manufacturing firms (Lehmann 1960:2).  

 
The textile industry continued its slow decline as the twentieth century progressed. Smaller textile 
businesses ceased operations, while others were bought by larger companies or were merged into larger 
companies. Job losses in textiles were offset somewhat by expansion in other sectors, notably the aircraft 
industry. Likewise, highly specialized industries such as electronics laboratories and tool-and-die 
businesses also grew in number during the early 1950s (Lehmann 1960:3). 
 
The diversification of manufacturing and industry in the first half of the twentieth century was 
coterminous with an evolution in Connecticut’s economy reflected in disproportionately high numbers 
and percentages of professional and skilled workers. Not only did New England far exceed national 
proportions of professional and technical workers—skilled workers actually came to dominate the labor 
force in Connecticut and Massachusetts (New England-New York Inter-agency Committee 1955:II–8). 
Connecticut had the highest percentages of workers in the region employed in clerical and sales work 
(20.4 percent); of craftsmen, foremen, and related job classifications (16.6 percent); and of non-farm 
managers (8.7 percent) (New England-New York Inter-agency Committee 1955:II–10). Furthermore, 
more women, approximately 32.5 percent of the workforce, were employed in New England than in other 
parts of the country (New England-New York Inter-agency Committee 1955:II–8). 
 
Connecticut’s postwar economy continued its growth into the early 1960s. Nonfarm employment rose 29 
percent, and manufacturing employment rose 10 percent from 1950 to 1962. At 29 percent from 1950 to 
1962, Connecticut was first in population growth, manufacturing gain, and nonfarm employment among 
New England states. From 1957 to 1962, the state added 20,889,000 square feet of plant space—39 
percent of all industrial square footage constructed in New England during that period (Connecticut 
Development Commission 1963:1). 
 
By the early 1960s, 16 large out-of-state companies were expanding into Connecticut, including Superior 
Industries Corporation, Consolidated Laundries Corporation, and Arnold Bakers, Inc., which had 
constructed or planned to build new facilities in West Haven, New Haven, and Greenwich, respectively. 
In addition, a number of existing businesses planned expansions to their facilities or construction of new 

                                                      
10 The New England-New York Inter-agency Committee report did not clarify if the per capita income was weekly, monthly, or 
yearly.  
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plants (Connecticut Development Commission 1963:1–2). Connecticut companies planning expansions 
included Dunlap and Associates, Inc. in Darien; Stanley Works in New Britain; and Sargent and 
Company in New Haven (Connecticut Development Commission 1963:2). But new construction slowed 
by the mid-1960s. Despite the thriving economy, the number of residential building permits issued in 
1966 was 12 percent below that of the previous year. However, permits for commercial and industrial 
construction continued to increase (Connecticut Labor Department January 1967:9). 
 
Connecticut’s economy continued to flourish through the mid-1960s. Demand for workers exceeded the 
supply, and the number of employees in manufacturing and non-manufacturing jobs alike increased. 
Those employed in the non-manufacturing sector peaked at 646,000, while the number of manufacturing 
jobs set a postwar record at 486,000. The largest manufacturing job gains were in the aircraft and 
electrical equipment industries (Connecticut Labor Department January 1967:8).  
 
The state’s booming economy resulted in rising income levels, as personal income rose 12 percent in 
1966 over 1965 levels. Personal income attained during that year reached record levels, and 
manufacturing workers saw their wages rise $9.26 per week to an average of $125.28 ($926 in 2017 
dollars) from the year before (Connecticut Labor Department January 1967:9). That increase represented 
the largest 12-month increase ever recorded in Connecticut. 
 
Communities along the Long Island Sound recorded some of the highest manufacturing wage increases. 
In 1966, employees in New London averaged $136.40 per week ($1,048 in 2017 dollars), workers in 
Bridgeport averaged $132.76 ($1,020 in 2017 dollars), and workers in Meriden averaged $129.49 ($995 
in 2017). In contrast, average wages in Danielson were $98.18 weekly ($754 in 2017 dollars), and 
employees in Willimantic averaged $84.56 weekly ($649 in 2017 dollars) (Connecticut Labor Department 
February 1967:12, 13; Friedman n.d.). At the end of the 1960s, unemployment remained low and wages 
continued to rise. By 1969, Hartford area workers engaged in manufacturing jobs earned $153.04 weekly 
($1,040 in 2017 dollars), while those in Meriden and Stamford earned $147.47 ($1,002 in 2017) and 
$145.67 ($990 in 2017) per week, respectively (Connecticut Labor Department October 1969:8; Friedman 
n.d.).  
 
Pepperidge Farms: Baker to the Nation 
 
Although as noted above, Arnold Bakers Inc. was expanding production in Connecticut during the early 
1960s, the state’s iconic bakery developed from modest and homemade roots. The company known as 
Pepperidge Farms dates from 1947, when Margaret Rudkin established the company’s first modern 
bakery in Norwalk. Rudkin had begun by baking homemade bread for one of her sons who suffered from 
severe allergies and asthma. During a period when aerated white bread dominated, Rudkin endeavored to 
produce a product made of whole grains that retained its vitamins and nutrients. No such product was 
available in the contemporary marketplace. Pepperidge Farms grew rapidly, acquiring other bakeries, and 
producing other baked products like Gold Fish crackers. Rudkin ultimately sold the company to Campbell 
Soup in 1961, becoming the first woman to serve on Campbell’s board of directors. The company 
continued its growth through the late twentieth century (Pepperidge Farm n.d.). 
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The Postwar Rise of the Corporate and Research Campus11 
 
A fundamental shift occurred during the postwar period in the design and siting of industry, 
manufacturing, and related uses. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, railroad companies 
frequently acquired land adjacent to their rights-of-way for future sale to industries (Real Estate Research 
Corporation 1958:25). The railroads historically were one of three types of developers of industrial land; 
real estate developers and individual industries were the other two (Real Estate Research Corporation 
1958:32). Most developers selected property for industrial use with access to rail lines. Even as rail 
transportation declined and the use of trucks increased, access to rail lines remained critical for siting new 
industrial complexes. By the late 1950s, large industrial districts typically were located on the outskirts of 
the central cities. Industries seeking new locations typically wanted to build one-story structures, needed 
large amounts of land, and consequently required less expensive land usually available only in outlying 
areas. Furthermore, most industries, even those that used rail service extensively, became highly 
dependent on shipping goods by truck, and truck access was easier in outlying sections of the cities than 
in older, more congested areas (Real Estate Research Corporation 1958:33). Highway access, though, 
played an increasingly important role in site selection for industrial complexes. As an industry association 
stated,  “Good highway access is an essential prerequisite to an industrial district; on the other hand, sites 
with good truck access are numerous, and the successful industrial district must normally offer rail siding, 
accessibility to a good labor pool, and reasonably favorable taxation and zoning” (Real Estate Research 
Corporation 1958:33). 
 
Aside from the transportation advantages of locating in exurban areas, changing views on the design and 
aesthetics of industrial landscapes affected the selection of locations. Architects, planners, and theorists 
saw a correlation between good design and worker productivity. Designers and planners theorized that 
creativity and productivity could be promoted and improved through the development of “pastoral 
landscapes.” This ideal previously was embodied in late nineteenth century parks. The May 1958 exhibit 
“Industrial Parks USA” at the Brussels World’s Fair contributed to the popularity of pastoral 
environments to reduce class imbalances and strengthen ties to research institutions, while appeasing 
suburban residents and portraying a positive corporate image (Findlay 1993:117–19, 132; Mozingo 
2003:255; Mozingo 2016:12). Lack of space for future growth, urban congestion, and the potential threat 
of nuclear attack all helped to prompt businesses to relocate outside urban centers. Ease of access, owing 
to increased reliance on the automobile and an improved road network, facilitated the movement of 
corporate headquarters, research institutions, and industry to the suburbs.  
 
Zoning and land use ordinances also contributed to the rise of corporate, research, and industrial parks in 
decidedly suburban settings. Land use controls, zoning ordinances and municipal master plans restricted 
uses and building types, and mandated the creation of open space (Findlay 1993:120; Mozingo 2016:8). 
The Stanford Industrial Park, established as a partnership between Stanford University and the City of 
Palo Alto, California, became a national model in the creation of a controlled environment for research 
that also provided various cultural amenities to obtain high productivity (Findlay 1993:121–22). Inward-
facing, low-rise buildings created a cloistered effect inspired by college campuses; this arrangement was 
thought to increase productivity (Findlay 1993:133). Employee patios, glass-wall construction, and 
extensive landscaping, as implemented in the Stanford model park, became standard (Findlay 1993:130). 
 

                                                      
11 As with World War I, almost all industrial output during World War II went toward the war effort; production of goods for 
civilian consumption came to a near-standstill. For these reasons, the discussion on industrial production and factory design 
during the World War II era is presented in Chapter VI.  
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The corporate campus with office and laboratory spaces was the sibling to the suburban corporate 
campus. The postwar corporate campus featuring central greens emerged by the 1940s. The landscape 
was central for this model. A subset of the corporate campus, the corporate estate, sought to distinguish 
between a corporation’s top executives and its middle managers. Typically 200 acres or more in size, the 
corporate campus featured elevated landscaping with prime vistas (Mozingo 2016:12). As the postwar 
years progressed, a more cost-effective version of both types of facilities was realized as the office park. 
The office park was differentiated from the corporate campus and the corporate estate by the inclusion of 
multiple businesses within a park (Mozingo 2016:13). Office parks relied heavily on marketing; as a 
result, numerous terms were used for these facilities, including research park, industrial park, executive 
park, business park, corporate park, science park, or technology park (Mozingo 2016:17).  
 
The Postwar Industrial Park in Connecticut 
 
Stamford capitalized on changing tastes in industrial design and the growing postwar suburbanization. 
Within easy commuting distance of New York City, Stamford was popular with workers and corporations 
that wanted to build facilities outside of congested Manhattan. In the postwar era, Stamford actively 
courted chemical and pharmaceutical industries. Its chosen postwar future included “research and 
industry” in “electronics, mechanics, optics, pharmacy and chemistry” (Stamford Junior Chamber of 
Commerce 1951:21–22). Industrial growth continued there through the 1950s and 1960s, and the average 
corporate campus grew in size accordingly. 
 
From 1947 to 1968, Stamford’s employment numbers rose. Its non-manufacturing segment increased 122 
percent during that period, and “non-agricultural employment realized a net gain of 31,860 jobs or 70.2 
percent, from 45,380 to 77,240. Growth in the area’s non-manufacturing segment accounted for 
significant new construction; all six of the seven industry groups contributed to the rise” (Leff July 
1969:4). While employees in the metal fabricating and textiles industries declined by 3,190 and 1,420, 
respectively, machinery firms and “other manufacturing” increased by 4,690 and 2,020, respectively (Leff 
July 1969:4).  
 
Stamford benefited from a transportation network that included the Connecticut Turnpike, the New Haven 
Region of the Penn-Central Railroad, the Merritt Parkway, and LaGuardia and Kennedy airports (Leff 
July 1969:6). The number of corporate headquarters relocations was anticipated to grow, following in the 
steps of the Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation and the CBS Laboratories (figs. 3.14–3.15). The Olin 
Mathieson Chemical Corporation, today known as the Olin Corporation, moved to its Stamford location 
in 1969, where it occupied a 60-acre campus (Olin n.d.).  
 
CBS Laboratories was a collection of buildings designed by Victor Bisharat at the High Ridge Park 
complex, a 40-acre, landscaped office park accessible from the Merritt Parkway. In addition to CBS 
Laboratories, the office park attracted national companies such as Continental Oil, Champion 
International, General Time, and Texas-Gulf (Charles 1999). The research facility included eight 
buildings in a wooded setting. Landscaping featured mowed lawns, patios, and an ornamental pond. The 
buildings were decidedly futuristic (fig. 3.16).  
 
Construction of the High Ridge Park was emblematic of other research campuses constructed in 
southwest Connecticut during the late 1960s and early 1970s. Greenwich Office Park, built from 1969 to 
1978 on 23 acres, became the corporate headquarters for Continental Can, United Parcel Service, 
Anaconda Wire and Cable, and Phelps Dodge (Charles 1999). 
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Fig. 3-14. Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation, Stamford (Source: Leff July 1969). 
 

 
Fig. 3-15. CBS Laboratories, Stamford (Source: Leff July 1969). 
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Fig. 3-16. High Ridge Office Park, Stamford (Source: High Ridge Park Corporate Center n.d.). 
 

Although established in the 1920s, the Sikorsky Aero Engineering Corporation grew dramatically in the 
Cold War era, resulting in the construction of a large manufacturing facility in Stratford. Igor Sikorsky 
emigrated from Russia after World War I. While in Russia, he experimented with various airplane 
designs, one of which, the Il’ya Muromets, was used as a bomber during World War I. In 1923, he 
established the Sikorsky Aero Engineering Corporation near Roosevelt Field in Long Island, New York. 
The company then became a division of the United Aircraft Corporation. The two companies developed 
the flying boat known as the Flying Clipper. Sikorsky subsequently obtained a patent for a helicopter in 
1931. Several prototypes later, Sikorsky developed the R-4, the world’s first “production helicopter.”  
That helicopter was used during the Korean Conflict (Igor I. Sikorsky Historical Archives, Inc. 2012). 
Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation, now a division of Lockheed Martin, had several locations in Connecticut, 
including the 1930 facility in Stratford, a 1943 facility in Bridgeport, and the 1956 facility in Stratford, 
which currently is the company’s North American headquarters. The rural site for the 1956 facility 
exhibited many of the hallmarks of postwar corporate campus design: The site fronted and had direct 
access to the Merritt Parkway; vast expanses of parking were located east and west of building; and a 
large, modestly landscaped lawn defined the southern end of the site. The one-story building occupied a 
sprawling footprint (fig. 3.17).  
 
Although Pitney Bowes did not relocate to a suburban campus, the company expanded its Stamford 
manufacturing operations in the late 1960s. Established in Stamford in 1920 by Arthur Pitney, who 
invented the first commercially available postage meter, and Walter Bowes, head of the Universal 
Stamping Machine Company, Pitney Bowes pioneered the use of metered mail. By 1949, it had 
developed the first mass-market desktop meter. As the twentieth century progressed, the company 
developed products and services to meet changing postal needs. By the late 1960s, it expanded and 
renovated its Stamford headquarters. The improvements created a sprawling three-story facility 
surrounded by residential neighborhoods (Connecticut Labor Department July 1969:5) (fig. 3.18). In the 
late 1970s and late 1980s, the company developed a method of paying postage by phone, thus reducing 
the need to obtain postage from the post office; it also embraced the fax machine and other new  
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Fig. 3-17. Sikorosky Aircraft Corporation, Stratford (Source: Igor I. Sikorsky Historical Archives, Inc. 

2012). 
 
 

 
Fig. 3-18. Pitney Bowes, Inc., Stamford (Source: Connecticut Labor Department July 1969).  
 
 
technologies. Its corporate headquarters remain in Stamford (Smithsonian National Postal Service 
Museum n.d.). 
 
Pharmaceutical companies that located in southern Connecticut towns included Pfizer and Company. 
Originally founded in Brooklyn, New York, in 1849 by cousins Charles Pfizer and Charles Erhart, the 
company grew during the nineteenth century by producing industrial and pharmacological products. In 
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the 1930s, it developed a method for producing vitamin C, eventually becoming the largest manufacturer 
of the product. The company also developed the deep-tank fermentation process to mass-produce 
penicillin during World War II. After World War II, Pfizer expanded internationally and established new 
research divisions (Pfizer n.d.). Although headquartered in New York City, the company still maintains a 
research campus at Groton’s Avery Point. 
 
 
Industrial Property Types in Coastal Connecticut 
 
The factory property type evolved dramatically over the course of the twentieth century. At the turn of the 
century, factory complexes typically housed a variety of functions. But building size was constrained by 
construction limitations. By the end of the first quarter of the twentieth century, technological 
innovations, and especially the use of reinforced concrete and curtain-wall construction, revolutionized 
factory and industrial design. Standardization resulted in uniform elevations and regularly spaced 
openings that could accommodate large windows that maximized interior lighting. Reinforced concrete 
allowed construction of large, uninterrupted interior spaces and tall ceilings. A major advantage of 
reinforced-concrete construction was its fireproofing capabilities, an important consideration in factory 
design.  
 
Another change in factory and industrial design occurred after World War II, when many companies 
moved their operations to the suburbs. Inexpensive land, access to transportation networks including 
interstate highways, and proximity to a growing postwar workforce compelled many businesses to move 
from crowded urban centers. Because businesses could acquire extensive tracts of land, they were able to 
design and construct highly landscaped pastoral campuses that most often featured low-scale buildings.  
 
During the first two decades of the twentieth century, architectural ornamentation and stylistic references 
were common on factory buildings. However, as reinforced concrete and curtain-wall techniques came to 
dominate construction practices, exterior ornamentation was viewed as superfluous, if not anachronistic. 
Factories were designed to express their functionality rather than particular styles or tastes. The rising 
influence of Modernism reinforced this ideal, and that school became particularly popular in the design of 
the postwar corporate campus. Resources from this period that retain their character-defining features 
should reflect their integrity of design, materials, association, and feeling.  
 
1900–20 
 
Industrial buildings from the first two decades of the twentieth century were dependent on their power 
sources and on access to transportation, especially rail networks. Their configurations varied somewhat 
depending on the products they manufactured. Buildings constructed early in the century generally 
employed heavy-timber construction. They also incorporated contemporary stylistic ornamentation. In the 
second decade of the century, reinforced concrete became popular and eclipsed heavy-timber 
construction. By the 1920s, stylistic references had become passé. Furthermore, as the century progressed, 
factory buildings acquired monumental scale. Large openings housing operable (awning or hopper) multi-
light windows, and uniformity in vertical and horizontal alignment, became character-defining features. 
Buildings generally were no more than four to five stories in height, usually terminating in flat roofs. 
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1920–40 
 
By the end of the 1920s, the transition to reinforced concrete and curtain-wall construction was complete. 
Mobilization for World War I and the need to build quickly sealed the fate of heavy-timber construction. 
Factories of this period were characteristically one or two stories and were usually built of concrete, 
concrete block, and/or steel frame construction; the interior structure and purpose often were expressed 
externally. Some factories incorporated Art Deco-influenced features on the exterior to emphasize their 
modernity; otherwise, most were devoid of ornament or historical references.  
 
After World War I, industries in coastal Connecticut benefited from changes in the state’s transportation 
system. An improving system of roads and the popularity of automobiles and trucks encouraged the 
movement of companies and their employees from crowded urban cores to developing suburbs. Factories, 
which began to enjoy door-to-door service from trucks, no longer were as dependent on railroads for 
transport of goods and raw materials. Likewise, workers, whose places of residence formerly were 
constrained by their proximity to factories or public transportation, no longer had to live near to train or 
trolley lines. Many relocated to suburbs and commuted by automobile. Suburban factories incorporated 
parking for employees’ automobiles.  
 
Some industries built corporate housing to attract workers during World War I. Housing constructed by 
major manufacturers frequently was executed in popular architectural styles and employed contemporary 
theories of residential design and neighborhood development. Single- and multi-family units were built.  
 
1940–70 
 
Construction of the interstate highway system through Connecticut in the 1950s and 1960s accelerated the 
relocation of industry and workers from urban centers into ever-expanding suburban rings. Industrial 
parks to house different kinds of factories were built near highway interchanges, always with plenty of 
on-site parking. Corporations relocating from Connecticut’s cities and from New York City built 
sprawling corporate and research parks. Their low-slung one- or two-story corporate buildings and 
factories typically were surrounded by acres of landscaped grounds in bucolic settings and employee 
parking. In-house dining and shopping facilities, and even daycare facilities, often were added to 
corporate campuses. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 

IMMIGRATION AND MIGRATION, 
CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS, AND 

POPULATION GROWTH IN  
COASTAL CONNECTICUT, 1900–70 

 

 

Summary. The following review of immigration and migration in coastal Connecticut from 1900 to 1970 
is divided into four periods: Second Wave of Immigration (1900–20); Immigration Quotas and American 
Migration (1920–30); Return to Europe and World War II (1930–50); and Puerto Rican Migration and 
West Indian Immigration (1950–70). African Americans and Puerto Ricans arriving in Connecticut were 
migrants, while Europeans and West Indians were immigrants. This chapter discusses immigration and 
migration patterns and the movement and settlement of ethnic, racial, and religious groups in 
Connecticut’s four coastal counties from 1900 to 1970. It focuses on the major immigrant and migrant 
groups that settled in coastal Connecticut during the period: African Americans, Germans, Hungarians, 
Italians, Lithuanians, Poles, Puerto Ricans, Swedes, and West Indians. Other groups who settled in the 
state in smaller numbers during this period included Czechs, Danes, French Canadians, Portuguese, 
Russians, Slovaks, and Ukrainians (Table 4-1). Although united politically under the former nation of 
Czechoslovakia, Czechs and Slovaks are culturally and historically distinct. The Chinese were barred 
entry to the U.S. under the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, which was repealed under the Magnussen Act 
of 1943. Therefore, they are not heavily represented in Connecticut’s four coastal counties. The 1960 
census recorded only 644 Chinese in the four coastal counties of Connecticut (Historical Census Browser 
[HCB] 2007).  

  

Census data documented 155,401 white-foreign residents in the coastal counties in 1900 (HCB 2007). By 
1920, that number had increased to 242,039. After restrictive federal regulation of immigration in the 
1920s and the Great Depression of the 1930s, the number decreased to 207,394 in the 1940 census (HCB 
2007). New Haven County retained the highest concentration of immigrants during this period, closely 
followed by Fairfield County (Table 4-2). Middlesex and New London counties, which had smaller cities 
and smaller industrial bases, experienced the fourth- and third-smallest concentrations of immigrants 
during this period, respectively (HCB 2007).  
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Table 4-1.  Foreign-born White Groups in Connecticut, According to Country of Origin, 1860 to 1920 
(Based on U.S. Census Reports) 

Country of Origin 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 

England 8,875 12,992 15,543 20,572 21,569 22,465 22,708

Scotland 2,546 3,238 4,157 5,922 6,175 6,750 7,487

Ireland 55,445 70,630 70,638 77,880 70,994 58,458 45,464

Sweden 42 323 2,086 10,021 16,164 18,208 17,697

Germany 8,353 12,443 15,627 28,176 31,892 31,127 22,614

Poland* 73 46,623

Czechoslovakia* 6,558

Hungary* 30 76 1,146 5,692 13,855 13,222

Lithuania* 11,662

Italy 61 117 879 5,282 19,105 56,954 80,322

Portugal 265 48 165 230 568 707 1,200

Canada 3,145 10,840 16,444 21,232 27,045 28,686 24,631

*No figures are given for Poland for the decades of 1870–1910, Czechoslovakia and Lithuania for the decades of 1860–1910, and Hungary 
for 1860. 

 

 

Table 4-2.  Foreign-Born Population in Coastal Connecticut  
By County and Decade, 1900–60 

Census 
Year 

Fairfield Middlesex New Haven New London Total 

1900 45,648 14,301 77,196 18,256 155,401 

1910 72,441 11,941 105,580 22,317 212,279 

1920 89,568 11,156 117,354 23,961 242,089 

1930 95,126 10,423 110,756 24,495 240,800 

1940 83,566 9,549 93,069 21,210 207,394 

1950 78,592 8,542 80,385 18,009 185,528 

1960* 251,032 30,972 266,858 58,684 607,546 

*The 1960 U.S. Census is the first to provide data for all foreign-born residents, rather than white-foreign 
born.  
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Bridgeport, New Haven, Waterbury, Stamford, and New London witnessed highly concentrated 
immigrant and migrant settlements. Some smaller towns, including Portland, Branford, Danbury, and 
Colchester, also attracted significant immigrant and migrant communities. Demographic trends are 
explored below using U.S. Census records and government data pertaining to immigration and migration. 
Property types associated with immigrant and migrant groups included arrival neighborhoods, defined as 
communities inhabited cyclically by new immigrants or migrants, and associated dwellings and 
commercial operations; community buildings; and religious structures. These properties are examined in 
the contexts of their association with immigrant and migrant communities. 
 
This chapter discusses immigrant and migrant patterns of settlement related to specific neighborhoods and 
employment sectors, and how those patterns were represented by real property. Although this overview 
focuses on immigration and migration from 1900 to 1970, large waves of Irish, English, and Scottish 
immigrants settled in the state in the mid- to late nineteenth century. These groups had been assimilated 
into American society by the turn of the twentieth century. Nevertheless, the acknowledgment of previous 
immigrant and migrant groups informs trends in housing, employment, and community involvement that 
continued through the twentieth century. Cyclical patterns of settlement in specific neighborhoods 
diminished under the urban renewal projects of the 1950s and 1960s, when many arrival neighborhoods 
were demolished.  
 
 
1900–20: The Second Wave of Immigration 
 
Immigrants arriving during the Second Wave of Immigration were attracted to the region by rapid 
industrialization in New England, including coastal Connecticut, during the final third of the nineteenth 
and beginning of the twentieth centuries. Advances in manufacturing and production technology led to 
the widespread adoption of telegraph and railroad networks, which had been concentrated in a few select 
cities (Janick 1975:5). The expansion of rail lines after 1870 led to an unprecedented movement of 
people. Advances in infrastructure had a direct bearing on immigration and settlement in the early 
twentieth century, especially during periods of high job demand. Immigrant neighborhoods and political 
power followed a cyclical pattern during this period: As nineteenth century Irish, French-Canadian, and 
German immigrants, among other groups, acquired better jobs and political power, they moved out of 
their arrival neighborhoods. Their former settlements then were inhabited by waves of new European 
immigrants.  
 
Industrial Growth and Immigrant Opportunities  
 
In 1910 more than 70 percent of Connecticut’s population was first- or second-generation American 
(Janick 1975:1). Major industries in coastal Connecticut during that period included brass manufacturing, 
munitions, velvet and textile mills, hat manufacturing, and stone quarries. Those industries, which 
attracted and actively recruited immigrant labor, were concentrated in Bridgeport, New Haven, New 
London, and Waterbury.  
 
Indeed, Bridgeport grew from a small city of under 30,000 in 1880 to an urban center of more than 
100,000 in 1910. Waterbury experienced similar growth, climbing from 20,000 to 90,000 from 1880 to 
1910, as did New Haven, Stamford, and New London (Janick 1975:2). With New York City as the major 
port of entry, many early twentieth century immigrants took advantage of the New York, New Haven and 
Hartford Railroad (Janick 1975:5), hoping to fill jobs in coastal Connecticut’s growing industries. 
Stamford, Bridgeport, New Haven, Waterbury, and New London were important stops on the rail line, 
and all received significant numbers of immigrants (Table 4-3). That process accelerated in early 1915, 
when England and France began to place large munitions orders with Remington Arms Company and  
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Table 4-3.  Urban Points of Concentration for Several Immigrant Groups 
in Connecticut, 1930 (Based on U.S. Census Data) 

Nationality Most Important Point of 
Concentration 

Total Number of Locality 

Italians New Haven 41,858 

Jews New Haven 30,000 

Irish* Hartford 18,873 

Poles* New Britain 16,290 

Czechoslovaks Bridgeport 11,870 

French Canadians* Hartford 9,223 

Hungarians Bridgeport 8,777 

Germans New Haven 7,620 

Lithuanians Waterbury 6,390 

Swedes* New Britain 4,529 

Scotch* Hartford 2,599 

Portuguese* Hartford 596 

*The largest concentrations of these immigrant groups are in cities outside the four 
coastal counties of Connecticut.  

 

United Metallic Company in Bridgeport, and with Winchester Repeating Arms Company in New Haven 
(Janick 1975:3-4). Those companies required additional labor to meet demand. Remington Arms 
Munition Plant in Bridgeport produced 50 percent of the U.S. Army’s small-arms cartridges during World 
War I. That factory complex encompassed 73 acres of the city’s northeastern side. Remington added 500 
employees per week, bringing its workforce to more than 10,000 at the height of war production. Much of 
that workforce consisted of unskilled immigrants who put additional stress on Bridgeport’s already 
strained housing market (Janick 1975:4). 
   
Likewise, Waterbury’s largest employer, Scovill Manufacturing Company, led the world in brass 
production and had grown to 4,000 employees by 1914. Scovill, American Brass Company, and Chase 
Brass & Copper Company were the “Big Three” of brass production (Bologna 1993:20). By 1909, 
Connecticut accounted for 44.6 percent of America’s output of brass, bronze, and their products, with 
Waterbury supplying 21.3 percent of the products (Bologna 1993:20). While skilled artisans were 
necessary for some types of brass production, increased production required that the Waterbury brass 
companies hire more employees.  
 
Less-skilled European immigrants and native-born American female workers were hired to fill 
production-line positions (Bologna 1993:22). Early ethnic neighborhoods grew, and new ones formed, 
during this period of rapid growth and industrialization. 
 
At the beginning of the twentieth century, Irish immigrants constituted 44 percent of Waterbury’s 
population (Janick 1975:43). Lithuanians arrived in Waterbury as early as the 1890s, hoping to improve 
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their economic status and to avoid service in the Russian Army. Italians also began settling in the city 
during this period (Tables 4-1, 4-2). The U.S. Immigration Commission reported that from 1899 to 1910 
about 15 percent of Italians, 7 percent of Poles and Lithuanians, 9 percent of Hungarians, and 37 percent 
of Jews had worked in skilled trades before immigrating to the United States (Janick 1975:49). While 
some transferred these skills to their new environment, others discovered that crafts learned in Europe had 
been devalued by the increasing subdivision of labor. Unskilled immigrants found work in factories, 
foundries, and mills.  
 
The demand for workers and the influx of immigrants during World War I quickly overwhelmed 
available housing in Waterbury and Bridgeport. Rents rose as much as 50 percent, leading companies to 
build and manage their own worker housing to attract and retain workers. Remington Arms Company 
constructed more than 500 homes in neighborhoods called Remington City, Remington Village, 
Remington Cottages, and Remington Apartments (Bucki 2013–14). Similarly, Scovill Manufacturing 
Company constructed 137 six-room row houses in 1916 on company land in Waterbury, employing 
Dutch, English, Italian, and Colonial Revival designs. These homes were later sold to company 
employees (Bucki 2013–14).  
 
In a 1916 report, Bridgeport city planner John Nolan concluded that the private sector was unable to meet 
the city’s housing needs. The Bridgeport Housing Company (BHC) and the United States Housing 
Corporation (USHC) became involved in residential construction from 1916 to 1920 (Bucki 2013–14). 
The BHC used $1 million to construct 1,000 homes, resulting in the Park Apartments and Gateway 
Village in the city limits, and Grassmere Village and Lordship Village in neighboring Fairfield. The 
USHC recruited architects, city planners, and engineers who modeled their plans on workers villages in 
Great Britain and Germany (Bucki 2013-2014). English “Garden City” planning practices were used to 
build attractive, carefully designed housing in picturesque settings. These ideals were represented in the 
Bridgeport projects of Black Rock Gardens, Lakeview Village, Seaside Village, and Wilmot Apartments. 
When the war ended in late 1918, the USHC canceled its projects and sold completed projects to private 
homeowners and tenant associations (Bucki 2013–14). 
 
Although these projects became home to a fair number of immigrants, many new arrivals to Connecticut 
moved into communities in neighborhoods that had been vacated by earlier arrivals. For example, the 
Irish were abandoning Bridgeport’s East and West ends by 1900 for less densely populated areas 
(Schwartz 1984:355). These neighborhoods were then settled by Poles, Slovaks, and Italians. One Polish 
immigrant reminisced: 

 
I think that these people came to the East Side because most of the factories were there 
and the rents were cheaper. The people only made less than $10.00 a week and that’s all 
they could afford. The landlords only were interested in collecting (the rents) and they 
never fixed the houses (Schwartz 1984:355). 
 

Small waves of Scandinavian immigrants began to populate compact arrival neighborhoods in the late 
nineteenth century (O’Connor and Soderlind 1983:73); by the early twentieth century, however, the 
rapidly assimilating Scandinavians were moving to less dense neighborhoods. In their place, Italians, 
Poles, and Lithuanians occupied the neighborhood (Goldberg 1982:38). Italian, Eastern European, and 
Jewish immigrants, and later African American and Puerto Rican migrants, often settled in what have 
been called “arrival neighborhoods,” since real estate was legally or traditionally off-limits to these 
groups. Immigrant groups formed distinct communities in coastal Connecticut’s cities. Places of worship 
and social halls established in immigrant neighborhoods were central to retention of cultural identity and 
language. The cyclical nature of immigrant neighborhoods and settlements continued through World War 
I as new immigrant and migrant groups were attracted to Connecticut’s factories. 
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However, by 1920, in response to postwar downsizing, many immigrants were leaving these factories and 
neighborhoods to pursue opportunities in states such as New Jersey and West Virginia (Riccio 2006:117). 
As a result of the sharp economic recession that occurred after World War I, Remington Arms Company 
cut its workforce from 13,000 workers to just 300, while Union Metallic cut its workforce from 12,000 to 
3,500 (Janick 1975:12). Bridgeport Brass closed its doors for a short time before reopening with 50 
percent fewer workers. Large-scale layoffs caused more than 30,000 workers to leave Bridgeport that year 
(Janick 1975:13). This postwar downturn also was accompanied by rising fear of Bolshevism, which 
prompted the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) to deport numerous Eastern European immigrants, 
including many Lithuanians (Janick 1975:17). From November 1919 to April 1920, 326 Lithuanian 
immigrants—3 percent of the Lithuanian-born population in the state—were imprisoned by the DOJ in 
Connecticut. By the end of 1920, workers leaving the state reduced the excess, and Connecticut industry 
gradually developed markets for peacetime products such as typewriters and automobile parts. 
 
Eastern Europeans 
 
During the feudal era, Eastern European peasants were serfs. Unlike slaves, serfs had the rights to marry 
and to own property. Serfdom lasted through the sixteenth century in Western Europe, but the practice 
had far greater longevity in Eastern Europe, lasting through the eighteenth century in some regions. By 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the term “serfs” had come to represent agricultural laborers living 
under near-feudal conditions in Russia and across Eastern Europe (Engel 1990:695).  
 
As Eastern Europeans entered the United States at the start of the twentieth century, the formation of 
ethnic communities in coastal Connecticut became a common settlement pattern among immigrants, 
including Poles, Lithuanians, and Hungarians, who immigrated from 1905 to 1914, largely to improve 
their economic conditions and/or to avoid service in the Russian or Austro-Hungarian armies (Koenig 
1938:39). Many Poles and Hungarians, hoping for establishment of democratic governments in Poland 
and Hungary, envisioned returning to their homelands to purchase land. Most Lithuanian immigrants, in 
contrast, intended to settle permanently in the United States (Koenig 1938:39). Polish immigrants in 
Connecticut largely settled in urban areas, where they found employment in industry. They settled in 
Bridgeport, Waterbury, and New Haven. They also formed the largest foreign population in Middlesex 
and New London counties. Half the state’s Hungarian immigrant population was concentrated in the cities 
of Bridgeport and Norwalk. Lithuanians were concentrated in Waterbury, where they worked in the metal 
industries, and particularly at brass factories (Koenig 1938:40). 
 
Poles formed their communities around the Roman Catholic Church, where they retained their cultural 
identity and where their native language frequently was spoken. Their vision to return to a free Poland, 
rather than become permanent residents of the United States, influenced their desire to maintain their 
Polish heritage (Slominski and Blejwas 1979:87). That attitude fostered the establishment of several 
Polish associations and fraternal organizations, which often functioned as cultural and social clubs.  
 
The first Polish-American organization in Stamford, the King John Sobieski Society of the Polish Roman 
Catholic Union, was a mutual aid society established in 1901. By 1903, it had grown substantially and 
required a parish of its own and a Polish-speaking priest. The group purchased a building behind the gas 
works for their new church, which still stands today on Pulaski Street. The congregation ranged from 350 
to 500 parishioners (Coles 1937:2). Communities of Polish-Americans formed in Meriden, Middletown, 
and New Haven. In Meriden, Nest 68 of the Polish Falcons prospered with an emphasis on physical 
education and patriotic activities on behalf of Polish independence. Its members played active roles in 
District V of the Falcons, which covered New England; they hosted their first District convention in 
September 1906. Not as many Poles chose to settle in New Haven, favoring other cities that had more 
factory jobs at that time (Slominski and Blejwas 1979:125). However, New Haven also welcomed a 
group from a region of Poland that had been annexed by Austria in 1901. That city’s newly arrived Polish 
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immigrants formed St. Stanislaus Church, and the “Polonia” community grew up around it. Originally 
housed in a German Hall on Wooster Street and later in an old Swedish church on St. John Street, the 
present-day St. Stanislaus Church building was constructed in 1913. Polish settlement in Connecticut 
ultimately resulted in the formation of 24 Roman Catholic churches.  
 
Many Hungarian immigrants to the United States had been landless in Hungary. More than a third of 
Hungarian immigrants to Connecticut engaged in unskilled industrial work (Koenig 1938:41). The hat 
factories of Norwalk employed high percentages of Hungarians; oyster fisheries, textile plants, and light 
metal industries also offered employment to recent immigrants. Hungarians settled heavily in Norwalk’s 
Second Taxing District (Koenig 1938:41). In Bridgeport, Hungarians worked in virtually all the city’s 
manufacturing plants. Like their Eastern European neighbors, Hungarians were predominantly Roman 
Catholic, though some worshipped under the Hungarian Reformed Church. Churches were a focus of 
their social life, since a majority of their societies and fraternal organizations were connected with 
churches. Services in church were conducted in Hungarian Magya, although meetings of the young 
people’s societies often were held in English (Koenig 1938:41).  
 
Lithuanians immigrated to Connecticut in large numbers from 1907 to 1913, after political conditions 
became unstable after the unsuccessful Russian Revolution of 1905. Lithuania was one of the most 
poverty-stricken nations in Eastern Europe (Koenig 1938:39). Waterbury acquired the highest 
concentration of Lithuanians in the state, and many worked in the city’s brass factories. Lithuanian 
immigrants settled in the Brooklyn and South End neighborhoods that had been inhabited by Irish and 
French Canadians (Brecher, et al. 2011:104). Lithuanians also worshipped in Catholic churches that were 
prevalent in their neighborhoods. Built in 1904, St. Joseph Church on Congress Avenue served as a 
community space for new Lithuanian arrivals. Prior to the establishment of St. Joseph Church, Lithuanian 
immigrants attended mass at St. Patrick Church, which had been established in the nineteenth century by 
Irish immigrants. In time, Lithuanians acquired specialized skills, while others became owners of taverns, 
hardware stores, groceries, and butchers (Koenig 1938:40). Second-generation Lithuanians also became 
active in local politics in Waterbury, becoming aldermen and police officers (Koenig 1938:40).  
 
Italians 
 
Italian immigrants to coastal Connecticut in the early twentieth century mostly worked in factories but 
also in construction, road work, and agriculture (Gesauldi 1997:13). Others established small businesses 
like groceries and barbershops. Italian labor often was provided under the padrone system. Under that 
system, the “padrone” acted as an employment agent and furnished labor (Weibust et al. 1978:77). During 
this period, padrones canvassed arrival neighborhoods for immigrant labor, offering work and assistance.   
 
Italians were the largest immigrant group in New Haven County. The 1900 census recorded 9,366 
Italians; by 1920, that number had increased to 32,696, roughly 12 percent of the county population (HCB 
2007). Many found employment at the Candee Rubber Company, which manufactured rubber footwear in 
New Haven’s Wooster Square district, the first factory in the city to hire the new immigrants (Weibust et 
al. 1978:75). Shortly thereafter, the hardware manufacturer J.B. Sargent Company, also in Wooster 
Square, began hiring Italians. Italians in New Haven followed in the footsteps of Irish immigrants by 
settling in three arrival neighborhoods: Oak Street, the Hill, and Wooster Square (Weibust et al. 1978:77). 
 
The Wooster Square neighborhood was incorporated into New Haven in the early nineteenth century 
(DiLieto and Goldberg 1982:37). In the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, ship captains and 
merchants built houses near the city’s port in what was called the New Township. (At the time, the area 
abutted New Haven Harbor; today, Wooster Square is separated from the waterfront by twentieth century 
highway construction and landfill.) Later in the nineteenth century, much of the area became a 
manufacturing district. By the early twentieth century, Wooster Square’s residential section was filled 
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with Italian immigrant families, many of which operated small businesses from their homes (DiLieto and 
Goldberg 1982:37). The neighborhood had Italian banks, drugstores, bakeries, and clothing stores. Social 
societies named for patron saints in Italy were established, and by 1914, the New Haven Register referred 
to the Wooster Square area as Little Naples (Ethnic Heritage Center [TEHC] 2010). Wooster Square is 
one of several examples in the coastal counties of industrializing neighborhoods settled by Italian 
immigrants who formed their own communities.   
 
In New London, the 1900 census recorded 783 foreign-born Italians; that number increased to 1,296 by 
1910 (Kanzler 1996:52). New London was a center for shipbuilding and fishing, and the city’s maritime 
focus played to the skills of many southern Italians. Some Italian immigrants also had acquired skills as 
masons and carpenters in Italy, and found work in construction trades or for the City of New London. 
Irish immigrants settled in the Fort, a neighborhood near a wharf, a shipyard, and Long Island Sound.12 
As they became established and improved their economic standing, many relocated, vacating houses and 
selling or renting properties to Italian immigrants (Kanzler 1996:52). By the 1920s, Italians were 
dominant in the Fort. Often, local Italian contractors employed their friends and neighbors as unskilled 
workers (Kanzler 1996:53).  
 
The Italian-American community was close-knit and worked together to achieve prosperity. Churches and 
clubs fostered a strong sense of community among the immigrants. However, unlike other immigrant 
groups that preferred to organize social clubs in conjunction with the church, Italians established secular 
social clubs according to their town or province of origin (Bucki 1980:73). In the early twentieth century, 
Italian Mutual Aid Societies and Sons of Italy clubs were founded in most Connecticut cities. Such 
gathering spaces were important because Italians often were the object of social segregation and were 
barred from restricted neighborhoods and even from working in certain jobs.  
 
French Canadians 
 
French Canadians entered Connecticut in the 1890s, earlier than most major immigrant groups. 
Nevertheless, their greatest influx occurred from 1900 to 1910 (Koenig 1938:31), when they were drawn 
by work in the textile industries (Koenig 1938:32). Connecticut, with its silk and thread manufacturers, 
became an important center of French-Canadian immigration (Koenig 1938:31). Fairfield and New Haven 
counties received the highest number of French-Canadian immigrants, though New London County 
followed closely, as work in the velvet and textile mills attracted new arrivals. Proportionately more 
French Canadians settled in New London County than any other immigrant group in this period.  
 
Originally seeking temporary work and housing, a majority of the French-Canadian immigrants settled 
permanently (Koenig 1938:32). Most learned English, but French generally remained the language of 
choice in homes. Catholic parishes became the foci of the religious and social lives of French-Canadian 
immigrants (Koenig 1938:32). Even prior to the twentieth century, the number of French-Canadian 
immigrants was high enough to warrant establishment of the Francophone Catholic parishes. As a result, 
the language, customs, and traditions of the French-Canadians already were represented in many parishes 
by the peak period of immigration from 1900 to 1910 (Liptak 1987:39). The presence of these religious 
and social centers eased immigrants’ transition to life in Connecticut, connecting them with previous 
arrivals. As other European ethnic groups entered Connecticut in the early twentieth century, many 
initially attended French-Canadian churches before establishing their own churches.  
 
 
 

                                                      
12 Archival resources do not specify an exact neighborhood. However, due to the name and boundaries it may reference the area 
around Fort Trumbull.  
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Germans and Swedes 
 
Germans and Swedes typically were skilled or educated in their countries of origin. As these immigrants 
generally did not encounter social, religious, or racial oppression in their homelands, they frequently 
immigrated to improve their financial situation. As a result, they experienced the smoothest transition. 
They often acquired skilled employment shortly after arrival and were less likely to settle in ethnically 
homogenous communities (Koenig 1938:35). They also experienced little job and housing discrimination 
compared with other immigrants. Connecticut Germans were primarily secondary immigrants, having 
moved to the state from New York or other nearby states. Although many settled in New Haven, 
Bridgeport, and Meriden, Germans were well distributed among the state’s cities and suburbs. Their 
economic standard of living generally was higher than other immigrant groups, and they seldom lived in 
crowded tenements (Koenig 1938:35).  
 
Industries in New Haven and Bridgeport, such as the Malleable Iron Fittings Company and Patterson 
Manufacturing Company, recruited skilled Swedish laborers. Swedes also found employment in stone-
cutting. In Middlesex County, the 1920 census recorded 1,249 Swedes in the county; large numbers were 
employed by the Portland Brownstone Quarries (HCB 2007). Like other immigrant groups, Swedes often 
settled initially in urban dwellings, but many took a disliking to American apartments. Many Swedes 
obtained two-family houses that offered the owners rentable property (O’Connor and Soderlind 1983:72).  
 
Germans and Swedes primarily worked in industries that required mechanical skills (O’Connor and 
Soderlind 1983:51). By the early twentieth century, mass-production technologies already had affected 
working conditions in the United States, with the advent of the assembly line. In Mystic, the J. Rossie 
Velvet Company was established in 1898 as a subsidiary of a German velvet mill (Cottrell et al. 1949). 
The company produced numerous applications of velvets principally for the millinery trade and primarily 
with spun silk pile and cotton back. It employed many German immigrants, who formed a large 
community in Mystic (Cottrell et al. 1949).  
 
Stone quarries also provided employment opportunities for immigrants outside the state’s cities. Large 
quarries operated in Portland and Branford. The early twentieth century was known as the Brownstone 
Era for the Middlesex Quarry of Portland. Brownstone quarrying shaped the evolution of the town, as 
shipbuilding and transportation companies, mills, and blacksmith shops were established to support the 
industry (Town of Portland 2016). Portland brownstone was used for Hartford’s Old State House and for 
several buildings on the campus of Wesleyan University. It also was used for row houses in New York, 
Baltimore, Philadelphia, and other cities. Swedish immigrants skilled in stonecutting often worked at 
stone quarries, though quarrying slowed during the 1910s after the introduction of concrete. Branford’s 
Stony Creek Quarry recruited Swedes in the early twentieth century (O’Connor and Soderlind 1983:53).  
 
Jewish Immigrants13 
 
Fleeing oppression and poverty, Jews from the former Russian and Austro-Hungarian empires 
immigrated to the United States from 1900 to 1920 (Koenig 1938:32). In 1897, Connecticut was home to 
approximately 6,000 Jews; by 1927, it had 90,000. Even though World War I halted Jewish immigration 
to the United States for four years, the nation’s Jewish population had soared to an estimated 3.5 million 
by the end of the war (Hoffman 2010:17).  

                                                      
13 Jewish immigrants are discussed as a religious group. Although ethnically diverse, Jewish immigrants historically 
had been unified by Eastern European origin. They had been further unified by the widespread and systematic anti-
Semitism historically associated with the region. These hardships united the diverse branches of Judaism, and its 
followers, in their immigration journey.   
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Jewish immigrants arriving in Connecticut during this period often were secondary immigrants who had 
arrived in New York City. New Haven had the highest Jewish population in the state, followed by 
Hartford. Indeed, with the exceptions of New York and Atlantic City, New Jersey, no city in the United 
States had as large a Jewish population during the early twentieth century as New Haven, where one-sixth 
of the residents were Jewish (Koenig 1938:32). Half the Jewish immigrants in the state resided in New 
Haven or Hartford; others settled in Bridgeport, Waterbury, Stamford, New London, and Norwalk.  
 
Connecticut was one of only a few states with a significant Jewish farming population. Communities of 
Jewish farmers in Connecticut date from 1891, when families settled on farms near New London and 
Norwich (Koenig 1938:33). In the early twentieth century, approximately 1,000 Jewish families operated 
farms in Connecticut, with the largest concentration in Colchester. 
 
Many Orthodox Jews from Eastern Europe brought with them industrial- and small-business skills 
acquired in their homelands. But fears of rampant anti-Semitism had been growing in New York City 
among Americanized Jewish immigrants from Western Europe, and Jewish communities there preferred 
that Orthodox immigrants find work elsewhere. The Jewish Agricultural and Industrial Aid Society 
(JAIAS), founded in 1900, resettled several thousand immigrants on farms across the United States 
(Raider 1995:213). The new Orthodox arrivals were largely unskilled in the agricultural trades, but the 
Connecticut River Valley was seen as an ideal location for immigrant farmers, owing to its favorable soil 
and climate. JAIAS, which sought to advance the interests of Jewish Americans of all ethnic 
backgrounds, viewed working the land, developing its potential, and supplying essential produce as 
visible signs of personal industry, economic independence, and Americanization. That organization 
enticed Orthodox immigrants to the Connecticut River Valley with the prospect of direct assistance from 
JAIAS. In most cases, JAIAS assisted Jewish settlers “not so much by actual loans as by practical advice 
both in the purchase of farms and in farm practice” (Raider 1995:217). Despite the settlers’ inexperience 
as farmers, the preconditions for successful small-scale agriculture were in place. For Eastern European 
Jewish immigrants, farming offered an unprecedented economic opportunity. The findings of a 1935 
Jewish Agricultural Society (JAS) study concluded: “Manifestly, the American Jewish farm is not 
indigenous to the soil, but simply the [Jewish immigrant] transplanted from American city to American 
farm” (Raider 1995:222). 
 
In Colchester, the JAIAS initially attempted to find industrial work for new Orthodox Jewish immigrants. 
But the JAIAS refocused its efforts on the agricultural sector, rebranding itself as the Jewish Agricultural 
Society (JAS) (Donohue and Greenfield 2010:13). After 1908, the JAS regulated its mortgage programs 
by providing financing and farm agents to help immigrants purchase property. Farm agents helped obtain 
farms with houses and barns, as well as household furnishings and farming equipment (Donohue and 
Greenfield 2010:14).  
 
The Jewish Colonization Association also established Jewish agricultural communities in New London 
County. Maurice von Hirsch, a German-Jewish philanthropist, founded charitable foundations to promote 
Jewish education and lifestyles. The association aimed to help Jewish immigrants from Eastern Europe 
develop agricultural communities in the United States, as well as in South America, by offering the 
settlers mortgages (Voz Iz Neias 2011). Several communities were established in the vicinity of Norwich, 
Chesterfield, Lisbon, and Jewett City. The first rural synagogue established in Chesterfield in the early 
twentieth century served a community of Jewish farmers who had emigrated from Russia (Voz Iz Neias 
2011). Farmers there also built a mikveh, a bathhouse used for a variety of ritual purifications. 
 
These agrarian settlements notwithstanding, the majority of Connecticut’s Jewish immigrants settled in 
cities. They worked in many occupations, but commerce and trade were especially popular, with retailing 
and wholesaling employing significant numbers. Jewish immigrants also focused on educating their 
children, leading to higher proportions than other ethnic groups in the professions of law, medicine, and 
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dentistry (Koenig 1938:34). The Westville neighborhood of New Haven eventually became home to a 
large concentration of Jewish immigrants. There, the Congregation Beth Israel was established and built 
by Eastern European immigrants in the early twentieth century. That synagogue still serves the Jewish 
neighborhood.  
 
The urban Jewish community of Stamford was formed in the late nineteenth century. The settlers largely 
had origin in lands annexed into prewar Russia, including Lithuania and Poland (Koenig 1991:24). Like 
many other Eastern European immigrants, they initially settled in New York City prior to relocating to 
Connecticut, where sizable towns in close proximity offered opportunities for commercial trade with less 
competition than in New York.   
 
From 1889 to 1903, the groundwork was laid for a distinct Orthodox community in Stamford (Koenig 
1991:26). A Society for Welcoming Transients, Hachnasat Orchim, was established in the late 1890s; it 
was served with kosher products by the larger Jewish community of New York City. As Connecticut’s 
Jewish community expanded, immigrants diversified the former singular community of orthodox, as not 
all those belonging to the community were Orthodox, Zionists, or involved in commerce (Koenig 
1991:40). A synagogue was constructed to serve the diversified Jewish community in 1908, and its yearly 
budget was funded by membership dues, donations, and the sale of seats for Rosh Hashanah and Yom 
Kippur services. In 1910, four communal organizations were founded, including the Jacob Ullman Lodge, 
the Austro-Hungarian Benevolent Association, and the Ladies’ Educational League (Koenig 1991:42). 
 
African Americans 
 
In the early twentieth century, tobacco production and industrial unskilled labor was provided by Polish, 
Lithuanian, and other Eastern European immigrants (Close 2014:239). When many of those workers left 
to fight in World War I, Connecticut’s tobacco growers experienced dramatic labor shortages. In 1915, 
the Connecticut Leaf Tobacco Association approached the National Urban League for assistance (Close 
2014:239). Urban League officials sent notice of work opportunities to the presidents and leaders of 
historically black colleges in the southern United States. As a result, a new migration of African 
Americans during this period to Connecticut were students recruited to work on shade tobacco farms in 
north-central Connecticut during their summer breaks. Working-class African Americans soon followed, 
taking some recently vacated agricultural and industrial jobs (Close 2014:240). However, these migrants 
faced prejudice and restrictions in Connecticut, where many companies refused to hire African Americans 
(Close 2014:241).  
 
Southern migrants welcomed the job opportunities that tobacco growers and manufacturers offered. But 
higher-paying work typically required union connections, and unions typically denied membership to 
African Americans (Close 2014:242). More often than not, African Americans were brick carriers, coal 
yard workers, and lumbermen, or in other occupations that tended to be physically demanding. 
Discriminatory local housing policies in urban areas created the need for and maintained substandard 
housing for African American migrants. In fact, the migration of African Americans in need of housing 
gave slumlords the opportunity to overcharge new arrivals from the South and to concentrate their living 
quarters in designated sections of the urban landscape. This led to densely populated districts such as New 
Haven’s Dixwell neighborhood and its counterparts across the four coastal counties.  
 
Other Ethnic Groups 
 
Czechs, Slovaks, Danes, Portuguese, Russians, and Ukrainians settled in coastal Connecticut in smaller 
numbers. Their combined population was less than 10,000 in the first two decades of the century (HCB 
2007). Czech immigrants had a low rate of illiteracy and a high proportion of skilled laborers in 
Connecticut (Koenig 1938:37). They typically entered the state as families, with the intention of 
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permanent settlement. Slovaks, on the other hand, most often arrived in Connecticut as individuals who 
later brought their families or returned to their homeland with their accumulated capital (Koenig 
1938:38). The number of Slovaks exceeded Czechs in the United States, as well as in Connecticut, by 
almost a 2-to-1 margin.  
 
In the 1910 census, 9,810 Russians were enumerated in Connecticut (HCB 2007). A cross-section of 
Russian immigrants settled in the state, from well-educated people and skilled mechanics to unskilled 
laborers. Skilled mechanics found work in factories, particularly at the Sikorsky plant in Stratford 
(Koenig 1938:44). Ukrainian immigrants to Connecticut most often were unskilled laborers struggling 
under poor economic conditions. The first Ukrainians entered the state in 1905 and arrived in larger 
numbers from 1913 to 1915 (Koenig 1938:44). They primarily were unskilled factory workers. In 1911, 
Ukrainians in New Haven established the Zaproska Sich Society, which offered membership to men and 
women (TEHC 2010). That society was founded by a dissenting group of socialists who fell away from 
the Catholic Church.  
 
The 1920 census also enumerated 1,901 Danes in the coastal counties of Connecticut (HCB 2007). Danes 
in Connecticut during this period were skilled mechanics, toolmakers, and contractors, though there also 
were bakers, dairymen, and truck farmers (Koenig 1938:45). In Bridgeport, particularly, Danes often took 
jobs as highly skilled mechanics. Like other Scandinavian immigrants to Connecticut, notably the 
Swedes, they did not form compact communities but dispersed throughout the residential sections, 
suburbs, and outlying districts of coastal Connecticut’s cities. Few Danish immigrant families retained 
their language into the second American-born generation (Koenig 1938:46).  
 
Portuguese immigration to the United States occurred in waves in the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. The first wave occurred in the mid-nineteenth century, when men from the archipelago of 
Azores arrived in coastal New England to work on whaling vessels (Lewis 1965:1). They often joined 
American whaling vessels to avoid eight years of mandatory military service for the Portuguese Army. 
After whalers settled in the region, their wives and children often joined them. Portuguese immigrants 
from the mainland also immigrated to New England during the period. They typically emigrated from 
Portugal to escape slow economic advancement and rising taxes (Lewis 1965:3). Portuguese immigrants 
to Connecticut settled primarily in New Haven and New London counties. The Portuguese presence in 
Stonington Borough dates from the 1840s and the arrival of two Portuguese whalers from the Azores 
(Lewis 1965:6). The early settlers, who usually arrived in Stonington after serving a term with the 
whaling fleets, provided many of these immigrants a base of support for additional relatives and friends 
from the Azores (Lewis 1965:7).  
 
Decades later, a series of volcanic eruptions and droughts displaced large numbers of Azorean and 
Madeiran Portuguese.14 They arrived in coastal New England in high numbers during the last decades of 
the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries (New England Historical Society [NEHS] 
2015). The Azorean and Madeiran predominantly settled in southeastern Massachusetts and Rhode Island, 
where work in the whaling industries of Providence and New Bedford was plentiful; a smaller number 
pursued opportunities in southeastern Connecticut’s whaling industry (Wolforth 1978:112). The 1870 
census enumerated only 221 Portuguese-born residents in the four coastal Connecticut counties 
(Historical Census Browser 2007). After 1900, Azorean and Madeiran immigration to Connecticut largely 
focused away from New London and on other Connecticut cities where demand for low-skilled industrial 
labor was burgeoning (Williams 1982:19). By 1920, 1,200 Portuguese immigrants resided in the four 
coastal Connecticut counties, a fivefold increase (Historical Census Browser 2007). 
 
 
                                                      
14 Azores and Madeira are Atlantic archipelagos and autonomous regions of Portugal. 
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1920–29: Immigration Quotas and American Migration 
 
Following the recession in Connecticut after World War I, Congress passed restrictive legislation that 
slowed immigration nationally in the 1920s. During this period, a small wave of African American 
migrants moved to Connecticut from the South. Following in the footsteps of those who had migrated 
during World War I, these migrants sought to escape racial discrimination and violence, and to find work 
in New England.  
 
Immigration Quotas 
 
Starting in the late nineteenth century, federal immigration law established restrictions and requirements 
for immigration to the United States. The Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 restricted Chinese laborers for 
10 years, prohibited Chinese naturalization, and provided deportation procedures for illegal Chinese 
immigrants (Chinese Exclusion Act [CEA] 1882). In 1917, the Barred Zone Act further restricted 
immigration from Asia by creating an “Asiatic Barred Zone” and by introducing a reading test for 
immigrants over the age of 14, with certain exceptions for those under 14, wives, and elderly family 
members. Restrictive immigration laws prior to 1920 typically focused on those from Asian nations 
(Immigration Act 1917). Naturalization procedures were introduced through the Naturalization Act of 
1906; however, legislation specifically inhibiting European immigration was not introduced until the 
1920s. That legislation aimed to stem immigration from Italy and Eastern Europe, which had increased by 
86,638 immigrants from 1900 to 1920. It was effective: By 1930, the number of immigrants from Europe 
had decreased by 1,239 in Connecticut’s coastal counties (HCB 2007). 
 
In 1921, the Emergency Quota Act, originally intended as temporary legislation, was signed into law. The 
act limited numbers of immigrants from any country to 3 percent of those already in the United States 
from that country, applying the 1910 census (Emergency Quota Act [EQA] 1921). Based on that formula, 
the number of new immigrants fell from 805,228 in 1920 to 309,556 in 1922. Immigration levels from 
Southern and Eastern Europe fell drastically (HCB 2007).  
 
The Emergency Quota Act subsequently was revised by the Johnson Act in 1924, which imposed the first 
permanent numerical limit on immigration and implemented a national-origin quota system (Immigration 
Act 1924). The law primarily was aimed at restricting immigration from Southern and Eastern European 
nations, but it also severely restricted immigration of Africans and banned the immigration of Arabs and 
Asians. Migrants from Western European countries, including England, Scotland, Ireland, and Germany, 
were relatively unaffected. The 1924 act reduced the quota established in 1921 to 2 percent of the number 
of people from each country who already were living in the United States, applying the 1890 census. The 
revised formula further reduced immigration from 357,803 in 1924 to 154,667 in 1925 (Janick 1975:78). 
 
Established under the Johnson Act, the National Origins Formula capped total immigration at 150,000 
people (Immigration Act 1924). Immigrants were placed into two categories: those from quota nations 
and those from non-quota nations. Immigrant visas from quota nations, primarily nations in Europe, were 
restricted by the ratio of residents from the country of origin to that of foreign-born already living in the 
United States (Immigration Act 1924). The allocated percentage out of 150,000 represented the relative 
number of visas by nation of origin. Non-quota nations, notably those contiguous to the United States, 
only had to prove an immigrant’s residence in that country of origin for at least two years prior to 
immigration to the United States.  
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African Americans 
 
In the 1920s, African Americans from the South began to settle in greater numbers in Connecticut’s urban 
areas. In what was known as the Great Migration, 6 million African Americans migrated out of the rural 
South to the Northeast, Midwest, and West from 1916 to 1970 (Brecher et al. 2011:92). African American 
migrants sought refuge from discrimination during a period when lynchings and Ku Klux Klan activities 
were at a peak (Brecher et al. 2011:94). Often, African American men acquired work and then sent home 
for family members.  
 
In the late nineteenth century through the 1920s, African Americans made up a relatively small subset of 
the population in Connecticut cities. Although African Americans spoke English and were assimilated 
into American culture, they encountered serious racial barriers. Unlike immigrant groups that preceded 
them, they were subjected to racial discrimination and were prevented from living in many areas, working 
certain jobs, and receiving services. When African Americans did find work, their duties typically were 
physically demanding, and the work often was seasonal (Stone 2008:144).  
 
Some African American residents offered rooms for rent or advertised boardinghouses. These 
boardinghouses typically offered space to as many as seven or eight people. African American families 
during this time typically relied economically on a single wage earner (Close 2014:245). African 
American women carried out daily domestic work at home, in the boardinghouses, or as domestics.   
 
Even in the face of racial barriers, African Americans in coastal Connecticut experienced modest 
economic growth within their communities, ultimately leading to success in business and to growing 
political power (Close 2014:245). African Americans owned and operated groceries, barbershops, 
painting companies, dress-making shops, beauty salons, restaurants, saloons, and pool halls in coastal 
cities. But as African American migrants began to gain footing in Connecticut, a divide was growing. By 
the 1920s, the Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA), which was formed in 1914 in Jamaica, 
had become the largest mass cultural movement among people of African ancestry (Stone 2008:246). 
UNIA founder Marcus Garvey was critical of prominent African American leader W.E.B. Du Bois and 
his National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) movement. Garvey thought 
Du Bois’s notion of integration was detrimental to African Americans, and that white racism would never 
change. By 1922, Connecticut had several UNIA divisions with large memberships. Local leaders, 
primarily Southern-born African Americans, attended national and international conventions. This 
movement offered a stark alternative to the integrationist stance of the NAACP and other community-
driven organizations such as the Prince Hall Masons, the Grand United Order of Odd Fellows, and the 
Knights of Pythias (Skocpol et al. 2008:4). Those organizations helped to develop the framework for 
subsequent civil rights activism that gained traction during World War II and continued through the 
1960s.  
 
 
1930–50: Return to Europe and the Great Migration 
 
The Great Depression began in 1929 and lasted until World War II. However, the preceding economic 
decline after World War I had caused friction between American-born citizens and immigrants who were 
perceived as competing for limited employment opportunities. Since Connecticut’s economy was reliant 
on manufacturing, it felt the first tremors of the Depression in 1930 as industries engaged in the 
production of durable goods, metals, and machinery ordered cutbacks in production. A state survey in 
1932 estimated that 10 percent of the working population was unemployed, though a private study placed 
that figure at 26 percent. A 1932 study by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company found that the 
number of people engaged in manufacturing in the state had fallen 45 percent below the 1929 level. In 
addition, walkouts of thousands of members of the International Textile Workers crippled the textile 
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industries of New London County, critically affecting the economies of its small towns. Many who 
retained employment experienced reduced hours and wages (Janick 1975:39).  
 
As the Depression began to be felt, many immigrants chose to return to their homelands (Table 4-4). 
According to a report by the United States Department of Labor (DOL), immigration to Connecticut from 
1931 to 1935 was almost equal to emigration, with 4,916 immigrants entering the state with the intention 
of settling permanently and 4,010 leaving for their homelands (Koenig 1938:23). However, as World War 
II began in earnest, Connecticut’s industries experienced a resurgence, fueling the Great Migration of 
African Americans from the South.  
 
 

Table 4-4.  Major Foreign-Born White Groups 
in Connecticut, According to Country of Origin, 

by Decade, 1920–40 (Based on U.S. Census 
Reports) 

Country of  
Origin 1920 1930 1940 

England 22,708 22,062 17,366

Scotland 7,487 10,013 8,310

Ireland 45,464 38,418 23,837

Sweden 17,679 18,453 14,532

Germany 22,614 23,465 19,625

Poland 46,623 49,267 39,755

Czechoslovakia 6,558 12,220 8,205

Hungary 13,222 9,836 9,993

Lithuania 11,662 13,247 11,142

Italy 80,322 87,123 81,373

Portugal 1,200 2,345 1,978

Canada 24,631 37,808 18,209

 

Return Home 
 
The enforcement of immigration quotas and the Depression significantly reduced the volume of 
immigrants entering Connecticut in the 1920s and 1930s. The numbers of Swedish and German returnees 
were higher than those of other early twentieth century immigrant groups. These were the two wealthiest 
immigrant groups in Connecticut, and the two that had been unaffected by discriminatory labor and 
housing practices. As standards of living declined during the Depression, many returned home to more 
stable economies. In 1931, the number of Swedes returning to Sweden was 4,810, compared with 919 
who entered the state (O’Connor and Soderlind 1983:33). In the 1930s, more than 20 percent of Swedes 
in Connecticut returned to Sweden. While the United States as a whole was suffering low employment 
and pay, Sweden was enjoying full employment with increasingly improved wages and social security 
benefits (O’Connor and Soderlind 1983:33). Like the Swedes, almost 3,000 Germans returned to their 
homeland during the Depression (HCB 2007).  
 
As noted above, French Canadians experienced more out-migration than any other immigrant group. 
From 1933 to 1938, French-Canadian returnees from Connecticut totaled 10,681 (Koenig 1938:31). 
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Unlike the European immigrants, that number included many who had been born in Connecticut. The 
return to Canada was prompted by loss of employment and the inability to find work; in addition, many 
elderly Canadian-born people returned out of a desire to spend their remaining years in their homeland 
(Koenig 1938:32). 
 
By 1940, the total number of Polish-born immigrants in coastal Connecticut had declined by 4,860 (HCB 
2007), representing a subset that returned to Poland prior to the German invasion on September 1, 1939, 
as well as a larger subset that migrated to other states in search of work. Some Connecticut cities that 
were known for their wartime industry also were expected to decline during peacetime (Janick 1975:23). 
That pattern was heightened during the Depression. Hungarians were the only group that grew in 
population during this period, though that growth was minimal (HCB 2007).  
 
African Americans 
 
Prior to World War II, the African American communities of Connecticut cities were self-contained. 
Facilities were segregated by law. In the 1920s and 1930s, community centers were built for African 
American use in New Haven and Waterbury (Janick 1975:81). To a certain extent, the Depression failed 
to derail small African American businesses: Business owners in the hearts of African American 
communities had become central to community life. With the massive influx of African American 
workers drawn by Connecticut’s industries at the outbreak of World War II, many more African 
American churches, fraternal lodges, and clubs were established (Skocpol et al. 2008:2). Those 
developments resulted in the unification of African American communities in Bridgeport, New Haven, 
and New London, which further allowed them to engage more heavily in the civil rights movement across 
the four coastal counties after World War II (Table 4-5).  
 
 

Table 4-5.  African Americans in Connecticut, According to County of Residence, by Decade, 1900–50 
(Based on U.S. Census Reports) 

County of Residence 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 

Fairfield 3,227 3,516 5,043 8,193 9,881 16,295 

Middlesex 452 367 324 540 589 931 

New Haven 5,085 5,634 7,080 9,346 10,716 16,584 

New London 1,669 1,431 1,425 1,586 1,698 2,428 

 
 
Despite their successes in business, African Americans continued to struggle to acquire adequate housing. 
In the 1930s legislation governed where African Americans could buy houses (Donaldson 2001:7). 
According to the 1930 census, 48 percent of New Haven’s African American population lived in Ward 
19, in the area defined by and named for the Dixwell Avenue business district. Most others lived in the 
Hill, an arrival neighborhood (Donaldson 2001:8).   
 
From 1941 to 1945, and during the U.S. involvement in World War II, many men were sent overseas to 
fight, and many job opportunities were available. Optimistic about factory jobs, 18,000 African 
Americans from the South and New York entered Connecticut during the war years (Stone 2008:241). 
Although high numbers of migrants entered the state, few ended up in factory jobs; when they were hired, 
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they were tasked with no- to low-skilled jobs. Two notable exceptions were Winchester Repeating Arms 
in New Haven and Electric Boat Company in Groton, which actively recruited African American 
employees in the absence of white workers (Stone 2008:248). Nevertheless, African Americans typically 
received less compensation for their work (Stone 2008:249). During this period, African Americans 
began to be admitted to trade unions in Connecticut. Many in New Haven joined the International Ladies 
Garment Workers Union, working as cleaners, finishers, operators, and pressers (Donaldson 2001:28).  
 
Young African Americans were drafted into segregated military units that were assigned low-ranking 
positions. The U.S. Marine Corps and the Army Air Corps refused African American servicemen. While 
they were accepted into the Navy, they were only accepted as mess men (Wormser and Jersey 2002). 
Despite limited employment opportunities, African Americans had a degree of optimism for the future 
during the war period. That faded when African American soldiers returned to the United States and were 
unable to overcome continued segregation and discrimination. While African Americans benefited from 
the G.I. Bill of Rights, which granted access to advanced and higher education, they were not eligible for 
benefits afforded to white veterans, such as FHA-backed mortgages (Wormser and Jersey 2002). Still, the 
wartime emergency served as the catalyst for subsequent developments in African American affairs and 
interracial relations in Connecticut (Stone 2008:248).  
 
The Postwar Era of Connecticut changed the urban landscape as upwardly mobile whites migrated to the 
suburbs and as the migration of African Americans into the state continued (Janick 1975:82). But the 
former industrial powerhouses of Bridgeport, New Haven, and Waterbury experienced losses in 
population. Racial and ethnic minorities disproportionately lived in cities and often were excluded from 
suburban towns. African Americans continued to live in lower-rent neighborhoods, though postwar entry 
was provided to war housing projects that initially had excluded their participation (Close 2014:261). 
African Americans became the largest population in these projects. Their pattern of residence in older, 
less suitable housing resulted from lower wages as well as exclusion from many neighborhoods. After 
World War II the unemployment rate of African Americans rose, becoming and remaining twice that of 
whites. Those with jobs averaged one-third less pay than their white counterparts (Stone 2008:119).  
 
 
1950–1970: Puerto Rican Migration and West Indian Immigration 
 
During the Postwar Era, the population of Connecticut increased by 18 percent (HCB 2007). However, 
the cities of Bridgeport, New Haven, and Waterbury grew smaller. Immigrants to Connecticut in the 
1950s and subsequent decades primarily consisted of large numbers of Puerto Ricans augmented by West 
Indian nationals. By 1970, more than 80,000 Spanish-speaking individuals had moved from New York 
City to Connecticut, establishing communities in Bridgeport, New Haven, New London, and Stamford 
(Janick 1975:89). This wave of migrants and immigrants experienced more barriers than European 
immigrants who arrived in urban areas during the early twentieth century. Language, racial, and economic 
barriers all affected upward mobility negatively.  
The original arrival neighborhoods of Puerto Rican and African American migrants underwent 
widespread demolition during this period, primarily to support highway and urban renewal initiatives. 
From 1947 to 1967, the New Haven Redevelopment Agency undertook the planning and demolition and 
partial demolition of several neighborhoods in the center of New Haven, including Dixwell, Oak Street, 
and Wooster Square (Dominski 2012:2). The 1950 Waterbury City Plan identified 22 blocks in the city’s 
North End, containing 2,000 dwellings on 128 acres of land, as a priority area for redevelopment (City of 
Waterbury 2015). Following racial and economic tensions in the area during the 1960s, Waterbury 
implemented a federally funded project to clear dwellings categorized as substandard. Many homes and 
businesses were removed, and many factories moved or ceased operations. Likewise, New London’s 
Hodges Square neighborhood was separated from downtown New London (Gosselin 2013). During the 
1960s, portions of the neighborhood connecting it to downtown New London were demolished for 
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highway bridges. These neighborhoods had been inhabited primarily by Puerto Ricans and African 
Americans. Neighborhoods that were saved, such as the western portion of Wooster Square in New 
Haven, underwent an urban rehabilitation that continued to displace these groups; such projects strained 
housing availability for arriving immigrants and migrants alike.  
  
Puerto Ricans 
 
Puerto Rico became a U.S. territory in 1898 after the conclusion of the Spanish-American War (Whalen 
2005:1). Under the provisions of the Jones Act of 1917, Puerto Ricans officially became citizens of the 
United States (Glasser 1997:34). Puerto Rican migration began in the 1920s after the law’s passage. In 
New Haven, the earliest migrants entered in the 1930s and formed a sizable community there (Table 4-6). 
Many came to work at the Winchester Repeating Arms factory. They later established a small community 
on Dixwell Avenue, alongside the existing African American community (Glasser 1997:177). In the 
1940s, migration to New Haven, Bridgeport, and New London was spurred by economic opportunities in 
the war-related industries. But Puerto Rican migration experienced its highest levels in the 1950s and 
1960s, after many war industries in Connecticut had closed or reduced their workforces. However, some 
firms, such as General Electric Company of Bridgeport, restructured after the war and provided 
opportunities to the new migrants (Mendez 1995:51).   
 
 

Table 4-6.  Puerto Rican Migration to the United States, by 
Decade, 1900–60 (Based on U.S. Census Reports) 

Time Period Puerto Rican Migration to U.S. 

1900–10 2,000 

1910–20 11,000 

1920–30 42,000 

1930–40 18,000 

1940–50 151,000 

1950–60 470,000 

 

In 1947, the Puerto Rico Department of Labor created a Migration Division, which acted as a placement 
bureau to arrange contracts between mainland farmers and unemployed Puerto Ricans (Glasser 1997:49). 
At that time, the economic problems of Puerto Rico were viewed as rooted in overpopulation (Whalen 
2005:1). The Puerto Rican government thought it would be best to send its citizens to work on the 
mainland, thereby lessening the competitive employment market on the island. Connecticut became a 
popular destination for Puerto Rican migrants during this period. While 88 percent of Puerto Rican 
migrants lived in New York City in 1940, that number dropped to 59 percent by 1970 as Puerto Ricans 
sought opportunities elsewhere (Whalen 2005:2). As African American migrants working in agriculture 
relocated to urban areas and formed their own communities in Connecticut, the Shade Tobacco Growers 
Association petitioned the Puerto Rico Department of Labor for workers. Although the peak years for 
Connecticut’s shade tobacco cultivation were in the 1920s, approximately 200 farms still were growing 
the crop after the middle of the twentieth century (Glasser 1997:53). 
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Owing to low wages, general isolation, and poor working conditions in Puerto Rico in the 1950s and 
1960s, many Puerto Rican agricultural workers sought industrial jobs and an improved standard of living 
in Connecticut’s cities. The Puerto Rican government coordinated agricultural and industrial labor 
opportunities using job scouts. These scouts traveled to Puerto Rican towns, met Puerto Ricans arriving at 
mainland airports, or recruited them from arrival neighborhoods in Connecticut cities. Bosses also asked 
their Puerto Rican workers to recommend others from their homeland (Glasser 1997:89). Puerto Rican 
migrants filled the demand for labor that had been satisfied by European immigrants before World War II. 
Like the immigrants who preceded them, Puerto Ricans became an important part of the brass industry in 
Waterbury. They also joined the silver industry in Meriden, as well as munitions factories in Bridgeport, 
New Haven, and New London (Glasser 1997:91). In Norwalk and Danbury, Puerto Ricans sewed 
clothing, albeit for low-wages. The language barrier, however, limited upward mobility (Marzan 
2009:104).  
 
Despite a lack of job growth during this period, the migration of Puerto Ricans continued. Small cities in 
Connecticut were considered desirable, thanks to blue-collar and service industries and affordable 
housing. Connecticut’s smaller towns also were comparable to the Puerto Rican towns where the migrants 
were raised. One migrant recollected: 
 

My mother did not like New York and she wanted to go back to Puerto Rico. So we 
decided that before she returned to Puerto Rico, she should go spend a couple of weeks 
with my brother in Connecticut. Well, she liked Connecticut. She felt more at home in 
Connecticut, maybe because it was so peaceful (Glasser 1997:87). 

 
Puerto Rican settlement neighborhoods in Connecticut began the process of “barrio formation” in 
communities beyond traditional areas of settlement in New York City (Marzan 2009:105). Social 
networks channeled migrants from the island and internal migrants from Connecticut and other states into 
developing enclaves. But soon after these settlements became established, Puerto Rican communities in 
some Connecticut cities began to experience economic hardships. Puerto Rican migrants encountered 
difficulties finding apartments to rent. When they did find housing, they frequently were charged high 
rents for poor-quality housing (Janick 1975:89). In addition, unrest grew between police and Puerto Rican 
men, who frequently were targeted for loitering or vagrancy. Language barriers and other cultural 
misunderstandings fueled confrontation. In Bridgeport, where Puerto Ricans represented 15 percent of the 
population, fewer than six policemen spoke Spanish (Janick 1975:89).  
 
In 1967, this unrest contributed to a riot in New Haven. After a white store owner shot a Puerto Rican, the 
city experienced damaging riots for two days (Janick 1975:98), and a state of emergency was declared. 
This riot followed others in Bridgeport and Waterbury, although those primarily involved African 
Americans. The late 1960s was a period of racial and social unrest in Fairfield and New Haven counties, 
the two Connecticut counties with the most racial diversity. Puerto Ricans and other Latin American 
residents of New London met in 1969 to develop social and cultural activities and organizations at the 
community level. Those discussions led to the development of organizations to provide services to the 
Spanish-speaking communities of New London (Kanzler 1996:114).  
 
Puerto Ricans migrated to New London and its surrounding towns to work in the area’s industries. The 
Electric Boat Division of General Dynamics, Pfizer, and Robertson Paper Box were the largest employers 
in this region (Kanzler 1996:113). A number of smaller factories in the textile and manufacturing 
industries also hired women as well as men. In 1969, the Puerto Rican migrants of New London met with 
the purpose of developing social and cultural activities (Burdette 1976:38). A group of women headed a 
fundraising committee that eventually purchased a three-story house on Truman Street. They held weekly 
meetings to discuss the needs of their community, especially education. A tutorial program, staffed with 
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Electric Boat employees, offered reading, writing, and math instruction geared to the Spanish-speaking 
community (Burdette 1976:40).  
 
During peak periods of Puerto Rican migration to Connecticut, other factors negatively affected their 
economic and social assimilation. These included federal programs aimed at transportation infrastructure 
and urban renewal. The construction of interstate highways and urban renewal efforts devastated many 
early attempts at Puerto Rican community building. The Federal Housing Act of 1950 provided funds to 
cities to acquire blighted areas, which then could be turned over to private development (City of 
Waterbury 2015:181). In Waterbury, the building of Interstate 84 in the late 1950s and early 1960s, and 
the 1970s projects of the Waterbury Redevelopment Agency, resulted in the demolition of many of the 
houses, storefronts, and clubhouses of the early Puerto Rican community. Even the community church, 
St. Cecilia’s, was demolished, and the congregation was forced to relocate to a modest building adjacent 
to the renewal area. While many first-generation Puerto Rican migrants had been able to obtain factory 
jobs and had created small businesses and other institutions, the physical havoc wrought by highway 
building and of urban renewal destroyed many of these opportunities. These factors, along with the 
closing of major industries such as the “Big Three” brass mills in Waterbury, made it difficult for 
migrants to scale social and economic ladders.  
 
As manufacturers in coastal Connecticut closed factories or offered reduced employment opportunities in 
the 1960s, Puerto Ricans experienced lower levels of labor-force participation and lower wages. 
Nevertheless, Puerto Ricans continued to move into cities in the four coastal counties. Both the lack of 
good-paying jobs and of affordable housing remained problematic (Marzan 2009:114). In 1970 a study 
sponsored by the Connecticut State Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights reported that 
Puerto Ricans in New Haven were “grossly unemployed, underemployed, and usually limited to low-
level, unskilled jobs with little hope for advancement” (Marzan 2009:105). This report echoed concerns 
for the future of Puerto Rican migrants across the state even as the number of Puerto Ricans residing in 
Connecticut grew from 1,305 to 38,493 from 1950 to 1970 (Whalen 2005:11). 
 
West Indians 
 
Significant numbers of Jamaicans, Dominicans, and Haitians immigrated to the United States during the 
Postwar Era. These immigrants were primarily of African descent and often merged with varying degrees 
of success into existing African American neighborhoods and social fabric. Immigrants from the West 
Indies primarily left because of economic decline after independence from Great Britain. Under British 
rule, Jamaicans already had been experiencing high levels of poverty and unemployment before 
independence (Thomas 2008:4). Haiti and the Dominican Republic had oppressive and violent political 
regimes. These immigrants entered the United States through New York City. Either they were recruited 
for work in Connecticut or they voluntarily joined earlier arrivals in the state (Mendez 1995:48).  
 
West Indian immigrants arrived in coastal Connecticut during a period of economic instability. They 
struggled socially and politically to form cohesive units, and the service jobs available to them offered 
low wages and little opportunity for mobility (Mendez 1995:54). Social, racial, and class barriers limited 
opportunities and available housing.  
 
 
Immigration and Migration Property Types, 1900–70 
 
Twentieth century immigration and migration in coastal Connecticut led to a series of changes in housing 
and in the neighborhoods where immigrants settled. The spaces of immigration, and the representation of 
those spaces, are instrumental in understanding the effect of immigrant influences on the built 
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environment. Although some immigrants who arrived in the nineteenth century constructed their own 
dwellings, those who arrived in the twentieth century typically settled in what have come to be known as 
arrival neighborhoods. Modifications to their communities came through alterations to dwellings, 
construction of religious edifices, and the formation of community or social organizations and gathering 
places in extant or newly constructed buildings. Immigration and migration property types should be 
expected to have associations with events that have made significant contributions to the broad patterns of 
our history, or with the lives of persons significant to our past, rather than embodying types, periods, or 
methods of construction.  
 
Arrival Neighborhoods, Domestic Dwellings, Commercial Districts, and Storefronts  
 
While immigrants arriving in coastal Connecticut in the twentieth century typically did not construct 
dwellings that applied architectural methods from their homelands, immigrants’ use of domestic 
dwellings reveal distinctive patterns. For example, the cyclical nature of immigrant housing moved 
successive waves of immigrants through the same “arrival neighborhoods” from 1900 to 1970. Building 
types in coastal Connecticut included tenements and two-family dwellings, among others. Tenements in 
Connecticut differed from the large buildings with multiple apartments found in New York City. The 
Connecticut Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1909 defined a tenement as a dwelling designed for three or 
more families (Connecticut Bureau of Labor Statistics [CBLS] 1909). Tenements, two-family dwellings, 
and three-deckers, collectively referred to as multi-family dwellings, were constructed quickly to remedy 
a lack of housing. These building types are found primarily in the urban landscapes of Fairfield and New 
Haven counties, particularly New Haven, Bridgeport, and Waterbury. While these buildings were largely 
affiliated with immigrants and migrants in the twentieth century, they were not exclusive to those groups; 
they are more accurately represented as working-class housing.  
 
Multi-family dwellings originated in the mid- to late nineteenth century as apartment units meant to 
attract tenants (Heath 2001:121). They appeared in coastal Connecticut to serve the wave of European 
immigrants who arrived during this period. However, construction of multi-family housing continued 
along with industrial growth in New Haven, Bridgeport, and Waterbury from 1900 to the end of World 
War I, when manufacturers hired waves of immigrant laborers. Fairfield and New Haven counties alone 
saw the foreign-born population increase by almost 50,000 people from the turn of the century to the end 
of World War I (HCB 2007).  
 
Bridgeport erected 176 multi-family dwellings from April 1913 to March 1914, housing 534 families 
(Brown 1914:51). Multi-family dwellings in Bridgeport were built in the belief that they saved expense 
for property owners and managers as well as for tenants. Arrival neighborhoods had large yards and 
courts that were sufficient for the erection of two or three small dwellings. The tendency to build 
tenements also was evident on the outskirts of the city, where old farms were divided into building lots. 
Tenements were built on former farmland at a rapid pace, even before streets were cut through and sewer 
connections established (Brown 1914:52). As World War I progressed, industry in coastal Connecticut 
expanded at a rate exceeding available worker housing. In addition to construction of tenement housing, 
munitions companies and other wartime industries built and offered worker housing. The Remington 
Arms Company of Bridgeport hired New York architects Phillip Hiss and E. Hobart Weeks to plan and 
design its worker housing initiatives (Bedford and Lucas 1989:2). They designed several villages, 
apartment complexes, and neighborhoods prior to the end of the war. Groups of one-and-a-half-story row 
houses were patterned as Dutch Colonial Revival duplexes and Greek Revival quadplexes in the 
development named Remington City. In the separate development named Remington Village, the 
architects used 10 distinct but related Colonial Revival designs in a random pattern, giving the 
development an appearance of having been erected over several years by several owners (Bedford and 
Lucas 1989:2).  
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Multi-family dwellings were popular among immigrants in urban centers as they provided affordable 
housing options. Yet even more single-family dwellings, primarily workers’ housing for industrial 
workers, were constructed during World War I. As many industrial workers had been immigrants during 
this period, they resided in these single-family dwellings and eventually took ownership of them. 
Immigrant homeowners made incremental domestic improvements to these dwellings. A case study on 
the Mazur House in Milwaukee documented incremental improvements by immigrants there, illustrating 
the transformation of a common worker’s cottage built in 1885 by Polish immigrants in a Polish working-
class neighborhood on Milwaukee’s south side. The dwelling was transformed through a series of 
expansions at the rear, along with interior improvements (Hubka and Kenny 2000:65). While the exterior 
street view remained the same, the two-room, hall-and-parlor plan of the previous house gained five new 
elements: a dining room, a bathroom, an expanded front porch, closets, and a new quality of privacy for 
bedrooms. Central heating, hot water, a sewer connection, and electricity were added over the next 
several years. The additions incorporated the basic amenities of middle-class housing in a modest form. 
This method of remodeling was repeated throughout the country and in coastal Connecticut (Hubka and 
Kenny 2000:66).   
 
From April 1913 to March 1914, 206 two-family dwellings were constructed to house 412 families 
(Brown 1914:52). In plan, these houses included separate entrances at the front; the first-floor apartments 
had five rooms and a bath, and an additional room in the attic was accessible from the back stairs. The 
second floor had the same arrangement; two rooms on the third floor were accessible by private stairs in 
the apartment (Brown 1914:53). Although these housing types did not furnish the privacy of single-family 
homes, the two-family dwellings were preferable to tenements, though they were less accessible 
financially to several immigrant groups during this period (Koenig 1938:44).  
 
In comparison, from April 1913 to March 1914, 113 single-family dwellings had been erected in 
Bridgeport (Brown 1914:54). The city’s 102,054 residents occupied 14,934 single-family dwellings and 
21,689 multi-family dwellings, with an average of 6.8 people per dwelling (Brown 1914:17). The 
construction of tenements on streets previously dominated by single-family dwellings altered the built 
landscape.  
 
In fact, Connecticut law prevented construction of rows of large brick tenement houses with interior 
rooms like those common in New York City during this period. State law also provided that windows be 
cut into interior rooms that had already existed. In Bridgeport, the yards at the rear were typically large, 
and windows at the front and rear of dwellings permitted cross-ventilation (Brown 1914:19).  
 
Waterbury also saw a significant rise in immigrant population in the late nineteenth century, a trend that 
lasted through World War I. Its population of 51,139 in 1900 rose to 91,175 by 1920 (HCB 2007). Scovill 
Manufacturing, American Brass, and other centers of industry in the city employed thousands of workers 
in this period, many of them immigrant laborers. Neighborhoods constructed by Scovill Manufacturing 
followed a style similar to those built by Remington Arms. Dwellings in Scovill Manor in the city’s North 
End neighborhood were constructed as one-and-a-half-story row houses in the Tudor Revival style. They 
were set back from the street in rows (fig. 4-1). Each house had a modest yard in the rear; the houses were 
separated by alleys and streets.  
 
The most popular wartime dwelling was the “three-decker.” The earliest documented three-decker houses 
date from the mid-nineteenth century, though the style did not become a fixture of the urban environment 
until the 1880s (Heath 2001:122–23). This style gained popularity during World War I in coastal 
Connecticut in response to the housing shortage and the influx of immigrant and migrant workers to the 
state. Responding to the demand for rental housing spurred by the growth of wartime industries, three-
deckers appeared in large numbers in working-class neighborhoods of cities like Bridgeport, New Haven, 
Waterbury, and even in smaller cities like New London (Brown 1979:90). 
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Fig. 4-1. Scovill Manor, Waterbury (Source: R. Christopher Goodwin & Associates, Inc., 2017). 
 
Many of these neighborhoods remained undisturbed until the 1960s, when urban redevelopment and 
interstate highway projects demolished or divided those neighborhoods. By the mid-twentieth century, the 
Wooster Square neighborhood in New Haven, an upper-class community in the mid-nineteenth century, 
had been an Italian immigrant community for decades. In the 1880s the neighborhood housed a mixture 
of industry, commerce, and residences east of the Wooster Square green (Brainard 2001:12). By 1900, it 
had several industrial complexes. Italian immigrant families increasingly occupied the area’s housing 
stock. Of the 7,780 Italians living in New Haven at the turn of that century, many resided in the Wooster 
Square neighborhood (Synnott 2010:131). Establishments of various sizes shared the Artizan Street 
corridor; industrial corporations abutted one-room shops, and single-family homes stood beside 
tenements and hotels. These patterns were repeated on a larger scale in the industrial areas south and east 
of the square. In the early twentieth century a host of new living arrangements appeared in the 
neighborhood, including multi-family dwellings, two-family dwellings, and rooming houses (Riccio 
2009:77).  
 
Wooster Square included a mix of flat-roofed Italian villas, white-columned Greek Revival houses, and 
clapboard Federal Revival buildings, among others (Gambaccini 1977). The buildings typically were not 
set back and were placed closely together, if not with shared walls. As the neighborhood became 
predominantly Italian-American, the first Italian Catholic Church, St. Michael’s, was located on Wooster 
Square. The Italian-American congregation took over an existing Baptist church that had partially burned 
in 1904 and converted it to St. Michael’s. Mutual aid societies were established to provide assistance to 
new Italian arrivals. In 1930, the Italian population of New Haven represented 25 percent of the total 
population (Synott 2010:131). Businesses established in the neighborhood during this period included a 
live chicken market, Italian banks, bakeries, drugstores, and pushcarts loaded with homemade sausage 
(DiLieto and Goldberg 1982:41). Each summer to honor their patron saints, local societies decorated 
streets and lots with huge arches of green and red scrolls during a three-to-four-day festival. By the 1930s, 
the neighborhood was firmly rooted in Italian-American culture. Second and third generations remained 
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in the neighborhood, operated businesses, participated in social and fraternal organizations, and attended 
mass at St. Michael’s Church. Louise DeLauro recalled her childhood in Wooster Square: 

 
We had a music store—Amendola Brothers. They had all kinds of instruments and every 
Sunday morning, after Mass, there’d be a performance. We’d all gather around the piano 
and would sing ourselves to death…everyone had a Victrola. During the summer, the 
windows were all open. Everyone had the operas on. And one baker—the bakers cooked 
during the night, and then delivered on foot at five o’clock in the morning—one baker 
would sing and wake up the whole neighborhood. We used to sing out the windows, join 
in with him (DiLieto and Goldberg 1982:42). 

 
During the 1950s and 1960s, when interstate highway construction and urban renewal initiatives 
occurred, the Italian-American neighborhood became fractured, as Interstate 91 bisected the Wooster 
Square neighborhood. The Federal Housing Act of 1950 provided funds to revitalize low-income 
communities (City of Waterbury 2015:181). The New Haven Redevelopment Agency was established in 
1951, and Wooster Square was one of nine sections targeted by that agency (Gambaccini 1977). The final 
design of the interstate highway removed some existing streets and separated Franklin, Hamilton, 
Wallace, and East streets from the western section of the neighborhood that was centered around the 
Wooster Square green. Most of the dwellings on these streets, as well as nearby industrial buildings, were 
considered to be in poor condition and subsequently were demolished (Gambaccini 1977). Also in New 
Haven, the Dixwell neighborhood, an African American neighborhood in New Haven, was the focus of 
the Dixwell Redevelopment and Renewal Plan in 1960. That plan was one of many in Connecticut during 
the period that combined redevelopment with targeted rehabilitation, in this case of an estimated 24 
blocks of existing residential and commercial areas. With the overall objective of making New Haven a 
“slumless” city, the plan proposed demolition of deteriorated commercial and residential buildings, 
relocation of displaced families and businesses, new sites for housing and commercial development, an 
attractive public square, an improved traffic circulation pattern, reorientation of land use, and privately 
sponsored rehabilitation of buildings excluded from demolition (City of New Haven 1960). The plan 
estimated the displacement of 503 multi-member families and 116 single-member families, though many 
more had been displaced than the city had estimated (City of New Haven 1960:41).15  
 
This pattern was repeated in other coastal Connecticut cities including Bridgeport, Waterbury, and New 
London, among others. Historic arrival neighborhoods were easy targets for demolition (City of 
Waterbury 2015:181). By the 1950s, Puerto Rican and African American migrants typically resided in 
these neighborhoods. Since residents did not have the financial means to maintain their houses, the 
dwellings and local storefronts often were not maintained or updated to the rigorous building codes 
established during this period. As agencies like the New Haven Redevelopment Agency bought buildings 
from inhabitants or seized them through eminent domain (Gambaccini 1977), those migrant families 
largely were pushed out of their arrival neighborhoods. The section of New Haven’s Wooster Square that 
was rehabilitated provides a rare example of a recognizable part of an arrival neighborhood that survived 
the demolition of urban renewal and transportation infrastructure construction. It survived urban renewal 
because at this time the Italian community living in the preserved section had political and financial 
resources to protect their neighborhood.  
 
  

                                                      
15 The role of urban renewal and displacement of migrant communities is a common theme across municipalities in coastal 
Connecticut. For more information, see Douglas W. Rae’s City: Urbanism and Its End. 
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Community Buildings 
 
Catholicism had utmost importance to many immigrant groups in Connecticut in the twentieth century. 
Catholic parishes offered a connection to immigrants’ religious heritage and to the old world while 
providing a meeting place for those sharing languages, traditions, and homelands. The church was the 
center of religious practice and served as the first community building for immigrants entering the state. 
As communities grew, social halls, fraternal organizations, and community assistance buildings became 
central to their lives. Initially, however, these organizations most often were housed in existing structures.  
 
As a result, social halls and fraternal organizations were property types of great importance among 
European immigrants. Early incarnations offered health benefits and insurance, and many remain in use 
today. In addition to offering financial aid, health and insurance benefits, and other forms of mutual 
assistance to members, social interaction and the practice of cultural traditions and holiday observations 
were important. Some social halls and fraternal organizations also fostered assimilation by offering 
English language instruction, and proselytized American patriotism by encouraging their members to 
become citizens (Koenig 1938:53). Others, such as the Knights of Columbus and Garibaldi Clubs, 
provided ethnic Italians with refuges from more overtly American organizations (American Art and 
Architecture 1920:233). They also provided event venues and hosted weddings, musical performances, 
and cultural holiday celebrations.  
 
There were no set designs for fraternal organization buildings. Most were nondescript buildings with little 
architectural ornamentation. Most frequently, social halls and fraternal organizations adaptively reused 
existing building stock in urban settings. Character defining features of the time included front-facing 
elevations with raised entrances. Exemplars of this property type in Connecticut include Social Society 
Frohsinn in Mystic, the Italian-American Club in Branford, and the Portuguese Holy Ghost Society and 
Club in Stonington (fig. 4-2). The Portuguese Holy Ghost Society and Club of Stonington resides in a 
former dwelling. Its Classical Revival building is a raised, two-and-one-half-story, front-gabled building. 
Built in 1836, the building that houses the Portuguese Holy Ghost Society was constructed by Courtlandt 
Palmer, the first president of the Stonington & Providence Railroad, and remained in his family until 
1913. It became home to the Portuguese Holy Ghost Society in 1929 (Mayer 2011:89).   
 
Later, immigrants and migrants formed organizations and community centers to further their rights and to 
gain access to social and economic resources. Puerto Ricans and West Indian nationals were involved in 
numerous community struggles in Bridgeport, New Haven, and New London (Mendez 1995:52). These 
people of color typically did not experience the same trajectory of upward mobility as previous waves of 
European immigrants. Community organizations established by these groups served similar functions as 
fraternal organizations, although with a few exceptions, such as the Puerto Rican Sabana Grande Social 
Club in New Haven, they generally were categorized as community centers or organizations rather than as 
fraternal organizations. The club no longer is in existence. 
 
In New London, Puerto Rican migrants and immigrants from other Latin American nations gathered in 
1969 to discuss the development of social and cultural activities for the Spanish-speaking community. A 
fundraising committee enabled the purchase of a two-and-a-half-story dwelling in which they held weekly 
meetings and discussed the needs of the community (Kanzler 1996:113). As noted above, an English 
language and educational tutorial program that offered reading, writing, and a math skills program was 
initiated; Electric Boat employees provided the staff (Kanzler 1996:114).  
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Fig. 4-2. Social Society Frohsinn, Mystic (Source: R. Christopher Goodwin & Associates, Inc., 2016). 
 
Community buildings provided stability, social opportunities, and cultural preservation for immigrants 
and migrants. Their association with these functions tended to be more important than their architecture or 
construction. Immigrants furthered their ideals and found their voices in these buildings as they struggled 
to lobby for their rights and to attain political power in their communities. Particularly in the early 
twentieth century, such buildings were arrival destinations where new immigrants could receive aid or 
advice. These buildings maintain a strong association with the establishment of immigrant communities 
in their associated cities, with the evolution of ethnic neighborhoods, and ultimately with the assimilation 
and Americanization of disparate groups of immigrants.  
 
Religious Resources 

 
From 1900 to 1920, 86,768 Europeans immigrated to coastal Connecticut, representing 27 percent of the 
population (HCB 2007). Immigrants from Eastern and Southern Europe were overwhelmingly Catholic, 
and secondarily Jewish. Other immigrant groups arriving during this period were Lutheran Germans, 
Swedes, and Danes. However, an earlier nineteenth century wave of German and Danish immigrants 
previously constructed Lutheran churches. Similarly, many Catholic churches were built in the mid- to 
late nineteenth century as waves of Catholic immigrants, primarily Irish and French Canadian, gained 
footholds in the region. Churches and synagogues were central to immigrant life, both upon arrival and 
through the second and third generations. Architectural styles of churches either adopted or built by 
immigrant groups represent a combination of popular local styles of the time with varying degrees of 
influence from the nations of origin of the various congregations. Interior-design elements were 
associated more strongly with the design patterns and elements of immigrant homelands. Parochial 
schools and community organizations often originated within the religious building.  
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African American Churches 
 
African American churches of the post-Civil War era were formed as a result of legal segregation. 
Denominations of Christianity had been formed by former slaves and free African Americans to establish 
and maintain their own polity. Historically, African American denominations include the African 
Methodist Episcopal (A.M.E.) Church, Christian Methodist Episcopal (C.M.E.) Church, Church of God 
in Christ, and the Baptist Convention.  
 
The Great Migration of African Americans to the region reached Connecticut during the World War II 
era. Many Southern Baptist, A.M.E., and C.M.E. churches were established across the coastal counties, 
and some native Connecticut residents chose to join the churches of the new arrivals (Stone 2008:139). 
The origin of Baptist churches in the colonies dates from the early to mid-seventeenth century. English 
settlers, including Roger Williams and Dr. John Clark, are credited with establishing the First Baptist 
Church in America in Providence, Rhode Island (Johnson 2010:4). However, the largest Baptist 
denomination in the United States is the Southern Baptist Convention (Johnson 2010:6), and in 
Connecticut it was primarily African American migrants from Southern states who constructed churches 
of that denomination. The A.M.E. Church grew out of the Free African Society, which had been 
established in Philadelphia in 1787 in response to discrimination faced by African Americans under the 
Methodist Episcopal Church. Similarly, the C.M.E. Church grew out of the Methodist Episcopal Church 
in Jackson, Tennessee, in 1870, enabling newly freed African Americans the ability to maintain their own 
polity. The A.M.E. and C.M.E. churches in Connecticut broadly represent native Connecticut worshippers 
and descendants of southern migrants (Stone 2008:144).  
 
African American church design is flexible and varies by denomination and congregation. No church or 
ecclesiastical organization has inherent authority over African American church design, as many other 
religious denominations do. As a result, these churches often reflect popular building styles of the time. 
The commonality among Baptist churches is the sanctuary, its largest and most important room. While 
African American churches may exhibit a variety of architectural styles, their mid-twentieth century 
variants in Connecticut are likely to possess significance for their association with migrants, and with 
individuals significant on local and regional levels. African American churches often served their 
communities well beyond their utility as a religious resource. They also acted as community centers 
where African Americans were able to organize and to further their position in society. The association of 
these structures with social movements, especially the civil rights movement, cannot be overstated. 
 
Shiloh Baptist Church of New London was organized in the early twentieth century. By the 1940s, 
however, the influx of Southern African American migrants caused that church’s congregation to grow 
well beyond that of any other African American religious organization in the city. The original church 
building had been constructed in 1905, but after the Great Migration it became too small for the 
congregation (Shiloh Baptist Church 2015). After several sites were explored, the congregation decided to 
bid on the old New London jail property. The bid was accepted in 1958, and the congregation used 
donations to demolish and rebuild. By 1962, a church and a Sunday school building had been constructed. 
Improvements continued through 1966 (Shiloh Baptist Church 2015). The church was built largely in the 
Colonial Revival style, a common architectural choice for Baptist churches. The building is front-gabled 
brick with long windows and a central spire.  
 
African American churches are not limited to historically African American denominations. For example, 
Dixwell Avenue Congregational United Church of Christ is a historically African American church 
founded in 1820 by 24 former slaves. The United Church of Christ is a mainline Protestant Christian 
denomination, with roots in the Reformed, Congregational, and evangelical Protestant traditions. The 
Dixwell Avenue Congregational United Church of Christ began its history as the African Ecclesiastical 
Society at a time when there were 1,000 African Americans in New Haven, all of whom were unwelcome 
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in white churches. In 1880, the church purchased property at 100 Dixwell Avenue, which was formally 
dedicated in 1886, prior to construction of the current building at 217 Dixwell Avenue (Johnson-Taylor 
2015). The current building, constructed in 1968–69, was designed by noted second-generation Modernist 
architect John Johansen (Carley 2008:49). The split-concrete-block church illustrates the Brutalist design 
approach within the Modern movement through its integration of site plan, building plan, scale, 
proportion, materials, and geometry to create a highly sculptural building that relates to its urban context, 
embodies late modernist design ideology, and achieves the aspirations of the architectural program for the 
creation of contemporary sacred space (fig. 4-3).  
 
 

 
Fig. 4-3. Dixwell Avenue Congregational Church of Christ, New Haven (Source: R. Christopher Goodwin 

& Associates, Inc., 2017). 
 
Catholic Churches  
 
The Catholic Church of Connecticut was well developed by the Second Wave of Immigration. An article 
in The Catholic Transcript, the Diocese of Hartford’s official publication, dated September 1903, stated: 
 

French and German speaking Catholics we have had for over a quarter of a century. But 
the last 10 years of the old century and the opening years of the new witnessed so great 
an influx of Italian, Polish, and Lithuanian emigrants that flourishing communities of 
these people have their own parochial autonomy and some of them are not without 
imposing church edifices (Liptak 1987:49). 
 

The entire Catholic Church in Connecticut came under the pastoral care of the Diocese of Hartford. 
Michael Tierney, an Irish-born immigrant, served as Bishop of the diocese from 1894 until his death in 
1908. Bishop Tierney was accommodating to Catholic immigrants in the early twentieth century, when 
immigrants from Europe settled in coastal Connecticut in large numbers. They formed communities and 
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often overcrowded existing church buildings. Ethnic groups often petitioned the Diocese to construct 
churches for their communities. To accommodate the new immigrants, Bishop Tierney pursued three 
tactics: providing qualified clergy to work among ethnic minorities; establishing national parishes 
wherever certain requirements could be fulfilled; and encouraging a general attitude of respect and 
appreciation for the newcomers (Liptak 1987:47). Bishop Tierney sought appropriate personnel to help in 
the organization of immigrant parishes. At the time of his death, the Diocese of Hartford had established 
68 parishes and 28 schools over his relatively brief tenure (Archdiocese of Hartford 1950).  
  
In 1945, the Diocese of Hartford became the Archdiocese of Hartford (viz Archdiocese of Hartford 1953). 
Until 1952, the Archdiocese of Hartford presided over the entire state of Connecticut. However, in 1953 
the Diocese of Bridgeport and the Diocese of Norwich were established. The former presides over 
Fairfield County, while the latter presides over Middlesex, New London, Tolland, and Windham counties, 
leaving Litchfield, New Haven, and Hartford counties under the Archdiocese of Hartford.  
 
It was relatively common for immigrant groups to construct Catholic churches in architectural styles 
similar to those in their homelands. However, Catholic churches adhere to strict design guidelines that 
configure interior layout and, in many cases, dictate the exterior form. The general layout of a Catholic 
church includes a narthex, a nave, a crossing, a north and south transept, a chancel, an altar, and a 
sacristy. The narthex serves as the entrance, or lobby. The nave is the central aisle, or main body, of the 
church between the narthex and chancel, which is the space around the altar at the liturgical end of the 
church. A transept is a transverse section that lies across the main body of the church. It is an area set 
crosswise to the nave in a cruciform. The altar is the area surrounding the table on which the Sacrifice of 
the Mass is offered. The sacristy is a room in the church, though it may be in a separate building, where 
the priest prepares for mass and where vestments used in worship are kept. The Catholic Church typically 
is part of a building complex, at times connected and at other times separated, where parish offices, priest 
housing (i.e., the rectory), and classrooms are located (fig. 4-4). Despite these guidelines, some flexibility 
was afforded in design and architectural elements.  
 
It was common for new immigrant arrivals to worship under the parishes of previous immigrant groups in 
the early twentieth century. The Poles of New Haven would gather for Mass at a German Catholic Church 
in New Haven prior to the establishment of their parish, St. Stanislaus Society, in 1896, to protect their 
culture and language. This society evolved into St. Stanislaus Parish in 1901. During the first decade of 
the parish, Mass was observed in a former home and grocery that had been converted to a chapel. But the 
number of parishioners expanded, and a new church was constructed in 1913. This church, at 9 Eld Street, 
continues to serve the parish. Primarily designed in a polychrome Gothic Revival style, the defining 
characteristics of the exterior include brick facades, centered front-gabled parapet roof, finial, and 
rounded windows. The church is asymmetrical, owing to a tower on the southwest corner. 
 
In Waterbury, Italian immigrants established Our Lady of Mount Carmel Church (OLMC) in 1923. Mass 
originally was offered in the basement of Saint Patrick’s Church until 1939, when plans were drafted to 
construct a church in the Lombard Romanesque style, which originated in northern Italy during the tenth 
and eleventh centuries (Archdiocese of Hartford 1953). The defining Lombard band, a decorative blind 
façade frequently used during the Romanesque period of Western architecture, is evident beneath the 
building’s front-gabled roof and side tower. The design incorporates long, narrow windows and a tall, 
slim bell tower with a square plan and a prism-shaped roof. The interior of the church follows the 
traditional layout. OLMC, then, follows the pattern of an immigrant group constructing a Catholic church 
evocative of the architecture of their homeland while adhering to established design guidelines for the 
property type.  
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Fig. 4-4.  St. John the Baptist Carpatho-Russian Orthodox Greek Catholic Church Complex, Bridgeport 

(Source: R. Christopher Goodwin & Associates, Inc., 2017). 

 
Lutheran Churches 
 
German, Danish, Swedish, or Norwegian immigrants typically constructed Lutheran churches. The 
designs of Lutheran churches are afforded flexibility and do not adhere to strict guidelines. Interior design 
and decorative elements initially incorporated designs evocative of the immigrant congregations’ 
homelands. 
 
However, the ethnic associations of Lutheran churches frequently were lost by the third generation. 
German immigrants established the Zion Lutheran Church in Stamford in 1897 (fig. 4-5). The present 
building is their second church in the city (Cunningham 1987). It provides an example of neo-Gothic 
ecclesiastical architecture and is the only church built of red brick in the city. The main entrance, set in a 
recessed, pointed compound-arched opening, is underneath the off-center gable of the apse. A large 
quadruple window is centered above the entrance. Set slightly back, a massive square tower rests to the 
right of the apse, highlighted by a double pointed-arch window at the top. A smaller, incomplete tower 
completes the asymmetrical façade. The side elevation to the nave and buttresses are capped with 
limestone and display a combination of square-headed and pointed arched windows. 
 
There is no organized governing body for the Lutheran Church in Connecticut, and archival data do not 
record a definitive number of churches in the coastal counties. Several Lutheran churches in coastal 
Connecticut were built prior to the twentieth century, during the first waves of German and Scandinavian 
immigration, including Trinity Lutheran Church in New Haven (1870), St. John’s Lutheran Church in 
Stamford (1894), and Salem Lutheran Church in Bridgeport (1887). Archival research suggests that the 
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Fig. 4-5. Zion Lutheran Church, Stamford (Source: R. Christopher Goodwin & Associates, Inc., 2016). 
 
 
interest of the descendants of the immigrants who constructed Lutheran churches during the early 
twentieth century in their respective homelands had waned by the second and third generations. 
Therefore, the historical association of many of these churches with immigrant groups is strongest from 
1900 to 1920, when German, Swedish, and Danish immigrants in the four coastal counties increased by 
4,544, out of a total population of 30,884 (HCB 2007). Significant numbers of these immigrants returned 
to their homeland during the Depression, and by 1940 only 20,651 German and Scandinavian immigrants 
remained in the four coastal counties.  
 
Synagogues 
 
The synagogues of coastal Connecticut that were built from 1900 to 1970 primarily are associated with 
Eastern European immigrants from Poland, Russia, Hungary, and Lithuania. Most of these Jewish 
immigrants were of Ashkenazi heritage (American Jewish Committee Archives [AJCA] 2006:561). In 
1930 the Ashkenazim accounted for 92 percent of the Jewish world population of approximately 32 
million (Dashefsky and Sheskin 2016:3–8; Teelucksingh 2006:58). The designs of Ashkenazi synagogues 
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reflect both traditional and modern European ecclesiastical architectural styles. When the Ashkenazim 
arrived from Eastern Europe, their first act as a community typically was to establish a burial society. The 
second act was to form a religious congregation, often constructed by the labor of the congregants (Read-
Burns 2006:7).  
 
The interior design of synagogues derived its main form from the same source as the Roman Basilicas, 
which were present in all parts of the Empire. Basilicas, like their predecessor synagogues, were 
convenient for purposes of worship, though they had several uses. The principal room in the palace or 
large house was called a basilica and was constructed using the same plan. This arrangement suited the 
needs of religious services, which served as a model for the synagogue, and later for the Christian church 
(Tachau 1918:167). The plan was uniform, consisting of a parallelogram divided into three parts 
longitudinally by two rows of columns or pillars, with galleries over the two outside divisions supported 
by the columns and the exterior walls. At one end was a tribune for the judges arranged in a semicircle. 
This general plan has persisted until the present day. At first, the space set aside for women was placed on 
the ground outside the main mass of the structure but later was moved to the synagogue’s upper stories.  
 
Synagogues eventually adopted one of three types of plan: the basilica, the Greek cross, and the two-aisle 
type. Despite this variability in plan, the arrangement for conduct of the services and rituals remained 
unchanged through the nineteenth century. The Ark was placed against the short wall, elevated on a 
platform and served by steps. The early nineteenth century saw a change in Jewish lifestyle, with less 
emphasis on tradition. The curtailing of ritual influenced changes in the plan of the building. The large 
space surrounding the bimah was eliminated, as it no longer was needed after the suppression of the 
processional. The reading desk was moved to a platform directly in front of the Ark. Finally, the 
elimination of aisle space permitted an increase in the number of seats.  
 
Rural synagogues also were prevalent in eastern Connecticut. The last remaining rural synagogue on 
record is Anshei Israel Synagogue, which was constructed in the town of Lisbon, New London County, in 
1936 by Polish and Russian immigrants (Read-Burns 2006:2). The congregants of Anshei Israel mostly 
were farmers, though some were merchants. Architecturally, the synagogue is best described as a 
Colonial Revival structure, owing to its small gable-roofed clapboarded exterior with a central projecting 
tower. It currently is sited in a residential neighborhood, surrounded by trees and vegetation. The building 
is identified as a synagogue by its tall projecting tower with Magen David at the top (fig. 4-6).  
 
Anshei Israel Synagogue was constructed on land at the corner of a farm operated by congregant Harry 
Rothenberg. Other congregants lived in the vicinity, while other founding families from Poland and 
Russia traveled to services from Plainfield, Prescott, Griswold, and Jewett City (Ransom 1994:138). 
Jerome Zuckerbraun, the descendant of a founding congregant, recalled that early members were easily 
identified by their clothing, which he described as “Russian” in style, further clarifying that the men wore 
ill-fitting suits and large hats (Ransom 1994:138).  
 
The Colonial Revival style also can be found in urban synagogues in the coastal counties. In Bridgeport, 
the Ahavath Achim Synagogue, completed in 1926, was designed in the Colonial and Georgian Revival 
styles based on the Federal period (1780–1830). Designed by architect Leonard Asheim, the building 
includes Colonial Revival motifs of two-story attenuated columns with corn-husk capitals supporting a 
classic pediment. A tall Federal doorway behind the columns leads to the sanctuary. The Flemish bond of 
the brick walls and lantern at the apex of the main roof gable complete the Georgian Revival elements.  
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Fig. 4-6. Anshei Israel Synagogue, Lisbon (Source: R. Christopher Goodwin & Associates, Inc., 2016). 
 

Parochial Schools16 
 
Parochial schools are educational facilities established to serve religious communities. The historical 
significance of parochial schools is closely related to their association with ethnic immigrant 
communities. These buildings were erected by Catholic and Lutheran immigrant groups, many of whom 
emigrated from Central, Southern, and Eastern Europe.  
 
In the early twentieth century, many parochial schools resided in the basements of church buildings. In 
1906, Bishop Tierney began the Office of Catholic Schools by appointing the Reverend Patrick J. 
McCormick as Supervisor of Schools. At that time, there were 30,000 students in Catholic elementary 
schools. Father McCormick began to systemize and unify the schools of the Diocese by organizing the 
premier Teachers’ Institute at St. John Convent in Middletown (Archdiocese of Hartford 1953).  
 
As immigrant Catholic and Lutheran churches and synagogues became established in coastal Connecticut, 
schools became common features of these institutions. After World War II, parochial schools followed 
the design plans and types of public school buildings. There are six prominent school plans: the 
rectangular plan, the T plan, the I form, the E plan, the H plan, and the quadrangle plan (Hollister 
1916:11). These forms are not unique to parochial schools or to those established by immigrants. The 
greatest amount of Catholic school construction occurred in the 1960s. From 1961 to 1974, 106 
elementary schools were established in Connecticut (Archdiocese of Hartford 1953).  
 

                                                      
16 Yeshiva and African American schools in Connecticut are not widely represented in Connecticut’s coastal counties and are not 
discussed as prominent property types of the region.  
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The number of European immigrants in coastal Connecticut peaked at 242,039 in 1920 (HCB 2007). 
Census data do not record religious affiliation, and it is not possible to ascertain percentages of Catholics 
or Lutherans. However, this number steadily declines, to 185,528, by 1950 (HCB 2007). As noted, 
legislation passed in the 1920s restricted immigration from several European countries, progressively 
decreasing the number of immigrants arriving in coastal Connecticut. Given that pattern, and the rapid 
increase in the number of parochial schools in the Postwar Era, the association between parochial schools 
and immigration is tenuous. By this period, church congregants and their children generally were 
culturally Americanized and chronologically separated from their first-generation immigrant ancestors.   
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CHAPTER V 
 

EDUCATION REFORM IN  
COASTAL CONNECTICUT, 1900–70 

 

 

 

Introduction  
 
This chapter traces the reformation of public school education in coastal Fairfield, New Haven, 
Middlesex, and New London counties in the twentieth century and its effect on school design and 
construction. Economic and social changes caused by the Great Depression, World Wars I and II, and 
increasing immigration led to a surge in the number of students and an increasingly diverse school-age 
population. These changes pushed educators to reform curricula and to call on architects to address the 
demands of the new curricula and the increasing number of students. The theme of education reform is 
organized according to the following periods of significance: the Progressive Era and Education Reform 
(1900–29); the Great Depression and Education Reform (1930–40); World War II (1941–45); and the 
Postwar Era and the Cold War (1946–70). Reform efforts on the national level are reviewed to provide 
context for education legislation enacted in Connecticut during these periods. Major developments in 
school construction, curricula, and application of school reform efforts at the local level are explored. 
The chapter concludes with a discussion of property types associated with public education. 
 
The chapter focuses on primary and secondary public school education, and on the resources constructed 
and used for educational purposes and classroom instruction. Private schools and academies, parochial 
schools, and colleges and universities are not addressed. Connecticut’s long tradition of private 
education is worthy of its own investigation, but it is beyond the scope of this study. Junior colleges were 
an outgrowth of the expansion of the public high school. Therefore, they and their successors, the 
community college, are discussed in this historic context. Public colleges and universities, however, are 
beyond the scope of this investigation and are not addressed. 
 
 
Progressive Era and Education Reform (1900–29) 
 
The role and purpose of public education in Connecticut’s coastal counties changed dramatically in the 
twentieth century, prompted in part by changing demographics and the industrial sector’s demand for a 
better-educated workforce. Education policy and school design reflected these trends. Reformers initiated 
new forms of education and pushed to expand existing programs. High school enrollment and the high 
school curriculum grew apace, resulting in a demand for new and larger high schools. Urban and rural 
communities in coastal Connecticut addressed these challenges differently. Junior colleges originated in 
the last decades of the nineteenth century and grew in popularity during the first two decades of the 
twentieth century. 
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Public Education Policy and School Design at the National Level 
 
Public Education Policy 
 
In the Progressive Era, schools were designed and built for idealistic reasons. Schools needed to address 
the dynamic industrial and commercial pressures facing American society at the turn of the twentieth 
century. To that end, schools grew in size and scale to accommodate additional educational requirements 
and to prepare productive citizens who reflected American values. According to John J. Donovan, a 
nationally recognized expert in school design in the 1920s, “Education is the common meeting-ground for 
all classes, creeds, and races … and nowhere is this more evident than in American school life” (Donovan 
1921:18).  
 
Donovan, whose architectural practice specialized in elementary and high school design, published a 
widely read monograph on school design and construction titled School Architecture. Principles and 
Practices in 1921 (Withey and Withey 1956:179–80). Materials that could weather well and that would 
“appropriately express the architectural design worthy of the citizenship it represents” were selected for 
school construction (Donovan 1921:29). Public schools were envisioned as educational facilities and as 
community centers, and were seen as vehicles to “nationalize” immigrant families (Donovan 1921:22). In 
addition to educating students in reading, writing, and arithmetic and in vocations, schools were expected 
to provide moral, civic, and citizenship instruction, which was thought to have particular importance for 
assimilating immigrant populations into the American way of life.  
 
Rather than constructing specialized high schools (a common practice before the 1920s), school reformers 
called for schools that could accommodate the range of needed specializations. Those specializations 
incorporated classical education as well as commercial, technical, and vocational training (Donavan 
1921:23). The number of primary and high schools continued to grow through the end of the nineteenth 
century as communities across the country adopted the multi-room school concept. By the early twentieth 
century, new school designs and curricula were required to address the country’s rapidly growing student 
population (Baughn 2012:44). The influx of immigrants, a reduction in the number of child laborers and 
population movement from rural to urban areas all contributed to the rise in school enrollment in school 
districts nationwide (Baughn 2012:44). Communities in Connecticut’s coastal counties were not immune 
to these trends. For example, school enrollment in Waterbury increased approximately 188 percent from 
1896 to 1925, with high school enrollment up 947 percent (Department of Education, Waterbury [DEW] 
1925:16).  
 
Vocational Education 
 
During the first three decades of the twentieth century, vocational and technical education emerged as the 
preferred method for educating those who would not pursue college degrees and for providing specific 
skills and training to students entering the labor force. A shortage of qualified, skilled workers provided 
the impetus for state and federal legislation (Vocational Education 1920:136). On February 23, 1917, 
Congress passed the Smith-Hughes Act, which provided aid for the establishment of three types of 
vocational education programs by the states: all-day schools, part-time schools, and evening schools. That 
legislation also provided funding for teacher salaries as long as the schools met specific requirements 
(Donovan 1921:159). In addition to passage of federal legislation encouraging the creation of vocational 
schools and the expansion of vocational educational opportunities, half the country’s state legislatures, 
including Connecticut’s, passed legislation requiring attendance in part-time vocational schools 
(Vocational Education 1920:133). The part-time vocational schools were for students over 14, and their 
purpose was to provide professional training for employment in the trades and industry. Standardization 
among these types of schools was difficult because of their highly specialized nature. The inclusion of 
vocational training for women was recognized after World War I, especially after the National Society for 
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Vocational Education presented its findings on vocational training for women at a conference in 1920. 
That report urged that the successful experience of integrating women into the workforce during World 
War I should be expanded into vocational training opportunities for women (Vocational Education 
1920:137). 
 
The Junior College 
 
The concept of the junior college emerged at the end of the nineteenth century when select university 
presidents began advocating for the separation of the first and second years of college from the last two 
years of college. Over time, the term “junior college” took on a variety of meanings. In the first decade of 
the twentieth century high schools began offering college-level courses, and those select high schools 
were “raised to Junior Colleges” (Winfield 1921:227). Two-year colleges separate from the high school 
and the university were established as early as 1901, when Joliet Junior College was founded in Illinois. 
California was the first state to enact legislation establishing junior colleges in the high school in 1907 
(Winfield 1921:227). The term also was applied to independent or religious-based colleges that elected to 
eliminate bachelor’s degrees in favor of two-year degrees, as well as to institutions “established under the 
direction of universities or A. & M. colleges” (Winfield 1921:227). But during the first three decades of 
the twentieth century, junior colleges focused on the liberal arts. The junior college was understood “to be 
two years of work superimposed on a four-year secondary-school course of study. It covers the six-year 
period in the life of young people from thirteen or fourteen to nineteen or twenty years of age” (Zook 
1922:576). Proponents of the junior college system saw such institutions as a bridge between high school 
and college that would allow young adults to transition successfully to the demands and responsibilities of 
college life. 
 
Other proponents of the system, though, acknowledged that the purpose of junior college was not to 
prepare students for matriculation at a university or college but rather to prepare those who would not 
pursue a higher degree (Lang 1917:472). At the turn of the twentieth century the creation of two tracks of 
vocational departments within the junior college was advocated: “one for home-making and women’s 
occupations other than teaching; the other for civic efficiency, especially for the careers, even now in the 
making, within the broad fields of city, county, and state administration” (Lang 1917:472). The types of 
vocational training were based in large part on location: Colleges in rural areas would offer courses in 
scientific farming, those in industrial areas would focus on “technological branches,” and those in 
commercial hubs would emphasize business (Lang 1917:472). The Junior College of Connecticut was 
established in 1927, providing an impetus for communities in the region to create similar facilities 
(Lehman 2009:92). The first such junior college in New England, it focused initially on general education 
classes and select specialties (University of Bridgeport n.d.). 
 
Progressive Era Public School Design 
 
Larger schools that could accommodate a variety of functions became necessary to address changing 
demands. Larger and more diverse student bodies, changing community needs, expanded curricula, and 
progressive education theories resulted in the design and construction of larger and more complex schools 
by the early 1900s (Cutler 1989:10). Science laboratories, libraries, wood and metal shops, art and music 
rooms, and gymnasiums requiring specialized spaces became the norm (Cutler 1989:10). From 1912 to 
1928, many school districts across the country adopted a variation of the “Gary plan” (named for Gary, 
Indiana), an economical “work-study-play” building that combined academics with recreation and life-
skill classes such as gardening and home economics. Architects welcomed this reform in school design 
and “responded with more intricate designs, accepting as axiomatic the view that their creations should be 
as multi-faceted as the work occurring within them” (Cutler 1989:11). 
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Columbia University’s Teachers College was a recognized leader in educating school administrators. By 
1918, it was home to two prominent specialists in school architecture: George D. Strayer and Nickolaus 
L. Englehardt (Cutler 1989:8). Major urban school districts established their own architecture departments 
to oversee school construction or adopted existing school building codes in the design and construction of 
schools. Departments or divisions for school construction within state governments had been established 
in 19 states by 1931 (Cutler 1989:9), including Connecticut’s Bureau of Building Construction and 
Maintenance within the State Board of Education. Although educators disliked standardization, 
standardized plans were widely popular because of their cost savings.  
 
A comprehensive approach to school design complemented then-current theories regarding the purposes 
of public education. Charles L. Spain, a recognized authority on school design, articulated the role of the 
multi-functional, subdivided school: “‘To one who believes in democracy, the aim of education is to 
enable each individual to develop to the fullest extent his individual powers by doing those things which 
are beneficial to society as a whole’” (Cutler 1989:12). John Donovan, another proponent of the complex 
school building, believed that “one of the important functions of school architecture is to sell education to 
the public” (Donovan 1921:24). A school’s exterior design was considered to be as important as the 
interior plan; schools with excellent administrations and high-quality instruction were thought to have 
been perceived as a failing school if the exterior appearance was not “pleasing” (Donovan 1921:24). 
Experts warned, however, that this intangible goal should not be accomplished through the misuse of 
architectural principles. As Donovan stated in his guide for school architecture titled School Architecture: 
Principles and Practices, “Meaningless domes, bombastic use of the orders, wonderful creations of the 
monumental misapplied to the unpretentious, have had their day in the development of American school 
architecture, and it is to be hoped they are never to return” (Donovan 1921:27).   
 
Leading experts also focused criticism on interior design. According to Progressive Era practitioners, 
hygiene included a school’s physical plant and grounds as well as the physical well-being of the students. 
Proper lighting and ventilation were key considerations, particularly in urban schools with challenging 
sites. This resulted in the development of the “open plan.” During the Progressive Era, open-plan schools 
separated functions into different wings: classrooms in one wing, auditorium and gymnasium in a 
different wing, and cafeteria in a third wing. “Closed plan” schools employed interior courtyards or 
located the gymnasium or auditorium in the building’s interior (Baughn 2012:45). 
 
By the early 1920s, a body of literature had been developed to assist communities with the construction of 
well-designed schools. Numerous journals, government bulletins, and books published from 1900 to 1930 
promoted best practices for school design (Baughn 2012:44). School design, particularly for high schools, 
was tied closely to the expanded curriculum. Publications covered all aspects of design from site selection 
to interior room arrangement, administrative offices, types of classrooms, instructional rooms, and 
support services needed to provide the appropriate learning environment and to foster good citizenship.  
 
World War I helped to raise awareness of the value of physical education after many recruits were 
rejected for military service because they could not meet fitness standards. The new vocations available to 
women as a result of wartime labor shortages likewise required that they “have an equal opportunity to 
prepare themselves physically to meet life’s duties with confidence” (Donovan 1921:1). As a result, 
provisions for physical activity became included in designs for new schools.  
 
The school library began as a novelty, but its importance increased dramatically over a relatively short 
period. Educators and school planners lamented the poor quality of school libraries, if such were even 
provided. Horace Hollister, representing the High School Visitor’s Office at the University of Illinois, 
wrote: “No high school today can be said to be complete without a good working library proportioned to 
the size of the school and the lines of work in which instruction is offered” (Hollister 1916:45). In 
Connecticut, the state legislature appropriated $5 per classroom for school libraries. By 1925, every 
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school in cities similar in population to Waterbury, for example, had a library, and all new schools had 
purpose-built libraries, in contrast to the previous practice of adapting a room for library purposes (DEW 
1925:31). 
 
During the first quarter of the twentieth century, the National Education Association (NEA) emerged as a 
key advocate for improved school design. It established a Committee on School House Planning that 
advocated for national and statewide design and construction standards. The Julius Rosenwald Fund also 
sought compliance with its standards for the construction of African American schools built using its 
funds. The Rosenwald plans and NEA guidelines resulted in the development of “alphabet plans” for 
school construction. Plans for schools with “H” or “T” footprints were particularly popular for the 
construction of rural schools (Baughn 2012:43, 45). Urban schools generally adopted the appearance of 
factory buildings during this period of increasing industrialization. Such designs evoked the places of 
work for many students’ parents (Cutler 1989:15). Architects abandoned designs that recalled 
ecclesiastical resources for elements that reflected the industrialized workforce and “the moral mission 
which they were charged with carrying out” (Cutler 1989:15). Architectural ornamentation evocative of 
industrialization included carvings depicting industrial workers or “ornamentation symbolic of the 
expansion of the curriculum” (Cutler 1989:16). Low-scale buildings employing vast expanses of glass 
became symbolic of a service economy and progressive education (Cutler 1989:16).  
 
The concept of the “intermediate school” emerged after World War I. Since labor laws still allowed the 
employment of young teenagers, many students left school between the sixth and eighth grades to enter 
the workforce, leaving the greatest numbers of students in the lower grades. Elementary schools of the 
period were constructed to accommodate students from kindergarten or first grade through eighth grade 
even though many of the students left after the fifth grade. Consequently, schools were constructed to 
accommodate a larger population than was needed (Donovan 1921:4). As a result, education reformers 
advocated removing the upper grades from the elementary school and the lower grades from the high 
school. The seventh, eighth, and ninth grades, which were classified into types, including academic, 
industrial, and neighborhood or community, were combined into new intermediate schools. Connecticut 
first recognized the intermediate school in 1922.  
 
National Design Standards for Public Schools 
 
Changing expectations about types of classwork also influenced the design of public schools. Low-scale, 
one-story fireproof buildings that were properly ventilated and that promoted efficient circulation of 
students from floor to floor were viewed as ideal. School reformers advocated the appointment to local 
school boards of individuals with knowledge or background in education, as well as trained professionals 
who could advise school boards on school design (Mills 1908:1076).  
 
In the late nineteenth century and into the early twentieth century, high schools grew dramatically in size 
so that by the early 1920s many public high school had become monumental buildings (Cutler 1989:17). 
High schools were enlarged to accommodate increasing populations and to accommodate their new 
community and vocational uses. At the turn of the century, single-story buildings were encouraged for 
elementary schools. The change from multi-story buildings was advocated by Dr. R.W. Corwin of 
Pueblo, Colorado, in his pamphlet The Modern Model School House, which called for the construction of 
single-story elementary schools with classrooms separated from one another (Mills 1908:1,073). 
 
The March 1908 fire at the Collinwood School in a suburb of Cleveland, which killed 172 students and 
two teachers, led to improved school fire-safety standards across the country. The State of Ohio mandated 
that all new schools have two fireproof stairwells with direct exits to the ground. The basement could not 
have access to the exit stairwells, and it had to have direct exterior access (Mills 1908:1,075). These two 
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changes in plan resulted in an increase to the overall size of new schools. Fire safety standards for school 
construction following the Ohio model rapidly were adopted across the country, including Connecticut.  
 
Design experts proffered general guidance on interior finish materials. An emphasis on hygiene and ease 
of cleaning that guidance, which called for walls with smooth, non-glossy finishes, and greenish tints. In 
addition, wall corners and ceilings became concave, and floors included a cove and base integrated with 
the flooring material (Mills 1910:31, 41–42).  
 
Experts also developed standards for the proper size and siting of schools. One influential voice in school 
architecture was William B. Ittner, architect for the St. Louis Board of Education and a national expert 
who designed more than 500 schools in 29 states from 1900 to 1920. Ittner published numerous manuals 
and articles on school design (Cutler 1989:25). He also developed a rough ratio for determining school 
size based on projected enrollment for urban and suburban settings. According to Ittner, the average 
“minimum allowable area for a site, after deducting the area of building, plant, and other restricted areas, 
should be eighty or forty square feet per pupil.” John Donovan, a contemporary of Ittner, recommended 
sites having ratios of one-quarter acre for each classroom, with urban schools having a minimum of 5 
acres or more (Donovan 1921:85). Experts advised that sites should be level to facilitate incorporation of 
playgrounds and athletic fields, and that locations next to railroad tracks, factories, stables, firehouses, 
and jails were to be avoided (Donovan 1921:6). Equally important was landscaping. Since “beautiful 
surroundings” would inspire learning in children, experts recommended hiring a landscape architect to 
design school grounds and to provide guidance on plant materials (Donovan 1921). 
 
Because high schools offered expanded numbers of courses and activities, the high school site required 
reconsideration from nineteenth century norms. New high school sites needed to offer an abundance of 
light and air as well as sufficient space for outdoor physical activity, sufficient land for school gardens, 
and agricultural plots in rural locations (Hollister 1916:6–7). Recommended lot sizes included 150 square 
feet per pupil in urban areas, and 10 to 12 acres for high schools in suburban or rural communities 
(Hollister 1916:7; Ittner 1912:151). In addition to larger sizes, high schools could adopt a number of 
different plans, including rectangular and T-, I-, E-, or H-shaped plans. Hollow squares could be 
constructed for high schools of exceptionally large size (Hollister 1916:11–13). These plans were ideal 
for schools in which all areas of instruction would be accommodated in a single building. In some 
instances, a community could decide to conduct high school activities through a number of buildings on a 
single site.  
 
School Design by Type of School 
 
Architects developed standards for school design based on the type of school. California architect John 
Donovan’s School Architecture. Principles and Practices, published in 1921, was far-reaching in its 
scope. That publication discussed school construction costs; appropriate designs for elementary, junior 
high, and high schools; general classroom arrangement as well as specialized classroom and 
administrative spaces; and hygiene. Donovan’s illustrated primer provided examples of what he deemed 
good design. 
 
Elementary School Design 
 
According to Donovan, elementary schools needed to be constructed away from major transportation 
routes. One-story buildings were preferred; however, schools with more than ten classrooms could be 
constructed of two stories. Grades were to be organized near each other, so that the kindergarten 
classrooms were in close proximity to the first- grade classrooms. Younger grades were positioned closest 
to the exits, while older grades could be housed in upper floors (Donovan 1921:94). Greater use of the 
assembly hall was promoted for school and recreational activities as well as community events. The 
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assembly room was seen as a community asset and a means for “bringing the schools and the community 
closer together” (Donovan 1921:95). In Connecticut, towns such as Waterbury allowed use of school 
facilities for community activities. Beginning in 1916, school gymnasiums and assembly rooms were 
used for dances, patriotic activities, and social gatherings (DEW 1925:31). 
 
An administrative office and adjacent storage room were included in designs. The understanding was that 
reading was conducted in the classroom, so formal libraries were not necessary. No provision was made 
for eating facilities. Assembly rooms were located to provide easy access to frequent users and to 
members of the community without disrupting school activities. Elementary school classrooms were to 
have ample space for blackboards, desks, and school equipment (Donovan 1921:95). For the upper 
elementary grades of fourth, fifth, and sixth, sufficient space for geography and history lessons was to 
have been provided (Donovan 1921:96). Fig. 5-1 shows a plan for a typical elementary school. 
 
Donovan also discussed the architecture of the elementary school. Rather than mandating a specific style, 
he suggested that  
 

the architecture of the elementary school should be symbolic of quiet simplicity, 
expressing in permanent materials much the same charm that the little child has for those 
who appreciate and love children. Vainglorious attempts to build monumentally are fatal 
to both child and adult…. (Donovan 1921:96). 

 
Junior High School Design  
 
Four types of junior high school had emerged by the 1920s: the academic, the industrial, the 
cosmopolitan, and the neighborhood or community school (Donovan 1921:111). In the academic junior 
high, it was standard to include laboratories, music and drawing rooms, shops, offices, libraries, and 
auditoriums.  
 
The industrial junior high, in contrast, did not conform to standardized organization of its spaces, owing 
to the rapidly changing nature of business and industry to which it catered. Instead, two requirements 
governed the industrial high school layout: sufficient space for the storage of raw materials and for fully 
developed drawing laboratories (Donovan 1921:111). 
 
The neighborhood school closely resembled the industrial school. Domestic sciences and industrial arts 
classes were offered. Donovan’s 1921 treatise suggested the construction of a separate but nearby 
building that could be used for community functions so that the “Americanization work for the mothers of 
the community may be largely carried on” (Donovan 1921:111). He emphasized that all special rooms 
such as the library, indoor and outdoor recreational facilities, auditorium, and laboratories should be 
designed with community use in mind (Donovan 1921:111). Guidance for the cosmopolitan school was 
not provided. 
 
In general, the junior high school design included well-appointed laboratories consisting of workspaces, 
utilities, equipment for housing live animals and plants, and more substantial libraries than provided in 
the elementary school. The library was to contain “books carefully selected on the basis of their direct 
application to the work of the school… as if directed by a regular librarian” (Donovan 1921:112). 
Provisions for administrative offices, teachers’ lounges, auditoriums, and gymnasiums also were 
discussed. Donovan’s treatise provided a sample course of study for each of the three years of junior high 
school. Based on the options provided in Donovan’s guidelines, communities could build schools that met 
their specific needs. Figs. 5-2, 5-3, and 5-4 show plans for a typical junior high school. 
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Fig. 5-1. Plan of Typical Grade School, St. Louis (Source: Mills 1910: 254). 
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Fig. 5-2. Basement Plan of Junior High School, Little Rock (Source: Donovan 1921:121). 
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Fig. 5-3. First-floor Plan, Junior High School, Little Rock (Source: Donovan 1921:122).  
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Fig. 5-4. Second-floor Plan, Junior High School, Little Rock (Source: Donovan 1921:123).  
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High School Design 
 
The architectural design of high schools eluded standardization and merited a greater degree of discussion 
thanks to two factors: first, the necessity that their spaces offer versatility for activities of the students and 
the community. Second, there were two ways in which the school districts divided between the school 
levels (i.e., elementary, junior high and high) the twelve years of public education: 8-4 (i.e., eight years in 
elementary school and four years in high school), or 6-3-3 (i.e., six years in elementary, three years in 
junior high, and three years in high school). How school districts decided to divide the grades and the 
types of activities a school would be built to accommodate affected the design and size. 
 
Guidelines from the period recommended appropriate schoolroom sizes and even provided tabulations to 
determine the numbers and sizes of classrooms, homerooms, laboratories, gymnasiums/assembly halls, 
and multiple-use rooms based on projected school enrollment. Additional guidance was developed for 
designing schools where a high percentage of the projected student body would work in the afternoon or 
evening. 
 
That guidance specified that the main corridor should be a minimum of 14 feet wide, with secondary 
corridors at least 10 feet wide (Hollister 1916:15). Hallways were to have been constructed of fireproof or 
slow-burning materials, with enclosed balustrades (Hollister 1916:16; Mills 1910:39). Ample provision 
was to have been provided for janitor closets for storing cleaning supplies and storage facilities, and for 
proper storage of instructional tools and teaching equipment and aids. Outdoor recreation spaces took into 
consideration the construction of tennis courts, basketball courts, a track, and football and baseball fields. 
Bleachers were recommended, if possible (Hollister 1916:23).  
 
Differences in opinion among school architects regarding the size and type of gymnasiums emerged 
during the period. E.F. Guilbert, the city school architect for Newark, New Jersey, recommended a space 
that was 3,700 to 4,500 square feet and had a height of not less than 17 feet. Additional guidance was 
provided for the gyms that would accommodate basketball courts. The gyms were to have access to 
shower and toilet facilities, and be located within the interior of the school so that it was disconnected 
from the rest of the building (Hollister 1916:24). Ittner advocated a different solution for the school 
gymnasium. He suggested the use of two gyms, each measuring a minimum length and width of 25 to 30 
feet by 70 feet and at least 14 feet in height. The inclusion of swimming pools as an amenity in high 
schools was so new at the time that little guidance was available regarding their construction and location 
within schools. Pools were so new that guidance on the chemical balance and mechanical filtration 
needed to maintain clean water was provided.  
 
The auditorium was the subject of much consideration, since it also would serve a community function. 
Ittner offered specific “suggestions” for the location of the auditorium within the high school and its 
preferred size. For a high school accommodating 700 to 800 students, the auditorium should: 
 
 Enlarge to a capacity of 1,200 and arrange its long axis parallel to the main corridor, in 

order that we may provide a stage with 60-foot opening capable of accommodating large 
choruses and symphony orchestra, mass drills, etc., and in order that we may be able to 
eliminate the side galleries, and obtain perfect sight lines for everyone (Hollister 1916:31, 
33).  

 
It was recommended that classrooms in high schools were a minimum of 24 feet wide and 32 feet long to 
accommodate individual desks, while leaving sufficient room for aisles between desks and for teaching 
equipment and aids. One of the most important considerations for classroom design was lighting. Desks 
were to be arranged with reference to a lighting plan, with light fixtures installed along the long axis only 
(Hollister 1916:35, 36), and classrooms were to have a height of at least 12½ feet to maximize the number 
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of windows that could be installed (Hollister 1916:35). Window shades would be used to darken the 
rooms when necessary. Figs. 5-5–5-9 show plans for typical high schools. 
 
Vocational School Design 
 
Three property types for vocational schools were in general use during the early twentieth century: the 
special-built vocational school; a remodeled former factory building; and an abandoned school 
repurposed to function for industrial training (Donovan 1921:160). John Donovan developed general 
parameters regarding the construction of vocational high schools. A shop-floor ratio of 100 to 300 square 
feet per student was deemed sufficient; more space was required depending on the type of shop. Ceilings 
were 12 to 32 feet tall, and classrooms allowed 25 to 90 square feet per student (Donovan 1921:162). 
Storage space was necessary for tools and materials used for instruction. Donovan argued against the 
construction of permanent walls or partitions. Movable or temporary partitions, a relatively new concept 
during the 1920s, were preferred because they afforded greater flexibility in adjusting spaces to 
accommodate changing industrial equipment (Donovan 1921:163). Detailed descriptions of the 
appropriate floor plans for the various trades also were provided in his guidelines (fig. 5-10).  
 
 
Public Schools in Connecticut 
 
Connecticut’s Public Education Legislation 
 
From 1900 to 1929, the Connecticut General Assembly enacted several laws regarding that addressed 
education policy and public school construction. Connecticut began issuing minimum standards for 
school facilities, minimum requirements for the educational achievement of students, and professional 
development requirements for teachers (The Journal of Education 1921:231). These efforts began in 1909 
when the state legislature adopted a series of laws governing public education, including one mandating 
the establishment of high schools. Specifically, the legislation required: 
 

Every town and school district having ten thousand or more inhabitants shall establish 
and maintain evening schools for the instruction of persons over fourteen years of age, in 
such branches as the proper school authorities of the town or district shall prescribe (State 
of Connecticut 1909:935). 

 
The state expanded those responsibilities to require all towns, regardless of size, to provide “by 
transportation or otherwise school accommodations so that every child over seven and under sixteen years 
of age can attend school as required in Section 2116 of the general statues” (State of Connecticut 
1909:1038). However, towns with small populations and rural areas had difficulty meeting state 
mandates. Rural school systems were unable to attract and retain qualified teachers, and often did not 
have the financial resources to build and maintain high schools. As a result, state education leaders 
advocated educating rural populations in non-local schools (State of Connecticut 1913:14). Later, from 
1920 to 1925, the State Board of Education developed a plan for school consolidation to address ongoing 
disparities between rural and urban school districts, but the execution was not immediately successful. 
Even though the state had 83 approved four-year high schools by 1924, early efforts to consolidate 
schools were anemic (State of Connecticut 1925:304). The number of high schools almost doubled from 
1917 (n=49) to 1927 (n=88), while the number of junior high schools increased from one to fifteen during 
the period (State of Connecticut 1919:26). The 1922–24 academic year marked the first time that the State 
Board of Education officially recognized intermediate or junior high schools, approving them in New 
Britain, Norwalk, and West Hartford (State of Connecticut 1925:305). New Haven and Bridgeport 
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Fig. 5-5. Plan for Typical High School with Sixteen Rooms (Source: Mills 1910:270).  
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Fig. 5-6. Proposed High School for Santa Barbara, California. First-floor Plan (Source: Donovan 

1921:130). 
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Fig. 5-7. Ground-floor Plan, Grover Cleveland High School, St. Louis (Source: Donovan 1921:143).  
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Fig. 5-8. First-floor Plan, Grover Cleveland High School, St. Louis (Source: Donovan 1921:144). 
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Fig. 5-9. Second-floor Plan, Grover Cleveland High School, St. Louis (Source: Donovan 1921:145).  
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Fig. 5-10. Typical Shop. Floor Plan (Source: Donovan 1921:131).  

 
subsequently adopted the intermediate school system. While the number of junior high and high schools 
increased from 1917 to 1927, the number of elementary schools decreased, mainly because of the closing 
of one-room schools. In 1917, there were 751 one-room schools in Connecticut. By 1927, that number 
had decreased to 536 (State of Connecticut 1929:26). 
 
By the 1920s, the educational reform legislation that began at the start of the century had expanded to 
establish requirements for school attendance, graduation, and access to education. Public schools were 
required to remain in session for 38 weeks to receive state funding. In acknowledgment of racial equality, 
the “public schools of every town and district shall be open to children over six years of age without 
discrimination on account of race or color” (Journal of Education 1921:232). In addition, a proposal 
requiring towns to provide special classes for students who were “three or more years below normal 
mental development” was advocated (Journal of Education 1921:232). Students were to remain in school 
until they reached 16, and no child could leave school to work at home or outside the home unless he or 
she met basic minimum standards, which included the ability to read and write in English, the completion 
of at least six years of school and familiarity with the fundamentals of arithmetic (Journal of Education 
1921:232). The wave of educational standards affected more than just the students. Formal professional 
and academic standards for teachers became effective after July 1, 1922, resulting in better-trained 
teachers and in corresponding increases to salaries (Journal of Education 1921:231). In 1917, 68 percent 
of teachers were graduates of the normal (teaching) schools. By 1927, the percentage of teachers with 
normal school or college degrees increased to 85 percent (State of Connecticut 1929:25).  
 
State Guidelines for Public School Construction 
 
By 1909, Connecticut was one of 15 states and the District of Columbia that had enacted legislation that 
specifically addressed school construction (Mills 1910:115). Connecticut legislation mandated that all 
public elementary schools constructed after June 10, 1909, be no more than two stories above the 
basement, and that only secondary schools constructed of fireproof materials could be more than two 
stories. The materials were stipulated depending on the size of the school. For schools with eight or more 
classrooms that did not have fireproof construction throughout: 
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 outer walls were to be brick, stone, terra cotta, reinforced concrete, or other fireproof 

construction;  
 interior walls also were to be of fireproof materials;  
 stairways were to be constructed at opposite ends of the building and lead to the exterior; circular 

stairs no longer were permitted;  
 exits were required at each end of the building; stairs and stairwells were to employ fireproof 

construction; all interior doors were to swing into hallways or corridors and exterior doors were 
to be hung to swing outward;  

 a fireproof door was to be hung at the staircase leading from the basement to the first floor; wood 
partitions were to be covered in sheet iron, tin, asbestos, or other fireproof material (State of 
Connecticut 1909:1,013).  

 
In 1923, the State Board of Education issued a compendium of legislation titled Laws Relating to the 
Construction of the Schoolhouse and Suggestions Relating Thereto. That legislation was akin to building 
codes and design guidelines, covering topics ranging from site selection, eminent domain, and design and 
construction. Under the legislation, towns were encouraged to seek the advice and expertise of the State 
Board of Education regarding the development of preliminary plans and estimates (Connecticut Board of 
Education 1923:7). Classroom size, window and door placement, the inclusion of school libraries, and the 
locations of science rooms and toilets were regulated. Examples of multi-story, masonry buildings with 
several means of egress included Sprague School in Waterbury, Danbury High School in Danbury, and 
Center School in North Haven. These schools generally were completed in the Classical Revival style, 
employing windows in great numbers. 
 
 
Property Types: Public Schools Constructed in Coastal Connecticut, 1900–29 
 
School construction in Waterbury is a case study that highlights the need for new schools as well as the 
types of school construction in the Progressive Era. From 1896 to 1925, the population of Waterbury 
grew 150 percent, to 108,000 (DEW 1925:3). As a result, school enrollment increased approximately 188 
percent, while high school enrollment increased 947 percent. In 1896, eight students graduated from four-
year high schools. In 1925, there were 498 such graduates (DEW 1925:16). The number of schools 
increased from 25 in 1896 to 36 in 1925, and classrooms increased from 139 to 560 (DEW 1925:3). The 
City of Waterbury constructed intermediate and high schools in accordance with accepted norms for 
grade division, academic emphasis, and school amenities. In 1919 it built an “elementary vocational,” or 
intermediate, school, for seventh- and eighth-graders. 
 
Local application of state regulations mandating fireproof construction took years to implement, but 
fireproof construction was employed in all schools after 1915. Schools in the rural districts of Waterbury 
were built of fire-resistive materials and had fireproof corridors and stairways. The Waterbury public 
school district also adopted uniform corridor widths, ceiling heights, and classroom sizes (DEW 1925:8). 
By 1925, schools included accommodations for principals’ offices, teacher lounges, libraries, and 
kindergartens. Every school had a library, and all new schools had purpose-built libraries. Schools with 
more than eight classrooms also had cooking, manual training, and sewing rooms (DEW 1925:8). The 
number of athletic facilities and opportunities for physical activities also increased from 1896 to 1925. By 
1925, pools were established in five schools, and 14 schools had gymnasiums (DEW 1925:25). Organized 
sports included basketball and baseball for boys and volleyball for girls. 
 
The Department of Education advocated aesthetically pleasing school interiors and suggested that by 
“decorating the rooms and corridors with the masterpieces of the great painters and sculptors we not only 
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make the surroundings of the children more pleasant but at the same time are creating a taste for the 
beautiful in art” (DEW 1925:9). The school district raised sufficient funds for interior decorations so that 
“every room and corridor of in the city has been made attractive by reproductions of the world’s most 
famous pictures and by bas-reliefs and statuary” at a cost of $50,000 (DEW 1925:9). The Department of 
Education also offered limited guidance on landscaping. Trees, vines, and shrubs were planted in 
accordance with plans prepared by landscape “gardeners.” The minimum school lot size measured 250 
feet by 250 feet; however, several schools had lots that were two or three times larger. Playgrounds were 
expanded at 15 schools, and two schools were equipped with “tiled roof playgrounds” (DEW 1925:9). 
 
Two high schools built during the period illustrate the implementation of Waterbury’s public school 
program. Wilby High School was a fireproof building completed in 1920, with exterior cladding of “red 
tapestry brick trimmed with limestone.” Terrazzo was employed in the halls and swimming pool. 
Amenities included “recitation and study rooms,” a library, teacher restrooms, and rooms for cooking, 
sewing, and manual training. The lunchroom could accommodate 600 students, and separate boys and 
girls gymnasiums were provided (DEW 1925:7). Wilby High School offered “commercial studies,” 
including bookkeeping, merchandising, modern languages, stenography, drawing, cooking, orchestral 
music, theater, and physical training, in addition to the regular high school curriculum (DEW 1925:17). 
The town also constructed a “New High School” to accommodate students at Crosby High School, which 
would be converted to a technical and vocational school. The “New High School” was designed to 
educate normal and college preparatory students.  
 
The Waterbury School District employed two funding mechanisms for school construction. The issuance 
of serial bonds provided the funding for high schools, but grammar schools provided the bulk of their 
own funding (DEW 1925:9). Public school funding changed after 1915, when the city petitioned the state 
legislature to allow it to change its charter to enable the levy of a millage tax (DEW 1925:9–10).  
 
Board of Education records in Waterbury, along with data maintained by the Connecticut State Board of 
Education’s Bureau of Construction and Maintenance, provide information on school construction in the 
first three decades of the twentieth century. The bureau’s real property cards provided data on types of 
schools, dates of construction, and school locations. Property cards also included information on water 
supply, artificial lighting, toilets, telephones, flags, vestibules, grounds, environment, and accessibility. 
Data on building grounds included size and shape of the grounds, building siting within the grounds, and 
presence or absence of dangerous objects, fences, sidewalks, or play equipment. Accessibility applied to 
distance from major arteries, percentage of houses one mile from the school, and provisions for public 
transportation (State Board of Education n.d.).  
 
Most Connecticut schools that were constructed during the period reflected in their construction the 
reform efforts at the turn of the century, though some schools became fixed in an early transitional period, 
owing to the continuous changes made over the first several decades of the twentieth century. Schools 
built early in the period visually represented the transition between one-room schoolhouses and graded 
classes, and some of these schools did not comply with new fire-safety standards. The Chapman School 
in Westbrook is an example. Constructed of wood in 1904, it did not meet the fire-safety requirements 
enacted after the Collinwood School fire in 1908. The school had three classrooms, all on the first floor. 
One housed grades one through three, another housed grades four and five, and the third housed the upper 
grades (Brooks 1974:10). The principal’s office also was on the first floor. The limited recreational 
facilities were segregated by gender: The boys’ yard had an “ample playground,” while the girls’ yard 
was smaller (Brooks 1974:10). Students walked or rode bicycles to school. Dining facilities were not 
provided; students living one mile or more from school brought their lunches (Brooks 1974:11). 
 
Schools constructed in the 1910s and 1920s began to incorporate more fully the qualities that would 
become characteristic of Progressive Era reform. These included two-story buildings with graded 
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classrooms and masonry construction. Ornamentation, if present, was restricted to building entrances. 
Building scale generally was more monumental than later schools. Play equipment was not universal, 
though baseball, volleyball, and basketball courts sometimes were provided (State Board of Education 
n.d.). These neighborhood institutions typically were designed to serve students living within a one-mile 
radius of the school. School type (elementary, junior high, high school, or vocational school) was not 
always expressed on a building’s exterior; elementary schools constructed in the 1920s may have had 
similar appearances to high schools built in the same period. Likewise, numbers of classrooms and the 
presence of special classrooms were not always expressed on the buildings’ exterior. Pine Manual 
Training School in Ansonia, constructed in 1921, is an example. This three-story masonry building was 
similar is scale and size to Danbury High School, which was completed in 1903 (figs. 5-11, 5-12). 
Branford’s Harbor Street School, constructed in 1924, is an example of a modestly scaled one-and-a-half-
story masonry school (fig. 5-13). 
 
Even elementary schools constructed in Waterbury, a city that successfully adhered to the reform 
standards, exhibited variety in design and program. Four elementary schools built from 1909 to 1919 
shared few exterior similarities, though all employed masonry construction. Three schools (Hopeville, 
Bunker Hill, and Anderson) occupied square footprints, while Sprague occupied an E-shaped plan. 
Exterior ornamentation generally incorporated Classical Revival Style detailing. The earliest school, the 
1905 Bunker Hill, had nine classrooms, while later elementary schools reflected reform efforts through 
the incorporation of more classrooms and amenities, most notably gymnasiums. Clues to the schools’ 
programs or amenities are not evident on building exteriors (fig. 5-14). Schools from the period in 
question identified through archival research are listed in Table 5-1. This list may serve as a starting point 
for future research. 
 
 
1930–40:  The Great Depression and Education Reform  
 
The Great Depression halted much of the progress in school construction made during the preceding 
decades. School districts nationally were forced to cancel classes; in some cases, they were forced to close 
schools. Connecticut met the challenges of the period with modifications to high school curricula and 
with allocations of funds for new school construction. 
 
Public Education at the National Level 
 
During the Progressive Era (1900–29), public education was made available to increasingly larger 
segments of the population. Schools were designed and built to serve a school-age population that 
continued to grow, and curricula were modified to respond to changing societal needs. During the 
Depression, however, efforts to improve public education were reduced, halted, or sometimes eliminated. 
As the Depression extended through the mid-1930s, teacher and administrator salaries froze or, in some 
cases, dropped to 1921 levels. Tax revenue fell, resulting in reduced funding for capital improvements. 
By 1934, capital expenditures had fallen to 1913 levels. The expansion that occurred in previous decades 
had been made possible through debt assumed by school districts. In the 1930s, school systems were 
forced to repay those debts. In general, funding for school programs was cut, and in extreme cases, school 
districts were forced to close schools (Baughman 2001). As more local districts became financially 
insolvent, many states offered grant programs for education to struggling school systems. State funding, 
which covered up to 30 percent of expenses for local school districts, doubled from 1930 to 1940. At the 
start of the Depression only seven states provided funding to local schools; by 1934, that number had 
increased to 18 (Baughman 2001). During the 1931–32 academic year, Connecticut provided two types of  
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Fig. 5-11. Pine Manual Training School, Ansonia (Source: Connecticut State Board of Education n.d.). 
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Fig. 5-12. Danbury High School (Source: Connecticut State Board of Education n.d.). 
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Fig. 5-13. Harbor Street School, Branford (Source: Connecticut State Board of Education n.d.). 
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Fig. V-14. Four Waterbury Elementary Schools (Source: Connecticut State Board of Education n.d.). 
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Table 5-1. Public Schools Built in Fairfield, New Haven, New London, and Middlesex Counties, 1900–29* 

Town County School Architect Construction Date 
Ansonia New Haven Lincoln School Unknown 1905 

Ansonia New Haven 
Kensington Grammar School, Grove Hill 
& Alling St. Kensington 

Unknown 1910 

Ansonia New Haven Pine Manual Training School Unknown 1921 
Ansonia New Haven Holbrook Street School Unknown 1905 
Ansonia New Haven John C. Mead School Unknown 1924 
Branford New Haven Harrison Street School Unknown 1918 
Branford New Haven Harbor Street School Unknown 1924 
Bridgeport Fairfield Black Rock School Unknown 1903 
Bridgeport Fairfield Central High School Unknown 1914 
Bridgeport Fairfield Bridgeport High School Unknown 1916 
Bridgeport Fairfield Warren Harding School Unknown 1924 
Chesire New Haven Humison School Unknown 1924 
Chester Middlesex Union School   1923 
Cromwell Middlesex North West School Unknown 1902 
Cromwell Middlesex Nathaniel White Unknown 1921 
Danbury Fairfield State Normal School Unknown 1903 
Danbury Fairfield Danbury High School Unknown 1903 
Danbury Fairfield Benjamin Franklin Grammar School Unknown 1914 

Danbury Fairfield 
unnamed high school at White St (part of 
Wesconn Campus) 

Unknown 1926 

Darien Fairfield Royle School Unknown 1918 
Darien Fairfield High School Unknown 1926 
Derby New Haven Lincoln School Unknown 1923 
Derby New Haven Nathan Hale Unknown 1923 
Derby New Haven High School Unknown 1925 
East Hampton Middlesex Center Grammar School Unknown 1913 
East Haven New Haven Highland School Unknown 1917; 1922 
East Haven New Haven Gerrish Avenue School Unknown 1921 
East Haven New Haven Momauguin School Unknown 1922 
East Haven New Haven Laurel Street School Unknown 1924 
East Haven New Haven Foxon School G.R. Quick 1929 

East Haven New Haven Grove J. Tuttle School 
Mr. Quick (New 
Haven) 

1929 

East Lyme 
New 
London 

Flanders Unknown 1915 

East Lyme 
New 
London 

Niantic School Unknown 1928 

Essex Middlesex Essex Grammar School Unknown 1910 
Essex Middlesex Centerbrook Grammar School Unknown 1924 
Fairfield Fairfield Lincoln School Unknown 1916 
Fairfield Fairfield Holland Hill Unknown 1917 
Fairfield Fairfield Nathan Hale Unknown 1918 
Fairfield Fairfield Pequot School Unknown 1918 
Fairfield Fairfield Rodger Ludlow High School Unknown ca. 1924 

Greenwich Fairfield 
Sound Beach (Old Greenwich Elementary) 
School 

Unknown 1902–25 

Greenwich Fairfield Mason Street Unknown 1905 
Greenwich Fairfield High School (later Mason School) Unknown 1906 
Greenwich Fairfield Cos Cob School Unknown 1914 

Greenwich Fairfield Glenville School** 
James Oscar Betelle of 
Guilbert & Betelle 

1920 

Greenwich Fairfield Byram School** Coffin & Coffin 1925 
Greenwich Fairfield Hamilton Avenue Unknown 1925 
Greenwich Fairfield North Mianus School Unknown 1925 
Greenwich Fairfield High School Unknown 1926 
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Town County School Architect Construction Date 

Groton 
New 
London 

Mystic Academy Unknown 1910; 1964 addition 

Groton 
New 
London 

Groton Heights School Unknown 1912; 1963 addition 

Groton 
New 
London 

East Point Elementary School Unknown 1919 

Groton 
New 
London 

Col. Ledyard School Unknown 1924 

Groton 
New 
London 

Pleasant Valley 
De Gauge (New 
London) 

1929 

Groton 
New 
London 

Fitch Junior High School Unknown 
1929; 1945 addition; 
1948 addition; 1956 

addition 
Guilford New Haven North Guilford School Unknown 1914 
Guilford New Haven Church Street School Unknown 1922 
Hamden New Haven State Street School Unknown 1914–19 
Hamden New Haven Putnam Avenue School J. Fred Kelly 1915; 1928 addition 
Hamden New Haven Centreville School Unknown 1917 
Hamden New Haven Newhall School Unknown 1917–23 
Hamden New Haven Pine Street School Unknown 1920 
Hamden New Haven Mt. Carmel Unknown 1922 
Hamden New Haven Spring Glen School Unknown 1924 
Hamden New Haven Helen Street Unknown 1927 

Lebanon 
New 
London 

Lyman Memorial High School Unknown 1921 

Ledyard 
New 
London 

Shewville School Unknown 1928 

Ledyard 
New 
London 

Gales Ferry School Unknown 1928 

Meriden New Haven 
West Grammar School (on West Main 
Street) 

Unknown 1907 

Meriden New Haven Senior High School (on 35 Pleasant Street) 
H. Wales Lines 
Company 

1913 

Meriden New Haven Jonathan Trumbull School Unknown 1924 
Meriden New Haven Jefferson Junior High School Unknown 1925 

Meriden New Haven 
Roger Sherman Annex (Pearl Street 
School) 

Lorenzo Hamilton 1929 

Meriden New Haven John Barry Annex Lorenzo Hamilton 1929 
Middlefield Middlesex Middlefield Public School O.C. Fitzsimmons 1926 
Middletown Middlesex Hubbard School Unknown 1908 
Middletown Middlesex Westfield School Unknown 1910 
Middletown Middlesex Long Hill School Unknown 1918; 1929 
Middletown Middlesex Farm Hill School Unknown 1926 
Middletown Middlesex Eckersley-Hall School Unknown 1928 
Milford New Haven Devon School Unknown 1907; 1913 addition  
Milford New Haven High School Unknown 1908 
Milford New Haven Walnut Beach School Unknown 1916-1922 
Milford New Haven Woodmont Unknown 1918-1926 
Milford New Haven Center Grammar School Unknown 1920 
Milford New Haven Fort Trumbull Unknown 1923 

Montville 
New 
London 

Saltonstall School Unknown 1903 

Montville 
New 
London 

Harbor School Unknown 1909 

Montville 
New 
London 

Uncasville School** 
Wilson Potter/H.R. 
Douglas 

1917-18; 1925 addition 

Montville 
New 
London 

Waller Unknown 1923 
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Town County School Architect Construction Date 

Montville 
New 
London 

Charles B. Jennings School Unknown 1925 

New Canaan Fairfield Center School Unknown 1909 
New Canaan Fairfield New Canaan High School Unknown 1927 
New Haven New Haven Worthington Hooker Unknown 1900 
New Haven New Haven Jessie I. Scranton Unknown 1903 
New Haven New Haven Scranton  Unknown 1906 
New Haven New Haven Kimberly Avenue School Unknown 1907 
New Haven New Haven Ivy Street School Unknown 1907 
New Haven New Haven Columbus School Unknown 1908 
New Haven New Haven Prince Street School Unknown 1909 
New Haven New Haven Edgewood School Unknown 1911 
New Haven New Haven Truman Street School Unknown 1911 
New Haven New Haven Clinton Avenue School Brown & VonBeren 1911 
New Haven New Haven Benjamin Jepson Unknown 1912 
New Haven New Haven Barnard School Unknown 1913 
New Haven New Haven Beecher School Unknown 1913; addition 1955 
New Haven New Haven Dante School Unknown 1914 
New Haven New Haven Strong School Brown & VonBeren 1915 
New Haven New Haven Woodward School Unknown 1917; 1926 addition 

New Haven New Haven Davis Street School Unknown 
1917; additions 1947, 

1951, and 1957 

New Haven New Haven 
Commercial High School (renamed  
Wilbur L. Cross) 

Unknown 1920 

New Haven New Haven 
Day-Prospect Hill School (Hopkins 
Grammar School) 

H. K. Murphy 1924 

New Haven New Haven Susan S. Sheridan School Unknown 1924 

New Haven New Haven Augustua Troup Junior High School 
Charles Scranton 
Palmer 

1925 with renovations 
in 1957 and 1968 

New Haven New Haven Trowbridge School Brown & VonBeren 1925 
  New Haven Nathan Hale Unknown 1925 
New Haven New Haven Baldwin School Unknown 1926 
New Haven New Haven Bassett Junior High School Unknown 1927 
New Haven New Haven Fair Haven Junior High Brown & VonBeren 1929 

New London 
New 
London 

New London Vocational School 
(Chapman Technical High School) 

Unknown 1906 

Newtown Fairfield Hawley School Unknown 1921 
North 
Branford 

New Haven Center School Unknown 1917 

North 
Branford 

New Haven William Douglas School Unknown 1924 

North 
Branford 

New Haven Jerome Harriosn School Unknown 1929 

North Haven New Haven Montowese School Unknown 1912; 1963 addition 
North Haven New Haven State Street Distrit No. 8 School Unknown 1912 
North Haven New Haven Center School Unknown 1925 
North 
Stonington 

New 
London 

Clarks Falls Unknown ca. 1904 

Norwalk Fairfield Jefferson School Unknown 1914 
Norwalk Fairfield Washington School Unknown 1914 
Norwalk Fairfield Lincoln School Unknown 1915 
Norwalk Fairfield Rodger Ludlow Junior High School Unknown 1923–24 

Norwich 
New 
London 

Elizabeth School Unknown 1922 

Norwich 
New 
London 

Bishop School Unknown 1925 

Norwich 
New 
London 

Samuel Huntington School Unknown 1928 
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Town County School Architect Construction Date 
Orange New Haven Orange School Unknown 1910 

Preston 
New 
London 

Poquetanuck School Unknown 1912; 1963 addition 

Shelton Fairfield Commodore Hull School Meloy & Beckwith 1907–08 
Stamford Fairfield Katherine T. Murphy (Cove Road) School Unknown 1900 
Stamford Fairfield Springdale Unknown 1904, 1908 1914 
Stamford Fairfield State Trade School unknown 1910 
Stamford Fairfield Wll Street (Weaver) School Unknown 1910 
Stamford Fairfield Hart School Unknown 1914 
Stamford Fairfield Rodgers School Unknown 1914 
Stamford Fairfield Rice School Unknown 1920 
Stamford Fairfield Julia A. Stark school Unknown 1925 
Stamford Fairfield Senior High school (on 35 Pleasant Street) Unknown 1927 

Stonington 
New 
London 

West Broad Street School Unknown 1900 

Stonington 
New 
London 

Broadway School Unknown 1909 

Waterbury New Haven Driggs school Unknown 1900 
Waterbury New Haven Walsh School Unknown 1901 
Waterbury New Haven Russell School Unknown 1902 
Waterbury New Haven Mulcahy School   1903 
Waterbury New Haven Bucks Hill school Unknown 1905 
Waterbury New Haven Bunker Hill School Unknown 1905 
Waterbury New Haven H.S. Chase School Unknown 1905 
Waterbury New Haven Abbott School Unknown 1912 

Waterbury New Haven Croft (Leavenworth High) School Unknown 
1905; 1915 addition; 

1919 addition 

Waterbury New Haven Solcum School Unknown 1913 
Waterbury New Haven Mary Abbott School Unknown 1913 
Waterbury New Haven Sprague School Unknown 1913 
Waterbury New Haven Begnal School Unknown 1917 
Waterbury New Haven Hopeville School Unknown 1917 
Waterbury New Haven Kingsbury  (Columbia) School Unknown 1917 
Waterbury New Haven Jordan School Unknown 1918 
Waterbury New Haven Quaker School Unknown 1918 

Waterbury New Haven 
Anderson School (Corner of Southmayd 
Rd) 

Joseph T. Smith 1919 

Waterbury New Haven Wilby High School** Louis A. Walsh 1920 
Waterbury New Haven East Farms Unknown 1923 
Waterbury New Haven Roosevelt School Unknown 1923 
Waterbury New Haven Cohanzie School Unknown 1923–24 
Waterbury New Haven Cronoke School Unknown 1924 
Waterbury New Haven B. W. Tinker School Unknown 1925 
Waterbury New Haven Wilson School Thomas Freney 1929 

Waterford 
New 
London 

Great Neck School Sellew & Towner 1929–30 

Westbrook Middlesex Chapman School Unknown 1904 
West Haven New Haven Washington Street School Foote & Townsend 1909 
West Haven New Haven Forest School Unknown 1912 
West Haven New Haven Noble School Roy W. Foote 1920 
West Haven New Haven First Avenue School Dwight Smith 1921 
West Haven New Haven Clarence A. Thompson School Roy W. Foote 1925 
West Haven New Haven Old West Haven High School** Roy W. Foote 1926–27; 1929 
West Haven New Haven Lincoln School Roy W. Foote 1928 
Westport Fairfield Greens Farms School** Charles Cutler 1925 
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grants: sympathy grants for aid to orphans of veterans and equalization grants, which were to be 
distributed among the poorest towns (State of Connecticut 1933:29). The federal government had limited 
success allocating school construction funds through the Work Progress Administration. An unlikely 
benefit of the Depression was the continued consolidation of schools and school districts in the 1930s 
(Baughman 2001). The consolidation of smaller school districts with larger ones became a goal of 
educators at the state level across the country. While the prosperity of the 1920s had discouraged 
comprehensive programs of school consolidation, financially strapped 1930s school districts seeking to 
reduce costs embraced its benefits. 
 
National Trends in School Design 
 
Despite the limitations imposed on schools by the Depression, innovations in school design continued to 
occur in the 1930s. National and international education reformers, including John Dewey and Italy’s 
Maria Montessori, joined forces with architects to develop new approaches to school design. Child-
centered learning became a focus of school reformers. Nationally known architects such as Alvar Aalto, 
Richard Neutra (Ralph Waldo Emmerson Middle School [1937], Los Angeles), and Eliel and Eero 
Saarinen (Crow Island School [1939], Winnetka, Illinois), responded to the challenge by designing 
schools that incorporated large quantities of light and air through the copious use of floor-to-ceiling 
windows that opened the classrooms to the outdoors (Baker 2012:8; Lamprecht 2015). 
 
Connecticut’s Education Policy in the Depression 
 
Connecticut continued to focus on improving student workforce readiness during the Depression. Unlike 
other states, state educators and policymakers continued to modernize the public school curriculum. The 
state undertook efforts to build schools, especially high schools. Connecticut’s high school enrollment 
increased as students stayed in school longer, owing to the scarcity of work. High schools were the focus 
of state efforts to provide improved educational opportunities. 
 
As the Depression persisted, state education officials recognized that relevant education and training were 
required to prepare students for the job market. Jobs were becoming more mechanized and industrialized, 
and consequently there “never will be again general employment for children under seventeen or eighteen 
years of age” (State of Connecticut 1933:20). State education professionals acknowledged that changing 
job conditions meant that many of the state’s students were ill prepared for evolving job markets. 
According to these officials, Connecticut high schools were providing the wrong type of education by 
emphasizing college preparation. This focus was seen as a detriment because the state was not able to 
provide an adequate education for 14- to 16-year-old students who would not be pursuing college degrees. 
Indeed, the state lagged behind the Western states, and except for Rhode Island, the New England states 
(State of Connecticut 1933:20). As state education officials bluntly stated,  

 
Connecticut’s low position in 1930, 40th among the states, is due to the narrowed high 
school ideal and to Connecticut’s hesitation to make full preparation for the needs of the 
children from the second generation homes…..There is going to be little employment for 
children before the eighteenth year. They and their parents desire educational 
opportunities and are unwilling that desultory work and years of idleness shall precede 
mature employment (State of Connecticut 1933:20). 

 
At the time, high schools prepared students for college or clerical work, while technical schools trained 
those going into skilled trades. However, many students would not be going to work in the job or 
profession for which they had been trained (State of Connecticut 1933:20). A certain degree of elitism 
colored official opinions regarding the benefits of education for select segments of the student population. 
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Some students were college material; others were not. These “ordinary boys and girls who will do the 
ordinary work and live the ordinary life of our state” should be the focus of curriculum changes (State of 
Connecticut 1933:20). Such “ordinary work” consisted of keeping house, serving in restaurants and 
stores, running automatic machines, driving trucks, and opening small stores and filling stations. School 
curricula required modification to reflect the fact that these jobs did not require either specialized 
education or vocational preparation (State of Connecticut 1933:20).  
 
To address the disparity between jobs and education, the Connecticut State Board of Education advocated 
for the creation of upper schools that had “adequate curricula so that these young people will have many 
and broad interests, social experiences, and some civic knowledge, all of which will lead to good 
citizenship and contented living” (State of Connecticut 1933:20). These schools would be developed side 
by side with the vocational and high schools. Teacher training and new programs and courses of study 
would be developed, along with “a general acceptance by all of the belief that the preparation of these 
pupils for ordinary life is most important” (State of Connecticut 1933:20). The changes could be 
accomplished within the existing school structure and courses and with adequately trained teachers; no 
new types of schools would be required.  
 
Growth in the state’s population by the early 1930s necessitated the building of new high schools. In 
somewhat of a departure from national trends, the General Assembly’s Committee on Education proposed 
legislation that mandated that: 

 
The State Board of Education shall prepare a plan or system under which high school 
facilities may be provided for small towns and shall report such plan or system to the 
Governor prior to the convening of the General Assembly at its January session, 1935 
(No. 374 Special Acts of 1933) (State of Connecticut 1934:13).  

 
The parents of schoolchildren pressured state officials to improve high school opportunities. Parents and 
educators recognized the growing importance high schools played in preparing students for the 
workforce. New schools, appropriate courses, better-trained teachers, and increased and equitable funding 
were demanded (State of Connecticut 1934:13). High school enrollment nationwide quadrupled from 
1900 to 1933, and it was expected to continue growing. State education officials did not attribute the 
growth in enrollment to the effects of the Depression or the increased World War II war efforts. Officials 
attributed higher rates of enrollment to the increased access to high schools and the availability of the 
additional educational opportunities the high schools provided. 
 
In 1933, the school-age population was 80,000 more than it was in 1918. Of the total, 50,000 were 
enrolled in high school. The social demands for increased education strained existing financing systems 
and education regulations. Consequently, the state legislature mandated the State Board of Education 
develop plans for new high schools, teacher preparedness, trade school creation, and financial support of 
the schools at the state level (State of Connecticut 1934:14). High schools and trade schools constructed 
during the period include the State Trade School in Meriden (1930), Hamden High School in Hamden 
(1935), and Hillhouse High School in New Haven (1936).  
 
In the 1930s, the state strove to equalize education between the large and small towns, particularly at the 
high school level. However, rural school districts faced unique challenges in ensuring students an 
adequate education. Towns without the population or financial means to construct a high school sent their 
high school students to larger jurisdictions, paying tuition to those jurisdictions for accepting the students. 
Small towns had many grievances regarding the cost of sending students out of their home districts. They 
said tuition rates were too high; that there was no legal restriction for tuition rates; that some small towns 
were paying more for high school than were larger towns; and that transportation costs were too high, 
among other complaints (State of Connecticut 1934:14). 
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To address the challenges facing rural schools, the State Board of Education advocated the development 
of regional schools with maximum local control (State of Connecticut 1934:16). Regional schools would 
be constructed for towns with 5,000 residents or fewer. A request for a regional school had to be made by 
two or more towns. School administration would be handled by a board of trustees composed of 
representatives from each town’s board of education within the district. The State Board of Education also 
proposed a more equitable policy for high school tuition to assist smaller, rural school districts. Such a 
proposal sought to eliminate the system whereby “high school education was purchased by other towns” 
(State of Connecticut 1934:17). The final component of the Board’s plan was to enact legislation 
compelling greater financial participation by the state. State aid would assist rural schools and seek to 
address the transportation problems facing rural school systems.  
 
Consolidation of rural schools continued through the decade. In 1935, however, there were still 300 one-
room schools in Connecticut. Replacement of these buildings was a priority of education officials because 
of safety and maintenance concerns. Not only were one- and two-room schools costly to maintain but 
frequently they also had inadequate lighting, ventilation, heating, water supplies, and toilet facilities 
(State of Connecticut 1935:64). 
  
State officials recognized that professional guidance was required to assist jurisdictions in the design and 
plan of new schools. In 1935, an architect was appointed as Supervisor of School Buildings, and a code 
for school building construction, or supplements, was under development. The State Board of Education 
recognized that most architects were not experienced with planning and developing schools, especially 
since schools required a 50-year life cycle and were subject to “rapidly changing school programs” (State 
of Connecticut 1935:87). Officials anticipated that the supplements would complement the existing 
building code. These documents would address planning and school equipment, with emphases on the 
cafeteria, equipment in elementary classrooms, the social studies workshops, and the general shop.  
 
Public Schools Constructed, 1930–40 
 
A limited number of schools constructed from 1930 to 1940 were identified during archival research and 
are presented in Table 5-2. It is likely that more schools were built than those identified; Table 5-2 is not 
meant to be comprehensive but rather serves as a starting point for research. These baseline data highlight 
the types of schools constructed during the period and their locations.   
 
  

Table 5-2. Public Schools Built in Fairfield, New Haven, New London, and Middlesex Counties, 1930–40* 

Town County School Architect Construction Date 
East Hampton Middlesex Middle Haddam Haines & Mason 1931 
Hamden New Haven Hamden High School Roy Foote 1935 
Meriden New Haven State Trade School Lorenzo Hamilton 1930 
Meriden New Haven Connecticut School for Boys Unknown 1931 
Meriden New Haven Hanover School Unknown 1934 
Middlebury New Haven Center School Unknown 1932 

Middletown Middlesex 
Woodrow Wilson High 
School** 

Towner & Sellew Associates 1931; addition 1938 

New Haven New Haven Hillhouse High David Hornwitz 1936 
Norwalk Fairfield Fitch School (new) Unknown 1930 
Norwalk Fairfield Franklin Junior High School Unknown 1930 
Portland Middlesex Portland High School (New) Unknown 1932 
Stamford Fairfield Franklin School Unknown 1930 
Westbrook Middlesex Mulvey School Langdon & Palmer 1933 
West Haven New Haven Forest Street Annex Unknown 1933 
West Haven New Haven Edgar C. Stiles School Roy W. Foote 1930 
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1941-45: World War II 
 
The purpose and benefits of public education shifted profoundly during the Second World War. Public 
education, historically seen as a route for promoting good citizenship, took on an even greater role of 
promoting appropriate civic responsibility and in developing “good” Americans. Citizenship, promoted 
through the public school system, was seen as a component of the national defense program.  
 
Education Policy at the National Level  
 
As the United States prepared to enter World War II, education professionals and the public questioned 
whether public schools should continue the traditional curriculum or whether they should adopt courses of 
study in technical subjects that would be required during and after the war (Kandel 1948:4). Despite 
legislation encouraging technical and vocational education, many military draftees and war workers were 
inadequately prepared in math, foreign languages, and the sciences (Kandel 1948:5). Even as public 
school systems struggled with wartime preparedness, they also faced a severe teacher shortage as many 
teachers left to join the war effort and teachers colleges experienced a dramatic drop in enrollment 
(Kandel 1948:7). Select high school subjects were abandoned because of a lack of qualified teachers. 
Schools closed or adopted short-term schedules. 
 
National organizations and federal agencies took on the responsibility of “promoting education for 
national defense, which before the country was drawn into the war meant education to strengthen the 
foundations of democracy and after Pearl Harbor meant the utilization of the country’s educational 
resources to promote the war effort” (Kandel 1948:12). These organizations included the Educational 
Policies Commission (for elementary and secondary education), the American Council on Education (for 
higher education), and the U.S. Office of Education. These organizations and educators produced a 
number of publications promoting democracy. Public school education was seen as the tool to achieve 
that goal. The Educational Policies Commission publication, What Schools Should Teach in Wartime, 
identified goals for each level of education (Educational Policies Commission [EPC] 1943).  
 
The chapter “Conversion of the Secondary School” presented an outline for wartime education, with the 
expectation that such efforts would halt after the war. The guidance provided was extensive and covered a 
broad range of topics for how public schools could prepare students for the war effort. These topics 
included improving vocational and technical training programs, math, and sciences courses; pre-induction 
training; occupational guidance and counseling; foreign languages; health and physical education; home 
economics; and the arts (EPC 1943:8-21). Connecticut education officials modified school curricula to 
address these concerns. The war highlighted the widening gulf in secondary education between academic 
and vocational education (Kandel 1948:78). The Army and Navy encouraged more vocational training to 
meet military needs. Vocational schools, in addition to providing such training to students, also were 
repurposed to “meet emergency defense and war production training needs” (Kandel 1948:28).  
 
The war revealed that despite progress in public education, a large percentage of Americans were 
illiterate. The percentage of citizens with fewer than four years of schooling was as high as 25 percent in 
the East South Central states; New England’s rate was 10.3 percent. With so many draftees with limited 
education, the Army was compelled to provide basic literary training for those soldiers (Kandel 1948:42). 
A major reason for the discrepancies, according to some education professionals, was the lack of national 
standards at the high school level (Kandel 1948:101). Poor physical fitness was a second deficiency 
exposed by the war. In a report prepared by the chief of the medical division of the Selective Service 
Program, the Army acknowledged that “one million out of two million registrants were rejected on 
account of physical deficiencies” (Kandel 1948:43). The Army urged the establishment of physical fitness 
programs in the schools. It was not the only agency to call on the development of better physical 
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education programs. In 1944, the American Medical Association recommended the implementation of a 
health and physical fitness program in all schools.  
 
Many teachers left for military service or to work in war-related industries, creating a severe teacher 
shortage, particularly in rural areas (Kandel 1948:62). Many school districts lowered their qualification 
standards, rehired female teachers who had left the profession due to marriage, and hired substitute 
instructors. The teacher shortage was so acute that it was anticipated that it would take ten years to make 
up the deficiency (Kandel 1948:63). The federal government attempted to provide funding to alleviate 
overcrowding caused by the shortage. Congress appropriated funds to the U.S. Office of Education to 
provide training and education to national defense workers. The funds were to be allocated to vocational 
courses and short-term college courses in engineering and sciences (Kandel 1948:68). Fears about the 
federal government taking over local education decisions prohibited Congress from enacting legislation 
that would provide funding to help equalize inequalities in education that resulted from the Depression 
and war (Kandel 1948:69). These concerns were acute in the Southern states, where legislators and 
educators thought the federal government would compel school integration. 
 
School construction almost came to a halt during the war. The federal government, through the War 
Housing Act of 1940, commonly known as the Lanham Act, provided funding to build 1,131 schools 
nationwide (Huddle 1945). Ten percent of Lanham Act schools were constructed of temporary materials 
and were not expected to be in service after the war emergency concluded (Huddle 1945). School systems 
across the country were plagued by increased enrollment, teacher shortages, and too few schools.  
 
Public Education Policy in Connecticut  
 
School curricula changed during the war years as state education officials focused on war preparedness 
and military victory. The State Board of Education identified two roles education played in the national 
defense program and the achievement of the above-stated goals: the development of a statewide 
citizenship program for children, adults, and “aliens” and the development of an adequate program for 
health education (State Board of Education [CBE] 1941:5).  
 
The State Board of Education developed the curriculum for training initiatives that would provide 
unemployed adults aged 17 to 25 the training needed to obtain jobs that would help the war effort (CBE 
1941:3). The federal government provided some assistance to achieve that goal. Congress allocated 
funding to the federal Office of Education to develop a defense training program, and Connecticut 
received approximately $1 million from July 1, 1940, to June 30, 1941. Some 10,000 Connecticut 
students were trained, and some 5,000 were provided supplementary courses (CBE 1941:3). Since the 
State Board of Education did not approve military training at the high school level, the Board developed 
an alternative training program consisting of: 
 

 Vocational Training for Youth. The Board supported vocational training because such training 
could be applied to the defense effort and to the civilian market after the war. 

 Strong Health Program for Children. The development of exercise and healthy eating programs 
was deemed important by state officials.  

 Youth Training during Summer Vacations to foster “Constructive American citizenship” during 
the three summer vacation months. That training program was separate from the regular school 
system (CBE 1941:4). 
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Public Schools Constructed, 1941–45 
 
Only two schools constructed from 1941 to 1945 were identified during archival research: the 1944 
Pleasant Valley Elementary School and the 1945 Fort Hill Elementary School, both in Groton. It is likely 
that these schools were built to serve children of military personnel and defense workers at the nearby 
naval base. The seven-room Pleasant Valley Elementary School was constructed of wood, likely in 
anticipation that it would not be needed after the war. Additional archival research may yield information 
on other schools constructed from 1941 to 1945.  
 
 
1946–70: The Postwar Era and the Cold War 
 
Policy leaders at the state and national levels struggled with the adjustment from a wartime environment 
to peacetime conditions. Schools, neglected during years of austerity caused by the Depression and World 
War II, were overcrowded and antiquated. In addition, the war highlighted deficiencies in critical 
subjects, and education professionals promoted policies to move education in new directions.  
 
Education Policy at the National Level 
 
Education experts and government leaders recognized that public school enrollment would increase after 
the war as the country demobilized. Veterans, many of whom dropped out of school to join the military, 
were expected to return to school, and an increased birthrate was anticipated after the war, placing 
additional strains on public schools nationwide. Child labor laws that had been relaxed during the war 
were restored shortly after Japan surrendered to the Allied forces (Huddle 1945). Because of the 
nationwide teacher shortage, school systems across the country were ill equipped to handle increased 
enrollment. The federal government enacted legislation that provided funding for organizing training 
programs and for hiring teachers in the decades after the war. The federal government’s role in education 
expanded in the 1950s. The Cold War and fears that the Soviet Union had scientific and technological 
advantages over the United States prompted Congress to take action. The Soviet launch of the Sputnik 
satellite spurred Congress to enact the National Defense Education Act in 1958, which provided funding 
for equipment and materials to improve science education. This legislation also provided an incentive for 
college students to enter the teaching profession by forgiving half of their student loans (Ciment 
2006:428). Under President Lyndon Johnson, Congress subsequently enacted the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act of 1965, which offered grants and aid to states to improve educational 
opportunities for low-income families. Federal involvement in public education culminated with the 
creation of the Department of Education in 1979 under President Jimmy Carter (Ciment 2006:428, 429). 
 
National Trends in School Design 
 
The postwar school construction boom resulted in schools that eschewed earlier architectural stylistic 
trends in favor of modern approaches to school design. Many schools had flat roofs and incorporated vast 
amounts of glass or metal-and-glass wall systems; ribbon widows were particularly popular (Baker 
2012:11; Ogata 2008:568). Many schools also adopted the “finger plan,” whereby classrooms extended 
from long corridors. This plan maximized fresh air and light, while providing direct access to the outdoors 
(Baker 2012:11). Architects discouraged the construction of multi-story schools, owing to difficulties 
with evacuation during emergencies (Baker 2012:12). 
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Population Growth and Education Policy in Connecticut 
 
Like other states, Connecticut felt the results of the postwar baby boom, including the strain put on its 
public school system. As the student population continued to rise, the shortage of teachers continued. 
Connecticut’s teachers colleges continued to provide the pool for elementary school teachers, but they 
were not graduating sufficient numbers to staff the rapidly growing numbers of schools. Two towns in 
Connecticut, Bridgeport and Groton, illustrate the challenges posed by increasing population on the 
public school system during the postwar years.  
 
The school-age population in the Greater Bridgeport Region (GBR), which included Bridgeport, Easton, 
Fairfield, Monroe, Stratford, and Trumbull, increased twice as rapidly as the total population in the 
region’s towns after World War II (Greater Bridgeport Regional Planning Agency [GBRPA] n.d.:17). The 
region’s population increased 17.7 percent from 1950 to 1960, while Bridgeport’s population decreased 
by 2 percent during the same period. But the school-age population increased 57.1 percent and 29.2 
percent in the region and Bridgeport, respectively (GBRPA n.d.:17). Planning officials anticipated that 
Bridgeport would need an additional 25.1 elementary schools, 2.3 intermediate schools, and 2.7 high 
schools to meet projected enrollment for 1960 (GBRPA n.d.:30). The projected need for 1970 was 28 
elementary schools and 2.9 intermediate and 3.2 high schools (GBRPA n.d.:32).  
 
Groton’s population was expected to grow at a higher rate than the national average from 1960 to 1980 
(Chapman 1968:21). The town had land to grow, unlike many other shoreline towns. The Groton public 
school system was unique among other communities in Connecticut because of its large military 
population; 40 percent students’ parents were in the armed forces (Chapman 1968:1). Consequently, the 
school system’s population was highly transient. Pleasant Valley School, for example, routinely 
experienced 300 transfers a year (Chapman 1968:1). Only 20 percent of students were from families of 
longtime Groton residents. Less than 7 percent of students were African American. An overwhelming 
percentage of students in the Groton public school system were in elementary school, with 67 percent of 
students in grades K–6, 19 percent in grades 7–9, and 14 percent in grades 9–12 (Chapman 1968:1). 
These enrollment levels were atypical for Connecticut, and were attributed to the high number of students 
with parents in the military (Chapman 1968:1-2). Anticipated population growth from 1967 to 1980 was 
estimated to require the construction of 50 classrooms to accommodate the 1,300-student increase. That 
increase was less dramatic than what had occurred in the previous twelve years, when more than 200 
classrooms were constructed (Chapman 1968:31). Nevertheless, population shifts within the town and the 
increase in the military population put strains on select schools. The need for new high schools became 
particularly acute in smaller towns that sent their students to neighboring towns because the receiving 
towns faced their own exploding student populations. Smaller towns were confronted with a difficult 
choice with financial repercussions. They could coordinate with adjacent towns to form a regional school 
district or they could construct their own secondary schools (CBE 1953:4).  
 
The number of one-room schoolhouses continued to decline during the immediate postwar years. One-
room schools remaining in the four coastal counties during the 1948-49 academic year were located in 
Danbury, New Canaan, and Bethel in Fairfield County; Beacon Falls, Hamden, and Branford in New 
Haven County; and Colchester, Groton, North Stonington, Franklin, and Sprague in New London County 
(Commissioner of Education 1949:50). In total, seventy-two one-room schoolhouses remained throughout 
Connecticut, a significant decrease from 653 such schools in 1921. Yet every town, with the exception of 
Darien, Westport, and Bridgeport in Fairfield County; West Haven, New Haven, Ansonia, and Derby in 
New Haven County; Cromwell, Chester, Saybrook, Essex, and Old Saybrook in Middlesex County; and 
Sprague and New London in New London County, retained one-room schools (Commissioner of 
Education 1949:51).  
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During the immediate postwar years, state education officials began efforts to correct the austerity 
measures imposed during the war years. The  Department of Education developed a plan for curriculum 
and school restructuring reforms in the postwar era. Those efforts were designed to make Connecticut’s 
students more competitive in a work environment that was becoming increasingly technical. Additional 
emphasis was placed on the sciences, math, and foreign languages.  
 
Towns such as Groton embraced the reforms advocated by the Connecticut Department of Education. The 
Groton public school system’s K–8 elementary school program sought to “inculcate attitudes of 
patriotism (through the social studies), desire for further education as the road to personal aggrandizement 
and/or public service, the worth of the person regardless of origin, race, religion” through a curriculum 
that developed basic writing, listening, spelling, math, and science skills (Chapman 1968:15). Health and 
physical education instruction also were provided. The Groton public school system provided 
opportunities for handicapped students as well as those with emotional or psychological issues.  
 
The junior high school program expanded the basic skills acquired during the elementary school years to 
include foreign language, industrial arts, and home economics instruction. Physical education and 
extracurricular activities also were developed. Three educational tracks were presented at the high school 
level: college preparatory, business, and general (Chapman 1968:16). Students who pursued the business 
and general education tracks terminated their formal education upon graduation. The school system began 
offering more vocational training to supplement the general curriculum (Chapman 1968:16). Because of a 
lack of facilities and staff, physical education was offered to high school sophomores only (Chapman 
1968:17). Boys’ athletic opportunities include interscholastic baseball, basketball, track, golf, football, 
and swimming, among others. Girls were limited to “play days” resulting from a “twenty-year de-
emphasis upon girls’ interscholastics by physical education specialists” (Chapman 1968:17). 
 
In practical terms and because of the increase in the student population at the elementary school level, the 
Groton public school system had to realign school organization to meet unequal distributions of pupils 
among elementary, junior high, and high schools. Changes in school organization affected school 
construction in Groton during the postwar years. Prior to World War II, most schools were organized in 
the 8-4 system (grades K–8 and 9–12). After World War II, Groton schools were changed to a 6-3-3 
system to adjust for increased postwar enrollment at the secondary level (Chapman 1969:3). For 
economic reasons, existing high schools were converted into intermediate schools for grades 7, 8, and 9, 
and a new high school was constructed for grades 10 through 12 (Chapman 1969:3). Adoption of a 5-3-4 
system was not feasible for Groton because sixth-grade enrollment was so much higher than ninth-grade 
enrollment. Accommodation of sixth-grade students under a 5-3-4 program would have required 
construction of major additions to junior and senior high schools (Chapman 1969:14). By the late 1960s, 
the schools had evolved into the 4-4-4 system in response to problems associated with segregation before 
the seventh grade. 
 
Even while implementing reform changes, other, more radical reforms were evaluated. A novel proposal 
presented in a 1968 analysis of the Groton public school system recommended the elimination of the K–
12 grade system to enable children to learn at their own pace through the creation of individualized 
instruction (Chapman 1968:38–42). 
 
School Desegregation in Connecticut 
 
Connecticut historically has had a relatively small minority population, concentrated principally in largest 
cities, Hartford and New Haven, both of which had 15 percent minority residents in 1960 (Connecticut 
Commission on Civil Rights [CCCR] 1958). The state did not have the same level of racial tension other 
parts of the country experienced following the Supreme Court’s 1954 Brown vs. the Board of Education 
decision that separate but equal educational facilities were unconstitutional. But racial imbalances 
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persisted in Connecticut’s urban schools: One school in New Haven had a 90 percent African American 
enrollment rate (CCCR 1958). Housing segregation and “the fragmentation of metropolitan areas with 
small pre-automobile central cities separated from a myriad of small communities and school districts” 
resulted in disproportionate representation of minority populations in urban settings (Orfield and Ee 
2015:20). Minorities represented a significant share of the public school population in those areas. 
Connecticut’s minority population increased during World War II as African American workers were 
drawn to the state’s manufacturing jobs (Orfield and Ee 2015:21). The state’s African American 
population steadily increased from the 1940 to the 1960s, with the population up by 1.9 percent (32,992) 
in 1940, 2.7 percent (53,472) in 1950, to 4.4 percent (107,450) in 1960 (CCCR 1963). 
 
The Brown vs. Board of Education decision appeared to have little initial effect on Connecticut’s school 
systems in terms of parents removing students from desegregated schools and enrolling them in private 
schools. Some researchers attributed that to the large number of private academies and parochial schools 
(Orfield and Ee 2015:24). The most noteworthy opposition to integration occurred in Hartford, where 
residents opposed to busing held protests. The coastal counties, with the exception of New Haven, did not 
experience the racial tension that occurred in Hartford, probably because these counties remained 
predominantly white. The African American population totaled 33,614 (5.1 percent) residents in Fairfield 
County; 1,865 (2.1 percent) in Middlesex County; 34,122 (5.2 percent) in New Haven County; and 4,566 
(2.5 percent) in New London County (Historical Census Browser [HCB] 2004). Bridgeport and New 
Haven had the largest non-white populations in the coastal counties. Bridgeport’s population totaled 
141,183 white residents and 15,565 non-white residents. (The 1960 census did not define the non-white 
population.) (Brunsman 1961:8-36). The racial composition of New Haven was 129,383 white residents, 
compared with 10,927 non-white residents in 1960 (Brunsman 1961:8-41). Although Bridgeport had a 
larger non-white population, its black population was more integrated than the other racially diverse cities 
of similar size in Connecticut—Hartford, New Haven, and Waterbury (Allen et al. 1968:3). In 1966 “only 
19 percent of Negroes lived in predominantly Negro blocks, compared with two thirds of those in 
Hartford” (Allen et al. 1968:3). Segregation also was less pronounced in New Haven than in Hartford 
(Allen et al. 1968:3). Racial segregation in Connecticut’s schools was more a factor of de facto residential 
segregation rather than the de jure segregation of the South. 
 
In New Haven, with its large minority population, a group of concerned citizens formed Help Our Public 
Education (HOPE) to develop recommendations for desegregation initiatives. Busing was undertaken in 
an attempt to prevent racial violence like the kind that was sweeping across the country in the early and 
mid-1960s (Help Our Public Education [HOPE] 1965:7). Busing was implemented, in part, because the 
New Haven Board of Education adopted a new restructuring system. For the 1967–68 academic year, the 
city school system switched to a K-4-4-4 plan (kindergarten through fourth grades of elementary school, 
fifth through eighth grades of intermediate school, and ninth through twelfth grades of high school). 
Busing was expected to continue for at least two years because the number of new junior high schools 
that would be required to meet the K-4-4-4 plan could not be constructed (HOPE 1965:8). Early analysis 
suggested that busing was effective in raising the educational standards of New Haven’s African-
American student population. However, the overall program met continued resistance from certain 
teachers, principals, and parents. Teachers who were unwilling to support integration by busing were 
transferred to other positions or were reassigned (HOPE 1965:15). The strongest opposition to busing 
generally occurred when white students were bused to predominantly African American schools, rather 
than when black students were bused to predominantly white schools (HOPE 1965:15).  
 
HOPE’s official policy regarding segregation stated, “Any school which is integrated must be integrated 
as closely as possible to the actual percentage of the total school population—that is, 61 percent white and 
39 percent non-white.” Further, “Any proposal to alleviate imbalance must not isolate one school or place 
the burden of school integration on one or two specific neighborhoods” (HOPE 1965:16). The registered 
school-age population for the 1965 academic school year totaled 20,486 pupils with an estimated 42 
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percent, 40 percent, and 22 percent registration rates for African-American students at the elementary, 
junior high, and high school levels. The percentage of African American students in the New Haven 
public school system was estimated at 37 percent for the 1965 academic year (HOPE 1965:42). 
According to HOPE, racially diverse New Haven school districts, such as the one served by Troup Junior 
High School, for example, should remain so. HOPE strongly criticized New Haven’s suburban 
jurisdictions for enacting and enforcing housing and zoning policies that promoted racial segregation. As 
the authors of the report stated, “As long as suburban residents continue to support this system of 
segregation, either actively or by doing nothing to end it, they share the guilt and responsibility for the 
social ills that afflict the slums of New Haven” (emphasis in the original) (HOPE 1965:35).  
 
Waterbury also addressed racial tensions in the 1960s, despite its relatively small minority population. In 
1960, African Americans and Puerto Ricans represented 6.62 percent and 0.96 percent of the population, 
respectively (The Educational Resources and Development Center 1967:3). Yet African Americans made 
up 17.3 percent and Puerto Ricans 3.9 percent of the Waterbury public school student enrollment 
(Educational Resources and Development Center 1967:4). Like New Haven, Waterbury suffered from de 
facto segregation, since segregated housing resulted in concentrated pockets of minorities. The residents 
of the city’s minority neighborhoods had lower incomes and educational attainment levels than the greater 
population (Educational Resources and Development Center 1967:3). However, Waterbury, unlike other 
manufacturing cities, did not experience large-scale abandonment of the white middle-class population 
for the suburbs.  
 
In fact, Waterbury’s three high schools were well integrated. The white student body represented 85.6 
percent to 89.7 percent of the high school population. African American enrollment ranged from 8.7 
percent to 12.8 percent, and Spanish-speaking students made up 1 percent of the population in each high 
school (Educational Resources and Development Center 1967:99). As the racial and ethnic breakdown of 
the following schools illustrates, racial imbalance occurred at the elementary-school level: Bishop, 85.1 
percent African American; Maloney, 51.3 percent Puerto Rican; Walsh, 68.8 percent African American; 
Wilson, 89.6 percent African American; and Gilmartin and Carrington, 100 percent white (Educational 
Resources and Development Center 1967:99–100). Educational leaders stressed the need for integrating 
the town’s elementary schools. 
 
In the 1970s, the racial composition of many of Connecticut’s schools continued to reflect de facto 
segregation, owing to neighborhood residential patterns in Connecticut’s cities and suburbs (Hadden and 
Werling 1975:14). In its 1966 annual report, the state Commission on Civil Rights stated that it had 
adopted a school desegregation policy that encouraged a leadership role for and requested assistance from 
the State Board of Education to provide assistance to local boards of education to help address racial 
imbalances (CCCR 1966:6). The Commission specifically acknowledged de facto segregation as a 
primary contributor to segregated schools. In addition to the recommendations proposed by educators, the 
state legislature tried to address racial inequality in the state’s public school system. The General 
Assembly enacted Public Act 773, An Act Concerning Racial Imbalance in the Public Schools during the 
1969–70 academic year. The legislation required local school boards to report the number of minority 
students enrolled in public school systems, and it mandated the state Board of Education to notify local 
school boards of racial imbalances. Boards notified of imbalances were required to submit plans for their 
remediation (Board of Education 1971). 
 
Construction Guidance and Policy 
 
Connecticut focused its postwar efforts on school construction, modernization, and consolidation. In 
1947, the Department of Education estimated that some $70 million would be required for school 
construction and repairs. (Connecticut Department of Education [CDE] 1947:5). The department urged 
modification to legislation to include provisions for consolidation of elementary schools, and encouraged 
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the construction of regional high schools. State aid would be provided to those towns unable to construct 
central schools from their own funding sources.  
 
In the summer of 1948, the State Department of Education, with the assistance of the Connecticut 
Association of Public School Superintendents, conducted a statewide survey to identify school building 
needs (Commissioner of Education 1949:45). A total of 850 schools, 72 of them one-room schoolhouses, 
were in use during the 1948–49 academic year (Commissioner of Education 1949:45). One-room schools 
in Windsor, Ellington, Avon, Bolton, Coventry, Hebron, and Woodstock were scheduled for replacement. 
By 1948, 173 multi-room school buildings constructed before 1891 were deemed obsolete or obsolescent 
(Commissioner of Education 1949:45). The Commissioner also advocated adoption of a plan that would 
allow towns too small to finance construction on their own to pay 2 percent or 3 percent per year for a 
specific period to finance school construction. 
 
Severe overcrowding of the state’s schools was a concern. As reported in 1949, overcrowding “represents 
thirty-six percent of the elementary schools in 162 towns” (Commissioner of Education 1949:46). But 
reductions in class size would require construction of an additional 454 classrooms (Commissioner of 
Education 1949:46). The shortage of schools across the state placed extreme hardships on some local 
schools. Schools operated on two-, three-, and in one case, four-shift bases (Commissioner of Education 
1949:47). As a result, kindergartens were repurposed for the education of higher grades, formerly closed 
schools were reopened, and other buildings were converted to educational uses. In extreme cases, students 
attended classes in basement storage facilities (Commissioner of Education 1949:47).  
 
The General Assembly enacted Public Act No. 6 (H.B. 116) in November 1949 to allow municipalities to 
apply for state funds to assist with school construction. Any town or regional school district that began 
construction from July 1, 1945, to December 1, 1949, or that would begin construction from December 1, 
1949, to June 30, 1959, was eligible to apply for state grants (Public School Building Commission 
[PSBC] 1950:5). Town selectmen or chief executives (in the case of local boards of education) were 
required to apply for the grants (PSBC 1950:5). The state issued a number of documents to assist school 
districts with meeting the challenges of school construction. Public School Building Guide Including 
Standards for Approval was an update of the out-of-print and outdated Connecticut school building code. 
The earlier code was nationally recognized as a model building code for school construction 
(Commissioner of Education 1950:25). A second publication, Connecticut Schools Today, was an 
illustrated guide to school construction designed to “illustrate certain changes occurring in construction 
material, form, color, lighting, equipment, and flexibility of use of schools” (Commissioner of Education 
1950:25). The state’s Public School Building Commission also issued guidance on the design of schools 
in Suggestions to Communities Planning School Building Projects. Schools had to meet national and state 
standards based on the type of school under consideration (elementary, junior, or high school). 
Elementary schools were required to have a minimum of 5 acres and an additional acre for each 100 
students. The minimum amount of land required for high school construction increased to 10 acres, with 
an additional acre for each 100 students (PSBC 1950:9–10).  
 
Some school systems struggled to meet the minimum site requirements mandated by the state. Of the 
twenty-six elementary schools in Waterbury, two met the state Department of Education’s minimum site 
requirement of 5 acres plus one acre per 100 students (Educational Resources Center 1967:158). 
However, the median acreage for twenty-four elementary schools was 1.56 acres (Educational Resources 
Center 1967:158, 161). None of the three high schools met the minimum site requirements of 10 acres 
plus 1 acre for each 100 students: Crosby occupied a site of less than an acre, Wilby occupied a two-acre 
site, and Kennedy occupied a twelve-acre site (Educational Resources Center 1967:161). To bring the 
schools into compliance, Crosby would have had to have been constructed on a 26-acre site, Wilby on a 
25-acre site, and Kennedy on a 27-acre site (Educational Resources Center 1967:161).  
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State education officials encouraged school districts to adopt current design trends in school construction. 
Such trends included single-story construction with flat roofs and limited ornamentation; no or limited 
excavation (for heating plant); larger and square-shaped classrooms; bilateral and fluorescent lighting; 
acoustical ceiling tiles; lower ceilings; narrower corridors; self-contained classrooms with bathrooms, 
wardrobes, and direct exterior access; design for community use; “complete school lunch unit;” multi-use 
rooms to accommodate a gymnasium, assembly room, and lunchroom; and less heavy construction 
(Commissioner of Education 1949:54–55). At the same time, professionals were moving toward larger 
school sites to accommodate outdoor recreation, physical education, and science instruction 
(Commissioner of Education 1949:55). Examples of Connecticut schools constructed in accordance with 
these design guidelines included Wallingford’s Moses Yale Beach Elementary School, Norwalk’s Fillow 
Street Elementary School, Fitch Junior High School in Groton, Hamden’s Junior High School, and 
Milford’s High School.  
 
As the number of schools approved and planned for construction continued to grow, state officials 
recognized the need to streamline the review and approval process. The State Board of Education 
developed standards for school construction for use by the Department of Education when reviewing local 
preliminary and final plans (CBE 1960:8). Ultimately, the Board of Education issued “School Building 
Project Procedures, A Guide for the School Building Committee” on July 1, 1960 (CBE 1960:8). 
 
School construction continued into the 1960s. During the 1963–64 academic year, 1,103 classrooms were 
approved for approximately 30,500 students. The number of classrooms approved for the 1963–64 year 
represented a dramatic increase over such approvals for the previous two years: 901 and 976 for 1961–62 
and 1962–64, respectively (CBE 1964:8). This level of growth was expected to continue. Indeed, in 
1970–71, thirty schools were constructed in the state (CBE 1971:2).  
 
Public School Funding in Connecticut 
 
The mechanism for funding public school construction changed during this period. At the end of the 
nineteenth century, the state created a School Fund to provide towns with financial assistance for the 
education of its residents. The next major change in state-level education occurred in 1945, when the state 
increased its annual grants to towns with populations of 25,000 or less to $10 per pupil. Larger towns 
received $5 per pupil (CDE 1947:76). Two years later the state legislature modified the school funding 
formula. The formula, which was based on population, become more complicated and included per pupil 
amounts for smaller towns and lump sums plus nominal per pupil sums for the larger towns (CDE 
1947:76). Local property taxes provided the balance of educational funding. 
 
In the late 1940s, the state Board of Education proposed two solutions to address school funding 
problems. A state aid program costing approximately $10 million was proposed in addition to the existing 
grant program for local school systems. An additional funding source for school maintenance and 
construction projects also was proposed (CBE 1947:4-5). The financial strain on municipalities was 
particularly acute because it occurred during a period of declining state contributions for education. From 
1948 to 1949 and 1951 to 1952, the percentage of state education expenditures fell from 21.1 percent to 
19.4 percent (CBE 1952:75). In 1949–50 the state’s financial contributions, which were in the form of 
grants, totaled 17.34 percent of school expenses in Bridgeport, 28.67 percent for Groton, 14.18 percent 
for Waterbury, and 36.46 percent for Westbrook (CBE 1952:76, 78). State grants were allocated among 
five categories: general aid, elementary school transportation, high school transportation, vocational 
school transportation, physically handicapped children, and adult education (CBE 1952:86). 
 
By the early 1960s, the state Board of Education again advocated for modification to the financing system 
to create a more equitable state aid formula (CBE 1964). Those efforts achieved a degree of success 
during the 1960–61 academic year, which the state legislature approved the largest funding package ever 
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awarded during a legislative session. The General Assembly also enacted legislation requiring the State 
Tax Commissioner to develop “an equalized grand list so that the Interim Legislative Committee on 
Education may prepare for consideration in 1963 a plan of aid related to the need and fiscal ability of the 
towns” (CBE 1964). The legislation was designed to provide the General Assembly with the means to 
make long-term decisions regarding the type of aid for each town. Additional legislation provided “state 
aid to towns for elementary school transportation costs on the same basis for all towns. The Act 
eliminates existing inequities due to the formula having been frozen at 1930 population figures” (CBE 
1964). The legislature also allocated funds for the construction of technical schools at Norwich and 
Waterbury (CBE 1964).  
 
Despite the state legislature’ actions in the early 1960s, insufficient funding continued to plague local 
boards of education. By the mid-1960s, Connecticut’s expenditures on public education was below the 
national average across a variety of metrics: 
 

 Connecticut ranked thirtieth in the average state share (n=39.9 percent) of school costs, providing 
34.4 percent of rising public school expenses; 

 Connecticut ranked forty-second in the share of personal income spent on education: 3.5 percent;  
 Connecticut ranked forty-fourth in per capita state funds spent on education: $52.46 compared 

with the national average of $75.29; 
 Connecticut ranked forty-ninth in the share of personal income spent by state and local 

governments for education (Chapman 1968:27–28). 
 
Inadequate state funding continued to place burdens on local governments. Per-pupil costs of education 
were anticipated to increase from 1966–67 and 1969–70 from $563 to $788 (Connecticut Conference of 
Mayors and Municipalities 1973:5). Local expenditures for education increased during the same period, 
up from $233,318,089 in 1966–67 to $350,427,655 in 1969–70 (Connecticut Conference of Mayors and 
Municipalities 1973:6). A decline in expenditures was not anticipated despite an expected decline in the 
school-age population in the 1970s. As a result, Connecticut’s local governments absorbed a greater 
percentage of the cost of education than municipalities in other states: 59.2 percent for Connecticut, 
versus a 52 percent national average for the 1967–68 school year (Connecticut Conference of Mayors and 
Municipalities 1973:8).  
 
Persistent underfunding resulted in additional action by the legislature. In 1969, the General Assembly 
enacted legislation modifying the school financing system. Public Act 751, An Act Concerning State 
Grants and Loans for School Building Project, was intended to provide towns with grants equaling half of 
construction costs and to provide a state loan plan for balances at an interest rate not to exceed 4 percent 
(CBE 1971). Those grants were not awarded until February 1970, owing to problems with the adoption 
and implementation of grant regulations. Local governments’ share of education expenses for the 1972–
73 academic year rose to 73.8 percent, compared with a 51.2 percent national average (Connecticut 
Conference of Mayors and Municipalities 1973:8). In 1967–68, the state’s share of education financial 
assistance was 35.1 percent, compared with a 40.3 percent national average. This figure declined to 23.1 
percent in 1972–73 in Connecticut, against a backdrop of a 41 percent national average (Connecticut 
Conference of Mayors and Municipalities 1973:9, 10). By 1973–74, the state provided less than a quarter 
of the cost of education, representing a 40.2 percent decline in public school funding from the 1967–68 to 
1973–74 academic years (Connecticut Conference of Mayors and Municipalities 1973:11). The 
Connecticut Conference of Mayors and Municipalities urged the appropriation of additional funding for 
vocational and special education as well as for construction costs and pupil transportation. 
 
As towns struggled to meet the financial demands of school construction, an analysis undertaken of the 
Waterbury public school system, Education for Waterbury. A Study Conducted for the Waterbury Board 
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of Education, determined the need for extensive replacement of school facilities (Educational Resources 
Development Center 1967:7). One of its recommendations was the construction of a centrally located 
“Education Center” to house all middle school and high school facilities. Creation of the Education 
Center would result in the closure of 11 elementary (K–8) schools and the reassignment of 4,000 pupils 
(Educational Resources Development Center 1967:9). In addition, the plan called for redistricting and re-
alignment of attendance areas to achieve racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic parity among students 
(Educational Resources Development Center 1967:9). At the high school level (9–12), Crosby, Croft, and 
Wilby high schools would be closed, and Kennedy High School would continue in operation. New 
elementary or “community” schools would be constructed outside the central city. An increase in the 
annual operation budget of more than $1 million for the school system would be required to implement 
the recommendations. This required a tax rate increase if additional state grant funds were not 
forthcoming (Educational Resources Development Center 1967:11–12). The report’s authors recognized 
that years of inadequate funding would make tax increases necessary.  
 
From Junior College to Community College 
 
Job training programs established during the Depression and after World War II in the Servicemen’s 
Readjustment Act of 1944, better known as the G.I. Bill, helped provide additional educational 
opportunities to larger segments of the population (American Association of Community Colleges 
[AACC] n.d.). Efforts to create a national system of community colleges began in 1948, when the Truman 
Commission—the President’s Committee on Education Beyond the High School—proposed “the creation 
of a network of public, community-based colleges to serve local needs” (AACC n.d.). The Commission 
helped pave the way for the national network of community colleges that emerged in the 1960s.  
 
The term “junior college” was in common use until World War II. The terminology evolved after World 
War II, when “junior college” referred to lower branches of private universities and to two-year church-
sponsored or privately sponsored institutions. “Community college” was applied to publicly supported 
institutions (Cohen and Brawer 2003:4). By the 1970s, “community college” defined all two-year 
institutions (Cohen and Brawer 2003:4). The federal government provided support for the expansion of 
community colleges in the 1960s. The Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963 provided funding to states 
for community, vocational, and junior colleges, and the Vocational Education Act of 1963 provided 
additional funds for vocational schools, specifically, and training programs (United States Congress 
[USC] 1963; Texas Education Agency [TEA] n.d). The number of community colleges grew because of 
the baby boom and federal funding. The dramatic growth in the post-secondary population that occurred 
in the postwar years fueled enrollment at community colleges (AACC n.d.). Connecticut received federal 
funding under Public Law 90-576 for vocational education services and programs. Under the legislation, 
the state received $4,190,721 in federal funding (CBE 1971). Fifteen vocational-technical schools 
operated in the state in 1970. 
 
Connecticut’s community colleges were established from 1961 to 1992. Six of the community colleges 
are located in the state’s coastal counties: Three Rivers Community College, Norwalk Community 
College, Housatonic Community College, Middlesex Community College, Gateway Community College, 
and Naugatuck Valley Community College.  
 
Public Schools Constructed, 1946–70 
 
After World War II, Connecticut, like other states, experienced an unprecedented boom in its school-age 
population. Municipalities in Fairfield, Middlesex, New Haven, and New London counties struggled to 
keep up with the demand for new schools. Unlike earlier periods, education reform during the postwar 
period was reflected in changing standards in school construction. While schools incorporated classrooms 
and special facilities, such as cafeterias, gymnasiums, and office space, the major difference in the 
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envelopes of schools constructed from 1900 to 1930 and during the postwar years was the reduction in 
height of school buildings. During the postwar years, one-story buildings with flat roofs became common. 
Opening the interior to the exterior through generous glazing became a character-defining feature. 
Exterior ornamentation and features referencing a particular architectural style were absent. Changing 
curricula and the public’s expectations regarding the purpose of education did not undergo as dramatic an 
evolution; by the 1950s, those expectations—for example, instruction in physical and health education, 
vocational education, and home economics and the importance of a school library—had become accepted 
practice. 
 
Elementary Schools 
 
A review of plans presented in Connecticut Builds Schools provides a window on the types of schools 
constructed in the immediate postwar period. Schools shown in that publication indicate that while the 
state advocated minimum standards for the construction of postwar public schools, each community was 
granted flexibility in meeting the standards. In general, many postwar elementary schools were single-
story buildings (PSBC 1951). However, not all schools were constructed with the same amenities or types 
of classrooms. Sizes of the school, which were tied closely to the size of the city or town and their 
anticipated school populations, dictated the ultimate design and program. Variety in plan between types of 
schools was not unusual; however, a linear plan was the most common. The schools had double-loaded 
corridors and multiple means of egress. Reflecting the community-based approach to education, 
individual public elementary schools varied in size and design. The schools were designed to meet the 
individual needs of the community the school served. As with earlier schools, a variety of architectural 
styles were applied to postwar public schools. Select schools include New Canaan South Elementary 
School, Indian Neck Elementary School in Branford, and Killingworth’s Consolidated Elementary 
School.  
 
New Canaan South Elementary School is an interesting example of a combination elementary and 
intermediate school. Its 14 classrooms were divided between primary (n=8) and intermediate (n=6). In 
addition, two kindergarten and two reserve classrooms were designed. The school had an auditorium, a 
combination gymnasium/cafeteria, a kitchen, boys and girls locker and shower rooms for boys and girls, 
teacher rest rooms, a work room, and a dining room, as well as a health unit and offices for the physical 
director and music director. A loading platform for buses was included (fig. 5-15) (PSBC 1951:119).  
 
Elementary schools constructed for smaller towns included those in Branford and Killingworth. 
Branford’s Indian Neck Elementary School was designed with six classrooms and one kindergarten room, 
with plans for additional classrooms included in the original design. The school also incorporated a 
cafeteria (fig. 5-16). Killingworth’s Consolidated Elementary School had three classrooms, another 
classroom planned for use as a combined assembly room/lunchroom and a combined teachers room, 
office, and health room. 
 
Junior High Schools 
 
Junior high schools generally were larger than elementary schools and included greater numbers of 
classrooms. They also often were more than one story in height. In addition to a cafeteria and library, 
junior high schools featured gymnasia and auditoriums. Dedicated space for shops for industrial arts and 
home economics, and music and art classrooms, also were frequent, and playgrounds and athletic fields 
were common. Examples include North Haven Junior High School and Wilton Junior High School.  
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Fig. 5-15. New Canaan South Elementary School. Plan (Source: Connecticut Public School Building 

Commission 1951:119). 
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Fig. 5-16. Indian Neck Elementary School, Branford. Plan (Source: Connecticut Public School Building 

Commission 1951:79). 
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North Haven Junior High School featured 16 classrooms. Special classrooms included those for industrial 
arts and homemaking. Science laboratories, crafts shops, and art and music rooms were included. A 
library, conference rooms, teacher rooms, boys and girls locker and shower rooms, a cafeteria, and an 
auditorium/gymnasium were designed for the school (fig. 5-17). Wilton Junior High School was smaller 
and featured eight classrooms and fewer special classrooms. Its gymnasium was separate from the main 
block of the school and was attached to the principal block by a covered walkway (PSBC 1951:147, 155). 
 
High Schools 
 
High schools were larger and more monumental in scale than primary schools. These buildings had more 
classrooms and specialized classrooms for science laboratories, home economics, and art and music. 
Gymnasia, cafeterias, larger libraries, and health facilities were common. Athletic fields included those 
for football and baseball. Examples include Milford High School, which was relatively large and 
incorporated 23 classrooms. It had a wide variety of specialized classrooms for industrial arts (i.e., 
woodworking, metal, machine, drafting, graphic arts) and home economics (i.e., clothing, homemaking, 
and food labs), as well as for art and science instruction. In addition, the school had an auditorium, a 
double gymnasium, a library and music library, extensive locker rooms, and practice rooms for music 
(fig. 5-18) (PSBC 1951:143). 
 
Table 5-3 lists public schools that were identified during archival research as a point of departure for 
future research. Towns that experienced dramatic increases in population resulting from the postwar 
population boom had corresponding increases in school construction.  
 
 
Property Types 
 
As summarized above, Connecticut’s legislature mandated construction of schools by individual towns. 
Authority to construct schools was delegated to locally elected building committees authorized to approve 
construction. Because legislation mandating school construction by the towns did not define “building 
committee,” such committees were “given full power to act within the limits of the financial appropriation 
provided by the electors.” Further, “In Connecticut the determination of what constitutes the essentials of 
a schoolhouse, that is, the provision over and above the classrooms, seems to be left to the towns or their 
representative committees to determine” (CDE 1947:91). Because the overwhelming burden of school 
construction expenses were borne by the towns, it was unlikely, in the event of a challenge, that the 
Connecticut courts would change their opinions “toward local determination of building designs and 
accommodations because of the financial assistance provided by the State” (CDE 1947:92).  
 
This reality is evident in the broad range of variety and type of schools constructed in Connecticut from 
1900 to 1970. While school districts were required to provide minimum components in the construction 
of elementary, middle/junior high schools, vocational schools, and high schools, uniformity in design and 
the number and type of amenities were not mandated. School districts were empowered with a significant 
degree of flexibility to construct the type of school that best met community needs. These considerations 
especially applied to smaller and rural school districts that did not have either the student populations or 
the financial means to support construction of schools with the full complement of amenities.  

The styles employed in the construction of public schools reflect architectural trends popular during the 
periods of construction. At the turn of the twentieth century, schools generally were two stories (fig. 5-
19). In the twentieth century, schools progressively got larger, and more and larger windows were 
included in their designs (Brown 1976:199). Single-story buildings became more common (figs. 5-20, 5-
21). As the century progressed, schools were set back from the streets and sat on larger  
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Fig.5-17. North Haven Junior High School. Plan (Source: Connecticut Public School Building Commission 

1951:147). 
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Fig. 5-18. Milford High School. Plan (Source: Connecticut Public School Building Commission 1951:143). 
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Table 5-3. Public Schools Built in Fairfield, New Haven, New London, and Middlesex Counties, 1946–70* 

Town County School Architect Construction Date 

Bethel Fairfield Frank A. Berry School 
Sherwood, Mills & 
Smith  

1952 

Branford 
New 
Haven 

Indian Neck Elementary School 
Charles Wellington 
Walker 

1949 

Bridgeport Fairfield Blackham Unknown 1960 
Bridgeport Fairfield Roosevelt Unknown 1960 
Bridgeport Fairfield Columbus Unknown 1960 
Bridgeport Fairfield New Central High School Unknown 1964 
Bridgeport Fairfield Read Lyons & Mather 1968 

Cheshire 
New 
Haven 

Chapman Elementary School Douglas Orr 1949 

Cheshire 
New 
Haven 

Junior Senior High School Warren H. Ashley 1951 

Clinton Middlesex High School Nichols & Butterfield 1950 
Danbury Fairfield Henry Abbot Technical School Unknown 1953 
Danbury Fairfield Roberts Avenue School Unknown 1953 

Danbury Fairfield Hayestown School 
Phillip N. Sunderland, 
Inc. 

1955 

Danbury Fairfield Park Avenue Elementary School 
Phillip N. Sunderland, 
Inc. 

1950 

Darien Fairfield Hindley Elementary School 
Gilkison & Gehron 
Associated Architects; 
Arthur H. Gilkison 

1947 

Darien Fairfield Roberts Avenue School Unknown 1953 

Darien Fairfield Hayestown School 
Phillip N. Sunderland, 
Inc. 

1955 

Darien Fairfield Park Avenue Elementary School 
Phillip N. Sunderland, 
Inc. 

1950 

Fairfield Fairfield Mill Plain Elementary School Lyons & Mather 1949 
Fairfield Fairfield Holland Hill Unknown 1956 
Fairfield Fairfield Andrew Warde High School Unknown 1956 

Greenwich Fairfield North Street School 
Sherwood, Mills & 
Smith  

1953 

Groton 
New 
London 

Noank Elementary School Schofield & Lindsay 
1949; 1964 

addition 

Groton 
New 
London 

S.B. Butler Elementary School Unknown 
1953; 1962 

addition 

Groton 
New 
London 

Claude Chester Elementary school Unknown 
1953; 1954 

addition; 1965 
addition 

Groton 
New 
London 

Senior High School (on 35 Pleasant Street) Warren H. Ashley 1953 

Groton 
New 
London 

William Seely Elementary School Unknown 
1954; 1956 

addition 

Groton 
New 
London 

West Side Junior High School Unknown 1955 

Groton 
New 
London 

Fitch Senior High School Unknown 

1955; 1958 
addition; 1963 
addition; 1967 

addition 

Groton 
New 
London 

Pleasant Valley Elementary School  Unknown 
1956; 1961 

addition 

Groton 
New 
London 

Cutler Junior High School Unknown 
1961; 1962 

addition 

Groton 
New 
London 

Col.  Ledyard Elementary School Unknown 1963 
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Town County School Architect Construction Date 

Groton 
New 
London 

Northeast Elementary School Unknown 
1960; 1961 

addition 

Groton 
New 
London 

Mary Morrison Elementary School Unknown 1963 

Groton 
New 
London 

Charles Barnum Elementary School Unknown 1965 

Groton 
New 
London 

Freeman Hathaway Unknown 1965 

Guilford 
New 
Haven 

Calvin M. Leete  School Unknown 1950 

Hamden 
New 
Haven 

Dunbar Hill Elementary School Henry S. Kelly 1950 

Hamden 
New 
Haven 

Junior High School Warren H. Ashley 1953 

Killingworth Middlesex Consolidated Elementary School Ernest Sibley 1947 

Ledyard 
New 
London 

Consolidated Elementary School Chandler & Palmer 1948 

Madison 
New 
Haven 

Elementary School Westcott & Mapes 1950 

Meriden 
New 
Haven 

Benjamin Franklin School (on 426 West Main 
Street) 

Willard Wilkins 1950 

Meriden 
New 
Haven 

Israel Putnam School Keith S. Heine 1951 

Meriden 
New 
Haven 

Orville H. Platt High School Unknown ca. 1959 

Meriden 
New 
Haven 

Francis T. Maloney High Shool Unknown ca. 1959 

Meriden 
New 
Haven 

Lincoln Junior (now Middle) High School (on 
Centennial Avenue) 

Unknown 1960 

Meriden 
New 
Haven 

Horace C. Wilcox Technical School Unknown 1962 

Meriden 
New 
Haven 

Thomas Hooker School Unknown 1963 

Middlebury 
New 
Haven 

Memorial School Warren H. Ashley 1950 

Middletown Middlesex West Side School Unknown 1950 
Middletown Middlesex Westfield Elementary School Sebastian J. Passanesi 1950 
Middletown Middlesex Wadsworth Street School Warren H. Ashley 1953 

Milford 
New 
Haven 

Point Beach Elementary School Jesse James Hamblin 1947 

Milford 
New 
Haven 

Pumpkin Delight Elementary School Jesse James Hamblin 1949 

Milford 
New 
Haven 

High School William J. Provost 1949 

Milford 
New 
Haven 

Kay Avenue Elementary School Jesse James Hamblin 1949 

Naugatuck 
New 
Haven 

Central Avenue Elementary School Harvey T. Meechel 1949 

Naugatuck 
New 
Haven 

Western Elementary 
Carl J. Malmfeldt & 
Associates; Warren H. 
Ashley 

1949 

Naugatuck 
New 
Haven 

Cross Street Elementary School 
Carl J. Malmfeldt & 
Associates; Warren H. 
Ashley 

1949 

New Canaan Fairfield South Elementary School 
Sherwood, Mills & 
Smith (Willis Mills) 

1950 

New Canaan Fairfield West School Unknown ca. 1950 
New Canaan Fairfield East School Unknown ca. 1950 
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Town County School Architect Construction Date 

New Canaan Fairfield 
New Canaan High School (currently Saxe 
Middle School) 

Unknown 1957 

New Haven 
New 
Haven 

Dante Annex Unknown 1948 

New Haven 
New 
Haven 

West Hills Elementary School Joseph Della Valle 1950 

New Haven 
New 
Haven 

Winchester School Unknown 
1952; addition 

1959 

New Haven 
New 
Haven 

Katherine Brennan School Unknown 1954 

New Haven 
New 
Haven 

Betsy Ross School Unknown 1954 

New Haven 
New 
Haven 

Hillhouse High Schilling & Goldbecker ca. 1956 

New Haven 
New 
Haven 

Wilbur Cross High School Schilling & Goldbecker 1956 

New Haven 
New 
Haven 

Cross High School Unknown ca. 1959 

New Haven 
New 
Haven 

Conte School 
Skidmore, Owings & 
Merrill 

1960 

New Haven 
New 
Haven 

Harry A. Conte West Hills Magnet School Unknown 1962 

New Haven 
New 
Haven 

Quinnipiac School 
Perkins & Will and 
Carleton Granbery 

1964 

New Haven 
New 
Haven 

Helen W. Grant School Caproni Associates 1964 

New Haven 
New 
Haven 

Timothy Dwight school 
Eliot Noyes and 
Schilling & Goldbecker 

1964 

New Haven 
New 
Haven 

Martin Luther King School Damuck and Babbitt 1967 

New Haven 
New 
Haven 

Christopher Columbus School 
Davis Cochran Miller 
Baer man Noyes 

1967 

New Haven 
New 
Haven 

Wooster Square School Unknown ca. 1970 

New London 
New 
London 

New London High School Unknown 1970 

North Haven 
New 
Haven 

Ridge Road Elementary School Douglas Orr 1947 

North Haven 
New 
Haven 

Junior High School 
Carl J. Malmfeldt & 
Associates 

1950 

North 
Stonington 

New 
London 

Consolidated Elementary School Chandler & Palmer 1950 

Norwalk Fairfield Fillow Street Elementary School Gilroy & Eaton 1950 

Redding Fairfield Elementary School 
Phillip N. Sunderland, 
Inc. 

1948 

Old Saybrook Middlesex Junior Senior High School Warren H. Ashley 1953 
Shelton Fairfield Sunnyside Elementary School Brown & VonBeren 1950 

Southbury 
New 
Haven 

Consolidated School Warren H. Ashley 1950 

Stamford Fairfield Walter R. Dolan Jr. High School Francis L.S. Mayers 1948 

Stamford Fairfield Willard-Belltown School 
Sherwood, Mills & 
Smith  

1952 

Wallingford 
New 
Haven 

Moses Yale Beach Elementary School 
Carl J. Malmfeldt & 
Associates 

1949 

Waterbury 
New 
Haven 

Waterbury Vocational School Warren H. Ashley 1950 

Waterbury 
New 
Haven 

Bucks Hill school Unknown 1953 
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Town County School Architect Construction Date 

Waterbury 
New 
Haven 

Cross School Unknown 1953 

Waterbury 
New 
Haven 

Walsh School Unknown 1957 

Waterbury 
New 
Haven 

Gilmartin School Unknown 1960 

Waterbury 
New 
Haven 

Carrington School Unknown 1966 

Westbrook Middlesex Junior Senior High School Unknown 1959 
Weston Fairfield Hurlbutt School Primary Building Ed F. O'Dwyer 1949 
Wilton Fairfield Junior High School O'Connor & Kilham 1949 

Wolcott 
New 
Haven 

North School Warren H. Ashley 1946 

Wolcott 
New 
Haven 

Judah Frisbie School Warren H. Ashley 1949 

 
parcels to accommodate playgrounds and athletic fields (Brown 1976:199). Consequently, schools in 
Connecticut built from 1900 to 1970 represent diverse approaches to public education. The property type 
includes the school building and grounds, including athletic fields and playgrounds.  
 
Five property types are associated with twentieth century public school reform: elementary, middle/junior 
high, high, and vocational schools; and junior and community colleges.  
 
Elementary Schools 
 
Elementary schools were constructed during three distinct periods in the twentieth century. As the century 
progressed, the size of buildings and the siting increased. Earlier schools, especially those constructed in 
urban environments, generally were two stories and had small lots encapsulating the building and a small 
playground. Buildings generally were completed in popular architectural styles. Newer buildings 
occupied larger sites and incorporated parking, baseball and football fields, basketball courts, and 
playgrounds with play equipment. These later buildings generally were one story, had many windows, 
and were devoid of architectural stylistic references.  
 
Character-defining features include single-story buildings; generous use of windows; flat roofs; limited 
ornamentation; no or limited excavation; larger and square-shaped classrooms; bilateral and fluorescent 
lighting; acoustical ceiling tiles; lower ceilings; narrower corridors; self-contained classrooms, frequently 
with bathrooms, wardrobes, and direct exterior access; some type of accommodation for community use; 
dining facilities; and multi-use rooms that could accommodate a gymnasium, assembly room, and 
lunchroom. School sites generally were large enough for outdoor recreation, physical education, and 
science instruction. Landscaping was provided to foster learning. 
 
School Building 
 
Elementary schools constructed during the period most frequently were one- or two-story buildings 
constructed of fireproof materials. At a minimum, the schools included classrooms, kindergartens, and 
office space. Amenities such as cafeterias, auditoriums, libraries, and gymnasiums may have been part of 
the original construction depending on its date. Later additions to accommodate additional classrooms or 
special facilities were not uncommon.  
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Fig. 5-19. Mason Street School, Greenwich (Source: State Board of Education n.d.). 

 

 

 
Fig. 5-20. Noank Elementary School. Elevation (Source: Connecticut Public School Building Commission 

1951:28). 
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Fig. 5-21. North Haven Junior High School. Architectural Rendering (Source: Connecticut Public School 

Building Commission 1951:146).  

 
Grounds and Landscaping 
 
Earlier schools generally had small lots with relatively little area for outdoor play and recreation. Later 
schools had much greater acreage and incorporated athletic fields and playgrounds.  
 
Junior High and Middle Schools 
 
School Building 
 
Junior high schools included a number of academic classrooms, and classrooms or shops for industrial 
arts and home economics instruction. Boys’ and girls’ locker and shower rooms, one or two gymnasiums, 
libraries, cafeterias, and auditoriums often were present. Later additions to accommodate additional 
classrooms or special facilities were not uncommon. 
 
Grounds and Landscaping 
 
Athletic fields for football and baseball generally were present.  
 
High Schools 
 
School Building 
 
High schools were larger in scale than their elementary and intermediate school counterparts, and they 
had greater numbers of academic classrooms. A wide variety of amenities, such as one or two 
gymnasiums, a cafeteria, a larger library, and an auditorium most often were included. In addition, these 
schools featured an extensive number of special classrooms for scientific laboratories, shops, and home 
economics. Offices for administration, teachers, athletic directors, and music instructors were typical, as 
were boys’ and girls’ locker and shower rooms and a health unit. Later additions to accommodate 
classrooms or special facilities were relatively common. 
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Grounds and Landscaping 
 
Athletic fields for football and baseball were included.  
 
Vocational Schools 
 
Purpose-built vocational schools had shop or industrial spaces in addition to classrooms. 
 
Junior Colleges and Community Colleges 
 
One junior college (Junior College of Bridgeport, currently the University of Bridgeport) was established 
during this period. Two community colleges, Housatonic Community College and Middlesex Community 
College, were established in 1966. Naugatuck Valley Community College, Norwalk Community College, 
and Three Rivers Community College were established after mergers with other institutions in 1991 and 
1992. In addition to some of the institutions established in the 1990s, several colleges moved to their 
current locations within the past 30 years. Insufficient time has elapsed to allow for scholarly 
consideration of the relative significance of these educational institutions and the real property associated 
with them. These institutions would require evaluation under National Register Criteria Consideration G. 
  
A list of schools identified during archival research is provided in Table 5-4 as a point of departure for 
future research efforts. 
 

Table 5-4. Public Schools Built in Fairfield, New Haven, New London, and Middlesex Counties, 1900–70* 

Town County Location Architect 
Construction 

Date*** 
Ansonia New Haven Lincoln School Unknown 1905 

Ansonia New Haven 

Kensington Grammar School, 
Grove Hill & Alling St. 
Kensington Unknown 1910 

Ansonia New Haven Pine Manual Training School Unknown 1921 

Ansonia New Haven Holbrook Street School Unknown 1905 

Ansonia New Haven John C. Mead School Unknown 1924 

Bethel Fairfield Frank A. Berry School Sherwood, Mills & Smith  1952 

Branford New Haven Harrison Street School Unknown 1918 

Branford New Haven Harbor Street School Unknown 1924 

Branford New Haven Indian Neck Elementary School 
Charles Wellington 
Walker 1949 

Bridgeport Fairfield Black Rock School Unknown 1903 

Bridgeport Fairfield Central High School Unknown 1914 

Bridgeport Fairfield Bridgeport High School Unknown 1916 

Bridgeport Fairfield Warren Harding School Unknown 1924 

Bridgeport Fairfield Blackham Unknown 1960 

Bridgeport Fairfield Roosevelt Unknown 1960 

Bridgeport Fairfield Columbus Unknown 1960 

Bridgeport Fairfield New Central High School Unknown 1964 

Bridgeport Fairfield Read Lyons & Mather 1968 

Cheshire New Haven Humison School Unknown 1924 

Cheshire New Haven Chapman Elementary School Douglas Orr 1949 
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Town County Location Architect 
Construction 

Date*** 
Cheshire New Haven Junior Senior High School Warren H. Ashley 1951 

     

     

     

Chester Middlesex Union School   1923 

Clinton Middlesex High School Nichols & Butterfield 1950 

Cromwell Middlesex North West School Unknown 1902 

Cromwell Middlesex Nathaniel White Unknown 1921 

Danbury Fairfield State Normal School Unknown 1903 

Danbury Fairfield Danbury High School Unknown 1903 

Danbury Fairfield 
Benjamin Franklin Grammar 
School Unknown 1914 

Danbury Fairfield 

unnamed high school at White 
St (part of Western Connecticut 
State University campus) Unknown 1926 

Danbury Fairfield Henry Abbot Technical School Unknown 1953 

Danbury Fairfield Roberts Avenue School Unknown 1953 

Danbury Fairfield Hayestown School 
Phillip N. Sunderland, 
Inc.. 1955 

Danbury Fairfield Park Avenue Elementary School Phillip N. Sunderland, Inc. 1950 

Darien Fairfield Royle School Unknown 1918 

Darien Fairfield High School Unknown 1926 

Darien Fairfield Hindley Elementary School 

Gilkison & Gehron 
Associated Architects; 
Arthur H. Gilkison 1947 

Darien Fairfield Roberts Avenue School Unknown 1953 

Darien Fairfield Hayestown School Phillip N. Sunderland, Inc. 1955 

Darien Fairfield Park Avenue Elementary School Phillip N. Sunderland, Inc. 1950 

Derby New Haven Lincoln School Unknown 1923 

Derby New Haven Nathan Hale Unknown 1923 

Derby New Haven High School Unknown 1925 
East 
Hampton Middlesex Center Grammar School Unknown 1913 
East 
Hampton Middlesex Middle Haddam Haines & Mason 1931 

East Haven New Haven Highland School Unknown 1917; 1922 

East Haven New Haven Gerrish Avenue School Unknown 1921 

East Haven New Haven Momauguin School Unknown 1922 

East Haven New Haven Laurel Street School Unknown 1924 

East Haven New Haven Foxon School G.R. Quick 1929 

East Haven New Haven Grove J. Tuttle School Mr. Quick (New Haven) 1929 

East Lyme New London Flanders Unknown 1915 

East Lyme New London Niantic School Unknown 1928 

Essex Middlesex Essex Grammar School Unknown 1910 

Essex Middlesex Centerbrook Grammar School Unknown 1924 

Fairfield Fairfield Lincoln School Unknown 1916 
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Town County Location Architect 
Construction 

Date*** 
Fairfield Fairfield Holland Hill Unknown 1917 

Fairfield Fairfield Nathan Hale Unknown 1918 

Fairfield Fairfield Pequot School Unknown 1918 

Fairfield Fairfield Rodger Ludlow High School Unknown ca. 1924 

Fairfield Fairfield Mill Plain Elementary School Lyons & Mather 1949 

Fairfield Fairfield Holland Hill Unknown 1956 

Fairfield Fairfield Andrew Warde High School Unknown 1956 

Greenwich Fairfield 
Sound Beach (Old Greenwich 
Elementary) School Unknown 1902–25 

Greenwich Fairfield Mason Street Unknown 1905 

Greenwich Fairfield 
High School (later Mason 
School) Unknown 1906 

Greenwich Fairfield Cos Cob School Unknown 1914 

Greenwich Fairfield Glenville School** 
James Oscar Betelle of 
Guilbert & Betelle 1920 

Greenwich Fairfield Byram School** Coffin & Coffin 1925 

Greenwich Fairfield Hamilton Avenue Unknown 1925 

Greenwich Fairfield North Mianus School Unknown 1925 

Greenwich Fairfield High School Unknown 1926 

Greenwich Fairfield North Street School Sherwood, Mills & Smith  1953 

Groton New London Mystic Academy Unknown 
1910; 1964 

addition 

Groton New London Groton Heights School Unknown 
1912; 1963 

addition 

Groton New London East Point Elementary School Unknown 1919 

Groton New London Col. Ledyard School Unknown 1924 

Groton New London Pleasant Valley De Gauge (New London) 1929 

Groton New London Fitch Junior High School Unknown 

1929; 1945 
addition; 1948 
addition; 1956 

addition 

Groton New London 
Pleasant Valley Elementary 
School  Unknown 1944 

Groton New London Fort Hill Elementary School Unknown 1945 

Groton New London Noank Elementary School Schofield & Lindsay 
1949; 1964 

addition 

Groton New London S.B. Butler Elementary School Unknown 
1953; 1962 

addition 

Groton New London 
Claude Chester Elementary 
school Unknown 

1953; 1954 
addition; 1965 

addition 

Groton New London 
Senior High School (on 35 
Pleasant Street) Warren H. Ashley 1953 
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Town County Location Architect 
Construction 

Date*** 

Groton New London 
William Seely Elementary 
School Unknown 

1954; 1956 
addition 

Groton New London West Side Junior High School Unknown 1955 

Groton New London Fitch Senior High School Unknown 

1955; 1958 
addition; 1963 
addition; 1967 

addition 

Groton New London 
Pleasant Valley Elementary 
School  Unknown 

1956; 1961 
addition 

Groton New London Cutler Junior High School Unknown 
1961; 1962 

addition 

Groton New London Col. Ledyard Elementary School Unknown 1963 

Groton New London Northeast Elementary School Unknown 
1960; 1961 

addition 

Groton New London 
Mary Morrison Elementary 
School Unknown 1963 

Groton New London 
Charles Barnum Elementary 
School Unknown 1965 

Groton New London Freeman Hathaway Unknown 1965 

Guilford New Haven North Guilford School Unknown 1914 

Guilford New Haven Church Street School Unknown 1922 

Guilford New Haven Calvin M. Leete  School Unknown 1950 

Hamden New Haven State Street School Unknown 1914–19 

Hamden New Haven Putnam Avenue School J. Fred Kelly 
1915; 1928 

addition 

Hamden New Haven Centreville School Unknown 1917 

Hamden New Haven Newhall School Unknown 1917-1923 

Hamden New Haven Pine Street School Unknown 1920 

Hamden New Haven Mt. Carmel Unknown 1922 

Hamden New Haven Spring Glen School Unknown 1924 

Hamden New Haven Helen Street Unknown 1927 

Hamden New Haven Hamden High School Roy Foote 1935 

Hamden New Haven Dunbar Hill Elementary School Henry S. Kelly 1950 

Hamden New Haven Junior High School Warren H. Ashley 1953 

Killingworth Middlesex Consolidated Elementary School Ernest Sibley 1947 

Lebanon New London Lyman Memorial High School Unknown 1921 

Ledyard New London Shewville School Unknown 1928 

Ledyard New London Gales Ferry School Unknown 1928 

Ledyard New London Consolidated Elementary School Chandler & Palmer 1948 

Madison New Haven Elementary School Westcott & Mapes 1950 

Meriden New Haven 
West Grammar School (on West 
Main Street) Unknown 1907 

Meriden New Haven 
Senior High School (on 35 
Pleasant Street) H. Wales Lines Company 1913 
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Town County Location Architect 
Construction 

Date*** 
Meriden New Haven Jonathan Trumbull School Unknown 1924 

Meriden New Haven Jefferson Junior High School Unknown 1925 

Meriden New Haven 
Roger Sherman Annex (Pearl 
Street School) Lorenzo Hamilton 1929 

Meriden New Haven John Barry Annex Lorenzo Hamilton 1929 

Meriden New Haven State Trade School Lorenzo Hamilton 1930 

Meriden New Haven Connecticut School for Boys Unknown 1931 

Meriden New Haven Hanover School Unknown 1934 

Meriden New Haven 
Benjamin Franklin School (on 
426 West Main Street) Willard Wilkins 1950 

Meriden New Haven Israel Putnam School Keith S. Heine 1951 

Meriden New Haven Orville H. Platt High School Unknown ca. 1959 

Meriden New Haven Francis T. Maloney High Shool Unknown ca. 1959 

Meriden New Haven 

Lincoln Junior (now Middle) 
High School (on Centennial 
Avenue) Unknown 1960 

Meriden New Haven 
Horace C. Wilcox Technical 
School Unknown 1962 

Meriden New Haven Thomas Hooker School Unknown 1963 

Middlebury New Haven Center School Unknown 1932 

Middlebury New Haven Memorial School Warren H. Ashley 1950 

Middlefield Middlesex Middlefield Public School O.C. Fitzsimmons 1926 

Middletown Middlesex Hubbard School Unknown 1908 

Middletown Middlesex Westfield School Unknown 1910 

Middletown Middlesex Long Hill School Unknown 1918; 1929 

Middletown Middlesex Farm Hill School Unknown 1926 

Middletown Middlesex Eckersley-Hall School Unknown 1928 

Middletown Middlesex 
Woodrow Wilson High 
School** 

Towner & Sellew 
Associates 

1931; addition 
1938 

Middletown Middlesex West Side School Unknown 1950 

Middletown Middlesex Westfield Elementary School Sebastian J. Passanesi 1950 

Middletown Middlesex Wadsworth Street School Warren H. Ashley 1953 

Milford New Haven Devon School Unknown 
1907; 1913 

addition  

Milford New Haven High School Unknown 1908 

Milford New Haven Walnut Beach School Unknown 1916-1922 

Milford New Haven Woodmont Unknown 1918-1926 

Milford New Haven Center Grammar School Unknown 1920 

Milford New Haven Fort Trumbull Unknown 1923 

Milford New Haven Point Beach Elementary School Jesse James Hamblin 1947 

Milford New Haven 
Pumpkin Delight Elementary 
School Jesse James Hamblin 1949 

Milford New Haven High School William J. Provost 1949 
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Town County Location Architect 
Construction 

Date*** 

Milford New Haven Kay Avenue Elementary School Jesse James Hamblin 1949 

Montville New London Saltonstall School Unknown 1903 

Montville New London Harbor School Unknown 1909 

Montville New London Uncasville School** 
Wilson Potter/H.R. 
Douglas 

1917–18; 1925 
addition 

Montville New London Waller Unknown 1923 

Montville New London Charles B. Jennings School Unknown 1925 

Naugatuck New Haven 
Central Avenue Elementary 
School Harvey T. Meechel 1949 

Naugatuck New Haven Western Elementary 

Carl J. Malmfeldt & 
Associates; Warren H. 
Ashley 1949 

Naugatuck New Haven Cross Street Elementary School 

Carl J. Malmfeldt & 
Associates; Warren H. 
Ashley 1949 

New Canaan Fairfield Center School Unknown 1909 

New Canaan Fairfield New Canaan High School Unknown 1927 

New Canaan Fairfield South Elementary School 
Sherwood, Mills & Smith 
(Willis Mills) 1950 

New Canaan Fairfield West School Unknown ca. 1950 

New Canaan Fairfield East School Unknown ca. 1950 

New Canaan Fairfield 
New Canaan High School 
(currently Saxe Middle School) Unknown 1957 

New Haven New Haven Worthington Hooker Unknown 1900 

New Haven New Haven Jessie I. Scranton Unknown 1903 

New Haven New Haven Scranton  Unknown 1906 

New Haven New Haven Kimberly Avenue School Unknown 1907 

New Haven New Haven Ivy Street School Unknown 1907 

New Haven New Haven Columbus School Unknown 1908 

New Haven New Haven Prince Street School Unknown 1909 

New Haven New Haven Edgewood School Unknown 1911 

New Haven New Haven Truman Street School Unknown 1911 

New Haven New Haven Clinton Avenue School Brown & Von Beren 1911 

New Haven New Haven Benjamin Jepson Unknown 1912 

New Haven New Haven Barnard School Unknown 1913 

New Haven New Haven Beecher School Unknown 
1913; addition 

1955 

New Haven New Haven Dante School Unknown 1914 

New Haven New Haven Strong School Brown & Von Beren 1915 

New Haven New Haven Woodward School Unknown 
1917; 1926 

addition 

New Haven New Haven Davis Street School Unknown 

1917; additions 
1947, 1951, and 

1957 

New Haven New Haven 
Commercial High School 
(renamed Wilbur L. Cross) Unknown 1920 
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Town County Location Architect 
Construction 

Date*** 

New Haven New Haven 
Day-Prospect Hill School 
(Hopkins Grammar School) H. K. Murphy 1924 

New Haven New Haven Susan S. Sheridan School Unknown 1924 

New Haven New Haven 
Augustua Troup Junior High 
School Charles Scranton Palmer 

1925 with 
renovations in 
1957 and 1968 

New Haven New Haven Trowbridge School Brown & Von Beren 1925 

  New Haven Nathan Hale Unknown 1925 

New Haven New Haven Baldwin School Unknown 1926 

New Haven New Haven Bassett Junior High School Unknown 1927 

New Haven New Haven Fair Haven Junior High Brown & Von Beren 1929 

New Haven New Haven Hillhouse High David Hornwitz 1936 

New Haven New Haven Dante Annex Unknown 1948 

New Haven New Haven West Hills Elementary School Joseph Della Valle 1950 

New Haven New Haven Winchester School Unknown 
1952; addition 

1959 

New Haven New Haven Katherine Brennan School Unknown 1954 

New Haven New Haven Betsy Ross School Unknown 1954 

New Haven New Haven Hillhouse High Schilling & Goldbecker ca. 1956 

New Haven New Haven Wilbur Cross High School Schilling & Goldbecker 1956 

New Haven New Haven Cross High School Unknown ca. 1959 

New Haven New Haven Conte School 
Skidmore, Owings & 
Merrill 1960 

New Haven New Haven 
Harry A. Conte West Hills 
Magnet School Unknown 1962 

New Haven New Haven Quinnipiac School 
Perkins & Will and 
Carleton Granbery 1964 

New Haven New Haven Helen W. Grant School Caproni Associates 1964 

New Haven New Haven Timothy Dwight school 
Eliot Noyes and Schilling 
& Goldbecker 1964 

New Haven New Haven Martin Luther King School Damuck and Babbitt 1967 

New Haven New Haven Christopher Columbus School 
Davis Cochran Miller 
Baer man Noyes 1967 

New Haven New Haven Wooster Square School Unknown ca. 1970 

New 
London New London 

New London Vocational School 
(Chapman Technical High 
School) Unknown 1906 

New 
London New London New London High School Unknown 1970 

Newtown Fairfield Hawley School Unknown 1921 
North 
Branford New Haven Center School Unknown 1917 
North 
Branford New Haven William Douglas School Unknown 1924 
North 
Branford New Haven Jerome Harriosn School Unknown 1929 

North 
Haven New Haven Montowese School Unknown 

1912; 1963 
addition 
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Town County Location Architect 
Construction 

Date*** 

North 
Haven New Haven 

State Street District No. 8 
School Unknown 1912 

North 
Haven New Haven Center School Unknown 1925 

North 
Haven New Haven Ridge Road Elementary School Douglas Orr 1947 

North 
Haven New Haven Junior High School 

Carl J. Malmfeldt & 
Associates 1950 

North 
Stonington New London Clarks Falls Unknown ca. 1904 

North 
Stonington New London Consolidated Elementary School Chandler & Palmer 1950 

Norwalk Fairfield Jefferson School Unknown 1914 

Norwalk Fairfield Washington School Unknown 1914 

Norwalk Fairfield Lincoln School Unknown 1915 

Norwalk Fairfield 
Rodger Ludlow Junior High 
School Unknown 1923–24 

Norwalk Fairfield Fitch School (new) Unknown 1930 

Norwalk Fairfield Franklin Junior High School Unknown 1930 

Norwalk Fairfield Fillow Street Elementary School Gilroy & Eaton 1950 

Norwich New London Elizabeth School Unknown 1922 

Norwich New London Bishop School Unknown 1925 

Norwich New London Samuel Huntington School Unknown 1928 

Orange New Haven Orange School Unknown 1910 

Redding Fairfield Elementary School Phillip N. Sunderland, Inc. 1948 
Old 
Saybrook Middlesex Junior Senior High School Warren H. Ashley 1953 

Portland Middlesex Portland High School (New) Unknown 1932 

Preston New London Poquetanuck School Unknown 
1912; 1963 

addition 

Shelton Fairfield Commodore Hull School Meloy & Beckwith 1907-08 

Shelton Fairfield Sunnyside Elementary School Brown & Von Beren 1950 

Southbury New Haven Consolidated School Warren H. Ashley 1950 

Stamford Fairfield 
Katherine T. Murphy (Cove 
Road) School Unknown 1900 

Stamford Fairfield Springdale Unknown 1904, 1908 1914 

Stamford Fairfield State Trade School unknown 1910 

Stamford Fairfield Wll Street (Weaver) School Unknown 1910 

Stamford Fairfield Hart School Unknown 1914 

Stamford Fairfield Rodgers School Unknown 1914 

Stamford Fairfield Rice School Unknown 1920 

Stamford Fairfield Julia A. Stark school Unknown 1925 

Stamford Fairfield 
Senior High school (on 35 
Pleasant Street) Unknown 1927 

Stamford Fairfield Franklin School Unknown 1930 
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Town County Location Architect 
Construction 

Date*** 

Stamford Fairfield Walter R. Dolan Jr. High School Francis L.S. Mayers 1948 

Stamford Fairfield Willard-Belltown School Sherwood, Mills & Smith  1952 

Stonington New London West Broad Street School Unknown 1900 

Stonington New London Broadway School Unknown 1909 

Wallingford New Haven 
Moses Yale Beach Elementary 
School 

Carl J. Malmfeldt & 
Associates 1949 

Waterbury New Haven Driggs school Unknown 1900 

Waterbury New Haven Walsh School Unknown 1901 

Waterbury New Haven Russell School Unknown 1902 

Waterbury New Haven Mulcahy School   1903 

Waterbury New Haven Bucks Hill school Unknown 1905 

Waterbury New Haven Bunker Hill School Unknown 1905 

Waterbury New Haven H.S. Chase School Unknown 1905 

Waterbury New Haven Abbott School Unknown 1912 

Waterbury New Haven 
Croft (Leavenworth High) 
School Unknown 

1905; 1915 
addition; 1919 

addition 

Waterbury New Haven Solcum School Unknown 1913 

Waterbury New Haven Mary Abbott School Unknown 1913 

Waterbury New Haven Sprague School Unknown 1913 

Waterbury New Haven Begnal School Unknown 1917 

Waterbury New Haven Hopeville School Unknown 1917 

Waterbury New Haven Kingsbury (Columbia) School Unknown 1917 

Waterbury New Haven Jordan School Unknown 1918 

Waterbury New Haven Quaker School Unknown 1918 

Waterbury New Haven 
Anderson School (Corner of 
Southmayd Rd) Joseph T. Smith 1919 

Waterbury New Haven Wilby High School** Louis A. Walsh 1920 

Waterbury New Haven East Farms Unknown 1923 

Waterbury New Haven Roosevelt School Unknown 1923 

Waterbury New Haven Cohanzie School Unknown 1923–-24 

Waterbury New Haven Cronoke School Unknown 1924 

Waterbury New Haven B. W. Tinker School Unknown 1925 

Waterbury New Haven Wilson School Thomas Freney 1929 

Waterbury New Haven Waterbury Vocational School Warren H. Ashley 1950 

Waterbury New Haven Bucks Hill school Unknown 1953 

Waterbury New Haven Cross School Unknown 1953 

Waterbury New Haven Walsh School Unknown 1957 

Waterbury New Haven Gilmartin School Unknown 1960 

Waterbury New Haven Carrington School Unknown 1966 

Waterford New London Great Neck School Sellew & Towner 1929-1930 

Westbrook Middlesex Chapman School Unknown 1904 

Westbrook Middlesex Mulvey School Langdon & Palmer 1933 

Westbrook Middlesex Junior Senior High School Unknown 1959 

West Haven New Haven Washington Street School Foote & Townsend 1909 

West Haven New Haven Forest School Unknown 1912 
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Town County Location Architect 
Construction 

Date*** 
West Haven New Haven Noble School Roy W. Foote 1920 

West Haven New Haven First Avenue School Dwight Smith 1921 

West Haven New Haven Clarence A. Thompson School Roy W. Foote 1925 

West Haven New Haven Old West Haven High School** Roy W. Foote 1926-7; 1929 

West Haven New Haven Lincoln School Roy W. Foote 1928 

West Haven New Haven Forest Street Annex Unknown 1933 

West Haven New Haven Edgar C. Stiles School Roy W. Foote 1930 

Westport Fairfield Greens Farms School** Charles Cutler 1925 

Weston Fairfield 
Hurlbutt School Primary 
Building Ed F. O'Dwyer 1949 

Wilton Fairfield Junior High School O'Connor & Kilham 1949 

Wolcott New Haven North School Warren H. Ashley 1946 

Wolcott New Haven Judah Frisbie School Warren H. Ashley 1949 

* This list is not exhaustive and represents schools identified during the course of archival research. The number of sources 
used to compile this list of schools is lengthy. All sources used to prepare this list are presented in the bibliography. 
** Listed in the National Register of Historic Places. 
*** Schools with unknown construction dates were excluded from the table. 
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CHAPTER VI 
 

MILITARY AND DEFENSE CONSTRUCTION 

IN COASTAL CONNECTICUT, 1900–70 
 

 
 
 
Summary: This chapter examines the impact of twentieth century global conflicts on the built 
environment in Connecticut’s coastal counties. During World War I (1914–19), World War II (1939–45), 
and the Cold War (1946–89), Connecticut’s industries met the nation’s needs through construction and 
conversion of manufacturing and research facilities, coupled with federally sponsored construction 
campaigns for defense housing and military infrastructure. The state’s manufacturers designed and 
refitted factories for specialized production necessitated by changing methods of warfare, new military 
technologies, and by the increased demand for armaments and materiel. During WWI and WWII, 
government contracts for munitions, military ordnance, and military vehicles brought tens of thousands of 
laborers to industrial hubs such as Bridgeport, New Haven, Waterbury, and New London. As a result, 
government agencies sponsored and contracted the construction of wartime housing projects. Each 
conflict also spawned military construction projects to meet the requirements of modernizing warfare and 
changing defense infrastructure. The War Department, later the Department of Defense, built a wide 
range of military facilities on active installations, defensive systems, communication networks, and 
civilian defense structures in Connecticut’s coastal counties. Military and defense construction are 
addressed below thematically, with reference to each of the three conflict periods (World War I, World 
War II, and the Cold War). These thematic contexts—industrial facilities, defense housing, and military 
construction—illustrate the co-linear histories of defense construction efforts as reflected in property 
types and individual properties. However, since Connecticut’s military installations actively document 
and manage their component historic properties pursuant to compliance with the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966, this chapter will focus on the often less-recognized built resources in the 
civilian sector related to the theme of Military and Defense Construction in the coastal counties.17  
 
 
World War I (1914–19) 
 
WWI Industrial Facilities 
 
Connecticut entered the Great War with an impressive industrial advantage: For decades its industries had 
supplied sportsmen and police forces nationally with small arms and ammunition. At the outbreak of war 
in Europe in August 1914, the state’s weapons manufacturers expanded their facilities, while others, 
recognizing their local advantage, built factories or retooled existing ones for wartime production. By 
                                                      
17 As a matter of established Department of Defense policy pursuant to Section 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act 
(NHPA), as amended, all military lands have received intensive cultural resource inventory and evaluation, and all installations 
are required to integrate management of historic properties into their standard operating procedures. Furthermore, excessed 
properties are subject to review under Section 106 of NHPA. Therefore, the subject of construction on military installations, 
beyond brief review in this chapter, is deferred to the established corpus of data on the subject, including installation-specific 
Integrated Cultural Resource Management Plans, which typically are updated on a rolling five-year cycle. 
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Armistice Day, November 11, 1918, the Bridgeport Ordnance District, including all of Connecticut and 
four western Massachusetts counties, held 2,068 active military contracts, second to New York in number 
but with approximately the same volume of production (U.S. Army Ordnance Dept. 1920:8,23). 
Manufacturing facilities in Bridgeport, Groton, New Haven, New London, Norwich, Stamford, and 
Waterbury, the coastal cities that held a majority of these contracts, were essential to the Allied war effort. 
Their factories produced small arms and artillery, machine guns, trench warfare materials, chemical 
weapons, naval equipment, and aviation equipment. Similarly, shipyards, hangars, and fitting plants along 
Connecticut’s coast built warships, boats, submarines, and aircraft. The conversion of peacetime to war 
production was costly, since equipping the military required specialized tools and facilities. New and 
retooled industrial architecture reflected the specific needs of coastal Connecticut’s industries at war. 
 
World War I saw the emergence globally of modern mechanized warfare and the birth of a new war front 
in industry. In past wars, industrial production had been “incidental to the larger project of raising an 
army and maneuvering it” (Crowell & Wilson 1921:18). However, the European experience during the 
conflict’s first years proved that a country’s military was only as strong as its industry. By the Armistice, 
the United States’ ordnance catalog included more than 100,000 items produced for military application 
(Crowell & Wilson 1921:20). Although manufacturers in America had produced some war materials prior 
to the conflict, European nations had led the way in developing new military technologies, and they had 
done so with gusto leading up to and during the first years of fighting. Before American soldiers could be 
equipped and deployed, the nation’s industries needed to produce new weapons, ammunition, and 
vehicles in great quantities. 
 
Prior to the war, neither the American military nor private industry had much knowledge of Europe’s new 
weapons and defense technologies. While the government could “turn bank tellers into paymasters, 
convert builders into construction quartermasters, find transportation officers in the great railway systems, 
Signal Corps officers in the telegraph companies, [and] medical officers in professional life,” it did not 
have the specialized skills for contemporary ordnance production (Crowell & Wilson 1921:25). But after 
the United States entered the war, the Allied forces shared their weapons designs and manufacturing 
knowledge. In turn, the War Department turned to heavy manufacturing and its engineers to build an 
independent ordnance and defense program to achieve victory. Yet the American manufacturing 
landscape was broadly unsuited for wartime production. Before 1914, there were only six government 
arsenals and two private factories nationally involved in heavy weapons production (Crowell & Wilson 
1921:26). Although some manufacturers took up production of artillery ammunition, military rifles, and 
machine guns, quantities were limited and the increased production generally was spread across industrial 
regions. 
 
Connecticut had a unique concentration of munitions manufacturers, with two of the nation’s most 
renowned gun manufacturers in the state. The Winchester Repeating Arms Company (Winchester) of 
New Haven and Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Company (Remington) of Bridgeport 
initially took up military field rifle manufacturing for the British and Russian governments in 1914 and 
1915, respectively. Similarly, smaller producers Hopkins & Allen in Norwich built rifles for sale to the 
Belgian government, and Bridgeport Projectile Company, later Liberty Ordnance Company, took a 
contract from Germany in 1915 for production of shrapnel shells. (America was still officially neutral in 
the conflict until 1917.) As America turned to war, the military turned to Connecticut and its coastal 
counties, where existing manufacturing capacity with a munitions focus gave the war effort a “running 
start” (U.S. Army Ordnance Dept. 1920:8). 
 
To develop a war materiel program and a cohesive industrial plan of action, the military and private 
industry collaborated to identify needed products and to determine how to produce them. They found that 
many European weapons, like the British Enfield rifle manufactured in Connecticut, either were 
unsuitable for American soldiers or were incompatible with broader industrial strategies. In the case of the 
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Enfield, a record of poor performance and its use of non-American ammunition types and calibers 
presented serious obstacles. This left the military with three choices: Refit an established industry to 
manufacture a newly designed and superior American weapon; contract the production of the Enfield as it 
was, but wholly adopt foreign manufacturing processes; or the preferred option, convert the Enfield to 
accept American .30-caliber Springfield ammunition (Crowell & Wilson 1921:225–35). The military’s 
strategy for new weapons development was dual: Apply American ingenuity to European models as 
necessary, but reward private innovation in wholly new weapons development when practical. As in the 
Enfield case, small arms producers in coastal Connecticut undertook minimal retooling to produce the 
Americanized weapons. However, private industry regularly undertook government contracts for new 
types of weapons, either those recently developed or those beyond a plant’s capability. Completion of 
those orders required architectural expansion or adjustment by way of new construction or factory 
retooling. 
  
Connecticut’s coastal counties experienced specialized factory construction and major factory retooling 
throughout the war. Established munitions manufacturers such as Colt, Remington, and Winchester 
designed and built factories and factory additions to meet growing demand, often for specific products. 
As the war progressed, new weapons and strategic developments required these large factories to change 
their focal production and to retool. Some new industrial corporations also rose to the occasion, designing 
new factories to fulfill a specific ordnance need. Established commercial manufacturers looked to the 
military ordnance catalog to determine whether and how their factories could be refitted for wartime 
production. Importantly, the manufacturing process required different tools for different products. 
Similarly, different types of wartime production carried with them unique sets of concerns. Concerns 
about efficiency, safety, and space often were answered through industrial architecture and design. 
Indeed, individual wartime products and their production methods influenced the architecture of new and 
retooled factories during the war. 
 
Ordnance production in coastal Connecticut’s factories primarily involved small arms and artillery; 
machine guns; trench warfare materials; naval ordnance; oceangoing vessels, boats, and aircraft. Small 
arms production focused on field rifles and pistols manufactured at established plants. Winchester worked 
with the U.S. military to develop modified Enfield field rifles at the onset of war, and produced almost 
466,000 of these rifles during the conflict (Crowell & Wilson 1921). Remington retooled its Bridgeport 
factory to meet a 1917 order for 150,000 Colt Model 1911 automatic pistols. The Winchester facility in 
New Haven was in the midst of retooling for the same order in 1918 when the Armistice was signed. 
Artillery production included the manufacture of cannons and artillery shells. Bullard Engineering Works 
of Bridgeport received a contract for 2,160 155-millimeter cannons in November 1917 and built a new 
factory in the city’s Black Rock section with specialized equipment capable of manufacturing four 
cannons a day. The Liberty Ordnance Company also produced artillery shells in a new state-of-the-art 
factory in Bridgeport (New York Times 1916:20).  
 
Machine gun production arguably was coastal Connecticut’s most significant industrial contribution to 
the war effort. The machine gun was an essential component of modern mechanized warfare, but the 
United States had only two producers when war was declared in 1917. Connecticut’s Marlin-Rockwell 
Corporation produced Colt’s Vickers machine guns for the Russian government during the first years of 
the war abroad, and quickly accepted an order from the U.S. military for 2,500 of the same variety 
(Crowell & Wilson 1921:205). In May 1917, the U.S. government tested a new machine gun design by 
John M. Browning of Colt’s Patent Firearms Manufacturing Company in Hartford. The weapon was 
simple and effective, and the government placed large orders with Colt for multiple Browning machine 
gun types. However, machine guns were indispensable in any form, and production of the Vickers variety 
preoccupied the primary Colt plant. To fill both contracts, Colt purchased the Meriden Firearms Company 
factory and tooled it to manufacture Browning automatic rifles. Remington also retooled for a Browning 
water-cooled machine gun contract, while Marlin-Rockwell Corporation in New Haven retooled for both 
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Browning aircraft machine gun and Browning automatic rifle production. Furthermore, Marlin-Rockwell 
purchased and retooled the Hopkins & Allen Factory in Norwich and the Mayo Radiator Factory in New 
Haven to expand its Browning production capacity. Winchester later took on Browning automatic rifle 
production, as well.  
 
Trench warfare materials produced in coastal Connecticut included mortar shells, pyrotechnics, gas 
grenades, toxic gas dispersion sets, toxic gas projectors, and toxic gas. Although mortar shells were not an 
important part of the munitions production program, they were new to the American arsenal and to 
American manufacturing. The Foster-Merriam Company in Meriden produced 33,959 6-inch trench 
mortar shells, newly adapted from European plans (Crowell & Wilson 1921:271). Pyrotechnics used in 
trench warfare included signal rockets, signal pistols, and flares. Remington manufactured 2.5 million 10-
gauge signal-pistol cartridges, while Winchester produced 5 million primers for these same cartridges. 
 
Coastal industry produced at least four essential chemical warfare components. The Waterbury Brass 
Goods Corporation (American Brass Company) manufactured 299,900 fuse casings for Levin’s 
projectors, devices used to propel toxic gas canisters using electricity (Crowell & Wilson 1921:271). The 
Bassic Company of Bridgeport manufactured 1.5 million detonator thimbles that sealed gas dispersant 
grenades (Crowell & Wilson 1921:265). The Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company in Stamford 
produced 20,501 toxic gas sets, consisting of a portable cylinder, a nozzle, and a firing mechanism 
(Crowell & Wilson 1921:280). Perhaps most notably, the American Synthetic Color Company in 
Stamford assisted the government with the development of chloropicrin gas for military purposes and was 
one of two producers of this substance during the war. The Stamford plant underwent modification and 
retooling, yet the resulting facilities were poorly suited for the dangerous work. The government took 
over operations in 1918, fearing a large-scale accident. Under government management, the factory 
produced 3,224,600 pounds of gas (Crowell & Wilson 1921:498). 
 
Naval and aviation ordnance operations at the Scovill Manufacturing Company factory in Waterbury 
made brass cartridge cases for naval ammunition. Waterbury Tool Company retooled for the manufacture 
of naval gun turret gears, and Liberty Ordnance Company produced naval cannons. The General 
Ordnance Company in Groton assisted the Navy in developing and manufacturing depth-charge-firing Y-
Guns for ship mounting (Navy Ordnance Dept. 1920:61). The Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company 
produced aerial fragmentation bombs, and the Connecticut Aircraft Company in New Haven produced 
observation balloons and supply balloons. The Connecticut Aircraft Company even attempted to build a 
dirigible late in the war. 
 
The diversity of ordnance production in coastal Connecticut required an ever more diverse range of 
specialized manufacturing tools and machinery, and factory retooling was an essential part of war 
production. As a result, funding for retooling frequently was included in government contracts for war 
production. But the nature and extent of retooling practices depended on the product and its manufacturer. 
For example, Waterbury Brass Goods Corporation (American Brass Company) in Waterbury, which 
specialized in a variety of stamped metal products in the prewar period, underwent only minor retooling 
to produce fuse casings for military purposes (Connecticut Dept. of Factory Inspection 1916:23). While 
these components were crucial to the American war effort, the new tools and machines adopted for 
wartime production did not represent a dramatic refit for the factory, except in output capacity, 
potentially. In contrast, retooling of most munitions and ordnance factories represented a quantum change 
in kind and in scale. Furthermore, the larger factories of established Connecticut weapons producers 
transitioned to manufacture of complete weapons. Their retooling allowed start-to-finish manufacturing of 
some of the war’s most significant military technologies, like the Browning automatic rifle, the 
aforementioned Enfield, and the Colt model 1911A (U.S. Army Ordnance Dept. 1920:II–V). 
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Specialized facilities also were needed for the manufacture of modern military weapons and components 
in coastal Connecticut. Architects and engineers designed factories using modern materials, designs, and 
technologies to fit the needs of individual producers and processes, with wartime efficiency as the raison 
d’être. Structures and design choices were specific to the production of different products of war. Small-
arms factories commonly included firearms testing ranges, like the indoor range at Winchester’s New 
Haven plant. Making artillery shells required extra precautions in case of explosion, and specialized 
factories separated production areas and utilized reinforced brick or concrete construction to minimize the 
potential for damage and injury. Some features of specialized facilities were specific to a product and to 
the size and status of its producer. In 1918, Winchester’s New Haven plant incorporated a ballistic 
laboratory for measuring projectile velocities to facilitate new weapons development (Iron Age 1918:25).  
 
From 1914 to 1916, 294 manufacturers built 627 factory buildings in Connecticut (Bureau of Labor 
Statistics 1916:9). Even though factory construction outside of war industries was banned in 1917, the 
number of manufacturers and of new factory buildings rose by more than 20 percent for the next two-year 
period—all war-related (Bureau of Labor Statistics 1918:9). In short, coastal Connecticut saw a veritable 
wave of wartime industrial construction that contributed to the manufacture of essential military and 
defense products. Some factory construction was designed specifically to accommodate new military 
products and processes. Commercial factories joined the war effort by converting their facilities to 
materiel production. Existing factories retooled to meet changing weapons technologies and changing 
battlefield tactics. As a result, the history of America’s entry into the era of modern warfare is recorded in 
the architectural landscape of Connecticut’s coastal industries.  
 
Word War I Defense Housing 
 
The migration of labor, resource restrictions, and capital deficiencies across the country led to a 
nationwide housing crisis during World War I. In coastal Connecticut, cities like Bridgeport, New 
London, Stamford, and Waterbury experienced this acutely as the demand for labor and the rapid 
influx of workers exceeded communities’ capacity to provide housing and infrastructure. Private 
attempts to house war workers failed to mitigate rising worker turnover, which reduced industrial 
productivity. Eventually the federal government intervened. The nation’s first federal housing policy 
resulted in the construction of homes for 21,983 families countrywide (USHC 1920:398). Eight 
projects were built in Connecticut’s coastal counties (USHC 1920:120–36, 241–45, 370–74). 
Preeminent architects, urban planners, and engineers from across the country were engaged to direct 
the national effort, and to oversee the design of individual war-worker communities. Those designed 
communities offered a national solution to the productivity problem. They also were a systematic 
attempt “to reconstruct the working class by reconstructing its communities,” as historian Eric 
Karolak has noted (Bauman et al. 2000:75). As a result, WWI defense housing projects in 
Connecticut expressed contemporary ideals regarding working-class life and worker productivity in 
their design. They also reflect significant aspects of the history of America at war and the history of 
American housing policy on the built landscape of Connecticut’s coastal counties. 
 
From the start of the war, industrial growth and employment opportunities attracted large numbers of 
migrant laborers to America’s urban centers. As the war progressed, towns and cities were jolted by a 
sudden need for increased manufacturing capacity, which led to the enlargement of plant facilities and 
around-the-clock industrial production. Employment opportunities tripled: Workers were needed to 
complete new tasks and fill three eight-hour shifts per day (Olmsted 1919:27). Cities struggled to 
accommodate the number of migrants as the growing populations exposed dormant public ills and 
aggravated already deteriorated living conditions. As workers’ quality of life declined, so did 
manufacturing productivity. Before government intervention, corporations sought both a diagnosis and a 
remedy. 
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Many observers saw inadequate housing as the root of the war industry’s troubles. Factories in 
Connecticut experienced increasing employee turnover as the United States entered the war and in 
subsequent years. By 1918, most Bridgeport factories were reporting turnover rates of 200 percent to 400 
percent per year; at least one reported a turnover rate as high as 50 percent monthly, an annual rate of 600 
percent (USHC, “Bridgeport,” 1918–19:5). Corporations and federal investigators attributed this problem 
to the departure of skilled labor in search of better living quarters for themselves and their families 
(Olmsted 1919:27). The unhealthy living conditions of overcrowded homes were well known, having led 
to tenement housing reform in New York and Connecticut in the early 1900s. Private industry saw the 
answer to worker turnover as new housing. 
 
Remington Arms Company in Bridgeport, American Brass Company in Waterbury, and other large 
corporations constructed worker housing to address turnover and to increase output. Remington Arms 
built worker housing at Remington City, Remington Village, Remington Apartments, and Remington 
Cottages (Bedford and Lucas 1989d). One American Brass project included approximately 70 single-
family frame houses of five or six rooms each in one section of Waterbury (USHC, “Waterbury,” 1918–
19:4). Other examples were built in industrial towns along the coast.  
  
But private housing did little to benefit the greater industrial community. Researchers called Remington’s 
housing in Bridgeport “entirely inadequate” to meet demand, and other private options were scarce 
(USHC, “Bridgeport,” 1918–19:1). Smaller plants could not afford to construct their own worker housing, 
and many large plants refused to participate, finding little monetary incentive for housing given wartime 
material costs.  
 
Private-sector failures and increasingly poor housing conditions attracted the attention of local authorities. 
Studies, like one conducted in Bridgeport in 1914, called on local government to address the problem: 
“The housing situation in Bridgeport is one which merits immediate attention…[and] a constructive 
policy, not content with maintaining the present standards, but determined to provide much better 
conditions must be inaugurated” (Brown 1914:62). Organizations like the Bridgeport Housing 
Corporation responded, with some success. However, wartime restrictions on materials and limited 
capital prevented these authorities from funding the necessary improvements on their own. 
 
Many saw the housing crisis as a threat to America’s war efforts and called for government intervention. 
Some interventionists saw an opportunity in the crisis to remedy a long-standing housing problem. One 
author wrote, “When we acknowledged that we were unprepared for war, did we realize that the backbone 
of modern war-making is decent housing? … Now that we have found this out through the costly and 
dangerous delays in building ships―and in every other industrial activity―do we not see that we have 
never been prepared for Peace?” (Whitaker 1918:2). The federal government acted slowly under 
mounting pressure. A bill passed in June 1918 appropriated $60 million ($1 billion in 2018 dollars 
dedicated to “housing for war needs” and established the Bureau of Industrial Housing and Transportation 
(Friedman n.d.). In July the government incorporated the United States Housing Corporation (USHC), an 
organization entrusted with the goal of eliminating the wartime housing crisis. 
 
The USHC’s mission was to provide housing for employees of essential war industries. It created 
industrial communities using four primary strategies: linking industrial hubs to available housing through 
transportation infrastructure; “stimulating, aiding, and encouraging” private capital to invest in worker 
housing; guiding the regional placement of war contracts and the distribution of labor to avoid 
congestion; and constructing and managing houses, apartments, and dormitories for wartime workers 
(USHC Labor Review 1919:248). When resorting to construction, the USHC preferred long-term 
investment in working-class communities to temporary construction. For this reason, it selected towns 
and cities expected to maintain worker populations and industrial economies after the war. The USHC 
was staffed with architects, landscape architects, urban planners, and engineers of national renown. Of the 
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four relief strategies, new community construction represented the highest expression of the USHC’s 
talent and their ideals. 
 
Prominent figures directed the two USHC divisions most responsible for designing industrial housing 
communities, the Town Planning Division and the Architectural Division. Frederick Law Olmsted Jr., a 
leader of the American city planning movement, managed the Town Planning Division. Olmsted brought, 
along with other USHC affiliates, a proclivity for the Garden City model of planned communities. He 
introduced elements from that European model into USHC design, including curvilinear streets that 
followed natural topography, open green spaces and yards for individual properties, and defined 
community boundaries. His vision gave USHC plans much of their distinctive contemporary character. 
Other significant planners and landscape architects involved in the Town Planning Division included 
Stephen Child, Arthur Coleman Comey, and Henry Vincent Hubbard (USHC 1920:64–75). 
 
The USHC’s Architectural Division developed standards for industrial housing adopted from the work of 
Lawrence Veiller, the urban reformer responsible for important changes to New York’s tenement code. 
Veiller developed minimum architectural standards for defense housing, which “barred the evils of 
ordinary working-class housing” yet allowed local architects and planners a degree of design flexibility 
(Bauman et al. 2000:71). Veiller also designed a few dozen house types adopted by the USHC. The 
Architectural Division required that only four or five of these types might be used in any one project; 
efficiency was key. However, architectural variety was promoted as an essential feature of each industrial 
housing community, since “reproduction throughout the village of the same type of house without 
variation would make the community cheerless and unattractive to the incoming laborer, which would be 
reflected in the labor turnover” (USHC 1920:182–83). USHC architectural standards also emphasized a 
preference for one- and two- family homes, with floor plans that suggested single-use rooms. Standard 
housing types included bungalows, detached houses, semi-detached houses, two-flat houses, semi-
detached two-flat houses, dormitories, and apartments. 
 
The Housing Corporation’s design standards served as a foundation for projects tailored to the needs of 
individual communities. In coastal Connecticut, the USHC chose Bridgeport, Groton, New London, 
Waterbury, and Stamford for housing projects. The USHC selected sites based on proximity “to existing 
car lines, to factories, schools, churches, shopping centers, playgrounds, and public parks,” as well as on 
land availability and cost (USHC, “Groton-New London,” 1917:7). It hired local or regional architects, 
engineers, and building contractors for these projects. However, the Armistice declared on November 11, 
1918, arrived before most of the planned communities were completed. In Connecticut, the USHC had 
finished five housing sites in Bridgeport, one each in Groton and New London and one in Waterbury. It 
abandoned a planned project in Stamford.  
 
USHC worker housing in Connecticut consisted of apartment houses, row houses, semi-detached houses, 
and detached houses. Materials were chosen with cost efficiency and wartime limitations in mind. Most 
homes were wood-framed and incorporated wood siding, brick cladding, or stucco. Most architecture was 
in the Colonial Revival style. Planned details like blinds and lattices met wartime budget cuts and were 
not included. In community planning, nearness to industry was of utmost importance. However, the 
USHC also considered beautiful surroundings essential to worker productivity. Natural features were 
preserved in developments, even to the point of “diverting a road to save a picturesque group of trees” in 
one Bridgeport community (USHC 1920:74). The USHC aspired to balance wartime urgency, 
pragmatism, social optimism, and attractiveness in its projects. 
 
Through design, the USHC attempted to instill notions of elevated working-class life in its worker 
communities. By emphasizing neighborhood aesthetics, open space, privacy, and detached residences 
with single-use floor plans, architects and planners eliminated the confined and shared spaces commonly 
found in prewar working-class housing, and introduced “garden” qualities associated with the middle 
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class into urban settings. The effect had social and economic benefits: The quality of USHC design 
encouraged residents to buy their USHC-managed homes from the government at the close of the war. 
Historians have argued that USHC design reinforced normative definitions of middle-class family life by 
dividing spaces in and around the home, thus defining roles through the use of space, e.g., distinguishing 
work and home, husband and wife, and parlor and kitchen (Bauman et al. 2000). 
 
In 1919, Olmsted wrote of the lessons learned from the USHC war effort. He believed that two types of 
lessons—design and economic—could by gleaned from the federal emergency response. The first lesson 
pertained to physical, social, and economic qualities of individual housing projects. The second dealt with 
the social and economic conditions that required federal response in the first place. Olmsted insisted that 
the latter lesson be taken to heart: “The country must face this [ongoing] national problem… and must 
patiently devise such improvements in the methods of financing the home builder, and in the prevailing 
mechanisms for wholesale construction of dwellings.” He continued: “Such success as may have attended 
the Government’s adventures in housing under the stimulus of war should have a far-reaching result in 
pointing the way for other agencies” (Olmsted 1919:33). Seeing the immediate success of federal work in 
a long-term struggle, Olmsted called for the incorporation of a peacetime housing effort. “No other 
activity in the nation…,” he wrote, “[does] more to fix the conditions that determine the health and mold 
the character of our people than housing” (Olmsted 1919:32). Still, the federal government struggled to 
formulate a comprehensive housing policy through the Hoover era and into the New Deal, finding it 
necessary after the outbreak of World War II to address wartime emergency housing again. 
 
WWI Military Construction 
 
WWI military construction projects in coastal Connecticut established training facilities, military 
personnel housing, munitions storage facilities, warehouses and research facilities on and around new and 
enlarged military bases. These projects contributed to the war effort, and in retrospect can be seen as 
having marked the beginning of what became an active peacetime military. The Naval Submarine Base in 
Groton was one such effort. In 1916 the United States expanded this complex, and equipped it with 81 
buildings by the end of the war, including barracks, training facilities, warehouses docks, and a mine 
depot. Other examples of WWI military construction included Fort Trumbull, the Naval Experimental 
Station, the Naval Hospital, and the Naval Marine Iron Works, all in New London. As noted earlier, since 
military construction conducted by the War Department during WWI focused on expansions and 
upgrades to military installations, further discussion of these properties is deferred to the established data 
on the subject. 
 
World War I Property Types 
 
Industrial 
 
The advent of WWI witnessed the burgeoning development of two types of manufacturing facilities in 
coastal Connecticut: (1) new factory construction and (2) retooled or “refitted” factories. Both are 
described and illustrated below.  
 
New Factory Construction 
 
Specialized factories were built to meet the needs of American and Allied militaries during WWI. These 
facilities required architectural, engineering, and design choices specific to the production of new 
weapons and types of ordnance. Non-factory manufacturing facilities such as shipyards also are subsumed 
in this category, as appropriate. Such new construction was exemplified by the Liberty Ordnance 
Company, which was built for artillery production. 
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In April 1915, Carl Heynen, a representative of the German government, funded the creation of 
Bridgeport Projectile Company for the express purpose of producing artillery for the German military, the 
U.S. still being officially neutral at the time. As a result, Bridgeport businessmen were willing to join 
Heynen as investors in the munitions business. Construction of a $2 million ($50 million in 2018 dollars) 
plant began in 1915, and production of shrapnel shells for artillery began in 1916 (Friedman n.d.; Iron 
Age 1918). By the time America joined the war, the Bridgeport Projectile Company already had produced 
50,000 shrapnel shells. The War Department seized the undelivered order and immediately contracted 
Bridgeport for American production. The Bridgeport Projectile Company subsequently erected a two-
story gun factory, the third largest of its kind in the country at 120 feet by 300 feet, for the construction of 
5-in., .50-caliber naval guns (New York Times 1916:20). That factory became operational in August 1917, 
and in October of that year, the newly formed Liberty Ordnance Company took over its operations. At the 
time of the takeover, the forge shop could produce 30,000 3-in., 5000 4.7-in., and 3000 5-in. artillery 
shells per day, and the new Naval gun shop could produce 300 5-in., .50-caliber navy guns per year (fig. 
6-1). 
 
The original plant on Union Avenue included a 100- by 480-foot brick and steel forge shop, designed and 
used for the production of artillery shells. It included 36 hydraulic presses of differing weights, laid out in 
two rows through the building’s center, with two adjacent oil-fired furnaces for each pair of presses (fig. 
6-2). An additional cooling room and a shipping department supplemented this structure. A separate two-
story machine shop held equipment on separate floors for machining shells and shrapnel cases, and a 
physical testing laboratory. Another building held offices for the engineering department and for 
government inspectors. The two-story gun shop was “designed by engineers… from similar works [to be] 
ideal for its purpose,” and had 25-foot-wide balconies down each side where machinery for gun breach 
construction sat on projecting platforms (Iron Age 1918:28). Gun lathes occupied the main floor. Both the 
forge shop and the gun shop had monitor roofs that provided good daylight. Additionally, exterior 
windows lined the forge shop and the gun shop. The Liberty Ordnance Company stood along the main 
line of the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad, and “a network of service tracks” afforded easy 
transportation. Liberty Ordnance Company’s primary structures stand today, housing Hariton Machinery 
Company, Inc. and the Moore Tool Company, Inc.  
 
Other important manufacturing companies built factories or added specialized manufacturing facilities on 
their grounds for war production. While virtually no such structure retains vintage World War I 
production lines and equipment, in some cases the structures themselves, as in the case of Liberty 
Ordnance Company, can be read as function-specific properties, evocative of their original use and 
period(s) of significance.  
 
The Connecticut Bureau of Labor Statistics for the war years 1914–16 and 1916–18 provide lengthy lists 
of factory construction, many if not most related to the war effort in Connecticut. In addition to 
Bridgeport, cities and towns in the four coastal counties that witnessed industrial construction for the war 
effort included Chester, Danbury, Groton, Meriden, Middletown, Naugatuck, New Haven, New London, 
Niantic, Norwalk, Norwich, Stamford, Stonington, and Waterbury. This expansion was accomplished at 
least in part by some of the most iconic arms producers in American history, including Remington Arms, 
Union Metallic Cartridge Company, Marlin Firearms Company, and Winchester Repeating Arms 
Company. In terms of naval construction, facilities were built in Bridgeport by Lake Torpedo Boat, and in 
New London by New London Ship and Engine Company and Groton Iron Works, among others. 
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Fig. 6-1. Aerial Depiction, Liberty Ordnance Company Plant with Forge Shop in Rear, ca.1918 (Source: 

Iron Age [January–June, 1918]). 
 
 

 
Fig. 6-2. Interior, Liberty Ordnance Forge Shop Central Cay with Hydraulic Presses and Shrapnel Shells in 

Foreground, ca. 1918 (Source: Iron Age [January–June, 1918]). 
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The scale, massing, proportion, and rhythm of the designs developed for buildings in these industrial 
complexes were influenced by functional requirements of the industrial process. Efficiency and safety 
were considerations in the development of factory plans and the selection of materials. Assembly-line 
production, introduced by the Ford Motor Company in 1913, was best accommodated by single-story, 
linear buildings that supported the sequential flow of work with minimal internal handling. An emphasis 
was placed on daylight and ventilation. The volatile and hazardous nature of the manufacturing process 
dictated fireproof construction and containment.    
 
Retooled Factories  
 
Numerous manufacturing facilities in coastal Connecticut were retooled or refitted to produce new 
materiel. Such factories replaced existing tools and machinery for the manufacturing of ordnance and 
other military products. Many formerly commercial producers and munitions companies already involved 
in wartime production before the United States entered the war retooled their factories to participate in the 
American war effort. Existing weapons producers often retooled their factories to fill specific contracts 
for updated or in demand weapons. Such producers included Winchester Repeating Arms of New Haven, 
Remington Arms Union Metallic Cartridge in Bridgeport, and Colt in Norwich. 
 
An unusual, if not unique, example of highly specialized production in a retooled facility in coastal 
Connecticut is the case of American Synthetic Color Company in Stamford. (Unfortunately, the buildings 
there no longer are extant.) American Synthetic Color illustrates the wide range of highly specialized 
wartime manufacturing that developed coincident with America’s first entry into global warfare. As 
interesting is the fact that its product was specifically designed for a class of warfare peculiar to WWI: 
trench warfare. Prior to the war, the company produced synthetic color dyes for use in textile, leather, 
paper, paint, and ink applications. After the outbreak of war, and in collaboration with university and 
government specialists, the company developed chloropicrin gas, a derivative of picric acid. In battle, it 
was most often used in conjunction with phosgene, because it was thought that the rapid irritation of 
chloropicrin gas prevented the use of gas masks, making soldiers easy prey to the suffocating action of the 
phosgene. The Stamford facility was the only private producer of this substance. (It was also produced at 
the Edgewood Arsenal in Maryland.) The adaptation of the Stamford plant and of its workforce, already 
skilled in chemical production, was accomplished with relatively minor modifications. During WWI, that 
facility produced more than 3 million pounds of gas (Crowell & Wilson 1921:498). The factory partially 
burned in 1917, leading the government to take over operations and rebuild the plant (Fire & Water 
Engineering 1917:108). 
 
While factories were built to accommodate technological innovations and for the mass production of 
specific armaments and other materiel, many existing plants were retooled and refitted for new industrial 
processes. These facilities reflected changing technologies from the period of significance in 
manufacturing processes and production lines. Few, if any, are likely to have survived to the present, 
though preexisting structures that witnessed the retooling may have survived.  
 
Defense Housing  
 
Property types for WWI defense housing in Connecticut consist of: (1) private war-worker housing and 
(2) USHC industrial housing. One example of privately financed worker housing is described below. 
Three examples of USHC projects are explored to define common architectural types within this 
category. 
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Private War-Worker Housing 
 
Private-sector industrial housing in Connecticut’s coastal counties took a variety of forms. Yet in their 
design, these wartime communities expressed the common inclinations of manufacturers. Corporations 
used planning and design to maximize livable space and to minimize costs in private-sector housing 
projects during WWI, while adhering to “reformed” models of twentieth century working-class housing.  
 
Remington Arms Company built more than 500 dwellings in Remington City, Remington Village, 
Remington Cottages, and Remington Apartments. Remington Village (1915–16) consisted of 76 multi-
family residences along Boston Avenue, East Avenue, and Willow Avenue in Bridgeport. As Remington 
Arms grew rapidly at the start of the war, it hired the New York firm Hiss and Weeks and the English 
architect Alfred C. Bossom, also working out of New York, to design and build worker housing. Hiss, 
Weeks, and Bossom designed Remington Village to mimic the diversity of other neighborhoods in 
Bridgeport. It had ten distinct architectural designs, arranged to give the community the appearance of 
having developed naturally over time. This aesthetic was intended to break monotony, while assimilating 
workers into the greater Bridgeport community. All the residences at Remington Village were designed in 
the Colonial Revival style. However, each of the ten designs had distinguishing features. Variances in 
roof types, porch construction, or in the use of stucco and brick separated homes that otherwise were 
linked by grid orientation, sidewalks, and landscaping features (Bedford and Lucas 1989d). The 
Remington Village Historic District was listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1990 
(Bedford and Lucas 1989b). 
 
USHC Industrial Housing 
 
In Connecticut, the USHC completed five housing projects in Bridgeport, one each in Groton and New 
London and one in Waterbury. These defense housing projects featured three primary building types: 
apartment housing, semi-detached housing, and detached housing. Bridgeport’s Black Rock housing 
project, New London’s Lincoln Avenue housing project, and the Waterbury’s Sylvan Avenue project are 
good existing examples of these housing types, respectively. 
 
USHC Apartment Houses 
 
The USHC built a limited number of apartment buildings, but one was constructed at the Black Rock 
Tract in Bridgeport. The 6.77-acre project, 2.5 miles from Bridgeport’s city center, included apartments 
for 216 families along Fairfield Avenue, where it was accessible from the western manufacturing district 
and adjacent to the Bullard plant. The USHC chose the apartment-house type because of high land values 
and strong local demand for worker housing. Indeed, the population of Bridgeport had increased by 
60,000 from 1914 to 1916, and in 1918, the 15 largest war-production plants there employed more than 
62,000 workers (USHC, “Bridgeport,” 1918–19:2). The Black Rock apartments were completed by 1919. 
R. Clipson Sturgis was the field architect, and A.A. Shurtleff was the USHC’s “town planner,” 
responsible for site planning and landscape design. 
 
The Black Rock housing community had 13 structures, each three stories high and two rooms deep. The 
apartment houses were brick with wooden porches. Individual apartments had five- or six-room plans, 
with a separate living room, dining room, kitchen, and bedrooms. Three of the buildings had special 
corner constructions that featured entrances with Colonial Revival-style details and a combined living 
room-dining room. The tract plan featured U-shaped apartment complexes with central courtyards, 
sidewalks, and service roads, all sharing a common playground. According to a 1920 report, the Black 
Rock apartment houses were “new to [Bridgeport], both in scheme… layout and appearance,” especially 
given that every room had direct outdoor lighting and ventilation (USHC 1920:122) (fig. 6-3). The Black 
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Fig. 6-3. Black Rock Apartments, Bridgeport, ca. 1919 (Source: National Archives Photographic Division; 

Records of U.S. Housing Corporation, Record Group  3-LS, National Archives, College Park, 
MD). 

 
Rock Gardens Housing Complex Historic District was listed on the National Register of Historic Places 
in 1990 (Bedford and Lucas 1989a). 
 
USHC Semi-Detached Houses 
 
The USHC primarily built either semi-detached or detached housing. The majority of WWI-era defense 
housing on Lincoln Avenue in New London featured semi-detached houses (fig. 6-4). This community 
incorporated 20.14 acres and included semi-detached houses for 148 families, and detached houses for 15 
families. From 1910 to 1918, the population grew in the Groton-New London area by 45,000 as the result 
of wartime shipbuilding and manufacturing contracts. Many unskilled and semi-skilled workers initially 
obtained affordable housing in private dormitory residences in Groton. But the USHC report on the New 
London project, dated 1920, noted that the development had been designed to serve a different contingent 
of “mostly high-class mechanics” (USHC 1920:241). Construction was completed by 1919, with the firm 
of Hoppin and Koen serving as field architects and Charles N. Lowrie as town planner.  
 
Homes at the New London site were arranged along a modified street grid that took into account natural 
slopes and plateaus. The plan emphasized pedestrianism and highlighted street vistas and landscaping. 
The community featured a primary street entrance and a small roundabout. The houses were designed in 
the Colonial Revival style. All were of frame construction with clapboard siding. Architectural variation 
came in the form of massing, porch placements, and roof treatments (Churchill 1990). Homes were 
painted in white, light gray, or colonial yellow (USHC 1920:241). Floor plans of five- or six-room semi-
detached homes included separate dining rooms, living rooms, and bedrooms, with two or three bedrooms 
upstairs and a porch. The Lincoln Avenue development was listed in the National Register of Historic 
Places in 1990 as the United States Housing Corporation Historic District (Churchill 1989). 
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Fig. 6-4. Homes Along Clover Avenue, USHC Housing Project, Lincoln Avenue, New London, ca. 1919  

(Source: National Archives Photographic Division; Records of U.S. Housing Corporation, Record 
Group 3-LS, National Archives, College Park, MD). 

 
 
USHC Detached Houses 
 
The majority of homes in Waterbury’s Sylvan Avenue USHC community consisted of detached houses 
(fig. 6-5). The site was chosen because of its proximity to the Scovill Manufacturing Company and the 
American Brass Company plants, as well as to a recreational park. The community incorporated 11.33 
acres with detached houses for 29 families and semi-detached houses for 26 families. Construction at 
Sylvan Avenue was complete by 1919. The firm of Murphy & Dana served as the field architects, and 
F.B. Hinchman was the town planner. 
 
Existing streets and topography largely dictated the plan for Sylvan Avenue. The houses uniformly 
featured shingled roofs and were stucco-clad. However, woodwork color differed in each house type, 
creating a sense of individuality. The USHC praised the design of structures in this community as 
“excellent adaptations of the corporation’s standards” and “among the best work done” within the 
national effort (USHC 1920:366). Additionally, the USHC highlighted the community as featuring an 
“excellent example” of a modified six-room detached house plan called the “double-run corner stair 
type,” which included a main floor featuring living and dining rooms and a kitchen, with three bedrooms 
on the top floor (USHC 1920:510). One of the Waterbury detached-house designs featured a combination 
store and dwelling. The USHC project at Sylvan avenue, along Lounsbury, Laval, and Madison Streets, is 
extant. 
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Fig. 6-5. Homes in USHC Sylvan Avenue Housing Project, Waterbury, ca. 1919 (National Archives 

Photographic Division; Records of US Housing Corporation, Record Group 3-LS, 
 

World War II (1939–45) 
 
WWII Industrial Facilities 
 
On December 29, 1940, a year before the attack on Pearl Harbor, President Roosevelt called on American 
factory owners, managers, and workers to “discard the notion of business as usual” and to build an 
“arsenal of democracy” for the preservation of the nation’s values at home and abroad in light of 
hostilities in Europe (Roosevelt Fireside Chat 1940). Connecticut industry again took up the call for the 
production of weapon systems, munitions, and ordnance, and the four coastal counties became notable 
producers of modern aircraft, warships, and submarines. Government agencies invested billions of dollars 
in factory construction and conversion nationwide, as did private industry. New factory designs and 
industrial technologies guaranteed efficient, high-speed production and carriage, and modernized mass 
production expedited manufacturing throughout the war industries. New infrastructure also was required. 
Specialized facilities for the production and distribution of critical materials, like rubbers and metals, 
proliferated during WWII. Most significant war contracts ended up in the hands of established 
corporations, in keeping with the contemporary political and economic environment. Large-scale wartime 
producers in coastal Connecticut included General Electric in Bridgeport, Electric Boat in Groton, Marlin 
Firearms in New Haven, Vought-Sikorsky in Stratford, and American Brass in Waterbury. These 
companies used their specialized facilities to develop and manufacture essential munitions, ordnance, and 
vehicles for war. The architecture of new and retooled factories during WWII reflected the needs of 
wartime industry and the changing military-industrial narrative. 
 
Industrial and economic mobilization for the Second World War began in 1939. Progress was slow until 
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in December 1941, and only reached its height in 1943. In late 1939, 
President Roosevelt created the War Resources Board to guide the production of defense and war 
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materials. This body was formed at the behest of the War Department, which feared an unprepared or 
unwilling private sector in the case of war. The board included several corporate executives whose 
presence raised red flags among liberal political interests and initially created opposition to mobilization 
plans. In addition, isolationists feared that the board was a ploy for American belligerence. Low public 
support in favor of mobilization, and political impasses over its strategy, impaired full industrial 
mobilization in the early war years (Harper et al. 2007:11).   
 
To complicate the situation, big business was reluctant to engage in wartime mobilization. The close of 
WWI had left American industry with empty factories, terminated war contracts, and sizable debt, so both 
inflation and recession were fresh in the minds of business owners still climbing out of the Depression. 
Perhaps more importantly, large corporations did not want to exit civilian markets for fear of being edged 
out by competitors. Manufacturing powerhouses in the steel and automotive industries were disinclined to 
participate, though both were essential components of a war effort. As a result, the first attempts to jump-
start industry involvement proved unsuccessful. In response, the Roosevelt administration created or 
repurposed a number of agencies to direct the effort, some of which would oversee a wave of industrial 
construction and conversion in the years to come. In 1942, one agency announced that “President 
Roosevelt’s concept of America as the Arsenal of Democracy was being realized in cold steel” at last 
(War Production Board 1942:3).  
 
To encourage factory construction, expansion, and conversion for wartime production, the government 
offered low-cost loans, tax write-offs, and subsidies to corporations willing to participate in the industrial 
war effort. The government also guaranteed each company the cost of production, plus a fixed profit 
(Harper et al. 2007:12). An existing federal agency, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC), 
directed the industrial expansion. In 1940, the RFC was repurposed, through legislation, to aid the 
national defense program and was granted the ability to acquire real estate and facilities for manufacture 
of “critical materials, arms, ammunition, implements of war” and associated equipment; to lease, sell and 
dispose of plant facilities; to engage in manufacturing operations; and to acquire transportation equipment 
such as railroad features and aircraft (Secretary of Treasury 1959:123). The RFC established sub-
agencies, such as the Defense Plant Corporation (DPC), which built and tooled wartime manufacturers, 
and others that dealt in the acquisition and distribution of critical materials, such as the Metal Reserve 
Company and the Rubber Development Corporation. The RFC provided two-thirds of all building and 
conversion funding in the country from 1940 to 1943, and the DPC spent approximately $7.3 billion ($44 
billion in 2018 dollars) on 2,300 projects (Friedman n.d.; Secretary of Treasury 1959:130). 
 
The DPC was the most influential agent of industrial construction and conversion during WWII. It 
provided financing for new facilities and leased the plants to private corporations to operate during the 
war. The process for receiving DPC funding for factory construction or conversion was simple: 
Government agencies from the War Department and beyond provided the DPC preferential site locations, 
product types, and operators. It then confirmed agency nominations after a review. The nomination 
process reinforced an existing network of big business and government employees, and many large 
corporations received leases for DPC-built specialized facilities and military contracts for weapons 
production. As long as the lessee fulfilled its production requirements, it paid $1 in rent each month. DPC 
projects included a range of industries from munitions to foodstuffs, and from aircraft construction to 
uniform production. Its most frequent finance recipients were in the aviation industry.  
 
The DPC built and equipped at least eight specialized facilities in Connecticut’s coastal counties. The 
High Standard Manufacturing Company in New Haven received a contract for the manufacture of .50-
caliber machine guns, for which the DPC built two structures and supplied the plant with 1,623 pieces of 
production equipment (Defense Plant Corporation 1944:18-21). Also in New Haven, the DPC built and 
outfitted plants for the manufacture of aircraft engine parts operated by M.B. Manufacturing Company. 
The DPC built and outfitted a factory in Niantic for surgical dressing production, operated by the 
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Pataganset Finishing Company, and a factory in Stamford operated by the Perkins Elmer Company to 
manufacture optical and navigation equipment. The DPC established a plant for the United Aircraft 
Corporation, Vought-Sikorsky Aircraft Division, on a 13 acre-site in Bridgeport. That plant contained 11 
buildings. One was served by a railroad spur, and another housed a cafeteria for workers. United Aircraft 
also operated a second DPC plant in Stratford that included two test hangers and manufacturing 
equipment. The DPC built and later expanded an eight-building plant for the United States Rubber 
Company in Naugatuck. The structures were steel-framed and fireproofed with reinforced concrete 
flooring; in total, the plant held 585 pieces of specialized equipment (Defense Plant Corporation 1944:18–
21). 
 
The diversity of DPC-built industrial facilities in the coastal counties was indicative of the greater 
industrial effort there. Private construction and conversion projects were the norm for large and small 
manufacturers, and during WWII industrial producers were ubiquitous. Since WWI, American industrial 
capacity had increased significantly. A 400-page register of manufacturers in Connecticut from 1951 
listed all facilities involved in military production during WWII. Small manufacturers in coastal towns 
and cities produced all kinds of military wares. One in Shelton produced military-grade ski bindings and 
shoe buckles; another in Wallingford made identification necklaces and bronze stars (Connecticut 
Development Commission 1951:239). But most industrial productivity and industrial labor remained 
concentrated in a small number of established war producers, many of which had held military contracts 
during WWI. These corporations primarily dealt in the production of munitions; aircraft and aviation 
equipment; shipbuilding and naval equipment; and critical materials. Most operated in industrial cities 
like New Haven, Bridgeport, Stratford, Waterbury, Groton, and New London. 
 
Many large manufacturers in these cities stayed open, up to date, and geared toward military production 
with the help of military contracts in the prewar period. In the 1930s, the federal government funded 
small-arms production at private factories such Winchester Arms Company in New Haven and other gun 
producers in Connecticut. Regular government contracts and established commercial markets granted 
these corporations enough fiscal flexibility to do research and development, and to expand or refit their 
factories without DPC financing. Early in the war, foreign contracts financed expansion and tooling for 
some established manufacturers. The British government funded the expansion of Winchester’s and 
Remington’s Connecticut plants (Thomson and Mayo 1991:192). Prior to and after the America’s entry 
into the war, some established manufacturers hired noteworthy architects to design their facilities. 
Airplane manufacturer Vought-Sikorsky followed this pattern throughout the war.  
 
Aircraft and aviation technologies were arguably Connecticut’s most significant contributors to the WWII 
industrial effort, and Vought-Sikorsky was the state’s primary producer. Hartford-based United Aircraft 
Company merged two subsidiaries, Vought and Sikorsky, for production at a Stratford plant in 1939. The 
year before, the corporation began research toward the development of its Corsair model fighter plane, 
and the Navy adopted the result enthusiastically. The corporation needed new and expanded facilities to 
meet demand for its Corsair model. Vought Aircraft hired the esteemed industrial architecture firm Albert 
Kahn Associates to design additional facilities at its Stratford plant along the Housatonic River. Kahn 
Associates oversaw the design of a major assembly plant in 1942, and the resulting plant drastically 
expanded output capacity. The structure typified the firm’s war-era industrial design, with a high central 
bay, two secondary bays, and V-shaped monitor windows (Buchanan and Johnson 1984:30). Kahn 
Associates’ other additions, built as late as 1944, included a second assembly plant, an office building 
with drafting areas, and other specialized facilities. Vought-Sikorsky manufactured 4,543 Corsairs at its 
facilities during WWII, and the original structures are extant (Buchanan and Johnson 1984:33). 
 
Other essential military producers dealt in standard ordnance types, marine vessels, and aircraft. Most 
small arms, artillery, machine guns, and ammunition were produced after their manufacturing 
technologies were updated or replaced. The producers frequently remained the same. For example, Marlin 
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Firearms Company in New Haven received contracts to produce a new sub-machine gun, the High 
Standard, and the Thompson (Tommy) Gun. Winchester Repeating Arms manufactured Garand rifles. 
The military also contracted with General Electric in Bridgeport to test and produce more than 360,000 
“Bazooka” rocket-launching devices throughout the war (Thompson and Mayo 1991:183). Bridgeport 
Brass produced brass cartridge casings. New London, Groton, and Stamford were home to naval 
production operations at the Thames Shipyard, Electric Boat, and Luders Marine Construction 
Corporation, respectively. The Thames Shipyard hauled out and repaired submarines during the war; it 
also converted yachts for government testing through the Underwater Sound Lab (Strickland 1975:3). 
Electric Boat was an essential manufacturer for the naval submarine fleet. Its facilities included start-to-
finish production facilities for PT (Patrol Torpedo) boats. Luders built sub-chasers, tugboats, and yawls 
for the Navy, as well as commercial vessels during the war. 
 
The architecture of new and updated wartime factories reflected the specialized needs of large-scale 
producers. Facilities for assembling and fitting airplanes featured large, open spaces to account for unit 
size and allow for ease of movement. Shipbuilding and submarine enterprises included open-air 
fabrication shops and outfitting docks along with factory spaces. Small-arms plants held large numbers of 
mechanized manufacturing tools, and laboratories and testing grounds for development and specification. 
WWII materials plants were outfitted with specialized engineering structures, including reactor areas, 
water pump houses, processing buildings, and large volumes of mechanical equipment. Structures were 
reinforced, fireproofed, or otherwise fortified depending on product and process volatility. 
 
Standard practices in industrial architecture created certain design commonalities. These features were not 
exclusive to the war period; however, a drastic increase in employed laborers and production volume 
during the war no doubt influenced their proliferation and application. Health centers for employee 
treatment and on-site cafeterias were built at many of the largest plants. Some plants offered other types 
of employee services. Electric Boat in Groton, for example, offered meals from food stands on its 
premises. The proliferation of the automobile and the strengthening of highway networks in the prewar 
period led factories to design for both railroad and truck service. Similarly, the DPC-built Sikorsky 
facility in Stratford included two large shipping platforms for product transportation. WWII industrial 
operations utilized conveyer technology borrowed from the auto industry. 
 
Wartime industrial construction often took modern architectural approaches. In the 1930s, Americans had 
become accepting of, if not enthusiastic about, modern architecture (Albrecht et al. 1995:3). WWII, 
however, marked a turning point for such architecture—and its ubiquity following the war had much to 
do with its application in the defense sector. Modernism in industrial defense architecture during the war 
reflected the “processes and methods of fabrication” and the need for “systematization, standardization 
and speed” in wartime production (Albrecht et al. 1995:3). This especially was the case with the 
aforementioned Albert Kahn. His firm, Albert Kahn Associates, designed factories that used bridge-
building engineering methods and long steel trusses to create huge, uninterrupted open spaces with an 
abundance of light. Architectural critics and modern architects praised Kahn’s innovative architecture 
leading up to the war. His designs also were uniquely practical for war mobilization and defense 
production. Kahn’s use of fabricated steel allowed for rapid factory erection, and his structural designs 
befit large-scale airplane production, which was a national priority. Kahn Associates was enlisted to 
design what became a national network of airplane manufacturing facilities during the war, including the 
Vought-Sikorsky Stratford plant. His approach influenced industrial design in all war industries, just as 
other aspects of modern design and material approaches were adopted during WWII. 
 
Eventually, material shortages affected wartime factory architecture and influenced the application of new 
materials, designs, and construction methods in the postwar and Cold War periods. During mobilization, 
prefabricated steel and other metal components were used for the construction of defense plants. 
However, by 1942 the federal government placed restrictions on metals required for the production of 
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military vehicles and armaments. Alternative buildings materials such as masonry, concrete, and wood 
were adopted in industrial architecture, which led to a period of exceptional design and construction 
innovation (Albrecht et al. 1995:55). As historian Robert Friedel noted, “The most extraordinary 
architectural emergency in the county’s history… yielded an extraordinary building effort,” expressed in 
local and federal building standard adjustments; practical design solutions in architecture and engineering; 
new materials design and fabrication; and widespread public acceptance of new building practices 
(Albrecht et al. 1995:56–57). Timber widely replaced steel, even in factory construction. The 
development of new synthetic materials led to the rise of plywood in design and construction. Wartime 
experimentation also led to a variety of new applications for concrete. Structural steel was replaced 
frequently with wire- or cable-reinforced concrete, leading to quick, efficient, and material-sparing 
construction of specialized wartime facilities. New practical designs and building materials also became 
synonymous with modern aesthetics in industrial architecture. In New Haven, the Wire Rope Corporation 
of America, Inc., which manufactured wire for military applications during WWII, re-clad its brick plant 
with “architectural concrete,” providing   the facility with both “structural and decorative… 
modernization” (Architectural Forum 1940:11) 
 
Characteristics of industrial architecture also reflected fears about a potential war at home, either in the 
forms of sabotage or air attacks. Civilian defense and industrial production were closely linked in the 
minds of many Americans, and fears of factory sabotage abounded. In 1940, President Roosevelt warned 
about forces of foreign evil on the home front, claiming, “secret emissaries are active in our own and 
neighboring countries… seek[ing] to cause internal strife” (Roosevelt Fireside Chat 1940). Protecting 
industrial facilities became an architectural consideration. In 1941, Remington erected guardhouses for its 
new 45-building plant in Bridgeport. The War Department published a pamphlet titled “Plant Protection 
for Manufacturers” in 1943, which recommended keeping factory entrances to a minimum; using secure 
fencing and gates; and installation of screening on all windows, ventilator drains, and small openings 
(War Department 1943:6). An article in Civilian Defense magazine described some of the new gate 
systems used at factories during the war: “Some are designed as traffic controllers; others register 
entrance; others operate by means of tokens which classify and register employees; others can be 
controlled remotely or register remotely; still others automatically permit one-way entrance or exit, but 
are impenetrable in the other direction” (Civilian Defense 1943:10). The War Department also 
recommended factory inclusion of physical barriers instead of large open areas to stem the potential 
effects of arson. 
 
Additionally, producers of war materiel adopted preventative design features in case of air raids along the 
coasts of the United States. Architects designed “blackout” factories that limited or eliminated light spill 
at night, thus disguising them from enemy pilots. Some blackout-factory designs reduced, or excluded, 
external windows, while others incorporated window-shading mechanisms. Blackout factories necessarily 
relied on artificial light. Moreover, many converted commercial factories installed window shades to 
achieve blackout conditions during the war. Federal and local agencies, and even architectural periodicals, 
promoted the adoption of blackout protocol as a contribution to civilian and industrial preparedness 
(Architectural Forum 1942a:6-13). Furthermore, some factories camouflaged their plants to disguise 
against daytime air assaults. Camouflage was achieved by painting portions of factory roofs to create the 
illusion of structural discontinuity, although in rare cases plants were disguised by the installation of 
structures that covered portions or the entirety of factory premises (Architectural Forum 1942a:14–27). 
While no air raids took place on American soil during WWII, coastal Connecticut towns and cities 
experienced coordinated community-wide blackouts. In Stamford, the first blackout took place in 
February 1942, and 17 more occurred over the next 21 months (Towne 1996:1). “Blackout architecture” 
was a significant expression of war in design, especially since natural light was preferred to artificial light 
in industrial environments of this period. And it was used in military industrial facilities and other 
factories through the Cold War era as fluorescent light became ubiquitous in factory design. 
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Connecticut’s coastal counties played an essential role in WWII production of Navy ships and 
submarines; aircraft and aviation equipment; small arms and artillery; and critical materials and material 
ordnance components. Large corporations often led the manufacturing effort, and some operated 
government-owned plants. The federal government and large corporations built specialized facilities for 
production of new and updated weaponry and military ordnance, and factory architecture expressed the 
unique needs of different production processes and materials. The architecture of industrial facilities 
erected during the war also expressed social considerations and design practices common to the period. 
 
WWII Defense Housing 
 
Workers again migrated to employment in defense industries at the onset of WWII. As was the case 
during WWI, insufficient housing was hindering wartime production by 1940. The federal government 
moved to meet the demand, and by October 1941, an estimated 40,000 defense workers and their families 
lived in federally funded public housing projects nationwide. But these efforts did not solve the housing 
shortage. Political opposition to early wartime approaches favoring permanent construction and 
experimental design led to a 1942 reorganization of the defense housing agencies. With postwar disposal 
in mind, subsequent housing efforts prioritized temporary construction and used cost-efficient and 
minimalist designs. Thus, two distinct periods characterized the wartime housing effort as distinct 
political environments influenced housing policy and design. The evolution of WWII defense housing is 
described below from Washington, D.C., to Connecticut, and with specific regard to three federal housing 
agencies: the United States Housing Authority, the Federal Works Agency, and the Federal Public 
Housing Agency.  
 
The WWII defense housing program began in the summer of 1940, when Congress authorized the United 
States Housing Authority (USHA), a New Deal public housing agency, to build 20 developments for 
defense workers and enlisted military men and their families, using funds dedicated to low-income 
housing. The Housing Act of 1937, also known as the Wagner-Steagall Act, had created the USHA within 
the Department of Interior to improve living conditions for low-income families. The USHA granted 
loans to local housing authorities and directed the construction of housing projects across the nation. But 
the program’s first developments were unpopular. As the Housing Authority took up the torch of defense 
housing, opposition political forces called for a new wartime housing policy, fearing the New Deal’s 
further extension into the national war effort. 
 
Representative Fritz G. Lanham of Texas, an outspoken critic of the Wagner-Steagall Act and the USHA, 
championed a defense housing bill that received widespread support. His bill proposed expansion of 
public housing for defense workers but limited its scope to favor private interests. Lanham stipulated that 
new construction serve only “persons engaged in national defense activities and their families,” including 
industrial workers and military servicemen and their families, and that housing be built only in cities or 
towns inadequately served by private building interests (National Defense Housing Act 1940). Lanham’s 
bill forwarded the conservative agenda by demoting the USHA and its public housing program through 
the creation of a parent agency, the Federal Works Agency (FWA), to preside over wartime housing 
efforts. President Roosevelt signed the National Defense Housing Act, also known as the Lanham Act, 
into law in October 1940. 
 
The newly appointed FWA administrator, John M. Carmody, saw in the Lanham Act an opportunity to 
make his housing agency stronger and more progressive than its authors intended. He believed that the 
FWA’s involvement in local and regional planning should match or even surpass that of New Deal 
programs, and that the agency should set the standard for housing development in America (Bauman et al. 
2000). He also believed that these objectives must be achieved through research and experimentation in 
new approaches to modern housing. Carmody revived experimental programs in low-cost architecture, 
material design, and construction techniques. Soon the FWA directed “pilot projects” for the postwar 
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period, implemented by USHA and other sub-agencies like the Defense Housing Division and the Mutual 
Ownership Defense Housing Division.  
 
Experimental projects had noteworthy contributors like International Style architects Eliel and Eero 
Saarinen, George Howe, and Louis I. Kahn, all of whom left their marks on FWA design. Other 
contributors to project design for the FWA included Walter Gropius and Frank Lloyd Wright. 
Experimental housing developments came to fruition in bottom-to-top construction projects, where the 
FWA was directed to build entire industrial towns. The resulting modernist approaches enlisted efficient 
open floor plans, large windows, and outdoor living spaces. In Connecticut, Lanham Act defense housing 
took more traditional forms while incorporating aspects of modern design (Bauman et al. 2000). 
 
The first federal agency to build housing for the war effort was the USHA. Prior to its Lanham Act 
demotion, the USHA planned low-income housing and defense housing projects concurrently. With the 
passage of the Lanham Act, the difference between USHA’s urban, low-cost housing program and USHA 
defense housing became significant prima facie. Only defense workers and their families could occupy 
housing built with Lanham Act funds. However, the USHA low-income housing program had a different 
funding source, and its developments drew no distinction between residential applicants of low income 
with regards to defense employment. As the first non-Lanham Act USHA housing projects were occupied 
in Connecticut in 1940, they were inherently “wartime housing.” Indeed, both USHA urban low-cost 
projects and so-called USHA “Victory Projects” played significant roles in combating the wartime 
housing crisis and in providing shelter to urban families. Both types of projects also exhibited similar 
architectural and design character. Both USHA public housing and defense housing projects were built in 
Connecticut’s coastal counties. 
 
USHA low-income projects in Connecticut included Bridgeport’s South End Housing Project (Marina 
Village), Norwalk’s Washington Village, and New Haven’s Farnam Courts, along with five other 
developments that no longer stand. Local housing authorities built these projects with USHA loans and 
supervision, and local or regional architects designed most “USHA-aided” low-income developments. 
These architects conformed to the emergent style of USHA urban low-income housing projects, and 
incorporated brick rectangular apartment structures, often with two-story heights and symmetrical 
orientations (FWA USHA Records Relating to Housing Projects 1937–1941). Despite the FWA-directed 
experimentation occurring elsewhere in the nation, USHA Victory Projects in Connecticut featured 
similar architectural character. The USHA built Victory Projects at Success Park in Bridgeport and 
Success Village in Stratford stand to this date. These projects featured designs by the same architects 
responsible for nearby USHA low-income public housing (NHA FPHA Construction Plans of … Lanham 
Act 1940–45). 
 
The FWA directed the construction of Lanham Act defense housing through sub-agencies. Together the 
Public Building Administration (PBA) and the Defense Housing Division (DHD) planned the majority of 
Connecticut’s coastal defense projects. They used minimalist design models and cost-effective materials 
common to FWA practice around the country. In 1940, the FWA tasked its first round of Lanham Act 
housing projects to the PBA. That sub-agency oversaw the construction of at least seven defense housing 
developments in Connecticut, including Huntington Homes (Priscilla Street) and Lincoln Terrace (High 
Ridge Drive) in Bridgeport; College Heights (Ridgeview Circle) in New London; and Hamilton Heights 
(Goss Street) and Warren Gardens in Waterbury, all of which are extant. Similarly, the DHD oversaw 
projects at Stonybrook Gardens in Stratford, and at Knappville (Beacon View Drive) and Greenlawn 
Drive in Fairfield, all extant (NHA FPHA War Housing Program Project Record Cards 1941–45). 
 
PBA- and DHD-built communities in Connecticut shared similar construction materials, architecture, and 
design, and were typical of FWA building in the region. Homes frequently had one or two stories with 
rectangular footprints; both detached and semi-detached formats housed up to four families. The wood-
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frame houses were clad with clapboard, asbestos shingles, or brick veneer, and had gable roofs with 
asphalt shingles. Most FWA defense communities used fewer than four building types in one 
development. Larger FWA defense communities built by the PWA and the DHD followed ovate street 
plans.  
 
By January 1942, the FWA had completed 207 defense housing projects nationwide, with 171 more 
authorized for construction. But FWA construction projects were fraught with delays, and the housing 
crisis did not abate. Analysts and organized labor foresaw further “bottlenecking” of war-material 
production owing to inefficiencies in defense housing (Bauman et al. 2000). In February 1942, Executive 
Order 9070 created the National Housing Agency (NHA), and the functions of 16 federal housing 
agencies were consolidated into one (USHA Public Housing Goes to War (6) 1941:1–2). An NHA 
spokesperson asserted that the executive order “marked the end of a period of unplanned growth during 
which first one agency and then another would be assigned housing jobs to meet some momentary crisis 
in the Nation’s accelerating war production drive” (USHA Public Housing (6) 1942:1–2). The NHA 
became responsible for all defense housing production and associated activities, while two NHA sub-
agencies dedicated their efforts to private participation in the crisis. A third agency, the Federal Public 
Housing Authority (FPHA), designed, built, and managed defense housing projects. The FPHA assumed 
the housing duties of the USHA, the PBA, the DHD, and the Mutual Ownership Defense Housing 
Division (MODHD), as well as those of the Farm Security Administration and the War and Navy 
Departments (except for military installations), including development of low-income housing for rural 
areas.  
 
The FPHA sought to remedy the national housing problem quickly and efficiently through the design and 
erection of cost-efficient temporary housing. One author wrote in support of new FPHA practices, “Let us 
throw out the attitudes which guided us in peacetime building. Good as they may have been for the peace, 
now they only hamper our perception…. War housing has only one purpose: to contribute to greater 
speedier production for victory” (USHA Public Housing (7) 1942:6). The FPHA program managed the 
production of three housing types: stopgap shelters, temporary housing, and permanent housing. In 
reality, permanent homes were initiated by the predecessor USHA or FWA agencies and subsumed under 
FPHA. If those projects were incomplete or in their planning stages, the FPHA transferred them to local 
housing authority control, where designs could be modified or new architects chosen. 
 
FPHA used stopgap shelters in communities awaiting completion of permanent housing projects, or at 
sites with short-term industrial contracts. These included trailers grouped into communities with streets, 
streetlights, electricity and gas, garbage stations, toilets, showers, and laundries. FPHA trailers were four- 
or six-person varieties. The four-person standard trailer was 8 feet by 22 feet. It was built of plywood and 
pressed board, with one-inch insulation and a painted canvas roof. The six-person expandable trailer 
provided 2,569 cubic feet of living space built of Masonite. This model was insulated and had linoleum 
flooring (USHA Public Housing (7) 1942:8). Both trailer types included gas stoves, refrigerators, water 
tanks, wardrobe lockers, and futons. The FPHA erected one temporary trailer park consisting of 135 
trailers along Benham Road in Groton. 
 
Temporary housing, the preferred housing type found in FPHA-built projects, consisted of “flexible, 
portable shelters” that could be relocated as necessary. The FPHA purportedly reserved temporary 
structures for outlying and rural areas. However, such structures often made their way into urban 
industrial communities, especially in the form of demountable dormitories. “Demountables” were 
prefabricated, or fabricated on site, and made of jointed or bolted panels or sections. The FPHA boasted 
that temporary homes were as “durable as houses permanently anchored to the ground, and look[ed] much 
like them, completely equipped kitchens and bathrooms, all utilities, and 1, 2, or 3 bedrooms” (USHA 
Public Housing (7) 1942:1). Demountable dormitories provided residence for sixty people; they included 
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furnished bedrooms, toilet and shower rooms, lounge rooms, and a heating plant. The FPHA also built 
demountable one- and two-family homes like those extant at Poquonock Bridge (Fort Hill) in Groton. 
 
Shortly after the war, conservative interests called for the widespread disposal of public housing and 
defense housing by sale or demolition. Over the course of the next ten years, the FPHA and its successor 
agency, the Public Housing Administration, developed a series of procedures for liquidating defense 
housing (Bauman et al. 2000). However, this effort proved complicated and expensive, especially when it 
came to projects like those designed by the USHA. Local housing authorities assumed control of many 
USHA public housing projects, as was often the case in Connecticut. Frequently, USHA defense housing 
and other permanent-type defense housing projects were sold to private interests or into collective 
ownership. The FPHA demolished many stopgap shelters and demountable structures. It also sold some 
demountable homes to families or to private interests. An FPHA “Housing Re-Use Program” encouraged 
the purchase and repurposing of “surplus temporary structures.” One re-use demonstration advertised in 
Connecticut newspapers invited postwar Americans to “learn how to save materials… man-hours… [and] 
time” through defense home conversion (FPHA NHA War Housing Re-Use Demonstration 1946). In 
Connecticut, coastal defense housing met a variety of fates. USHA’s Victory Project Success Park in 
Bridgeport, the DHD’s Stonybrook Gardens in Stratford, and the DHD’s Warren Gardens in Waterbury 
all survive as collectively owned communities. 
 
During WWII, the federal housing effort erected defense homes in Bridgeport, Groton, Waterbury, New 
London, Meriden, Fairfield, Stratford, New Haven, Portland, Derby, Shelton, Stamford, Wallingford, 
Norwalk, and Middletown. Three primary agencies were responsible for their development: the USHA, 
the FWA, and the FPHA. Defense housing architecture in Connecticut reflected the political inclinations 
and wartime strategies of these unique housing administrations. A postwar policy of sale and demolition 
reduced Connecticut’s defense housing stock, while returning many federal housing projects to the private 
sector. 
 
WWII Military Construction 
 
The federal government, in particular the War Department, undertook an unprecedented building program 
at the onset of war. Much of that construction took place on military installations. Because conscription 
necessitated a new military infrastructure for housing and training servicemen, construction of 
dormitories, mess halls, and training facilities quadrupled Army camp capacity nationally during the year 
1940 alone. Mechanized warfare also required facilities for storage, assembly, and testing of weapons and 
other war materials. Finally, the marriage of war and scientific development fostered a military-funded 
network of research facilities built on government property. In coastal Connecticut, special construction 
projects, including construction of housing, storage, and research facilities, took place on base and for 
reasons discussed previously (and so not addressed here).  
 
WWII Industrial Property Types 
 
Property types for WWII industrial facilities in coastal Connecticut include: (1) specialized factory 
construction and (2) retooled factories. One example of specialized factory construction is provided 
below. 
 
Specialized Factory Construction  
 
In specialized wartime manufacturing facilities, design choices were made to suit the production of 
specific weapons systems, vehicles, aircraft, ships and submarines, ordnance units or types, and critical 
materials for application on the battlefield and at home. Most significant factory construction was 
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implemented by large corporations, many with the support of the federal Defense Plant Corporation. This 
property type includes non-factory manufacturing facilities, such as shipyards and docks, since warship 
and submarine fleets played a vital role in the war.  
 
Although most factory construction during WWII was undertaken by larger corporations or was funded 
through the Defense Plant Corporation, some small companies built specialized facilities for wartime 
production. U.S. Electrical Motors, Inc. built one such facility in Milford during the war. The plant was 
designed by architect-engineer Leo F. Caproni of Caproni Associates, and was highlighted in a 1941 issue 
of Architectural Forum for its design qualities. U.S. Electrical Motors built industrial electrical motors, 
electrical testing equipment, and electrical components for aircraft during the war (Connecticut 
Development Commission 1951:C-121). The factory included a general stock room, a tool department, a 
casting and annealing room, a machine shop, an assembly room, offices, and a receiving area with an 
attached platform that was accessible by railroad spur. The plant was 50,000 square feet with brick-
veneered cinder block walls, a wood block floor, and an insulated steel-deck, built-up roof. Supportive 
steel columns were spaced 25 by 35 feet, apart with a height of 15 feet under roof trusses. The central bay 
included two diagonal monitor windows for light, and the exterior of the structure featured additional 
windows. Caproni designed the plant to be flexible to multiple layouts of mass-production machinery, so 
that “the expansion of any one [department] could be accomplished with a minimum of machine 
relocation” if changing wartime needs required further construction on the premises (Architectural Forum 
1941:102). Flexibility was inherent in the design, given the structure’s situation on a 50-acre site, and the 
orientation of the factory’s main cross section, which could be expanded to the north or to the east 
without interrupting operational structures within the plant (Architectural Forum 1941:102). The U.S. 
Electrical Motors plant is an example of WWII specialized construction and an example of defense 
industries locating in suburban regions of coastal Connecticut for spatial advantage. Features of the 
original plant exist today, including the original monitor windows; however, they exist within a larger 
industrial park that has expanded on the original structure to the north and east along Old Gate Road in 
Milford.  
 
Retooled Factories 
 
During the WWII period, standardized machinery and production lines produced wartime and commercial 
goods. Even in the case of machine gun construction at the High Standard Manufacturing Company in 
New Haven, the tools and production process were easily adapted to other manufacturing work after the 
war. Thus, some retooling was non-specific and less representative of the industrial war effort nationally. 
In other cases, factory retooling in the coastal counties was indicative of significant aspects of the war 
effort.  
 
WWII Housing Property Types 
 
Defense Housing  
 
United States Housing Authority (USHA) Defense Housing   
 
The USHA built low-income housing from 1937 until the creation of the Federal Public Housing 
Authority in 1942. It received presidential authorization to plan and build defense housing in the summer 
of 1940, but with the passage of the Lanham Act all USHA defense housing construction came under the 
direction of the FWA. However, the USHA continued to build public housing on its own accord after the 
FWA tasked it with Lanham Act developments. The USHA designed its wartime public housing and 
defense housing in complementary architectural styles, often using the same architects for projects of both 
types. 
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In the spring of 1941, the USHA broke ground on a Lanham Act defense housing project at Success 
Village in Bridgeport. The completed development included 75 two-story “group houses,” with 600 
dwelling units. Toby Vece, the chief architect, had designed the Marina Village public housing project in 
Bridgeport’s South End in the previous year, and he modified those building plans to fit the new defense 
project. At Success Village, a typical group house consisted of a single rectangular structure containing 
five row houses. The two outermost units of the structure had two bedrooms each, while the central three 
units had three bedrooms. Both had upstairs and downstairs, a living room, and a combination dining 
room and kitchen. The structures had brick exteriors with flat roofs and wooden cornices. Homes in the 
northern portion of the community were laid out to surround a central green adjacent to a community 
building (NHA FPHA Construction Plans of … Lanham Act 1940–1945). 
 
Federal Works Agency (FWA) Defense Housing 
 
The FWA, which directed Lanham Act defense housing operations, tasked its sub-agencies, including the 
United States Housing Authority, the Public Building Authority, and the Defense Housing Division, with 
the design and construction of wartime worker housing. In 1941, the FWA tasked the Defense Housing 
Division with the construction of a war housing community at Stonybrook Gardens in Stratford, half a 
mile from Success Village. That project contained 400 residential units within 197 structures, most of 
which stand today (NHA FPHA War Housing Program Project Record Cards 1941–1945). Stonybrook 
Gardens’ architectural composition varied, with three standard dwelling types and one outlying design; 
six group homes of modern style had three units apiece built into the hillside. These structures, as well as 
the heavy landscape emphasis found there, were uncommon to FWA projects in coastal Connecticut. 
Although unique within the state, the architectural variety found in Stonybrook Gardens is an exemplar of 
FWA war housing on a national scale. 
 
Wartime production of aircraft at Vought-Sikorsky created a need for industrial worker housing in 
Stratford in the early years of war. The DHD broke ground on Stonybrook Gardens in the summer of 
1941, and residents occupied the project one year later. Tenants moved into a collection of 191 semi-
detached houses and six group houses. The DHD used three semi-detached building types: single-story 
one-bedroom homes; single-story two-bedroom homes; and two-story two-bedroom homes. Residences 
were clad in clapboard or brick veneer. All semi-detached houses at Stonybrook Gardens had floor plans 
exhibiting living rooms, bedrooms, and combined dining rooms and kitchens. The six group houses along 
Success Avenue consisted of three adjacent single-story two-bedroom houses with flat roofs and square 
footprints, arrayed in ascending elevation along the hillside. This design, developed “to fit on the more 
sharply inclined parts of the site,” was featured in a May 1942 issue of Architectural Forum 
(Architectural Forum May 1942b:316–18). Like the other residences at Stonybrook Gardens, the group 
houses featured living rooms and combined dining room-kitchens. These structures expressed the DHD 
and the FWA’s short-lived history of design experimentation and architectural innovation. Through them, 
the FWA introduced modern architecture and modern living to defense communities in coastal 
Connecticut (figs. 6-6, 6-7). 
 
Federal Public Housing Authority (FPHA) Defense Housing  
 
The FPHA designed and built primarily temporary defense projects including demountable dormitory 
structures and trailers. However, it also oversaw the construction of permanent defense housing projects 
built through local housing authorities.  
 
The FPHA completed one defense community composed of 702 demountable residences with single- and 
multi-family plans in Groton during 1943; that project stands today. In February 1942, the Federal Works 
Agency tasked the Defense Housing Division with the design and construction of a defense project at 
Poquonock Bridge (Fort Hill), Groton. A month later, the Federal Housing Authority assumed the project  
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Fig. 6-6. Architectural Plans for Elevation, FWA Group houses, Stonybrook Gardens, Stratford, 1941 

(National Archives Cartographic Division; Records of National Housing Agency, FPHA, Record 
Group 196, National Archives, College Park, MD). 

 
 

 
Fig. 6-7. FWA Group Houses, Stonybrook Gardens, Stratford, 1942 (Library of Congress Prints and 

Photographs Division; Gottscho-Schleisner Collection, Library of Congress, Washington D.C.). 
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in accordance with federal reorganization. The FPHA designed a community of demountable residences 
of a modified dormitory design. By summer 1943, 702 demountable structures accounted for 1,600 
residential units. Housing was provided for civilian industrial workers and military servicemen and their 
families, white and black. 
 
FPHA employed the architects De Young & Moscowitz of New York to design the Poquonock Bridge 
community using a series of demountable house plans. Detached one-story homes accounted for 304 
residences, while 398 semi-detached two-story houses and 398 semi-detached single-story homes made 
up the majority of structures there. The structures were arranged around an ovate street plan that included 
residential culs-de-sac. FPHA & FWA documents indicate that the homes were prefabricated at the City 
Lumber Company of Bridgeport or at the Clinton G. Bush Lumber Company of New York, and that the 
demountables used at Poquonock Bridge were not designed from standard FPHA plans (NHA FPHA War 
Housing Program Project Record Cards 1941–45). The homes were wood-framed and bolted together, 
featuring concrete foundations, beveled siding, and composite board interiors, with asphalt-shingle roofs. 
Each had a combined dining room and kitchen, a bathroom, and a bedroom (NHA FPHA Construction 
Plans of … Lanham Act 1940–1945). The Poquonock Bridge defense community took one year to finish, 
equipped with a community building, a social hall, and a general store. 
 
 
Cold War (1946–89) 
 
Cold War Industrial Facilities 
 
With the advent of a peacetime economy after WWII, many Connecticut manufacturers returned to 
prewar modes of production. However, the Department of Defense continued to fund private manufacture 
of military weapons and vehicles, and many of these contracts were awarded to companies in 
Connecticut’s coastal counties. Defense funding for research and development also influenced the growth 
of certain weapons industry manufacturers, leading to new and highly specialized industrial construction. 
Electric Boat in Groton, later known as General Dynamics, built facilities for the production of 
submarines, nuclear submarines, aircraft, and cruise missiles; Pratt & Whitney built a facility in 
Middletown for the manufacture of new aviation technologies; and the Sikorsky plant in Stratford 
produced aircraft engines under Air Force ownership. Some facilities housed research and development 
operations that dealt with nuclear technologies for military application. These had architectural, design, 
and engineering features that addressed the containment and dispersion of radioactive materials. The 
Nuclear Age was met with large-scale government investment in military-industrial research and 
development, which was designed to assure strategic advantage and deterrence. During the Cold War, the 
development and production of weapons systems, components, and military technologies was itself a 
military strategy. In fact, Cold War industrial facilities had a dual purpose: They produced the 
technologies and vehicles of war, and they served as local venues of global conflict in the theaters of 
psychological warfare and deterrence. Coastal Connecticut included a number of such active Cold War 
industrial facilities. 
 
Highly specialized construction for research and development, and for production of weapons 
technologies, took place in a few select industries in Connecticut’s coastal counties, where marine and 
aviation technologies predominated. This industrial focus was indicative of a larger trend in Cold War 
military development: With an enemy halfway around the world, military projects tended to focus on 
long-range weapons, transportation, and communications technologies. In 1951, the Air Force purchased 
the newly abandoned Stratford Vought-Sikorsky plant and renamed it Air Force Plant No. 43. Avco 
Corporation, a private industrial engineering and manufacturing company, operated that government-
owned facility. Avco tooled for the production of Curtis Wright R1820 radial engines in 1951 for use in 
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Boeing B-17 aircraft, and completed the first engine on site in 1952. The plant also produced components 
for the J-47 jet aircraft engine. In 1953, Avco built a new specialized “aircraft test cell” facility for engine 
testing (Buchanan and Johnson 1984:37–40). That year the company began making the T-53 helicopter 
engine used in Bell Helicopter Company’s H-40 “Medivac” helicopters. The plant also produced engines 
for military cargo helicopters, amphibious hydrofoils, tank vehicles, and even the first American 
hovercraft in the 1960s and 1970s (Buchanan and Johnson 1984:40). 
 
During the Cold War, the Electric Boat Division of General Dynamics built nuclear-powered submarines 
at specialized facilities in New London. In 1950, Navy Captain Hyman Rickover asked Electric Boat to 
design and build the first nuclear submarine. Although the company did not have the staff or the facilities 
for such a project, there was a shipbuilding slump in the immediate postwar years, and Electric Boat 
needed work. The company upgraded to nuclear production, and launched the Nautilus in 1954. Electric 
Boat became the nation’s leading designer of nuclear submarines, and later of ballistic missile 
submarines, in the nation. Private contracts led to the expansion of Electric Boat shipyards and research 
facilities through the end of the 1950s. By 1960, a shift occurred in naval weapons procurement practice: 
New ships and weapons systems were becoming more technologically sophisticated, and the Navy’s 
internal design commission could not keep up with rapid advances in the private sector. The Navy scaled 
back its shipyard activity and became even more reliant on corporations like Electric Boat to design and 
construct submarines and other marine vessels. In 1967, President Lyndon B. Johnson announced that 
private interests would build all future naval ships. In the wake of the President’s edict, private shipyards 
expanded and Electric Boat continued to garner military design contracts. Research and development 
became the company’s primary Cold War focus (Goodwin 1985).  
 
The government grew increasingly reliant on private corporations to design and manufacture weapons 
and defense systems during the Cold War. More and larger military contracts led to the expansion of 
private facilities, and pushed private interests to develop increasingly sophisticated war weapons and to 
apply new nuclear technologies. The research and development operations required specialized facilities, 
and in coastal Connecticut, facilities were built to design missile systems, to test radioactive material 
disposal techniques, and to investigate nuclear reactor fuel elements. In Middletown, Pratt & Whitney’s 
Connecticut Advanced Nuclear Engineering Laboratory (CANEL) researched the potential of nuclear 
power in experimental aircraft. In Montville, Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation broke ground in 
October 1957 to build a 10,000-square-foot steel-frame plant for production of nuclear reactor cores 
(Sunday Herald January 1958:7).  
 
Many military-industrial facilities built during the Cold War were located in suburban communities 
outside of traditional manufacturing cities. In Connecticut’s coastal counties, many of these included 
landscaped campuses, including security perimeters and parking lots for automobile commuters. 
Although these features were typical of non-defense-related corporate properties during and after the Cold 
War, their incorporation into specialized defense-industry properties is significant as part of a movement 
of military production to the suburbs for proximity to labor and for security. 
 
Cold War Defense Housing 
 
Defense housing efforts during the Cold War period were unlike their predecessors during World Wars I 
and II. A “peacetime” economy meant that housing shortages no longer threatened military and defense 
production. The Department of Defense’s Cold War housing programs focused primarily on providing 
housing for active duty servicemen and their families. As elsewhere in the country, military housing 
construction in Connecticut took place on military bases; for reasons discussed previously, it is not 
addressed here. 
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However, the arrival of the Atomic Age transformed the nature of defense housing in America. In 1949, 
four years after the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the Soviet Union successfully tested its first 
nuclear weapon, exacerbating already tense international relations. Given the emergent possibility of a 
large-scale atomic attack on American soil, shelter for civilian defense became an essential component of 
DoD planning. But the unique threats of atomic warfare required the development of a new architecture 
for defense—one that provided adequate protection for millions of civilians from the dangers of 
radioactive fallout. After struggling to develop realistic evacuation and relocation strategies, the Office of 
Civil Defense (OCD) formulated the position that structural shelters would best protect citizens from 
fallout. However, Congress refused to fund a national construction effort. After a nationwide survey to 
identify existing structures with shelter potential, and intending for sheltered structures to become a 
national norm in architectural design, the OCD resorted to promoting the incorporation of fallout shelters 
and protective design into new construction. Owing to controversy and changing political climates, fallout 
shelter construction petered out nationwide by around 1970. Although the records of civil defense-
inspired fallout shelters understate their actual numbers, it is clear that many privately commissioned 
fallout shelters were constructed in Connecticut’s coastal counties during the Cold War. Furthermore, and 
in addition to residential fallout shelters, dual-use shelter spaces and buildings that incorporated aspects of 
protective design also were constructed in the four-county area from 1950 to 1970. 
 
The Federal Civil Defense Administration (FCDA), a sub-agency of the Department of Defense, was 
founded in 1950 in response to growing anxieties about a potential atomic conflict between the United 
States and the Soviet Union. President Harry Truman organized the FCDA by executive order one year 
after the USSR’s first successful atomic test, and six months after the outbreak of the Korean War 
(Executive Order 10186 1950). International conflict lent urgency to civil defense operations, which 
sought to prepare the federal government and the nation’s citizenry for a catastrophic emergency. Still, 
atomic weapons were less than a decade old, and understanding of their effects was limited. There was no 
historical precedent for a civilian defense initiative of the kind or size required for national security. In its 
first years of operation, the FCDA conducted research into the effects of atomic weapons, and designed 
relief solutions for likely attack scenarios. FCDA disaster planning encompassed emergency rescue, 
medical care, communications, crisis management and mass feeding (FCDA Civil Defense in Outline 
1951). But a primary planning concern remained the relocation or shelter of potentially affected 
populations. With the help of FCDA studies and educational programs, federal officials and civilians alike 
came to understand that shelter from a direct nuclear blast was nearly impossible. However, the effects of 
the secondary danger of atomic warfare, radioactive fallout, could be mitigated. Although the intricacies 
of radiation were not entirely understood, the federal government sought to engineer solutions to 
minimize public harm in the wake of an attack.  
 
In the first years of the FCDA, the organization requested funds for a national fallout shelter program 
inspired by the experience of Londoners finding shelter from air raids in the underground transit system 
during World War II (Monteyne 2011:13). However, the proposal was expensive, and congressional 
lawmakers expressed distaste for a communal shelter program during the McCarthy era, a period of anti-
communist sentiment in American politics. Without shelter funds, the FCDA focused instead on 
emergency evacuation and relocation planning to mitigate the effects of fallout. During the first five years 
of the FCDA, information disseminated about shelter from atomic attack primarily involved “duck and 
cover” practices meant to shield individuals from blast effects. In fact, the FCDA provided little 
information about dedicated structures for fallout protection. Instead, emergency plans suggested that 
individuals take cover in basements or remain indoors until the danger subsided (FCDA Survival Under 
Atomic Attack 1951:13).   
 
However, in the mid-1950s, family fallout shelters emerged in FCDA literature. Early descriptions of 
proper shelters, like those found in the 1956 FCDA pamphlet Home Protection Exercises: A Family 
Action Program, stressed the protective qualities of dense material shielding and distance. The pamphlet 
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provided two examples of good shelter design. The first, a family basement shelter, was built against a 
corner wall, consisting of a wooden frame surrounded by sandbags, or other dense materials; the second 
design, a reinforced-concrete underground shelter, required earth coverage of up to three feet (FCDA 
Home Protection Exercises MP-2-1 1956:8). Publication of FCDA-approved shelter design led to the 
physical realization of protective structures in Connecticut’s coastal counties. The Naugatuck Daily News 
reported in October 1956 that the tenth building permit for a fallout shelter in a three-week period had 
been issued (Naugatuck Daily News Oct. 1956:5). An article from the same day promoted a University of 
Connecticut professor’s “Poor Man’s Fallout Shelter design” that incorporated sandbags surrounding a 
wooden frame. 
 
In 1958, the Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization (OCDM) subsumed the FCDA. The new agency 
steered its preparedness initiatives away from evacuation and relocation; in their stead, the family shelter 
became the primary protective measure against fallout. In 1958, the OCDM published a technical bulletin 
entitled Family Shelters for Protection Against Radioactive Fallout. That bulletin provided “guidance to 
engineers, architects, constructors, and the general public” for planning and building protective structures, 
including specific materials and design information lacking from earlier FCDA publications (FCDA 
Family Shelters TB-5-3 1958:1). It featured architectural plans for a “basic underground family fallout 
shelter,” and examples of underground and basement fallout shelters for incorporation into new home 
construction. Suggestions for aboveground shelters also were provided. OCDM designs incorporated 
shielding massive enough to reduce gamma radiation to “relatively harmless levels.” Proper shielding was 
defined as 3 feet of earth, 24 inches of concrete, 7.5 inches of iron and steel, or 3 inches of lead. The 
bulletin also emphasized shelter entrance design: since radiation might be scattered around corners, 
entryways would require “at least two right angle turns,” before the main shelter area; this allowed air but 
only limited radiation to enter (fig. 6-8). Design specifics for family shelters also appeared in other 
OCDM publications. A 1959 update to the aforementioned Home Protection Exercises pamphlet replaced 
the sandbag fallout shelter design with a detailed depiction of a masonry basement shelter featuring an 
angled entrance (FCDA Home Protection Exercises MP-2-1 1959:7). Although still limited, the addition 
of specific designs to OCDM literature influenced the way shelters were built by families invested in civil 
defense. For example, in 1959, the Naugatuck Daily News reported that a $1,800 steel and concrete 
backyard shelter ($16,000 in 2018 dollars) was under construction in Darien (Friedman n.d.; Naugatuck 
Daily News November 1959:6). 
 
Throughout the 1950s, the FCDA and the OCDM operated with limited budgets and little federal support 
for a national fallout shelter program. The lack of federal funding forced the agencies to rely on civilian 
construction of family shelters to fulfill a national need for fallout protection. However, heightened 
international tensions in 1960 and 1961 led to a two-year-long nationwide fallout shelter boom, and to a 
reexamination of the shelter’s place in the American landscape. In May 1960, an American spy plane was 
shot down in Soviet airspace in what was known as “the U-2 incident.” That event sent political relations 
into a spiral. In 1961, the successive erection of the Berlin Wall and the Soviet Union’s successful test of 
a 50-megaton hydrogen bomb frightened many Americans into believing that nuclear war was imminent. 
In September an edition of Life magazine titled “How You Can Survive Fallout” included a letter from 
President John F. Kennedy calling on Americans to protect themselves “and in doing so strengthen [the] 
nation” through the construction of home shelters (Life 1961:95). The magazine included do-it-yourself 
family fallout shelter designs, with materials and prices lists, architectural drawings, and promotional 
photographs of existing shelters. Basement, underground backyard, and aboveground backyard shelters 
all were described. Life writers also highlighted the availability of affordable prefabricated fallout shelters 
for local purchase (Life 1961:104). The publication exposed millions of Americans to fallout shelter 
design, and initiated a surge in protective construction across the United States. 
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Fig. 6-8. Drawing of Typical Basement Family Fallout Shelter with Concrete Block Construction and Baffled 

Entrance, ca. 1959 (Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization Family Fallout Shelter, MP-15, July 
1959). 

 
 
In Connecticut’s coastal counties, “fallout shelter frenzy” arrived in 1960. In May 1960 the Bridgeport 
Telegram reported that Connecticut residents were increasingly interested in information about shelter 
construction, evidenced by a “flood of questions regarding fallout shelters, which started at the time of the 
U-2 incident, [and had] not slackened” (Bridgeport Telegram 1960:6). The paper reported that local civil 
defense authorities had distributed more than 10,000 pamphlets describing shelter designs in the previous 
weeks. In light of growing interest, the Milford Civil Defense organization and the Milford Junior 
Chamber of Commerce constructed a promotional fallout shelter on the Milford Green in October 1960. 
This structure was built with donated materials from a number of local construction suppliers, each 
promoting their own positions as shelter providers (Bridgeport Post 1960b:4). At least one cellar shelter 
was built that year in Bridgeport (Bridgeport Post 1960a:24), and more followed in wake of the Life 
magazine fallout shelter edition.  
 
In 1961, the fallout shelter boom reached its height in Connecticut, though the extent of shelter 
construction was far less than civil defense authorities might have hoped. That year, more local 
businesses sought to capitalize on the shelter-building trend. Connecticut banks offered discounted loans 
for shelter construction; Middletown Savings Bank was the first to do so in the state (Bridgeport Post 
1961a:32). The Torso Lumber Company in Westport built a promotional fallout shelter in its shop, the 
design for which was available from “more than a dozen local dealers in the area on either a do-it-yourself 
or installed-and-complete basis” (Bridgeport Post 1961b:6). Fallout shelters became a selling point in real 
estate listings (Bridgeport Post 1961d:71). Even entire businesses emerged around civil defense 
preparedness. An August 1961 advertisement by the National Survival Company of Bridgeport read, 
“Home Fallout Shelters Now Available… No matter where you live a fallout shelter is necessary to 
survive… in an attack it can save your loved ones. Don’t Wait” (Bridgeport Post 1961a:32). 
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The availability of resources dedicated to protective construction motivated some local residents to build 
their own shelters. In October 1961, the Bridgeport Post reported that seventy-five building permits for 
fallout shelters were issued in Fairfield County over the previous year, most for underground, backyard 
shelters. Thirty permits were issued in Greenwich, the closest county town to New York City, while 
eleven were issued in Stratford (Bridgeport Post 1961e:1). In addition to family shelters, Bridgeport’s 
“first fully-equipped fallout shelter for the tenants of an apartment building” was under construction at the 
Chestnut Gardens Apartments, along North Avenue and Park Avenue, in September 1961 (Bridgeport 
Post 1961c:19). The Chestnut Gardens shelter, which was capable of protecting 400 individuals, and even 
featured OCDM-approved windows, was hailed as a pioneer civil defense facility (Bridgeport Post 
1961f:1). In fact, that large-scale shelter foreshadowed a new approach to fallout protection taken by civil 
defense authorities in the coming years.  
 
The family fallout shelter boom ended in 1962. International tensions lessened after the Cuban Missile 
Crisis, which concluded with the removal of Soviet nuclear missiles from Cuba in October 1962. 
Additionally, there was a growing perception that profiteers had incited fallout hysteria.  
Families stopped investing in expensive personal fallout shelters. The Bridgeport Post reported that 
atomic survival companies were shutting their doors by July 1962; one such business owner declaimed, 
“the government has confused this business so much we can’t stay in business,” citing a lack of consistent 
OCDM guidance as the cause for a fallout shelter bust (Bridgeport Post July 1962:4). The Office of Civil 
Defense (OCD), which replaced the OCDM in 1961, gave Americans another reason to stop building 
family fallout shelters, just as it published the most comprehensive civil defense shelter design manual to 
date, Family Shelter Designs (OCD Family Shelter Designs H-7 1962). The OCD began a nationwide 
fallout shelter survey to identify existing structures capable of protecting larger portions of the public 
from harmful radiation. These shelters, like the Chestnut Gardens shelter, would allow families access to 
shelter in the event of an attack without having to pay for protection themselves. 
 
In 1961, the National Fallout Shelter Survey and Marking Program became the centerpiece of American 
civil defense planning. The survey was funded as part of a “revitalized civil defense program” called for 
by President Kennedy, embodied by the new Office of Civil Defense. Kennedy had expressed concern 
that predecessor agencies had failed to adopt “consistent policy,” while proposing plans “so far-reaching 
or unrealistic that they [had] not gained essential support” (OCD Annual Report 1962:1). Instead, the 
OCD, an organization based “principally on provision of a nationwide system of fallout shelters,” would 
provide pragmatic and comprehensive civil defense planning in the 1960s (OCD Annual Report 1962:1). 
Importantly, the National Fallout Shelter Survey was not a construction effort like those proposed by the 
FCDA. Instead, it identified existing structures capable of providing adequate shelter from radioactive 
fallout. This resourceful strategy was less expensive, and it had wide support within the federal 
government. To complete the survey, the OCD employed architects for building studies across the 
country, establishing a noteworthy relationship with the profession. 
 
In 1962, the National Fallout Shelter Survey was under way in Connecticut. As elsewhere in the country, 
architects in the coastal counties surveyed existing buildings to determine if their massing and design 
would provide adequate shielding from harmful radiation, and provide space enough for civilians and 
OCD-stocked supplies. The civil defense office facilitated professional development training for 
architects who participated in the survey, and developed a close working relationship with the American 
Institute of Architects (AIA). The OCD viewed this partnership as a significant part of designing a 
national fallout shelter system, even after the survey was complete. As noted in a 1962 report, it believed 
that architects had “great influence on building committees, property owners, and other persons initiating 
construction projects,” and for those reasons they would “be a future determining factor for including 
shelter construction in many new buildings” (OCD Annual Report 1962:36). Architectural historian 
David Monteyne has argued that the relationship also was pursued actively by the AIA for the 
advancement of the profession as a whole. The relationship was mutually beneficial—to the OCD in 
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advancing civil defense, and to architectural professionals who became “key players in Cold War cultural 
politics” through the 1960s (Monteyne 2011:37). 
 
The significance of the AIA and of the professional architect in designing for civil defense came as the 
National Fallout Shelter Survey demonstrated that new construction was required to reach President 
Kennedy’s goal of obtaining fallout shelter for all Americans. Although the survey identified large 
amounts of available shelter, certain geographies, like postwar suburbs, lacked the kind of sturdy-
basement construction that accounted for most the survey’s successes. The OCD set about defining a new 
approach to shelter construction and promotion that reached beyond basement and backyard designs. 
Since federal funding still did not exist for fallout shelter construction outside of federal buildings, the 
OCD strategy would require popular acceptance. It concluded that “dual use” shelter spaces, like those 
identified in the shelter survey, were best suited for construction projects and should be incorporated into 
all types of buildings. The OCD developed a set of protective design features and techniques called 
“slanting” that could be applied to any building type to create sheltered spaces without the need for 
underground construction (Monteyne 2011:159). It then turned to the AIA to expand upon and promote 
these concepts through the architectural profession, and to begin the process of “normalizing” fallout 
protection in new building construction. 
 
In 1962, the AIA entered into a contract with the OCD to administer a competition among architects to 
produce the best design for a school fallout shelter. The OCD wrote that the purpose of the contest was 
“to obtain, in the most practical manner, top quality designs from leading architects…and to stimulate 
professional interest in designing protective structures” (OCD Annual Report 1962:38). The AIA 
promoted the competition in its AIA Journal. The success of the competition, which saw the participation 
of more than 600 architects and architecture firms, led to more AIA-sponsored shelter design 
competitions and other similar promotional events in the coming years. A later competition was 
conducted for sheltered shopping center design (OCD Winning Designs for Fallout Shelters in Shopping 
Centers 1965). 
 
In its own publications from the early and mid-1960s, the OCD forwarded architectural slanting—a set of 
design solutions to the problem of radioactive fallout—in hopes that architects would engage with the 
concept in AIA competitions and in new construction. Those publications often featured designs by 
leading architects spanning a variety of building types, including schools, commercial spaces, institutions, 
and community spaces. One publication presented a study by the Rice University School of Architecture 
in protective design for industrial architecture (OCD Industrial Architecture—Fallout Shelters 1963). 
There, slanting was described as a combination of barrier and geometry shielding from the three primary 
sources of radiation: “overhead contribution,” “ground contribution,” and “skyshine contribution” (OCD 
Industrial Architecture – Fallout Shelters 1963). In practice, slanting typically meant: limiting or 
strategically placing windows that allow harmful radiation into buildings; “baffling” entrances by 
offsetting doorways from central hallways or open spaces; removing horizontal planes from multi-story 
structures that might trap fallout, like window flower beds or terraces; thickening or infilling walls and 
ceiling slabs; or adding “strategic landscaping” features that could block radiation (Monteyne 2011:154). 
In AIA competitions, architects employed some slanting techniques in design; however, to the OCD’s 
disappointment, the underground fallout shelter remained the most frequently imagined protective design. 
 
Similarly, most new construction in America that realized the OCD and AIA notions of dual-use fallout 
shelter design primarily located their protective spaces underground. The OCD published a number of 
pamphlets in the 1960s that highlighted new construction that included fallout shelters and protective 
architecture. New Buildings with Fallout Protection from 1965 described seventeen schools, as well as 
fire stations, police stations, apartment buildings, commercial buildings, and banks from around the 
country that incorporated fallout shelter spaces into their architectural design (OCD New Buildings with 
Fallout Protections 1965). During the mid- and late 1960s, OCD dual-use shelter construction made its 
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way to Connecticut’s coastal counties, although its extent is unclear. A 1966 OCD publication titled 
Schools Built with Fallout Shelter highlighted new school construction with protective architecture 
including a dual-use shelter space built as part of a gymnasium addition to Ledyard High School in 
Ledyard, New London County (OCD Schools Built with Fallout Shelter 1966:36). 
 
The OCD continued to promote the construction of dual-use and family fallout shelter design through the 
1960s. However, fallout shelters and architectural slanting never gained widespread popularity. In fact, 
their construction was rare after the shelter boom of 1960 and 1961. The decline of the fallout shelter 
arrived as more Americans viewed civil defense with skepticism. Many believed that the fallout shelter 
program was antagonistic and immoral, as was the case among civil defense critics in the architecture 
community. In the late 1960s, the relationship between the AIA and the OCD was falling apart, largely 
because many architecture professionals, including students and faculty at Yale University, spoke out 
against the entanglement of architecture and civil defense (Heifetz 1969:79). These architects argued that 
the fallout shelter program was leading Americans to accept nuclear war as means of foreign policy. They 
believed that contributing to American complicity in atomic war was inherently immoral and “anti-
architecture.” Some architectural organizations, such has the Association of Collegiate Schools of 
Architecture (ACSA), withdrew their sponsorship of OCD training programs (Heifetz 1969:79). Members 
of the AIA called for that organization to “disdain any official involvement in the fallout shelter program” 
with the OCD (AIAJ 1969a:20).  
 
Critical views of civil defense appeared in periodicals like Progressive Architecture, the AIA Journal, and 
Architectural Forum in the 1960s. By the 1970s, these journals contained little to no mention of 
architecture for civil defense. In addition to controversy and critique, the easing of international tensions 
and the arrival of the Vietnam War redirected Americans’ attention away from fallout shelter 
construction. By 1972, the Office of Civil Defense was replaced by the Defense Civil Preparedness 
Agency. Then, civil defense trended away from atomic emergency preparation and assumed a general 
emergency planning focus, including planning for natural disasters. Existing fallout shelters were 
repurposed as general emergency shelters, and their construction slowed to a halt. 
 
Cold War Military Construction 
 
During the Cold War, the Department of Defense completed military construction projects that reflected 
changing modes of warfare and the nascent need for “peacetime” civilian defense at home. For the first 
time in the twentieth century, potential military targets were on American soil, and the threat of attack 
encompassed military and civilian spheres. Furthermore, any attack was potentially catastrophic given the 
arrival of atomic weapons to military arsenals. Those weapons not only were capable of causing massive 
loss of life but also of crippling militarily essential local and regional infrastructures. While emergency 
preparedness was broadcast to Americans at home by civil defense agencies, the DoD erected defensive 
weapons systems to interdict Soviet air attacks and strengthened communications infrastructure in case an 
atomic attack disrupted traditional networks. More specifically, the DoD built the Nike missile defense 
system to deter and defend against a Soviet air assault, and it funded the construction and equipping of 
fallout shelters for radio stations. In Connecticut’s coastal counties, the DoD completed eight missile sites 
and five radio station shelters. Besides these two construction projects, Cold War-era military 
construction largely took place on installations. 
 
The Department of Defense and Bell Telephone Laboratories developed the Nike missile defense system 
after the Second World War. The Nike Ajax was the world’s first guided surface-to-air missile, tested 
successfully against a B-17 bomber in 1951. The War Department strategically deployed the new anti-
aircraft system along the coasts to counter the threat of Soviet air attacks. The nation’s first missile site 
was erected in 1953; by 1962, 240 Nike launch sites guarded military installations, critical industries, and 
civilian populations (Historical Technologies 2007:6). Missile batteries in the four-county area were 
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erected in Ansonia, West Haven, Milford, Fairfield, Westport, Monroe, Portland, and Cromwell. Each 
Nike site consisted of three separate function spaces: an administrative area contained a battery 
headquarters, barracks, mess, recreation hall and motor pool; the second area contained radar systems and 
computer systems used to detect and track both incoming targets and deployed Nike missiles; and the 
third area contained launchers and missile storage (Historical Technologies 2007:6). In the early 1960s, 
many Nike sites were updated with a newly developed Nike Hercules missile system, providing greater 
range and power. The remaining sites were decommissioned. The development of Intercontinental 
Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs) made the Nike missile defense obsolete in 1965, and most Nike sites in the 
United States closed by 1974. Decommissioned Nike batteries in Connecticut’s coastal counties were 
stripped and sold to private interests for redevelopment, though some structures remain. 
 
Radio fallout shelters played an important role in military and civil defense emergency planning during 
the Cold War. In 1962, the second year of OCD operations, civil defense planners initiated the Protected 
Radio Stations Program. The program funded the construction of protective shelter for AM radio stations 
against radioactive fallout, enabling their continued broadcast of official information in a potential post-
attack environment. The OCD had a goal of extending the program to enough broadcasting stations such 
that “most of the U.S. population [was] within range of one or more of the protected operational 
transmitters” (OCD Annual Report 1963:27). In the first year, 75 stations nationwide, including three in 
Connecticut, agreed to participate (OCD Annual Statistical Report 1963:29). Fallout-protected radio 
stations were an essential link in a nationwide communication network that civil defense agencies sought 
to strengthen during the Cold War. In the case of a nuclear attack, protected radio stations would preserve 
essential lines of communication between regional civil defense officials and civilian populations.  
 
During the first years of the Protected Radio Station Program, radio broadcasting would have been 
conducted by way of the CONELRAD, or “Control of Electronic Radiation,” system in the aftermath of 
an attack. CONELRAD was designed through the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to 
neutralize any navigational aid that could be obtained from radio broadcasts in the case of an enemy air 
assault (FCDA Annual Report 1952:1). Since operational radio stations emitted radiation that might be 
used to locate populated areas, the CONELRAD system required broadcast stations to operate via Civil 
Defense-mandated bandwidths only intermittently and asynchronously during an emergency. In theory, 
this would confuse any navigational properties of traditional radio broadcasting. Thus, CONELRAD 
allowed the safe dissemination of information through local broadcasting stations to their respective local 
populations. Those stations, having received official announcements by direct communication links, 
would lend a familiar voice to dispatches regarding civil defense procedure and ongoing operations. 
 
In 1963, as the number of Connecticut stations enrolled in the Protected Radio Station Program reach 
eight, the OCD announced that the CONELRAD system was to be replaced by the Emergency Broadcast 
System (EBS). As a result, the radio station program underwent minor changes. In April 1962, the DoD 
informed the FCC that the reduction of electromagnetic radiation emission from transmitters was no 
longer a military requirement (OCD Annual Report 1964:52). Soon thereafter, those agencies jointly 
developed a plan for the EBS, which allowed, day and night, full-power broadcasting for selected radio 
stations. OCD redrafted the radio station shelter program “within the EBS framework” to include three 
parts: (1) fallout protection at either the broadcasting studio or at the transmitter site for selected stations; 
(2) the provision of standby emergency power units “to assure full transmitter operation”; and (3) the 
installation of a direct radio-communication link between regional Emergency Operating Centers and 
selected stations, “designed to increase the probability of reliable and authoritative regional, state and 
local communications with the public” (OCD Annual Statistical Report 1964:32). Through the new 
program and with the introduction of the Emergency Broadcast System protocol, selected stations could 
broadcast official and local content continuously, providing necessary military and civil defense updates 
and potentially comforting station-specific programming in the aftermath of an attack. 
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By June 1969, the Protected Radio Station Program had reached its intended extent: It included 617 
stations nationwide and provided coverage to 98 percent of the country’s population (OCD Annual Report 
1969:51). That year the OCD reported that eight Connecticut stations had participated in the program and 
all were outfitted with fallout shelters—nearly all had installed the necessary EBS equipment. Five 
sheltered stations were located in the four-county area: WELI in New Haven; WNLC in New London; 
WICH in Norwich; WSTC in Stamford; and WBRY in Waterbury (OCD Annual Statistical Report 
1969:71). OCD reporting did not include any architectural specifics regarding individual shelters built 
with DoD funds through the program. However, these structures were built either on radio station 
premises or at transmitter sites, and may have been either above- or below-ground construction. Fallout 
shelters, as described in the preceding section, necessarily were built of dense materials to provide 
shielding from radiation. These structures differed from family fallout shelters and most dual-use shelters 
in that they were specifically designed for radio broadcast during an atomic emergency, and therefore 
contained specialized equipment and required emergency power. 
 
Cold War Property Types 
 
Industrial 
 
Specialized Facility Construction 
 
Specialized Cold War manufacturing facilities were those for which architectural and design choices were 
made to suit the engineering, research and development, and/or large-scale production of specific weapon 
systems, marine vessels, or aircraft. Most significant factory construction was federally funded, either 
directly or indirectly through increasing military defense contracts. However, some government-owned 
but privately operated facilities persisted. Connecticut’s Cold War defense industries developed new 
weapons technologies largely to advance strategic objectives for global military projection. As a result, 
many industrial facilities incorporated the atomic sciences into their R&D and systems design and 
production. 
 
The Pratt & Whitney Corporation operated the Connecticut Advanced Nuclear Engineering Laboratory 
(CANEL), also called the Connecticut Aircraft Nuclear Engine Laboratory, in Middletown in the late 
1950s and 1960s. CANEL’s mission was to investigate potential nuclear applications in aircraft design. 
The Atomic Energy Commission built the research and development plant on 1,200 acres along the 
Connecticut River. According to one report, Congress spent $900 million on the project (Hartford 
Courant 2004:1). A 1965 technical report noted that the site for the plant was chosen because it was near 
Pratt & Whitney’s main plant in East Hartford, while still “relatively remote from cities and towns” and 
adjacent to a renewable power source (Pratt & Whitney 1965:59). Although construction of the plant 
dated from the late 1950s, Pratt & Whitney conducted an extensive design and engineering study in 1965 
prior to the construction of a “Nuclear Test Facility” on-site. That study evaluated existing structures and 
laid out a plan for new facility construction and operation. 
 
Before 1965, the plant contained four primary facilities: a “hot” laboratory, a general laboratory, a 
machine shop, and a meteorological laboratory. These primarily were “blackout” facilities without 
windows, and of reinforced-concrete construction. The hot laboratory was for the “post-irradiation testing 
and examination” of materials and components involved in research and development at the plant; it 
included four designated zones, the  “Clean Cold Area,” “Clean Warm Area,” “Dirty Warm Area,” and 
“Dirty Hot Area,” each designed to accommodate and redress contamination to personnel or equipment 
(Pratt & Whitney 1965). Air locks separated each area, and zinc bromide viewing windows allowed 
remote observation. The hot laboratory contained all potential contaminants and contaminant support 
within a single structure. The general laboratory housed most research facilities and equipment associated 
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with the CANEL projects, including those that pertained to electronics, chemistry, mechanics, metallurgy, 
and instrumentation. That laboratory’s modular layout had 80 rooms with “prefabricated movable metal 
partitions” and hung ceilings. The building was a single-story structure designed for simple, efficient use 
of space in a low-hazard environment. The machine shop contained all CANEL mechanical fabrication 
equipment and processes in a one-story steel structure with high- and low-bay areas, concrete floors, and 
insulated steel siding. The shop held X-ray inspection stations, gas welding, and annealing facilities, and 
truck bays for carriage. The meteorological laboratory included a 200-foot tower and an observation 
station to monitor the dispersion of gaseous waste from the site. 
 
Plans for the Nuclear Test Facility included a series of specialized structures at the CANEL site. The 
design of the facility stressed “safety, system and component reliability and containment of the products 
of a nuclear excursion.” Design criteria were listed as follows: “1. Completed containment of all 
hazardous and potentially hazardous operations; 2. The facility must be designed to accept nuclear reactor 
tests of up to… temperatures of approximately 2000F; 5. All equipment and systems must be designed… 
to allow access for inspection, maintenance, and service with minimum perturbation of nuclear operation” 
(Pratt & Whitney 1965). Thus, the new test facility required special attention to staging and containment 
in a similar manner as the existing hot laboratory; however, it demanded extra structural considerations 
and separation from other operations at the plant. 
 
The federal Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards established standards for Nuclear Test Facility 
design, which Pratt & Whitney referenced in design documentation for their operation. The facility 
included three types of spaces: the “clear area, [the] clean room, and [the] support and service areas,” 
each with unique standard design features. The clean area required at least 2,500 square feet for receiving 
and preparing test assemblies prior to their transfer to the clean room. It also required transfer air locks for 
movement of components; clothing change areas and air locks for personnel access; space for welding, 
checking leaks, and vacuum cleaning equipment; and efficient space for cranes for equipment handling. 
The clean room surrounded the nuclear reactor, and it was equipped with an overhead bridge crane and 
viewing windows for remote operation. The support areas included a control area with central control 
consoles and space for electrical equipment; an engineering area, with offices for supervisors and 
engineers; an instrument shop with an equipment-counting area; a “health physics office” with a small 
laboratory; and a personnel decontamination area with temperature control, showers connected to 
radioactive waste retention tanks, and “hot” showers for contaminated personnel. The Catalytic 
Construction Company was hired to update and construct facilities for the Nuclear Test Facility at 
CANEL (Pratt & Whitney 1965).  
 
The CANEL complex is a significant example of specialized design by military-industrial research and 
development interests during the early Cold War period. The plant featured a variety of structural 
components that fit the needs of atomic experimentation; it also was designed to contemporary federal 
standards for nuclear of research and testing. The CANEL complex still stands and is operated by Pratt & 
Whitney Corporation for the manufacture of jet engines (figs. 6-9, 6-10). 
 
Defense Housing 
 
Military Personnel Housing 
 
Traditional military housing built during the Cold War included barracks, semi-detached housing, and 
detached housing. These building types originated from new housing programs dedicated to providing 
residences to active servicemen and their families. Housing was constructed on military installations. The 
Unaccompanied Personnel Housing (UPH) program is an example of the types of on-installation housing 
efforts from this period (R. Christopher Goodwin & Associates, Inc. 2003). 
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Fig. 6-9. Layout of “Hot Laboratory” at CANEL Facility, Middletown, ca. 1965 (Source: Nuclear Test 

Facility Technical Report, Pratt & Whitney 1965, DOE Office of Scientific and Technical 
Information). 

 
 

 
 Fig. 6-10. Aerial Photograph, CANEL Machine Shop, Looking North, ca. 1965 (Nuclear Test Facility 

Technical Report, Pratt & Whitney 1965, DOE Office of Scientific and Technical Information). 
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Fallout Shelter Construction 
 
Fallout shelters built during the Cold War were a type of American defense housing specific to the period 
from 1950 to 1970, when anxieties about atomic warfare led civilians to build for civil defense. These 
structures were not directly funded or built by the Department of Defense or by its civil defense agencies. 
Instead, the federal government provided design guidance (as well as training and education) to families, 
architects, and builders to construct fallout shelters themselves as part of a national initiative. Although 
the fallout shelter program was large in scale, historians agree that instances of permanent fallout shelter 
construction were relatively infrequent. However, since most of these structures were built for personal 
use, no definitive information exists as to the volume or whereabouts of shelters (although building 
permits and local civil defense records provide some idea). In Connecticut’s coastal counties, newspaper 
reports and civil defense records indicate that a number of shelters were built during the period of 
significance. 
 
Fallout shelter construction during the Cold War was defined by material shielding and geometric 
shielding for protection from harmful radiation from atomic fallout. Civil Defense agency plans for 
family fallout shelters included indoor, basement shelters; backyard, underground shelters; and backyard, 
aboveground shelters. Each design incorporated a combination of dense material walling and ceiling 
cover. Specific material volumes were suggested by the OCD for maximum protection. Common 
materials included concrete block, wooden framing, steel, sandbags, and earth. Families were advised to 
stock fallout shelter structures with two weeks’ worth of food, water, and medical supplies. Family 
shelters were built as do-it-yourself projects, contracted or ordered in prefabricated form. The 1962 Office 
of Civil Defense publication Family Shelter Designs contains a comprehensive set of suggested 
architectural designs (OCD Family Shelter Designs H-7 1962). 
 
As civil defense policy evolved into the 1960s, the notion of the dual-use shelter for new construction 
emerged. The Office of Civil Defense promoted the use of architectural “slanting,” as a class of design 
solutions to the problem of radioactive fallout in everyday building types. Slanting, like family fallout 
shelter design, used material and geometric shielding for protection. However, slanted buildings were 
designed from top to bottom with protection in mind, often considering the use and placement of 
windows, doorways, material reinforcement and other architectural features. Civil defense agencies 
promoted slanted design and the incorporation of dual-use shelter spaces for schools, community centers, 
shopping centers, and industrial facilities. 
 
One dual-use shelter space was built in the four-county area around the time of a 1966 OCD brochure that 
celebrated its protected design. The Ledyard High School gymnasium, which included a dual-use fallout 
shelter in its basement, was designed by architects Lyons and Mather from Bridgeport. The underground 
fallout shelter design provided a “flexible” dual-use space, functioning as a small-group assembly room 
“for music practice, for secondary physical education and for such highly special projects as a rifle range” 
(OCD Schools Built with Fallout Shelter 1966:36). The design provided shelter for 1,100 persons and 
included sanitary facilities that were aligned with the locker-room facilities in the above gymnasium 
space. The building included emergency systems that provided ventilation and power to the shelter. The 
shelter structure consisted of four walls of reinforced concrete; heavy masonry walls featuring little 
fenestration enclosed the stories above the shelter. Masonry baffles protected two stair-tower entrances on 
opposite sides of the shelter. The shelter consisted of 15,000 square feet of space (OCD Schools Built with 
Fallout Shelter 1966:36). The Ledyard High School gymnasium building still stands. 
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  CHAPTER VII 
 

TRANSPORTATION IN COASTAL 

CONNECTICUT, 1900–70 
 

 
Summary: This chapter discusses how modes of transportation developed and evolved in Connecticut’s 
four coastal counties from 1900 to 1970. These include rail, urban and suburban trolleys, automotive, 
aviation, and maritime. Although all these modes operated in some form during most of this 70-year 
period, railroads and trolleys predominated from 1900 to 1930, while automobiles and airplanes 
dominated the transportation system in the years thereafter. Ships and ferries are holdovers from earlier 
historical periods, but they continue to operate in a limited way.  
 
The overview discussion of the transportation theme is organized according to time periods, reflecting the 
relative importance of the major transportation modes, as follows: Railroads and Streetcars in Coastal 
Connecticut’s Transportation System (1900–16); Rise of Alternative Transportation Modes: Automobiles 
and Airplanes (1917–40); and Decline of Railroads, Construction of the Interstate Highway System, and 
Aviation Advances in Coastal Connecticut (1941–70). The themes of industrialization (Chapter III), 
suburbanization (Chapter VIII), and the development of summer colonies (Chapter IX) explore the 
intersection with the transportation. 
 
 
Railroads and Streetcars in Coastal Connecticut’s Transportation System (1900–16) 
 
Dominance of the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad in Mass Transportation 
 
At the turn of the twentieth century, the overland transportation system in Connecticut’s four coastal 
counties was dominated by railroads, particularly the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad, 
popularly known as the New Haven Railroad. By 1900, after a series of mergers, acquisitions, and leases 
of independent companies, the New Haven Railroad controlled virtually all passenger and freight railroad 
operations in Connecticut. Only the Vermont Railroad, connecting Connecticut to Vermont and Canada, 
remained outside its empire. In addition, the company acquired, maintained, and managed freight 
shipping facilities and piers, trolley lines, and bus services in Connecticut to become the dominant, and in 
some areas the only, provider of mass transportation in the state.  
 
The New Haven Railroad commanded an influential role in New England mass transportation, generally, 
and in Connecticut, specifically. From 1897 to 1904, the company steadily increased its regional 
influence as measured by a variety of metrics, including ridership, miles of trackage, and tons of freight 
carried per mile. In 1904, the New Haven carried 63,130,459 passengers, operated an average of 2,031.58 
miles, and carried 1,661,382,186 tons of freight (The Railroad Gazette 1905:243). As the Railroad 
Gazette stated: 
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It serves the most densely populated and most important manufacturing region in the 
country, and has New York and Boston as its terminals. The traffic conditions, therefore, 
are much more like those of English or Continental railroads than of any other of the big 
railroad systems in this country. It is probably the only important American railroad 
whose passenger earnings for a long period of time exceeded its freight earnings, despite 
the fact that it serves the chief manufacturing centers of New England (The Railroad 
Gazette 1905:242). 

 
Initiatives begun at the end of the nineteenth century paved the way for the New Haven’s eventual 
regional domination. In the 1890s, the company undertook a widespread rebuilding campaign owing to 
the increased freight and passenger traffic carried over its tracks and in response to federal investigations 
into and subsequent regulation of rail safety and terminal improvements (Cunningham 1994:8-1-8-2; The 
Railroad Gazette 1905:242; Savage 1998:20–22).  
 
The rebuilding campaign and the acquisition of competing rail and other transportation companies gained 
momentum after 1903 when Charles S. Mellen, a protégé of Hartford native J.P. Morgan, was appointed 
company president. Morgan, who joined the New Haven’s board of directors in 1892, was influential in 
installing Mellen, a former president of the Northern Pacific Railroad, at the New Haven Railroad. Mellen 
effectively eliminated competition and created an all-New Haven Railroad route between New York and 
Boston (Weller 1969:2). This rebuilding campaign included the introduction of electrical power; double-
tracking, and even four-tracking, along stretches of its routes; building new and replacement bridges and 
viaducts; elevating its tracks and eliminating at-grade crossings; and constructing depots, union terminals, 
and assorted support buildings throughout southern Connecticut (Hartley 1992:6–8; Lynch 2003:26-31; 
Weller 1969:128–29).  
 
Capital Projects, 1900–1618 
 
The new facilities constructed by the New Haven Railroad were the result of changing federal and state 
regulations, construction standardization in the railroad industry as promoted in industry technical 
manuals, and advances in technology and engineering. In the late nineteenth century, the federal 
government assumed its authority to regulate the railroad industry through its powers under the interstate 
commerce provisions of Article 1, Section 8, of the U.S. Constitution, and later through enactment of the 
Interstate Commerce Act of 1887. Subsequent legislation passed by Congress further expanded the 
government’s ability to require that railroads address safety issues (Savage 1998:20–21).  
 
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries a number of manuals were published to guide the 
design and construction of rail-related resources including bridges and culverts, passenger and freight 
stations, roundhouses, railroad tracks, and power stations. This guidance was promulgated in professional 
journals, such as the Railroad Gazette and the Engineering Record, and in manuals such as De Pontibus: 
A Pocket-Book for Bridge Engineers (Wadell 1898); The Detailed Design of a Railroad Bridge (Burr and 
Falk 1904); General Specifications for Steel Railroad Bridges and Structures. With a Section Making 
them Applicable to Highway Bridges and Buildings (Buel and Bogue 1906); and Concrete in Railroad 
Construction. A Treatise on Concrete for Railroad Engineers and Contractors (Atlas Portland Cement 
Company 1919). In addition, the American Railroad Engineering Association published articles on a 
range of topics produced in serial bulletins. The use of materials such as concrete and steel, and 
electrification of not just the railroad locomotives but also bridges and other similar resources, required 

                                                      
18 The number of rail-related resources is extensive. A comprehensive identification and discussion of all railroad property types 
is beyond the scope of this investigation. This historic context presents a cross-section of railroad resources to illustrate the 
breadth of railroad buildings and structures constructed during the twentieth century and to provide a springboard for future 
research.  
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the construction of new facilities. The New Haven Railroad undertook its capital improvement campaign 
within this broader context of regulation and standardization.  
 
Electrification of the New Haven Railroad 
 
Although the New Haven Railroad acquired many inland railroads in the 1890s, it focused on improving 
the New York–Boston route after 1900. A “Lock and Block” signal system and 58 signal towers were 
installed on the 157 miles of tracks between New Haven and Boston. The route was four-tracked between 
New York and New Haven by 1900. (A small section in Bridgeport was completed two years later.) An 
important junction point was established at Devon, just east of Bridgeport, where freight trains on the 
Maybrook and Naugatuck lines entered the railroad’s main line (McGuirk 1998:29–30).  
 
In 1903, the State of New York banned coal-powered locomotives from entering Manhattan. In response, 
the New Haven electrified its route between Woodlawn, New York, and Stamford in 1907, its Stamford 
to New Canaan branch line in 1908, and its route as far east as New Haven in 1914 (Hartley 1992:20–21). 
The company was an innovator in the early use of AC power, as locomotives were supplied electricity 
through an overhead catenary system carrying 11,000 volts rather than the third-rail DC power system in 
use by other railroads like the New York Central (fig. 7-1). Electrification of the New Haven line was 
extended to the Danbury-Norwalk and Ansonia lines in the 1920s. Although modified and modernized 
over the years, this catenary system with wires suspended from steel lattice structures was still in place on 
the Amtrak/Metro North Railroad line between New York and New Haven at the end of the twentieth 
century (Hartley 1992:23). 
 
 

 
Fig. 7-1. Overhead Catenary Construction: New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad (Source: 

McHenry 1907:178). 
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Powering this 146-mile electrified section was a giant coal-fueled generating plant designed by 
Westinghouse Corporation and built by the New Haven Railroad under the supervision of Vice President 
E.H. McHenry on the west bank of the Mianus River at Cos Cob in Greenwich (Clouette and Roth 
1989:8.1–8.3; Atlas Portland Cement Company 1919:145).19 Completed in the Spanish Mission style in 
1906, the building was divided into a boiler room and turbine room with switchboard. Structural steel was 
used in the boiler room, and “all other columns in the building …[were] composed of concrete blocks 
made by filling the cored air spaces of the hollow blocks with concrete of the same mixture as the blocks 
themselves” (Atlas Portland Cement Company 1919:144). A system of steel trusses carried by concrete-
block walls was used in the turbine room and the boiler room. An interesting feature of the building was 
the use of a concrete girder system that comprised concrete girders “36 by 36 inches reinforced with 
trussed bars, …built with the bottom slightly arched and the sides and bottoms ribbed to imitate keystone 
and voussoirs, the whole giving the appearance of a segmental arch” (Atlas Portland Cement Company 
1919:144–45) (figs. 7-2, 7-3). 
 
 

 
Fig. 7-2. Turbine Room, Cos Cob Power Station (Source: Atlas Portland Cement Company 1919:142). 
 
 
 

                                                      
19 The Cos Cob Power Station was decommissioned in 1986–87, listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1992, and 
demolished in 2001. 
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Fig. 7-3. Cross-section Through Turbine Room, Cos Cob Power Station (Source: Atlas Portland Cement 

Company 1919:143). 
 
 

Bridge Construction Completed by the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad 
 
At-grade railroad crossings that intersected with roads resulted in numerous accidents and deaths because 
of collisions with automobiles and horse-drawn vehicles. As a result of public pressure, reinforced by 
state-legislated mandates enacted during the early 1900s and federal regulations, the New Haven Railroad 
began elevating its tracks in most of coastal Connecticut’s urban centers. The work included extensive 
viaduct construction in Bridgeport (at a cost of nearly $5 million [$141 million in 2018 dollars]), 
Stamford, New Haven, South Norwalk, and elsewhere (Bridgeport Post 1905; Friedman n.d.). 
 
To allow free passage of maritime traffic, the New Haven built movable railroad bridges over the many 
rivers and estuaries it crossed. These bridges, constructed mostly from 1896 to 1919, were significant 
engineering works in their day and were typical of the period in their use of riveted joints and heavy steel 
structural members. The New Haven adopted three of the leading types of drawbridges of the period: the 
swing bridge, the Scherzer rolling-lift bascule, and the Strauss bascule (Clouette and Roth 1986:8:1, 8:2). 
The Scherzer rolling-lift bascule is characterized by rounded segmental girders at the rear of the bascule 
span, which roll back on stationary track girders when opened; it is named for engineer William Scherzer, 
who built one of the first movable bridges in the country in Chicago (Baggerman 1977:7.1, 8.1–8.4). 
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According to contemporary technical monographs, swing bridges were “the simplest, best, and most 
economical type first in cost and maintenance” (Hoovey 1926:20). They afforded “economy in 
foundations, masonry, and weight of superstructure” as well as the reduced cost of steelwork and 
construction (Hoovey 1926:22). Other advantages over other bridge types included the elimination of 
counterweights and the reduction in power needed to turn a swing bridge. While the Strauss bascule 
bridge, a type of bridge whereby the trunnion is used to move the movable parts of the bridge, was 
common, the New Haven preferred other types of bridges. 
 
Movable bridges built by the New Haven Railroad from 1900 to 1916 include: 
 

 Pequonnock River Railroad Bridge at Bridgeport (1902), Scherzer rolling-lift bascule; 
 Mianus River Railroad Bridge (1904) at Cos Cob, Scherzer rolling-lift bascule; 
 Saugatuck River Railroad Bridge (1905) at Westport, Scherzer rolling-lift bascule; 
 Housatonic River Railroad Bridge (1906) at Devon, Scherzer rolling-lift bascule; 
 Connecticut River Railroad Bridge (1907) at Old Saybrook-Old Lyme, Scherzer rolling-lift 

bascule;  
 Niantic River Railroad Bridge (1907) at East Lyme-Waterford, Scherzer rolling-lift bascule; 
 Middletown Bridge (1910) at Middletown, swing bridge; and, 
 Shaw’s Cove Railroad Bridge (1913) at New London, swing bridge (Clouette and Roth 1986, 

1991; Hoovey 1927:46). 
 
The Scherzer rolling-lift plate girder bridge constructed in Bridgeport was described in the July 11, 1903, 
issue of The Engineering Record. At each side of the channel, plate girder approach spans were 
constructed. The lift span was supported by two piers. At one end, a narrow approach pier was located, 
while the main pier housed the operating mechanism and roller track girders. The lift span consisted of 
“two separate and independent halves symmetrical about the center line, each of them designed to carry 
two tracks and to be operated either separately or together” (The Engineering Record 1903:39). A 50-
horsepower electric motor operated each half of the bridge (figs. 7-4, 7-5). The Chicago-based Scherzer 
Rolling Lift Bridge Company provided designs, plans, and specifications for the bridge, operating 
machinery, and operating equipment. The company also maintained a consulting engineering supervisory 
role over the bridge construction. The New Haven Railroad’s engineer corps provided plans for the 
approach spans and the substructure under the direction of F.S. Curtis, fourth vice president and C.M. 
Ingersoll, Jr., chief engineer. (Engineering Record 1903:40). 
 
The six-span, 465-foot-long Saugatuck River Bridge in Westport is an example of another New Haven 
Railroad bridge from the period. A deck-girder Scherzer rolling-lift bascule bridge, it was built in 1905. 
The engineering firm of Daly & Holbrook served as contractors for the substructure, and the steelwork 
was supplied by the Passaic Steel Company (Baggerman 1977:8-1) (fig. 7-6).  
 
In addition to the bridge and its movable components, movable bridges required a bridge operator’s 
house. Such buildings were sited on the bridges in a location with unobstructed views of the water and the 
ends of the spans. The type of bridge dictated the location of the operator’s house. For swing bridges, the 
prime location was above, or near the top, of the trusses and over the center pier. The optimal location on 
a bascule bridge was the main trunnion pier. (Hoovey 1926:319) The operator’s house constructed for the 
Middletown Swing Bridge (1910) represents one of the many types of support buildings constructed by 
the New Haven Railroad (fig. 7-7). The Middletown bridge operator’s house was a steel-frame building 
that rested on a floor of concrete I-beams. The interior and exterior were “covered with expanded metal, 
nailed to wooden furring strips bolted to the steel frame, and plastered with cement mortar” (Hoovey 
1926:321–22). 
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Fig. 7-4. Drawings of Scherzer Rolling-lift Bridge over Pequonnock River, Bridgeport, CT  

(Source: Engineering Record 1903:39). 
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Fig. 7-5. Scherzer Rolling-lift Bridge over Pequonnock River, Bridgeport, CT, ca. 1903 (Source: 

Engineering Record 1903:41). 
 

 
Fig. 7-6.  Scherzer Rolling-lift Bascule Bridge, Saugatuck River Railroad Bridge, Westport (Source:  

Boucher 1977a). 
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Fig. 7-7. Operator’s House, Middletown Bridge (Hoovey 1926:322). 
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Passenger Stations Constructed by the New Haven Railroad 
 
Although the New Haven operated in only four states and controlled less than 1 percent of the nation’s 
total railroad miles, it served densely populated metropolitan and suburban areas and relied heavily on 
passenger traffic for its total revenue (Lynch 2003:7). After the Long Island Railroad, the New Haven 
received more revenue from passenger operations than any other railroad in the country. The company 
also was unusual for the different types of passenger trains it operated, including overnight sleeper trains, 
express trains, local branch lines, and commuter service to New York and Boston. The New Haven had to 
build and maintain numerous passenger stations and depots, many of which were upgraded during the 
early years of Mellen’s presidency (Lynch 2003:8). 
 
Like other rail companies across the country, the New Haven engaged in a campaign of passenger station 
construction. By the turn of the twentieth century, the passenger station had evolved from a simple 
building with a waiting room and ticket facilities into a monumental building offering many services. It 
hosted a variety of amenities and services for regular passengers, overnight and through passengers, and 
commuters. Passenger convenience and comfort became prime considerations. Separation of arriving and 
departing passengers also was key to the efficient operation of the station. Consequently, stations were 
designed with concourses, colossal waiting rooms, restrooms, ticketing facilities, dining facilities, 
newsstands, vendors, and communications facilities that included telegraph, telephone, and postal 
services. Railway company offices frequently occupied the upper floors of terminals (Kirchhoff 1913:16, 
17; American Institute of Architects 1913:47; Dreger 1916:22). Certain features were mandated by law. 
In Connecticut, the legislature required water closets in all passenger stations (Connecticut Railroad 
Commissioners 1910:64).  
 
A number of trade publications and technical journals published guidance to assist architects and 
engineers with the layout and design of a modern passenger station. The superintendent of the New 
Haven Railroad, John Dreger, authored one monograph, Passenger Terminals and Trains (Dreger 1916). 
Dreger also wrote a similar monograph on the design, construction, and management of freight terminals. 
By the turn of the twentieth century, passenger railroad stations had undertaken the role of quasi-public 
spaces and were equated with important government buildings. While design guidance did not specify an 
architectural style appropriate for the use in passenger station construction, it recommended that the style 
reflect civic pride (Dreger 1916:14, 260). Stations such as Washington’s Union Station and New York’s 
Grand Central Terminal and Pennsylvania Station reflected the latest thinking on passenger station 
design. By the second decade of the twentieth century, one observer could write:  
 

Every year finds the railway companies building grand monumental structures that 
compare favorably in every respect with our finest and highest types of public buildings. 
Every possible convenience and consideration of the traveling public is conscientiously 
and carefully studied and worked out, with seemingly no thought of expense. Not only 
are the purely commercial conveniences so well developed, but the modern station is 
made as attractive and beautiful as possible from a real artistic point of view, each room 
being a separate problem with respect to decoration (Kirshoff 1913:12). 

 
In contrast to stations constructed in the nineteenth century, those built in the first decades of the 
twentieth century were sited along the axes of major thoroughfares or fronted important public open 
spaces (Kirshoff 1913:13). Indeed, the passenger station began to function as a “gateway” akin to city 
gates found in walled medieval European cities, through which all forms of transportation passed 
(Kirshoff 1913:13; American Institutes of Architects 1913:45). At its completion in 1913, New York’s 
Grand Central Terminal was praised for its “expression of the old terminal idea, which is a gateway to a 
city, hence the central part of the façade is in the form of a triumphal arch of monumental proportions” 
(American Institute of Architects 1913:45). 
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Three types of passenger stations emerged: the through station, the stub terminal, and the combination 
stub and through station (Kirchhoff 1913:4). The term “stub terminal” applied to stations constructed at 
the end, or terminal, point of the railroad, whereas a through (or side) station was one where “the 
principal tracks continued through the structure so that a train proceeding in either direction may continue 
its run in the same relative direction without reverse movement” (Kirchhoff 1913:5, 6; Dreger 1916:67). 
The vast majority of stations were the stub-terminal and through-station types. One type was not more 
efficient than the other. Rather, the decision to construct a stub terminal over a through station was based 
on the needs of the communities in which the terminals, particularly the larger ones, were constructed 
(Dreger 1916:67, 104–05). 
 
As commuter traffic increased, new stations had to accommodate the daily user in addition to passengers 
who began and ended their journeys or were making connections to other rail lines. The separation of 
commuters from other passengers became necessary. In addition, train station designers had to take into 
consideration passenger access to other modes of transportation once passengers disembarked from the 
trains.  
 
In Connecticut, several stations incorporated contemporary approaches to station design. Danbury’s 
Union Station, completed in July 1902, was one of the first completed under the New Haven Railroad’s 
new construction initiative. It served three rail routes, with nearly 125 trains arriving and departing daily.  
 
Bridgeport’s Union Station was constructed in 1904–05 at the apex of a wye, or triangular junction, with 
the New Haven’s main line heading east across the river and the leased Housatonic Railroad line 
continuing to the north (fig. 7-8). Designed by local architect Warren R. Briggs in a simplified 
Romanesque style, the base of the station below the viaduct was constructed of granite, while the two 
upper floors were of buff brick. Passengers had to ascend to the second level to enter platforms that were 
sheltered by extensive canopies. From afar, the station was identified by its 115-foot-high tower capped 
with a pyramidal red slate roof. Inside, the brightly lit two-story waiting room had a beamed ceiling from 
which hung large metal chandeliers. Bridgeport’s station, in use until 1973, was destroyed by fire in 1979 
(Great American Stations 2013; Bridgeport Post 1905).  
 
Waterbury’s Union Station exemplifies the New Haven Railroad’s prominence in the state’s early 
twentieth century transportation landscape (fig. 7-9). Located in the heavily industrial Naugatuck Valley, 
Waterbury was one of the state’s fastest-growing cities and was the “Brass Capital of the World” for its 
many brass manufacturing plants. The New Haven Naugatuck Division, which was double-tracked from 
1905 to 1908, served the city with eighty-six daily passenger trains in the early 1900s (Mattatuck 
Historical Society [MHS] 1974:10–12). Waterbury’s civic leaders, eager to project their city’s industrial 
and economic prominence to New England and the nation, embarked on a program of beautification and 
rebuilding in the downtown core. The symbolic and physical anchor of Waterbury’s “City Beautiful”-
inspired plan was a new Union Station, the east elevation of which looked out on a redesigned Grand 
Street with the curving façade of the American Brass Company offices across the street and other newly 
built corporate and civic buildings such as the city’s library and City Hall (MHS 1974:14; Clouette 
1976:8.1). 
 
Opened in 1909 at a cost of $332,000 ($9 billion in 2018 dollars), the Waterbury Union Station, designed 
by New York’s McKim, Mead & White, is a restrained example of Renaissance Revival-style architecture 
and is notable for its integration of brick and terra cotta decorative motifs on its exterior and interior, as 
well as for the extensive use of tall, arched glass windows, lending the interior a brightly lit quality, 
unusual for the time (Friedman n.d.). Rising 245 feet from the station’s southeast corner is the unusual  
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Fig. 7-8. Postcard View, Bridgeport Passenger Station. (Source: Cardcow.com).  
 
 
 

 
Fig. 7-9. Postcard View, West Elevation, Waterbury Union Station. (Source: Cardcow.com). 
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and rather incongruous brick clock tower with its crenellated top (Clouette 1976:7.1–7.2, 8.1–8.2). The 
station’s tower is modeled after the Tower of Mangia in Sienna, Italy (Clouette 1976:7.1). 

 
New Haven Railroad Freight Service  
 
As one of the major freight carriers in New England, the New Haven embarked on an extensive program 
in the first two decades of the twentieth century to streamline and modernize its freight-switching system. 
Moving goods across the country was a complex endeavor that required numerous facilities including 
water resources, such as piers and docks, and land-related complexes, such as multi-faceted freight 
terminals. Moving freight required multiple interrelated buildings and structures at one location. A typical 
freight terminal consisted of different types of tracks; engine facilities that could include engine houses, 
coaling plants, sand plants, water stations, and turntables; offices for the yard master; and restrooms; 
among other facilities (Droeger 1912:25–35). The term “terminal,” which could be constructed at the 
terminus or along intermediate points, applied to the assemblage of these components on one site 
(Droeger 1912:13). New Haven Superintendent Droeger’s Freight Stations and Trains (1912) provided 
guidance on the construction of freight stations and included management recommendations for the 
efficient operation of such facilities.  
 
To relieve congestion at its Lamberton Street freight yard in New Haven, and by extension much of 
southern New England, the New Haven began planning in late 1909 to construct a giant freight-
classification facility at Cedar Hill, east of the New Haven terminal. Construction began in 1910 and was 
mostly complete by 1913, though numerous improvements were added for most of the next eight years 
before the Cedar Hill facility was completed in 1921. The freight yard was further enlarged with 
additional buildings until 1954 (Clouette and Roth 1988:2–8).  
 
Known formally as the Cedar Hill Freight Classification Yard and LCL Transfer, the facility consisted of 
fourteen yards and switching districts out of the twenty-five total at New Haven. The yard covered 880 
acres and extended seven miles. It had 154 miles of track and a capacity for 15,000 cars (Lynch 2003:38). 
The largest freight yard east of the Mississippi, it was built with east- and west-bound humps for gravity 
switching. Eastbound, there were nine receiving tracks, 42 classification tracks, and 10 departure tracks; 
westbound were 10 receiving tracks, 22 classification tracks, and 8 departure tracks. The side tracks kept 
the main-line tracks free from freight trains blocking through traffic (Halliday 1921:3–4). Several tracks 
were double-signaled to accommodate traffic in either direction. 
 
Elsewhere at the Cedar Hill and adjacent Lamberton Street yards were a roundhouse (1911); a tie and 
creosote plant (1922); the Cedar Hill engine terminal (ca. 1930), which serviced the railroad’s electric and 
(later) diesel locomotives; a power plant; oil storage tanks; control towers; and car repair facilities. The 
West Hump was closed by the New Haven in the 1960s; the East Hump remained in use until the 1980s. 
Today, the Cedar Hill yard stands mostly derelict, with most of the railroad buildings and structures 
demolished or in poor condition. One exception is the extant Cedar Hill Coal Tower (fig. 7-10).  
 
The freight station in Deep River is a small-scale example of one of the numerous freight facilities 
constructed by the New Haven Railroad in the early twentieth century. The complex consisted of a one-
story wood-frame building (ca. 1915), tracks, switches, and signals (Cunningham 1994:7–1). The station 
is a modest building with few stylistic references; ornamentation is limited to the wide overhanging eave 
supported by slim braces (Cunningham 1994:7–1). The station originally provided freight and passenger 
service, but passenger operations ceased by 1933. Freight services ended when the New Haven filed for 
bankruptcy in 1961 (Cunningham 1994:8–2). 
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Fig. 7-10. Cedar Hill Rail Yard Coaling Tower, New Haven (Source: Boucher 1977b). 
 
 
Troubling Times for the New Haven Railroad 
 
By the mid-1910s, the New Haven Railroad faced a series of financial and legal setbacks. Capital 
improvements completed in response to government directives combined with the railroad’s aggressive 
acquisition policy proved financially unsound. The prices paid for numerous smaller competing railroads 
were often far above their actual worth. The New Haven also acquired most of the trolley lines in 
Connecticut, Rhode Island, and southern Massachusetts, even those that were known to be operating at a 
loss (Hartley 1992:7). Many of the railroad’s properties were leased, making rental interest payments a 
significant part of the New Haven’s debt load. The single-minded pursuit of a transportation monopoly in 
New England eventually caught up with the New Haven, thanks partly to investigations carried out by 
Boston lawyer and future Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis. Brandeis’s probe (along with a parallel 
investigation by the Interstate Commerce Commission) revealed that the New Haven was by the mid-
1910s virtually insolvent, owing almost $242 million in 1911 ($7 billion in 2018 dollars), versus $14 
million in 1903 ($395 million in 2018 dollars) (Friedman n.d.). The company also was in violation of 
numerous antitrust laws (Weller 1969:157). Mellen was forced to resign as a result of the negative 
publicity; in 1914, 21 of the company’s directors were indicted by the federal government for violating 
antitrust laws (New York Times 1914). 
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Streetcars and Interurbans in Coastal Connecticut (1900–16) 
 
The modern streetcar had its origins in the horse-drawn omnibuses and railways of the 1860s and 1870s. 
By the 1880s, with the advent of electrical power, the idea of an electrical conveyance was developed by 
Milford’s Frank Sprague. During the late nineteenth century industrial revolution, the electric trolley 
emerged as the most popular and affordable form of public transportation. Trolleys drew electricity from 
overhead wires, which were easy to service and repair (Cummings and Munger, Jr. 1960a:18). 
Powerhouses provided electricity through electric lines that powered trolley cars along tracks between 
stations. With the expansion of electricity, trolley systems extended into adjacent cities and rural towns as 
interurban lines (Bogart 1906:585). Trolleys had lower passenger fares than steam railroads and afforded 
the working class the opportunity to commute while living beyond city centers (Bogart 1906:585).  
 
The first electric trolley car to operate in New England launched in Derby, Connecticut, in 1887 with the 
electrification of the town’s horse railroad; the first passenger street railway in the state began service in 
Meriden in 1888. The Derby line transported freight in the town’s dock area (Connecticut Motor Coach 
Museum [CMCM] 2005:7). Most of the larger cities in coastal Connecticut acquired trolley service in the 
1890s, laying the groundwork for suburban expansion outside their city limits.  
 
Electrified streetcar and interurban systems operated in coastal Connecticut from the 1890s to as late as 
World War II in some cities, and in the case of New Haven, 1948. They operated on existing steam 
railroad tracks or on their own tracks, built on city streets and along the sides of existing roads; they often 
shared space with automobiles and pedestrians on bridges. Interurban lines connected town and city to 
one another. Routes radiated out from one or more central points in the city, often from the railroad 
station. Interurban stops encouraged residential and commercial development as illustrated by the 
“streetcar suburbs” of New Haven, Bridgeport, and other cities in coastal Connecticut. Some streetcar 
lines connected a town or city with the shoreline or a recreational facility such as an amusement park.  
 
In 1900, the Shelton Street Railway Company built north from the Stratford Green to Shelton (Knapp 
1989:7). Trolley service between the East Haven Green and Branford’s Short Beach began in July 1900 
and reached Branford center the next month, making New Haven easily accessible to Branford residents 
(Fletcher 1994:34; Clouette 1982:7–1). Trolleys thrived in many other parts of coastal Connecticut in the 
early 1900s and had an outsize influence on the population growth of its first suburbs. Previously, most 
people had to live within walking or carriage distance of their work and shopping destinations. Trolleys 
offered mobility and freedom heretofore only imagined, including the ability to commute between coastal 
cities and towns (Clouette 1982:8.2-8.4).  
 
As the trolleys’ popularity grew, competing providers of mass transportation, namely the railroad 
companies, sought ways to capitalize on the public’s seemingly endless fascination with the trolley. The 
New Haven Railroad, as part of its strategy to dominate the state’s transportation industry, began 
obtaining control of streetcar companies. In 1904 it created a subsidiary, the Consolidated Railroad 
Company (later renamed the Connecticut Company), which began to acquire or lease local streetcar 
companies. From 1904 to 1907, the New Haven spent $120 million ($3 billion in 2018 dollars) for 
streetcar companies, many of which had overbuilt systems and inflated stock prices (Swanberg 1988:298–
99; Clouette 1982:8.1; Friedman n.d.). 
 
By 1913, with many trolley companies already struggling financially, the New Haven Railroad had 
attained its goal of owning or leasing more than 1,600 miles of trolley lines, a near-monopoly in 
Connecticut and Rhode Island. This was the largest investment of any American railroad in streetcar 
operations and was intended to control any potential competition with the New Haven’s own passenger 
service while providing feeder service to the railroad’s main lines. The New Haven operated five trolley 
companies through ownership, lease, or trackage agreements that provided service in Connecticut, 
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Massachusetts, New York, Rhode Island, and Vermont. The New Haven’s interest in the Connecticut 
Company included 705 miles of track in western Connecticut and the Shore Line Electric Railway, with 
88 miles of track (New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company [NYNHHRC] 1914:27–30). 
By the beginning of World War I, automobiles and buses were making inroads on the interurban and local 
transit business, leaving the New Haven Railroad with a huge debt and contributing to the company’s 
financial instability for many years thereafter (Weller 1969:69; Swanberg 1988:306).  
 
Resources associated with trolleys are similar to those constructed for the railroad industry: tracks, 
catenary masts, passenger stations, powerhouses, car houses, and substations. Manuals for the 
construction and operation of trolley lines were published as early as the 1890s, and included monographs 
such as Philip Dawson’s 1897 Electric Railways and Tramways, Their Construction and Operation 
(1897). Dawson’s handbook provided detailed guidance on the laying of tracks, the construction of 
overhead power lines, and the appropriate type of motors, among other practical advice.  
 
In Connecticut, buildings constructed for the trolley included powerhouses, tracks, overhead wires, and 
car barns, among other resources. The primary purpose of a powerhouse was to supply power to trolley 
lines, though it typically also provided local electricity. Powerhouses for electric railways were 
constructed in close proximity to a water source for operational purposes. (Power plants are fueled by gas, 
coal, fuel oil, and nuclear, and require cooling water for condensing units.) The general massing of 
transportation-related powerhouses often was grand in scale. Powerhouse interiors typically were 
designed to meet the needs of an electric-generating building of the time. Large window openings, an 
open floor plan, and high ceilings assisted in temperature control.  
 
The Shore Line Electric Railway Power House (Power House) at Old Saybrook, Middlesex County, is 
one of the few extant trolley-related powerhouses in coastal Connecticut. Initially, it supplied current to 
the Shore Line Electric Railway and the New London and East Lyme Railway; it also furnished power to 
operate the Connecticut River Bridge, south of the Power House (Cummings and Munger, Jr. 1960a:18). 
At its peak in the early twentieth century, the Shore Line Electric Railway operated between New Haven 
and Providence. The Power House was constructed from 1908 to 1910 as a coal-fueled electric 
powerhouse along the Connecticut River. Its proximity to the Connecticut River enabled coal delivery 
boats easy access. The location also provided water to cool the condensing units; however, water for the 
boiler feed came from a reservoir constructed approximately one mile west. Coal hoppers on shore 
received coal delivered by a belt system that carried coal along the north elevation and west façade, 
depositing it south of the Power House (Electric Railway Journal 1911:867). 
 
Additionally, the Mystic Power House and Car House (Power House and Car House) comprised a two-
building complex constructed in 1905 for the Groton and Stonington Street Railway, which operated from 
1904 to 1919 and again from 1923 to 1928 (Cummings and Munger, Jr. 1960b:14). The portions of the 
Power House and Car House that remain are located west of Water Street, on the west bank of the Mystic 
River. The facility consisted of a large three-story main building and a smaller three-story southern 
building, which had a smokestack located on its west elevation. As designed, the brick building was 
characterized by large window openings extending from ground level to the flat roofline; by roofline 
parapets on the west façade and east elevation of the main block; by a smokestack; and by limited 
ornamentation. Although the main block and large window openings remain, the smokestack and south 
building are not extant. 
 
Car houses also were support buildings for electric railways during their operation. These buildings 
provided additional electrical support and operations to the line and housed maintenance facilities for 
trolley cars. Substations almost exclusively were housed in car houses. The support building typically was 
one story and occupied a rectangular footprint. Rail and electrical lines connected the electric railways to 
the car house. Car houses in coastal Connecticut towns such as Old Saybrook and Guilford typically were 
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four bays wide. One bay housed machine shops, boiler rooms, offices, and the substation. The three 
remaining bays held maintenance services for trolley car repairs (Electric Railway Journal 1911:868).  
 
In certain cases, existing buildings were converted to trolley passenger and freight stations. The Shore 
Line Electric Railway Company acquired the former Boss Cracker Factory in New London and converted 
it into a trolley freight terminal. In addition to extending tracks to the former factory building, 
modifications to the building included the construction of a loading platform, the removal of much of the 
second floor to allow trolley freight car access, and the addition of offices. Conversion of the building to a 
freight facility was undertaken to assist local farmers to move agricultural products to markets outside 
Connecticut (Street Railway Bulletin 1914:137–38).  
 
 
Maritime Transportation in Coastal Connecticut (1900–16) 
 
Connecticut has a long history of maritime travel. Watercraft was particularly important in the nineteenth 
century, when few highway bridges spanned the state’s major rivers. Maritime resources were constructed 
at harbors in Bridgeport and New London, as well as in towns along the state’s internal waterways. Major 
wharves along the Connecticut River, south of Hartford, included those at Middletown, Middle Haddam, 
Hadlyme, Chester, Deep River, Essex, Lyme, and Saybrook Point. Improvements to waterside facilities 
were completed in the early twentieth century in response to increases in passenger travel and commercial 
travel as more goods and people moved through the region. In the early twentieth century, several 
improvement projects were completed along the Connecticut River. One in 1913 sought to maintain a 
channel 12 feet deep at mean low water (War Department 1913:124). According to an Army Corps of 
Engineers report prepared in 1913 and submitted to Congress, most of the wharves along the Connecticut 
River were “substantial stone bulkheads solidly filled with earth and provided with fender piles along 
their faces” (War Department 1913:124). Landings were made at the outer end of the wharf, with the 
vessel lying parallel to the river. 
 
Steamships connected cities and towns along the Long Island Sound to New York and Rhode Island. 
Established in 1883, the Bridgeport–Port Jefferson Ferry represents the state’s historical association with 
maritime travel. (Today, it is operated by the Bridgeport & Port Jefferson Steamboat Company.) P.T. 
Barnum served as the company’s first president. The ferry linked New York’s agricultural industry with 
industrial New England (Bridgeport and Port Jefferson Steamboat Company n.d.). It was one of several 
passenger ferries that provided service to places such as Block Island, Rhode Island, and Orient Point, 
New York. 
 
Steamship companies became so numerous in the second half of the nineteenth century that they 
competed with the region’s major provider of mass transportation: the New Haven Railroad. At the end of 
the 1890s the railroad company began purchasing or leasing these competing companies, eventually 
establishing the New England Steamship Company, giving the railroad yet another means of controlling 
the movement of goods and people throughout Connecticut and New England (Dayton 1925:104). 
Railroad companies, including the New Haven, also began constructing maritime facilities such as piers 
and terminals to provide passengers traveling by railroad-owned ferries direct access and connections to 
companion rail or trolley lines. Freight terminals also were constructed to move goods from water vessels 
to trains at facilities that were all under railroad ownership or management. Frequently, the railroads 
prohibited use of or restricted access to the water, creating a near-monopoly on waterfront access (United 
States 1910:13). Indeed, the majority of the harbor waterfront in New London was under railroad control. 
Similar ownership patterns existed in Bridgeport and New Haven (United States 1910:13). 
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Connecticut began regulating maritime transportation with the establishment of a Rivers and Harbors 
Commission in 1909 to oversee maritime commerce and maritime facilities (Connecticut Department of 
Transportation [CDOT] 1995:16). In 1911, the General Assembly appropriated $1 million ($27 million in 
2018 dollars) to construct the State Pier, a steamship terminal at New London (Friedman n.d.). The 
terminal, completed in 1915, facilitated the movement of lumber, cotton, wool, and steamboat freight; 
reduced the distance to eastern ports; relieved traffic congestion in New York, and expedited travel 
(Swan, Tuttle, and Muller 1929a:80–81). The pier was built on land owned by the Central Vermont 
Railroad and was selected with the understanding that freight would be brought by the railroad to New 
London.  
 
A description of the pier appeared in The New London Plan: A Report to the Planning Board, New 
London, Connecticut: 
 

Its central portion is solid fill between masonry walls on each side of which is a fender 
wharf of pile construction, 50 feet in width. It has an approach channel and berthing 
slips on each side dredged to 35 feet. Two depressed tracks extend down the center of 
the pier and connect through a State-owned distribution yard with the Central Vermont 
Railway, and indirectly with the New Haven System. A two-story shed of heavy mill 
construction covers, except for a narrow marginal cargo space, practically the whole 
pier. Cargo masts are provided along the roof-edge (Swan, Tuttle, and Muller. 
1929a:86). 

 
The upper story of the shed was used for storage. The pier was anticipated to be the first in a series; 
however, the existing facilities were not used to maximum capacity, disappointing city officials (Swan, 
Tuttle, and Muller 1929a:86). The United States Coast Guard used one side of the pier, while the other 
was used by steamships. The Central Vermont Railway, which was owned in large part by the Canadian 
National Railway Company, also served New London by rail and freight boats. Its freight services used 
its own freight station as well as the facilities at the State Pier (Swan, Tuttle, and Muller 1929a:67). 
 
The federal government assumed control of the pier during World War I and its immediate aftermath. 
Afterward, it was returned to state control (CDOT 1995:23) (figs. 7-11, 7-12). Marine facilities in New 
London, in addition to the State Pier and the piers and terminal owned by the New Haven Railroad, 
consisted of pile structures separated by slips and a stone pier built by the Central Vermont Railroad (War 
Department 1913:123). 
 
Connecticut’s harbors and ports were subject to major improvements in the first decades of the twentieth 
century. The federal government and private companies modified maritime facilities in Bridgeport, for 
example, with the government completing improvements to Bridgeport’s harbor and up the Pequannock 
River (War Department 1913:132). A number of private wharves and two public wharves were built in 
Bridgeport to facilitate the movement of goods. The railroads, namely the New Haven Railroad and its 
subsidiary, the New England Steamship Company, also completed major projects along the harbor. 
Generally, wharfs were constructed of stone or wood with earth-filled bulkheads and flanking narrow pile 
aprons. The shape of Bridgeport’s harbor, with its relatively limited width, precluded the construction of 
piers (War Department 1913:132). Facilities associated with the New England Steamship Company 
included mooring piles in addition to the wharves.  
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Fig. 7-11. State Pier (East Elevation), New London (Source: U.S. War Department 1928:239). 
 
 

 
Fig. 7-12. State Pier, New London (Source: U.S. War Department 1928:240). 
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Roads, Parkways, and Highways in Coastal Connecticut (1900–16) 
 
Origins of the Connecticut State Highway System 
 
In the nineteenth century, responsibility for constructing and maintaining Connecticut’s roads and streets 
lay almost entirely with towns and cities, creating a patchwork of disconnected roads (CDOT 1991:1). 
City streets were unpaved or were paved with cobblestones or Belgian block. River crossings were 
accomplished by privately owned ferries or over wood or metal toll bridges, which often were subject to 
flood damage. The most heavily traveled overland road in the state was the Boston Post Road between 
New York City and Boston, though the preferred travel mode between those two cities was by rail or 
steamship (CDOT 1995:4). 
 
Connecticut established its state highway department in 1895, not long after New Jersey (1891) and 
Massachusetts (1892). As a first step toward centralization of road-building decisions, the state 
established the Office of the Connecticut Highway Commissioners. In 1897, this became the State 
Highway Department, with a small professional staff. The agency had only a limited scope of work—
mostly distributing a $75,000 annual appropriation ($2 million in 2018 dollars) among towns for such 
tasks as road widening and straightening—and could do little in the way of bridge building or road 
design, though it did promulgate general guidelines for bridge design (Friedman n.d.). At first the state, 
counties, and towns shared equally in the cost of road construction, but in 1897 the counties were relieved 
of financial contributions to road building as well as any responsibility or authority (Clouette and Roth 
1991:11). 
 
The state legislature combined two statutes governing road construction at the turn of the twentieth 
century. “The Law to Provide Improvement of Public Roads,” enacted in 1903, established the position of 
highway commissioner; codified the financial responsibilities of the towns and the state; codified the 
construction bidding process; and defined a public road as “the main highway leading from one town to 
another” (State of Connecticut 1903:5–14). 
 
In the early 1900s, the state began assuming a greater role in designing and building roads and bridges, 
though in fits and starts. In 1903, Connecticut required registration of drivers and cars; 1,500 drivers 
registered 1,353 cars the following year (CDOT 1995:15). The number of automobiles registered in 
Connecticut and the public’s demand for passable all-weather roads and adequate bridges increased, but 
the legislature struggled to develop funding solutions for infrastructure improvements. 
 
In 1905, the state assumed responsibility for highway engineering and design and appropriated $30,000 
($816,000 in 2018 dollars) for design purposes (CDOT 1995:15; Friedman n.d.). The legislature also 
created the state’s 1,400-mile trunk highway system for intrastate and through traffic and gave the 
highway department sole authority over the fourteen roads designated as trunk highways. The trunk roads 
included ten roads oriented north-south and four east-west roads, including the Boston Post Road in 
southern Connecticut (Clouette and Roth 1991:12; Good Roads Magazine October 1907:326). As a result, 
the highway department’s focus became promotion of commerce and transportation through intrastate 
travel. Improvement of the trunk roads was critical because the roads ran “through districts carrying a 
population of 851,743 out of a total population of 908,420 in the State, and…go into and out from and 
drain the trade of 138 out of a total of 168 towns; thus very nearly the entire population of the State and a 
large amount of her business is practically controlled on a mileage of 1,032 miles” (fig. 7-13) (Good 
Roads Magazine October 1907:326). 
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Fig. 7-13. Map of Connecticut’s Trunk Lines, 1906 (Source: Good Roads Magazine October 1907).  
 
 
Roads constructed with state funding were required to meet state specifications. Plans were prepared by 
employees of the highway commissioner’s office and were field-verified by an engineer to ensure 
compliance with the specifications (Long 1908:333). Early roads were constructed of gravel and surfaced 
with “trap rock dust” (Long 1908:333). 
 
By 1907, the legislature had appropriated $4 million for highway improvements ($108 million in 2018 
dollars) (Good Roads Magazine August 1907:278; Friedman n.d.). Connecticut’s leadership in road 
improvements was noteworthy at the time because the state “has only about one million people, and the 
amount appropriated per year for the next four years will be at the rate of $1 or more per capita” (Good 
Roads Magazine August 1907:278). 
 
At the end of the first decade of the twentieth century, seventeen states had established state highway 
departments. Eleven, including Connecticut, had developed highway specifications. Connecticut’s 
guidance outlined the role of contractor, stipulated the appropriate grading ratio; and described how the 
various courses should be laid, among other requirements (Good Roads Magazine April 1908:117–19). 
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Early State Highway Bridges in Coastal Connecticut  
 
Bridge construction went hand in hand with road improvements, and bridges were built throughout 
coastal Connecticut in the first years of the twentieth century. The state developed guidance on bridge 
construction, such as mandating a minimum 12-foot width for bridges, and encouraged improved safety 
through the construction of stronger bridges (Clouette and Roth 1991:11). By 1908, the state was building 
concrete bridges, and the highway department was beginning to discourage the construction of metal 
bridges, favoring concrete for its lower construction and maintenance costs. Concrete bridges did not 
require a “useless heavy tonnage of iron” or frequent painting and were rust-free (Long 1908:333). 
Concrete bridges that were “free, clear and open” could be constructed to “harmonize in taste and design” 
(Long 1908:333). 
 
Several bridges from this period reached high standards of beauty and utility. One of the most notable is 
the Whittemore Memorial Bridge over the Naugatuck River in Naugatuck, completed in 1912 in honor of 
local industrialist and philanthropist John Howard Whittemore. The bridge was designed by Henry 
Bacon, a nationally prominent architect whose best-known work was the Lincoln Memorial in 
Washington, D.C. Bacon’s bridge design was applauded as “a monument to the memory of Naugatuck’s 
most public spirited benefactor ... a fitting tribute to him who has made our abiding place a city beautiful” 
(Clouette and Roth 1991:63). 
 
By 1915, the legislature mandated that the responsibility for highway bridge construction rested solely 
with the State Highway Department (Clouette and Roth 1991:13). In the 1910s and 1920s, the department 
generally favored the concrete-arch design where the foundation materials warranted it and where a 
longer span was required.  
 
 
Aviation in Coastal Connecticut (1900–16)20 
 
Connecticut was a pioneer in aviation. Early innovators included inventors such as Gustave Whitehead, a 
German who immigrated to Bridgeport. He was a designer of light aircraft, engines, and gliders, and 
manufacturers including Igor Sikorsky, the founder of Sikorsky Aircraft. As technology advanced and 
mass travel by air became a reality in the first decades of the twentieth century, Connecticut built airports 
to accommodate an ever-growing flying public.  
 
In 1911, Connecticut enacted the nation’s first aviation legislation, “An Act Concerning the Registration, 
Numbering, and Use of Air Ships, and the Licensing of Operators Thereof” (CDOT 1995:16). At first, the 
law was enforced by the Secretary of State, and later by the Commissioner of Motor Vehicles, who for a 
time doubled as the state’s Commissioner of Aviation. However, codified guidance regulating the 
construction of airfields and airports did not become commonplace until after World War I.  
 
Early flying fields were modest, consisting of flat, unobstructed grassy landing strips. Buildings were 
few. Those that were constructed were used for storage and aircraft maintenance. In addition to 
possessing a flat, naturally draining field with “tough all-year grass,” the sites of early airfields also 
required areas with low precipitation and that were free from fog and strong winds (Dümpelmann 2014). 
Early airfields were approximately 850 by 1,100 yards and marked with a 150-foot-diameter white circle 
with the airfield name in large letters. A smoke pot was used to indicate wind direction (Dümpelmann 
2014). Typically, early airfields were located on the city outskirts (Dümpelmann 2014). The state’s oldest, 
Roberston Airfield, was established in 1911 in Plainsville, Hartford County (Byron 2007). However, 
construction of airports in Connecticut did not begin in earnest until after World War I. 
                                                      
20 Airfields and related resources constructed for blimps, dirigibles, and zeppelins are not included in this discussion.  
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Rise of Alternative Transportation Modes: Automobiles and Airplanes (1917–40)  
 
As the twentieth century progressed, changes in the transportation sector resulted in the slow decline in 
ridership of select modes of transportation and a concurrent rise in new forms of transportation. Rail-
related industries, including passenger and freight service and trolleys, struggled to adapt to the public’s 
preference for the automotive and manufacturing industries’ embrace of trucking for transporting goods. 
Compounding the rail industry’s problems was the growing ease, access, and affordability of air travel. 
As the number of resources constructed for historic modes of transportation declined, the number of 
resources associated with emerging forms of travel increased during the period. 
 
 
The Railroad Industry in Coastal Connecticut (1917-40) 
 
With the United States moving toward war in 1917 and Connecticut’s factories and manufacturers 
working overtime to meet the demand for war materiel, the New Haven Railroad proved inadequate to the 
task of moving the region’s increased passenger and freight traffic, despite recent capital improvements. 
As early as 1915, the New Haven placed temporary embargoes on the acceptance of freight bound for 
Eastern ports (Weller 1969:194). The New Haven, like many other U.S. railroads, had overextended itself 
while also struggling with rising prices, fixed freight rates, and labor unrest. In April 1918, the federal 
government created the U.S. Railroad Administration (USRA) to temporarily administer the nation’s 
railroads during the war. The USRA ordered a massive modernization of the nation’s rolling stock, 
eliminated many duplicative passenger routes, and forced the sharing of terminals, shops, and other 
facilities by formerly competing railroads. The USRA’s authority extended briefly after the end of World 
War I but ended in March 1920.  
 
With its longest route just shy of 250 miles, the New Haven Railroad often was characterized as a giant 
switching system, unable to enjoy the profits of long-haul railroads (NYNHHRC 1950:4). The efficiency 
introduced by the Cedar Hill Freight Yard ironically came at the same time as trucks, which promised 
door-to-door service, began to compete directly with the New Haven Railroad for its freight business. 
Passenger traffic and revenue were flat or declined throughout the 1920s, and the fall-off only accelerated 
during the Depression.  
 
Despite declining revenue and ridership and increased interference in management of the rail industry by 
the federal government, the New Haven continued to construct facilities. It built two bridges in 1919, one 
over the Mystic River and another over the Thames River (Clouette and Roth 1986:7-2; Artemel et al. 
1983a; Artemel et al. 1983b). In April 1920, the New Haven opened its new Union Station in New Haven 
(Lynch 2003:41). Designed by nationally prominent architect Cass Gilbert in a restrained and elegant 
version of the Federal Revival style, the New Haven Union Station was praised by the New Haven 
Journal-Courier: “The station has been built with a future in mind, and utility is supplemented with not a 
little artistic beauty” (Chapman 2009:1). The New Haven considered the new station, with its cavernous 
waiting room with rose-coffered ceiling, banks of ticket windows, stores, a restaurant, and offices for the 
New Haven Division, “almost as a gift, ‘an ornament’ to its host city” (Raiche 1975:8.1). Yet its location 
a mile from downtown and its placement at counterpoint to the city’s grid plan, robbed the New Haven 
station of the role that the earlier Waterbury Station (and others like it in Washington, D.C., and St. 
Louis) played as an imposing gateway to the rest of the city (Chapman 2009:10–12).  
 
Construction of the New Haven station represents one of the last high-profile construction campaigns 
undertaken by the railroad company. The conditions that existed to foster significant capital expenditures 
no longer were present: Federally mandated safety and operational improvements had been completed 
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during the previous two decades, and decreased ridership and freight operations could not justify the 
construction of new stations and infrastructure.  
 
The company instead focused on improving its rolling stock and overhauling its operations. It brought 
self-propelled multiple unit (MU) cars into service on its commuter routes in Connecticut, thereby 
reducing labor and locomotive costs (Lynch 2003:37). From 1920 to 1934, it eliminated passenger service 
from nearly half of its 2,265 route miles, mostly poorly patronized branch lines in rural areas of its four-
state region. With much fanfare, in the late 1920s the New Haven inaugurated several prestige “name 
trains”: express, extra-fare passenger trains between New York and Boston such as the legendary Yankee 
Clipper, Merchants’ Limited, and the overnight Owl trains (Lynch 2003:44).  
 
Even as overall ridership declined, the New Haven’s improved commuter service succeeded. By the 
1920s, daily and frequent commuter service between New York City and Greenwich, Cos Cob, Darien, 
and Stamford had turned many Connecticut communities into bedroom suburbs. Stamford’s population 
nearly doubled from 1905 to 1925, in part the result of excellent commuter train service, with 80 trains a 
day between the city and New York (Swan, Tuttle, and Muller 1929b:8). Commuter traffic on the New 
Haven was substantial during this period, but this was a mixed blessing as the railroad was forced to run 
at capacity, but only at rush hour on weekdays. The New Haven’s commuter service was a consistent 
money-loser during this period (Swan, Tuttle, and Muller 1929b:61). 
 
The Depression compounded the company’s financial problems. The New Haven experienced a 55 
percent drop in revenue from 1929 to 1933. With a mountain of debt and numerous loan payments 
coming due, the New Haven Railroad filed for bankruptcy protection on October 23, 1935 (Sunderland 
1947:1). 
 
During its period of reorganization from 1935 to 1947, the New Haven underwent further streamlining of 
operations by dropping unprofitable branch lines and reducing the use of steam-powered locomotives in 
favor of diesel. It also instituted “piggy-back” flat-car service for its freight operations in 1938, and 
introduced modern lightweight “streamlined” aluminum-clad, air-conditioned passenger cars to its fleet 
(Hartley 1992:9; Lynch 2003:50). Thanks to these operating efficiencies, and to the spike in passenger 
and freight traffic during World War II, the New Haven emerged from bankruptcy after the war’s end. 
 
Trolleys in Coastal Connecticut, 1917–40 
 
Trolley service in coastal Connecticut declined precipitously from the late 1920s through the Depression, 
a victim of the rising popularity of other forms of transportation. The financial crisis of the Great 
Depression added to the industry’s economic woes. Minimal construction occurred during the period.  
 
 
Improvements to Maritime Facilities (1917–40) 
 
For the first three decades of the twentieth century, ferries were an important means of transportation for 
coastal communities. Improvements were made to port facilities at the turn of the century; these were key 
when ferries were the primary means for traversing the state’s rivers. Ferries were critical for automobile 
and train passengers, particularly during their heyday from 1900 to 1940, when automobile traffic 
increased. But construction of bridges and improved roads did not keep pace with the increased traffic.  
 
Ferry service remained viable in the 1920s, particularly during the summer months when tourists escaped 
the industrialized cities for the more tranquil waterfront. New London was an important port for 
passengers and freight in the late 1920s. In 1928, the following steamboats operated out of that city: 
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 The New London Line of the New England Steamship Company (passenger and freight service) 
to and from New York and New London; 

 The Central Vermont Railway (freight) to and from New York and New London; 
 Thames River Line, Inc., triweekly freight and passenger service to and from New York and New 

London; 
 Fishers Island Navigation Company, two trips per day in winter and five in summer to Fishers 

Island, providing passenger and freight service; 
 Montauk Steamboat Company, two trips per day during the summer months and tri-weekly trips 

in winter to eastern points on Long Island, including Greenport and Montauk; 
 Daily steamship passenger service to Block Island, Rhode Island, during the summer months; 
 Ferry service to Groton’s Griswold Hotel from the municipal wharf during the summer; and, 
 Quartermaster Department steamers running daily service to the island fortifications at Fort 

Wright, Fort Michie, and Fort Terry (Swan, Tuttle, and Muller 1929a:88).  
 

Despite the number of ferries departing New London, the ferry industry faced stiff competition from other 
forms of transportation. As automobile travel increased in coastal Connecticut, travel by boat became less 
popular with the public and unprofitable for its operators. The New Haven Railroad discontinued most of 
its steamship services in 1931 (Brouwer 2014:71, 85, 95). The New Haven, which had a near-monopoly 
on maritime travel and the movement of goods, eliminated its longtime passenger steamship service along 
the Long Island Sound coast and closed its maritime terminals (Hartley 1992:9; Lynch 2003:50). 
 
The War Department undertook a survey of southern New England ports in 1926. Its findings were 
presented in The Ports of Southern New England. Prepared by the Board of Engineers for Rivers and 
Harbors in Cooperation with the Bureau of Operations, United States Shipping Board (War Department 
1928). Published in 1928, the document cataloged all wharves and piers in existence in Connecticut’s 
major harbors. It provided ownership information and rudimentary descriptions of existing facilities, 
thereby providing a snapshot of the extent of the maritime facilities, both rail and ferry, in the state. The 
survey called into stark relief not only the deeply intertwined relationship between the rail and shipping 
industries, particularly the control the New Haven Railroad had over port access, but also the impact 
maritime transit had on the Connecticut landscape. 
 
In 1926, there were seven piers and eight bulkhead-type wharves in New Haven’s main harbor. Two of 
the seven piers were used by steamer lines to New York City, while three, including the City Wharf, were 
available for public use. Seven wharves had access to rail connections (War Department 1928:200). In the 
main harbor, the Starin Wharf was operated by the Starin New Haven Line and was the terminal for 
steamboats connecting to the New Haven Railroad, which owned the wharf (War Department 1928:207). 
This wharf had two buildings. One was a wood-frame facility clad in wood siding and measuring 330 feet 
by 60 feet. The second building was a wood-frame building with iron siding and measuring 375 feet by 
75 feet (War Department 1928:207). The Steamboat dock also was owned by the New Haven Railroad 
and operated by the New England Steamboat Company, which provided steamboat service to New York 
(War Department 1928:209). The New England Steamboat Company terminal was constructed of wood 
and had “irregular” dimensions (War Department 1928:208). 
 
The port in New London, the state’s most extensive, had forty-nine piers and wharves in 1926. Four of 
the port facilities were “used exclusively by coastwise steamer lines,” while the State Pier was open to all 
users (War Department 1928:239). The remaining piers and wharves were used by public and private 
entities including the federal government and the City of New London, as well as numerous industrial 
enterprises and energy providers (War Department 1928:239). Two wharves in the main harbor provided 
Long Island Sound passenger service. The New England Navigation Company Wharf was owned and 
operated by the New Haven Railroad and provided steamer landing for passenger and freight vessels. The 
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Fishers Island Wharf was owned by Fishers Islands Farms, Inc., and operated by the Fishers Island 
Navigation Company. It provided passenger and freight service to Fishers Island and Long Island. Both 
facilities had transit sheds on the piers: The New England Navigation Company facility was a wood-
frame building clad in corrugated metal and measuring 100 feet by 379 feet, whereas the Fishers Island 
Wharf had a wood-frame building clad in sheet metal. This building measured 100 feet by 30 feet (War 
Department 1928:248). 
 
Bridgeport’s harbor had thirteen bulkhead and pile apron wharves, three of which were used by freight 
and passenger steamship lines to New York and Port Jefferson. A municipal wharf also was located in the 
harbor and was available for public use. The Steamboat Wharf was owned and operated by the New 
Haven Railroad and the New England Steamship Company, respectively. The transit shed was wood-
frame construction with corrugated iron siding and measured 500 feet by 30 feet (War Department 
1928:278). The city wharf also was used for passenger service; freight service was available as well. The 
facility was an open wharf (War Department 1928:279). The Bridgeport & Port Jefferson Steamboat 
wharf was owned by the company with the same name and was the terminus for the company’s steamboat 
line. No information on the size of the transit shed was provided in the War Department’s summary of 
port facilities (War Department 1928:286). The Hartford and New York Transportation Company owned 
a wharf in Bridgeport’s main harbor and provided steamboat service to New York; the terminal was not 
open to the public. The transit shed consisted of a frame building clad in iron siding and measuring 300 
feet by 75 feet (War Department 1928:287). The Bridgeport line wharf was owned and operated by 
Merchants Warehousing Company. The transit shed was of frame construction and clad in iron. The 
building measured 100 feet by 80 feet (War Department 1928:290). 
 
Of Norwalk’s sixteen commercial wharves and piers, one was used by the steamship lines. A steamboat 
wharf owned by the estate of Nelson Taylor and operated by the Thames River Line was the terminus of 
the line. The facility, which included a 70- by 50-foot frame building, was not open to the public (War 
Department 1928:309). The city wharf was open to the public and was a general-purpose facility. No 
transit shed was located on the wharf (War Department 1928:312). 
 
Stamford accommodated nineteen private wharves and one public commercial wharf. The wharves were 
of bulkhead type with narrow pile aprons (War Department 1928:324). Stamford had no passenger ferry 
wharves at the time of the 1928 War Department report. Ferry service in Stamford began in summer 1928 
and ended two weeks later because the dock lacked suitable slips, and the boat was not adapted to 
transport automobiles to and from Long Island during the summer (Swan , Tuttle, and Muller 1929b:103). 
Stamford residents wishing to cross the Long Island Sound had to do so at Greenwich and Bridgeport, 
with service to Oyster Bay and Port Jefferson, respectively (Swan, Tuttle, and Muller 1929b:103).  
 
Reflecting the declining role of maritime travel and shipping, few improvements to the coastline and 
harbors were made during the period. Busy ports such as those in New London and Bridgeport underwent 
few modifications. While existing buildings were demolished, and in some cases replaced, extensive 
changes to the coastline or the construction of wharves and piers did not occur after the late 1920s 
(University of Connecticut Map and Geographic Information Center [UCONN MAGIC] var.; Nationwide 
Environmental Title Research, LLC [NETRonline] var.). 
 
 
Bridge, Highway, and Parkway Construction in Coastal Connecticut (1917–40) 
 
Increased automobile ownership significantly strained the state’s road and highway network. Automobile 
traffic often competed with horses and trolleys along the same roads. In addition, existing roads 
frequently were impassible because few were paved in hard surfaces. These conditions began to affect 
trade and the efficient movement of goods throughout the state. To address the public’s demand for better 
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roads, the state and federal governments enacted laws to facilitate road construction and improve the 
condition of existing roads. After the legislature granted authority to the State Highway Department to 
oversee highway bridge construction in 1915, Connecticut began an extensive road improvement and 
bridge building campaign. The Federal Aid Roads Act of 1916 increased the pool of financial resources 
available to state highway departments. In Connecticut, the highway department concentrated most of its 
efforts on improving and widening the Boston Post Road and building concrete-arched and movable 
(mostly metal bascule) vehicular bridges over the state’s rivers (CDOT 1995:23).  
 
In 1923, Connecticut mandated that state highways were to be paid for entirely by the state; and in 1924, 
receipts from gasoline taxes also were placed in the highway fund. After 1927, the State Highway 
Department had sole authority to build and maintain state roads, though towns and counties still 
maintained secondary roads and city streets (CDOT 1991:3, 5-6; 1995:21). These steps reflected a 
growing public recognition that good roads were essential for commerce, for moving freight and the U.S. 
mail, and even providing employment during times of economic hardship. 
 
Highway Bridge Construction 
 
The first important bridge completed under the State Highway Department’s new authority was the 
concrete-beam bridge carrying the Boston Post Road over the Saugatuck River in Westport in 1917 
(replaced by the current bridge in 1992) (Clouette and Roth 1991:11). From 1917 to 1919, the Thames 
River railroad bridge was converted to automobile use, and in 1918, the concrete-arch bridge designed by 
the State Highway Department over the Housatonic River between Derby and Shelton was completed 
(Clouette and Roth 1991:13). The steel Mystic River Draw Bridge, reputedly one of the most active 
drawbridges in the country, was completed in 1922 (Clouette and Roth 1991:15).  
 
In 1921, the State Highway Commissioner noted with pride the quality of the department’s bridge design 
and construction work (CDOT 1995:25). With support from the legislature, the State Highway 
Department during the 1920s continued to professionalize road and bridge construction in Connecticut. In 
1927, local newspapers noted that the department was now the largest branch of state government 
(Hartford Times 1927). While the State Highway Department did not provide standard bridge designs, as 
it did for road construction, the department continued to favor concrete bridges in Connecticut, 
particularly in prominent approaches to urban areas, in line with the still-popular “City Beautiful” 
movement in urban design. The department preferred to limit construction of Warren or Pratt truss 
bridges to more rural areas of the state (Clouette and Roth 1991:16).  
 
Even bridges designed by private firms or financed largely by towns generally adhered to the highway 
department’s guidelines, particularly the department’s preference for concrete bridges over metal truss 
structures. The 1922 concrete-arched West Main Street Bridge in Waterbury, for example, replaced an old 
iron truss bridge. “The bridge is a model of Neo-Classicism, with its simple pilasters, stringcourses, raised 
arch rings, and granite railings creating a dignified appearance” (Clouette and Roth 1991:66). To avoid 
the potential interference by electrical wires and other utilities of views from the bridge and the 
Naugatuck River, City Engineer Robert Cairns designed conduits below the bridge’s sidewalks (fig. 7-14) 
(Clouette and Roth 1991:66). 
 
Bridge construction continued through the 1930s. Thanks to federal legislation and New Deal relief 
measures, the U.S. government’s contribution to Connecticut’s bridges increased. The Great New 
England Hurricane of September 1938, one of the deadliest in the state’s history, destroyed at least 50 
highway bridges in Connecticut. The federal Works Project Administration (WPA) provided partial 
funding and labor for the replacement of eleven Connecticut bridges in the hurricane’s aftermath 
(Clouette and Roth 1991:54). 
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Fig. 7-14. West Main Street Bridge, Waterbury (Source: Connecticut Department of Transportation n.d.). 

 
 
 

To provide continuous traffic flow over river crossings, the highway department began to move toward 
the construction of “high-level” suspension or cantilevered truss bridges with long approaches, rather than 
the previously popular movable bridge designs, which caused frequent traffic backups when raised for 
shipping traffic. The Arrigoni Bridge, completed in 1938 over the Connecticut River between 
Middletown and Portland, illustrates the early use of this bridge type in Connecticut (fig. 7-15) (Clouette 
and Roth 1991:55). The Arrigoni Bridge was a replacement of an earlier and functionally obsolete 
drawbridge and was the largest and the most expensive bridge built in Connecticut to date, costing $3.5 
million. 
 
Improvements to the State’s Highways and Parkway Construction 
 
By 1921, the State Highway Commissioner noted that only 13 percent of the state’s roads were paved 
(CDOT 1995:25). However low this figure seemed, Connecticut was, by comparison with other states, 
well ahead in terms road improvements, as the Electric Railway Journal reported in 1922:  
 

Connecticut has a system of state highways which is second to none in the United States 
and includes what is probably the highest percentage of improved highways in proportion 
to the total highways of the state of any state in the Union. As the automobile developed, 
as individually owned machines began to multiple in this territory and the consequent 
demand for improved highways to get from community to community became felt, the 
state adopted a vigorous program… Today, Connecticut is probably in the lead in 
investigation of traffic conditions on the road in an effort to make its highway 
construction program conform to the tendencies of traffic and to the probable future loads 
upon the roads, although no definite type of construction has yet been adopted as a 
standard (Electric Railway Journal 1922:5). 
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Fig. 7-15. Arrigoni Bridge between Portland and Middletown (Source: “Middletown-Portland Bridge,” 

1938).  
 
 
In 1927, the department published its first “Standard Specifications” for roadway design and construction. 
In the 1920s and 1930s, the State Highway Department was concerned with aesthetic and environmental 
considerations in addition to the engineering aspects of bridge and roadway design. In 1927, it created a 
Landscape Division with its own tree warden, followed in 1931 by the Bureau of Roadside Development 
(Hartford Times 1927). As stated in a 1934 department publication, “the conservation of natural and 
scenic conditions” was second only to providing for the “safe passage of vehicles from one point to 
another” (State Highway Department (SHD) 1934:6–7, 11). The department established goals such as 
preservation of existing shade trees, control of public utilities and advertising, constructing picnic and 
parking areas, seeding and planting of raw cuts, and planting native shrubs, grasses, and trees. 
 
The concern with landscaping and highway aesthetics reflected the belief that automobile travel could be 
pleasurable. In the 1920s and 1930s, auto travel was mostly for leisure, with most business and commuter 
travel conducted by rail or trolley. In Stamford, for example, local residents and commercial traffic 
competed with automobile commuters and through-truck traffic for space on its poorly designed and 
narrow streets, with the Boston Post Road serving as the city’s only through east-west roadway (Swan, 
Tuttle, and Muller 1929b:17–18). In 1927, the City of Stamford commissioned a Plan of a Metropolitan 
Suburb: Stamford Connecticut, which contained described how to reconfigure the city’s vehicular 
circulation, improve traffic flow and vehicle parking, and transition from trolleys to buses, among other 
recommendations (Swan, Tuttle, and Muller 1929b). Prominent among its recommendations were plans 
for the development of a parkway system around and through Stamford. These parkways—of ample 
width, with a landscaped median, easy grades and curves, and limited grade-separated crossings—would 
take advantage of the city’s topography and views of the Mianus River while channeling pleasure drivers 
and residential traffic away from the Boston Post Road and the city’s commercial center (Swan, Tuttle, 
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and Muller 1929b:56–58). The 1929 stock market crash and the ensuing economic depression put a halt to 
this ambitious roadway plan for Stamford before it could begin. 
 
Parkway Construction in Coastal Connecticut 
 
By the early 1920s, more than 100,000 cars and trucks were registered in Connecticut, with an additional 
150,000 registered in nearby New York City. Although the state was still well served by an extensive 
network of trains and trolleys, travelers increasingly preferred the freedom and mobility afforded by 
automobile travel, while more freight was being transported by truck. In coastal Connecticut, these 
vehicles converged on the Boston Post Road, where trucks and cars jostled each other (Heiss and Smyth 
2014:14). The New York City-based Regional Plan Association, which recognized the shared 
transportation interests of the city and the emerging Fairfield County suburbs, pressured state officials to 
develop a plan to address the congestion problems. In 1924, the Fairfield County Planning Association, 
one of the first of its kind in New England, began studying the location for and design of a limited access 
parkway through the county. The preference for a parkway was no doubt based on the success of the 
Bronx River (1925) and Hutchinson River Parkways (1927–28); the latter terminated at the New York 
State-Greenwich Town line (Heiss and Smyth 2014:19). 
 
In 1931, the Connecticut legislature created the Merritt Parkway Commission; four years later it 
appropriated funding for the parkway’s design and construction. The 38-mile-long parkway in Fairfield 
County was to be named after Congressman Schuyler Merritt of Stamford. The State Highway 
Department determined its route and design. The Merritt ran from the New York-Connecticut state line to 
a planned bridge over the Housatonic River as well as a small spur leading south to Milford. As a 
parkway, the Merritt embodied many contemporary principles of scenic highway design, including a 300-
foot-wide right-of-way; a 150-foot-wide footprint with landscaped 20-foot-wide median strip; limited 
access at designated exits; grade-separated crossings with individually designed bridges and overpasses; 
46 expansive curves banked for 45 mph speeds; and integrated landscaping, mostly using native plant 
species. Additionally, the parkway was confined to automobile traffic, with no commercial vehicles or 
buses permitted. Thanks to pressure from local garden clubs, commercial signage and billboards also 
were prohibited (Heiss and Smyth 2014:20, 28, 35). 
 
The State Highway Department designed virtually the entire parkway in-house, with landscaping under 
the direction of Thayer Chase. Architect George Dunkelberger created visual interest for the motoring 
public through the design of sixty-nine concrete bridges and overpasses. Many bridges, which were 
heavily influenced by the Art Deco movement, incorporated metal and stone worked by outside artisans. 
The majority were concrete and exploited the visual properties and qualities of concrete surfaces; a few 
were rock-faced. The Merritt Parkway officially opened in 1940, though several small sections had been 
opened earlier (Heiss and Smyth 2014:36–54; CDOT 1995:31–33). A more modest parkway, the Wilbur 
Cross Parkway, was authorized by the legislature in 1937 and was completed two years later. The Wilbur 
Cross extends from the Merritt’s eastern terminus, through the West Rock Tunnel in New Haven, to 
Meriden (CDOT 1991:10). Completion of the Merritt and Wilbur Cross parkways made a nonstop 
automobile route through Fairfield County and into New Haven County a reality. 
 
 
Aviation in Coastal Connecticut (1914–40) 
 
Aviation increased in importance after World War I, with many enthusiasts dreaming of a peacetime 
aviation-based transportation system. Connecticut continued its role as an aviation incubator as the 
twentieth century progressed. Indeed, in 1927, Connecticut established a separate Department of 
Aviation, the first in the nation, to regulate the growing number of pilots and aircraft registered in the 
state (CDOT 1995:33). During World War I, the number of airports grew across the country. The U.S. 
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Army, recognizing the role aviation would play in the movement of goods and people, was instrumental 
in raising public support for airport construction and provided technical assistance to municipalities on 
airport site selection (United States 1955:18).  
 
Airport construction in Connecticut reflected national trends. Since airport construction was costly, state 
and local governments petitioned the federal government for financial assistance to support construction. 
 
Financing Airport Construction 
 
In 1920, there were 271 civil airports in the United States. Of those, 145 were municipal. Five years later, 
the number of municipal airports increased to 310, commercial fields to 225, and fields along airmail 
routes to 66 (United States 1955:18). From 1911 to 1932, a combination of private and municipal funding 
was used for airport construction; state and federal funding was practically nonexistent (United States 
1955:18). Municipalities and private owners shared the brunt of airport costs, 47.6 percent and 49.7 
percent, respectively. The federal government’s contribution to airport construction totaled 0.7 percent, 
with much of the funding going toward the Post Office Department’s Air Mail Service. State 
governments contributed 2 percent of construction costs (Champie 1973:5). The federal financial 
participation in the construction of civil airports was confined to two to three facilities constructed along 
the airmail route (United States 1955:18) 
 
The Depression dramatically changed how airport construction would be financed, and represented the 
first significant federal financial participation in airport construction. Legislation enacted in 1928 (the Air 
Commerce Act) and in 1938 (the Civil Aeronautics Act) strengthened the federal role in aviation. 
However, the legislation did not provide funding mechanisms for airport construction. Ultimately, airport 
construction and improvements were completed across the country through a variety of New Deal work 
relief efforts (Champie 1973:4). The work relief efforts enacted during the Depression established a 
precedent. After 1933, funding roles switched. The federal government contributed 76.7 percent of 
funding for airport construction, while municipalities contributed 17.7 percent and the private sector only 
3.6 percent (Champie 1973:5–6). Improvements to civilian airports came to halt during to World War II 
when construction efforts focused on military preparedness and national security needs.  
 
Airport Design 
 
Early in aviation history, the federal government took responsibility for developing and operating an 
airways system and controlling air traffic (United States 1955:27). Because the U.S. government had an 
interest in promoting interstate commerce, standardization in airport safety was vital. Safety 
considerations mandated minimum requirements and uniform standards for airports across the country to 
ensure that an airport in one city was commensurate with an airport in another in terms of safety and 
facilities (United States 1955:35). The national defense interest in civilian airports also was significant. 
Having an adequate number of civilian airports in addition to those in military ownership was deemed 
crucial in the event of a national emergency (United States 1955:35). 
 
The U.S. Air Commerce Act, passed in 1926, authorized the Department of Commerce to establish and 
enforce air traffic rules, license pilots, establish airways, operate and maintain air navigation aids, and 
form the Aeronautics Branch in the Department of Commerce (Federal Aviation Administration [FAA] 
2017). The law also stipulated that airport planning and design was a municipal function (Dümpelmann 
2014). By the late 1920s, the incorporation of urban, regional, and national identity were considered key 
considerations in airport design. Visual elements to connect and to orient the air passenger to the 
landscape were incorporated into the airport. Airport names, for example, were prominently depicted on 
the ground or on the roofs of buildings (Dümpelmann 2014).  
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The role air transportation would play in the twentieth century was recognized by architects, engineers, 
city planners, and elected officials. Efficiently planned, aesthetically pleasing airports that incorporated 
contemporary planning ideals were emphasized. These precepts were evidenced in the 257 submissions 
for the 1929 American Lehigh Airports Competition, a national contest sponsored by the Lehigh Portland 
Cement Company for the design of American aiports. The submission requirements stipulated designs for 
hangars as well as landing areas. Many entrants designed “standardized landing-strip designs … used… 
in ways that could enhance the overall ornamental… appearance of the airport when viewed from the air.” 
Some respondents also included taxi strips and parallel runways to separate incoming and outgoing 
planes, novel ideas at the time (Dümpelmann 2014). While the terminals were designed in a variety of 
architectural styles, the plan for the airports was “based on the Beaux-Arts model of baroque urban 
design. They used ceremonial axes and bilateral symmetry as their main ordering devices. The terminal 
building typically marked the end of a straight central approach road and was flanked on either side by 
hangars” (Dümpelmann 2014).  
 
The Aeronautics Branch was renamed the Bureau of Air Commerce in 1934. Under pressure from the 
Bureau, select airlines established the first air traffic control centers, which were in Newark, New Jersey; 
Cleveland; and Chicago (FAA 2017). By 1936, the bureau had taken over management of the traffic-
control centers and air-traffic-control responsibilities. Local municipalities were responsible for operating 
the tower, however.  
 
In the 1930s, city planners and architects advocated the design of airports that not only efficiently 
transported passengers from one city to another but also were aesthetically pleasing (Dümpelmann 2014). 
Airport designers faced many challenges in the late 1920s and early 1930s. Their charge was to design 
complexes featuring terminals that expressed stability, permanence, and dignity and portrayed flight as 
secure and safe while at the same time serving as gateways to their cities (Dümpelmann 2014). 
Additionally, airports needed to connect to other modes of transportation while being accessible to the 
community they served (Dümpelmann 2014). Architects were responsible for terminal design, with 
engineers responsible for drainage, lighting, and runways (Dümpelmann 2014).   
 
Municipal Airport Construction in Connecticut 
 
Airport construction in Connecticut boomed in the 1920s, with several airports completed or well beyond 
the planning stages by the end of the decade. In 1921, Brainard Field in Hartford was dedicated, 
becoming the first municipally owned airport in the United States (CDOT 1991:4). In 1922, New Haven’s 
mayor appointed a commission to study the feasibility of an airport for that city. In November 1929, 
workers started to clear, drain, and grade 110 acres of forest and swamp between East Haven and Morris 
Cove, the only available land with room for expansion near New Haven. The first landing at the partially 
built airport was made on February 8, 1930 (New Haven Register 1930). New Haven Municipal Airport, 
built at a cost of $475,000 ($7 million in 2018 dollars) and consisting of four grass-and-dirt runways, was 
formally dedicated on August 29, 1931 (Friedman n.d.).  
 
In 1927, several Bridgeport businessmen launched Bridgeport Airport Inc. and bought 275 acres of the 
Great Meadow marsh with plans to dredge a seaplane basin from the Housatonic River at Shiffen’s Point 
(Bridgeport Post 1927). On October 12, 1928, the facility opened with a small hangar and two 1,200-foot 
runways (Farnham 1989:250). Bridgeport Airfield benefited from the construction of the Sikorsky 
Aviation Corporation plant across the street in 1929 (Bridgeport Post 1928). Later, the airport was 
renamed Mollison Field after James and Amy Mollison, aviation pioneers whose transatlantic flight 
ended in a non-fatal crash at Bridgeport on July 23, 1933. The Depression took its toll on the airport’s 
fortunes. By 1935, its runways were judged to be too deteriorated for use. In 1937, the decertified airport 
was purchased by the City of Bridgeport, and local architect David Southey prepared plans for the new 
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Bridgeport aerodrome (Bridgeport Post 1936). Soon after the airport’s opening, Airline Feeder Service, 
Inc. commenced service to Newark, Hartford, and Springfield (Farnham 1989: 251). 
 
In 1929, the State of Connecticut purchased a 124-acre tract in Groton for construction of an airport. The 
property, once part of the Morton Plant estate, contained numerous farm buildings, such as cow barns, a 
mill, creamery, and hay barns, most of which were adapted for the future airport. With the cooperation of 
the WPA and with some federal funding, the state worked to convert the acreage into an airfield, naming 
it after Governor John H. Trumbull, an avid pilot. It was not until 1941, however, when the airfield was 
leased to the U.S. Army, that substantial development took place, including the construction of three 
concrete runways (Connecticut Aeronautics Commission [CAC] 1947:3). 
 
 
The Decline of Railroads, Construction of the Interstate Highway System, and Aviation 
Advances in Coastal Connecticut (1941–70) 
 
After World War II, Americans largely abandoned railroads and trolleys in favor of private automobile 
travel. Government policies that promoted and encouraged automobile travel devastated the rail and 
trolley industries. The decline of the trolley industry was swift; New Haven’s system, the last to operate 
in Connecticut, shut down in 1948 (Clouette 1982:8.2). Travel by ferry also declined as bridges were 
constructed over Connecticut’s rivers. As more industries turned to trucking to transport goods, a decline 
in freight shipments resulted in the abandonment and demolition of port facilities. Airport construction 
increased dramatically during the period as the federal government provided incentives for states and 
municipalities to build airports. 
    
The Steady Decline of the Rail Industry 
 
The New Haven Railroad contributed to the war effort by handling an upsurge in freight and troop traffic 
from 1941 to 1945. After the war, however, the decline in the company’s fortunes was precipitous, as the 
railroad struggled to compete with the traveling public’s increasing preference for the automobile and an 
emerging reliance on air travel. The company’s management became embroiled in a series of coups and 
counter-coups to the detriment of service and the New Haven’s physical plant (Weller 1969:210–20). 
Federal and state policies that favored road construction and provided incentives for airport improvements 
ultimately affected the entire rail industry.  
 
The New Haven’s annual report to its stockholders in 1958 painted a grim picture. More than 42 percent 
of its revenue came from passenger and commuter service, which was losing more than $15 million per 
year, wiping out any positive income from freight operations (NYNHHRC 1958:1). A year earlier the 
railroad had advanced a three-point plan that proposed takeover of its commuter services by the state 
governments of New York, Connecticut, and Massachusetts; tax relief commensurate with the federal and 
state subsidies to airports and highways; and freedom to raise fares and rates (NYNHHRC 1957). 
Although initial public and political reaction was favorable, it was too little and too late. Unable to obtain 
additional loans to pay creditors, the New Haven again declared bankruptcy in 1961 (Weller 1969:228). 
Faced with mounting financial difficulties, the company invested little in capital and infrastructure 
improvements. Today, New Haven’s intercity passenger service is maintained by Amtrak. Commuter rail 
service in coastal Connecticut is provided by Metro-North Railroad, Shore Line East, and CTRail. 
 
Roads and Highways  
 
The postwar period was the heyday of large-scale public investment in the country’s highway network. 
Bridges and highways were constructed to meet the public’s demand for better roads and efficient 
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highways. Federal guidelines and requirements ensured that bridges and highways met minimum safety 
and construction standards. In Connecticut, the state undertook major road improvement projects.  
 
Bridge Construction 
 
World War II interrupted most highway and bridge construction projects in the four coastal counties, with 
a few notable exceptions that were deemed essential to national security. The aging Thames River 
highway bridge carrying U.S. Route 1 traffic between Groton and New London, itself a converted railroad 
bridge, was proposed for replacement as early as 1927, but a new fixed-span bridge was not authorized 
until 1939. Despite materials restrictions imposed by the federal government during the war, an exception 
was made because of the nearby naval submarine base and the replacement bridge was constructed. The 
$6 million ($93 million in 2018 dollars) Groton-New London Bridge opened in November 1942 and was 
formally dedicated in February 1943 (Friedman n.d.; Ruddy 2000:28). In 1951 the bridge was renamed 
the Gold Star Bridge to honor service members killed in the country’s twentieth century wars.  
 
Two early postwar construction projects in coastal Connecticut were the Raymond Baldwin Bridge, 
completed in 1948 over the Connecticut River between Old Saybrook and Old Lyme (replacing the 
existing 1911 drawbridge), and the West Rock Tunnel (part of the Wilbur Cross Parkway), whose 
construction also began in 1948 (CDOT 1991:16). 
 
Highway Construction in the Postwar Period 
 
Although uniformly praised at its completion in 1940, the Merritt Parkway was not designed to address 
increasing truck traffic along U.S. Route 1 during or after World War II. When civilian automobile travel, 
which was sharply curtailed during the war, rebounded, congestion on the state’s highways and roads 
became a problem. Urban areas, in particular, were affected. Traffic studies conducted in the late 1930s, 
and published in a report by the State Highway Advisory Commission in 1944, confirmed the 
conventional wisdom that more than half of all automobile traffic was concentrated in the state’s urban 
centers. The average automobile trip was short, less than seven miles. For 78 percent of Connecticut 
trucks, the maximum trip did not exceed 50 miles; even interstate truck traffic entering the state at 
Greenwich did not typically travel past New Haven (Connecticut Highway Advisory Commission 
[CHAC] 1944:5–7). The State Highway Department believed a short-term solution was to design and 
build bypasses around smaller population centers, as was done around Darien in the early 1950s. 
However, the department also realized that a long-planned truck highway paralleling U.S. 1, along with 
other limited-access highways throughout the state, were the only viable long-term solutions to the traffic 
problems. 
 
Planning and Building the Interstate Highway System in Connecticut 
 
Although highway planning continued on local and state levels after World War II, decisions on the 
location and design of highways in coastal Connecticut were made on the federal level. The initial 
rationale for the increased federal role was the perceived need for a system of “defense highways” that 
could move troops and materiel swiftly over limited-access highways in the event of attack or national 
emergency. The Federal Aid Highway Act of 1944 called for a 40,000-mile interstate system to be 
constructed after the war’s end (CDOT 1991:12). In December 1944, the U.S. 1 corridor was approved as 
an interstate route by the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads (predecessor to today’s Federal Highway 
Administration). That year the State Highway Commissioner made public the route of a proposed 
expressway from the New York state line to Westport, a route nearly identical to that taken by I-95 in that 
area today. Although maps showing the route through Fairfield County were made public at the time, a 
qualifier was added to state that “the location of the express highway across Bridgeport and Stratford is 
continuing, but the problems of routing through these communities was so difficult that no plan for their 
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solution is in sight” (Lewis 1945:8). Planning for the important east-west highway proceeded in the face 
of strong political opposition; even a vaguely defined shoreline highway was repeatedly voted down by 
the legislature as late as 1947.  
 
Despite opposition, on July 1, 1945, the State Highway Department announced that it was ready to 
advertise plans and specifications for bid for more than $10 million ($141 million in 2018 dollars) for 
highway improvements in Connecticut (CDOT 1991:13; Friedman n.d.). By then, planning had begun on 
two additional interstates in Connecticut: one connecting Danbury, Waterbury, Hartford, and the 
Massachusetts line at Union (present-day I-84), and another running north from New Haven through 
Meriden and Hartford to Enfield, now known as I-91 (CDOT 1995:38). 
 
In 1953 the legislature approved a $400 million ($4 billion in 2018 dollars) plan to construct limited-
access highways along several existing routes throughout the state, including portions of the Boston Post 
Road/U.S. 1 (Friedman n.d.). After several years of study, legislators authorized construction of the 
“Greenwich-Killingly Expressway,” a 129-mile-long, controlled-access toll superhighway along the U.S. 
1 corridor and then north from Groton to Killingly (the routes of today’s I-95 and I-395), thereby 
connecting New York with Rhode Island. Republican Governor John Davis Lodge was a crucial 
supporter of the expressway, even against the wishes of many wealthy residents in his native Fairfield 
County. Construction began on January 17, 1955, in the Westbrook-Old Saybrook area, in Norwalk, and 
in West Haven (CDOT 1995:41–43). After 1955, the expressway was known in official documents as the 
Connecticut Turnpike. 
 
In 1956, Congress passed the Federal Highway Act, initiating the largest public-works project and road-
building effort ever undertaken nationally (CDOT 1995:46). The law led to nationwide standards for 
highway and bridge construction. Roads were designed for travel at 70 miles per hour; limited access and 
exit with interchange facilities constructed only at selected points; grade separation at all crossroads and 
railroad crossings; widths of six or eight lanes, depending on volume, separated by a median; no curves in 
excess of three degrees; and no grades in excess of 3 percent (Quinnipiac Valley Development Corp. 
[QVDC] 1958:iv). These standards were adopted by the State Highway Department after 1956, meaning 
that most of the Connecticut Turnpike built before then was designed and built to standards considered 
noncompliant. Because construction of the Connecticut Turnpike was initiated before 1956, the state 
missed out on most of the lucrative 90 percent federal and/or 10 percent state funding formula for any 
construction carried out after that year. Interstates 84 and 91, completed later, were built to the federal 
standards (Krishnamurthy 2006:32). 
 
On January 2, 1958, Governor Abraham Ribicoff officially opened the Connecticut Turnpike, with its 
eight toll stations, to automobile and commercial traffic (CDOT 1995:22). The remainder of the turnpike 
was completed almost a year later, connecting Stamford to the rest of the highway system. Early toll 
stations generally consisted of a masonry administration building, adjacent to but accessible to the 
highway, and tollbooths united under a single roof. One toll complex served traffic traveling in both 
directions (fig. 7-16).  
 
As a result of legislation enacted in 1959 and 1961, the State Highway Department embarked on more 
road building. The department had four main programs: the Interstate Program, the Federal ABC 
Program, the $150 Million Program, and the Non-Federal Program (SHD 1963:1). The largest and most 
important of these was the Interstate Program, with $260 million appropriated by the legislature in 1959 
($2 billion in 2018 dollars) for construction to be undertaken in 1959–63. This was in addition to $128 
million ($1 billion in 2018 dollars) in federal appropriations. At that point, only $43.9 million ($400 
million in 2018 dollars) remained allocated for completion of I-95 (Friedman n.d.). Other ongoing 
interstate highway projects in 1963 included construction of 98 miles of I-84 connecting Danbury, 
Hartford, Manchester, and the Massachusetts Turnpike; 58 miles of I-91 between I-95 in New Haven and  
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Fig. 7-16. Construction of Connecticut Turnpike and Tollbooth Facility, Norwalk, ca. 1956 (Source:  

Hartford Courant n.d.).  
 

 
Enfield; and 20 miles of I-291 (a partial “beltway” around Hartford on the west side of the Connecticut 
River) between Rocky Hill and its hookup with I-84 (SHD 1963:1–19). The Federal Highway Act of 
1962 required that urban areas more populations of more than 50,000 undergo a transportation planning 
process that was “comprehensive, cooperative, and continuing” (CDOT 1995:52). 
 
Connecticut continued with its interstate and state highway construction program throughout the 1960s 
and early 1970s, including multi-lane, limited-access State Routes 2 and 8. At the end of the decade, the 
Highway Department’s Bureau of Planning and Design reported with more than a little irony and 
understatement:  

 
However, the completion of this system will not eliminate the many problems which exist 
on today’s arterial highways. In many instances, new problems will arise on the facilities 
feeding the expressways. In addition, there are still those facilities which, while serving 
the functions of an arterial highway, possess characteristics of line, grade, and width 
which are far below the standards used today. The general upgrading of the existing 
arterial system to conform to the current geometric standards is an impossible task, both 
physically and economically! (SHD 1969:3). 

 
Remaking Connecticut’s Urban Centers: Federal Highway Construction and Urban Renewal 
 
Although the design and construction of the interstate highway system was a concern for many cities and 
towns in coastal Connecticut during the 1950s, New Haven was particularly concerned with tackling its 
traffic and congestion problems, developing numerous plans to address the issue. In the 1940s, it 
undertook an intensive study of transportation needs. Spearheaded by the City Plan Commission, a 
comprehensive plan was developed to address the city’s most pressing transportation needs. The city 
hired French-born urban planner and Yale University professor Maurice Rotival to develop a master plan 
for the city. When what became known as the Rotival Plan was submitted to city officials in December 
1941, the document asserted that New Haven “must find its prosperity in the traditional function of the 
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traffic distribution center for the greater part of the state, in whatever form the traffic might be, whether 
by road, rail, or sea” (Krishnamurthy 2006:7). 
 
Rotival recommended a parkway from the West Haven town line to the southeastern corner of downtown 
New Haven, at which point the parkway would turn north toward East Rock and proceed to Hartford. 
This scenic road would be supplemented with a series of “circumferential secondary roads that would 
embrace the general central area of the city and be attached to the main inter-regional parkway” 
(Krishnamurthy 2006:8). One flaw of the plan was its failure to address truck traffic and how to separate 
such traffic from automobile traffic within the city. For this and other reasons, the Rotival Plan was never 
fully implemented. 
 
In 1948, the State Highway Department prepared plans to relocate U.S. Routes 1 and 5 in New Haven, 
resulting in the demolition of almost 450 houses in the Wooster Square neighborhood east of downtown. 
New Haven city planners proposed an alternative plan that would have saved almost 300 houses and 
eliminated an expensive bridge over the Quinnipiac River. State highway department engineers rejected 
that plan in 1952 because it did not follow the department’s standards for curves and gradients 
(Krishnamurthy 2006:14-16). The city informed state officials that building the reconfigured U.S. Route 5 
east of Wooster Square as planned was a nonstarter, owing to political opposition.  
 
In 1951, on behalf of the city, Rotival again proposed a refinement of the state’s plan to include 
construction of a connector from the newly configured U.S. 1 and U.S. 5 expressways to New Haven’s 
downtown. This highway-to-downtown connector was to be constructed through the Oak Street 
neighborhood, which the city’s redevelopment agency had already slated for redevelopment as part of 
other urban renewal projects in the Church Street area. The “Oak Street Connector” was intended to 
provide direct access to New Haven’s downtown commercial district via a street-level expressway 
designed with overpasses at the major intersections (fig. 7-17).  
 
The Oak Street Connector was envisioned to complement the city’s many urban renewal projects, 
including those in the Dixwell Avenue, Church Street, and Wooster Square neighborhoods, among others, 
and was anticipated to rejuvenate New Haven’s central business district. The Oak Street Connector 
project ultimately resulted in the displacement of 886 families (Rae 2003:339). New Haven’s highway 
and urban renewal projects illustrate the unintended consequences of these programs as dense urban, 
working-class neighborhoods were demolished and replaced with limited-access highways or left 
undeveloped.  
 
The location of large-scale highway projects such as I-95, I-91, and the Oak Street Connecter was based 
on the political influence of the affected community. Those areas with an engaged and influential 
citizenry were able to block highway construction. However, those neighborhoods with less influence, 
namely communities occupied by lower-income residents and racial minorities, were unsuccessful in 
halting such projects. 
 
The Growth of Aviation as a Form of Transportation 
 
The number of airports increased dramatically after World War II, as did the sizes, capacity, and 
complexity of their facilities. Changes in airport size and capacity were driven, in part, by new 
technologies that resulted in larger and heavier aircraft. The number of people traveling by plane also 
increased during the period. In the years before and shortly after World War I, a flat field and wind 
direction were the primary considerations for siting an airfield. After World War II, flat fields and 
minimal obstructions no longer were primary concerns. Proximity to urban areas, other airports, and 
multiple methods of transportation became key considerations (Civil Air Patrol 1949:10-10). The design 
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Fig. 7-17. Oak Street Connector, New Haven, ca. Early 1960s (Source: Domhoff 2014).  
 

of airports and their buildings became more complex, and landscaping became a factor in airport design 
(Dümpelmann 2014). Consequently, airport construction was tremendously expensive. Without federal 
assistance, states and municipalities were unable to construct or expand airports in compliance with 
federal safety standards, or meet the needs of modern airplanes and the increasing number of air travelers. 
In addition, the federal government became increasingly involved in managing and operating the nation’s 
airports. Oversight and funding authority granted in the postwar years strengthened the federal 
government’s role in civilian aviation and led to a boom in airport construction. 
 
The Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 created the Civilian Aeronautics Authority (CAA), a five-member 
body tasked with safety and economic regulation of civilian aviation (Rogers 1976:130). This agency 
later was renamed the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) within the Department of Commerce in 1940 in a 
government agency reorganization completed under President Roosevelt (Rogers 1976:130). The federal 
government began allocating funds for airport construction after passage of the Federal Airport Act of 
1946. The legislation authorized the Administrator of Civil Aeronautics to make funding available to 
airport project sponsors “in order to bring about… the establishment of a Nationwide system of public 
airports adequate to meet the present and future needs of civil aeronautics…” (emphasis in original) 
(United States 1955:7). The legislation appropriated $500 million ($7 billion in 2018 dollars) for airport 
projects in the continental United States over 12 years beginning with fiscal year 1946 (Friedman n.d.). 
Some $20 million was appropriated for airport projects in Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin 
Islands (United States 1955:7–8). Funding was available only to those airports identified in the National 
Airport Plan. The plan identified the location and type of airport considered necessary “to provide ‘a 
system of public airports adequate to anticipate and meet the needs of civil aeronautics’” and to “consider 
the views of the Defense Department to the end that the airport developments included in the National 
Airport Plan may be as ‘useful for national defense as is feasible’” (United States 1955:7). 
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By the late 1940s, the federal government had developed an airport classification system. Airports were 
classified according to size (Civil Aeronautics Administration [CAA] classification), according to airport 
ownership or control; and according to use (Civil Air Patrol 1949:10–6). Class I airports were those with 
unpaved landing strips of 1,800 to 2,700 feet; Class II airports were those with the longest usable runway 
extending from 2,700 to 3,700 feet; and Class III airports were those with runways of 3,700 to 4,700 feet 
(Civil Air Patrol 1949:10–6). The government mandated construction materials appropriate for the 
runway, and encouraged the installation of lighting equipment. Two materials appropriate for runway 
construction were concrete (rigid) paving and macadam, asphalt, and bituminous (flexible) paving. Proper 
lighting was integral to efficient airport operations and safety (Civil Air Patrol 1949:10–15). Wind 
direction also was taken into consideration when determining classification type.  
 
The CAA developed standardized plans for all airport classes (Civil Air Patrol 1949:10-6; Dümpelmann 
2014). Even though standardized plans were available from the CAA, exact specifications were not 
possible because site selection was unique. However, certain minimum parameters were relevant 
regardless of airport location: 
 

 Minimal interference between the landing strips and the taxi strips; 
 Adequate runway length and the ability to expand at a future date; 
 Approach zones free from obstructions; 
 Loading aprons conveniently located to taxiways and runways; 
 Runways located in relation to prevailing winds; and, 
 For large airports, long runways to accommodate takeoffs and landings with the terminal building 

in the middle (Civil Air Patrol 1949:10-15). 
 
Three classes of ownership and control also were developed. These included publicly owned and 
managed airports, privately owned airports open to the public, and privately owned airports open for 
select use or types of planes (Civil Air Patrol 1949:10-7). Four classifications were developed for airports, 
based on use: airports operated for personal aircraft; airports for industrial use or fixed-base operations; 
airports used by commercial air carriers with limited capacity for personal aircraft; and military airports 
(fig. 7-18) (Civil Air Patrol 1949:10-7). 
 
Nationwide, the number of airports and the facilities at those airports were insufficient to meet the 
anticipated demand in civilian air travel after the war. Indeed, fewer than a dozen of the nation’s airports 
were capable even of meeting current demands (United States 1954:25). To that end, an Airport Panel 
was established by the Department of Commerce to review the state of the nation’s airports and to present 
recommendations to Congress on efforts to improve airport capacity. Recommendations included that 
airports develop master plans for construction and for modifications to existing airports (United States 
1954:25). Specific panel recommendations included: 
 

 Airport Site Selection: Proximity to population centers and easy access to highways. Sites should 
afford control towers unobstructed views of runways, taxiways, approach areas, and operational 
portions of aprons. 

 Runways: Single or parallel runways were preferred over intersecting runways. Single and 
parallel runways were deemed more efficient and could accommodate future expansion. 

 Taxiways and Aprons: Leadoff taxiways are necessary for efficient operation of the taxiway 
system. The leadoff taxiways should be constructed 2,500, 3,500, and 4,500 feet from the 
threshold of the runway. Run-up aprons should be constructed because they allow flexibility in 
takeoff sequence. The aprons should be large enough to accommodate two to five large aircraft, 
and should be located as close enough to the intersection of the runway and taxiway as possible. 
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Fig. 7-18. Sample Master Layout Plan of an Airport (Source: Civil Air Patrol 1949:10-10).   
 

 
 Flight Obstructions: Municipalities should encourage proper zoning around airports to minimize 

flight obstructions. Land use restrictions should extend for a minimum of half a mile from either 
end of the runway, with a two-mile radius optimal (United States 1954:26–28).   

 
Airport construction corresponded with federal financial assistance to cities and states. The federal 
government funded airport construction during the Depression, and again during the immediate postwar 
period. However, after 1955, in accordance with policy changes, the federal government no longer 
provided funding for terminal construction (United States 1955:72). This reduced the number of airports 
that were constructed. It was not until the 1970s that significant federal dollars were once again allocated 
to airport construction and modernization.  
 
The Federal Airport Act signed in 1946 by President Harry Truman authorized $500 million in 
appropriations for airport construction over a seven-year period (Rogers 1976:130). In 1958, President 
Dwight D. Eisenhower signed the Federal Aviation Act, which comprehensively addressed and identified 
the federal government’s role in aviation. The legislation regulated civil aeronautics and air commerce by 
repealing the Air Commerce Act of 1926, the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, and the Airways 
Modernization Act of 1957, as well as select portions of various presidential reorganization plans that 
address civilian aeronautics (Rogers 1976:131). The legislation severed aviation from the Department of 
Commerce and consolidated responsibilities that had been dispersed over a variety of agencies into two: 
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the CAB. All safety regulations were developed and 
enforced by the FAA, which was given primary responsibility for managing the country’s air space 
(Rogers 1976:131).  
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The method of financing airport construction changed dramatically in 1970 with enactment of Public Law 
91-258. Title I of the Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970 and Title II of the Airport and 
Airway Revenue Act of 1970 strengthened federal involvement in airport construction and set aside the 
Airport and Airway Trust Fund as a dedicated fund for financing airport construction (Champie 1973:1; 
Rogers 1976:131). States and municipalities planning large-scale airport projects benefited from the 
improved federal funding, and a new era of airport construction occurred after 1970. 
 
Airport Construction in Coastal Connecticut 
 
As elsewhere in the country, Connecticut’s ability to expand and construct airports depended on federal 
assistance. In periods of war or national emergency, airports in the state were improved. This was 
particularly so during World War II, when the armed forces upgraded select Connecticut airports. After 
the war, the state leveraged limited federal funding with state resources to improve aviation facilities. 
Connecticut was among twenty-nine states that required state approval of airport projects to receive 
federal aid. Twenty states, including Connecticut, funneled federal monies through state agencies instead 
of paying airport sponsors directly. And twenty-one states, including Connecticut, provided financial 
assistance for airport construction in addition to, or independently of, federal assistance (United States 
1955:86). In 1953, for example, Connecticut received federal funding for twelve projects at five airports 
(United States 1955:115). 
 
Connecticut’s two state-owned airports, along with municipal airports in New Haven and Bridgeport, 
were deemed essential to the war effort in the 1940s and were commandeered by the War Department. 
The United States Army Air Forces (USAAF) leased Trumbull Airport (currently the Groton-New 
London Airport) in 1941. Under the lease, the USAAF built three concrete runways (two of 4,000 feet, 
one of 5,000 feet), three miles of asphalt taxiways, and three blacktop aprons. In January 1944, the 
airfield was assigned to the Navy, which used it as a satellite training field for the naval air station at 
Quonset Point, Rhode Island. Both the Army and the Navy acquired additional acreage, expanding the 
airport reservation to 465 acres. The Navy also had a railroad spur extended from the New Haven 
Railroad’s main line to serve the airport as well as Electric Boat Company’s plant on the western side of 
Easton Point (Connecticut Aeronautics Commission [CAC] 1947:3). About 90 temporary buildings and 
structures also were erected. The Navy had begun to install a system of runway lights in the summer of 
1945 but halted the work on V-J Day. In July 1946, the Navy returned the airport to the state. 
 
In 1947, the Connecticut Aeronautics Commission (CAC) released a report of potential peacetime uses of 
Trumbull Airport (CAC 1947). The commission’s report noted the inadequacy of most of the temporary 
and reconverted buildings, as well as the absence of a control tower and permanent field lighting, which 
rendered the airport unsuitable for airline operations except under daylight conditions. The Navy had 
removed its equipment from the control tower. The report recommended rebuilding and manning the 
control tower and installing lighting, as well constructing a seaplane base in the sheltered waters of the 
Poquonnock River. There was potential for the airport to grow and attract passenger and commercial 
airlines, as the Groton-New London area was an important submarine base, the home of the U.S. Coast 
Guard Academy, and a manufacturing center. Nonetheless, the commission did not envision that the 
airport could be self-sustaining for the next ten to twelve years (CAC 1947:2–3, 7–8). 
 
Acting on select recommendations in the 1947 report, state officials made improvements to the airport to 
provide additional services. In 1949 and 1950, Northeast Airlines began service to Boston and New York, 
with two scheduled flights per day. It was necessary for the state to lease land for the construction of a 
compass locator station to facilitate navigation prior to start of Northeast Airlines service. Construction of 
the locator station marked the first the time it was necessary for the state to operate and maintain 
navigational aids that supplemented the Federal Airways System (State of Connecticut 1950:194). 
Trumbull Airport also hosted training activities for Air National Guard units from Connecticut and Rhode 
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Island; units from New York were anticipated to use the field the following year (State of Connecticut 
1950:194).  
 
Connecticut continued to assess its public and private airports in the 1960s, as air travel surpassed rail in 
popularity. A 1962 study noted that there were 23 airports, 4 seaplane bases, and 5 heliports providing a 
variety of aircraft landing facilities. These included the four state-owned airports at Windsor Locks, 
Hartford, Groton-New London, and Danielson; five municipal airports at Danbury, New Haven, 
Bridgeport, Willimantic, and Meriden; and a heliport at Stamford. The state airports and the Danbury, 
New Haven, Bridgeport, and Willimantic airports were express-class airports with runway, taxiway, ramp 
lighting (except Danbury), radio communication, hangar space, transportation, and repair facilities 
(Connecticut Development Commission [CDC] 1962:1-4). An increase in capital improvement projects at 
the state’s airports occurred after passage of the Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970. 
 
 
Transportation-Related Property Types in Connecticut’s Coastal Counties 
 
Thanks to rapid changes in transportation in the twentieth century, a number of property types from 
different periods are associated with the five main transportation modes in coastal Connecticut. These 
include railroads, trolleys, limited access highways and parkways, maritime, and aviation transportation. 
Technical guidance for the construction of rail, auto, maritime, and aviation resources was available for 
each property type. These guides summarized contemporary approaches and best practices for the 
construction of buildings and structures for each mode of transportation. Resources should maintain 
character-defining features unique to their property type and period of construction as outlined in 
contemporary industry guidelines and in accordance with federal and state regulations.  
 
Railroad-Related Property Types  
 
Rail-related resources constructed in the early twentieth century reflected changing technologies and 
materials. Frequently, they were completed in response to state and federal regulations. The rail network 
included numerous interrelated buildings and structures that were necessary for the operation of the 
system as a whole. Publications such as Railroad Gazette and The Engineering Record, and manuals 
including De Pontibus: A Pocket-Book for Bridge Engineers (Wadell 1898); The Detailed Design of a 
Railroad Bridge (Burr and Falk 1904); General Specifications for Steel Railroad Bridges and Structures. 
With a Section Making them Applicable to Highway Bridges and Buildings (Buel and Bogue 1906); and 
Concrete in Railroad Construction. A Treatise on Concrete for Railroad Engineers and Contractors 
(Atlas Portland Cement Company 1919) provided technical guidance on the design and construction of 
railroad components. Companies such as the New Haven Railroad had in-house engineers who developed 
building plans and specifications. Construction of facilities declined as the century progressed. This 
corresponded with the overall decline in rail passenger ridership and freight transportation that resulted 
from increasing automobile usage, air travel, and trucking. Few new railroad stations and freight 
terminals, power stations, and operations buildings were constructed after World War II. Facilities were 
closed and resources demolished as the New Haven Railroad, and the rail industry in general, responded 
to changing attitudes toward rail travel. Masonry and wood-frame buildings executed in contemporary 
architectural styles typically were constructed. The examples described below are representative of the 
array of rail resources built in Connecticut in the twentieth century.  
 
Passenger Stations 
 
At a minimum, passenger stations featured a waiting room, restrooms, and ticketing windows. Larger 
stations in major cities could be monumental in scale with amenities including men’s and women’s 
lounges, multiple dining options, and retail shops. Raised and at-grade platforms for passengers could be 
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covered or uncovered. Offices for railroad agents and personnel were common. Some passenger stations 
also had freight facilities. 
 
Freight Stations and Terminals  
 
With nearly all freight moving by rail until World War I, the typical freight station complex in 
Connecticut was designed to handle all manner of freight, including livestock, agricultural produce, 
packages, machinery, consumer purchases, and mail. Freight stations were built as extensions or annexes 
to passenger stations or as separate buildings surrounded by buildings and structures that could include 
railroad sidings, storage facilities, signaling and switching apparatus, and roundhouses.   
 
Power Stations and Electrified Rail Lines 
 
Power stations provided electricity to rail lines. These resources typically were built close to water 
supplies, were monumental in scale, and were of masonry construction. Copious amounts of light, 
through the use of multi-light operational windows, open floor plans, and high ceilings defined the 
buildings. Masonry smokestacks also were common. The New Haven electrified sections of its main 
routes (New York to Stamford and then to New Haven, as well as the New Canaan line) and built 
overhead metal catenary structures to carry the wires, which may remain. 
 
Bridges, Viaducts, and Culverts 
 
Beginning in the 1890s, the New Haven built numerous steel bridges and viaducts to span open water, 
marshy land, valleys, and/or depressions. Cut-stone viaducts and underpasses also were built in towns and 
cities as part of the railroad’s efforts to eliminate grade crossings. Bridges built over navigable waterways 
typically were movable metal bridges of the swing-bridge, drawbridge, or bascule-bridge variety and 
reflected the latest in bridge technology and design. Movable bridges and their fixed-approach spans were 
manufactured by national or local metal bridge factories and assembled on-site. Spans over roadways and 
small valleys used Warren and Pratt truss constructions or pony/deck girder bridges designed by the 
railroad’s in-house engineers. Culverts and smaller trestles were metal deck-type or pony bridges, though 
some timber-frame trestle bridges were built into the 1920s.  
 
Streetcar-Related Property Types 
 
Trolleys as a form of mass transportation peaked in the 1910s and 1920s, before declining in the 1930s 
and 1940s, when most tracks, passenger stations, and power stations were constructed. Generally, these 
resources were similar in design and construction to those built for the railroads. A typical streetcar 
system contained most or all of the following components: tracks; overhead wires (third-rail power was 
rare for safety reasons); crossing signs and gates; platforms and shelters (fares were usually collected 
onboard); “turnarounds” at the route termini; car barns for storing and maintaining trolley cars; brick or 
concrete power stations; metal and frame bridges and trestles; stone or metal culverts; and fences and 
cattle guards to keep out animals.  
 
Streetcar service began to decline in the 1920s, owing to the lines’ unprofitability and the growing 
popularity of automobile travel. Service in coastal Connecticut’s cities ended in the 1940s. Considered 
unsightly even at the time, many streetcar-related resources, such as overhead wires, tracks, power 
stations, trestles, and switches were removed soon after the individual lines were abandoned. 
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Highway and Parkway-Related Property Types 
 
The State of Connecticut took a more active role in standardizing highway and bridge design after 1895, 
when the State Highway Department was established. Roadway design priorities in the early 1900s 
included providing durable all-weather road surfaces and ensuring safety for automobiles traveling at 
speeds averaging 25 to 35 miles per hour. The state moved to classify roads as urban, local, and trunk 
highways. 
 
By the 1920s, roads and streets were designed for automobile and truck use, often according to standards 
developed and published by the state and federal governments on such topics as width, curves, gradients, 
inclines, sightlines, and other engineering metrics. Many roads in coastal Connecticut were designated as 
state highways or were incorporated into the federally designated U.S. highway system. Typical 
components of the roadway system in coastal Connecticut from 1920 to 1940 include concrete and 
asphalt paving with shoulders, pull-offs, and barriers where needed; under- or overpasses built at railroad 
grade crossings; and lane markings.  
 
As streetcars and railroads declined, state and local traffic planners struggled to accommodate the 
increase in and diversity of vehicular traffic in coastal Connecticut in the 1920s and 1930s. In particular, 
the heavily traveled Boston Post Road (U.S. Route 1) often was clogged with truck traffic, commuter 
traffic, and local commercial and passenger autos. One solution was the construction of parkways and 
bypasses. Parkways were a distinctive road type popular from the late 1920s to the early 1940s. In coastal 
Connecticut, they are represented by the Merritt and Wilbur Cross parkways. Aesthetics played a large 
part in their design, so that in addition to the then-current standard road elements listed above, parkways 
included architect-designed bridges, the use of native building materials, scenic vistas, and extensive 
landscaping. Ingress and egress were controlled through the introduction of separated grade crossings and 
interchanges that were a character-defining feature of parkway design. Both the Merritt and the Wilbur 
Cross prohibited commercial vehicles, originally were designed for speeds not above 40 miles per hour, 
and included distinctive tollbooths and service station facilities. 
 
Vehicular travel increased dramatically after World War II, leading to the construction of highways in 
coastal Connecticut capable of handling greater volumes of traffic traveling at higher speeds. The state 
initiated several highway projects in coastal Connecticut during this period, particularly the Connecticut 
Turnpike (now incorporated as part of Interstates 95 and 395). Federal highway legislation in the 1950s 
tied Connecticut’s highway system into the national system of interstates, revolutionizing transportation 
in coastal Connecticut and elsewhere. The construction of limited-access highways extended the range of 
suburban development around New York City and the state’s urban centers; allowed for the relocation of 
industry and retail outside the urban core, and caused the demolition of older neighborhoods as highways 
were built through cities such as New Haven and Bridgeport. 
 
Interstate Highways 
 
Interstate and state highways and expressways were built to remove commercial and long-distance 
automobile traffic from local streets and roads and to provide an unimpeded traffic flow through urban, 
suburban, and rural areas. The 1956 Federal Highway Act and subsequent legislation established 
nationwide standards for highway and bridge construction. Roads were designed for travel at up to 70 
miles per hour. Access was limited to specific interchanges with access and exit ramps using a cloverleaf 
or half-cloverleaf design to facilitate the flow of incoming and exiting traffic without traffic signals. Other 
standards required grade separation at crossroads and railroad crossings; six or eight lanes depending on 
volume, separated by a median or Jersey barrier; no curvatures in excess of three degrees and no grades in 
excess of 3 percent. Overpasses and ramps on concrete posts were built to carry traffic over congested 
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urban areas, requiring demolition of existing structures in their path. Box girder and other types of 
concrete bridges with standardized components largely replaced metal truss bridges for highway projects. 
 
Bridges 
 
Roadway bridge design from the early 1900s drew heavily on the experience of railroad bridges of the 
nineteenth century. Metal bridges included deck-girder and pony bridges manufactured to standard 
designs by bridge-building companies and installed on-site. Truss bridges followed the prevalent Warren 
and Pratt designs. Movable bridges (swing, Strauss bascule, or Scherzer rolling-lift designs) were used for 
water crossings with maritime traffic. With the development of reinforced- and cast-concrete bridge 
construction, the State Highway Department built several concrete bridges in the early 1920s, some with 
decorative lighting or other architectural features.  
 
During the postwar period, the highway department continued to keep abreast of developments in bridge 
design and technology. To facilitate traffic flow, the department favored high-level bridges over movable 
bridges for river crossings. Concrete bridges were favored for aesthetic reasons as “approach” bridges in 
urban areas and often featured decorative balustrades, sculpture, or lighting. 
 
Maritime-Related Property Types 
 
Connecticut began regulating maritime transportation after the Rivers and Harbors Commission was 
established in 1909. Shortly thereafter, the legislature appropriated funding for the construction of the 
State Pier in New London. Piers and wharves constructed in the early twentieth century consisted of pile 
structures separated by slips as well as stone piers. Integration between rail and maritime modes of 
transportation was key for the efficient movement of goods and people. Consequently, many wharves and 
piers were owned or managed by the railroad companies, and rail facilities were built on or adjacent to the 
piers. Buildings were constructed for storage and the handling of freight; passenger waiting and ticket 
rooms also were present at those locations that served as transfer points for rail and maritime passengers.  
 
By the 1920s, major ports along the Long Island Sound had a dozen or more wharves and piers, with New 
London having more than forty. In many cases, the rail companies restricted access to the piers, and had 
exclusive use of port facilities. The maritime facilities catered to steamships, many of which were also 
owned by railroad companies, and select wharves were available for use solely by freight shippers. 
Shipping and passenger use declined as the 1930s approached, with little construction of docking and 
terminal facilities.  
 
Maritime resources include the terminal and its associated rail line and sidings, passenger waiting area, 
and navigational aids, such as buoys and lights. Slips, ramps, and bumper piles also are features of the 
ferry terminal. The slip can consist of a simple pier or a more elaborate ferry terminal (Department of the 
Army 1965:2–54, 2–58). Buildings could vary in size and scale, and were wood or metal frame with 
wood or metal siding. The buildings were utilitarian with little architectural ornamentation, if any. 
 
Although Connecticut has a rich maritime history, few built resources constructed during the first two 
decades of the twentieth century are extant. Other resources, such as the National Register-listed Chester-
Hadlyme Ferry, were constructed before 1900. Many of the piers and associated terminals, slips, and 
ramps have been replaced, with replacement occurring during the mid- and late twentieth century. 
 
Aviation-Related Property Types 
 
Aviation went from a novelty to a major industry in coastal Connecticut in just 50 years. As airplanes 
went through rapid changes in design, power, and reliability, the facilities needed for landing and 
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servicing aircraft, as well as providing services for passengers and freight, evolved rapidly. Civilian 
airport construction coincided with periods of federal assistance; major periods of airport construction 
occurred during the Great Depression, World War II, and in the postwar period. 
 
Early airfields were sparse, consisting of a runway (usually grass), a building used for airplane storage or 
maintenance, weather instruments, and painted markers to provide visual identification from the air. In 
the early twentieth century, airports were located in areas with low precipitation where fog and strong 
winds would not interfere with flight.  
 
Although airports were built before World War I, municipalities and states did not begin investing in 
airport construction until after the war, when the federal government offered incentives to cities and 
towns to construct facilities. The federal government did not provide meaningful financial assistance for 
airport construction until the Depression, however. Prior to the 1930s, states, municipalities, and business 
funded construction. The financial hardship caused by the Great Depression represented a shift in funding 
priorities. Airports constructed in the 1930s were the products of federal work relief programs. What little 
airport construction occurred during the Depression came to a halt with the onset of World War II, at 
which point only construction associated with the war effort was completed.  
 
After World War I, the federal government began a comprehensive program to regulate aviation. The 
U.S. Air Commerce Act of 1926 authorized the Department of Commerce to establish and enforce air 
traffic rules, establish airways, and to operate and maintain air navigation aids. The period also marked an 
increased interest in efficiently planned and aesthetically pleasing airports. Airports constructed in 
Connecticut, including Brainard Field in Hartford, the New Haven Municipal Airport, and the Bridgeport 
Airfield reflect these general design and funding trends.  
 
The next major push in airport construction came after World War II, when the federal government 
enacted legislation that resulted in a nationwide campaign to improve the quality of the country’s airports 
and to increase their number. Airport funding increased, and the regulation of airport design was 
strengthened after the war. The Federal Airport Act of 1946 provided funding for airport construction for 
a 12-year period. Federal safety regulations later were developed and enforced by the FAA.   
 
Airport financing underwent another dramatic change with Title I of the Airport and Airway 
Development Act of 1970, and Title II of the Airport and Airway Revenue Act of 1970, all of which 
strengthened federal involvement in airport design and construction. Federal regulations stipulated 
standards for runway length, the location and type of lighting, the construction of control towers, and 
minimum requirements for flight obstructions.  
 
Airport construction and design in the postwar period reflect evolving governmental regulation and 
financing schemes. Airports have been continually updated and modified to comply with federal 
guidelines and to respond to changing technologies. In Connecticut, airports in New Haven, Bridgeport, 
and Trumbull (Groton-New London) were modified to reflect changing standards and government 
requirements regarding taxiways, hangars, lighting and navigational aids, and communications, and were 
the beneficiaries of favorable federal funding assistance.  
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CHAPTER VIII 
 

SUBURBANIZATION IN COASTAL 

CONNECTICUT, 1900–70 
 

 

 

Summary: This chapter summarizes trends in suburbanization in Connecticut’s four coastal counties 
during the twentieth century; explores the role government policy and zoning had on suburban 
development; and defines the characteristics of suburbs found in these counties during three periods from 
1900 to 1970. These periods are Setting the Stage for Twentieth Century Suburbanization (1900–20), the 
Interwar Period of Suburbanization (1921–40), and the Postwar Suburb (1941–70). The 2002 National 
Park Service (NPS) publication Historic Residential Suburbs: Guidelines for Evaluation and 
Documentation for the National Register of Historic Places (Ames and McClelland 2002) serves as the 
framework for this overview of suburbanization in coastal Connecticut. Suburbanization touches on a 
number of interrelated topics, including industrialization, immigration, military and defense, 
transportation, and summer colonies. Those are discussed in this chapter where they intersect with 
suburbanization and are explored in greater depth in chapters III, IV, VI, VII, and IX, respectively. 
Similarities between suburbanization and the development of summer colonies, particularly those 
neighborhoods constructed after World War I, are addressed.  
 
 
Setting the Stage for Suburbanization (1900–20) 
 
Several factors contributed to the suburbanization of Connecticut’s cities and towns in the twentieth 
century. The proximity of many Connecticut towns to New York City, population growth led by 
immigrants, and a highly developed and sophisticated network of trains and trolleys contributed to the 
increasing urbanization of coastal Connecticut. In the early decades of the century landscape architects, 
urban planners, and architects recognized a need to work together to create well planned and aesthetically 
pleasing neighborhoods located outside urban centers. Changes in the construction industry, which began 
with the introduction of standardized construction techniques in the early twentieth century, accelerated 
during World War II. These disparate and intertwining influences resulted in residential construction at 
unprecedented paces. The patterns established in the first half of the century laid the foundation for the 
rapid suburbanization that occurred after World War II.  
 
General Population Trends in the United States 
 
Rapid industrialization in the late nineteenth century and the concentration of manufacturing in urban 
areas resulted in an immigration surge and a relocation of native-born citizens from rural areas to the 
cities. This frequently led to substandard living conditions, unpleasant housing environments, and 
overcrowding. At the same time, wages increased, bringing many American families into the middle 
class. As incomes rose, more Americans demanded better housing and neighborhoods. Often, these 
neighborhoods were outside dense urban centers. Advances in transportation encouraged suburban growth 
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as outlying areas became accessible to all classes of residents. Cities were no longer deemed desirable, 
something reflected by steady population increases in outlying areas. The population of American cities 
grew 33.2 percent from 1900 to 1910. Over the next decade, the urban population grew by a more modest 
24.2 percent. By the postwar era, the rates of population growth in cities and suburbs had reversed: The 
urban population increased 14 percent, while suburbs saw a 36 percent upsurge (Ames and McClelland 
2002). These nationwide trends in population growth and dispersal also were present in Connecticut. 
 
Population Growth in Connecticut 
 
The dramatic growth of Connecticut’s manufacturing sector in the late nineteenth century was powered 
by a massive influx of workers and their families, many of them European immigrants, to the state’s 
urban centers. This trend continued, at an increased pace, in the first two decades of the twentieth century. 
The percentage of population growth in select cities in coastal Connecticut from 1900 to 1920 was 
staggering, as reflected in the censuses of 1900, 1910, and 1920 for Connecticut (Table 8-1). Population 
growth consistently increased by 20 percent or more in Bridgeport, New Haven, New London, Stamford, 
and Waterbury, with Stamford and Waterbury growing by more than 50 percent in select years. These 
metropolitan areas also began to suburbanize in the first two decades of the twentieth century, laying a 
foundation for the post-World War II construction boom. With the exception of New London, the cities 
identified in the table had suburbanized to such an extent as to be identified in the 1950 census as a 
Standard Metropolitan Area by the United States Bureau of the Census (USBC).21  
 
 

Table 8-1.  Population Growth in the Five Largest Cities (1920) 
In Coastal Connecticut, 1900–20 

City and Census Year Population Number Increase from 
Previous Census 

Percentage Increase from 
Previous Census 

Bridgeport
1900 70,996 22,130 45.3 
1910 102,054 31,058 43.7 
1920 143,555 41,501 40.7 

New Haven
1900 108,027 21,982 31 
1910 133,605 25,578 23.7 
1920 162,537 28,932 21.7 

New London
1900 17,548 3,791 27.6 
1910 19,659 2,111 12.0 
1920 25,688 6,029 30.7 

Stamford
1900 18,839 3,139 20 
1910 28,836 9,997 53 
1920 40,067 11,231 39 

Waterbury
1900 51,139 17,937 54 
1910 73,141 22,002 43.1 
1920 91,715 18,574 25.4 
Source:  Connecticut Department of Economic and Community Development n.d.a; n.d.b.  
 
  

                                                      
21 In 1950, the Standard Metropolitan Area was created to provide data on a uniform basis. In New England, the Standard 
Metropolitan Area was defined as “a population density criterion of 150 persons or more per square mile, or 100 persons or more 
where strong integration was evident.” The criteria of integration was defined as the “extent of economic and social 
communication” between the outlying areas and the central area (United States Bureau of the Census [USBC] 1952a:XXXIII).  
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Cities in Connecticut’s coastal counties could not house so many new arrivals, much less provide them 
with adequate municipal services. With demand for housing acute, new residential communities arose; 
some were based on the Garden City movement, others on contemporary urban planning principles. For 
progressive reformers of the day, the suburbs were an ideal alternative to the central cities. Frederic 
Howe, Commissioner of Immigration of the Port of New York, claimed that “the hope of democracy is 
the suburb,” while social historian Harlan Douglas opined that “a crowded world must be either suburban 
or savage” (Greenberg 1994:2–4). Suburbs also offered urban residents the best of both the city and the 
country: proximity to work, culture, and entertainment along with green grass, open land, and their own 
house (Hardwick 1994:5).  
 
Transportation Improvements22 
 
Suburbanization in coastal Connecticut could not have occurred to the degree to which it did without the 
advances in transportation brought by the railroad and the electric streetcar. Nineteenth century advances 
in mass transportation began with horse-drawn carriages, then omnibuses and steam-powered trains. 
These early modes helped extend cities beyond their original boundaries. After electrification of the 
streetcar in the 1880s, large segments of the population, including the middle and working classes, gained 
access to residential and recreational opportunities outside city centers. The introduction of affordable 
gasoline-powered automobiles in the early twentieth century accelerated suburban development. Not only 
did the automobile make more areas outside cities accessible but it also changed the way residents 
interacted with their neighborhoods. Ultimately, the automobile affected how neighborhoods were 
planned and designed.  
 
The Trolley’s Role in the Suburbanization of Connecticut’s Coastal Counties 
 
The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad, popularly referred to as the New Haven Railroad, 
controlled nearly all mass transportation operations in Connecticut as well as much the New England 
region in the early twentieth century. Only the Vermont Railroad, connecting Connecticut to Vermont and 
Canada, remained outside the New Haven’s empire. In addition, the company acquired, maintained, and 
managed freight shipping facilities and piers, trolley lines, and bus services in Connecticut. It became the 
dominant, and, in some areas, the only provider of mass transportation in the state. The New Haven’s 
reach extended beyond the major cities and towns to more remote and less densely populated 
communities scattered along the coast. Rail service was a critical factor in the growth of summer colonies 
in the late nineteenth century and suburban neighborhoods in the early decades of the twentieth century. 
Many early summer colonies quickly evolved into full-time residential neighborhoods with residents 
commuting to employment hubs in larger cities. 
 
While the railroad played a key role in the suburbanization of coastal Connecticut, the trolley’s role, while 
brief, cannot be understated. The trolley made reliable access to large metropolitan areas possible for 
daily commuters. For a brief period in the early 1900s, before the widespread popularity of automobiles, 
Connecticut possessed a dense rail and streetcar network that allowed for an increase in population 
mobility. Developers, builders, and architects seized on the potential for suburban residential real estate 
development in coastal Connecticut. “Streetcar suburbs” grew up almost overnight along newly built 
trolley lines running out of New Haven, Bridgeport, Stamford, and New London. Even after trolley 
service ended, communities along the trolley lines saw residential construction and recorded the largest 
population growth. In those areas, the infrastructure was in place to accommodate the postwar housing 
boom.  
 

                                                      
22 Transportation improvements, specifically the New Haven’s influence in Connecticut, are discussed in greater detail in 
Chapter VII.  
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The Introduction of the Automobile as a Form of Transportation 
 
Prior to 1903, automobiles primarily were accessible only to the wealthy. Henry Ford revolutionized the 
production of automobiles with factory methods. (Previously, cars had been meticulously handcrafted.) 
Ford substantially reduced the purchase cost of the automobile through use of the assembly line, stock 
parts, and consistent design. By the second decade of the twentieth century, other manufacturers began to 
offer affordable models, and cars were no longer exclusively for the wealthy. Automobile registrations 
skyrocketed: In 1900, there were 8,000 cars in the United States, whereas by 1915 there were 2.5 million. 
Two years later, that number would increase to more than 5 million (Roth 2001:343). The automobile 
eventually influenced the design of residential neighborhoods. 
 
Government Policies that Encouraged Suburbanization 
 
Historically, the federal government’s role in the housing market was minimal, with policy focused on 
housing financing. Private and charitable organizations and activists engaged in housing generally were 
concerned with housing the poor and the lack of affordable housing. A severe housing shortage resulting 
from mobilization for World War I forced the federal government to take a more active role in the 
housing market. As factories increased production to meet the war demand, the populations of urban areas 
expanded exponentially as new workers, many of them relocating from rural communities, flocked to the 
industrial centers. The resultant housing shortage, particularly in areas with military production facilities, 
prompted the federal government to become directly involved in the housing market. The private sector 
did not have the capacity to rapidly construct housing affordable to the majority of industrial workers. 
The United States Housing Corporation (USHC) was created in 1918 to address the problem. In 
partnership with local housing authorities, the USHC constructed and managed housing projects across 
the country, including Connecticut. At the war’s conclusion, direct federal involvement in the housing 
market ceased. The government would not reprise its role in the housing market until the Great 
Depression (R. Christopher Goodwin & Associates, Inc. [RCG&A] 2003:3–42, 3–43).  
 
Land Use Controls: The Use of Deed Restrictions to Affect Neighborhood Design 
 
It was not uncommon for houses built in the twentieth century to include deed restrictions. In the absence 
of zoning regulations, such restrictions were used to control land use and to guide construction. This early 
method of land use regulation emerged in the 1870s when developers sought to control how and where 
buildings were constructed in new neighborhoods. For example, deeds could include restrictions on 
building setbacks, minimum dwelling costs, lot sizes, and residency requirements (Ames and McClelland 
2002). Deed restrictions were seen as a positive selling point, preserving property values and the 
residential character of the suburban development. However, the intent of many deed restrictions was to 
prohibit select groups of people from moving to certain neighborhoods by excluding people based on 
racial, ethnic, social, or religious grounds. Communities across the country, including Connecticut, 
attached design restrictions to control development. 
 
Early Twentieth Century Trends in Suburban Design 
 
Several influences and design theories in the nineteenth century affected suburban design in the century 
that followed. Some were reactionary, while others represented novel approaches to suburbanization. 
Meanwhile, Frederick Law Olmsted and his successor firm, Olmsted Brothers, professionalized the 
design, layout, and planning of suburbs and helped reshape the American landscape. Design precedents 
from the nineteenth century and the planning influences of Olmsted and his contemporaries led to new 
approaches to neighborhood design. Their primary suburban design models included the garden suburbs 
of England and American Garden City planning, which became popular in the first two decades of the 
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twentieth century. Federal Housing Administration (FHA) neighborhood planning accompanied the 
federal government’s intervention in the housing market during the Great Depression (Ames and 
McClelland 2002). Housing policy developed during the Depression guided much of the residential 
construction during the interwar period and set the stage for the suburban housing boom that occurred 
after World War II. 
 
The streetcar suburb, or gridiron suburb, originated at the end of the nineteenth century when streetcars 
were introduced as an efficient and affordable means of transportation. The streetcar allowed middle- and 
working-class residents to move of out of urban centers, offering easy access to lower-density, affordable 
neighborhoods within commuting distance to employment centers. The streetcar suburb was one of the 
most popular approaches to suburban design at the end of the nineteenth century and remained so through 
the first two decades of the twentieth century. Typically, streetcar suburbs were developed along a grid, 
which was the most cost-effective way to subdivide and sell parcels of land. Uniform-size lots on which 
relatively inexpensive dwellings could be constructed allowed many working- and middle-class 
Americans to own homes. Although streetcar suburbs were constructed throughout coastal Connecticut in 
the early twentieth century, they represent a nineteenth century response to housing. The World War I era 
provides the rough terminal date for the streetcar suburb and the beginning of the Garden City movement 
in suburbanization, the tenets of which were followed through the 1930s.  
 
In Connecticut, the Garden City movement was short-lived; the construction of Garden City 
neighborhoods ended at the conclusion of World War I. These neighborhoods were built to support 
workers employed in the mobilization effort, and were therefore built in metropolitan areas where 
defense-related industries had a strong presence. Unlike in other parts of the country, few Garden City 
apartments were built in Connecticut; those constructed in Bridgeport were the notable exception.  
 
As the twentieth century progressed, new approaches to housing supplanted the streetcar suburb. Urban 
planners adopted principles from the English Garden City movement to create an American version of the 
garden city suburb. The founder of the Garden City movement, Ebenezer Howard, had sought to create a 
city that combined the advantages of country and city life. Key elements of his design included a limited 
population residing on land of increasing value; a self-contained population that lived near and worked in 
local industries; a comprehensive plan created prior to development; and an agricultural belt surrounding 
the city. Howard argued that only one-sixth of a city’s land should be built on, with parks, roadways, 
open spaces, recreation grounds, small holdings, and larger farms occupying the remaining acreage. 
Residential neighborhoods and retail stores would be built in the center city, and a railway, lined with 
various industries, would encircle it. Howard’s idealistic goal was to increase the purchasing power of 
workers, as they would save on transportation by living close to where they worked and could purchase 
locally produced food and goods. Additional economic benefits included lower taxes than those in a large 
city (National Conference on Housing [NCH] 1920:217–20). Some of Howard’s ideas, particularly 
regarding the planning of open spaces and parks, were adopted by his American contemporaries and were 
promoted by urban planners and landscape architects such as Olmsted, John Nolen, and Herbert Swan, 
among others.  
 
Garden city suburbs as interpreted by American planners and architects combined design and aesthetics 
with efficient, large-scale construction techniques. These capabilities resulted in suburban neighborhoods 
that featured tree-lined curvilinear streets, landscaped lawns and gardens, and pleasing housing completed 
in a variety of architectural styles (Ames and McClelland 2002). The treatment of open space, provisions 
for the emerging popularity of the automobile, the sophistication of real estate developers, and a 
construction industry that made housing affordable and attractive were hallmarks of the American 
reinterpretation of the English garden city suburb (Ames and McClelland 2002). The design of garden 
city suburbs, which incorporated a variety of housing options ranging from single-family dwellings and 
duplexes to multi-family apartment buildings, stressed open space, parks, and recreational opportunities. 
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This was achieved through the incorporation of traffic circles, landscaped boulevards, and residential 
courts, all of which provided areas for shade and ornamental trees. Community parks, typically 
accompanied by a recreational facility, were common. The garden-city philosophy emphasized an 
interdisciplinary approach to residential neighborhoods by incorporating the professional expertise of the 
city planner, architect, and landscape architect to create garden-like suburbs with copious open space, 
sunlight, and fresh air (Ames and McClelland 2002). 
 
Standardization in House Construction 
 
The residential construction industry explored the use of emerging materials and technologies, and began 
standardization of them, in the World War I era. The benefits of standardization, which brought more 
rapid and efficient construction and resulted in more affordable housing, were recognized as early as 
1920. Standardization led to reduced cost in the factory as well as in on-site production; eliminated 
seasonal unemployment through year-round production; made repairs easier; and encouraged cooperation 
among the professions involved in design and construction (NCH 1920:74–76). Architects, builders, and 
others in the housing industry also called for the adoption of a uniform building code (National Housing 
Association 1920:87). This was seen as particularly helpful in making housing more affordable for 
modest-income homeowners. The standards developed by the Department of Labor of War Housing 
Construction for building workers’ housing during World War I were seen as a useful model (NCH 
1920:77–79). 
 
Even as standardization was being promoted, some architects, such as Leslie H. Allen, offered gentle 
notes of caution. Allen acknowledged that the use of new materials resulted in lower prices, increased 
durability and comfort, prolonged longevity, and a general improvement in the quality of house 
construction. However, he argued that the housing industry needed to acknowledge the overwhelming 
preference by the majority of homeowners for lower prices over higher quality (NCH 1920:63, 65–66).  
 
World War I and War Housing 
 
Housing constructed under the auspices of the USHC affected suburban design for years to come. The 
federal agency adopted design standards for new neighborhoods and minimum guidelines for dwelling 
units constructed under the defense worker housing program (Gallion 1950:123). Standard drawings were 
developed for single-family and multi-family units, including bungalows, detached housing, two-flat 
houses, and semi-detached two-flat houses. A limited number of apartment buildings were constructed in 
Staten Island, New York; Bethlehem, Pennsylvania; Perth Amboy, New Jersey; Puget Sound, 
Washington; Vallejo, California; Erie, Pennsylvania; and Washington, D.C., in addition to those built in 
Bridgeport (USHC1919:49).  
 
With the exception of tenements, USHC buildings were set back from the street line, and each building 
was provided a separate rear yard (USHC 1919:64). Schools, stores, and recreational buildings were built 
for select projects. At a minimum, each dwelling unit included a kitchen/dining area, bedrooms, living 
room, and bathroom. Detached dwellings also included porches. Differences between the units were 
reflected in house size, size of the unit, number of bedrooms, and locations of kitchen and bathrooms. 
Examples of the standardized plans used in Connecticut projects are presented in figs. 8-1, 8-2, and 8-3.  
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Fig. 8-1. Standardized Drawing for Detached Single-family Dwelling (Source: U.S. Housing Corporation 

1919:51). 
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Fig. 8-2. Standardized Drawing for Semi-detached Two-story Flat and Row House (Source: U.S. Housing 

Corporation 1919:61). 
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Fig. 8-3. Standardized Drawing for Detached and Semi-detached Dwelling (Source: U.S. Housing 

Corporation 1919:58). 
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The Suburbanization of Coastal Connecticut 
 
Streetcar Suburbs of Coastal Connecticut 
 
The streetcar’s role in suburbanization is reflected in much of coastal Connecticut, particularly in areas 
adjacent to industrial hubs such as New London and Bridgeport. Owing to their proximity to New York 
City, Fairfield County’s cities and towns suburbanized more rapidly than the less urbanized Middlesex 
and New London counties because streetcars made access easier to these areas. Neighborhoods in these 
coastal Connecticut counties were executed in accordance with nationwide trends, and the dwellings 
represent a variety of architectural styles.  
 
The growth of Stamford after 1900 illustrates the development of the western half of Fairfield County as a 
suburb of New York City, the result of the city’s rail connections and its own extensive streetcar system. 
Manufacturing provided employment for many of its residents and, combined with its relatively easy rail 
access to job markets in New York, contributed to the city’s rapid population growth from 1900 to 1920 
(53 percent from 1900 to 1910, and 39 percent from 1910 to 1920). With 80 electrified trains operated by 
the New Haven passing through Stamford daily after 1913, New York was accessible in less than an hour 
(Feinstein and Pendery 2007:87).  
 
Stamford also possessed a good trolley system. By 1903, various routes extended south to Shippan Point, 
west to Sound Beach (Old Greenwich), and north to Springdale (fig. 8-4). Several residential subdivisions 
built along its streetcar lines at the turn of the century appealed to residents who worked in Stamford 
proper and to residents commuting into New York. Developers capitalized on this largely white-collar 
professional class and built communities at Shippan Point, Courtland Terrace, Glenbrook, Springdale, and 
Revonah Manor, all easily reached by streetcar from Stamford’s train station and its downtown 
commercial district (Stamford Board of Trade 1915:19–24; Feinstein and Pendery 2007:84). 
 
Revonah Manor is one of the earliest planned residential subdivisions in Fairfield County and displays 
many qualities of the typical streetcar suburb, including a gridiron plan and uniform lot sizes and 
setbacks. Minimum lot sizes of 100 feet by 150 feet were established, and a 50-foot minimum setback 
was required. The neighborhood enjoyed an elevated location and a sweeping view of Long Island Sound 
to the south, yet it was only a mile from Stamford’s downtown and its commuter rail station. Although in 
a relatively undeveloped northern part of the city, Revonah Manor was easily accessible by trolley 
(Bedford 1986:8.1–8.3).   
 
The developers engaged Rye, New York, architect Lawrence Barnard to prepare five “suggested” house 
plans in the Colonial Revival, Arts and Crafts, and Tudor Revival styles. Restrictive covenants in lieu of 
zoning governed neighborhood character and use. No house was to be constructed for less than $6,500 
($180,024 in 2017 dollars); commercial and retail uses were prohibited; and single-family ownership was 
enforced by prohibiting the construction of “two-family or tenement housing” anywhere on the property 
(Friedman n.d.).23 The minimum construction cost ensured an upper-middle-class residential population. 
Prospective Revonah Manor residents would enjoy macadamized streets, concrete walks, brick gutters, 
lighting and city water, gas, and sewer (fig. 8-5) (Bedford 1986:8.2–8.3).  

  

                                                      
23 An inflation calculator website was used to provide current dollars; 2017 was the latest year available for calculation at the 
time this report was prepared.  
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Fig. 8-4. Map of Stamford’s Streetcar System, 1903 (Source: Stamford Board of Trade 1915). 
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Fig. 8-5. Typical house, Revonah Manor, Stamford, 2016 (Source: R. Christopher Goodwin & Associates, 

Inc.). 

 
Shippan, another Stamford streetcar suburb, was established on previously agricultural land that first was 
developed partially for seasonal occupancy at its southern point and later into a streetcar suburb to the 
north. Railroad service was extended to the summer colony in 1887, and electric trolley service began in 
the 1890s. Shippan’s location was convenient for workers commuting to New York and Stamford 
(RCG&A 2017). The large tracts of agricultural land that surrounded the late nineteenth century 
development of Shippan and the area’s proximity to downtown Stamford made Shippan attractive for 
later twentieth century suburbanization. 
 
In contrast to the summer occupancy of the south, the northern portion of the Shippan peninsula was 
developed by multiple developers for commuters in the early twentieth century. Characteristics of the 
early twentieth century commuter neighborhoods included small building lots, periphery streets that 
followed the contour of the land, and interior streets that predominantly were gridded. Developers 
installed utilities, and houses were built along uniform setbacks in each subdivision. Deed restrictions 
governed house design to create a “harmonious appearance,” prohibit commercial uses, and mandate 
minimum construction costs (fig. 8-6) (RCG&A 2017). The modest middle-class dwellings constructed in 
the northern suburbs of the Shippan peninsula for year-round residents were executed in contemporary 
architectural styles and dwelling forms, including the Colonial Revival and Tudor Revival styles and the 
bungalow form (RCG&A 2017). 
 
The manufacturing and maritime center of New Haven also contained the essential ingredients for 
suburban development by the turn of the twentieth century: a large professional class, including Yale 
University faculty members; an extensive streetcar system that extended in all directions from its city 
center; and many large undeveloped tracts of land within and just outside its city limits, some with water 
views or frontage. In 1908, the Beaver Hills Company formed to subdivide and develop former farmland 
in the Beaver Hills section of New Haven. The area faced the city-owned Beaver Hills Park to 
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Fig. 8-6. Aerial Photograph, Shippan, 1934 (Source: University of Connecticut Map and Geographic 

Information Center var.) 
 
 
the east and was one block from the Whalley Avenue streetcar line and a ten-minute ride from the New 
Haven Green (Beaver Hills Company [BHC] n.d.:8).  
 
The Beaver Hills Company laid out landscaped streets with sidewalks and added brick-and-concrete 
gateway piers flanking each of the streets leading into the area from the southwest. The company 
provided house designs to “avoid undesirable cheapness of design” and offered to act as general 
contractor during construction (Loether 1986:8.2-8.3; BHC n.d.:4). The Beaver Hills development was 
designed with a grid system of streets. Houses were constructed on lots with generally uniform setbacks 
of approximately 30 feet; lot sizes ranged from 125 feet to 200 feet deep and 50 feet to 70 feet wide 
(Loether 1986:7). A 1911 atlas of New Haven depicts fifteen houses, all in the southwest corner of the 
development. Original landscaping included hardwood trees along the main thoroughfares of Ellsworth 
Avenue and Colony and Bellevue roads (Loether 1986:8.2-8.3).  
 
According to the company’s promotional materials, Beaver Hills embodied “the ideal of the House 
Beautiful and the House Useful combined for the man of average income.” The company also attached 
restrictive covenants, including a stipulation solely for the construction of single-family houses at a 
minimum cost of $3,500 ($93,478 in 2017 dollars) (Friedman n.d.). An added inducement for buyers was 
the use of a company-built clubhouse described at the time as a “Bungalow modeled after the 
characteristic structures of southern California, with Mission furniture” (Loether 1986:8.3). Architectural 
styles used typically are vernacular interpretations of Queen Anne and Colonial, Tudor, and Spanish 
Colonial Revival styles, and bungalow forms. 
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Beaver Hills also represents the influences of the private automobile. The neighborhood was one of the 
first in New Haven to accommodate the automobile through the construction of detached garages 
(Loether 1986:8, 8.3). The garages were constructed either during dwellings’ construction or within a 
year of their completion. The collection of garages in Beaver Hills, a community served by a nearby 
trolley line, represents the “influential role played by the privately-owned automobile in the development 
and expansion of the city’s more outlying suburban residential neighborhoods” (Loether 1986:8.3). 
 
New London, like other cities and towns in coastal Connecticut, emerged as an important manufacturing 
center in the mid-nineteenth century. As the city grew, housing was needed to accommodate workers and 
their families. Transportation improvements helped workers living in New London’s outskirts reach jobs 
in the city center. Construction of the city’s Faire Harbour and Bellevue subdivisions, now part of the 
larger Montauk Avenue National Register Historic District, was the result of its accessibility to New 
London’s trolley system, established in 1892. Development, undertaken by Thomas Waller and Frank 
Brandegee, began in 1895 when streets were laid out, individual house lots surveyed, and the locations of 
parks identified. Construction of dwelling units did not begin until 1905, however. The location included 
agricultural land outside the city limits (Cunningham 1990:8). Like other developers at the time, Waller 
and Brandegee imposed deed restrictions on new construction. Restrictions included uniform setbacks, a 
prohibition against commercial uses, the installation of fences between dwelling lots, and minimum lot 
sizes. A minimum construction cost of $3,000 was established. Property owners were responsible for 
hiring their own builders, with some hiring their own architects (Cunningham 1990:8.2). 
 
Revonah Manor, Shippan Point, Beaver Hills, Faire Harbour, and Bellevue subdivisions reflected the 
qualities of early twentieth century streetcar subdivisions through their gridded plans, uniform building 
lots, and regular setbacks. Importantly, they were served by a trolley line for easy access to employment 
hubs. Development was completed by land development companies that installed utilities and roads, and, 
in select cases, exercised control over design by working with architects to design dwellings reflecting 
popular architectural styles. 
 
Garden Suburbs: Wartime Housing and the USHC24 
 
Frequently, projects completed by the USHC applied Garden City principles to the design of new 
neighborhoods, many of which included a number of housing types to accommodate a range of incomes. 
Housing projects completed by the USHC are presented below.  
 
In addition to site improvements such as the construction of roadways and sidewalks and sewer and water 
connections, projects completed for the USHC included lot trees, shrubs, fencing, and, in select cases, 
“clothes driers” (USHC 1919:426–30). In Bridgeport, the USHC contracted with the Connecticut 
Company to improve streetcar service in the city by extending existing lines and acquiring additional cars 
(USHC 1919:241). While the agency supervised the construction of eight projects in Connecticut, five of 
them in Bridgeport, only the Black Rock, Connecticut Avenue, and Crane neighborhoods in Bridgeport 
are discussed in this chapter because they best illustrate the ideals of the Garden City movement through 
their site plan, landscape, and incorporation of multi-family units. Chapter VI discusses additional war 
housing projects completed by the federal government.  
 
Bridgeport’s population exploded in the early twentieth century, from 115,000 in 1910 to approximately 
200,000 eight years later. Although companies such as Remington Arms constructed their own housing 
projects, the private sector could not keep pace with the demand for housing. The Bridgeport project was 
constructed to support the Remington Arms Company and included the Grasmere and Mill Green 

                                                      
24 Additional discussions on World War I and the defense industry are presented in Chapter VI. Chapter III provides a discussion 
on housing constructed by major corporations in support of the war effort.  
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neighborhoods in addition to Black Rock, Crane Tract, and Connecticut Avenue. The neighborhoods in 
Bridgeport employed the same housing types, and generally the same building arrangements and 
footprints, to maximize green space and recreational opportunities. Buildings were staggered on building 
lots to avoid streetscape monotony. Landscaping was generous, with trees lining the streets and 
surrounding individual buildings. Generally, the buildings had U-shaped or rectangular plans, with select 
buildings sited to create large open spaces for recreational purposes. A variety of housing types were 
constructed, including single-family, duplex, and multi-family units.  
 
Because of high land costs, the Bridgeport projects featured more intensive development than other 
projects in Connecticut (USHC 1919:121) (fig. 8-7). The USHC work in Connecticut was innovative in 
several respects. Bridgeport’s Black Rock project introduced to the city a type of multi-family dwelling 
new in layout (i.e., plan) and design (i.e., appearance). Previously, apartment buildings in the city were 
built “with at least one if not more rooms facing either a shaft, small court, or side yard, but the ones 
under consideration [in this summary] have neither shaft nor court and every room has direct outside 
lighting and ventilation. This is obtained by making the apartments only two rooms deep” (fig. 8-8) 
(USHC 1919:122). Apartment buildings also were constructed in the Connecticut Avenue project, and 
were indeed similar in design to those found in Black Rock. The neighborhood was characterized by 
extensive landscaping, internal courtyards, and rectilinear buildings (fig. 8-9).  
 
The Crane Track project, adjacent to the Crane Company plant, was noted for its similarity with 
contemporary European town planning (USHC 1919:124). Lot depth was approximately 110 feet, while 
lot width ranged from 25 feet to 30 feet for duplexes, and 16 feet to 25 feet for single-family dwellings 
(USHC 1919:241). In addition to single-family and duplex buildings, row houses also were constructed 
along gently curving streets. Buildings maintained uniform setbacks, but building entrances were 
staggered to break up building facades. Green space was abundant in internal courtyards, small parks, and 
rear yards (fig. 8-10).  
 
The following eight projects were summarized in the 1919 USHC report: 
 
Bridgeport 
 

 Black Rock: apartment buildings for 216 families and a central heating plant 
 Connecticut Avenue: apartment buildings for 108 families and a central heating plant 
 Crane Tract: semi-detached houses for six families; row houses for 185 families; semi-detached 

two-flat houses for 12 families; and row two-flat houses for 54 families 
 Grasmere: detached house for one family, semi-detached houses for 40 families, row houses for 

20 families, detached two-flat houses for 40 families 
 Mill Green Tract: detached houses for four families; semi-detached houses for 56 families; row 

houses for 41 houses, detached two-flat houses for 54 families; semi-detached two-flat houses for 
53 families 

 
New London 
 

 New London: detached houses for 12 families; semi-detached houses for 104 families 
 Groton Site: detached houses for seven families; semi-detached houses for 18 families 

 
Waterbury 
 

 Sylvan Avenue Site: detached houses for 29 families; semi-detached for 26 families (USHC 
1919). 
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Fig. 8-7. Locations of U.S. Housing Corporation Projects, Bridgeport (Source: U.S. Housing Corporation 

1919:121). 
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Fig. 8-8. Plan of Black Rock Project, Bridgeport (Source: U.S. Housing Corporation 1919:122). 
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Fig. 8-9. Plan of Connecticut Avenue Project, Bridgeport (Source: U.S. Housing Corporation 1919:123). 
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Fig. 8-10. Plan of Crane Tract Project, Bridgeport (Source: U.S. Housing Corporation 1919:125). 
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Interwar Suburbs: Advances in Transportation, Changes in Public Policy, and Evolving 
Neighborhood Design (1921–40) 
 
Several factors influenced suburban design in the interwar years. The personal automobile replaced mass 
transportation. The economic devastation caused by the stock market crash and the Great Depression had 
an enormous effect on homeownership and residential construction. These factors prompted the federal 
government to intervene in the private housing sector in unprecedented ways. The government developed 
guidelines and minimum requirements for new houses and residential neighborhoods. At the same time, 
the professionalization of the planning industry resulted in urban planners collaborating with architects 
and landscape architects to develop aesthetically pleasing low-density neighborhoods. These trends across 
different professions, markets, and sectors affected neighborhood development in the years after World 
War I. 
 
Evolving Modes of Transportation: Decline of Streetcar Ridership and the Rise of Automobile 
Ownership 
 
Connecticut’s sophisticated and well-developed streetcar network was not immune to changes in the 
transportation sector. Streetcar ridership in the United States peaked at 15.7 billion riders in 1923, after 
which the slow, steady decline in the number of passengers began to affect the streetcar industry. 
Increased automobile ownership was one reason for the decline. Initially the upper and upper-middle 
classes could afford automobiles, while the working class and the poor rode the streetcars. As the 
automobile became more affordable and many industries began relocating outside urban centers, the 
number of streetcar passengers declined. By the 1940s, most streetcar lines no longer operated.  
 
The surge in car ownership required infrastructure improvements such as the construction of limited-
access parkways and highways, and the extension of streets beyond the urban core. Projects like the 
Merritt Parkway, completed in 1940, offered motorists easy access to New York City, but they also 
enabled neighborhood construction in outlying areas in Fairfield County. Arterial roads were extended 
outside city centers, as walking distance to streetcar stations was no longer a necessity (Ames and 
McClelland 2002). The streetcar’s lasting impact rested not just in its role as an efficient mode of 
transportation but also with the growth and development of Connecticut’s mid-twentieth century suburbs. 
Many of Connecticut’s most densely populated post-World War II suburbs were located along the earliest 
streetcar lines.  
 
The Federal Government’s Role in Housing Policy 
 
As the country approached the third decade of the twentieth century, the growth of private enterprise 
across the nation had resulted in tremendous prosperity. The economic collapse after the stock market 
crash in 1929 brought a dramatic halt to the seemingly endless growth. In the 1930s, President Franklin 
D. Roosevelt’s administration implemented a series of public welfare programs to help get unemployed 
Americans back to work. The Depression also resulted in renewed federal intervention in the housing 
market through home-finance reform and regulation of the housing market.  
 
Prior to Depression-era reform efforts, homeownership generally was restricted to wealthy and upper-
middle-class families that could afford the hefty down payments required at the time. The stock market 
crash in 1929 brought construction to a near-standstill and revealed flaws in the housing mortgage 
industry that had a ripple effect on the construction industry. The slowdown in construction resulted in the 
unemployment of 150,000 construction workers nationwide in 1933 and helped lead to the highest 
residential foreclosure rate to date. In 1933, the daily foreclosure rate reached 1,000 per day and resulted 
in approximately 273,000 families losing their homes that year (RCG&A 2003:3–44).  
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The collapse of the residential financial industry led to federal government policies promoting middle-
class homeownership, which was seen as the remedy for the economic crisis. The government’s priorities 
were to reduce the number of foreclosures, lower unemployment, and stabilize the housing market. The 
National Housing Act of 1934 created the FHA to encourage homeownership. Ultimately, FHA policies 
would play a significant role in shaping suburban development in the United States, particularly after 
World War II. The FHA helped shape home-financing policies by requiring long-term loans, regular 
monthly payments, and low down payments for the loans the agency guaranteed. In addition, the agency 
created minimum construction standards and inspection requirements for residential buildings. Projects 
qualifying for FHA-backed loans were required to meet the minimum construction standards. 
Implementation of these incentives resulted in higher employment and rising residential sales (RCG&A 
2003:3–45).  
 
The federal government did not just enact lending reform and regulate neighborhood and residential 
building design. Federal housing policy also played a role in discriminatory sale and lending practices 
across the country, including Connecticut. The Home Owners’ Loan Corporation (HOLC) was a New 
Deal-era agency created in 1933 to help homeowners refinance loans in default and prevent foreclosure. 
To determine where to give loans, HOLC established 208 branch offices and employed appraisers in each 
state in more than 3,000 counties. HOLC contracted with local real estate agents and mortgage lenders to 
fill out standardized appraisal forms and to prepare residential security maps classifying each 
neighborhood for its desirability by the letters “A” (“Best”), “B” (“Still Desirable”), “C” (“Definitely 
Declining”), and “D” (“Hazardous”) (Donaldson 2001:10). The agency produced regional studies of 
neighborhoods’ housing markets to identify their level of liability for private mortgage credit (Rae 
2003:263).  
 
The maps were color-coded and “D” neighborhoods were colored red; they became stigmatized as 
undesirable and financially risky based on community demographics. Neighborhoods inhabited by racial 
minorities, immigrants, and the working class often received a “D,” making it difficult for residents to 
take advantage of the federal loan program. 
 
The criteria used for evaluations included the now-controversial classifications of social status and level 
of homogeneity of an area. Social status generally referred to race, and areas with high numbers of people 
of color were identified as a “lower grade population,” while homogeneity referred to the degree of 
difference among an area’s inhabitants. Each appraisal report quantified in terms of percentages the 
foreign-born (including the “Jewish nationality”) and “Negro” population of the area (Donaldson 
2001:12–13). The number of residents who owned their housing and had access to public transportation 
were among the other criteria used in neighborhood classification. Homeownership was recognized as a 
stabilizing force, whereas neighborhoods with high percentages of rental properties received less-
favorable evaluations. Ultimately, HOLC discouraged loans for multi-family units (Rae 2003:264–66). In 
general, the criteria resulted in low evaluations for mixed-use neighborhoods, which were common in 
urban centers. The evaluations thereby disfavored typical urban development patterns. These policies 
affected neighborhood design for years to come. Not only were newer suburban-character neighborhoods 
composed entirely of single-family dwellings rated higher than those with mixed uses, but the 
communities that received the worst ratings became subject to the urban renewal efforts of the 1950s and 
1960s. Those efforts resulted in the widespread demolition of densely developed, mixed-use older 
neighborhoods. 
 
HOLC Activities in Coastal Connecticut 
 
Security maps were prepared for five metropolitan areas in Connecticut:  
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 Hartford  
 East Hartford  
 New Britain 
 New Haven  
 Stamford, Darien, and New Canaan (Nelson et al. n.d.) 

 
New Haven is illustrative of how HOLC policies were applied, which neighborhoods benefited from 
those policies, and the results of low HOLC evaluations. Approximately 50 New Haven neighborhoods 
were evaluated under HOLC guidelines in 1937. By the 1930s, functional zoning primarily residential in 
character had become the accepted norm for good neighborhood design. Consequently, most New Haven 
neighborhoods, many of which included a variety of uses, were rated as undesirable. Sixteen out of 18 
neighborhoods with favorable ratings lacked racial or ethnic diversity, and none contained poor residents. 
Indeed, all evaluated New Haven neighborhoods having working-class residents were given the lowest 
grades of “C” or “D” (Rae 2003:268–69). 
 
Several New Haven neighborhoods received poor evaluations based on their racial and ethnic 
compositions (fig. 8-11). The Dixwell neighborhood received a “D” rating in part because of the 
demographic background of its inhabitants: 30 percent mixed foreign nationals and 70 percent African 
American. Besides noting the area’s older housing stock, the HOLC area description incorrectly identified 
all the neighborhood inhabitants as domestic workers (fig. 8-12). Another New Haven neighborhood to 
receive an unfavorable assessment was Ramsdell Flats in the city’s Amity section, which received a poor 
rating in part because all of its residents were Italian. The Oak Street neighborhood, which was subjected 
to urban renewal in the 1950s, received a poor rating for its ethnically diverse and poor population, as 
well as for its concentration of multi-family units. An expansive area encompassing Wooster Square, the 
western half of Fair Haven, and Cedar Hill also was given a “D” rating due to its predominantly working-
class population and mixed-use building stock. The area also was one of the most densely populated in 
the city, containing approximately 30,000 residents (Nelson et al. n.d.; Rae 2003:271–72). While a 
portion of Wooster Square was spared the urban renewal programs of the postwar era, Dixwell and Oak 
Street were subject to significant redevelopment. 
 
By contrast, six neighborhoods, four in suburban Hamden and two in suburban North Haven, were given 
“A” grades, because they were racially homogeneous and located in the “new and well-planned sections 
of the city…not yet fully built up.” Unlike the working-class residents of the “D” rated neighborhoods, 
those who inhabited the “A” neighborhoods were professionals. They were characterized as having 
“attractive locations” without evidence of “infiltration” by racial or ethnic minorities. Importantly, these 
neighborhoods were located away from the city center and represented some of the city’s newest 
communities. Residents of these suburban areas were eligible for large loans (75 percent to 80 percent of  
their value) in contrast to the “D” or red-lined areas that were considered high-risk by the local appraisers 
(Donaldson 2001:14). 
 
The Ongoing Use of Deed Restrictions as a Tool for Neighborhood Design 
 
By the 1920s, planners and landscape architects, such as John Nolen and Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., 
promoted the use of deed restrictions in the development of garden suburbs. The President’s Conference 
on Home Building and Home Ownership also recommended the use of deed restrictions as a means of 
protecting community character, “ensuring neighborhood stability, maintaining real estate values, and 
protecting residential neighborhoods from non-conforming industrial or commercial activities—especially 
in jurisdictions lacking zoning ordinances” (Ames and McClelland 2002).  
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Fig. 8-11. HOLC Map of New Haven, 1937 (Source: Nelson et al. n.d.) 
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Fig. 8-12. HOLC Area Description for New Haven’s Dixwell Neighborhood (Source: Nelson, et al. n.d.). 
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Deed restrictions continued to play an important role in residential construction into the 1930s. The 
FHA’s Planning Neighborhoods for Small Houses, published in 1936, provided model language for 
minimum deed restrictions. These restrictions focused on topics that later would be governed under local 
planning and zoning ordinances. The model deed language in the 1936 publication addressed building 
setback, subdivision of lots, and the exclusion of non-residential uses (FHA 1936:31–32).  
 
While deed restrictions were used to direct neighborhood design, they also resulted in discrimination. 
This trend continued in Connecticut through the 1930s and 1940s. In Darien, for example, exclusive 
residential associations adopted restrictive covenants that barred rentals and sales to African Americans, 
Jewish people, and sometimes other ethnic groups such as Poles or Italians. A 1928 advertisement in 
Darien’s newspaper claimed, “Darien is a restricted residential suburb, with only the highest class of 
Christian residents permitted to purchase real estate” (Reiss 2009:246). These restrictive covenants 
remained in place in many of Connecticut’s suburban communities into the 1970s.  
 
Zoning Regulations in the Interwar Period 
 
As the twentieth century progressed, more municipalities across the country began adopting zoning 
ordinances to regulate use and aesthetics. The federal government encouraged the adoption of zoning 
regulations. In 1921, Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover appointed an Advisory Committee on 
Zoning within the department. The purpose of the committee was to develop standardized enabling 
legislation (the “Standard State Enabling Act”) that states, including Connecticut, could use as a guide to 
prepare their own implementing legislation. Connecticut’s Public Acts of 1925, Chapter 242, codifies the 
state enabling zoning legislation; it was based on the Standard State Enabling Act (Knauss 1930). The law 
applied to “each city, town, or bureau, except New Haven,” which had previously enacted its own zoning 
ordinance (Knauss 1930).  
 
In 1922 eight municipalities in Connecticut, including six in the southern part of the state, initiated some 
form of zoning, either through the commission of formal studies or through the appointment of planning 
or zoning boards (National Conference on City Planning 1922:2–3). These included Bridgeport (a 1914 
report), Greenwich (Citizens Committee), New Britain (Plan Commission), New Haven (a 1910 report by 
Frederick Law Olmsted and Cass Gilbert), New London (a 1911 report by John Nolen and Plan 
Commission), and Stamford (Citizens Committee) (National Conference on City Planning 1922:3).  
 
The state already had enacted two zoning laws prior to the 1925 legislation: The earlier, enacted in 1921, 
conferred zoning authority to the City of New Haven, and the 1923 legislation conferred zoning authority 
to the cities of Bridgeport, Norwalk, Waterbury, Stamford, as well as the towns of Stamford, Fairfield, 
Greenwich, Enfield, and West Hartford. The 1923 legislation was superseded by the 1925 state enabling 
legislation. From 1925 to 1929, the state legislature passed 16 laws granting zoning authority to cities and 
towns across the state (Knauss 1930). New London and Stamford adopted zoning ordinances, which were 
presented in planning documents prepared in 1928 and 1929, respectively (Swan, Tuttle, and Muller 
1929a; Swan, Tuttle, and Muller 1929b). The interwar years were a productive period for city planners, as 
a number of private-sector professionals and federal government agencies developed principles for 
controlling development. The prevalence of guidance reflects the professionalization of urban planning 
and the desire for local communities to control how new construction (primarily residential) occurred: 
where it should be located and what it should look like. In 1925, Herbert S. Swan and George W. Tuttle 
published “Land Subdivisions and the City Plan” in the July 1925 volume of National Civic Review. 
Swan and Tuttle also prepared plans for New London (1929a) and Stamford (1929b) in addition to plans 
for municipalities across the country.  
 
The Design of Residential Areas: Basic Considerations, Principles, and Methods, written in 1934 by 
Thomas Adams, outlined general provisions for street layout, building setback, zoning and density, and 
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methods of design. This primer for city planning officials presented then-current trends in suburban 
neighborhood design. Such trends included a preference for irregular lots sizes and shapes that followed 
the natural contours of the development parcel over a rigid grid system or geometrical pattern (Adams 
1934:48). Adams emphasized the importance of hiring planning professionals to achieve good 
neighborhood design. He recognized several model subdivisions, including the World War I war housing 
constructed in Bridgeport that had  
 

…been planned by experts, and the skill of the planning has resulted in securing economy 
and intelligent arrangement in matters of adjustment to topography, layout and detailed 
design of streets, block, and lots, well-organized distribution of open spaces, and artistic 
grouping of buildings (Adams 1934:52).  

 
Adams (1934:52) stressed that such neighborhoods could be “obtained, with differences in detail, in 
private small-house developments handled as normal ‘subdivisions’ if skilled city planners were 
employed to plan them.” In addition to advising on neighborhood design, Adams provided general 
statistics on the national housing market and provided guidance on the siting of airports, the number and 
location of neighborhood parks, and the distribution of uses. 
 
The federal government again issued guidance on the planning and development of suburban 
neighborhoods. This was presented in Model Subdivision Regulations: A Guide for Local Planning 
Commissions in the Preparation of Local Regulations Governing the Subdivision of Land prepared by the 
Advisory Committee on City Planning and Zoning, which at the time the regulations were developed was 
within the Division of Building and Housing of the National Bureau of Standards, Department of 
Commerce (The Advisory Committee on City Planning and Zoning, National Bureau of Standards, 
Department of Commerce 1936). The document provided model language for use by planning and zoning 
commissions developing their own ordinances. In his critique of housing conditions, planner Thomas 
Adams noted that the conditions causing overcrowding were “less justified than bad construction and 
insanitary conditions of buildings because it exists on no basis of necessity for cheapness.” The 
conditions that enabled overcrowding, such as poor siting, the construction of rear dwellings and poorly 
constructed outbuildings, shoddy construction, and little regard for the intermixing of industrial, 
commercial, and residential uses, could be appropriately corrected through the implementation of 
planning and zoning regulations (Adams 1934:95). 
 
Suburban Design: Types of Neighborhoods Constructed in the Interwar Period 
 
Once automobiles became affordable for the masses, cars quickly began to shape cities and towns. Auto 
registrations in the United States had soared to 26.7 million by 1930, and by 1940 the number had risen to 
32.6 million (Roth 2001:342). Whereas suburbs initially were constructed near rail and streetcar lines, 
later suburbs were not subject to the constraints of rail lines. The changes in transportation affected 
neighborhood design: Rows of rectilinear blocks gave way to the curving streets of the automobile 
suburb.  
 
As the twentieth century progressed, the streetcar suburb fell out of favor. Critics called the 
neighborhoods monotonous and said they lacked sufficient air and sunlight because of narrow lots and 
inadequate open space and parks. Additionally, the gridiron plan of the streetcar suburb frequently catered 
to new house construction based on speculation (Ames and McClelland 2002). By the late 1930s, 
American neighborhoods emerged as automobile suburbs composed of modest, affordable houses along 
tree-lined streets following the existing topography. They also incorporated culs-de-sac and copious 
landscaping (Roth 2001:344–45). Neighborhoods and houses constructed during the period were 
influenced heavily by the President’s Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership and policies 
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promulgated by the FHA. The FHA developed standards, policies, and minimum requirements for house 
and neighborhood design.  
 
The groundwork and success of the garden city suburbs influenced the housing polices promoted by the 
FHA. By the early 1930s, theories in suburban design evolved to include developments that were more 
comprehensive and that could accommodate a variety of uses other than residential. The President’s 
Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership advanced principles first advocated by the Russell 
Sage Foundation’s Clarence Perry in the 1920s.  
 
Perry developed the concepts of the Neighborhood Unit Formula, which advocated for neighborhoods 
that are large enough to support an elementary school, along with the ideas that 
 

 through traffic should be prohibited; 
 10 percent of the land should be set aside for recreation and green space; 
 community facilities should be at the center of the neighborhood; 
 shopping areas should be at the neighborhood’s periphery; and, 
 the size of neighborhood streets should vary and accommodate local traffic (McClelland and 

Ames 2002) 
 
Somewhat novel in the 1920s, these design principles were commonly accepted in the postwar period 
(RCG&A 2003:3–27).  
 
Federal Government Influence in House Design 
 
As the Depression continued to take its toll on the housing market, the federal government once more 
undertook initiatives to stimulate residential construction. The Federal Housing Act of 1934 created the 
FHA. From 1930 to 1940, the agency produced several standards and designs for housing and 
subdivisions (Ames and McClelland 2002). Implementation of the standards was not compulsory, 
however. Adoption of the standards and guidelines occurred by default: A homeowner could not receive 
an FHA-guaranteed mortgage unless the dwellings complied with FHA standards. 
 
The standards provided parameters for street layout and width, length and width of blocks, lot size and 
shape, location and size of parks and open space, type of trees and shrubs, and siting of commercial 
buildings, among other guidance (FHA 1936).  
 
The federal government adopted the small house in its effort to revive the residential construction 
industry. Housing starts came to a near-halt after the 1929 stock market crash. The 1931 President’s 
Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership focused on reviving the housing industry and 
transforming home financing for the average American. Industry professionals developed a house design 
that was efficient and low-cost, while keeping in mind versatility of design and improved standards of 
workmanship. Later, the FHA formally sanctioned the federal government’s preference for the small 
house. Through its many initiatives to regulate the housing industry, the FHA periodically developed 
house designs, with the first designs published in Principles of Planning Small Houses (1936). A 534-
square-foot design by the FHA eventually became known as the “FHA minimum house”; it featured two 
bedrooms, one bathroom, a small kitchen, and a large living room in a one-story dwelling. The “minimum 
house” and its numerous variants remained the preferred house type; however, by the 1940 edition of 
Planning Small Homes, more flexible designs were presented, including a two-story model with a built-in 
garage (Ames and McClelland 2002). 
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The Residential Construction Industry and House Design 
 
Before World War I, companies offering precut houses through catalogs helped expand homeownership 
across the country. Builders often employed architects to prepare house plans, which then were made 
available through catalogs with regional and national distributions. The Aladdin Company, Radford 
Architecture Company, and Gordon-Van Tine Company were among many offering prefabricated 
housing. Sears, Roebuck and Company, one of the most well known catalog companies in the country, 
sold houses and published house plans in select years from 1907 to 1940. Precut catalog houses were an 
affordable option for homeowners who might not have had the means to hire an architect and builder to 
design and construct their dwellings. These companies offered an array of sizes, forms, and styles of 
single-family houses. Catalog houses made homeownership attainable to larger segments of society (Roth 
2001:346).  
 
The construction of housing units rose dramatically, from an average of 485,000 per year from 1904 to 
1916, to approximately 937,000 in 1925. The growth could be attributed, in part, to the widespread 
availability of house plans. In contrast to a new modern aesthetic for industrial buildings, the housing 
industry embraced nostalgic interpretations of historic architectural styles. Revival styles such as Colonial 
and English Tudor became widely represented in residential construction alongside Queen Anne and 
Shingle styles. Some scholars attribute the popularity of revival styles in the 1930s to efforts to encourage 
nationalism during trying economic and political times (Roth 2001:342–46, 353). 
 
Better Homes and the Small House Movement, 1919–45 
 
After World War I, the housing industry worked to encourage homeownership and standardize residential 
construction at the national and local levels. In 1922, Better Homes in America, Inc. was established to 
educate homeowners on design and construction standards. Local committees were formed nationwide to 
encourage quality remodeling as well as new construction. The Small House Architect’s Service Bureau 
was at the forefront of the emerging small-house movement. Initially formed in Minneapolis in 1919, the 
nonprofit organization provided designs and plans for small houses. The plans developed by the 
organization also were published in its periodical, The Small House. Dwellings developed by the Bureau 
were completed in several popular styles and forms. Promoted by several magazines and trade pamphlets, 
the small house movement gained momentum in the 1920s, and a diverse collection of interpretations 
emerged throughout the country (Ames and McClelland 2002). As the popularity of the small house grew, 
landscape architects began designing planned suburbs for small houses (Ames and McClelland 2002). 
After World War I, suburban neighborhoods adapted and modernized principles of the Garden City 
movement to meet American sensibilities and expectations. Landscape design merged with English 
Garden principles to create neighborhoods that featured “gently curving, tree-lined streets; open 
landscaped lawns and gardens; and attractive homes in a panoply of styles” (Ames and McClelland 2002). 
Post-World War I neighborhoods accommodated the automobile. Land developers played an increasingly 
relevant role in the acquisition of large tracts of land and transforming that land to residential use. By the 
end of the 1930s, the automobile suburb was fully realized and consisted of tree-lined curvilinear streets 
or culs-de-sac featuring moderately priced, and modestly sized, houses (Ames and McClelland 2002).  
 
The proliferation of neighborhoods of small single-family dwellings had its detractors. While the 
construction of single-family houses reduced congestion and overcrowding in cities, site and utility 
improvements proved costly. Indeed, planning expert Thomas Adams wrote that “the cost of the 
unimproved site and the building absorb so much of the capital available for the complete home, and…the 
width of lots involves higher expenditures for local improvements than the home owners can afford” 
(Adams 1934:90). Adams singled out the bungalow as particularly problematic in terms of cost efficiency 
in construction. The bungalow, as a house type, was advantageous because most living space occurred on 
one floor. Adams compared the bungalow to the apartment, because it was similar in size but had the 
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benefit of being a single-family residence. Yet he criticized the house type because “it involve[d] more 
expense for local improvements than other comparable houses, owing to the width of frontage which it 
occupies.” Additionally, the bungalow was more expensive to construct than a two-story dwelling “and 
has the same disadvantage, compared to the multiple house, namely, that a heating system has not yet 
been invented which enables single-low buildings to be heated as cheaply as large buildings.” 
Furthermore, more roofing in proportion to cubic capacity was required in the construction of bungalows 
than in other housing types (Adams 1934:90). 
 
Suburban Neighborhoods Constructed in the Interwar Period 
 
Despite efforts by the federal government to promote housing construction during the Depression, the 
number of units built during the period remained low. Rather, the existing building stock was adapted to 
meet current housing needs. Many cottages constructed in resort areas for seasonal use were weatherized 
for year-round occupancy. This practice occurred in summer colonies located along the Long Island 
Sound. Not many residential units were constructed during the period; however, the policies developed 
during the interwar period would have a major impact on what was built at the end of the war. 
 
World War II and Postwar Suburbs: Baby Boom and Building Boom (1941–70)  
 
Residential construction occurred at unprecedented levels in the postwar period as builders, applying 
techniques used during World War II mobilization efforts, attempted to meet the ever-increasing demand 
for housing. The federal government continued to influence the housing market through programs that 
benefited returning veterans and transportation policies that made access to the suburbs increasingly easy. 
At the same time, many of coastal Connecticut’s summer colonies evolved into suburbs with full-time 
residents. The most intense suburbanization took place in towns that were accessible to employment 
centers and that had well-developed transportation networks.  
 
Changes in Transportation 
 
Congress passed the Federal Highway Act of 1944 in response to the rapidly growing number of vehicles 
and national security concerns during World War II. Although some highway projects were constructed 
under this act, the Federal Highway Act of 1956 substantially expanded the program. A total of 41,000 
miles of highways were constructed under the 1956 law. The largest public-works project in the country, 
it made regional travel more accessible (RCG&A 2003:3–46). Additionally, the 1958 Federal Aid 
Highway Act appropriated $400 million pending completion of the projects by 1959 (United States 
Department of Commerce [USDC] 1960:2). 
 
The popularity of the automobile had led to improvements to “post roads” in the 1920s and, later, 
construction of the Merritt Parkway (1934–40) and the Wilbur Cross Parkway (1939–47). The 
Connecticut Turnpike (now Interstate 95) was built from 1954–58 along the coast adjacent to Route 1 
(Adams et al. 2010:23–24).  
 
The new network of freeways revealed open land for residential development. Influenced by the 
popularity of the automobile, designers and planners began to emphasize road design in postwar 
neighborhoods. High-speed traffic was a safety concern and was mitigated in some designs by the use of 
curvilinear streets and culs-de-sac. Self-contained residential subdivisions emerged that relied on the 
automobile for accessibility, with retail amenities grouped in shopping centers or on commercial strips 
(RCG&A 2003:3–39). 
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The Federal Highway Act of 1944 and the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956 resulted in the construction 
of thousands of miles of limited-access, toll-free highways across the country. Later urban renewal 
initiatives of the 1950s and 1960s brought highways that bisected city centers. Older neighborhoods 
frequently were demolished, and their residents displaced, as part of these programs. The new highway 
networks helped move goods and reduced travel times between destinations. They also resulted in the 
movement of residents from older, central cities to newer suburbs on the urban fringe. The interstate 
highway system, including the Connecticut Turnpike (I-95), built in the 1950s, and Interstates 91 and 84, 
built in the 1960s, moved Connecticut’s suburbs ever farther out. There, land was cheaper and houses 
were more affordable. 
 
The Postwar Population Boom and Changing Demographics 
 
Demographic and population changes after World War II spurred the largest residential construction 
boom in U.S. history and fueled suburbanization. Across the country, select segments of the population 
migrated from one region to another during World War II. Many cities increased in population as workers 
relocated for jobs in the defense industry. Development of the aeronautical and related industries 
influenced population shifts on the West Coast. African Americans, many of whom were poor, migrated 
north to seek employment opportunities in war-industry city centers of the northeast. In 1940, more than 
30 percent of the nation’s population resided in urban centers, with 20 percent in suburbs and the 
remainder in rural areas and small towns. After the war, in part due to migration, 56 percent of the 
population lived in metropolitan areas, including cities and their suburbs (Roth 2001:458). 
 
Postwar marriage rates skyrocketed, leading to one of largest population booms in history. Economic 
prosperity resulted in accelerated spending by consumers. After high unemployment rates and economic 
hardship of the Depression years, prosperity increased as unemployment decreased following the U.S. 
entry into World War II. The gross national product increased from $200 billion in 1940 to $300 billion in 
1950 and grew to more than $500 billion in 1960. The median household income increased 48 percent 
from the late 1940s to the late 1950s. The increase in middle-class wages made spending on big-ticket 
items, such as houses and cars, possible for larger sectors of the population (RCG&A 2003:3–22).  
 
Demographic and economic changes fueled house construction. An increase in the number of households 
created a national demand for housing, which contributed to suburban development. The 1950 U.S. 
Census enumerated 168,224,357 married couples, 32,541,275 of whom maintained independent 
households, and 38,111,800 couples who had children. After World War II, it became more common for 
apartment renters to “graduate” to homeownership rather than moving to a larger apartment. In the 1950s 
and 1960s, approximately half the population under 35 (49.7 percent) moved from rental units to owner-
occupied houses (RCG&A 2003:3–23). 
 
The surge in population resulting from higher marriage rates, lower marriage ages for women, and 
women getting pregnant younger additionally strained the housing market. Two out of three white women 
attending college did not graduate in order to marry, and families of four to six were not uncommon, with 
three children the popular ideal for an American family. Importantly, postwar population growth differed 
from earlier surges, which were direct results of immigration. The workforce also changed in terms of the 
nature of work and the composition of the workforce. As the economy shifted away from one dominated 
by industry, the number of white-collar workers surpassed blue-collar workers. Although women left their 
wartime jobs, many remained in the workforce while raising families. In 1956, approximately one-third of 
all jobs were held by women. All these factors contributed to the demand for houses. 
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Regional Population Growth 
 
The United Stated changed from an urban nation to a predominantly suburban one in just 50 years. In the 
1940s the average population of the nation’s major cities increased by 14 percent, while that in the 
suburbs rose by 36 percent. The trend continued through the decade. By the 1950s, suburban areas had 
grown by 19 million inhabitants, vs. 6 million in the cities during the previous ten years (Ames and 
McClelland 2002).  
 
Connecticut’s suburbanization was dramatic. By 1950, southwestern Connecticut was essentially one 
large suburb, firmly within the New York City metropolitan orbit (Schlichtling 1975:13–14). Regionally, 
the population of New England increased 10.4 percent from 1940 to 1950 and 12.8 percent from 1950 to 
1960. Population growth in Connecticut was the driving force behind those regional gains: The state’s 
population increased 26.3 percent from 1950 to 1960, the largest percentage increase in New England. 
With a population gain of 13.8 percent, New Hampshire was second to Connecticut in population growth. 
The population of Massachusetts increased by a more modest 10 percent for the same period (United 
States Bureau of the Census [USBC] 1952b:1–10; 1964:1–163). Table 8-2 presents population growth 
from 1900 to 1960 for the New England region. Because of proximity to New York City and the state’s 
industrial hubs, the coastal counties continued to grow in the postwar years. While Hartford County 
remained the most populous in the state, the population of New Haven and Fairfield counties grew to 
660,315 and 653,589, respectively, by 1960 (Table 8-3) (Historical Census Browser 2007). 
 
 

Table 8-2. Population Growth in New England, 1900–60 

 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 

New England 5,592,017 6,552,681 7,400,909 8,166,341 8,437,290 9,314,453 10,509,367 

Connecticut 908,420 1,114,756 1,380,631 1,606,903 1,709,242 2,007,280 2,535,234 

Maine 694,466 7,421,371 768,014 797,423 847,226 913,774 969,265 

Massachusetts 2,805,346 3,366,416 3,852,356 424,9614 4,316,721 4,690,514 5,148,578 

New Hampshire 411,588 430,572 443,088 465,293 491,524 533,242 606,921 

Rhode Island 428,556 542,610 604,397 687,497 713,346 791,896 859,488 

Vermont 343,641 355,956 352,428 359,611 359,231 377,747 389,881 

Source: USBC var. 

Table 8-3.   Population Growth in Connecticut by County, 1900–60 

 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 

Connecticut 908,420 1,114,756 1,380,631 1,606,903 1,709,242 2,007,280 2,535,234 

Fairfield County 184,203 245,322 320,936 386,702 418,384 504,342 653,589 

Hartford County 195,480 250,182 33,6027 421,097 450,189 539,661 689,555 

Litchfield County 636,72 70,260 76,262 82,556 87,041 98,872 119,856 

Middlesex County 41,760 45,637 47,550 51,388 55,999 67,332 88,865 

New Haven County 269,163 337,282 41,5214 46,3449 48,4316 545,784 660,315 

New London County 82,758 91,253 10,4611 118,966 125,224 144,821 185,745 

Tolland County 24,523 26,459 27,216 28,659 31,866 44,709 68,737 

Windham County 46,861 48,361 52,815 54,086 56,223 61,759 68,572 

Source: USBC var. 
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Residential Construction in the Postwar Period 
 
The post-World War II building boom represented the culmination of FHA design principles as thousands 
of neighborhoods across the country were constructed in accordance with provisions outlined in the 
agency’s circulars and design guidelines. In the 1950s, the agency began publishing regional guidelines 
for house construction, including Minimum Property Requirements for Properties of One or Two Living 
Units Located in the New England States (FHA 1953). Neighborhoods with curvilinear streets became the 
FHA’s preferred standard. Given the scale of the residential construction boom that occurred following 
the war, an increase in FHA-guaranteed mortgages was natural. The curvilinear neighborhood became the 
standard for local planning and real estate practice (fig. 8-13) (Ames and McClelland 2002). 
Consequently, many local planning commissions adopted elements of FHA standards for residential 
subdivisions (Ames and McClelland 2002). The curvilinear neighborhood was further cemented as the 
ideal neighborhood type when the Urban Land Institute published the Community Builder’s Handbook in 
1947 (Ames and McClelland 2002).  
 
The Federal Government’s Role in Housing in the Postwar Period 
 
The federal government and the nation’s homebuilders played vital roles in the move to suburbia. The 
government’s Veterans Administration (VA) and FHA loan programs influenced suburban growth, as did 
private adoption of more efficient and economical construction methods after the war. Standard house 
types, such as the Cape Cod and the western ranch, were adopted by large- and small-scale builders and 
appeared in multiple variations in suburban subdivisions (Ames and McClelland 2002). “Postwar 
‘freeway suburbs,’ the result of one of the largest building booms in the nation’s history, represented a 
new and distinctive stage in the succession of suburban neighborhood types” (Ames and McClelland 
2002).  
 
The U.S. Housing and Home Finance Agency (HHFA) was established in 1947 to oversee the nonfarm 
housing and mortgage financial functions of the federal government. The agency succeeded the National 
Housing Agency, which regulated functions on a temporary basis during World War II. The administrator 
of this agency managed specific programs, such as slum clearance and urban redevelopment; the 
secondary mortgage market; and defense housing. In 1953, the agency terminated programs for housing 
research; loans for prefabricated housing; and postwar emergency housing (Housing and Home Finance 
Agency [HHFA] 1954:xvii). The FHA was a component of the HHFA that guaranteed mortgages and 
property improvement loans made by approved lending institutions under the various FHA programs. 
These included sales, rental, cooperative, military, and defense housing (HHFA 1954:xix).   
 
Suburban development was influenced by changes in construction technology, principles of community 
design, and federal housing standards. Although suburbanization had begun in the nineteenth century, the 
scale of suburban development that resulted from the influx of returning veterans, an existing housing 
shortage, and the postwar baby boom was exceptional. Urban renewal, increased spending power, 
assembly-line construction methods, and government incentives encouraging homeownership also fueled 
postwar suburbanization. A house in the suburbs with a landscaped lawn came to represent prosperity and 
attainment of the American dream during this time (RCG&A 2003:3–26).  

 
Through the mass production of single-family dwellings, additional house types and designs became 
popular during the 1950s. Middle-class houses typically were one-story, featured minimal ornamentation, 
and referenced traditional styles. An open floor plan was key, and large windows encouraged integration 
between the house and its setting. A garage or carport became a primary feature in postwar construction. 
Exterior materials were selected for their natural appearance, while cheaper materials such as concrete 
block were used on interior walls (RCG&A 2003:3–35, 3–37).  
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Fig. 8-13. Appropriate Street Alignment in New Neighborhood Design (Source: Federal Housing 

Administration 1936:20).  
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As with earlier periods, architect-designed plans were widely disseminated through house plan books. 
These publications offered a variety of choices in terms of design and prices. Ranch houses became 
popular, and by the mid-1950s, the split-level was common. Unlike the single-story ranch, which may or 
may not have incorporated wings, the split-level was a two-story option for larger families. In the 1950s 
housing sizes began to increase, as homeowners and builders moved away from the modest Cape Cod-
type dwelling popular during the Depression and the immediate postwar years and included more 
amenities, such as additional bathrooms, including a master bathroom, and recreation rooms (RCG&A 
2003:3–36). 
 
The HHFA organized a congress of 103 housewives in 1956 to discuss house designs. Their 
recommendations helped shape single-family house design in the postwar period. Interior functionality 
and room arrangement were important considerations, in part because Americans were spending more 
leisure time at home. Further recommendations included the construction of dwellings with a minimum of 
three bedrooms and a two-car garage.  The congress highlighted regional differences in house design 
among the participants. Those from New England preferred traditional architectural types and styles, 
whereas women from the Midwest and the West Coast favored contemporary design (RCG&A 2003:3–
38).  
 
Changes in Housing Type: Single-Family vs. Multi-Family Dwellings 
 
Single-family housing dominated postwar residential construction; multi-family dwellings were only 15 
percent of housing constructed in the period. The number of owner-occupied houses also increased, and 
after World War II, the owner-occupied dwelling became the dominant housing type. Federal policies 
discouraged the construction of multi-family units. After the 1940 census, the federal government 
collected data on buildings that combined residential and commercial uses. In addition, local zoning 
ordinances reflected a preference for the separation of residential and commercial uses, which likely 
limited the construction of mixed-use buildings. The restriction of multi-family units also may have been 
an attempt to exclude new residents from select neighborhoods. By 1953, single-family units accounted 
for 85 percent of housing starts, vs. 61 percent in the 1920s (HHFA 1954:7–8, 19). By 1960, single-
family dwellings accounted for more than two-thirds of the overall housing inventory.  
 
Even as the single-family unit dominated the housing market by the early 1960s, multi-family units 
accounted for 35 percent of newly constructed dwelling units, likely reflecting an increase in demand for 
this housing type (RCG&A 2003:3–30). The increase in the number of single-family units reflects, in 
part, an increase in the number of owner-occupied dwellings. In 1890, 41.9 percent of people lived in 
detached dwellings, 13.8 percent in row houses, and 44.3 percent in apartments. In 1900, three-eighths of 
the housing inventory was owner-occupied; by 1950, it was more than half. Government incentives such 
as the G.I. Bill and FHA mortgage insurance propelled this increase in homeownership (RCG&A 2003:3–
29). 
 
From 1900 to 1920, the homeownership rate declined by 0.05 percent yet increased 2.2 percent from 1920 
to 1930. The number of Americans who owned their own houses increased modestly from 44.6 percent in 
1920 to 46.8 percent in 1930, suggesting barriers that made homeownership difficult for some segments 
of the population (Adams 1934:78). The rate of homeownership increased after World War II. Since the 
mid-1960s, homeownership rates (i.e., the proportion of owner-occupied households) in the United States 
have remained above 60 percent, the result of government policies, rising incomes, and access to 
financing (Trading Economics n.d.; USBC 2018). Following national trends, single-family units 
dominated Connecticut’s housing market after World War II.  
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Standardization in House Construction 
 
The postwar housing boom resulted in the construction of 15 million dwellings from 1950 to 1960 
(RCG&A 2003:3–28). The standardization that occurred during the war gave rise to the merchant builder. 
In the 1950s three types of residential builders emerged: the custom builders, the prefabricators, and the 
merchant builders. Custom builders prepared plans and specifications, typically without an architect; 
provided cost estimates; and oversaw construction for individual owners. Prefabricators shipped 
previously constructed sections of houses from a factory to the site for assembly. Merchant builders 
constructed large-scale developments in a significantly larger quantity than custom builders and 
prefabricators. For these developments, on-site labor was managed and executed to optimize efficiency 
like an assembly line (RCG&A 2003:3–33). Merchant builders dominated postwar residential 
construction. 
 
Merchant builders’ comprehensive organizational structure meant that the subdivision of lots, 
construction of houses, and marketing of units were completed in-house. This appealed to the 
overwhelming majority of house buyers, who preferred the ease of working with a builder that could 
handle all aspects of the construction process (RCG&A 2003:3–34).  
 
Levittown, built by merchant builders Abraham Levitt and his sons, was the first postwar suburb to 
feature the quintessential detached single-family house of the “American dream.” Pioneering on-site 
mass-production and assembly-line practices, 17,400 dwellings were built from 1947 to 1950 in 
Hempstead, New York, on Long Island. Initially, modest Cape Cod-type houses dominated the 
development, but in 1949, Levitt introduced the asymmetrical ranch (RCG&A 2003:3–35).  
 
The increase in residential construction in the postwar period resulted in the incorporation of standardized 
building materials in size and quality. Material and construction costs declined, and the design and 
construction processes were streamlined (RCG&A 2003:3–32).  
 
Housing Starts in the Postwar Period 
 
Throughout the 1950s, there was a steady increase, with minor fluctuations, in the number of dwellings 
constructed. The housing units constructed were overwhelmingly privately owned and predominantly in 
metropolitan areas; roughly 40 percent of the units were outside metropolitan areas. By contrast, the 
number of multi-family housing starts generally decreased in the 1950s, accounting for approximately 15 
percent of residential construction. Construction costs for single-family houses also increased in the 
1950s. The average house cost of approximately $7,500 in 1948 increased to roughly $13,500 in 1959 
(USDC 1960:9–11). 
 
Data compiled by the U.S. Department of Commerce reflect national trends. In 1959, 11,917 housing 
starts were recorded in Connecticut, a 34 percent increase from 1958. Within the first nine months of 
1959, the valuation of Connecticut building permits equaled $277 million, a 29 percent increase from the 
previous year. The number of people employed in the state’s construction industry, including building 
contractors, special trades, and highway and street workers, averaged approximately 45,000 throughout 
1959. In New Haven, for example, approximately 7,500 people worked in the industry in the late 1950s 
(USDC 1960:17–18, 48–49).   
 
New Technologies in House Construction 
 
Technological advances in residential construction and materials affected the design of postwar 
dwellings. Construction methods and mechanical systems, such as heating systems, varied depending on 
region. The development of air-conditioning systems lowered ceiling heights in houses as air circulation 
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became less of a priority; additionally, fewer windows were required, and porches became ornamental 
rather than functional. Drywall replaced plaster, and metal and aluminum frames supplanted wood-sash 
windows; 29 percent of houses built in 1956 had aluminum-sash units. A variety of window types 
appeared in postwar dwellings: Casement, horizontal slider, and picture windows were common. Wood-
frame construction remained popular, but alternative siding materials such as brick veneer and aluminum 
began replacing wood siding during this period (RCG&A 2003:3–33). An increase in house size also 
occurred after the war. The median size for houses constructed with the assistance of FHA-guaranteed 
mortgages increased to 1,095 square feet of living space, a 3 percent increase over those constructed 
earlier (RCG&A 2003:3–31). 
 
Zoning: Planning for Suburban Development in Connecticut 
 
Many states did not start regulating land use until the late 1960s and early 1970s, when local governments 
began to garner an appreciation for a comprehensive approach to development (Hyde 1975:1). 
Connecticut was one of three New England states (along with Maine and New Hampshire) that had 
enacted zoning regulations in the 1920s. Massachusetts was the first state to enact zoning legislation in 
New England in 1920, followed by Rhode Island in 1921. Vermont did not enact zoning legislation until 
1967, though zoning regulations had been approved as early as 1931 (Hyde 1975:10). Connecticut was 
one of the last New England states to adopt subdivision regulations. New Hampshire enacted subdivision 
regulations in 1935, followed by Massachusetts in 1936, Maine in 1943, Rhode Island in 1945, 
Connecticut in 1947, and Vermont in 1967 (Hyde 1975:11). Connecticut provided assistance to cities and 
towns to establish zoning and planning commissions. By the early 1960s, 132 municipalities had 
undertaken some type of planning and zoning initiatives (Connecticut Development Commission 1963). 
 
As noted earlier in this chapter, zoning legislation had been enacted in Connecticut in 1930. However, 
municipalities were not granted planning authority until after the war (HHFA 1953:10). State officials 
recognized the importance of a comprehensive approach to zoning in the postwar years, when growth and 
development were straining resources. The state’s Development Commission acknowledged that cities 
and towns did not consider the impact new development would have on neighboring towns or on land 
use. In a report published in 1946, the Commission noted:  

 
….that 86% of Connecticut’s population is living under some form of zoning regulation, 
and that in many instances zoning had been applied without adequate study of potential 
land use. A lack of comprehensive planning, as the foundation for zoning, was found to 
be a principal shortcoming as was also the almost total disregard for the physical 
development problems of neighboring areas (Connecticut Development Commission 
1946:19). 

 
Modifications to the state’s enabling legislation were proposed to address concerns raised in the 
Commission’s report. 
 
In 1947 the legislature empowered local governments to enable a planning commission or a planning and 
zoning commission to “prepare, adopt and amend a plan of development for the community and also to 
adopt, amend, and enforce a subdivision ordinance” (Hyde 1975:24). Municipalities were tasked with 
developing zoning regulations in accordance with a comprehensive plan. Two years later the legislature 
passed the Community Zoning Statute. Under that statute, zoning regulations were to be developed that 
would reduce traffic congestion, promote the general health and welfare, provide safety from fire, prevent 
overcrowding, “avoid undue concentration of population,” and provide adequate transportation, water, 
schools, and other public facilities and services, among other provisions (HHFA 1953:10). Additionally, 
the statute authorized the zoning commission of each municipality to regulate the height, size, and 
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number of stories of buildings and structures; the percentage of lots to be occupied by buildings; lot sizes; 
and density, location, and use of buildings (HHFA 1953:10).  
 
The speculative practices of certain land developers resulted, in part, in the establishment of subdivision 
regulations. An increased competition for land led to land being treated as a commodity rather than “as a 
base for some economic or social use” (Gallion 1950:254). Subdivision regulations were enacted to 
prevent egregious and unscrupulous behavior, most notably in California and Florida, by real estate 
developers (Gallion 1950:254). Many of these subdivisions lacked basic improvements, including utilities 
and paved streets (Gallion 1950:255). The successful developments of Roland Park in Baltimore, Forest 
Hills on Long Island, and River Oaks in Houston, among others, included aesthetically pleasing 
neighborhood and dwelling design. These neighborhoods for upper-income homebuyers helped to provide 
the impetus for the adoption of subdivision regulations (Gallion 1950:255). Requiring subdividers to 
install utilities and roads helped prohibit speculative development (Gallion 1950:258).  
 
In Connecticut, rapid construction of small low-cost houses evoked concerns among local officials 
regarding the potential expansion of town amenities and increased property taxes. Generally, units 
referred to as small low-cost houses were one or one and a half stories with four to six rooms, constructed 
on small lots without garages. In several Connecticut communities, mass construction of this house type 
resulted in the implementation of land-use restrictions, such as new zoning regulations and the 
implementation of minimum lot sizes (Schaffer 1954:1–2). 
 
While some municipalities using zoning and other land-use restrictions to create barriers based on 
income, other towns such as Wilton, Fairfield, and Waterford adopted or revised their zoning ordinances 
in an effort to direct growth. Many municipalities attempted to slow population growth by restricting lot 
size and limiting housing options to single-family units. Wilton revised its zoning ordinance in 1946 to 
stipulate residential lots sized at least one-half acre for the entire town and to designate commercial zones 
(Russell 2004:407–08).  
 
Fairfield’s Postwar Planning Council advocated for a town master plan and a new sewer system. In 
December 1948 it presented a master plan prepared by the New York firm Technical Planning Associates, 
and “although it was never formally adopted, the plan along with decisions of the zoning commission 
permitted vast growth without creating chaos” (Farnham 1989:276). As a result, Fairfield’s housing in the 
postwar period was almost exclusively single-family. “There are some small, recent condominium 
developments, but there were no apartment buildings, and no moderate- or low-income housing. Very 
little industry moved into the town other than small retail establishments” (Greenberg 1994:23). 
 
Postwar Waterford developed a town master plan that envisaged Waterford’s growth as a residential 
suburb restricted to single-family housing on large lots (one acre or more) with a relatively small white-
collar workforce. The plan provided the town with a low density of population and numerous public and 
private parks and open spaces. Nuisance-free industry would absorb a good deal of the tax burden, 
creating a suburban paradise (MacMurray 1968:59). Indeed, “Stringent zoning regulations were a factor 
in making Waterford the town with the highest median family income and the highest percentage of 
families making $10,000 a year or more in New London County in 1960” (MacMurray 1968:60).  
 
Local governments received additional authority to regulate land use in 1969, after passage of state 
legislation regarding the regulation of planned unit developments. Under the law, the planning 
commission was granted authority to “supervise application procedures and to grant final approval to 
Planned Unit Developments, providing the municipality first adopts….an ordinance which includes the 
detailed regulations, procedures, and other provisions” set forth in the act (Hyde 1975:26–27).  
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By the early 1970s, zoning, land use, and subdivision regulations fell under the purview of the state’s 
cities and towns; no countywide or regional bodies to oversee such activities existed. While 
municipalities were empowered to create a community development action plan agency, such agencies 
did not have authority to govern land use. Zoning was regulated through local zoning commissions, and 
planning and subdivision regulations were implemented through the local planning commission. Some 
towns had commissions that exercised both functions (United States Senate 1974:27). The model 
ordinance provided procedural as well as design guidance. Language for minimum requirements and 
standards were developed for street width, dead end streets, block lengths and widths, lot arrangement and 
size, building restrictions, neighborhood unit, and tree planting, among others.  
 
Postwar Residential Construction in Connecticut 
 
In 1940, Connecticut had 488,543 housing units, 23,293 (or 4.8 percent) of which were seasonal homes. 
In 1950, the number of seasonal homes decreased to 3.7 percent (or 22,658 units) even as the number of 
all housing units increased to 611,162. An increase in the number of seasonal units was recorded in the 
1960 census, with 31,550 units, or 3.9 percent, enumerated. The number of seasonal units again declined 
in 1970. In that year, Connecticut had 981,158 housing units, 19,678 (or 2 percent) of which were 
seasonal homes.25 On a percentage basis, three New England states led the country in the portion of 
seasonal units from 1940 to 1970: Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont (Table 8-4) (USBC 2011). 
 
Because many communities in the state allowed the construction of seasonally occupied dwellings along 
the coast, the postwar housing shortage appeared to be less acute than in other parts of the country. The 
decrease in the number of seasonal housing units likely can be attributed to the conversion of summer 
residences to year-round occupancy. In some older summer colony communities along Connecticut’s 
coast, such as those in Westport, Southport, and Old Saybrook, seasonal residences were weatherized and 
converted to all-weather homes to meet the demand for rental and owner-occupied housing.  
 
This practice spurred the transition of many of Connecticut’s summer colonies into suburban enclaves. As 
the authors of Sand in Our Shoes noted about Milford’s shoreline, “Some year-round homes were built 
[before World War II], but until the 1940s most were uninsulated cottages owned by out-of-towners who 
came to vacation here in the summer” (Royalty, Hannah, and Wittie 2015; Walnut Beach-Myrtle Beach 
Historical Association 2004:2). Many summer colonies in Milford and surrounding towns, which 
emphasized leisure activities, were developed after rail and trolley service made the shoreline accessible. 
These districts were primed for suburban development, thanks to access and location, and were uniquely 
positioned to meet the demands for postwar housing. Many of these older, yet relatively sparsely 
developed, neighborhoods were able to accommodate new construction. 
 
The Walnut Beach/Wildemere Beach neighborhood in Milford is an example. Subdivision of the 
neighborhood began in 1911, though a small number of late-Victorian-era cottages had been built in the 
area. Development continued through the 1920s and resulted in construction of bungalows. Residential 
construction came to a halt during the Depression and World War II but resumed after the war. More 
streets were subdivided, and Cape Cod-type dwellings were built to house year-round residents. 
Morningside, also in Milford, is another example of this phenomenon. Little development occurred before 
World War II, yet after the war, bungalow and ranch forms were constructed with varying degrees of 
classical revival-style ornamentation. Morningside largely was developed by 1965 (Royalty, Hannah, and 
Wittie 2015). 

                                                      
25 The USBC began collecting data on vacation homes in the 1940 census. Beginning with the 1960 census, the government 
introduced the term “occasional use” and collected data on occasional and seasonal use. The introduction of the term occasional 
use partially explains the increase in the number of seasonal housing units enumerated in the 1960 census. These figures were 
collected separately from 1960 to 1980 (USBC 2011).  
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Table 8.4. Total Housing Units vs. Seasonal Housing Units in New England, 1940–70 
1940 

 Total Housing Units Seasonal Housing Units Percentage 
Connecticut 488,543 23,293 4.8 
Maine 260,659 26,220 10.1 
Massachusetts 1,221,252 46,366 3.8 
New Hampshire 158,044 15,838 10.0 
Rhode Island 203,469 9,130 4.5 
Vermont 106,362 7,052 6.6 

1950 
 Total Housing Units Seasonal Housing Units Percentage 
Connecticut 611,162 22,658 3.7 
Maine 311,441 37,754 12.1 
Massachusetts 1,400,185 56,916 4.1 
New Hampshire 190,563 24,184 12.7 
Rhode Island 244,147 11,024 4.5 
Vermont 121,911 10,582 8.7 

1960 
 Total Housing Units Seasonal Housing Units Percentage 
Connecticut 818,544 31,550 3.9 
Maine 364,617 64,718 17.7 
Massachusetts 1,690,998 87,019 5.1 
New Hampshire 224,440 33,882 15.1 
Rhode Island 286,757 14,521 5.1 
Vermont 136,307 18,171 13.3 

1970 
 Total Housing Units Seasonal Housing Units Percentage 
Connecticut 981,158 19,678 2.0 
Maine 397,169 76,062 19.0 
Massachusetts 1,890,400 68,382 3.6 
New Hampshire 280,962 44,045 15.7 
Rhode Island 316,477 11,621 3.7 
Vermont 165,068 25,324 15.3 

Source: USBC 2011. 
 
 
 
Many coastal neighborhoods originally constructed for seasonal occupancy quickly evolved into year-
round suburban neighborhoods as illustrated by the construction of amenities such as schools, churches, 
fire stations, and commercial enterprises. These elements were necessary for a self-sustaining 
neighborhood to thrive. In the 1940s, Connecticut had a ready-made housing supply that could be adapted 
to suburbanization and could partially absorb the postwar demand for housing.  
 
The increase in the number of housing units in the postwar years is particularly striking when compared 
to the number completed during the Depression and World War II. From 1920 to 1929, 101,925 units 
were constructed. Yet from 1930 to 1939, 1940 to 1944, and 1944 and later, the numbers of new units 
built in the state totaled 61,205, 47,340, and 54,440, respectively (USBC 1953:7–5).26 The increase in the 
number of housing units is most notable from 1950 to 1960, when the number of units grew to 818,544, 
representing more than 200,000 units added to the housing stock.  
 
  

                                                      
26 The 1950 Census of Housing acknowledged the difficulty in acquiring accurate construction dates, owing to errors in response 
and non-reporting. Data on construction dates generally were supplied by the respondent rather than from building records 
(USBC 1953:XVIII).  
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The Transformation of Coastal Connecticut from Rural to Urban 
 
Beginning with the 1950 census, the USBC revised the definitions of urban and rural. Under its new 
classification, urban areas were places of 2,500 inhabitants or more incorporated as cities, towns, and 
villages, dense urban fringe found around cities of 50,000 or more, and unincorporated areas of 2,500 or 
more located outside the urban fringe (USBC 1953:XIV). Also in the 1950 census, the government began 
collecting data on the year housing units were built. The Census Bureau defined “year built” as the date of 
the original construction, and clarified that the “figures do not represent the number of dwelling units 
added to the inventory during a given period” (USBC 1953:XVIII). 
 
The application of USBC’s revised definitions for “urban” revealed that urban development was 
concentrated along Connecticut’s Long Island coast. Hartford, Bristol, and New Britain in Hartford 
County and Waterbury in New Haven County were the exceptions. Fairfield, Hartford, and New Haven 
counties had the largest increases in population and were classified as the most urbanized counties in the 
state in 1950. The urbanization of Fairfield and New Haven counties occurred in coastal areas. Fairfield 
County was the most urbanized, with ten towns included within the two urbanized areas of Bridgeport 
and Stamford-Norwalk. The urbanized area of Bridgeport included Fairfield, Trumbull, and Stratford, as 
well as Milford in New Haven County. The Stamford-Norwalk urbanized area included New Canaan, 
Darien, Greenwich, and Westport. New Haven County also had two urbanized areas: New Haven and 
Waterbury. The New Haven urbanized area included West Haven, Hamden, North Haven, East Haven, 
and Branford. The Waterbury urbanized area included the towns of Middlebury, Naugatuck, and Wolcott 
in New Haven County and Watertown in Litchfield County (figs. 8-14, 8-15, 8-16, 8-17). Waterbury was 
the only town in the four southern Connecticut counties not located on the Long Island Sound that met the 
USBC definition of urbanized area (USBC 1952:7-12-7-17).  
 
The concentration of urban development along the Long Island Coast reflected the history of residential 
construction, particularly the establishment of waterfront summer colonies, from the late nineteenth 
century through the first two decades of the twentieth century. The arrival of the trolley around the turn of 
the century intensified this development. By the mid-twentieth century, towns that historically had had 
summer colonies and trolley service evolved into residential enclaves supporting workers commuting to 
employment centers in the state’s largest cities or New York City. These areas were well suited to absorb 
the postwar residential construction boom.  
 
Generally, three conditions characterized towns that later became suburbanized in coastal Connecticut. 
These towns were located directly along the Long Island Sound coast and: (1) had trolley or train service; 
(2) had summer colonies; and/or (3) were adjacent to a major city within the urbanized area (Table 8-5). 
Two of the three conditions needed to be present to support a population that met the threshold 
requirements for urban areas. Waterbury, which is inland in New Haven County, was the exception to this 
general pattern. Towns adjacent to Waterbury, including Cheshire, Plymouth, and Prospect, were 
accessible via trolley, but they did not have a population that would have enabled their inclusion in the 
Waterbury urbanized area. Towns highlighted in Table 8-5 were included as part of an Urbanized Area as 
defined by the USBC. 
 
In 1960, of the total number of housing units in the state’s nine Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, 
the percentage of units constructed from 1950 to 1960 ranged from 29 percent to 34 percent, with 
Meriden and New Haven having the smallest percentage of housing units constructed, at 21 percent, and 
Norwalk having the greatest at 34.1 percent.27 Fifty-nine percent of units built from 1950 to 1960 were in 
the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, yet 38 percent were outside the central cities (USBC 1963:8– 

                                                      
27 Generally, a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area, as defined by the U.S. Census Bureau, included a city of 50,000 
inhabitants or more. Because towns and cities are administratively more important than counties, the Census Bureau had to 
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Fig. 8-14. Bridgeport Urbanized Area, 1950 (Source: USBC 1952:7–12). 

 

  

                                                                                                                                                                           
develop a different methodology for New England states: “In New England, because smaller units are used and more restricted 
areas result, a population density criterion of at least 100 persons per square mile is used as the measure of metropolitan 
character” (USBC 1963:XXIII). 
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Fig. 8-15. Stamford Urbanized Area, 1950 (Source: USBC 1952:7–16). 
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Fig. 8-16. New Haven Urbanized Area, 1950 (Source: USBC 1952:7–15). 
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Fig. 8-17. Waterbury Urbanized Area, 1950 (Source: USBC 1952:7–17). 
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Table 8-5. Urbanized Areas and Adjacent Towns 
Urbanized Area On a Trolley Line 
Bridgeport Urbanized Area 
Bridgeport Yes  
Easton  No 
Fairfield Yes  
Milford Yes  
Orange  No 
Shelton* Yes  
Stratford Yes  
Trumbull Yes  
New Haven Urbanized Area 
Branford Yes  
East Haven Yes  
Hamden Yes  
Milford Yes  
North Branford  No 
North Haven Accessible via railroad  
New Haven Yes  
Orange  No 
West Haven Yes  
Woodbridge  No 
Stamford-Norwalk Urbanized Area 
Darien Yes  
Greenwich Yes  
New Canaan Yes  
Norwalk Yes  
Stamford Yes  
Weston   No 
Wilton Accessible via railroad  
Waterbury Urbanized Area 
Beacon Falls Yes  
Bethany  No 
Cheshire Yes  
Middlebury Yes  
Naugatuck Yes  
Oxford  No 
Plymouth (Litchfield County) Yes  
Prospect Yes  
Thomaston (Litchfield County) Yes*  
Waterbury Yes  
Watertown (Litchfield County) Yes  
Wolcott  Yes  

*Thomaston was part of Plymouth until 1975. 
Source: Shore Line Trolley Museum n.d. 
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5). From 1929 to March 1960, more housing units were constructed inside the Standard Metropolitan 
Statistical Areas (n=621,928) than outside (n=196,548) (Table 8-6) (USBC 1963:8:8). As the data in 
Table 8-6 illustrate, the state was becoming more suburbanized. The number of units constructed within 
the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas peaked at 80,508 in the 1950–54 period.  
 
Connecticut’s population reached 3,031,709 in 1970, and the number of housing units within the Standard 
Metropolitan Statistical Areas continued to increase (USBC 1972:8–7). Of the total housing units 
(n=981,158) reported in 1970, 808,529 were in Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas. The largest 
number of units were in the Hartford Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (n=213,203), followed by 
Springfield-Chicopee-Holyoke, Massachusetts-Connecticut (n=171,715), Bridgeport (n=124,542), and 
New Haven (n=117,921) (USBC 1972:8–7). 
 

Table 8-6.  Housing Units in Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, 1929–60 
 

Total 
Inside Standard 

Metropolitan 
Statistical Areas 

Outside Standard 
Metropolitan Statistical 

Areas 
All Units 818,476 621,928 196,548 
1959 to March 1960 27,618 19,834 7,784 
1955 to 1958 88,862 64,720 24,142 
1950 to 1954 104,099 80,508 23,591 
1940 to 1949 100,613 77,026 23,587 
1930 to 1939 76,030 56,378 19,652 
1929 or Earlier 421,254 323,462 97,792 

     Source: USBC 1963:8-8. 
 
Suburban Neighborhoods in Postwar Connecticut 
 
Some counties suburbanized more than others did in the postwar period. This particularly was true for 
Fairfield County. Proximity to New York City, a well-developed transportation network, and an industrial 
base made it an ideal location for residential construction. Although growth also occurred in the 
surrounding metropolitan areas of Hartford and New Haven, Fairfield County saw a substantial level of 
development in Bridgeport, Dairen, Fairfield, Greenwich, New Canaan, Norwalk, Orange, Stamford, 
Stratford, and Westport. Seventy-eight percent of Connecticut’s population lived in urban areas by 1950 
(figs. 8-18, 8-19, 8-20) (Adams et al. 2010:23–24). Middlesex County, however, remained relatively rural 
through the third quarter of the twentieth century. A lack of major industry, compared with other counties 
in coastal Connecticut, likely delayed suburban residential development in Middlesex. Even historically 
industrial Middletown did not undergo suburbanization until the late 1960s and early 1970s (Nationwide 
Environmental Title Research, LLC [NETRonline] var.). 
 
Suburban growth was fueled in part by the relocation of major corporations, which increased employment 
opportunities for residents of suburbanized towns.28 From 1969 to 1974, suburban employers created 
60,000 jobs, twelve times the number created in urban areas (Adams et al. 2010:23–24). 
 
An analysis of National Register data, aerial photography, and historic maps identified development 
patterns that occurred in the four coastal counties and key trends in suburban residential construction from 
1941 to 1970. The design of Groton’s Fort Hill Homes neighborhood plan was an early example of the 
type of development that occurred in coastal Connecticut in the second half of the twentieth century. 
Houses were placed along some 80,000 linear feet of curving streets that included 26 culs-de-sac. A wider 

                                                      
28 The development of suburban corporate campuses is discussed in greater detail in Chapter III. 
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Fig. 8-18. Connecticut Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, 1950 (Source: USBC 1953:7–23). 
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Fig. 8-19. Connecticut Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, 1960 (Source: USBC 1963:8–3). 
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Fig. 8-20. Connecticut Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, 1970 (Source: USBC 1972:8–3). 
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street, Midway Avenue, circled through the development, and Central Avenue provided access to U.S. 
Route 1. Roughly three dwelling units were planned per acre. All housing was prefabricated, and much of 
it was built on-site with concrete or wooden piers serving as the foundations. Because the housing was 
designated as temporary, there was little or no attempt at landscaping, and the dwellings were starkly 
utilitarian, lacking even the simplest ornamentation. “Built under wartime restrictions and when materials 
were scarce, they represented quickly available shelter at low cost with minimal insulation, 30-amp 
electrical service, limited storage space, and galvanized pipes. But with no private housing available in 
the area, they provided acceptable homes for incoming families” (Kimball 1995:198–99). 
 
The Fairfield Housing Authority undertook a project that resulted in more than 500 four-room, single-
family houses on Jennings Road and in the Fairfield Beach, South Pine Creek, and Mill Plain 
neighborhoods. The housing was constructed to help alleviate a shortage among veterans (Farnham 
1989:272–73). 
 
Although neighborhoods were developed in many parts of coastal Connecticut in the immediate postwar 
years, most postwar suburbanization occurred from the mid-1960s through the third quarter of the 
twentieth century. New Canaan, now known for its collection of Modernist architecture, was a rural town 
in Fairfield County surrounded by farmland in the mid-1930s. Norwalk’s Village Creek neighborhood 
also embraced the Modern aesthetic. Although some development occurred in the late 1940s, most 
suburban development, including neighborhoods with curvilinear streets and arterial roads with culs-de-
sac, occurred from the late 1950s to the end of the 1960s (NETRonline var.). 
 
The Darien neighborhood of Noroton Heights illustrates the role direct waterfront access had on 
development. Neighborhoods closest to the coastline that used to feature large estates reflect older 
development patterns with their gridded streets. Communities with cul-de-sac street plans appear from 
1934 to 1949. However, neighborhoods that are farther from the coastline exhibit the characteristics of 
postwar development with their organic, curving roads (NETRonline var., Schmidt 1982). 
 
 
Property Types: Suburbanization in Coastal Connecticut, 1900–70 
 
Connecticut’s suburbs date from the late nineteenth century onward and are overwhelmingly residential in 
character, often because deed restrictions, and later zoning, prohibited commercial or industrial uses. 
Thus, the predominant property type consists of primary dwellings (along with ancillary buildings such as 
garages, sheds, and cottages) along with their setting. The suburban typologies in coastal Connecticut 
were adapted from the NPS chronology. These general parameters for the character-defining features for 
streetcar and garden suburb (1900–20), interwar (automobile suburb) (1921–40), and postwar suburb 
(1941–70) are described in the preceding text (Ames and McClelland 2002). 
 
Setting the Stage for Suburbanization (1900–20) 
 
Streetcar Suburbs (1900–20) 
 
With the introduction of the electric street railway in the early 1890s, streetcar suburbs became common 
in coastal Connecticut. Although development of this property type began before the twentieth century, 
many streetcar suburbs were not fully realized until the first decade of the twentieth century. Streetcars 
facilitated travel outside central cities, increased access between towns, and spurred residential 
development along their routes. 
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Setting: Streetcar suburbs were built on undeveloped land near or on a streetcar route by an individual 
real estate investor or a development company that planned and usually installed paved streets, concrete 
sidewalks and curbs, entrance features such as stone or brick gates and piers, street lighting, and 
occasionally parks and recreational areas. Single-family houses (apartment and duplex housing were rare 
in the typical Connecticut streetcar suburb) were sometimes architect-designed or were built by local 
contractors and builders according to design or pattern books. Deed restrictions ensured uniform setbacks, 
spacing of houses, and building costs. Street plans were usually along a rectangular grid. 
 
Dwellings: Single-family homes were designed in one or more of the nationally popular architectural 
residential styles such as Colonial Revival, Dutch Colonial Revival, Tudor Revival, Arts and Crafts, and 
Shingle styles, or in the Bungalow, American Foursquare, or Cape Cod types. By the second decade of 
the twentieth century, most house lots incorporated a separate garage and driveway. Ancillary buildings, 
including garages, were built in a similar style using similar materials. 
 
Garden Suburbs (1900–20) 
 
The garden suburb was relatively rare in coastal Connecticut, with the exception of the World War I-era 
defense worker housing built by the USHC in Bridgeport, New London, and Waterbury. The USHC 
employed nationally known and local architects to design multi-family and semi-detached/detached, 
single-family, brick, masonry, or frame housing. Aside from multi-story apartment houses in Bridgeport, 
most buildings were two stories in height. Architectural details were usually based on the Colonial 
Revival style and added visual and textural variety to the individual buildings. Green space was a key 
consideration in neighborhood design. Apartment buildings and row houses faced the street and 
frequently were clustered in groups. Building placement allowed for landscaped interior common areas or 
courtyards. Garden suburbs were located close to amenities such as schools, shopping, transportation, and 
factories. 
 
Interwar (Automobile Suburbs) (1921–40) 
 
As Connecticut became more accessible by automobile in the 1920s, the areas available for suburban 
development expanded beyond the earlier streetcar suburbs. Developers and builders continued to employ 
deed restrictions to regulate neighborhood design; to establish residential lot sizes and building density; 
and to limit or prohibit commercial and industrial development. The trend to weatherize dwellings in 
seasonal colonies increased as these areas began their transition to suburban enclaves occupied by year-
round residents. Heat was installed, wings or ells added, foundations raised, porches were screened or 
enclosed, garages were built, and the original shingle siding often was replaced or resided with more 
permanent materials. As the full-time resident population grew, the inclusion of community support 
resources, such as schools, fire departments, and small commercial districts became common.  
 
Setting: With land cheaper in outlying areas, developers could construct neighborhoods in areas farther 
from urban centers and rail lines. Locations close to improved roads and highways were crucial, as 
streetcar service had begun to decline in the 1920s. The FHA prescribed guidance on neighborhood 
design and layout. This guidance favored curvilinear streets over grids and recognized existing 
topography as a key component. Uniform building placement on building lots was common. 
 
Dwellings: The overwhelming number of suburbs exemplify the application of FHA guidelines for 
neighborhood development and the construction of individual housing units. Small-scale, usually one-
and-a-half story, dwellings were built. Dwellings incorporated Colonial Revival, Dutch Colonial Revival, 
or Tudor Revival stylistic elements. The Cape Cod and bungalow were the most common dwelling types. 
Neighborhoods were almost exclusively single-family residential, and multi-unit buildings were 
extremely rare. House lots incorporated separate or detached garages and driveways.  
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Postwar (Freeway) Suburbs (1941–70) 
 
Federally backed loan programs such as those offered by the VA and the FHA, along with the ending of 
wartime building restrictions, sought to satisfy pent-up demand for housing after World War II. Postwar 
suburban communities are characterized by a proliferation of low-density neighborhoods made up of 
single-family dwellings along slightly curving roads and culs-de-sac. FHA guidelines recommended 
appropriate building size, number of rooms, and placement on building lots. The single-story ranch and 
the one-and-a-half story Cape Cod were the predominant house forms. High-style Modern dwellings in 
towns such as New Canaan diverge from the small-house trend. The Colonial Revival style was still 
favored, but new materials such as aluminum, vinyl, and brick veneer replaced traditional materials. 
Federally sponsored transportation programs, including the construction of high-speed limited-access 
highways, brought access to suburbs increasingly distant from urban cores. Weatherization of summer 
dwellings continued, and in some cases new residential development occurred in, or adjacent to, 
established colonies. By the third quarter of the twentieth century, increasing numbers of coastal towns 
began adopting zoning regulations to manage neighborhood design, community character, and population 
density.  
 
Setting: Residential subdivisions were developed on vacant or formerly agricultural land near highways 
or major roads, with proximity to public transportation rarely a concern. Curvilinear street and cul-de-sac 
plans remained popular. Uniform building placement and building setback created neighborhood 
continuity.  
 
Dwellings: Except in the most exclusive and expensive residential subdivisions, modest dwellings were 
constructed. Buildings were executed in contemporary architectural styles incorporating mass-produced 
and commercially available materials. Houses were built in nationally popular styles such as ranch and 
Cape Cod, with center-hall, split-level, or split-foyer plans. The garage (one- or two-car) or carport was 
incorporated into the house plan, rather than being housed in a separate building. 
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CHAPTER IX 
 

SEASONAL DEVELOPMENTS IN COASTAL 

CONNECTICUT, 1900–70 
 
 
 
 
Summary: This chapter explores trends that led to the establishment of summer colonies along the 
Connecticut shoreline beginning around the turn of the twentieth century. These trends included the 
increased availability of leisure time and the growing interest in using that time for recreation along the 
shore, which led to the development of summer colonies. This chapter traces the evolution of shoreline 
summer colonies and includes discussions of the construction of large estates, the development of the 
waterfront for seasonal communities, and the persons who inhabited these communities. The trend toward 
suburbanization after World War II transformed many summer colonies into permanent residential 
communities. The coastline and its neighborhoods primarily reflect post-1938 hurricane construction; 
many resources constructed in the late nineteenth century and the early twentieth century were lost in the 
hurricane and never rebuilt. The natural environment was altered as well, with the shoreline modified 
and vegetation lost.  
 
Four periods of development for summer colonies in Connecticut are defined: the Estate Era in Coastal 
Connecticut (1880–1929), the Streetcar Era and Interwar Period in Coastal Connecticut (1898–1937), 
Social Enclaves in the Summer Colonies of Coastal Connecticut (1880–1937), and Suburbanization of 
Summer Colonies (1929–70). Although the timeline of two of the topics predates the period of 
significance for the Theme Study (1900–70), it is necessary to discuss and include late-nineteenth century 
development that acted as the impetus for colonies established after the turn of the century. The 
development and evolution of summer colonies is related to industrialization, immigration, transportation 
improvements, and suburbanization, topics explored in chapters III, IV, VII, and VIII. 
 
 
Estate Era in Coastal Connecticut (1880–1929) 
 
Connecticut has more than 130 miles of coastline between its borders with New York and Rhode Island. 
Since the mid-nineteenth century, this shoreline has attracted vacationers, seasonal residents, and day-
trippers. Residential development along the coast primarily evolved from early agricultural use to wealthy 
seasonal estates, then to middle-class resort towns, and finally to year-round suburban neighborhoods. 
Much of the early transformation from agrarian to residential use for the elite was concentrated along the 
northern and southern coast of the Long Island Sound, known as the “American Mediterranean.” In the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, wealthy elites constructed large estates for summer 
residences. As seaside development became more popular, some estates were redeveloped to incorporate 
hotels, roads, churches, stores, and summer cottages (R. Christopher Goodwin & Assoc., Inc. [RCG&A] 
2017a).  
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Visitors began to venture along Connecticut’s shoreline in the 1840s, arriving by one of the steamship 
lines plying the Long Island Sound out of New York or by railroad. Accommodations during this period 
mostly were available in private boardinghouses, where boarders rented rooms by the night, week, or the 
season. These buildings usually were large farmhouses with simple bedrooms, shared bathing facilities, 
and common dining rooms where the owners served home-cooked meals (Bouley 1999). There were few, 
if any, recreational facilities. After the Civil War, visitors arrived in increasing numbers, lured by 
numerous advertisements that touted the area’s idyllic scenery, opportunities for recreation, accessibility, 
and the healthful benefits of vacationing at the seaside (Morgan 2017a). By the end of the nineteenth 
century, boardinghouses could be found in numerous communities along the coast from Greenwich to 
Groton.  
 
Four factors contributed to the growth of the summer colony: a robust economy, an increase in leisure 
time, improved transportation, and changes in land use. Connecticut’s economy, like those in other 
Northeast and Mid-Atlantic states, boomed after the Civil War. This long, sustained expansion created a 
new class of industrialists, bankers, and insurance company executives with considerable earned wealth. 
At the same time, Americans began to enjoy an increase in leisure time. Northeast residents had more 
money and time for recreational activities such as vacationing at the beach. By the mid-nineteenth 
century, Americans began visiting locations for the scenic and natural beauty, many of which were in the 
mountains or near sources of water. Early resorts promoted the health benefits of these locations. As the 
nineteenth century progressed, guest began appreciating the restorative and recreational benefits the 
resorts offered. Coastal resorts and summer colonies appealed to the demand for recreational 
opportunities such as swimming in scenic locations (Morgan 2017a). 
 
Improved land transportation also brought more people to Connecticut’s shoreline. Railroads and trolleys, 
which were inexpensive and reliable, made the coast accessible to residents of Hartford and other points 
inland. Finally, changing attitudes regarding acceptable coastal development resulted in a proliferation of 
waterside communities. Land that had been used for agricultural or industrial purposes became desirable 
for low-density seasonal occupancy. 
 
Several broad characteristics define the term “summer colony” as it applies to coastal Connecticut. First, a 
summer colony is seasonal in nature, drawing visitors to a particular area known for its climate during a 
certain “season.” Second, a summer colony has a social and associative character. Notably, summer 
colonies were not exclusively retreats for the wealthy; neighborhoods for the middle and working classes 
also developed along the Connecticut coast. The principal property type associated with the summer 
colony was the single-family dwelling, represented by large estates for the wealthy and shingled cottages 
and modest wood-frame bungalows for the middle and working classes (fig. 9-1). Rental property types, 
such as hotels and boardinghouses, often provided the impetus for subsequent residential development. 
However, most summer colonies had a recreational component as well. They included activities such as 
swimming and surf bathing, sailing, golf, and tennis (RCG&A 2017a). 
 
Early resort towns were direct results of the new interest in leisure activities and the emerging views on 
the healthful benefits of waterfront areas. Although the wealthy founded early seasonal colonies, most 
communities were developed for those of more modest means. In a few areas along the coast, the 
construction of large estates became the catalyst for subsequent development of summer colonies. The 
primary dwellings of these expansive estates, often referred to as cottages, were constructed on acquired 
farmland. Typically, their recreational amenities attracted additional visitors and development to the area. 
The 22-room dwelling with various outbuildings called Morningside, constructed on the east short of 
Milford in the late nineteenth century, exemplifies this trend. In 1912 the Yale Land Company of 
Flushing, New York, acquired and subdivided the property, building roads, installing utilities, and 
advertising the lots for sale (fig. 9-2). The mansion was transformed into an inn, and the carriage house 
was used for guest recreation. Amenities included tennis courts, billiard tables, and a dance hall. Other 
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Fig. 9-1. Hartlands, Former Estate of George W. Beach, Cornfield Point, Old Saybrook. Undated 

Photograph (Source: R. Christopher Goodwin & Associates, Inc.). 

 

 
Fig. 9-2. Building Lots for Sale, Morningside, Milford, ca. 1920 (Source: CardCow.com). 
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recreational facilities of early resorts included clubhouses, such as the Milford Yacht Club, founded in 
1906 at Fort Trumbull Beach. The yacht club was surrounded by fifty cottages and two hotels in a ten-
block radius. Typically, as the areas grew, community amenities, such as religious facilities and 
firehouses, were also established. In some colonies, firehouses functioned as community centers (Royalty, 
Hannah, and Wittie 2015). 
 
Around the turn of the twentieth century, resort hotels, which offered a variety of amenities, began to 
appear along the coast (fig. 9-3). The early hotel property type can be characterized by its multi-story, 
wood-frame construction, large porches, and rooms accommodating individual guests, dining rooms, and 
specialized rooms for socializing. These features encouraged popular leisure practices of the time, 
including socializing and networking. Seaward orientations also enabled the increasingly popular summer 
pastime of swimming. Ancillary buildings, such as individual cottages, kitchens, and stables, were sited 
back from the main building to prevent obstruction of panoramic views from the principal building. 
Closely related to siting was the important role that wide and expansive verandas and porches played in 
the hotel’s overall design. The veranda was open, yet partially sheltered from the elements, and became 
the social center of the hotel complex. Architects found the prevailing Queen Anne, Shingle, and Stick 
styles particularly well suited for resort hotel design in the 1880s and 1890s, as they were considered 
appropriately informal and rambling, unlike earlier historical styles (Tolles 2008). The example of New 
London’s Pequot House Hotel (ca. 1850–1908) spurred development of summer cottages for the wealthy 
and upper-middle class, as well as modest housing for working-class vacationers and employees of the 
Pequot House. Many cottages were designed by regionally prominent architects (Churchill 1988:8.1–8.3). 
Health-oriented institutions, which treated patients for ailments including nervous disorders, sometimes 
were located in summer colonies. Often, these buildings later were converted into hotels and apartments, 
such as the large Queen Anne-style Peck Sanatorium in the Borough of Woodmont, Milford (Royalty, 
Hannah, and Wittie 2015).  
 
 

 
Fig. 9-3.  Morris Cove Hotel, New Haven, ca. 1900 (Source: Connecticut State Library n.d.). 
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The proliferation of boardinghouses, hotels, and grand estates along Connecticut’s southern coast in the 
late nineteenth century reflected changes in land use (fig. 9-4). A variety of factors, such as the decline of 
agriculture and water-based trades along the coast, led to these changes. With the decline of these 
activities and the introduction of regular rail and steamship service to the area, more people were drawn to 
coastal Connecticut for vacations and leisure activities. Coastal Connecticut proved to be popular not just 
among the wealthy but also among members of the expanding industrial-based middle and upper-middle 
classes, who sought to escape the heat and congestion of urban centers such as New Haven, Meriden, 
Wallingford, and Waterbury. This pattern was repeated all along coastal Connecticut, setting the stage for 
sustained development of the coast for recreational and residential uses in the twentieth century. 
 
Subdivision of some early summer colonies did not follow a clear pattern; streets were platted on former 
farmland, and parcels were developed individually. Much of the Walnut Beach/Wildemere Beach area in 
Milford, for example, was subdivided prior to the introduction of trolley service and primarily featured 
two-story, wood-frame gable-roof cottages with full-façade porches. Cottages were constructed on the 
waterfront, and commercial buildings, including hotels and stores, were located on the coastline road. The 
Laurel Beach Land Company developed the Laurel Beach resort colony in the late nineteenth century 
using park-like designs that have been attributed to the architect Stanford White. Perhaps borrowing 
inspiration from the landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted, a boardwalk complete with sitting areas 
was included, as well as slightly curved streets to facilitate maximum views of the water (Royalty, 
Hannah, and Wittie 2015). 
 
In the early 1920s, Cornfield Point, in the southernmost portion of Old Saybrook, initially was developed 
as a seasonal resort town. The first development in the neighborhood was a grand mansion known as 
Hartlands Castle, constructed from 1906 to 1908. The dwelling and its outbuildings were sold in 1921, 
and the real estate development firm of James Jay Smith Company (Jas. Jay Smith Company) purchased 
the adjacent parcel in 1922. Initial plans for development in Cornfield Point included 555 lots, one 
commercial building lot, Hartlands, and tennis courts. Hartlands was purchased after development began, 
and the property was transformed into an upscale beachside hotel and restaurant. The advertisements for 
the community promised running water, electricity, and telephone service to individual lots. In 1923, the 
company advertised that the area was intended “as a model shore resort with broad avenues” with “plots 
… sold only to genuine Americans” (Jas. Jay Smith Company 1923). Storm protection measures included 
shoreline breakers along the waterfront. Amenities included a clubhouse with a dance floor, a tennis 
court, and a landscaped area for lawn games. Deed restrictions regulated the location of sewage tanks, 
garbage bins, and privies and water closets. The restrictions also were imposed on building construction 
and specified 25-degree roof pitches, roof material, and fencing type. The ease of access via train and 
automobile was advertised by the company as well, though ultimately the closest train station was 2.5 
miles from the development. A possible explanation for the slow development in Cornfield Point was its 
lack of easy train access and isolation from nearby cities and towns (fig. 9-5) (RCG&A 2017a).  
 
Estate-Era Construction in Coastal Connecticut 
 
Coastal Connecticut reflects two types of development from this period. Single-family dwellings are 
represented by large estates with high-style, architect-designed cottages juxtaposed with more modest, 
vernacular interpretations of contemporary architectural styles. Boardinghouses, hotels, and private 
cottage rentals represent rental property types. Commercial retail, apartment, and institutional buildings 
were not prevalent among the earliest summer colonies. 
 
An estate typical of a Connecticut summer colony primarily consisted of a principal dwelling, smaller 
guest cottages, landscaped grounds, recreational facilities, and siting with direct access to the waterfront. 
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Fig. 9-4. Sachems Head Hotel, Guilford. Undated Postcard (Source: CardCow.com n.d.). 

 
 
Contemporary literature enumerated the features of the principal estate dwelling as having “large 
windows and spacious porches that capitalized on views of their surroundings” (Ferree 1904:57–59). The 
principal dwelling typically was a high-style example of popular architectural styles and monumental in 
scale. Associated cottages primarily were designed using vernacular forms that reflected the transition 
from eclectic Victorian-era styles to more regimented Colonial Revival designs. Plan, massing, and 
stylistic elements had more flexibility. As development primarily occurred organically, it was common 
for the siting of dwellings in resort colonies to be less uniform. These styles emerging from the Victorian 
era were nationally popular in middle-class areas around the turn of the twentieth century. Popular 
architectural styles seen in resort towns included Queen Anne, early Colonial Revival, and Shingle styles. 
 
Hartford Colony in Waterford illustrates how large estates provided the impetus for further residential 
development in Connecticut’s shoreline towns. Although Hartford Colony was established in 1891 with 
the construction of one family’s summer residence, the area predominantly was settled in the twentieth 
century. The housing stock ranges from large estates occupying several acres to closely sited vernacular 
cottages on small lots. Common architectural styles include Colonial Revival and Shingle styles. The 
dwellings constructed directly on the shorefront of New Shore Road predominantly feature various 
setbacks in order to conform to the curve of the shoreline.  
 
One estate in Hartford Colony, constructed in 1902, is fully clad in shingles with various cross-gable 
roofs and a service wing. Another estate from 1913 is a less typical example of the Shingle style, 
featuring granite as its primary exterior material. Some early twentieth century cottages have character-
defining features of the Colonial Revival style, including façade porches with classical columns; second-
story porches with balustrades; slight second-story overhangs; and gambrel roofs of the Dutch Colonial 
Revival subtype. Many dwellings from the early twentieth century had garages added from about 1940 to 
1960 (Cunningham 2003). Although established as a seasonal summer colony, the community is now 
occupied mostly by year-round residents. 
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Fig. 9-5. Excerpt from Sanborn Map Company’s 1933 Survey of Cornfield Point, Old Saybrook, 1933 

(Source: Sanborn Fire Insurance Company 1933:Vol. 1, Sheet 4-5). 
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The Pequot Colony area of New London exhibits several characteristic features of Connecticut summer 
colonies from this period, including narrow, organically developed streets, influenced by the coastline and 
beach access. Houses were built close to one another; large lawns with deep setbacks were sacrificed in 
favor of waterfront views and locations. Native stone was used for foundations and for retaining walls and 
terraces (fig. 9-6). Common architectural styles include Colonial Revival, Dutch Colonial Revival, and 
Tudor Revival. Brick or shingle exteriors, porticos with classical columns, and symmetrical plans 
distinguish various Colonial Revival buildings. Tudor Revival-style examples feature half-timbering and 
the use of fieldstone. These dwellings typically assumed the bungalow or American Foursquare form 
(Churchill 1988). 
 
In many summer colonies, commercial uses were prohibited. In Westport’s Owenoke section, land sold 
by the Irwin family for residential construction in 1911 included covenants that prohibited the sale of 
“spirituous liquor,” the building of hotels, rental cottages, or bathhouses, and any other commercial use. 
Designs for private residences had to be pre-approved and were required to cost at least $1,200 ($33,000 
in 2018 dollars) (Cunningham 1990; Friedman n.d.). Resales to “outside” buyers were usually subject to 
approval by the seller; sales to racial, religious, and ethnic minorities implicitly or explicitly were 
prohibited. The Compo-Owenoke community primarily was settled in the early twentieth century, though 
a few farmhouses predate the establishment of the summer colony. Dwellings were constructed for 
seasonal use and typically were wood-frame, shingle-clad cottages of one to two stories. Over time, many 
have been transformed into year-round residences. The primary architectural style is Colonial Revival, 
though the Tudor Revival style and bungalow forms are prominent as well.   
 
The character-defining features of dwellings in Compo-Owenoke used the Colonial Revival style and 
included a Georgian plan, symmetrical fenestration, and portico entrances featuring fanlights, keystones, 
and pediments. Many small cottages and larger bungalow forms incorporated the Dutch Colonial Revival 
subtype, featuring a prominent gambrel roof with expansive shed-roof dormers on the façade. Steep gable 
roofs, stucco walls with half-timbering, and porches with large fluted columns or cobblestone piers 
represent the Tudor Revival style. Bungalows in the district also featured Craftsman details with exposed 
rafter ends and deep eaves.  
 
Recreational amenities and storm prevention measures were incorporated into many colonies. By 1919, a 
wooden beach pavilion was constructed on Compo Beach in Westport. Additionally, by 1927, beach 
facilities also included 750 bathhouses, various dining and dancing pavilions, and a volunteer-run 
lifeguard station. Street signs were installed by the Compo Beach Improvement Association, which was 
formed in 1929. A yacht clubhouse was constructed in 1929, and in 1931 a brick bathing pavilion 
replaced the original bathhouse. Dredging for a marina was completed during this time, and the 
streetscape changed as trees were planted in the park and along roadsides in 1934 (Cunningham 1990). 
 
The water served as the focal point around which nearly all buildings and structures were sited in summer 
colonies. Buildings were oriented toward the sea, and roads provided circulation around the colony and 
led toward the waterfront. Beaches, piers, and docks provided community access to the water, and 
commercial establishments such as stores and restaurants were located close to, if not always directly on, 
the waterfront (fig. 9-7). Nature was controlled as much as possible through the construction of seawalls 
and jetties that provided safe harbors and defined areas for bathing and fishing. Stone and brick walls 
separated bathing beaches from other public areas and roads, and landscaping defined private and public 
spaces.  
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Fig. 9-6.  Groton Long Point, Groton, ca. 1930 (Source: Digital Commonwealth n.d.). 

 

 
Fig. 9-7. Pier at Short Beach, Branford. Undated Postcard (Source: Branford Historical Society 2005). 
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The Streetcar Era and Interwar Period in Coastal Connecticut (1898–1937)29 
 
Connecticut’s coastline predominantly featured scattered middle-class summer resorts and expansive 
estates interspersed with farmland until the introduction of trolley service in 1898 spurred new 
development patterns. Prior to the development of the street railway system, summer cottage construction 
almost exclusively was focused on waterfront views along the coastline. The trolley led to development 
along the rail lines in addition to waterfront development. Numerous summer colonies became accessible 
to rail lines during this period. By the turn of the twentieth century, easy access to transportation made it 
possible for the masses to visit recreational spots for “day-tripping” excursions (fig. 9-8).  
 
Morris Cove, on New Haven’s east shore, is typical of the small shore communities that developed as 
middle-class summer colonies in coastal Connecticut before World War II. Small Civil War-era hotels 
and boardinghouses had been popular with visitors from New Haven, which later led to the construction 
of modest summer cottages along the shore. In 1893 the New Haven streetcar system, which was 
electrified by the 1890s, reached Morris Cove, bringing day-tripper, weekender, and long-term visitors to 
Morris Cove. An 1896 advertisement encouraged New Haven residents to board the “elegant cars of the 
New Haven Street Railway Company” and “take the family and go on an outing” to the “shady nooks, 
fresh air, [and] salt breezes” of Morris Cove (New Haven Street Railway Company 1896). Trolleys left 
downtown New Haven for these outlying communities every 10 minutes; by 1912, Morris Cove was 
served by an express line. The shore was further improved in the 1910s with a bulkhead, piers, and docks, 
while the small beach gained several bathhouses. Pleasure craft and yachts often anchored at Morris 
Cove, bringing more social activity to the area’s hotels. Modest cottages continued to be built as streets 
were laid out and paved, with the main road following the coastline and others streets laid out in a grid 
away from the coast. In 1919, Morris Cove’s leading hotel, the Shoreham Hotel, burned and was not 
rebuilt. Instead, the property was subdivided, and houses were constructed. Small stores and other 
businesses also opened to serve the seasonal and growing year-round populations; these establishments 
were located on or near Townsend Avenue, which followed the coastline road. By the 1920s and 1930s, 
modest Cape Cod-type cottages with enclosed porches were built and occupied by year-round residents 
(Henry, Peeler, and Soffietti 2017). 
 
After World War I, the growth of coastal communities in Connecticut soared, thanks in part to the 
prosperity of industrial cities such as Stamford, Bridgeport, and New Haven. Benefits and vacation time 
were increasingly available to men and women in the workforce. Overcrowded cities with housing 
shortages led to increased interest in the advantages of small coastal communities that could be accessed 
by the trolley system. Some towns saw dramatic population increases. Milford had 4,300 year-round 
residents and approximately 14,000 summer inhabitants in 1911. Development of the area continued to 
surge, and the permanent population tripled, to 12,000, in 1925, with the summer numbers reaching to 
30,000. Accessibility via trolley and popularity of leisure activities led to a development boom. The 
Milford city directory, for example, listed 16 realtors and builders in 1917 (Royalty, Hannah, and Wittie 
2015). 
 
Transportation access and industrial prosperity encouraged the development of Shippan, an area in the 
southern portion of Stamford. Shippan was inhabited seasonally in the mid-nineteenth century. The New 
York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad and daily steamships servicing the New York-to-Stamford line 
made this area of subdivided farmland accessible to seasonal visitors. As the manufacturing industry in 
Stamford boomed in the early twentieth century, Shippan was developed for permanent residents. The 
streetcar enabled Stamford and New York City employees to settle in outlying areas such as Shippan. 
Early promotional materials boasted the proximity to the coastline as the ideal peaceful suburban setting.  

                                                      
29 Advancements in transportation are explored in greater detail in Chapter VII. 
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Fig. 9-8.         Track Map Showing Route of Trolley Lines in Milford (Source: Shoreline Trolley Museum 2013–18). 
 
 
Beginning in 1913, the northern portion of Shippan was subdivided by five real estate developers (fig. 9-
9). The developers platted roads lined with modest lots containing dwellings of similar size and scale with 
uniform setbacks, though lot sizes varied among developers. The initial developer, Atlantic Realty 
Company, primarily sold lots to individuals, though it also erected a few dwellings on speculation. 
Modest one- to two-story single-family dwellings reflecting contemporary architectural styles, such as the 
Colonial Revival and the Dutch Colonial Revival, were erected by landowners within the development. 
Because there were several development companies involved in real estate within Shippan, the end result 
was a less uniform grid street pattern than in other colonies. Instead, streets were curved to follow the 
contours of the land, and Ocean Drive was laid out as a circumferential road around the end of the 
peninsula. As was common in many coastal developments, deed restrictions required building design 
approval, prohibited commercial buildings, delineated setbacks, and set minimum construction costs 
(RCG&A 2017b). 
 
Construction of seasonal and permanent middle-class neighborhoods increased during the interwar period 
along the Connecticut coast. This was a result of promotions by real estate developers and a growing 
segment of the population with more access to capital and wealth. Real estate developers and investors 
bought farmland or undeveloped land tracts. In 1920, for example, the Wilson Point Land Company 
purchased 154 acres of an area east of Norwalk and platted 64 lots for the Wilson Point neighborhood. 
Dwellings primarily were constructed in the Tudor Revival style. By the end of the 1920s, 80 percent of 
the lots had been sold and developed (Nova 2009).  
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Fig. 9-9.    Aerial Photograph Depicting Early Development of Shippan, Stamford, 1914 (Source: Brown & Dawson 1914). 
 
 
More permanent development in summer colonies underscored the need for community institutions such 
as firehouses, religious facilities, and schools. A few small summer colonies in Milford, such as Cedar 
Beach, Pond Point Beach, and Bayview Beach, did not establish those types of community amenities and 
kept their beaches private. Storm prevention measures typically included the construction of seawalls, 
breakwaters, jetties, and groins to protect the buildings. Hotels became less extravagant as private 
guesthouses and cottage rentals provided new lodging options for visitors. Trolley stops and stations also 
served as commercial hubs. In Woodmont, the streetcar station provided the impetus for a commercial 
corridor in the early twentieth century that featured a general store, hotels, dance halls, and restaurants 
(Royalty, Hannah, and Wittie 2015).  
 
Connecticut’s state parks saw an upsurge in visitors in the 1920s and 1930s, owing to their accessibility 
by automobile. Shoreline parks also became popular, which brought more vacationers to summer 
colonies. Hammonasset Beach State Park opened to the public on July 18, 1920. The park’s reputation 
drew tourists from across the continent as well as the state, attracting more than 75,000 visitors in its first 
season. Park amenities included a campground, a wooden shade pavilion, a boardwalk, and a food 
concession known as the Clamshed. By the early 1930s, the state’s park system included three shoreline 
parks, all of which emphasized recreation at the beach. One, Rocky Neck Park, was improved by the 
addition of a large stone pavilion built from 1934 to 1936 by the Civilian Conservation Corps (McCahon 
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1985:8.2). A food concession and dining area were located on the seaward side of the building, which 
offered scenic views of the Long Island Sound. 
 
In some cases, expansive summer cottages continued to be constructed into the 1920s. Elsewhere in 
Connecticut, communities such as Laurel Beach and Woodmont in Milford, and Stony Creek in Branford, 
the arrival of the railway system and a growing economy enabled more modest development for the 
middle class. Residential development occurred at nearly every point along the state’s coastline in the 
1920s. However, the area between Bridgeport on the west and Branford on the east, including the Milford 
and New Haven shorelines, saw the most sustained development of summer colonies aimed at the middle 
classes. A smaller area to the west of New London also underwent rapid development of small-scale 
summer colonies. Development generated by the trolley system continued until the economic devastation 
of the Great Depression (Royalty, Hannah, and Wittie 2015). 
 
Streetcar Era and Interwar Construction and Maintenance 
 
Several middle-class summer colonies were built along the coastline in the streetcar era. In many 
colonies, residential lots were narrow, with siting priority on the coastline or along the trolley line (fig. 9-
10). A variety of architectural styles were used in summer colonies and coastal communities after the turn 
of the twentieth century, but many were vernacular interpretations on a more modest scale of high-style 
dwellings. Building forms included bungalows, American Foursquares, and wood-frame cross-gable 
cottages. Bungalows—referred to as “America’s most popular pre-1930 house plan”—were a popular 
house type in the summer colonies. Dwellings often were built on wooden piers, with tiered porches on 
elevations fronting water and streets. Ornamentation was minimal, typically represented in machine-made 
turned-wood elements (Royalty, Hannah, and Wittie 2015). 
 
New religious facilities were larger than those previously built, to accommodate a growing population. In 
1923 in Walnut Beach/Wildemere Beach, the two-story, stuccoed St. Gabriel’s Catholic Church replaced 
a small wood-frame church. Storefronts often occupied the first floor of residences or modest one-story 
wood-frame and brick buildings. The electric street railway, an integral element to these communities, 
consisted of utility poles holding electrical connections and waiting stations placed along roads. The 
beachfront served as the primary open space; other parks and playgrounds were not commonly found in 
summer colonies (Royalty, Hannah, and Wittie 2015). 
 
Summer colony associations began forming in the late nineteenth century; this method of providing local 
self-governance continued through the early twentieth century. In the 1890s, the Woodmont, Walnut 
Beach, and Laurel Beach communities near Milford were among the first coastal associations in 
Connecticut to petition the legislature to grant them jurisdiction over sanitation, policing, road 
construction, beach maintenance, and, in some cases, land use, as well as tax levying authority. Other 
residential associations later sought similar authority under the Connecticut Special Act legislation, 
creating a network of powerful sub-towns across the state (Krause 1976:7, 15–17). 
 
Residential associations undertook the important tasks of funding, building, and maintaining each 
colony’s streets, beaches, and buildings. As the beach was the original focus of many summer colonies, it 
was not surprising that many residential associations primarily concentrated on building and maintaining 
common bathing facilities. This included the upkeep of the beach as well as the construction of stone or 
concrete jetties, breakwaters, seawalls, and embankments. Depending on the articles of incorporation and 
the desired relationship each association wished to maintain with the town, the association could act as a 
taxing authority, capable of funding water and sewer service; fire and police protection; streets, sidewalks 
and lighting; and improvements to the association’s private beach(es).  
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Fig. 9-10. Trolley Tracks Running Along Shore Drive (Main Street) in Branford’s Short Beach. Undated 

Postcard (Source: Branford Historical Society 2005). 
 
 
Property developers also played prominent roles in the formation and direction of these residential 
associations through charters designed to “to protect the amenities of the development.” Laurel Beach in 
Milford emerged as a summer colony in the last years of the nineteenth century after Naugatuck 
industrialist J.H. Whittemore purchased the bankrupt Merwin seed farm. Whittemore and two partners set 
up a development company, the Laurel Beach Land Company, and planned a model resort including a 
landscaped central green and attractive curved streets (Barlow 2000). The Laurel Beach Association's 
charter, established by the Laurel Beach Land Company, was an early example of a charter that sought to 
control community design. Its charter gave the association the authority to build and maintain roads, 
sewers, and docks; to provide water, gas, and electricity; to regulate parking; and, to maintain the beach, 
among other powers. Some residential communities took this a step further. Early in the history of the 
Fenwick summer colony, its residents established their own borough government to regulate building 
activity in the community, among other important responsibilities (Clouette and Cronin 1994:8.3). 
 
 
Summer Colonies and Recreation in Coastal Connecticut 
 
Recreation was an essential part of the summer colony lifestyle in coastal Connecticut in the years before 
World War I. Residents enjoyed sailing, boating, and canoeing in Long Island Sound and its many coves 
and bays, while the beach provided opportunities for swimming, crabbing, fishing, and picnicking. On 
land, summer visitors played golf, tennis, and croquet, reflecting a growing interest in active recreation. 
To accommodate these uses, some property owners built tennis courts, areas for croquet or badminton, 
private piers or docks, and other recreational amenities. Developers also erected shared recreational 
features as a means of attracting vacationers and potential homebuyers to a development. This could 
include parks, piers, boardwalks, pavilions, ball fields, or tennis courts. Boardwalks, meanwhile, were 
used for promenading; they generally were elevated wooden structures along the shoreline.  
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Casinos, typically referring to the social hall of the summer colony, were built at Sound Beach, Laurel 
Beach, Black Rock, and many other large and small beach communities (fig. 9-11). The casinos hosted 
dances, concerts, residential association meetings, and other social activities. While their appearance 
varied, casinos generally were of wood-frame construction and reflected the prevailing architectural style 
or stylistic features of the surrounding neighborhood. The building type was defined by its large, open 
interior hall that accommodated a variety of uses. In addition to the hall, many casinos incorporated 
spacious porches that encouraged socialization (Morgan 2017a). 
 
Residents of summer colonies not only used shared recreational amenities such as bathing beaches, piers, 
and parks, but they also sought entertainment and recreation at commercial attractions such as movie 
theaters, bowling alleys, and public dance halls. These facilities generally grew up outside the boundaries 
of the colony and were accessible via stops along the trolley line. Trolley companies, seeking to 
encourage patronage of their routes, constructed some attractions. Public dance halls that hosted revenue-
generating events such as dances, dance competitions, and musical performances were popular. These 
events took place in the building’s large interior hall, which was defined by its uninterrupted floor space 
and tall ceilings (Morgan 2017a).  
 
Although primarily the province of the working class in the late nineteenth century, amusement parks 
were increasingly patronized by members of the middle class by the early 1900s (Flint 1982:105). 
Residents of summer colonies frequently took day trips to one of the many amusement parks that grew up 
outside the boundaries of the colony, usually at the end of trolley lines. Many amusement parks from this 
period were owned or leased by trolley companies, though they had little direct connection to the summer 
colonies or their resident associations.  
 
As trolley lines extended beyond urban centers, trolley companies felt the pressures of running seven days 
a week. To attract more travelers on the weekend, they developed amusement parks. These easily 
accessible destinations promoted socialization through picnic areas, which in some locations transformed 
into dance pavilions, ball fields, and carousels. Many grew to feature attractions such as carnival rides, 
funhouses, and arcades as well as bathhouses and concessions. Savin Rock Amusement Park in West 
Haven featured a number of wooden pleasure piers that extended into Long Island Sound (fig. 9-12). This 
property type primarily existed from 1910 through the 1920s in Connecticut. Smaller trolley parks often 
were abandoned because of high maintenance costs and declining patronage as the automobile overtook 
the trolley in popularity. Trolley parks that evolved into larger destination parks include Lake Quassapaug 
amusement park in Middlebury and Lake Compounce in Bristol, both of which have maintained 
operations (Connecticut Trolley Museum 2018; Morgan 2017a).   
 
In the early twentieth century, various seasonal colonies in Connecticut, such as Walnut 
Beach/Wildemere Beach and Myrtle Beach in Milford, provided amusement and commercial options for 
vacationers (fig. 9-13). In addition to amusement parks, these recreational property types included shops, 
restaurants, skating rinks, dance halls, and movie theaters. Dance halls included the Kozy Korner, the 
Palisade, the Emerald Room, and the Oak Grove Casino. The Walnut Beach Pleasure Park was an 
amusement park featuring thrill rides, a bathhouse, a boxing arena, a dance hall, and a picnic area. The 
park also included parking for 1,000 cars, a rare amenity at the time. Although the park was reconstructed 
after damage from the 1938 hurricane, it was removed during redevelopment of the area in 1960s 
(Morgan 2017a; Royalty, Hannah, and Wittie 2015).  
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Fig. 9-11. Laurel Beach Casino, Milford, ca. 1935 (Source: Walsh var.). 

 

 
Fig. 9-12. Savin Rock Amusement Park, ca. 1913 (Source: Hippostcard.com n.d.). 
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Fig. 9-13. Bathers and Cottages at Myrtle Beach, Milford, ca. 1920 (Source: Walsh var.). 

 

As the number and seasonal populations of summer colonies grew, so did demand for sport clubs 
dedicated to sailing, golf, and tennis, along with associated facilities. There, like-minded sportsmen (and 
women) could meet, compete, and socialize. The proliferation of yacht clubs, golf and tennis clubs, and 
other athletic associations was another aspect of the desire for association, coupled with exclusivity. The 
sport of yachting, centered on the East Coast in New York and Newport, was taken up with great 
enthusiasm in coastal Connecticut in the 1880s, and yacht clubs remained popular through the early 
twentieth century. Yacht and sailing clubs required numerous facilities, such as wooden docks and piers, 
as well as places for winter boat storage. Clubhouses often were initially built on a functional scale with 
few amenities. Constructed as simple wood-frame structures, many clubhouses and associated bathhouses 
typically added electricity and running water in the 1930s and 1940s (Housatonic Boat Club n.d.; Milford 
Yacht Club 1978:3).  
 
Beaches in these communities were important assets, as swimming was a popular pastime in the early 
twentieth century. By the 1920s and 1930s, bathing at beaches increased in popularity among all classes, 
albeit not all races, of people. Beach swimming was one of the few active recreational activities available 
to women. African Americans, however, were excluded from Connecticut’s beaches.  
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Attitudes on Leisure 
 
By the turn of the twentieth century, broad trends and changing attitudes toward leisure and time spent 
away from the workplace were evident. The industrialization of previously manual professions led to 
decreased work hours and the instatement of a Saturday holiday. This soon became the norm, and 
working people had more time for leisure and non-work-related activities. Leisure time previously had 
been limited to the wealthy, but this changing practice made leisure open to all classes. The Progressive 
movement also played a role in encouraging leisure time, as it was promoted as a way to improve health 
and welfare, particularly for city dwellers (Library of Congress n.d.). 
 
In 1902, World’s Work stated that “the American masses have discovered summer” (Page et al. 1902). 
Increased time off, coupled with easier access via trolley lines, allowed many city people to vacation at 
waterfront areas and beaches. Even so, class differentiations still were evident in vacation activities. 
Networking with peers and exhibiting wealth were examples of upper-class activities, while the middle 
class enjoyed sightseeing and socializing. Working-class people typically were limited to day trips and 
participated in spectator sports, amusement rides, and vaudeville shows (Matthews 1903). 
 
Articles addressing the theory of leisure and recreation began to surface in newspapers, periodicals, and 
journals. Many writers focused on the need to use leisure time to reconnect with nature. In the early 
twentieth century, some claimed that it was subconsciously instinctual for the modern desk worker to seek 
activities in nature such as swimming, canoeing, or fishing (Ross 1918). Other theories promoted the idea 
that nature activities were beneficial to one’s health, owing to fear of contagious diseases spreading in 
enclosed spaces such as theaters (Gulick 1909). The shift from manual labor to sedentary desk positions 
resulted in questions and theories about rest and relaxation. One thought was that the body does not 
actually require rest; therefore, leisure time should consist of physical activity. The author noted that this 
process would result in reinvigoration for normal, routine pursuits (Hammond 1891).  
 
Social reformers were particularly concerned with the recreation of children. They established summer 
camps to encourage children, particularly city boys, to benefit from exercise and fresh air (Ross 1918). 
Some promoted farming vacations for children as outdoor interaction as well as a productive vacation 
from school that provided the opportunity to learn an industry (Hill 1905). Advocates for playgrounds 
wrote of their significant role in individual childhood development as school education focused on large 
groups rather than the individual (Macomber 1913). 
 
In 1914, a city planner addressed the issue of leisure activities and the lack of communal activities for a 
family or neighborhood. The primary source of amusement at this time was commercialized recreation 
that was generally marketed to one gender or age group. Some saw the available options such as saloons 
or dance halls as immoral (Collier 1914). While there is no direct link from the perceived need for family 
leisure activities to the emergence of waterfront leisure, it can be surmised that family recreation needs 
were considerations in the development of beachside neighborhoods. 
 
 
Social Enclaves in the Summer Colonies of Coastal Connecticut (1880–1937)30  
 
Neighborhoods emerged for specific social groups, including artists, ethnic minorities, religious groups, 
and immigrants. For example, Italian, Irish, Portuguese, and Eastern European immigrant factory workers 
from cities such as New Haven and Bridgeport established enclaves during this period. Frequently, 
because of deed restrictions, select populations were prohibited from acquiring property in summer 

                                                      
30 Additional discussions on industrialization and immigration development can be found in Chapters III and IV. 
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colonies, forcing those groups to establish their own communities. The built resources of these 
neighborhoods do not differ from other summer colonies in style or form, though they typically are on a 
modest scale. However, the neighborhoods are noteworthy for their association with the social history of 
coastal Connecticut. The commercial strip of Walnut Beach in Milford primarily contained Italian 
American retailers and is an example of this trend (Royalty, Hannah, and Wittie 2015). 
 
Attracted by the area’s scenery, painters of the American Impressionist School established loose-knit 
artists’ colonies at Old Lyme, Cos Cob in Greenwich, and the Mystic area. Mason’s Island in Stonington 
and Noank in Groton also attracted artists and their followers into the 1930s. Artists typically occupied 
small two- and three-room wood-frame houses with front porches; the cottages typically lacked indoor 
plumbing and heat (Allyn 1976:74). In time, the artist colonies at Mystic and Mason’s Island formed the 
Mystic Art Association, which survives in a building on the Mystic River bank. Residents of other artists’ 
colonies along the coast resided and congregated in boardinghouses. 
 
Sound View in Old Lyme is an example of an early-twentieth century resort community intended for 
summer recreation that was primarily inhabited by middle-class European immigrants, typically Irish and 
Italian, who were excluded from other beach communities. By 1930, more than 150,000 Irish immigrants 
and over 227,000 Italian immigrants resided in Connecticut. Census records indicate that these 
populations were distributed throughout the eastern coastal slope of Connecticut, with the largest 
concentrations in New Haven and New London counties. (Enerson 2017). It was not uncommon during 
the period for real estate developers to enforce deed restrictions on certain races and ethnicities as those 
populations grew and acquired the means to purchase vacation houses. 
 
Developer Harry Hilliard opened his newly purchased farmland in New London County for residential 
development in 1892, naming it Sound View for its location on Long Island Sound. By the next year, he 
had added more land to his holdings and subdivided it into 50- by 100-foot parcels, selling for $25 apiece 
($705 in 2018 dollars) (Friedman n.d.). Hilliard, a socialist, gave discounts to those who professed 
agreement with socialistic ideals; he also deeded the public beach, then called Swan Beach, to the public 
instead of solely reserving it for the residents of Sound Beach. By the 1910s, Sound View had developed 
a reputation as one of the best resorts in New England for its “fresh, festive atmosphere and beautiful 
bathing beach” (Lampos and Pearson 2010:36). Hilliard gained a reputation for not discriminating against 
ethnic or religious minorities in the sale or rental of beach real estate at Sound View, though deed 
restrictions were placed on African Americans. Hilliard’s intentionally unrestricted development at Sound 
View attracted a group of ethnically and religiously diverse buyers excluded from other contemporary 
communities. Greeks occupied cottages along Shore Road. Polish families also settled in Sound View. A 
Jewish community large enough to support its own synagogue settled in the adjacent “New Sound View” 
(now known as Old Colony Beach) (Enerson 2017).  
 
Another coastal community was established in the Woodmont area of Milford by Jews primarily from 
New Haven, New York, and Massachusetts. By the 1920s, hundreds of cottages had been developed in 
the area commonly referred to as “Bagel Beach,” which contained commercial mainstays such as the 
Jewish delicatessen Moscovitz’s. The Hebrew Congregation of Woodmont is a small, one-story, wood-
frame Colonial Revival-style synagogue, constructed in 1926 and listed in the National Register of 
Historic Places. Initially used seasonally, the building is extant (Royalty, Hannah, and Wittie 2015; Dion 
2016). 
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The Hurricane of 1938 and its Aftermath31 
 
Destructive weather events have been recorded in coastal New England since the seventeenth century. In 
1901, a storm caused significant damage along Connecticut’s coast. Community amenities including piers 
were lost in such summer colonies as Laurel Beach. Destructive storms have affected the Connecticut 
coast throughout the early twentieth century; the most devastating was the Great New England Hurricane 
of 1938, also known as the “Long Island Express.” Hundreds of people were killed, and damage was 
estimated at $100 million ($1.8 billion in 2018 dollars [Friedman n.d.]). Summer colonies and towns 
along the coast were permanently altered by the loss of built resources and a changed landscape. 
 
The hurricane’s physical effects were devastating. Winds and storm surge flattened cottages and other 
buildings; in some places, the remains of beachfront cottages were found as far as two miles inland. 
Author Lourdes B. Avilés elaborated on the devastation: 

 
Hundreds of small and large cottages, pavilions, and ‘amusement structures’ once dotted 
the low-lying beaches that outline the region. By the time the Hurricane had come and 
gone, very few were still standing. Those buildings that did survive the battering of the 
ocean were mostly empty, uninhabitable shells. Entire houses or large portions of houses 
that did not initially break down into pieces of lumber were taken off their foundations, 
stripped of their furnishings, and carried inland by water (Avilés 2013:154–55). 

 
In Madison, Clinton, Westbrook, and Old Saybrook, the wreckage of dwellings and beachfront cottages 
was found many miles from their foundations. Dwellings built directly on the water, common in many 
shore towns, were destroyed (Berg 2012). Fires from downed power lines in sections of New London and 
Mystic resulted in the loss of many additional cottages and buildings. Many residences and businesses in 
summer colonies were not rebuilt. Coastal Connecticut’s transportation infrastructure also was heavily 
damaged by the heavy rains and ensuing floods and mudslides. Roads were washed away, along with 
long sections of the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad lines. Rail passengers and freight trains 
were trapped for a time. 
 
The hurricane resulted in two important changes to coastal Connecticut. The storm, paired with the 
decline of trolley access to beach communities, marked the transition from seasonal to year-round 
occupation. Beach colonies in Milford were among those transformed. As recounted by the author of a 
history of the hurricane in Milford: “Owners chose not to rebuild many of these cottages, bringing an end 
to Milford’s summer colony and obliterating vestiges of its thriving tourism business left over from the 
roaring ’20s” (Russo 2004:30). Those communities that had undertaken proactive measures fared better. 
A concrete seawall protecting Laurel Beach prevented significant destruction, and those summer colonies 
sited on high ground, such as Morningside, were not as harshly affected as low-lying beach communities.  
 
The storm also resulted in construction designed to mitigate future storm damage. In many affected 
summer colonies of Connecticut, government entities funded up to 50 percent of the cost to rebuild storm 
prevention structures. Shoreline cottages that were rebuilt typically incorporated wooden piers resting on 
concrete footings into their foundations; porches were periodically reconstructed after damage from wind 
and water (Royalty, Hannah, and Wittie 2015). 
 
In addition to changes to residential property types, the storm affected recreational facilities. After the 
hurricane’s devastation, a master plan was created to transform privately owned land at Ocean Beach in 
New London into a modern, municipally owned park. Ocean Beach Park was opened by the City of New 
London on June 30, 1940, replacing an earlier park. The rebuilt park reflected national trends from the 

                                                      
31 Additional discussion on the Hurricane of 1938 and disaster response is presented in Appendix B. 
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1920s and 1930s regarding public spaces used to facilitate various leisure activities (Morgan 2017b). 
These changing expectations regarding leisure time were reflected in New London Mayor Leo B. 
Reagan’s address at Ocean Beach Park’s dedication ceremony: 

 
With the passage of labor laws regulating working hours, each city, town and village 
must prepare to find ways and means of supplying to those individuals affected, suitable 
and adequate recreational areas to absorb their leisure time. Public recreation once 
regarded as a fad has become a necessity. Public recreation is an integral part of a 
municipal government and I am happy to say New London has awakened to this fact and 
has built this wonderful park not only for the recreation of its citizens but also for all 
those who can take advantage of its facilities (New London Evening Day 1940). 
 

The park included a large parking lot in acknowledgment of Americans’ preference for the automobile, a 
white sand beach, a wide wooden boardwalk, and active recreational areas including a miniature golf 
course and playground (fig. 9-14). 
 
The Streamline Moderne style was used throughout Ocean Beach Park, a unique choice for the region at 
the time. This style was applied to the park’s concrete-block buildings with flat roofs and minimally 
ornamented exteriors, as seen in resources such as the Gam (the park’s principal building), the bathhouse, 
and small ticket booths and gatehouses. Much of the park was modified over time to adapt to changing 
and evolving expectations regarding entertainment and recreation (Morgan 2017b). 
 
 
Suburbanization of Summer Colonies (1929–70)32 
 
Generally, the stock market crash of 1929 marked the end of the resort phase of coastal Connecticut’s 
development history. After the Depression and World War II, the construction of affordable housing 
became a vital goal in response to the nationwide housing crisis. The Federal Housing Administration 
(FHA) developed guidelines for property owners taking advantage of its mortgage guarantee program. 
FHA guidelines promoted the construction of simple and efficient housing units. At the same time, 
developers continued to include deed restrictions on lot size, design choices, ownership, and commercial 
activities. These trends forces resulted in the transformation of several summer colonies in coastal 
Connecticut into suburbs of adjacent cities.  
 
Several factors led to the suburbanization of summer colonies in the postwar period. One major shift was 
the near-universal adoption of the automobile as the favored mode of transportation. In 1918, one in 
thirteen families in the nation owned automobiles; by 1929, four out of five households owned 
automobiles. The influx of personal cars and the development of scenic highways led to auto touring to 
leisure destinations as a popular pastime (Royalty, Hannah, and Wittie 2015).  
 
Accessibility to coastal communities increased with automobile usage, and by the mid-twentieth century 
roadway improvements made access to the shore easier than ever. The increase in traffic resulted in the 
construction of state-funded bridges built from 1933 to 1945, such as the Groton, New London, and Old 
Lyme-Old Saybrook bridges, and the development of the Connecticut Turnpike (Interstate 95) in 1955. 
 
A residential construction boom followed World War II, thanks to national and state legislation and 
advances in the construction industry. The Servicemen’s Readjustment Act of 1944, popularly known as 
the G.I. Bill, provided low-interest housing loans from the federal government to veterans. This 

                                                      
32 The history of the suburbanization of Connecticut’s summer colonies overlaps and is closely related to the overall 
suburbanization of coastal Connecticut, which is further discussed in Chapter VIII. 
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Fig. 9-14. View of Ocean Beach Park, New London, ca. 1930–45 (Source: Digital Commonwealth n.d.). 
 
 
legislation resulted in a huge influx of veterans seeking property in suburban areas with peaceful settings 
for their families. Improved infrastructure, such as federally funded highway construction and city 
utilities, accommodated suburban neighborhoods. As houses needed to be simple for quick construction, 
one-story and one-and-a-half-story forms such as ranches and Cape Cods with minimal ornamentation 
were constructed in large numbers. The guidelines for residential buildings enforced by the FHA directly 
influenced the appearance of postwar subdivision communities. Housing types constructed in coastal 
Connecticut in the postwar period reflect this trend. Postwar dwellings were constructed as infill, or they 
replaced earlier buildings in older, established summer communities. This construction helped transform 
summer colonies into suburban enclaves.  
 
Census records show that many shoreline communities in Connecticut gained substantially in population 
following the war. Old Saybrook increased from 1,985 residents in 1940 to 2,499 in 1950 (RCG&A 
2017a). By 1960, Old Saybrook’s population rose 111 percent, to 5,274 residents. Residents of Cornfield 
Point were counted in that population tally since the mid-twentieth century. During this era, Cornfield 
Point transformed from a summer leisure destination into a year-round residential neighborhood. A 
building stock survey of the area conducted in 1959 showed that 65 percent of the residences in Cornfield 
Point had been constructed in the postwar period. The transformation of summer cottages in Cornfield 
Point into year-round residences during the late twentieth century is conveyed through enclosed porches 
and garage additions built after World War II. It also became common practice to renovate or replace 
older cottages in places like Cornfield Point (RCG&A 2017a).  
 
Summer colonies were well suited to evolve into suburbs. Some previously had been subdivided, all were 
located outside crowded urban centers, and many already featured essential community amenities. Walnut 
Beach/Wildemere Beach transformed into an unplanned suburb, as it had been subdivided in the late 
nineteenth century. The resulting character of the neighborhood featured a mix of early modest wood-
frame cottages, many weatherized for year-round use, and Cape Cod-type dwellings primarily built using 
the FHA-backed mortgage loan guidelines. While the overwhelming trend was for summer colonies to 
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transform into permanent suburban neighborhoods, some communities remained seasonal even after 
World War II (Royalty, Hannah, and Wittie 2015). 
 
In the 1950s and 1960s, urban renewal initiatives sought to address areas of blight and perceived blight 
across the nation. Many neighborhoods selected for redevelopment were populated by minorities, the 
poor, and immigrants. Communities across the nation were subjected to demolition on a massive scale in 
the 1960s. Urban renewal also occurred in the summer colonies along Connecticut’s coast. At its peak in 
the 1940s and 1950s, Myrtle Beach consisted of 57 streets and 910 residences. In 1960, the parcel of 
Myrtle Beach stretching from Nettleton Avenue to Silver Beach, including the shorefront, was sold to the 
State of Connecticut for the development of Silver Sands State Park. An even larger section of Myrtle 
Beach, including more than 500 residences, several businesses and the amusement park, was demolished 
by the Milford Redevelopment Agency from 1964 to 1968.  
 
In 1941, the Town of Old Lyme passed zoning ordinances that declared nearly all of Sound View’s 
buildings nonconforming, and thus liable for demolition at a future date. In the 1960s, the Federal 
Housing and Home Financing Agency approved an application for a study of the issues in the Sound 
View area. Problems included inadequate septic systems and polluted water, overcrowding, unruly bars, a 
rising crime rate, and substandard houses. The proposed redevelopment plan, however, called for a 
complete transformation of Sound View. In the 1960s, federal funds became available to demolish large 
swaths of Sound View, as well as parts of adjoining Miami Beach and Old Colony Beach, and replace 
them with a planned community of newly constructed summer and year-round residences. The plans met 
with opposition from residents and owners and were defeated in a 1968 referendum (Lampos and Pearson 
2010:66). Various coastal colonies encountered similar renewal efforts during this period. 
 
 
Property Types of Summer Colonies in Coastal Connecticut 
 
Attitudes toward the development of coastal towns in Connecticut evolved in the twentieth century. Many 
colonies created for seasonal use became year-round communities. Popular contemporary architectural 
styles were used by all communities and social classes. Typically, dwelling size and degree of 
ornamentation varied based on the financial means of residents and reflected their economic and social 
standing. The current character of these summer colonies reflects the built resources that survived the 
hurricane of 1938. In some cases, buildings and structures damaged by the storm were rebuilt. Modern 
and postwar infill can be seen in many colonies. Many remaining cottages from these periods have been 
weatherized and renovated into year-round residences. Alterations typically include enclosed porches and 
garage additions. Primarily, the colonies developed during these periods currently function as suburbs to 
adjacent major metropolitan areas.  
 
Four periods of development for summer colonies in Connecticut were defined. These include the Estate 
Era in Coastal Connecticut (1880–1929), Streetcar Era and Interwar Period in Coastal Connecticut (1898–
1937), Social Enclaves in the Summer Colonies of Coastal Connecticut (1880–1937), and 
Suburbanization of Summer Colonies (1929–70). Property types are associated with each period, but the 
property types are similar throughout the evolution of summer colonies and often overlap periods. Each 
property type discussed is not universal to all colonies, and the summer colonies are analyzed in their 
totality. These property type sections discuss the patterns of development within summer colonies 
through neighborhood design and character.  
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Estate Era (1880–1929) 
 
Summer colonies in the Estate Era usually developed organically. The lack of zoning until the early 
twentieth century resulted in streets platted on previous farmland and individually developed parcels 
without uniform building setbacks. Water views and access were priorities, with dwellings sited on the 
coastline or a waterfront street. Streets typically lacked a grid, followed the coastline, and focused on 
water access.  
 
Generally, neighborhoods from this period developed around an established estate. The primary property 
type was residential as represented by the single-family dwelling. Estates typically featured mansions that 
were monumental in scale and constructed as high-style interpretations of contemporary popular 
architectural styles, such as the Queen Anne, Shingle, or Tudor Revival styles. The estate also may have 
featured guest cottages that were designed with less ornamentation. Middle-class single-family dwellings 
constructed in summer colonies during this period typically were one- or two-story buildings that 
generally reflected the more modest versions of nationally popular styles with minimal architectural 
ornamentation.  
 
Estates later were supplemented by hotels, boardinghouses, summer cottages, restaurants, and commercial 
stores. Rental property types were represented by boardinghouses and hotels. The resort hotel typically 
was a large multi-story building characterized by large verandas. Resort hotels often were constructed in 
the prevailing Queen Anne, Shingle, or Stick styles because those styles were considered informal.  
 
As neighborhoods became more populated, roads and utilities were added. In some cases, mansions were 
converted to inns or hotels to accommodate the growing tourism industry. As summer colonies expanded, 
community amenities were required for the months of seasonal occupation, such as churches, firehouses, 
and community centers. Recreational amenities of the period facilitated the activities associated with 
beaches, such as piers, boardwalks with sitting areas, dance halls, clubhouses, and bathhouses. Active 
recreational amenities could include tennis courts accompanying an estate.  
 
Streetcar Era and Interwar Period (1898–1937) 
 
During this period, development expanded into areas beyond the immediate shoreline. Often, buildings 
were constructed along the trolley lines. Typically, neighborhoods had a main road that followed the 
coastline with streets radiating from it in a somewhat gridded fashion. Middle-class neighborhoods for 
workers from nearby cities proliferated. This period of development also begins before the wide use of 
zoning laws, resulting in a variety of lot sizes and building setbacks, though communities subdivided by a 
developer typically featured a grid pattern of streets. Dwellings in the colonies primarily were modest 
one- to two-story wood-frame buildings using vernacular interpretations of contemporary styles. 
 
With the accessibility of public transportation, many neighborhoods gradually evolved into more 
permanent communities. Services for year-round residents were established, including religious facilities, 
schools, and health and safety services. Small churches and synagogues were replaced with larger 
buildings to accommodate growing populations. Neighborhood associations began to incorporate to 
provide the continued maintenance of these colonies. Storm prevention measures typically were added to 
protect communities.  
 
Recreational amenities also were a priority within colonies, though in some cases these were developed 
by the trolley companies outside the boundaries of the summer colonies. The amenities typically included 
piers, bathhouses, and in some cases, casinos and amusement parks. Small-scale commercial hubs 
sometimes developed around streetcar stops and stations to service several communities. In some areas, 
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these corridors still are primarily located on the main coastline road. These commercial corridors could 
include stores, restaurants, dance halls, hotels, and boardinghouses. 
 
Social Enclaves in the Summer Colonies of Coastal Connecticut (1880–1937) 
 
Select summer colonies were established by those who were excluded from other colonies, such as 
religious or ethnic minorities, as well as by artists. Various neighborhoods and communities established 
by ethnic enclaves and artist groups did not visually differ from other summer colonies. The primary 
property type in these neighborhoods remained the simply styled, one- or two-story single-family 
dwelling that reflected vernacular versions of early twentieth century architectural styles. The buildings 
inhabited by these groups reflect their social history as it pertains to the development of the coast.  
 
Suburbanization of Summer Colonies (1929–70) 
 
As this period of development focuses on summer colonies that transformed into suburban communities, 
a combination of property types is featured. Many summer colonies in Connecticut feature dwellings 
constructed in accordance with FHA guidelines, and which were built in response to the post-World War 
II housing shortage. The postwar housing boom helped transform summer colonies into suburbs for larger 
cities and towns. A more in-depth discussion of the property types associated with suburbanization in 
Connecticut is presented in Chapter VIII: Suburbanization. 
 
In the absence of planning and zoning regulations, deed restrictions were used to regulate design and 
construction. Lot size and building setback restrictions, as stipulated by the deed restrictions, resulted in 
more uniform building placement and continuity in design and construction. In some cases, deeds also 
included limitations on the inclusion of commercial buildings in a development. Consequently, 
exclusively residential colonies were constructed.  
 
As summer colonies evolved into year-round suburban neighborhoods, infill and new construction 
reflected the influence of federal guidelines. Simple, modest dwelling forms were constructed, including 
Cape Cod-type cottages and ranches with minimal ornamentation. Cottages built for seasonal use were 
weatherized for permanent tenancy, and garage additions were common. Amenities and services that 
would support a growing permanent population, such as schools, retail establishments, and public 
services, were constructed.   
 
The development of recreational amenities typically did not have the same priority as in previous 
development periods. Piers, dance halls, casinos, and hotels and boardinghouses that were damaged after 
the 1938 hurricane or that suffered from deferred maintenance were not rebuilt, thereby severing most 
links with the colonies’ recreational association. Often, the beach became the sole tie to recreation. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF  
ARCHITECTS WORKING IN 

COASTAL CONNECTICUT, 1900–701 
 
 
 
William H. Allen (New Haven) 
Allen was born in Northampton, Massachusetts, in 1858 and moved to New Haven a decade later (Beach 
2011). He was a well-known architect of domestic dwellings, civic buildings, and churches. In the early 
twentieth century, Allen, in collaboration with Richard Williams, submitted a Beaux Arts design for the 
New Haven County Courthouse. The plans, which included having the courthouse face the New Haven 
Green, were accepted and constructed in 1914. Allen died in 1936 (Beach 2011).  
 
Leonard Asheim (Bridgeport) 
Asheim attended the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Yale University. He organized his firm, 
Leonard Asheim, in 1902. He completed numerous projects in Connecticut, including libraries and 
courthouses, as well as residences in Miami and Palm Springs, California. He also authored a book on 
schoolhouses and small libraries (American Institute of Architects [AIA] 1956:16). 
 
Warren H. Ashley (Hartford) 
Ashley was born in 1909 in East Longmeadow, Massachusetts. He received his Bachelor of Architecture 
in 1931 from Syracuse University. Ashley worked for a series of architecture firms before establishing his 
Warren H. Ashley firm in 1952. Notable works include Plymouth High School in Terryville; Waterbury 
Vocational School in Waterbury; and Groton Senior High School in Groton (AIA 1956:15).  
 
Henry Bacon (National Practice) 
Bacon attended the University of Illinois in 1888. His early professional life began in Boston, with the 
firm of Chamberlain and Whidden, before moving to New York and working for the firm of McKim, 
Mead & White. In 1897 he opened a practice with James Brite, which lasted until 1903, when he formed 
his own practice. Bacon established a national practice and undertook a variety of commissions including 
public and private projects such as banks, churches, libraries, railway stations, and university buildings. 
He also collaborated with artists, including Daniel Chester French and Augustus Saint-Gaudens. His most 
well-known work was the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C. Bacon died in 1924 (Cortissoz 
1924:277).   
 

                                                       
1 This appendix is not intended to be comprehensive. Architects identified in the preceding chapters are presented in this 
appendix and only those architects whose biographical information was readily available is included. Key sources used to 
compile the data presented in this appendix include the American Architects Directory published by the American Institute of 
Architects in 1956, 1962, and 1970. Information on an architect’s education and the location of commissioned work are provided 
when available. Mid-Twentieth-Century Modern Residences in Connecticut, 1930–1979. National Register Multiple Property 
Documentation Form (Adams et al. 2010; https://www.nps.gov/subjects/nationalregister/database-research.htm) and Connecticut 
Architecture: Stories of 100 Places (Wigren 2018) provide additional information on mid-twentieth century architects. 
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Laurence L. Barnard (New Rochelle, New York) 
Barnard was born in West Virginia and attended Otterbein College. He later received a master’s degree in 
architecture from Columbia University. Barnard prepared plans for the proposed Revonah Manor 
development, an early and influential streetcar suburb in Stamford (Bedford 1986:8.1; New York Times 
1926).  

James Oscar Betelle (Newark, New Jersey) 
Betelle was an architect based in Newark, New Jersey, born in 1879. Betelle trained in the office of Cope 
& Stewardson in Philadelphia. By 1910 he had established offices in Newark and New York City with 
Ernest F. Guilbert, called Guilbert & Betelle. Guilbert died in 1916 and Betelle continued the firm alone. 
Betelle specialized in school design, often in the Collegiate Gothic style. From 1917 to 1925 he taught at 
Columbia University’s Teachers College. In Connecticut, Bettelle designed the Glenville School in 
Greenwich. Betelle died in 1954 (Brandt 1992).  
 
Alfred C. Bossom (New York) 
Bossom (1881–1965) was an English architect who practiced in the United States from 1903 to 1926. 
Bossom studied at the Regent Street Polytechnic (University of Westminster) and the Royal Academy of 
Arts in London before moving to the United States. Bossom worked for Carnegie Steel in Pittsburgh, 
designing worker housing, and later opened a private practice in New York. Bossom specialized in the 
design of banks and skyscrapers. Some of his notable designs include the First National Bank (1920) in 
Jersey City, New Jersey; the Liberty Building (1925) in Buffalo; and the Federal American National Bank 
(1925–26) in Washington, D.C. In addition, he designed several buildings in Texas, including American 
Exchange National Bank (1918); United States National Bank (1924); the Petroleum Building (1925); and 
the Maple Terrace Apartments (1924–25). Bossom was a proponent of skyscraper design and Mayan 
Revival architecture, which he wrote about in his treatises “Building to the Skies: Romance of the 
Skyscraper” and “An Architectural Pilgrimage in Old Mexico,” published in 1934 and 1924, respectively. 
Bossom aided in the design of Remington Arms worker housing at Remington Village in Bridgeport, 
alongside the firm Hiss & Weekes. He ended his architecture practice in the United States in 1926 and 
returned to England, where he became a Member of Parliament in 1931 (Maloney 1994). 
 
Warren R. Briggs (Bridgeport) 
Briggs was born in Malden, Massachusetts, in 1850. He attended Harvard University and was employed 
by Cummings & Sears, a Boston architectural firm before attending the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris for 
two years on a scholarship in 1872 (Osborn 1904:222). He returned to Boston in 1874 and worked for 
Peabody & Stearns. By 1876, he had moved to Bridgeport; a year later he opened his own firm. Briggs 
submitted a design for the Connecticut State Building at the 1893 Columbian Exposition in Chicago, 
which was accepted by the exposition commissioners (Osborn 1904:222).  In addition to his civic works, 
Briggs wrote several books on school design, including Modern American School Buildings. Briggs died 
in 1933 (Withey 1956:76). 
 
Richard Butterfield (West Hartford) 
Butterfield attended Dartmouth College and Yale University. Before establishing Nichols & Butterfield in 
1950, he worked in the offices of Ernest Sibley and J. Frederick Larson. John E. Nichols died in 1951. 
Nichols & Butterfield designed schools in Connecticut, Vermont, and Virginia (AIA 1956:77). 
Connecticut schools include Morgan School (1951) in Clinton. He was associated with Perkins & Will for 
the design of schools in Litchfield County. Richard Butterfield established Butterfield & Associates in 
1961 (AIA 1962:98).  
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Leo F. Caproni (New Haven) 
Caproni (1888–1970) was an architect active in private practice beginning in 1926. Caproni was educated 
at Bordentown Military Institute and Dartmouth College. After working as a designer and structural 
engineer at Lally Column Company, National Bridge Works, Bethlehem Steel Company, and Hays 
Foundry & Iron Works, Caproni went into business for himself in New Haven as an architect in 1926. 
Many of his realized works were designed for Connecticut industrial manufacturers. Caproni designed a 
number of factories, including U.S. Motors Co., Inc., in Milford; G&O Radiator Manufacturing Company 
in New Haven; Globe Slicing Machine Company in Stamford; J.L. Lucas & Son, Inc. in Fairfield; 
Hershey Metal Products Company in Ansonia; Laminated Shim Company in Glenbrook; Waterbury 
Clock Company in Middlebury; and Snow & Nabsted Gear Company in Hamden. He also designed a 
number of Connecticut residences (AIA 1947). Caproni was a member of the American Institute of 
Architects, the American Society of Civil Engineers, the Connecticut Society of Architects, and the New 
Haven Society of Architects. 
 
Coffin & Coffin (New York) 
H. Errol Coffin was born in 1891 in Binghamton, New York, while Kenneth Ford Coffin was born in 
1896 in Bath, New York. The Coffins were educated at Cornell University, where they received 
bachelor’s degrees in architecture. They established Coffin & Coffin in 1920 in New York City and both 
resided in Greenwich. The firm undertook projects in Connecticut, New Jersey, and New York and 
designed schools, churches, and housing (AIA 1956:101). The firm was no longer in operation by 1970. 
 
Charles Cutler (Westport) 
Cutler was an architect based in Westport, for which he designed several civic buildings. Notable works 
include Green Farms School and Westport Bank and Trust Company, both built in the 1920s. Cutler was 
a member of the American Institute of Architects from 1926 to 1942 (AIA n.d.).  
 
Rocco D’Avino (New Haven) 
D’Avino was born in Italy in April 1882. He was educated in public and preparatory schools in Italy and 
in 1898 moved to the U.S. He became a resident of New Haven in 1900 and worked as an unskilled 
laborer in several local factories, including Sargent and Company, New Haven Clock Company, and 
Winchester Repeating Arms Company (Hill 1918:617). He enrolled in night school before taking courses 
at Sheffield Scientific. He later studied civil engineering at Yale University. D’Avino opened his first 
office in New Haven in 1908 and by 1918 had a branch office managed by his partner (Hill 1918:617). 
His firm specialized in the use of reinforced concrete in apartment buildings and residences, as well as in 
factory and mill construction. An example of his work is a 1911-constructed, Georgian-style triple-decker 
tenement building still standing at 857 Howard Avenue in New Haven (Brown 1976:90).  
 
DeYoung & Moscowitz (New York) 
The New York architecture firm DeYoung & Moscowitz (also DeYoung, Moscowitz & Rosenberg) was 
active beginning in 1929. The firm’s founding partners, Philip de Young (1898–?) and Benjamin 
Moscowitz (1893–?), were educated at Columbia University and the now-defunct Beaux-Arts Institute of 
Design (New York City). Moscowitz had been a draftsman and designer at York & Sawyer, and 
DeYoung had founded the firm Allen & DeYoung. In 1929, DeYoung and Moscowitz partnered with 
Karl Rosenberg (1896–1962), who had studied at Cooper Union, to form DeYoung, Moscowitz & 
Rosenberg in New York City. As DeYoung, Moscowitz & Rosenberg, the firm designed a variety of 
buildings in New England (AIA 1962:167). The firm notably designed several structures at the Fashion 
Institute of Technology (1959) and Powdermaker Hall in Queens College (1961), both in New York 
(Gray 2005). It also designed the Taft Houses for the New York City Housing Authority and the Office of 
the Chief Medical Examiner (1960) (New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission 1981:1225). 
After Rosenberg died in 1962, the firm survived as DeYoung & Moscowitz. DeYoung and Moscowitz, 
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however, had worked together and without Rosenberg on numerous projects since 1929. One such project 
was the design of the defense housing project at Poquonock Bridge for Federal Public Housing Authority 
in Groton during World War II.  
 
Roy Foote (New Haven) 
Foote was born in Huntington, Connecticut, in 1879. Early in his career, he was employed by New Haven 
architect L.B. Robinson, where he worked for ten years. By 1912, Foote had begun his professional career 
as an architect. His works primarily were dwellings in New Haven County and factory and civic buildings 
in the City of New Haven and New Haven County, which included the Washington School at West 
Haven; United Illuminating Company; Majestic Laundry Building (Hill 1918:412).  
 
Carleton Granbery, Jr. (New Haven) 
Granbery was born in 1913 in New York City. He received his bachelor’s degree in 1935 and his bachelor 
of fine arts degree in 1938 from Yale University. He traveled throughout Europe, Africa, and Polynesia. 
Granbery worked as a draftsman for several firms before opening the partnership of Coolidge & Granbery 
in 1947 in New Haven. A year later he established his own firm, the Office of Carleton Granbery, in the 
same city. Notable work includes Melissa Jones School, North Guilford; Seaside Nurse’s Home, 
Waterford; Yale University Press, New Haven; Foote School, New Haven; and Radcliffe Co-op Housing, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts (AIA 1956:206; AIA 1962:260).  
 
B. Sumner Gruzen (New York) 
Gruzen (1903–1974) was a New York-based architect active beginning in 1928. Born in Latvia, he was 
educated at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the École des Beaux Arts in Paris. During his 
early career, Gruzen worked with Guy Lowell. He also worked for Emery Roth in New York. Gruzen 
founded his own firm, Kelly & Gruzen, with Hugh A. Kelly in New York in 1932 (New York Times 
1974:64). During his partnership with Kelly, the firm designed public housing projects and community 
centers. Gruzen also had a renowned personal practice. Over the course of his career, he gained ten 
separate commissions for developments in downtown Manhattan (Emanuel 1980:324). Gruzen designed 
notable buildings such as Chatham Towers in New York City (1965) and the Earth & Space Science 
Building at State University of New York, Stony Brook (1968). Gruzen also designed the Federal Works 
Agency defense housing project at Stonybrook Gardens, Stratford, Connecticut, during World War II. 
Sumner was the father of architect Jordan Gruzen. 
 
Jesse James Hamblin (Milford) 
Hamblin was born in 1907 and was educated at the Connecticut Junior College (AIA 1946a). Prior to 
retiring, Hamblin was an owner, with his son, Jesse Jr., of the architectural firm Hamblin Associates in 
Milford. His works include the Carpatho-Russian German Cathedral, Bridgeport; Rodeph Sholom 
Synagogue, Bridgeport; Point Beach Elementary School, Milford; Kay Avenue School and Pumpkin 
Delight schools, Milford; First Lutheran Church, Waterbury; and Christ the Savior Orthodox Greek 
Catholic Cathedral, Johnstown, Pennsylvania (AIA 1956:222). Hamblin died in 2012 in Milford (New 
Haven Register 2012).  
 
Lorenzo Hamilton (Meriden) 
Born in Meriden in 1895, Hamilton is best known for his design of domestic dwellings and civic 
buildings. Hamilton was a graduate of Meriden High School and went on to study at Phillips Academy 
and Yale University. Yale’s School of Fine Arts awarded him a Winchester Fellowship, enabling him to 
study in Europe for a year. He opened his own architectural office in 1923 in Meriden. His portfolio 
includes Hanover School, Wilcox State Trade School, as well as the Roger Sherman and John Barry 
schools, in Meriden along with a number of commercial buildings in the city. Hamilton also designed the 
Yale Record Building in New Haven. Hamilton died in 1955 in Meriden (Meriden Hall of Fame n.d.).  
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S. Wesley Haynes (Fitchburg, Massachusetts) 
Haynes was born in Leominster, Massachusetts. He worked as a draftsman for Peabody & Stearns before 
opening his own office in 1918 in Leominster. Haynes moved the office to Fitchburg in 1920, and a year 
later formed a partnership with Harold E. Mason of Keene, New Hampshire, called Haynes & Mason. 
Haynes is notable for his school designs, which include Shepardson School in Middlebury and Stonington 
High School in Pawcatuck. Haynes later established the firm of S.W. Haynes & Associates. (AIA 
1956:236; AIA 1962:298; American Architect and Architecture 1921:68).  
 
Keith S. Heine (Hartford) 
Heine attended Wesleyan University and the Chicago Technical College. His firm, Keith Sellers Heine, 
was established in 1932 and had a regional practice in Connecticut, Massachusetts, and New York. He 
designed several schools in Massachusetts and Connecticut, primarily in Hartford County (AIA 
1956:240). He also served on local zoning boards (AIA 1970:394).  
 
Hiss & Weekes (New York) 
New York-based Hiss & Weekes was active from 1899 until 1933. Philip Hiss and H. Hobart Weekes 
were the firm’s founding partners. Hiss (1857–1940) was born in Baltimore, and began his study of 
architecture through private tutors, later completing his training in Paris. He returned to the United States 
in 1899 and entered into a partnership with Weekes (Withey 1956:289). Weekes (1867-1950) studied 
architecture and sculpture in the United States, England, France, Italy and Greece. Prior to partnering with 
Hiss, Weekes worked at the New York firm of McKim, Mead & White (New York Times 1950:32). 
Together, Hiss & Weeks designed high-rise apartment buildings, hotels, churches, banks, and private 
residences in urban and rural settings. The firm frequently designed in the Beaux-Arts and neo-
Renaissance styles. Some of the firm’s notable works include the Hotel Gotham (1905) and the Belmont 
Apartments (1908), New York, New York; Byers Hall, Yale University, New Haven (1902); the 
Elizabeth Arden Building, Chicago (1926); and the Church of Bethesda-by-the-Sea, Palm Beach, Florida 
(1927). Hiss & Weekes also designed workers housing for Remington Arms in Bridgeport, at Remington 
Village alongside architect Alfred C. Bossom. 
 
Hoppin & Koen (New York) 
The New York-based architecture firm Hoppin & Koen, led by partners Colonel Francis L.V. Hoppin and 
Terence A. Koen, was active from 1894 until 1923. Hoppin (1867–1941), born in Providence, was 
educated at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and at the École des Beaux Arts in Paris. Hoppin 
began his work in architecture at the New York firm McKim, Mead & White. In 1894 he entered into a 
partnership with Koen (1858–1923), a colleague at McKim, Mead & White (Withey 1956:353). Hoppin 
& Koen designed a number of police stations for the New York City Police Department, including the 
Headquarters Building on Center Street (1909) (Withey 1956:353). Hoppin & Koen also designed 
churches, residences, and country homes, including some in Connecticut (Withey 1956:300). The United 
States Housing Corporation enlisted Hoppin & Koen to design a defense housing project in New London 
during World War II. 
 
John MacLane Johansen (New Canaan) 
Johansen began his career in 1943 in the office of Marcel Breuer after graduating from the Harvard 
Graduate School of Design, where he had studied with Breuer (1902–81), Walter Gropius (1883–1969), 
and Josef Albers (1888–1976). Johansen established an architectural office in New Canaan in 1949 and 
designed 16 houses that were constructed in Connecticut from 1950 to 1977. His portfolio also included 
national and international public buildings including schools, libraries, theaters, and office complexes. 
Connecticut buildings represented in Johansen’s public work are Saint Mark Evangelical Lutheran 
Church, Norwich (1962), the Museum of Art, Science, and Industry, Bridgeport (1961), Florence Virtue 
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Housing, New Haven (1965), Helene W. Grant School, New Haven (1965; demolished 2015), and 
Dixwell Church (1969) (Kuranda, Goodwin, and Peeler 2018).     
 
J. Frederick Kelly (New Haven) 
Kelly (1888–1947) was educated at Yale University, and later studied in Europe. In collaboration with 
Day & Klauder, he designed several buildings at Yale University. He was an early proponent of historic 
preservation and was involved in the restoration of Swain-Harrison house in Branford, Whitfield house in 
Guilford, and the rebuilding of the Congregational Church in Lebanon, Connecticut, after the 1938 
hurricane (Withey 1956:337). 
 
Lyons & Mather (Bridgeport) 
Lyons & Mather was established in 1939 by Thomas Lyons and Austin Mather. Lyons attended the Pratt 
Institute in New York City. His principal works mostly consisted of the design of schools, including 
Andrew Warde High School (1957), Fairfield; Norte Dame High School (1958), Bridgeport; and Norwalk 
Technical Institute (1961), Norwalk. Mather also attend the Pratt Institute. Like his partner, Mather’s 
work focused on school design. Principal works include Mill Plain School (1948), Fairfield; Nathan Hale 
Junior High School (1952), Norwalk; and the State Vocational School (1953), Danbury (AIA 1962:438, 
469). 
 
Francis L.S. Mayers (Stamford) 
Mayers attended McGill University in Montreal. He was a partner with Bertram G. Goodhue, Associates 
from 1924 to 1931. He established Francis L.S. Mayers in 1940. His firm had a regional practice, 
designing schools and religious buildings, including Dolan Junior High School (1948), Saint Mary’s 
School and Convent (1950), and Stark School (1953) in Stamford, and Wendell L. Cross School and 
Buck’s Hill School in 1954 in Waterbury (AIA 1956:373–74). By 1962, Mayers had moved to Boca 
Raton, Florida (AIA 1962:473). 
 
H.K. Murphy (New Haven) 
Murphy was born in 1877 in New Haven. He graduated from Yale University in 1899 with a Bachelor of 
Fine Arts degree. Murphy was first employed as an architect at the New York offices of Tracey & 
Startwout in 1900. In 1907 he opened a firm with Yale University professor Richard Henry Dana, Jr., 
which operated until 1921. After Dana left in 1921, the firm was reestablished as Murphy, McGill & 
Hamlin until 1924, when Murphy established his own firm in New Haven. Notable works attributed to 
Murphy include Hopkins School and Baldwin Hall, New Haven; University of Shanghai, China; and 
Rikkyo University, Japan (Yale University Library 2015).  
 
Murphy & Dana (New Haven) 
The New Haven-based firm of Murphy & Dana, led by Henry Killam Murphy and Henry Richard Dana, 
Jr., was active from 1906 until 1921. Murphy (1877–1954) was born in New Haven and educated at Yale 
University, graduating in 1899 with a bachelor of fine arts degree. He studied design in the Atelier 
Masqueray and worked at the New York firm Tracy & Swartwout. In 1907 he and Dana, a Yale 
professor, opened their own practice (Yale University Library 2015). Dana (1879–1933) was born in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, and graduated from Harvard in 1901. He later attended Columbia University 
and the École des Beaux Arts in Paris. He joined the drafting staff of Delan & Aldrich, where he worked 
until 1907. As Murphy & Dana, the two architects designed college buildings, private residences, 
libraries, office buildings, schools, churches and other buildings in the United States and abroad. The firm 
designed a number of notable public and religious buildings, including the Loomis Chaffee School and 
campus in Windsor (Connecticut) (1916–21); the Community Building in Easthampton, Massachusetts 
(1914–15); the St. John’s Parish House in Waterbury (1921–23); St. Margaret’s School in Waterbury; and 
Church of Christ Scientist in Cambridge, Massachusetts (Withey 1956:161). The firm also designed 
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defense housing in Waterbury for the United States Housing Corporation during World War I. The firm 
dissolved in 1921, when Dana left the enterprise; however, Murphy continued to practice independently 
and was briefly part of the firm Murphy, McGill & Hamlin until 1924. Murphy was involved with a 
number of design projects in the U.S. (e.g., Hopkins School campus and Baldwin Hall, New Haven) and 
abroad, including campus design for the University of Shanghai (University of Shanghai for Science and 
Technology), as well as number of buildings at Tsinghua University in Beijing, and Rikkyo University, 
Japan. 
 
Eliot Noyes (New Canaan) 
Noyes was a Harvard-trained American architect and industrial engineer, born in Boston. He enrolled at 
Harvard University in 1932 and, in 1939, received his architecture degree from Harvard Graduate School 
of Design. After receiving his master’s degree, Noyes joined Walter Gropius and Marcel Breuer’s firm in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, and later founded his own firm, Eliot Noyes & Associates (AIA 1962:519). 
His firm worked in the New England region, as well as in Washington, D.C., Georgia, Maryland, and 
New Jersey. The firm designed buildings for corporations such as IBM and Westinghouse (AIA 
1970:673). Notable works include “Bubble Houses” in Hobe Sound, Florida; the IBM Pavilion at the 
Brussels World Fair; and the IBM Education Center in Poughkeepsie, New York. 
 
Edward F. O’Dwyer (Westport) 
O’Dwyer was born in 1902 in Narragansett, Rhode Island. He attended New York University and started 
his career as a draftsman for Frank J. Forster, working at the latter’s firm from 1927 to 1931, and at W.L. 
Bottomley, from 1933 to 1936. He established the firm Ward & O’Dwyer in New Canaan, which 
operated from 1937 to 1940. O’Dwyer established his own firm in 1940. Notable works include 
Lewisboro School addition, Salem, New York; Todd School, Briarcliff Manor, New York; Town Hall, 
Weston; Stevens School Gymnasium, Stamford; and Hurlbutt School, Weston (AIA 1956:411). 
 
Douglas Orr (New Haven) 
Orr was born in 1892 in Meriden and received his undergraduate degree from Yale University (Mossman 
2001:398). Orr opened his architectural practice in 1919 and completed a Master of Fine Arts at Yale in 
1927. His portfolio includes the New Haven Lawn Club; Southern New England Telephone Company 
Headquarters, New Haven; Lakeside and Emily Abbey Dorms, Mount Holyoke College, Massachusetts; 
Grace-New Haven Community Hospital; Charlestown Group Headquarters, Charlestown, West Virginia; 
and the First New Haven Bank (AIA 1962:526). Later in his career, Orr established a partnership with 
architects William de Cossy and Frank Winder; the firm was called Douglass Orr, de Cossy, Winder, and 
Associates (Brown 1976:72). Orr died in 1966 in Branford, Connecticut (Mossman 2001:398).  
 
Charles Scranton Palmer (Meriden) 
Palmer was born in 1878 in Meriden. He opened his first architecture office in 1905 in Meriden’s G.A.R. 
Building (Gillespie and Curtis 1906:493). Although he was a notable architect because of his 
superintending the construction of manufacturing plants in various parts of New England, he is best 
known for his design of a school building constructed in 1906 on West Main Street in Meriden (Gillespie 
and Curtis 1906:494). Palmer died in 1954 (American Architects and Building Database n.d.).  
 
Sebastian J. Passanesi (Middletown) 
Passanesi received his architectural degree in 1935 from the Catholic University of America, and in 1954 
received a supplemental degree from Yale University (Liblow 1995). He served in World War II as a 
marine and retired with the rank of major. Passanesi was principal with Sebastian J. Passanesi Architects 
in Middletown. His works include the Middletown Municipal Building; Faculty Housing Long Lane 
School, Middletown; LaSalette Seminary, Cheshire; and East Hampton High School, East Hampton. 
(AIA 1962:536). Passanesi died in 1995 (Liblow 1995).  
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William J. Provoost (Stamford) 
Provoost was born in 1893 in Port Chester, New York. He was educated at Columbia Extension College, 
where he took evening classes. Provoost began his career as a draftsman for Harry F. Mertz in Port 
Chester. He then worked for Walker & Gillette in New York City, before opening his own firm, Butler & 
Provoost, in 1920. In 1938 he opened Provoost & Everett, which operated for two years before he 
established the William J. Provoost firm in 1940 in Stamford. Notable works include Milford High 
School in Milford; Norwich Vocational School in Norwich; and Plainville High School in Plainville (AIA 
1956:446). He also designed public buildings in Stamford and Fairfield County (AIA 1962:566). By 
1970, Provoost & Sirine became the successor firm (AIA 1970:737). 
 
Leoni Robinson (New Haven) 
Robinson was born in Wisconsin and moved to New Haven as a child. He opened his New Haven 
architectural practice in 1880. In addition to designing schools, Robinson designed the First National 
Bank Building, the Western Union Building, and the Southern New England Telephone Company (116–
26 Court Street) in New Haven. After Robinson’s death in 1923, George H. Gray and Clark J. Lawrence 
assumed the practice and renamed it Gray & Lawrence (Withey 1956:518). 
 
James Gamble Rogers (New York and New Haven) 
Rogers was born in Bryan Station, Kentucky, in 1867. He attended Yale University and the École des 
Beaux Arts in Paris. He was associated with the firms Hale and Rogers, James Gamble Rogers, Inc., and 
Rogers & Butler. His work focused on the design of academic buildings. In addition to designing 
buildings for Yale University, he designed buildings for Columbia University. Other works include the 
Aetna Life Insurance Company home office in Hartford and the New Haven Post Office and Courthouse 
in Connecticut and Columbia-Presbyterian Hospital in New York. He died in 1947 (Yale University 
Library 2012). 
 
Sherwood, Mills & Smith (Stamford) 
Thorne Sherwood, Willis N. Mills, and Lester W. Smith were principals of Stamford-based Sherwood, 
Mills & Smith. Sherwood received his bachelor’s degree from Williams College and his master’s degree 
from Columbia University. His principal projects include the Litchfield County Hospital (1957), Winsted; 
the Mutual Insurance Company Home Office (1959), Hartford; First Presbyterian Church (ca. 1959), 
Stamford; and the Institute for Crippled and Disabled Research Center (1961), New York (AIA 1962:639; 
Metropolitan Museum of Art 1959:13). Mills graduated from the University of Pennsylvania. He was in 
private practice from 1934 to 1939, when he joined Sherwood, Mills & Smith. He designed schools, 
churches, and residences in New Canaan and Greenwich (AIA 1970:627). Smith graduated from 
Princeton University with a bachelor’s degree in architecture. He joined Sherwood, Mills & Smith in 
1946, and the firm became SMS Partnership. He designed more than 25 schools in the New York 
metropolitan region as well as buildings for Princeton University (AIA 1970:853). 
 
Ernest Sibley (West Hartford) 
Sibley was an architect specializing in school design. Schools attributed to his architecture firm, Sibley, 
E. & A.H. Knapp, et al., include those in New Jersey, New York, and Connecticut. His North Main Street 
School in Spring Valley, New York, is a 1916 school listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 
2008 (Goblet 2007). 
 
Joseph T. Smith (Waterbury) 
Smith was an architect practicing in Waterbury in the early twentieth century (Real Estate Record and 
Builders’ Guide 1905a:vii, 1905b:248). He primarily designed commercial and civic buildings.  
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David L. Southey (Bridgeport) 
Southey was born in Bridgeport on August 17, 1911. He received his architectural degree from the 
University of Pennsylvania in 1936 and worked summers as a draftsman and apprentice in the Bridgeport 
architectural firm of his father, Ernest G. Southey, as well as traveling in Europe. In October 1936, 
Southey prepared drawings for a proposed aerodrome at Mollison Airfield (now Igor Sikorsky Memorial 
Airport) in Bridgeport that were published in the Bridgeport Post on October 11, 1936. Southey also 
worked in London for the Young & Hall architectural firm from 1938 to 1939. Southey returned to 
Bridgeport in 1940, where he again worked for his father until 1941. He joined the staff of the Chief 
Engineer of the War Department, and served as Lieutenant Commander in the U.S. Navy during World 
War II; thereafter he ran his own firm until 1952, specializing in the design of medical facilities (AIA 
1962:525). He later moved to Washington, D.C., to work as an architect for the Bureau of Medicine and 
Surgery for the Department of the Navy (AIA 1970:863). 
 
R. Clipston Sturgis (Boston) 
Sturgis (1860–1951) was an architect based in Boston. Sturgis studied architecture at Harvard University 
before apprenticing in London and continuing his studies across Europe. Upon returning to the United 
States, Sturgis took on a central role at his uncle John Hubbard Sturgis’s architecture firm in 1888. He 
also worked in partnerships with W.R. Cabot as Sturgis & Cabot, and later with George E. Barton as 
Sturgis & Barton, both in Boston. Sturgis designed houses, libraries schools, railroad stations, public 
buildings, and churches across New England (Vosbeck 2008:46). He also took international work, 
notably designing the Episcopal Cathedral in Manila, Philippines. Some of his other works include the 
Perkins Institute School for the Blind, Watertown, Massachusetts (1910); Robbins Memorial Town Hall, 
Arlington, Massachusetts (1912); Benjamin Franklin Institute of Technology, Boston (1906–08); the 
Federal Reserve Bank, Boston (1922); as well as additions to the Massachusetts State House and the 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. In Connecticut, Sturgis designed United States Housing Corporation 
defense housing projects in Bridgeport during World War I. Sturgis was president of the American 
Institute of Architects from 1914 to 1915 (AIA 1914:5). 
 
Philip Sunderland (Danbury) 
Sunderland attended the École des Beaux Arts in Paris before establishing his own firm in 1931, and later 
Philip N. Sunderland & William Webb Sunderland. He designed banks and public buildings in Danbury 
and Newtown. He served as Chief Architect for Connecticut from 1934 to 1949 (AIA 1962:687). 
 
Toby Vece (Bridgeport) 
Vece (1894–1990) was an architect with a private practice in Bridgeport beginning in 1924. After 
graduation from the University of Pennsylvania he became a draftsman at F. J. Dixon in Bridgeport. 
During World War I he was a First Lieutenant in the Army Corps of Engineers. After the war he was 
Assistant Chief Architect at the Connecticut Department of Public Works in Hartford. He founded his 
own private practice in 1924. Leading up to and during World War II, Vece designed housing projects for 
the United States Housing Authority, including the Marina Village (South End) Housing Project in 
Bridgeport and the Success Village Lanham Act housing project in Bridgeport. Vece also designed the 
Fairfield State Hospital in Newtown and the Samuel Johnson and John Winthrop schools in Bridgeport 
(AIA 1962:725). 
 
Charles Wellington Walker (Bridgeport) 
Walker attended the University of Pennsylvania and founded his firm, Charles Wellington Walker, in 
Bridgeport in 1915. His principal works included projects in Stratford, where he designed the People’s 
Savings Bank and the Municipal Building. He designed numerous buildings for the University of 
Bridgeport, including the library, women’s and men’s dorms, the student center, the gymnasium, and the 
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English building. He also designed the U.S. Post Office and Bridgeport Hospital in Bridgeport (AIA 
1956:582; AIA1962:734).  
 
Louis A. Walsh (Waterbury) 
Walsh established his firm in 1904. He attended Columbia University. Walsh is primarily known for his 
hospital and seminary designs. He also designed Wilby High School in Waterbury. Walsh died in 1963 
(AIA 1946b).  
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APPENDIX B 
 

AN OVERVIEW OF NATURAL DISASTERS AND 

FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

RESPONSE IN THE FOUR COASTAL  
COUNTIES OF CONNECTICUT 

 
 
 
 
Connecticut experienced a series of major flooding events as a result of natural disasters in the twentieth 
century. In response, the state government has historically focused on infrastructure improvements and 
rebuilding efforts rather than comprehensive resiliency planning. Connecticut’s decentralized approach to 
government explains the lack of a unified planning approach; all planning, zoning, and legislating, is done 
at the municipal level. The federal government’s role in disaster mitigation remained informal until 
passage of the Federal Disaster Relief Act of 1950. That and subsequent legislation led to the 
establishment of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Prior to FEMA’s establishment 
in 1978, local communities and municipalities largely were responsible for providing disaster relief and 
mitigation.  
 
Federal and state responses to natural disaster events are traditionally undertaken during the four phases 
of a disaster life cycle: mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery. Mitigation involves preventative 
measures, such as elevating homes in floodplains and purchasing insurance in anticipation of a probable 
event. Preparedness includes all activities that will enable effective response to an event, including the 
establishment of policies and procedures to be followed by emergency responders. Response includes all 
actions taken during or immediately after a hazardous event, including search and rescue efforts, 
provision of needed medical care, evacuation, and attempts to reduce further damage. Recovery is the last 
of the four phases and reflects what has happened in the prior three phases and involves all actions 
intended to return the community to its pre-event state.  
 
Flooding and hurricane events are the primary natural disasters of concern for the coastal Connecticut 
region (Arendt and Alesch 2014:6).1 The purpose of this appendix is to summarize past responses to 
understand mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery changes in the twentieth century at the 
federal, state, and local levels. Changes to the built environment as a result of mitigation, preparedness, 
response, and recovery are not explored; property types associated with disaster response are a subject for 
future research. The document concludes with a summary of disaster response to Hurricane Sandy and the 
recent changes to mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery at federal and state levels in response 
to Sandy.2 
 
                                                            
1  Federal and state initiatives outside the four coastal counties of Connecticut will be referenced as they relate to disaster 
mitigation in the four coastal counties. 
2 Hurricane Sandy was the deadliest and most destructive hurricane of the 2012 Atlantic hurricane season. Four people died in 
Connecticut as a result of the hurricane. The damage to Connecticut infrastructure amounted to approximately $360 million 
(Llanos 2012).  
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1900–50: Beginnings of Formalized Natural Disaster Response 
 
The early period of emergency management is characterized by a case-by-case response to natural 
disasters by the federal government. Federal legislation focused on disaster relief funding and mitigation 
often had been passed after natural disasters beginning in the early twentieth century. The State of 
Connecticut also began passing natural disaster response legislation and organizing regional councils of 
government, in part to prioritize hazard mitigation planning and disaster relief, after the Flood of 1936. 
 
 
Federal Response 
 
In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the federal government responded to natural disasters on a case-
by-case basis, with no clearly defined system of response (Menzer 2007:7). From 1803 to 1950, Congress 
passed 128 disaster relief bills, authorizing funds separately after each disaster (Federal Emergency 
Management Agency [FEMA] 1999:3-2). When the government intervened in disaster response, the 
National Guard was the primary coordinator. The federal government attempted to formalize federal 
disaster response during World War I. In 1917 the War Department issued Special Regulation No. 67, 
which established basic policies for all types of disasters (Miskel 2008:41). Despite the military order, 
federal disaster relief remained unorganized, with no coordinated program, until the Disaster Relief Act of 
1950.  
 
Flooding was a national concern in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. From the late 1890s 
to 1917, major river basins in the United States experienced periodic flooding (Arnold 1988:11). In 1907, 
after the Great Pittsburgh Flood, President Theodore Roosevelt appointed an Inland Waterways 
Commission to study water resources. The commission recommended that the government establish a 
“coordinated program of multiuse river development, a collection of diversified flood control programs 
including reservoirs, levees and floodwalls, and reforestation (Arnold 1988:12).” The recommendations 
were the basis for a bill introduced by Nevada Senator Francis Newlands in 1909, which recommended 
that the federal government “undertake a coordinated program of multipurpose river development under 
the control of a permanent commission appointed by the president (Mather 1984:301).” The bill was 
rejected but its goals later were recognized with the creation of the House Committee on Flood Control in 
1916 (Arnold 1988:13). The House Committee on Flood Control sponsored a bill that led to the Flood 
Control Act of 1917. Although limited to the lower Mississippi and Sacramento rivers, the law marked 
the first time Congress appropriated funds for flood control. Section 3 of the act authorized the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers (USACE) to “undertake examinations and surveys for flood control improvements,” 
setting a precedent for federal-level flood prevention (Wright 2000:7). USACE provided Congress with a 
cost estimate to survey the nation’s rivers and watersheds. The survey was funded under the Rivers and 
Harbors Act of 1927 (Wright 2000:8). By 1935 the USACE had prepared numerous reports providing 
comprehensive and detailed data and planning initiatives for multipurpose river development. 
 
During the Depression, President Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal programs included the Public Works 
Administration (PWA), established in 1933 as a large-scale public works construction agency (Ickes 
1935:109). Under the Department of the Interior (DOI), the PWA built large-scale public works such as 
dams, bridges, hospitals, and schools. The administration also published papers on floods and dam 
construction (Ickes 1935:110). While the DOI typically produced electricity-generating dams rather than 
flood-control dams, its papers documenting the floods of 1936 were valuable to future mitigation 
initiatives.  
 
In the early twentieth century the federal response to flood events primarily was reactive. The Great 
Connecticut River Flood of March 1936 was among the major floods that spurred Congress to take action, 
resulting in the Flood Control Act of 1936. The Great Connecticut River Flood was the result of melting 
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snow and moderately heavy rains over 13 days. Rainfall of six to eight inches was recorded across the 
state. Combined with melting snow, ten to thirty inches of water flowed into Connecticut rivers 
(Connecticut Division of Emergency Management and Homeland Security 2013). The three major rivers 
affected by the flood were the Connecticut, the Housatonic, and the Thames. Floodwaters left almost 
10,000 Connecticut families homeless, contaminated drinking water supplies, and unleashed the threat of 
typhoid and other diseases (Thomson et al. 1964:86). The flood caused more than $20 million in property 
damage ($370 million in 2018 dollars (Friedman n.d.). In response, several flood-ravaged communities 
set curfews, and the U.S. Red Cross opened bread lines to feed affected families. At the time, statewide 
response and recovery measures were uncoordinated; such measures were undertaken by municipalities.  
 
An April 1936 editorial in the Bradford, Vermont, newspaper The United Opinion summarized the need 
for flood control in the region: 

 
All New England now feels that something permanent must be done to prevent disastrous 
spring floods. Southern New England now realizes that reservoirs nearer the headwaters 
of the rivers is their best protection since flood waters are no respectors (sic.) of state 
lines. It is an extensive program, but more than worth its cost in the end (United Opinion 
April 1936). 

 
Congress was persuaded that nationwide flood mitigation and response administered by an agency of the 
federal government, and financed with federal funds, was needed (Arnold 1988:24). The Flood Control 
Act of 1936 set up preventative measures to reduce flood damage. The U.S. Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) was given primary responsibility under the legislation and developed plans to reduce runoff and 
retain more stormwater where it fell. Second, the USACE developed engineering plans for nationwide 
downstream projects. The law required cooperation between the USDA and USACE, though complex 
large-scale projects fell to the Corps (Wright 2000:11).  
 
 
State Response 
 
Connecticut enacted a series of laws in the twentieth century designed to improve disaster preparedness. 
As with the federal government, the state disaster response had been reactive. The devastation of the 
Great New England Hurricane of 1938 to the Connecticut coast provided the impetus for a structured 
disaster response at the state level. Prior to the 1938 hurricane, disaster response had up to local 
municipalities. At the time, the U.S. Weather Bureau tracked storms through offshore mariner reports 
(Grossi 2008:1).3 The reliance on such reports often resulted in inaccurate storm tracking. The lack of 
adequate reporting left the state woefully unprepared for a major storm event like the 1938 hurricane. 
That storm arrived in Connecticut during high tide and brought storm surges of 14 to 18 feet along the 
coast. Additionally, 10 to 17 inches of water surged into the Connecticut River basin (fig. 1). More than 
500 people died and almost 9,000 homes were destroyed by the storm (Grossi 2008:2).  
 
In 1939 the state legislature took a step toward formalizing community planning and preparedness when it 
established the Connecticut Development Commission (CDC), an 11-member state commission, to 
promote business, housing, and community development. The CDC was created to “study conditions 
affecting Connecticut businesses, agricultural, and residential facilities; gather information about

                                                            
3 The U.S. Weather Bureau currently is known as the National Weather Service.   
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Fig. 1. View of New England Hurricane Flooding in Hartford, September 1938 (Source: NOAA Photo 

Library 2017). 

 
natural and economic resources in the state; and promote and encourage the location and development of 
new facilities in the state (Connecticut Department of Economic and Community Development).” The 
commission included a division to assist local governments with planning and zoning initiatives to 
strengthen local disaster preparedness and response. The CDC subsequently became involved in regional 
planning efforts for the duration of the twentieth century.4  
 
To improve regional planning, and indirectly, flood control, the state in 1947 enacted legislation enabling 
two or more contiguous towns with planning commissions to form a Regional Planning Authority (RPA). 
Additional state legislation required towns with planning commissions to adopt municipal development 
plans. Each plan had to be based on studies of local physical, social, economic, and governmental 
conditions and designed to promote coordinated development and the general welfare and prosperity of 
the residents of the town. The commission had the ability to make recommendations it believed to be 
beneficial to the town. Municipal development plans enabled passage of local regulations concerning 
flood mitigation (Grossi 2008:47).  
 
 
1950–78: Formalization of State and Federal Disaster Response 
 
In the mid-twentieth century state and federal disaster response was formalized through legislation and 
newly formed government agencies. After floods in 1953 and 1955, the state established committees to 
study flood disasters and provide recommendations for response and mitigation. These committees led to 
a series of state laws and government changes to improve disaster mitigation. During this period, the U.S. 
Congress also passed legislation and established agencies to combat natural disasters, culminating in the 
establishment of FEMA.  
                                                            
4 The Connecticut Development Commission was also known as the Connecticut Development Authority and the Department of 
Economic Development (DECD). Today, DECD administers programs and policies to promote business, housing, and 
community development (Department of Economic and Community Development, RG 022).  
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Federal Response 
 
In 1950 the onset of the Cold War prodded federal officials to absorb disaster response into federal civil 
defense efforts (Menzer 2007:7). This was accomplished under the federal Disaster Relief Act of 1950. 
The act was designed to reduce the economic impact of disasters and authorized the President to provide 
supplementary federal assistance when a governor requested help by declaring a major disaster (FEMA 
1999:3-2). The bill was not intended to replace disaster relief services provided by state and local 
governments, and nongovernmental associations; was activated only upon a presidential disaster 
declaration; and was designed solely to assist state and local efforts (Platt 1999:15).5 Initially, flood relief 
had been the responsibility of the Housing and Home Finance Agency (HHFA). Owing to the Cold War 
and increased military tensions, however, it fell under the Department of Defense in 1953 (Platt 1999:15).  
 
As floods were viewed as a trans-state issue, Congress passed legislation to formalize disaster response. 
Congress created the Connecticut River Flood Control Compact of 1953 “to promote an interstate 
committee among and between the signatory states; to assure adequate storage capacity for impounding 
the waters of the Connecticut River and its tributaries for the protection of life and property from floods; 
and to provide a joint or common agency through which the signatory states may more effectively 
cooperate in accomplishing the object of flood control and water resources utilization in the basin of the 
Connecticut River and its tributaries (U.S. Congress 1953).” The compact created The Connecticut River 
Valley Flood Control Commission (CRFCC). The commission consisted of 12 members—three each 
from Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Vermont—appointed by their respective 
governors. The purpose of the compact, and its commission, had been to create a central agency to 
address flooding concerns among states in the Connecticut River Valley (U.S. Congress 1953). 
 
Federal response in the 1950s extended beyond enacting legislation outlining authorization protocols and 
regional commissions; mitigation projects also were undertaken. The Flood of 1955 was particularly 
devastating to Connecticut’s inland towns. Waterbury experienced severe damage and loss of life after the 
Naugatuck River overflowed. Towns in the Naugatuck River Valley in Litchfield, New Haven, and 
Hartford counties had been equally devastated as well. The flood led to federally sponsored infrastructure 
improvements, including the construction of dams and hurricane walls. This work was undertaken by 
USACE, including construction of a dam on the Naugatuck River. The Thomaston Dam Flood Risk 
Management Project, located on the Naugatuck River about 10 miles north of Waterbury, was the first 
dam constructed in Connecticut after the flood. Construction began in May 1958 and was completed in 
November 1960 (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers [USACE] 2016a). The Thomaston Dam is the largest 
and most important flood-control dam in the Naugatuck River system (USACE 2016a). There is no lake 
at the dam. Instead, the flood storage area, which is normally empty and is used Connecticut to store 
floodwaters, covers 960 acres (USACE 2016a). 
 
USACE built other flood-control devices to help eliminate the threat of flood damage. In response to 
Hurricane Donna, which caused major flooding in coastal Connecticut in September 1960, USACE 
constructed the Pawcatuck Hurricane Protection Barrier in Pawcatuck, New London County (USACE 
2016b). Construction of the protection barrier began in June 1962 and was completed in September 1963. 
A similar protection barrier, the Stamford Hurricane Protection Barrier, is at Stamford Harbor. The barrier 
was a response to a series of hurricane events in the twentieth century (fig. 2). The Great Hurricane of 
1938 caused almost $6 million in damages ($108 million in 2018 dollars) in Stamford (Friedman n.d.; 
USACE 

                                                            
5 The Flood Disaster Relief Act of 1950 set the precedent for the contemporary state of emergency declarations authorized under 
the National Emergencies Act of 1976. 
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Fig. 2. View of Stamford Hurricane Barrier, May 1968 (Source: Army Corps of Engineers 2010). 

 
2016c). Hurricane Carol in 1954 caused $3.4 million in damage ($32 million in 2018). The USACE 
estimates $2.9 million of damage (27 million in 2018 dollars) could have been prevented had a hurricane 
barrier existed at the time of both hurricanes. Construction of the barrier started in May 1965 and was 
completed in January 1969 at a cost of $14.5 million ($100 million in 2018 dollars (Friedman n.d.; 
USACE 2016c).  
 
Congress passed the National Flood Insurance Act (NFIA) in 1968, creating the Federal Insurance 
Administration and for the first time offering flood insurance to property owners. The act also created the 
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), which “encourages states and municipalities to manage 
development in floodplains by offering subsidized flood insurance in areas that have adopted minimum 
requirements” (FEMA 1968). Through mapping, setting insurance rates, and developing floodplain 
regulations, the NFIP has sought to manage, and at times deter, construction in vulnerable areas. The 
program also set the precedent for building elevation regulations. 
 
The NFIA preceded the formation of FEMA, as did two major storms. The first storm was Hurricane 
Agnes, which swept along the Eastern Seaboard and caused unprecedented levels of damage. The effects 
of the hurricane led the federal government to reexamine legislation and address weaknesses, particularly 
in the area of response and property owner assistance (FEMA 2010:6). Response shifted from prevention 
to providing social services. The shift motivated Congress to strengthen certain provisions of the NFIA. 
Under the revised legislation, known as the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973, federally insured 
lending institutions were mandated to require flood insurance for new houses built after 1973 and other 
property in designated floodplains (Office of the Comptroller of the Currency [OCC] 2017). The second 
storm occurred in 1974. On April 3, tornadoes struck in 10 states, with six receiving federal disaster 
declarations. As a result, Congress passed the Disaster Relief Act of 1974, which updated federal 
response and relief systems (FEMA 2010:6). The act also granted more power to the federal government 
to provide aid in the immediate aftermath of a disaster. The act was the last major legislative action prior 
to the creation of FEMA in 1978.  
 
 
State Response 
 
Although the State of Connecticut sought to encourage municipal and regional planning initiatives, there 
were no formal state government programs aimed at flood response. Flooding was viewed as a trans-state 
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issue, requiring cooperation among state governments. It was not until after the Flood of 1955 that 
Connecticut adopted flood mitigation measures and response and recovery protocols. The Flood of 1955 
was the result of two hurricanes, Connie and Diane. The two storms hit the state within a two-week period 
in August. The latter hurricane, Diane, deposited 14 inches of rain over a 30-hour period (United States 
Weather Bureau 1955). The terrain had already been saturated by Hurricane Connie two weeks prior and 
could not absorb Diane’s downpour. Rivers, brooks, and streams, which had dried during the months of 
July and August, became raging torrents.  
 
In November 1955, newly elected Governor Abraham Ribicoff appointed a Flood Recovery Committee to 
study disaster-related problems facing the state. The committee was tasked with mapping out a program 
of immediate and long-range rehabilitation of Connecticut infrastructure. To address problems resulting 
from the storms, the committee was divided into five subcommittees: State Reconstruction Costs; 
Housing; Aid to Flood Victims; Reconstruction Planning; and, Legislative (Flood Recovery Committee 
1955). Ribicoff set November 9, 1955, as the date for convening the General Assembly to review the 
committee’s findings. The committee’s report contained recommendations regarding social assistance 
programs as well as a section on regional planning that called for a “reconsideration of town planning and 
flood control measures (Flood Recovery Committee 1955).” Because legislative and administrative power 
rested with the towns, no countywide agency responsible for disaster relief existed. Outlining a need for 
regional planning, the committee urged all state agencies to encourage towns contiguous to each other to 
coordinate their town plans, redevelopment initiatives, and flood-control projects. In 1959 the 
Connecticut General Assembly redefined the RPA as the Regional Planning Agency and gave the CDC 
authority to define planning regions.  
 
In 1965 the legislature passed a bill that enabled two or more towns in any planning region defined by the 
CDC to “establish a Regional Council of Elected Officials (RCEO) to consider matters of a public nature 
common to two or more members and promote cooperative arrangement and action members programs” 
(Office of Policy Management [OPM] 2016). In 1971 the Connecticut General Assembly authorized 
RCEOs to exercise the powers of an RPA should its region lack such an agency. Consequently, 60 
percent or more of towns in any planning region defined by the CDC had the ability to establish Regional 
Councils of Governments (RCOG) to exercise all rights in response to flood events and prevention. The 
RCOG was subject to all duties of the RCAs and RCEOs. These planning regions, still operating today, 
provide a geographic framework in which municipalities can jointly address common interests and 
coordinate such interests with state plans and programs (OPM 2016). An RCOG has to establish a 
Regional Planning Commission (RPC) as a subdivision of the RCOG. The RPC is then responsible for all 
planning duties. RCOGs are the contemporary form of regional planning in Connecticut.  
 
 
1978–2014: Establishment of FEMA and Subsequent Emergency Response through 
Hurricane Sandy 
 
The contemporary period of emergency management is characterized by shared governance among local, 
state, and federal government entities. Local-level emergency planning continues to be the most important 
element. The state acts as a channel between federal and local government, providing aid to local 
jurisdictions as needed. The federal government provides direction and goals for local officials, but 
primarily serves as a financial supporter when governments are unable to meet the stated goals for 
emergency relief (Jackman and Beruvides 2013:59).  
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Federal Response 
 
The turning point in coordinated federal disaster response was the implementation of FEMA on April 1, 
1979, which was accomplished through two Executive Orders. Under President Jimmy Carter, the federal 
government undertook an extensive evaluation of its disaster response and recovery programs with the 
goal of increasing efficiency and saving money (FEMA 2010:7). This evaluation led to the establishment 
of FEMA, which combined a number of emergency management programs that had been administered by 
different agencies. FEMA also was granted oversight of NFIP. 
 
For NFIP, FEMA uses historical flood data to develop Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs). FIRMs then 
divide the floodplain into different zones based on susceptibility to flooding. To be eligible for the 
program, FEMA requires that local governments impose additional regulations in special flood hazard 
areas (SFHAs). SFHAs are high-risk areas that would be inundated by base-flood levels (Sliders 2013:9). 
These areas include A-Zones, upland areas vulnerable to the 100-year flood, and V-Zones, which are 
subject to more severe damage from erosion and waves that are at least three feet during a base flood. V-
Zones are more strictly regulated and have a higher insurance-rate structure (Sliders 2013:9–10). For 
properties in SFHAs, the minimum conditions of NFIP includes requiring permits for new and 
substantially improved development and elevating the lowest floor of all buildings to or above the Base 
Flood Elevation (BFE). The elevation requirement can be met by raising structures on fill, piles, posts, 
piers, columns, walls, or a crawlspace. The space below the BFE is limited to parking, building access, 
and storage. Any openings may only be covered by devices that permit the automatic entry and exit of 
floodwaters. While rules vary according to local regulations, buildings over 50 years of age typically are 
exempt from these regulations (Horowitz 2013:100).6  
 
Building elevation is not a new practice and has been used for a variety of reasons, including city 
infrastructure improvements, such as railroad and sewage construction, and disaster mitigation, such as 
flooding. Although not new, it became a more common practice to address flooding, particularly after the 
NFIP was established. Noteworthy elevation efforts include those in Sacramento; Galveston, Texas; 
Chicago; Seattle; and Atlanta. In Galveston and Sacramento, buildings were elevated in response to 
flooding. The streets of Sacramento were elevated by 8 to 14 feet after the floods of 1862 (Isacoff 
2014:48–49). The City of Galveston elevated more than 2,000 buildings by as much as 17 feet after the 
1900 hurricane (fig. 3). As early as 1925, coastal municipalities in Connecticut established planning and 
zoning regulations (Town of Darien 1999); however, many of these early regulations failed to include 
disaster preparedness measures such as elevating buildings or prohibiting construction in vulnerable 
areas. It was not until the NFIP was established that local regulations included such measures.  
 
FEMA is organized into regional support teams to coordinate efforts with state and local governments. 
When a major disaster occurs, the Regional Support Team (RST) staff is activated to the Operation 
Center (ROC) by the Regional FEMA Director. RST staff are the initial coordinators for federal activity. 
Other elements of the initial federal response may include the Emergency Support Team (EST) and the 
Emergency Response Team (ERT) (FEMA 2011:3). The ERT is the federal interagency team that is 
activated after a presidential disaster or emergency declaration. The team coordinates the overall federal 
response and recovery activities, providing assistance and support to affected state and local governments 
(FEMA 2011:5). The ERT is headed by a Federal Coordinating Officer (FCO) and operates from a 
Disaster Field Office (DFO) (FEMA 2011:6). The EST is an interagency group that operates from the 
National Interagency Emergency Operations Center (NIEOC) at FEMA headquarters, in Washington, 
D.C.

                                                            
6 Buildings over 50 years old that have been altered to such a degree that they no longer retain their character-defining features or 
historic fabric typically are required to comply with SFHA regulations. However, those buildings that have been modified in 
accordance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation typically are exempt from SFHA regulations. 
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Fig. 3. View of Grade Raising, Galveston, Texas, ca. 1910 (Source: Collection of the Galveston County  
  Historical Museum, courtesy Virginia Buck 2017). 
 
 
The team coordinates federal response by serving as an information clearinghouse to help access and 
coordinate needed resources. The first disaster to be funded on a cost-sharing basis—75 percent federal 
and 25 percent state and private—was the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens in the state of Washington 
(FEMA 1999:3-3). 
 
While FEMA regulations were beginning to influence construction in coastal municipalities of 
Connecticut, USACE continued its construction of dam and hurricane barriers. As previous dam and 
hurricane barriers constructed in Connecticut had been proven to alleviate serious flooding, they 
continued to be used as a form of mitigation. The City of New London suffered damaging floods from 
hurricanes in 1938, 1944, 1954, and 1960. Ultimately, the construction of a hurricane protection barrier 
was initiated in August 1978. The project consisted of an earth-fill dike with stone slope protection and 
the construction of a raised railroad embankment. The project was completed in May 1986 (USACE 
2016d). 
 
After Hurricane Sandy, the federal government responded by distributing more than $60 billion in 
emergency spending (Bucci et al. 2013:2). Connecticut experienced less damage than coastal New York 
and New Jersey. Thus, Connecticut received a relatively small portion of this funding (Radelat 2014). 
Previous measures aimed at mitigating flood events, particularly hurricane barriers, flood walls, and 
dams, contributed to the lack of serious damage. A week after Sandy, The New York Times wrote: “much 
of Stamford, a city of 124,000, sat securely behind a 17-foot-high barrier that easily blocked an 11-foot 
surge…and helped prevent about USD$25 million dollars in damage to businesses and homes (Stellin 
2012).” Furthermore, the declaration of a state of emergency prior to the storm making landfall was 
credited for the quick response before and after the storm.  
 
Prior to Hurricane Sandy, the Biggert-Waters Flood Insurance Reform Act of 2012 had significantly 
altered how flood insurance premium rates were calculated (FEMA 2012). These changes modified 
building ratings to reflect actual flood risk. Additionally, the changes eliminated grandfathering and flood 
insurance premium subsidies for several types of buildings. As a result, flood insurance premium rates on 
many properties in SFHAs increased as the new rates reflected the full flood risk of an insured building. 
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Rates on most buildings that are, or will be, in SFHAs will most likely be revised over time to reflect full 
flood risks. Current mapping for coastal municipalities in Connecticut will change expand the area bound 
by elevation requirements to reflect the changing SFHAs.  
 
 
State Response 
 
Federal reaction to natural disasters continued to guide state response in the late twentieth and early 
twenty-first centuries. Severe weather events led to new state regulations and policies as well as an 
increased focus on utility and performance standards. The Flood of 1982 was the most devastating flood 
event in Connecticut between 1955 and 2012. On June 5, 1982, 10 inches of heavy rain fell on towns of 
the lower Connecticut River. Throughout the state, 17 dams failed, and an additional 31 were damaged 
(Department of Energy & Environmental Protection [DEEP] 1982). More than $100 million in damage 
was inflicted on 16 coastal communities. The heaviest rainfall was in New Haven and Middlesex counties 
(DEEP 1982). Most flooding resulted from small rivers or streams. These smaller waterways had not been 
subject to flood-control projects after the Flood of 1955, unlike the state’s major rivers. FEMA issued a 
Major Disaster Declaration on June 14, 1982, for the affected region.  
 
After the disaster, the Connecticut Department of Energy & Environment Protection (DEEP) 
commissioned a statewide report primarily focused on dam safety and the widespread failures during and 
after the flood event. Since 1983, DEEP has repaired or substantially reconstructed more than 50 state-
owned dams at a cost of $25 million (DEEP 1982). The vast majority of these were “high” or 
“significant” potential hazard dams under DEEP’s dam classification system. Since the floods of 1982, 
DEEP also has taken steps to better regulate privately owned dams. The vast majority (72 percent) of 
dams in the state are privately owned (DEEP 1982).  
 
In January 1996 a severe blizzard buried the mid-Atlantic and northeast United States under 18 inches to 
36 or more inches of snow (McFadden 1996). Similar to the 1936 flood, the blizzard resulted in flooding. 
Most schools, colleges, town and state offices, retail stores, banks, and factories were closed in the state. 
Governor John G. Rowland did not declare an emergency. Rather, he urged residents to stay off the roads 
wherever possible and told nonessential state workers to remain home (McFadden 1996). Scattered power 
outages affected the coastal communities, and residential and nonresidential properties were washed out 
to sea. Utility and performance standards were criticized during the 1996 storm, but protocols remained 
unchanged until 2012.  
 
The turning point for the adoption of utility and performance standards occurred during an October 2011 
snowstorm that left more than 750,000 Connecticut residents without power. In response, Governor 
Dannell Malloy formed a “two-storm” panel. In January 2012 the panel proposed a number of storm 
preparedness and recovery initiatives (Two Storm Panel 2012). Among the proposals were the 
establishment of utility and performance standards aimed at issues of staffing and planning for and 
recovery after storms and other emergencies. The package of storm preparedness and recovery initiatives 
was incorporated into legislation passed by the Connecticut General Assembly in May 2012, and 
benchmarks and standards for utilities were released by the state Public Utilities Regulatory Authority the 
same year (Two Storm Panel 2012). The legislation authorized the Connecticut Public Utilities 
Regulatory Authority (PURA) to establish performance benchmarks for utility companies. These 
benchmarks created penalties for companies that fail to make proper preparations in advance of a storm.  
 
In Connecticut, Governor Malloy partially activated the state’s Emergency Operations Center on October 
26, 2012, in preparation for Hurricane Sandy. Malloy signed a Declaration of Emergency the next day 
(Malloy 2012). On October 28, President Barack Obama approved Connecticut’s request for an 
emergency declaration. In response, hundreds of National Guard personnel were deployed to Connecticut. 
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On October 29, Malloy ordered road closures for all state highways. Numerous mandatory and partial 
evacuations were issued in cities across Connecticut (Boston University 2012).  
 
Hurricane Sandy was the second-costliest hurricane in U.S. history. The storm was a Category 2 hurricane 
upon making landfall along the coast of the northeastern United States in October 2012. Sandy is 
currently the largest Atlantic hurricane on record. Connecticut experienced flooding and damage from 
debris and falling trees following the storm; however, widespread power loss was the greatest issue facing 
state officials. Situation reports released by the U.S. Department of Energy in the week after Hurricane 
Sandy documented that Connecticut was one of the hardest-hit states for power loss, as well as one of the 
slowest to recover (Muskal 2013) Hurricane Sandy left more than 600,000 houses and 30 percent of 
residents without power. More than 90 percent of the outages reported by Connecticut Light & Power, the 
state’s largest utility company, had been caused by trees and limbs falling on power lines (Muskal 2013).  
 
At the time of Hurricane Sandy’s landfall, 26 coastal municipalities in Connecticut required residential 
and nonresidential buildings in SFHAs to elevate the lowest floor to or above the BFE through zoning 
regulations or floodplain ordinances.7 Of these municipalities, Branford, Darien, Greenwich, Milford, 
New Haven, Stamford, Stonington, and Waterford only required manufactured homes to elevate the 
lowest floor to or above the BFE. From 1983 to 2013, amendments to the NFIP resulted in municipalities 
changing their building elevation requirements to comply with federal requirements. Certain towns such 
as Darien had elevation specifications in zoning requirements prior to this period (City of New Haven 
2013; Town of Darien 1999).  
 
The International Building Code (IBC) currently serves as the basis for Connecticut State building codes. 
The code requires the design and construction of buildings in accordance with the American Society of 
Civil Engineers’ (ASCE) 24-14 Standard for Flood Resistant Design and Construction (American 
Society of Civil Engineers [ASCE] 2014:11) (FEMA 2001). ASCE standards require zero to three feet of 
“freeboard” above the BFE.8  
 
Since Hurricane Sandy, state and municipal leaders in Connecticut have worked on a variety of fronts to 
better prepare Connecticut for catastrophic storms. In 2016 the state received a $54 million federal grant 
for storm resiliency planning for coastal municipalities. A majority of the funding was allocated to 
Bridgeport, which received more than $36 million. In Fairfield, where 1,000 houses had been damaged by 
the hurricane, more than $2 million was used to secure the local wastewater treatment plant against 
flooding (Blair 2017). Norwalk received two state grants totaling $5.6 million—one for Washington 
Village Reconstruction and the other to pay for upgrades to the Stroffolino Bridge between South 
Norwalk and East Norwalk (Gurliacci 2014). Of the installment, $3 million has been dedicated to pay for 
raising and reconstructing Raymond and Day streets to elevate them above the SFHA 100-year-flood 
elevation level.9 The second project involved efforts to improve the resiliency and operation of the Route 
136 movable bridge over Norwalk Harbor during extreme weather events. This project received the $2.6 
million installment (Gurliacci 2014).  
  

                                                            
7 The municipalities are Borough of Fenwick, Borough of Stonington, Branford, Bridgeport, Clinton, Darien, East Haven, East 
Lyme, Fairfield, Greenwich, Groton, Guilford, Madison, Milford, New Haven, New London, Norwalk, Old Lyme, Old Saybrook, 
Stamford, Stonington, Stratford, Waterford, West Haven, Westbrook, and Westport. 
8 Freeboard is a term used by NFIP to describe the vertical difference between the lowest floor of a building and the BFE, usually 
expressed in feet. The freeboard is typically between the BFE and Design Flood Elevation (DFE). The DFE is a regulatory flood 
elevation adopted by a local community (FEMA 2001). If a community regulates to minimum NFIP requirements, the DFE is 
identical to the BFE. However, the DFE is typically the BFE plus any freeboard adopted by said community. 
9 The 100-year flood level is referred to as 1 percent annual exceedance probability flood, since it is a flood that has a 1 percent 
chance of being equaled or exceeded in any single year (FEMA 2013). 
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LIST OF ACRONYMS 
 
 
 
 
BFE – Base Flood Elevation 
CDC – Connecticut Development Commission  
CRFCC – Connecticut River Valley Flood Control Commission  
DEP – Department of Energy & Environmental Protection 
DOI – Department of the Interior 
DRF – Disaster Relief Funds 
ERT – Emergency Response Team 
EST – Emergency Support Team 
FEMA – Federal Emergency Management Agency 
FIRM – Flood Insurance Rate Map 
HHFA – Housing and Home Finance Agency 
IBC – International Building Code 
NFIP – National Flood Insurance Program 
NWS – National Weather Service 
PURA – Public Utilities Regulatory Authority 
PWA – Public Works Administration 
RCOG – Regional Council of Government  
RPA – Regional Planning Authority 
RPC – Regional Planning Commission 
RPO – Regional Planning Organization 
RST – Regional Support Team 
SFHA – Special Flood Hazard Areas 
USACE – United States Army Corps of Engineers 
USDHS – United States Department of Homeland Security 
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